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PRE FA OE.

THE Peninsula of Florida was discovered by Juan Ponce de
Leon on Pascua Florida, Palm Sunday, in the year 1512 ; and
because of the day in which he discovered it, he gave it the
name of Florida. It }V"as at that time ·the only part of North
America known, from the Gulf of Honduras to the Island of
Newfoundland. ·· But the name of Florida was not confined to
the country to which Ponce de Leon had given it, as appears•
from the,following: Bernal Diaz states that Francisco de Garay,
governor of Jamaica, ·about the year.1518 petitioned the emperor "that the discovery of an. countries which might lie to the
north of the river St. Peter and St. Paul might He granted to
him;" "and obtained the appointment of adelantado and governor of a11 the provinces bordering on the river St. Peter and
St. Paul, and of all the provinces he should discover." As this
river was south of -that of Tuspan, this grant would have embraced the country on both sides of the river Panuco. Cortes,
in 1524, wrote to the emperor Charles V.: "Nothing seems tQ. •
remain but to explore the coast lying between the river Panuco
and Florida, the latter being the country discovered by the
1
adelantado Juan Ponce de Leon, and then the northern coast of
Florida as far as the Bacallaos" (Newfoundland). Alvaro Nunez
Cabega de Vaca sa3s: Pam:filo de Narvaez, in 1527, was appointed adelantado and governor of Florida, with "full power
to conquer all the country from the river of Palms (Santander)
to the cape of Florida." And Narvaez's proclamation is: "To
the inhabitants of the countries and provinces from the Rio de
Palmas to the cape of Florida." It thus appears that in 1527 the
ocean boundary of Florida extended from the river of Palms (Santander) ~o Bacallaos (Newfoundland). It is the accounts of th.e
events which occurred in this vast country, from the year 1512

c>f'

n sn nrrnnµ-•·•l in t1u~ fu?k,wing
histon· nf F!,,.rtd,\ t!urmi~ tirnt,
1d ns s,m;t, nf tln.1! tnoRt imp.-rtant
ain, anti l"lori<ln v.·•-~rt, ck~,~ly con•
n given of' the expetliliotHl tlrnt lc.-il to

;,::fected, a.n acco~t
the disCC>Ytry and conquest, of :\fcxieo, aml of tho priruripnl
events at that time that co1muctc!d tho history of ~foxiet>. with
that of ~,lorida and the other Spanish pravinc.~.a of Amcric,a:
and thus have been presented some of thu most promim:-nt rrwn
of that period 1 nnd a genernl view nf th<! relation uf am1irs in
the Indies or Spanish possessions in America.
,.rhe interior of Floricla remained unexplored ,and unknown
till the expedition of Pamfilo de Narvaez, in the y<!ar 1:):r;,
when Alvaro Nunez Cabe~a de Vaca, wandering from 1:'•2~ to
1536, crosimd tho continent to the Pacific Ocean, and finally
reauheJ the city of :Mexico. The expedition of Narvae.z wiu,
succeeded by that of Hermmdo De Soto, who landed al Tampa
Bay, in I?lorida, on the 30th of }lay, 1589, and man-.:hed tbenoo
to the Arkansas River, where, just below its mouth, on t.be W<~fft
bank of tho Mississippi River, he died, t.he 21st of ¥ay, 13-12.
But after the death of De Soto1 his soldiers marched <>ne. hundred and fifty Spanisl1 leagues west of" the MiBSissippi to the
Daycao (probably the Trinity River of Texas), wbeuoo they returned to the mouth of the Arkansas.
These two expeditions, Narvaez~s and De Soto''\ we-re the flr;-it
that gave to Europe a knovdcdge of the interior of' Flurida. It
is from them that was acquired the: first infimuntinu in reg.ml
to some of the principal rivers, the town~, and the population of
the country; the names and kxm.tinn of the Indian tribcl4 tlwy
met with; the manners and customs of the Imliam.;, and thdr
progress towards a state of civilization.
The information derived from the accounts of De! &,t,/:s <'X·
pedition was for many ycnrs tlw only guidt• to nmp-mnk,!r~ in
delineating the interior of Florida, which tlw,y di•l al ran.Jorn.
without regard to the proper location of Imliau tril~::4 nrnl
towns, and the rivers: so that thesn tnnpr1 aru of no con~idt•rn•
tion except to show tlw stnte of the nrt nt thut perio•l, nnii their
utter ignorance of tho interior of' Florida. It wnR n,.-t m11il thu
expedition of Hobert Cnvclier Sicur de La 8a11e, in 1,;;~, to the
mouth of the ~iissisi;ippi River, tho voyngu uf Pi<:rrc! 1(: ~loyuc
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· d'Iberville in the year 1698-1699, and the expeditions of Bienville, La Harpe, St. Denis, and De Sauvol, made known the
lower part of the Mississippi River, and the countries borde:ritrg ·
on it, that. a correct map was made of that portion of Florida
through which the expedition of De Soto travelled. But of the
peninsula of Florida, and the sea-coast of Georgia and South
· Carolina, which Ribault and Laudonniere visited in the years
1562-1564, Jacob le Moyne de Morgues, who accompanied Laudonniere to Florida in 1564, made a map which shows the rivers
they discover.ed, the locations of the Indian towns and tribes
they became acquainted with, and a _general view of the whole
peninsula of Florida, with the sea-coast of Georgia and South
Carolina. This map, which has been inserted in this book, is
quite interesting and useful in explaining the voyages of Ribault, Laudonniere, and Menendez, and the expeditions they
made; and also in illustrating the acco11nt of Florida and its
ancient Indian tribes by Hernando D'Escalante Fontanedo.
The map of a part of Louisiana, from the map of North .America, by Dr. Mitchelle, corrected in 1'776 by Brigadier Hawkins,
which is also inserted in this work, shows the country, on the
west of the Mississippi River, through which De Soto and his
followers travelled; · the location of some of the Indian towns
and tribes they visit~d, and the most westerly points they
, reached. Several of these places were afterwards visited by
La Salle, Tonti, La Harpe, and St. Denis, and their locations thus ·
identified. But the location of Ooligoa, on this map, is incnr. · rect, as is also the note to it-that it was the limit of De Soto's
Journey-as will plainly appear by a reference to the account of
his expeditioii. But this map will be useful not only in showing
the location of several Indian towns and tribes visited by D~
Soto and his followers, and thus indicating their route, but also
in showing the route of St. Denis to Mexico, and the location~
of some early Spanish ·settlements in Texas; and in explaining
· several of the notes to this work.
As a knowledge of the sources whence has been derived the
information is essential to. a due appreciation of a work of this
kind, it becomes necessary to state that nearly everything re•
lated in the followil1g pages has been taken. from the accounts
of those who were participators in the events they describe:
Cortes himself gives the history of the province of Pa_nuco.

*

·
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Be.rnal Dililii was a follower of Cordova, Grijalva, and Cortes.
Verazzani wrote th·e account of his own voyage. , .Al var~ Nunez
Cabe9a de Vaca, who accompanied Narvaez to F~orida, te_lls the
story of his expedition, and of his own waudermgs. ~iedma,
and the "Portuguese gentleman of Elvas," accompamed the
expedition of De Soto to its end. Garcilasso Inca ,de la "Y ega
was contemporary with the veterans of De Soto, anct associated
with them in Peru and in Spain. Ribault, Laudonniere, and
Gourgue re]ate the stories of their expeditions to Florida.
'Francisco Lopez de Mendoza Grajales, who accompanied Menendez, tells the story of his expedition to Florida; and Fontaneclo
relates what he saw and learned during the seventeen years
of his captivity among the Indians of. Florida. To that precious treasme of the early history of our country, the "Historical Collections of Louisiana and Florida," by B. F. French,
member of the principa] Historical Societies of the U nitecl
Stat~s, I am especially indebted for much of the most interest. ing and most important portions of this work. Such are some of
the sources of information; the others are the best authors who
have written on the subjects treated ot Thus have I endeavored to give from original sources and the best authorities a full
:md correct account of Hernando· de Soto, and of the events
which occurred in Florida from the year 1512 to the year
1568.
As this work has been compiled from different authors, the
orthography of some. of th~ proper names is not uniform
throughout it; yet the di:fleren.ces in these names are not so
great but that the same persons and places may be recognized in
the different forms. The work of Garcilasso Inca de la Vega,
entitled "Conquest of Fl.orida," is here given complete,· with
numerous notes to illustrate and confirm what he relates in regard to "·'.Florida." This work. of G ncilasso is ·given in the
same plain, unostentatious style and form in which it is found
in the Fr~nch translation of Pierre Richelet, who appears to
have aimed to give it in all its o.rigi'nal simplicity.
There is probably no Spanish hero of America whose fame
is more widespread throughout the United States than that of
~iernando de Soto, and yet; at the same time, of whom so little
1s known. The expedition of De Soto into ";Florida" was in
fact, the beginning of the history of this country, whose ;ast
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domain is now the· unrivalled region ]ying between the oceans,
the Mexican gulf, and tlrn great lakes. It is to make more particularly known .the first great expedition that revealed to the
world the interior of our country; to trace the route by which
De Soto travelled ; and to tell the names and• indicate the locations of the Indian towns and tribes of "Florida," first mentioned. in history, that has led me to compile and publish this
book; where can be acquired a knowledge of nearly all the
particulars of one of the most daring expeditions ever undertaken by_ the bravest of the early Spanish adventures in .America, and which has ·but a single parallel in the annals of the
new world.
·
BARN.ARD SEIPP.
PIIILADELPHIA,

September 5, 1881.
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HERNANDO DE SOTO AND FLORIDA..

VOLUME I.

I

·5ia!ltt!

HERNANDO DE SOTO AND FLORID.A.

CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION.
WHEN Columbus, in 1498, hnd shown the way to the American
continent, daring adventurers, following in his track, soon penetrated to the farthest limit of the west; each succeeding navigator
extending the discoveries of the preceding, until :finally the
Isthmus of Darien or Panama was reached. Columbus, on the
30th of July, 1502, discovered the Island of Guanaja at the
entrance to the Bay of Honduras. Thence he sailed along the
coast of Central America to the Isthmus of Panama. Tims was
the continental coast of the Caribbean Sea, from the months of .the
Orinoco to the Bay of Honduras, explored within the four years
and three months that elapsed from the 31st of .Tuly, 1498, when
Columbus discovered the Island of Trinidad, to the 2d of N ovember, 1502, when he anchored in the harbor of Puert<? Bello.
The extravagant reports of the wealth of the countries thus
discovered induced enterprising Spanish adventurers to solicit the
colonization of the regions remarkable for their reputed wealth.
For this purpose a vast extent of territory extending from Cape
Vela to Gracias a Dios was formed into two provinces. That
extending from Cape Vela to the Gulf of Darien was named New
Andalusia, the other Veragna.
In 1510, Martin Fernandez Enciso founded, near the head of the
Gulf of Darien, on the west side, a town which he named Santa
Maria de la Antigua del Darien. 'rhis town was the fit'st of any

4
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dnrntiou that was ever established by Europeans on the American
·
t ; a11 other •attemr)ts to found settlements had proven
contmen
abortive, but Santa Maria remained the capital of that province till
151 n. Vasco Nunez de Balboa by his superior abilities became the
chief of the colony, and on the 29th of September, 1513, discovered
the South Sea or Pacific Ocean, and thus was a new maritime
world opened to the enterprise of Spain.
In 1514, Ferdinand appointed Pedro Arias de Avila-same as
Pedrarias Davila-governor of Darien. He gave to him the comrnaml of fifteen vessels with twelve hundred soldiers, the greatest
armament that to that time bad been sent to America. Peclrarias
sailed from St. Lucar on the 12th of April, 1514, taking with him
his wife, Donna Isabella de Bobadilla, ancl, withont any remarkable
accident, arrived in the Gulf of Darien in the month of June.
At the time of Pedra,rias' appointment to the government of
Dnrien, Santa Maria de la .Antigua was, by royal ordinance,
elevated into the metropolitan city of Castilla del Oro, or Golden
Castile, as the country was then called, and a Franciscan friar,
named ,Tuan de Quevedo, was appointed as bishop, with powers to
decide all cases of conscience. Santa Maria de la Antigna remained
the metropolitan city of the colony nntil the year 1519, when tlle
sent of government was removed to the Pacific coast, and the town
of Panama lmilt where a settlement had been previonsly made by
Pedrarias, and thus Panama was the first town ever built by
l~uropeans on the Pacific coast of the American conth1ent.
Dnring this period, from 1498 to 1519, within which occurred
the preceding events, St. Domingo, a town on the southern coast of
the Island of Hayti, was the capital of the Indies, as this portion
of the continent wtta then called. Here Christopher Oolumbns
resi<led from September, 1498, to August, 1500. Here Nicholas de
Ovando resided from 1501 to 1509. It was during his administration that Sebastian de Ocampo cireumnaviguted the Island of
Cuba, ancl thus demonstrated that it was au island, of which
previously there were doubts. And here, in 1509, Diego Columbus,
the son of the .Admiral, arri-v-ecl, as governor, and remained until
l5l5, and from 1520 to 1523; during whose administration settle-
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ments were attempted in New Andalusia and Veragna, Santa Maria
de la Antigua founded, Jamaica settled, the pearl fisheries established at the Island of Cubagua, and Cuba conquered and settled.
In 1517, the Cardinal Ximenes, regent of Castile, without regard
to the rights claimed by Diego Columbus and 'to the regulations of
the late king (Ferdinand), determined to send to America three
superintendents of all the colonies. For this purpose he chose
three monks of the order of St. Jerome. He associated with them
Zuazo, a laywer of distinguished probity, to whom Lie gave foll
power to regulate justice in the colonies.

6
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I.
THE VOYAGE OF FRANCISCO HERNANDEZ DE CORDOVA TO YUCATAN.

1517.
On the 30tl.t of June, 1514, Pedrarias landed at Darien, with the
1
largest body of men that till then had been sent to America. 1 he
provisions brought by the fleet having been damaged, nn:l a searcity
of food occurring in the colony, sickness soon began among the
new-comers. From the effects of these two causes, famine and sickness, soon half of the men of Pedrarias miserably perished. Of
the remainder, some removed to less unhealthy localities, and some
obtained permission to go to Cuba, which Diego Velasquez had recently conq nered. Those who went to Cuba, besides improving
. their condition, expected to receive fortunes there. But after remaining a couple of years without realizing their expectations, some
of the more energetic of them united with some of the ,vealthy and
entel'prising inhabitants of the island, to form an expedition to discover new lands.
'!'he peninsula of Florida had been discovered by Juan Ponce de
Leon in 1512, yet it was still considered as an island, and as the
new adventurers of the proposed expedition had lately come from
the continent, it is probable that their views were turned westward
as the dil'ection in which they could hope to reach some portion of
it, where they would have a more extensive field for their enterprise
than the narrow limits of an island. Or, it may have been that
they had heard some vague rumor of' a wealthy empire to the west.
For it is probable that there had been at times an intercourse between the island of Cuba and the continental province, Yucatan, to
the west.*
'l'he expedition consisted of three vessels and somewhat more
than one hu11dred and ten men, commanded by Francisco de
Cordova. It sailed from the harbor of Ajaruco, or J aruco, on
the northern coast of the island of Cuba, in the early part of the
year 1517. About the first of March they came in sight of land.
1
I! rom their ships they could perceive a considerable-sized town,

* The Spaniards found on the island of Cozumel, a fow hours' sail from Yucatan,. an Indi~n woman who, in a canoe, had been carriecl there by the currents irom the island of Jamaica.-DrAz.
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larger than any town in Cuba, which lay about six miles from the
seashore; On the 5th of March, in the morning, five large ca.noes
came alongside the ships, and more than thirty of the Indians
climbed on board the principal ship. .A.fter satisfying thei1· curi~
osity, they left.
Very early the next morning the cazique called again. He made
known. to Cordova, by signs, that he might come to his town; saying in his language, Con escotoch, con escotoch, which means, Come
with me to my house yonder. The Spaniards, therefore, called this
spot Punta de 0otoche.
Continuing their course more westwardly along the coast, they
discovered many promontories, bays, reefs, and sballows. 'r hey all
considered this country an island, because their pilot, Anton cle
Alaminos, persisted in it. After sailing for fourteen days they discovered another town of considerable size. Here was a bay with
an inner harbor. It happened to be Sunday Lazari when they
landed, and they, therefore, named this place in honor of that duy,
though they wern well aware that the Indians ca.Iled it the land of
Oarnpeachy. After they had taken in water they re-embarked, and
continued their course for six days and six nights without interruption, the weather being very fine. They finally espied a village
from their ships, and about three miles further on was a kind
of inner harbor, at the head of which it appeared there might be
some river or brook; they, therefore, resolved to land here. 'l'he
water being uncommonly shallow along this coast, they were compelle<l to anchor their two large vessels at about three miles' distance from the slwre. ~rhey then proceeded with their smallest
vessel and all the boats in order to land at the inner harbor.
It was about midday when they landed. The distance from here
to the village, which was called Potoncban, might be three miles.
Here they found some wells, cornfields, and stone buildings. 'l'he
water casks were soon filled; but they could not succeed to get
them in the boats, on account of an attack made upon them by
great numbers of the inhabitants, in which attack Cordova reueived
arrow wounds in no less than twelve different places. Diaz received
three, one of which was very dangerous, the arrow having pierced
to the very bone. Others of the Spaniards were wounded, and two
were carried off alive. After they had gained their vessels, they
found that fifty~seven of their men were missing, besides the two
whom the Indians had carried off alive, and five whom they ha<l
_thrown overboard, who had died of their wounds and extreme
thirst. 1'he battle lasted a little· more than half an hour. 'l,he spot
where it took place was certainly called Potouchan. The seamen,
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however gave it the name of Bahea de mala Pelea (the bay of bacl
battle). ' None of the Spaniards had escaped without t,vo, three, or
four wounds. They, therefore, determined to return to Cuba, bnt,
as most of the sailors were wounded, they had not sufficient hands
to work the sails ; they were, therefore, forced to set fire to their
smallest vessel, and leave it to the mercy of the waves, after clistribntinO' the sailors who were not wounded equally among the two
0
•
~
other vessels, r:I..'hey had, however, to struggle with another 1ar
greater evil. This was the great want of fresh water.
rl'hey now kept as close in to shore as possible, to look out for
some stream or creek where they might take in fresh water. .After
thus continuing their course for three days, they espied an inlet, or
the mouth of some river as they thought, and sent a few hands on
shore, in the hopes of meeting with fresh water. But the water in
the inlet was salt, and wherever they dng wells it was equally bad.
rl'hey, nevertheless, filled their casks with it, bnt it was so bitter and
salty as to ue unfit for use. The water here swal'med with lizards ;
they, therefore, gave this place the name of Lizard's Bay (now the
Bay of 'l'erminos). rrhey tllen weighed anchor, and steered in the
direction of Cuba. In a consnltation of the pilots it was decided
that the best way to go there was to get in the latitude of Florida,
that by so doing they would have a better and speedier sail to
Havana. It turned out exactly as they had saicl.
As soon as they arrived off the coast of Florida, it was determined that twenty of the men who had almost recovered from their
wounds should go ashore to procure water. Of that number were
Diaz and the pilot Alaminos. 'They landed in a creek, and the pilot
again recognized this coast, which he had visited ten or twelve
years previously, with Juan Ponce de Leon when he discovered
these countries. rriiey had here fought a battle with the natives,
and lost many of their men.
The Spaniards therefore took every precaution lest the natives
should also fall upon them unawares. rl'hey posted two sentinels
at a spot where the stream had a considerable breadth. They then
dug deep wells where they thought fresh water was likely to be
found. '!'he sea wns just ebbing, and they were so fortunate as to
find fresh water there. rrhey then washed the bandages of the
wounded men. A good hour's time was spent in this, and as they
were on the point of re~embarking with the casks of water, one of
the men whom they had placed sentinel on the coast, came running
towards them in all haste, crying niloud : " To arms I to arms I numbers of Indians are approaching, both by land and sea." 'fhe
Indians came upon them almost at the same time with the sentinel.
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The Indians had immense~sized bows, with sharp arrows, lances,
and spears-among these were some shaped like swords-while
their large powerful bodies were covered with skins of wild beasts.
'!'hey made straightway for the Spaniards and let fly their arrows,
and wounded six of the men at . the first onset. Diaz was also
slightly wounded in the right arm. The Indians, however, were
received with such well-directed blows that they quitted those who
llacl been digging the wells, and tnrnecl towards the creek to assist
their companions, who, in their canoes, were attacking those left
behind in the boat 'l'he latter bad been forced to fight man to
man, and had already los.t the boat, which the Indians were towing
off behind their canoes. Four of the sailors had been wounded,
and the pilot Alaminos himself severely in the throat. The Spaniarcls, however, courageously faced the enemy and went up to
their waists in the water, and soon compelled them by dint of their
swords to jump out of the boat. 'l'wenty-two Indians lay dead on
the shore; three others who were slightly wounded were taken on
board the vessel, but they died soon after.
Having taken the water on hoard the vessels, they hoisted sail
and stood direct fot· the Havana. '11 he day and following night
the weather was most beautiful as they passed the .Martyr Islands
and sand banks of the same name.* 'l'hey had only four fathoms
where the water was deepest; their principal vessel consequently
struc~r against rocks and became very leaky, so tllat all hands were
engaged at the pumps without their being able to get the watn:.
under, while they every minute feared the vessel would go down.
They had alternately to work the sails and pumps until they entered
the port of Carena where now the town of Havana stands, the latter
being previously called Puerto de Carenas, and not Havana,t
The commander, Francisco Hernandez de Cordova, journeyed
overland to San Espiritu, where he had an Indian commandery; he,
however, died of his wounds ten days after his arrival there. The
rest of the men became dispersed over the island, and three died of
their wounds at the Havana. 'fhe vessels were taken to Santiago
de Cuba, where the governor resiclerl.
When they brought forth the treasures and curiosities they had

* The islands of Cape Florida were at that time called Martyr Islands, or
rather by the Spanish word that so signifies, 011 account of the vessels that
were shipwrecked 011 them, and thereby the loss of so many lives.
t So called because Sebastian de Ocampo here careened his vessels whe11 he
was making a circumnavigation of the island of Cuba, in the year 1507, to determine whether it was an island or not.
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collected on their voyage and related what they had discovered,
these became the topics of common conversation throughout the
islands of St. Domingo and Cuba; indeed, the fame thereof even
1·eached Spain. 'l,here it was said that none of the countries which
had hitherto been discovered were as tich as this, and in none had
there been found houses bnilt o·f stone. 'rhe earthen gods which
they brought from these countries, it was said, were the remains of
the ancient heathen times; others again went so far as to affirm
that the inhabitants of these countries were descenchmts of the
tT ews, whom Titus and Vespasian had driven from J ernsalem, who
had been shipwrecked off this coast. Peru was then unknown and
not discovered until the year 1527, and in so far the countries discovered were justly considered of the greatest importance.*

II.
THE VOYAGE OF JUAN DE GRI.JALVA TO M:EXICO.

1518.
Captain Diego Velasquez was then governing the island of Cuba~
He had gone there as the lieutenant of Diego Col um bus, second
admiral of the Indies, the couquest of this island was regarded
as the work of his valor, and the colonies that were established
there as the effect of his cares. This island being the most western
of all those that had been discovered, and tbe nearest to the continent of America, the lands of this ,continent were better known
the1·e ; nevertheless they still doubted whether it was an island or a
continent; bnt they spoke of it~ riehes with as much certainty as
if they had been assured of them by ocular witnesses.
The knowledge ancl fame of this country were much increased
at this time by the reports of the soldiers who had accompanied
Cordova in the discovery of Yucatan. Velasquez, seeing the minds
of the people prepossessed with the idea of the great advantages
that the conquest of Yucatan promised· to him who should accomplish it, fo1·med the design or raising himself to the mnk of governor in chief; for although his dependence on the admiral Diego
Columbus rested upon nothing more than a mere title, of which the
* Bernal Diaz del Castillo's Discovery a11d Conquest of Mexico.
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admiral made not any use, nevertheless Velasquez found himself
incommoded eve11 by that, because a subalteru rank did not sufficiently sustain, in his opinion, the high hopes which lie had conceived, and. rendered his happiness imperfect. ·with this view he
resolved to prosecute the conquest of Yucatan.*
For this purpose he selected fonr vessels, two of which had
accompanied Cordova on bis 1·ecent voyage to Yucatan. Velasquez
gave the chief command to Juan de Grijalva. There were two hundred men, and the same three pilots that had accompanied the
former voyage, and a fourth. Each pilot had charge of one of
the vessels; but the first in command as chief pilot was Anton de·
Alaminos.
'rlie instructions which the commanders received from Velasq nez
were, that they should barter for as much gold and silver as thes
could get, and if they deemed it advisable, settle a colony, but left
this entirely to their jndgment.
The phwe of rendezvous was the harbor of Matanzast on the
north coast of Cuba, not far from the old Havana; the p1·esent
town of this name at that time was not built. Here the vessels
were provided with provisions. On the 5th of April, 1518~ the
squadron left the harbor and, afte1· passing Cape Gnmiignanico or
San Anton, the western extremity of Cuba, they continued on their
voyage until they came in sight of the island of Cozumel. The
currents this time had carried the vessels further sotith tlrnn in tlie
preceding voyage of Cordova. '.rhe consequence was that tliey now
landed on the south coast of the island, where they found a good
.anchorage perfectly free from all rocks. They found that the
inhabitants of the island spoke the same language as tliose of
Yucatan, from which country it was distant only four hours' sail.
From the island of Cozt1mel, Grijalva continued his voyage the
same route that Cordova had taken, and after eight days' sail
arrived off the coast of Ohampoton. The next place he came to
was the Boca de 'l'erminos, the western limit of Corcloba's voyage.
Sailing alo~1g the coast by day and lying to by night, on account of
the shallows and rocks, and occasionally landing, Grijalva a.ITived
, at an island about two miles from the continent, where they found

* History of the Conquest of Mexico, by Anton de Solis.
t A vessel bound from the island of St. Domingo to the

Luccas (Bahamas)
was, during a storm, wrecked near this river and harbor. 'l'here were thirty
Spaniards and two Spanish laclies. The Indians, in carrying them across the
river, treacherously upset their canoes and drowned them all except three men
and one woman; hence the name Matanzas (Massacre).
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a temple* on which stood the great and abominable-looking god
'l'etzcatlipuca, smronnclecl by four Inclian priests dressed in wide
black cloaks, and with flying hair, who had thnt very dny sacrificed
two boys whose bleeding hearts they had offered to the horrible
idol. Upon inqnfry they learned that this sacrifice had been
ordered by the }Jeople of Culua, but as it was difficult for the
Indian interpreter to pro11·ounce this word he kept constantly saying
"Olua., Olua."t From the fact of the commander's Christian name
being Juan, and it happening to be the feast of. San Juan (St.
John), they gn.ve this small island the name of San Juan de Ulna,!
Grijalva had disembarked on the continent near this island, and
had constructed buts there, from which point he had visited this
island .
.As they had now been so long at sea, and had convinced themselves that the country they had discovered was not an island but a
continent, and as their provisions were scant and damaged, and
moreover their numbers too small to make a settlement here, they
cfotermined to forward to Velasquez an account of the state of their
affai.rs, and desire him to send them succors. Pedro de .Alvarado
,vas selected to go on this mission with the ship San Sebastian that
had beeome very leaky; this vessel could be refitted there and
return with succor and provisions. He also took with him all the
gold they hacl bartered for, the cotton stuffs presented to them by
the Indians, ancl their sick.
After Alvarado Imel set sail for Onba, Grijalva and his officers
hehl a consultation with his pilots, when it was determined that
they should continue their voyage along the coast and push their
discoveries as far as possible. They therefore weighed anchor and
continued their course along the coast until they arrived at a wide
projecting cape, which, on account of the strong currents, they
found so difficult to double that they considered their fmthet·
course now impeded. The chief pi'fot, Alaminos, here told the commander that it was no longer advisable to sail on at a venture. '!'his
matter being duly considered in council, it was unanimously agreer!.
that they should return to Cuba, where they arrived at the port of
St. Iago de Cuba, the 15th of September, 1518.
Velasq.uez was highly delighted with the additional gold that Gri-

* vVhat Diaz here calls a temple was a truncated pyramidal strncture, called
by the Mexicans, Teocalli, which word means house of God: Teo, God; calli,
house.
t Cnlua-Ouluans, subjects of Monteczi.1ma.
t It still retains the name and forms the harbor of Vera Cruz, Mexico.
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jalva brought. Altogether it was well worth 4000 pesos ( dollars);
so that, with the 16,000 brought by Alvarado, the whole amounted
to 20,000 pesos. Some make the sum greater, others less.

III.
THE VOYAGE OF HERNANDO CORTES TO MEXICO.

1519.
After the arrival of Alvarado with the gold which had been received in the newly discovered country, Velasquez began to fear
some one at court, who might have received private information of
all this, would anticipate him in forwarding to the emperor (Charles
V.) the first news of this important discovery, aucl so TOb him of
the reward. He, therefore, dispatched one of his chaplains, named
Benito Martinez, to Spain, with letters and a few valuable presents
to Don Juan Rodriguez Fonseca. He wrote at the same time to the
licentiate Louis Znpata, and the secretary Lope Conchillos, who
at that time had the control of all Indian affairs under Fonseca.
Velasquez was quite devoted to tliese persons, and had presented
them with considerable Indian villages in Cuba, with the inhabitauts of which they worked their gold mines. But he took particular care to provide for the archbisl10p (Fonseca), tl'oubling himself
very little about tlie emperor, who was at that time in Flanders.
He moreover sent his patrons a great portion of the gold trinkets
which Alvarado had brought with him, for everything that was determined in the imperial council of India depended upon these men.
Velasquez, therefore, sought by means of his chaplain to obtain un~
limited permission to fit ont armaments at any time he might think
proper, to make voyages of discovery, and to found colonies in the
new countries, as well as in those that might hereafter be discovered. In the accounts he transmitted to Spain, he spoke of the
many thousands of gold pesos he had already spent in like undertakings; thereby giving such a favorable direction to the negotiations of his chaplain, Benito Martinez, that his expectations were
more than fulfilled, for his chaplain even obtained for him the additional title of Adelantado of Cuba. 'l'his latter appointment, however, did not arrive until the new expedition under Cortes had left.
rrhe knowledge which Velasqnez had now acquired of the vast
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extent• and great wealth of the newly discovered country, determined him to fit out a powerful armament for its conquest and colonization. He lost not a momen:t in search of the means to achieve
thi.s conquest, to which the name of New Spain gave a high reputation. He communicated his design to the monks of St. ,Jerome, at
·st. Domingo, in a manner which seemed to seek their approbation.
Velasquez had already pmchased some vessels and planned the
preparative of a new fleet, when Grijalva had anchored in the port
of San Jago de Cuba. He caused to be promptly refitted the vessels which had been used in the voyage of Grijalva, which, with
those which he had purchased, comprised a fleet of_ ten vessels of
eighty to a hundred tons. He used the same diligence in arming
and equipping them; but he hesitated in the choice of the person
whom he should appoint to command them. He was some days in
deciding. 'l'he public sentiment was in favor of Grijalva, whose
competitors were Anton and Bernardino Velasquez, near relatives
of the governor, Baltazar Bermudez, and Vasco Porcallo,* a captain of great renown and related to the Earl of Feria. rrhis man,
however, did not suit Velasquez. He feared his daring spirit, ancl
was apprehensive that, once in c:.ommancl of the armament, be
would declare himself independent of him.
Velasquez knew not upon which to decide. He esteemed their
merit, but he feared that such an office would beget in them ideas of
independence. In this uncertainty be consulted his two confidants,
Andres de Duero, secretary of 'the governor, and Almador de
Lares, the royal treasmer. 'l'hflse two men, who had the entire confidence of the governor, and who knew him thoroughly, proposed
to him Hernando Cortes, who was their intimate friend. 'l'hey
spoke of him in terms very reserved, in order that their counsel
might not appear interested, and to make the governor believe that
their friendship had not the least part in it. The proposition was
well received, and they contented themselves for the present with
this favorable inclination of Velasquez, leaving time and refleetion
to do the rest, hoping with this assistance to entirely convince him
in ai10ther conversation.
When they returned to Velasquez, armed with new reasons to
convince him, they found him wholly declared in favor of their
friend, and so strongly prepossessed that Cortes was the only one

* Tl~ese names De Solis gives. Diaz gives Vasco Porcallo, Augustin Bermuclez,
Antomo Velasquez Borrego, and Bernardino Velasquez. The three last, he
says, were relatives of the governor. Vasco Porcallo accompanied De Soto to
Florida, but very soon returned to Cuba, not having gone beyond T.impa Bay.
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to whom he could conficle the care of this expedition, that they discovered· they had nothing more to do than applaud his choice.
They agreed with him that it was important to declare promptly
this choice, in order to free himself from the importunities of the
aspirants to this office; and Duero, on whom devolved the duty, iil
all haste drew up the commission. It was conceived in these terms:
That Diego Velasquez, as governor of the Island of Cuba, and promoter of the discov·eries of Yucatan and New Spain, appoints Hernando Cortes captain-general of the fleet, and of the countries
discovered, or which shall be discovered in the future. The friendship of Dnero for Cortes obliged him to add to it all the most honorable and favorable clauses that he could imagine, in order to
extend his powers under pretext of conforming to the ordinary formalities in such instruments.
This news was very soon published, and received with as much joy
by those who wished to see this irresolution ended as it caused mortification to others who were intriguing foe this office. The two relations of Vela~quez were the boldest in declaring their discontent.
Th~y made great efforts to create suspicion in the mind of the governor. ':I.1hey said to him that it was very hazardous to grant so
much confidence to a man whom he had so little obliged; thnt if he
would examine the conduct of Cortes he would find in it but little
security, because his promises rarely conformed with the results;
that his agreeable and flattering manners, and his liberality, were
but artifices which ought to make him suspected by those who did
not allow themselves to be won by only the appearances of virtue;
that he showed too much eagemess to win the affections of the soldiers, and that friends of this sort, when they are numerous, they
easily make partisans of; that he remembered the mortification
which his imprisonment had caused him;* that they could never
make real confidants of persons to whom he had given such subjects of complaint, because the wounds of the mind, as t.hose of the
body, left impressions which awakened the remembrance of the
offence when the injured saw themselves in power to avenge themselves for it. They added other reasons, more specious than substantial, to the prejudice of good faith, because they disguised
under a show of zeal what was but pure jealousy.
Nevertheless Velasquez sustained with vigor the honor of his
judgment in the choice which he had made, and Cortes thought
only of hastening his departure. He hoisted his standard, which

* Velasquez had on one occasion imprisoned Cortes.
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bore the figure of the cross, with these words: "Let us follow the
Cross; we shall conqner in virtue of this sign."
The reputation of this enterprise nnd that of the gener:tl xmule
such n, noise thnt in a few days there were enrolled three lumdn•1l
soldiers, among which were Diego de Ordaz, chief confidant; of tl1(~
governor, Bernal Diaz, who wrote a history of the conqut~st of
Mexico, ancl others.
The time of departme having arrived, orders were giYen to assemble the soldiers, who embarked at noon. At night, Cortt>s, uc~
companied by his friends, went to take leave of the goYernor~ 'Wh<>
embraced him and gave him many other caresses. 'l'he morning
having arrived, Velasquez conducted him to the port and saw him
on board his vessel.
The fleet left the port of Santiago de Cuha the 18th of X ovember, 1518, and coasting westwardly the island of Cuba, arrived in a,
few days at the town of 'J.1rinidad, ,;yhere Cortes hud some fril~mls,
who here joined him. About this time tllere also arriv('d in the
port of Trinidad a vessel, belonging to a ce1't11in ~J mm Se,foiio, of
the Havana, laded with cassava bread mid salt meat, which wt~m
destined for the mines of Santiago. Cortes purchased the provisions and vessel, so that now there were eleven vessels in all.
'.rhe fleet had scarcely left the port of San Ingo de Cuhn. when
those who were envious of Cortes made new efforts to awakeu tit<~
suspicions of Yelnsqnez, who finally took the resolution to hreak
with Cortes, in taking from him the commm1d of the ficwt. He immediately dispatched two couriers to the town of 'l'rinidnd, ·with
letters for all his confidants, and an express order to Francisco
Verdugo, his cousin and judge royal of that cit.r, to jmlicially dispossess Hernando Cortes of the oftlce of captain-general, sinct~ his
appointment had been revokerl and given to Yasco Porcallo.
As soon as Cortes got information of this, he had a secret interview with Ordaz and all those officers and inlrn.bitants of 'l'rinidml
who, he thought, might feel inclined to obey the orders of Yt•las ..
quez. rro these he spoke so feelingly, and in such kind tern1$1 accompani.ed by such great promises, that they were all soon gained
over to his side. Diego de Ordaz even m1<Iertook to mlvi:,c Y Ndugo not to put his commands in immediate execution, and to ket•p
them secret. He assured him that it would he impossibln to ilcprive Cortes of the command of the sqmulron, in \Yhich ht! hm I so
many friends among the cavaliers, nnd ,.,. elasqnez so mnny enNnit.~s.
Besides, Cortes could rely upon most of the soltlit~rs, and thu~ it
would be useless to attempt n.nything agn.inst llim. By tlwse arguments Or~laz prevented all violent measures.
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Verdugo, being sufficiently convinced that they did a wrong to
Cortes, and feeling a great repugnance to become the instrument of
such violence, offered not only to suspend the execution of the
orders of Velasquez, but even to write to him in order to oblige
hi_m to change his resolution, which could not be executed without
causing all the soldiers of the army to mutiny. Ordaz and the
other officers of the army, confidants of Velasquez, offered to do
the same offices to Cortes, and wl'Ote immediately Cortes also
wrote, complaining of the distrust which Velasquez had manifested
for him, and expressed his utter astonishment at the resolution he
had taken, particularly as he had no other design than to serve
God, the emperor, and the governor. He earnestly advised him
not to listen any further to his cousin Velasquez. Cortes at the
same time wrote to his other friends, and in pa1·ticular to his two
confederates, the secretary and the royal treasurer.
Cortes left it to the choice of his soldiers to prnceecl to Havana
either by sea or by land. Alvarado, with Diaz and fifty other
soldiers and the horses, took the land route, on wliich they were to
recruit their forces. He also sent a vessel, under Juan de Escalonte, in advance to the Havana. He then embarked, and proceeded with the whole squadron to the same port. When the fleet
arrived off the island of Pinos, the vessel of Cortes during the
night ran aground, while the other vessels, being ignorant of it,
proceeded on their course, and did not perceive that the commander's vessel was missing until the morning, when they had
advanced ~o far that they continued on to the Havana, where they
were well received by Pedro de Barba, governor under Velasquez.
Five days passed away, and the vessel of Oortes did not appear;
they, therefore, determined to send on t three small vessels in search of
him ; hut two more ciays were spent in making this outfit, and Corte,s-still did not appear. ..A.11 manner of artifices were now resorted
to as to whom the command sll.ould be given until some certainty
was gained in regarcl to the fate of Cortes, in which Diego de Ordaz, as steward over the house of Velasquez ancl secret observer of
the movements of Cortes, was most active. The arrival of Cortes
put an end to these contests. He had to discharge his vessel, in
order to lighten it sufficiently to put it afloat, and then to replace a
portion of the cargo; this had been the cause of his delay. On
his arrival at the Havana, the soldiers showed more true joy at
the return of their general than has seldom ever been manifestecl
for another.
The number of the soldiers increased every clay; several of the
inhabitants of the Havana enrolled, and among the gentlemen
2
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Il'rn.ncisco de Montejo, who wns afterwartls Aclelnntmlo of Ym:atnn
anrl Honduras, arnl Diego de Soto, of' 'l'oro, afterwnr<l Corh!H's
steward in .Mexico.
In the mean time Cortes every <1ay nrn.tlc hi8 sohliers <'Xt1 rcdi:.;c\, n~
well with the nrq·uebuse as with erossbow nllll pikt~; he nl::;o m1ulu
them practise nll the different evolutions; he iust1·ueted them him•
self. He employed the same diligcmce in colle(~ting provir;ions, a.ml
each one looked· forward with pleasure to the time of their departure, when Gaspar de Garnica, of the houst•lwld of Yelasq,wz, arrived with dispatches from the governor to Barhn, imperutiYely
conimanding him to take frnm Cortes the command of the ffot•t,
and to send him prisoner to Sn.ntiugo, under a snfegnanl. 'l'he
governor also commanded Ordaz and thrnn Yelasquez, of Leon,, to
assist Barba in executing what he had commarn.lcd.
As soon as Garnica arrived, it was immetlintcly guessed for ·what
purpose he came. Cortes was even u.pprised of it hy means of the
very bearer himself; for one of the l3r<.!thren of Clmrit,r, vd10 1\"aS
much in company with Yelasquez and greatly in ftwor with him,
had forwarded by this same Garnica a letter to a brother of 1h11
same order, named Bartolome de Olmedo, ,vho harl joined the e-xp<.~dition. B_y means of this letter Cortes wns apprisc,l of the \Yhule
posture of affairs by those interested with him, Audres de Ihiero
an(l Almador de Lates, the royal treasurer.
.Although Co1·tes wns a cavalier of invineible conrage he did not
fail to he moved by this new blow, so mm:h the more felt as it wm;
the least expected; for he was convinced that Velnsqt1ez would
have been satisfied with all that his friends had written to him in
regal'd to the first order sent to the town of Trinidad. Ilnt on
seeing arrive another armed with eYel'y thing that. coultl mark mi
extreme obstinacy in the mind of the governor, he begun to consider with more attention and less san'} froid the resolution Im
should take. On the one side he saw himself exalted awl prnist!d
by those who followed him; and on the other pulled down and et:mclemned as n criminal. It was upon these reflections ancl in this
conjnnctnre that the spirit of Cortes, justly irritnted, t<>ok the tirti-t
resolution to brenk with Veln.squez. Seeing that it wns no Iongt•r
time to conceal the subjects of his comphtint antl that polh!J ,,·ns
no longer of any use, he resolved to mttkn mm or the forces he hml
at his command, nccorrling to the necessity of the conjunct tn'<'- in
which he might find himself. With this dl'sign he took mNrnm·t~H
to send away Ordaz before Barbn. shonltl dt!eide to publhda tluJ
orders which he had received from V clnsFJ_uez. Cortes wus nut
ignorant of tho efforts whiuh Ordnz lrnd made to lm,·e himself mutfo
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commander in his absence, and that created in Ool'tes's mind a suspicion of his fidelity: So he ordered Ordnz, who was the governor's steward, to embark to go and get prnv,isions (which they
had left) at Guaniguanico, a port the other side of Cape Anton,
·?:here Velasquez had an estate, and to await in that place the rest of
the fleet. 'rhen he went to see Velasquez de Leon, whom he easily
drew into his interest.
·
After having taken these precautions he showed himself to the
soldiers, to whom he dee.Jared the· new persecutions which threatene4 him. 'l'hey all offered themselves to him, equally resolved to
assist him ; hut the soldiers appeared so exaspel'atecl that the emotion which showed itself in their discourse, and their acclamntions
gave uneasiness to Cortes, altl10ug;h they were made in his interest.
Pedro de Barba, knowing that it would be too late to attempt to
appease this spirit when it had reached its climax, sought Cortes,
and, with him appearing in public, calmed evel'ything in a moment
by saying aloud that he had no intention of execnting the orders of
the governor, and that he should never participate
so great an
injtistice. rrlrns the menaces were turned into applause, and Barba,
wishing to show the sincerity of his intentions, publicly dispatched
G~rnica with a lette1· to the governor, in which he informed him
that it wns no time to think of arresting Cortes, followed by too
great a number of soldiers who would not sutfet· any wrong to
Cortes. He very adroitly exaggerated the commotion which his
orifor had caused among the soldiel's, and concluded by advising
Velasquez to retain Cortes by placing confidence in him, and by
adding new favors to those which he had already conferred on him,
and that at all events it was better to hope from his gratitude what
he eould not obtain by persnasion nor force.
Cort'Bs, having made this dispatch, thought only of hastening
his departure, which was nel'essary to appease the minds of the
solrliers, who, not being entirely recovered from their irritation,
showed new restlessness upon the report that was spread, that
Velasquez was coming in person to insult their genernl. In faet,
some authors say that he had taken this resolution. Cortes finally
left the port of the Huvana the 10th of February, 1519.
When he arrived at Ooznmel he reviewed his forces, and founcl
that he had five hundred and eight soldiers, fmd sixteen horses,
eleven vessels of different tonnage, one hundred and nine sailors, and
some heavy guns and four falconets. The number of crossbow-men
wn.s about thirty-three, and of mnsk:eteers thirteen. There were also
two chaplains, viz., .Juan Diaz and Bartolome de Olmedo, who accompanied the general to the end of the conquest of Mexico.

in
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On the 4th of March, 1519, the :fleet left Cozumel, and on the
12th arrived at the mouth of the river 'J.1abasco. On Holy ':rh ursday of the year 1519 the whole fleet arrived in the harbor of San
Juan de Ulna, where ended the voyn,ge. On the 8th of November,
1519, Cortes for the first time entered the city of Mexico.
Before Cortes set out from Vera Cruz to march to the city of
Mexico he had forwarded, July 16th, 1519, to the emperor Charles
V. letters giving a complete account of everything that happened
since his departure from Cuba, all the gold they had bartered
for, and the presents received from Montezuma.
rrhe agents
chosen to be dispatched with these to Spain were Alonzo Puertocarrero and Francisco de Montejo. 'rlie best vessel of the squad1·on, manned with fifteen sailors, was selected to convey them.
The charge of the vessel was given to two pilots, one of whom was
Anton de Alaminos, from his being well acquainted with the
passage through the Bahama Channel, and the first who had
ventured that route. On the 16th of July, 1519,* they sailed from
San Jnan de Ulna, and arrived soon at the HaYana. There
Montejo, who had a settlement along the coast, persuaded .Alaminos
to sail close in shore, where he pretended he could take in a fresh
supply of bread and bacon. 'l'his was done, and the night following a sailor secretly swam ashore and forwarded to Velasquez
letters from his adherents, giving him an account of all that had
passed.
When Yelasqnez received these letters he immediately fitted out
two small bu~ very swift-s~tiling vessels well manned and armed,
and gave the command of them to Gabriel de Rojas and Guzman,
who were ordered to repair to the Havana, and to capture the
vessels whieh conveyed the agents and the gold. Both vessels
arrived, after two days' sail, in the Bahama roads, but upon inquiry
learning that the wind had been constantly favomble and that the
vessel mnst have passed, they cruised about, and discovering no
trace of her, returned to C nba.

* Diaz says 26th,

Cortes, 16th.
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CHAPTER II.
THE EXPEDITION OF PAMFILO DE 'NARVAEZ TO MEXICO.

1520.
VELASQUEZ, having now learned the substantial evidences of the
wealth of' the newly discovered country, the existence of the great
city of Mexico, and the empire of Montezuma, regretted more than
ever his failure to arrest Cortes, an<l was stimulated with renewed
energy to put forth all his power to accomplish this purpose. With
this view he gave orders to fit out every ship in the island, ancl to
enlist officers and men; 'indeed, he spared no trouble; he travelled
himself from one settlement to another, and h1vited all his friends
to join the armament. In this way he succeeded, after ten or twelve
months, in collecting and equipping a powerful army and a great
number of vessels.
In the mean time he received letters from his chaplain, Benito
Martinez, with the rank of adelantado in the name of the king, not
only of the island of Cuba, but of all the lands discovered, or that
shonld be conquered, under his clirections. His chaplain also informed him of the zeal with which Fonseca defended and em braced
his interest, ancl the incivility with which he received the envoys of
Cortes; but at the same time, he also told him of the favor which
the emperor had shown these envoys in giving them an audience H,t
Tordesillas, of the noise the wealth they had brought had made in
Spain, and of the high opinion there conceiyed of the newly rliscoverecl country, which they valned far al.Jove all others.* rrhe uew dignity elevated the ideas ot' Velasquez, and tl1e favor which he had
received from the president Fonseca augmented his presumption.
The praises that had been given Cortes affected him, and although
he was not sorry to see this conquest so far advanced, yet he could
not endure that another should rob him of the credit of'it, which he
regarded as his own: putting so high a value upon the part that he
had had in the projecting of this expedition, that he assumed the
name of Conqueror without any other foundation, and believing

* Peru was not then known, l)eing discovered in 1527. The city of Mexico
was taken August 13th, 1521, and the war ended.
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himself so absolutely master of this enterprise that he regarded all
the exploits achieved to that time as if he had done them himself.
~I.1he monks of St. Jerome,* who presided at the royal audiencia
of St. Domingo,(r) were informNl of these movements and preparations of Velasquez by the licentiate Zuazo, their agent in
Cuba. As they had supreme jurisdiction over the other islands,
and as they wish€d to prevent the inconveniences which would result from so dangerous a collision, they sent the licentiate Lucas
Vasquez d'.A.illon, judge of the royal audiencia, to endeavor to
bring the governor to reasonable terms; and in case gentle means
clir1 not succeed, the licentiate was to show him the orders be bore,
and to command him, under the heaviest penalties, to disarm the
soldiers and the fleet, and not to bring trouble or embarrassment to
the conquest in which Cortes was engaged, under colot· that it belonged to him, or under any other pretext whatsoever.
':L1his minister, having arrived in Cuba, and found there the fleet
reacty to leave, and Velasquez very eager to embark the troops,
endeavored to control him in exposing to him as a friend all the reasons which presented themselves to his mind, in order to calm that
of the governor, and to give him confidence. But as he saw that
Velasquez was no longer capable of receiving good advice, because
everything that did not tend to the ruin of Cortes appeared to him
impracticable, he prodnced his orders, and had them read to him,
by a clerk whom he had brought with him, which he accompanied
with divers requests and protestations, but all that could not cause
Velasquez to change his resolution. 'l'he title of adelantado sounded
so grand in his imagination, that it appeared he would not recognize
a superior in his government; and his disobedience became a kind
of revolt. .A.illon let pass some transports of Velasquez, without
wounding his feelings, in order not to push him too far upon the
precipice; and when he saw him determined to hasten the embarkation, .A.illon showed some desire to see a country so famous, aucl
offered to make the voyage through pure curiosity. Velasquez gave
him permission to do so, in order that they might not know too
soon at St. Domingo the insolence of his replies, and the licentiate
embarked with the approbation of the whole army .
.A.nclres de Duero, who, as secretary of Velasquez, had rendered
such kind service to Cortes, embarked in the same fleet. Some say
that he undertook this voyage in order to take his share of the
riches of his friend, in virtue of the services which he had renclerecl

* Luis de Figueroa, Alonzo de Santo Domingo, and Benardino de Mancaiiedo.
(1) For this series of references, see Appendix.
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him. Others maintain that the design of the sem·etary was to rencle1·
himself mediator between the two commanders, and to prevent as
much as he could the ruin of Cortes.
'l'he fleet consisted of nineteen sail, carrying fourteen hundred
soldiers and sailors, eighty horses, and forty pieces of artillery, with
an abundance of provisions, arms, and munitions. There were
twelv~ large ships, and seven a little larger than brigantines. There
were ninety crossbow-men and seventy musketeers.*
Velasquez appointed to the command of this fleet a cavalier named
Pamfilo de N arvaez,t a man of hig·h stature and great bodily strength,
with a voice amazingly powerful, and an imperious look in his
countenance; he was a native of Valladolid, a city of' Spain; a man
of reputed ability, and of great wealth and distinction in Cuba. He
was a man of merit, highly esteemed, but attached to his opinions,
which he sustained with some asperity. Velasquez gave him the
rank of lieutenant-govemoi-, reserving to himself' that of governor,
at least of New Spain.
N nrvaez also received secret ·instructions ft-om the governor, who
especially commanded him to seize Cortes and send him under a

* Diaz gives in one place 18 sail, in another 19 ; he gives in one place 1300
soldiers and sailors, in another 1400; and he gives 40 pieces of artillery, but
also says that Narvaez had 18 pieces of artillery in front of his camp. To
explain these apparent discrepancies, it must be considered that one ship was
lost, on wMch there may have been one hundred soldiers and sailors, which
would reduce the number of men (at first 1400) to 1300, and the number of
vessels (at first 19) to 181. In regard to the artillery, there may have been, in
addition to the 18 field pieces, 22 piecfls on the vessels, inc.luding those in the
vessel that was lost. Cortes says there were 10 or 12 pieces at Narvaez's
qnarters. Cortes's expedition consisted of 617 soldiers and sailors, 16 horses,
and 11 vessels of different tonnage-from 80 to 100 tons. Diaz cloes not give the
number of cannon.
t In November, 1509, when Ojeda was abont to leave the port of St. Domingo,
to make a settlement on the Gulf of Uraba (Darien), he threatened Juan de
Esquivel that, if ever he found him on the island of Jamaica, he would cut off
his head. Notwithstanding this bravado, Esquivel proceeded to Jamaica and
took possession of that island as governor for Diego Columbus, by whom he had
been appointed. When Ojeda, returning from his settlement in 1510, was shipwrecked off the coast of Cuba, Diego Orclaz, one of his companions in misfortune,
went in a canoe from Cape de la Cruz, in Cuba, to the island of Jamaica, to
inform the governor of that island of their misfortune. When Esquivel had
heard his story, he immediately dispatched Captain Pamfilo cle Narvaez with a
vessel to bring th.e unfortunate men to Jamaica. Narvaez received Ojeda with
all honor, and conducted him to Esquivel, who, notwithstanding Ojeda's former
threat, received him kindly and furnished him with transportation to St.
Domingo. This is the first mention I find made of Narvaez, who probably went
from Jarnaiea to Cnba when Velasquez conquered this island in the year 1511.
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secure escort to him, in order that he might receive at his hands
tlie punishment he deserYed; that he should treat in the same
manner the principal officers who served this rebel, unless they
should abandon him; that he shonld take possession in his name
of' all that they had conquered, and annex it to his government.
Narvaez sailed with a favorable gale in the month of April, 1520.
When the flotilla arrived off the mountains of San Martin, a north
wind arose, which is always dangerous on these coasts. One of the
vessels, commanded by a cavalier named Christobal de Morante, of
Medina del Campo, was wrecked during night-time off the coast,
and the greater part of the men perished. 'l'he other vessels, however, arrived sa.fe·in the harbor of San Juan de Ulua.
This armament was, first of all, seen by some soldiers whom
Cortes had sent out in search of gold mines. Three of these-Cervantes, Esca.lona, and Carretero-deserted, and did not hesitate a
moment to go on board the commander's ship, and nre said, as soon
as they stepped on board, to have praised the A~mighty for having
rescued them ont of the hands of Cortes and the great city of
Mexico, where death stood daily before their eyes.
Narvaez ordered meat and drink to be set before them, and, as
their glasses were abundantly filled, Cervantes, one of them, who
was a low buffoon, addressed Narvaez, exclaiming, " 0 Narvaez I
Narvaez! what a fortunate man you are, that you anive just at the
moment when the traitor Cortes has heaped together more than
700,000 pesos, and the whole of his men are so enraged at him for
his having cheated them out of the greater part of the gold, that
many even disdained to accept their share." They expatiated on
the general disaffection of the soldiers under Cortes, misrepresented
facts, and flattered the hopes of Narvaez, who believed every syllable
of their false relation. They informed Narvaez that, thirty-two
miles further on, he would come to a town called Villa Rica de la
Vera Cruz, built by the Spaniards, which had a garrison of sixty
men, all invalids, under an officer named Sandoval.
As it was not probable that Sandoval, the governor of the settlement, would attempt, in the present desperate situation of affairs,
to oppose so powerful an armament, Narvaez sent one Guevara, a
clergyman, to receive his submission. When the priest Guevara
and his companions arrived in the town, they walked straight1vay
into the church to pray, and then repaired to Snndoval's house.
After the first greetings had passed between them, the priest
began his discourse by stating to Sandoval what large sums of
money Velasquez had expended 011 the armament which went out
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under the command of Cortes, who, with the whole of the rnen, had
turned •traitors to the governor; and concluded by saying that he
had come to summon him, in the name of Narvaez, whom Velasquez
had appointed captain-general, to deliver up the town to him.
When Sandoval heard this, and the expression which reflected
dishonor on Cortes, he could scarcely speak from downright vexation ; at length he replied: 1' Venerable sir, you are wrong to term
traitors men who have proven themselves better servants to our
emperor than Velasquez has, or your commander; and that I do
not this instant punish you for this affront, is merely owing to your
being a priest. Go, therefore, in the name of God, t.o Mexico; there
you will find Cortes, who is captain-general and chief justice of New
Spain. He will answer you himself; here you had better not lose
another word."
At this moment t!1e priest, with mnch bravaf1o, order.eel the secretary, Vergara, to produce the appointment of Narvaez, and read it
to Sandoval and the others present. Sandoval, however, desirecl
the secretary to leave his papers quietly where they were, as it was
impossible for him to say whether the appointment was a lawful one
or not. Bnt as the secretary still persisted in prnclucing his
papers, Sandoval cried out to him : "Mind what you are about,
Vergara! I have already told you to keep your papers in your
pocket; go with them to Mexico! I promise you, the moment you
proceed to read a single syllable from them, one hundred ·gpod
lashes on the spot. How can I tell whether you are a royal secretary or not ? First show me your appointment, and if I find you
are, I will listen to your papers. But even then, who can prove to
me whether your papers are true or false ?"
The priest, who was a very haughty man, then cried out, " Why
do you stand upon any ceremony with these traitors? Pull out
your papers and read their contents to them."
To which Sandoval answered," You lie, you infamous priest!"
and ordered his men immediately to seize the priest and his party,
and carry them off to Mexico.
He had hardly spoken when they were seized by a nnm ber of
Indians employed at the fortifications, bound hand and foot, and
thrown upon the backs of porters.* In this way they were transported to Mexico, where they arrived in the space of' four clays, the
Indian porters being constantly relieved by others on the road.

* This must not be taken literally. They were placed in a kind of palanquin, each borne on the shoulders of fo11r Indians, who were relieved at regu~
lar stages.
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Sandoval sent, by an express courier, to Cortes a letter informing
llim of everything that was going on at the coast, and of the name
of the captain who commanded the flotilla. ':rhis letter arrived in
Mexico before the prisoners, so that Cortes was apprised of their
approach when they were still at some distance f1·om the town. Ile
immediately dispatched some men with a quantity of .the best provisi011s, with three horses for the most distinguished of the prisoners,
with orders that they should be immediately released from their
fetters.
The priest and his companions had not been more than a couple
of days with Cortes before he succeeded so well in taming them by
kind wordsi fair promises,jewels, and bars of gold, that they who had
come like furious lions, now returned to Nanaez as harmless as
lambs, and offered to render Cortes every assistance in their po,ver.
Cortes now clisp·atched by an Indian comier, to :Narvaez, a letter
written in the most affectionate tone, with offers of his service to
him, informing him how both he and all his men were rejoiced at
llis arrival in New Spain, and particularly himself, as they were old
friends. To make a good finish to the letter he begged to say that
Narvaez was at liberty to dispose of his person and his purse, and
lie would wait his commands.
Cortes at the same time wrote to Andres de Duero and Vasqn(lz
de Aillon, and accompanied these letters with some gold for themselve8 and his other friends. · Aillon, besides this, privately received
some other gold bars an<l chains. He also clil=ipatched Father
Olmedo to Narvaez's head-quarters with a good stock of these
})ersnnsive al'ticles, consisting of various trinkets of gold, and
preuious stones of great value.
The first letter which Cortes sent by the Indian reached N arvaez's quarters before Guevara returned there. ':Phis Narvaez read
aloud to his officers, and kept the whole time making merry at the
expense of Cortes and his men. 0 ne of his officers, iutmed Salvatierra, even blamed him for reading the letter of snch a traitor as
Cortes was, and said that Narvaez slionld immediately march
out against him and his men and put them all to den.th; that the
letter ought not to be answered.
In the mean time the priest Guevara and his companions hn.d
returned, and the former gave Narvaez a circumstantial account of
Cortes. He spoke about the great power of Montezuma, and sai<l
that Cortes would gladly submit to him. He also added that it
was for the advantage of both to remain on friendly terms with
each other; that New Spain was large enough to afford room for
them both, and that Narvaez might choose which part of the country
he would occnpy.
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~rhese statements, which Amaya and Guevara had accompanied
with some good advice, so greatly incensed Narvaez that he would
neither see nor speak to them from that moment. rrhe impression,
however, which it produced upon the troops was various ; for when
they saw the gold these tw() men returned with, and beard so much
good of Cortes, and heard them spenk of the wondrous things
they had seen, and the vast quantity of gold, and how Cortes's
men played at cards for gold only, many of them longed to join
them. Shortly after this Father Olmedo likewise nrrived at N arvaez's quarters with bars of gold and secret instrnctions. When
he called upon Narvaez to pay him Cortes's respects, and said how
ready he was to obey his commands, and to remain on terms of
. peace with him, Narvaez grew more enraged than before. He
even refused to listen to Olmedo, and called Cortes and his men
traitors, and when Olmedo denied this and told him that they were
the most faithful of the emperor's servants, be grossly insulteci
him. All this, however, rlicl not deter Olmedo from distributing
the bars of gold and golden chains among those for whom Cortes
destined them, and he strove in every way to draw over N arvaez's
principal officers to the interest of Cortes.
The auditor .A illon, after be had carefully perused Cortes's letters and received the bars of gold, no longer made a secret of his
sentiments, but spoke, without any reserve, of the injustice which
had b-een perpetrated in fitting out an armament against such welldeserving men, and was so eloquent in his praises of Cortes and
bis companions, that the feeling in their favor became almost uni.
versal. The meanness of N arvaez's disposition served to increase
this inclination. He retained entirely to himself all the presents
sent by Montezuma. When this conduct was compared with that
pursued by Cortes towards his soldiers, his men almost broke out
into open insurrection.
Narvaez looked upon Aillon as the ca.use of all this bad fee1ing,
and when Salvatierra and other principal adherents of Narvaez
continually added fuel to the flame, he, relying on the mighty support of Fonseca, lost sight of every consideration, imprisoned
Aillon, with his secretary and all his attendants, threw them on
board of a vessel, and sent them off to Cuba or Spain.
'l'he vessel which bore Aillon was scarcely at sea, \Yhen he prevailed upon the captain and pilot to steer for St. Domingo.* As

* It must be remembered that St. Domingo is a town. The island was not
called St. Domingo until some time afterwards; and then afterwards uy its Indian name, Hayti.
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soon as he had arrived there and informed the royal audiencia and
viceroys there of N arvaez's scandalous and presumpt II ons con cl uct
in regard to himself, these officers considered it in the light of an
insult to themselves, and made heavy complaints to the supreme
council of Castile; but as Fonseca was president of that couneH,
no justice could be expected from Spain. 'J.1he harsh treatment
which Lucas Vasquez Aillon was subject to had a bad effect upon
N arvaez's troops, and many of the former's friends and relatives
went over to Sandoval, who received them with open arms, and
learned from them all that had passed in N arvaez's quarters ; likewise that he contemplated sending men to Vera Cruz to take him
prisoner.*
After Narvaez had sent off Aillon to Onha, he marched with the
whole of his men, the baggage, and the cannon, to Sempoalla, and
quartered himself in that town, which was then thickly inhabited.
':I.1he first act there was to take from the fat cazique the cotton stuffs,
gold trinkets, and other fancy articles he possessed. He also forcibly took the Indian women who had been presented by the cazique
to Cortes's men. A.11 the complaints of this cazique respecting
these depredations committed by Narvaez and his troops on the inhabitants of' Sempoalla, were of no avail, although he repeated how
Cortes and his men had never taken anything from them, and had
always treated them with kindness. Narvaez and Salvatierra,
whose conduct in general was most heartless, merely laughed at the
cazique. Narvaez now dispatched his secretary, Alonzo Meta, with
three other great personages to Mexico, to order, by virtne of the
copies of his appointment by Velasquez, Cortes to submit to him.
When Cortes received [from Sandoval] the information which
the friends of Aillon had given Sandoval when they went over to
him, and learned that it was the intention of Narvaez to march
shortly to Mexico, he assembled his officers and all those whom he
was accustomed to consult in matters of great importance. In this
council it was determined t9 anticipate Narvaez and immediately
march out against him. Perlro de Alvarado was to remain in Mexico to guard the person of Montezuma. As the partisans of Velasquez among Cortes's troops were not altogether to be trusted, they,
also, were left behind. Cortes likewise took the precaution to
fortify his quarters; he caused four pieces of heavy cannon to be

* There were afterwards two places called Vera Cruz, but one was Villa Rica
de la Vera Cruz, the other the present Vera Cruz on the harbor of San Juan
de Ulna, The former was thirty-two Spanish ~iles n~rth of the latter, and
situated on a river.
·
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mounted on the most commanding point, and left Alvarado a few
falconets, ten crossbow-men, fourteen musketeers, and seven cavalry-men; the latter were, indeed, more than he required, as cavalry
. was of little use in the cotutya1·ds attached to his qua.rters. The
number of soldiers left behind in Mexico was, al together, eightythree. *
Cortes, after having made every disposition for the holding of
Mexico and Montezuma, marched with his troops to Cholula. From
this town he continued to Tlascala, whence he sent a courier with
a letter to Sandoval, telling him to join him as soon as possible
with all his men; that he intended to maTch·within forty-eight miles
of Sempoalla, in the neighborhood of the provinces of Tampanicita
and Mitalaguita; he })articularly cautioned him to keep out of the
way of Narvaez, and carefully to avoid comir\fg to any engagement
with any part of his troops.
Cortes then marched forward with every military precaution.
'rwo of his most trustworthy men, who were remarkably swift of
foot, were constantly a couple of llays' march in advance. Besides
these, there was always immediately in advance of the army a small
detachment of sharpshooters. It was not long before they met
with Alonzo Meta, who was commissioned hy Narvaez to show
Cortes a copy .of his appointment; he was accompanied by four
others, who were to act as witnesses on the occasion. When they
Imel arrived near enough, they grneted Cortes, who dismounted to
learn who they were.
Meta immediately began to reacl his document, but Cortes interrupted him, and asked him whether he was a royal secretary. Meta
was pot a little staggered at this, for he was well aware that he was
no royal secretary. He, therefore, was unable to utter a single
word, and those who were with him remained equally mute. Cortes
excused their embarrassment, and desired some victuals to be set
before them, when he informed them that he was marching to the
township of Tampanicita, in the vicinity of .N arvaez's head-quarters,
where, if the latter had any further communications to make, he was
to b~ found. During the whole of the discourse Col'tes never so
much as uttered a reproachful word against Narvaez; he had also
a private discourse with them, and thrust a few pieces of gold into
their hands, so that they left highly delighted.

* Cortes says: "500 men with several pieces of cannon. Taking the rest of
the people that I had there, about seventy in number; I pursued my journey."
But at Chururtecal (Cholula) he met with Juan Velasquez with men, and these
were joined to Cortes's force.
I
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While these men were still with Cortes, many of his men, for the
sake of ostentation, had decorated themselves with gold chains and
jewels, which spread a vast idea of their splendor. All this produced
such a favorable impression at N arvaez's head-quarters, that many
of his chief officers desired that peace might be brought about
between the two generals.
In the mean time, Cortes con.tinned his march, and arrived in
Tarnpanicita, where Sandoval! the day following, likewise appeared
with his small detachment, consisting of sixty men; the old and
infirm of the garrison he had quartered among the Papalote Indians,
his allies. He brought along with him the five friends and relatives
of .Aillon. Sandoval likewise told Cortes how he had sent two
Spanish soldiers into N arvaez's head-quarters disguised as Indians.
~rhey had the exacttp,ppearance of natives; took each a basket of
cher~·ies with them, for which they soon met with a purchaser in the
person of Salvatierra, who gave them a string of glass beads for
their frnit, and, fully believing they were Indians, sent them to cut
grass for his horse. It was towards evening when they arrived
with a load of grass, anrl carried it to the shed where the horse was
tied up. 'rliey then squatted down, after the fashion of Indians,
nenr Salvatierra's quarters, and overheard a discourse between him
and several others of Nnrvaez's officers. 'l'hey listened until a late
honr at night, when they silently stole away t? the shed where
Salvatierra's horse was fastened, which they very quietly saddled
and bridled, and so rode off with it. In the same way they managed
to capture a second horse on their road home, and brought them
both safely to Sandoval, who on his route had left them in Papa~
''lote, as he hacl to march along a very steep and rugged road over
mountains, where horses could not pass, in order that be miglit not
fall in with N arvaez's troops.
When Cortes was first informed of the arrival of Narvaez in New
Spain with a powerful armament, he dispatched Tovilla, a soldier
who had served in the Italian wars, and had a foll knowledge of
weapons and of the best method of fixing points to lances, in to
the province of the Tchinantecs, where some of his men bad been
sent in search of mines. 'J.llie 'rehinantecs were deadly enemies
of the Mexicans, and had only a few days previously made an
alliance with the Spaniards under Cortes. ':l1his people used a
species of lance which was much longer than the Spanish lances,
and fnrnished with. a sharp, double-edged point of flint. Cortes had
heard of this weapon, and sent word to the 'fohinantecs to forward
him three hundred of such lances, from which, however, he desired
them to take off the flint points, and substitute a double one of
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copper, as they had an abundance of this metal in their conntry.
The soldier who was dispatched with these orders took with him a
pattern of the point reqnired. Co1·tes's wishes were readily complied with; the ln.nces were soon finished, nn<l they turned out most
satisfacto1·y. Besides this, Cortes desired the soldier, whose name
was '.I.1ovilla, to ask the Tchinantecs to send two thousand of their
warriors, all armed with similar lances, 011 Easter day, into the
district of Tampanicita, and there make inquiries for his- camp.
The caziques willingly complie<l with this request, and they also
gave Tovilla more than two hundred of their warriors, all a1·mecl
with the same lances, to accompany him on his return to Co1'tes's
camp. 'l'he rest were to follow with another of Cortes's men, called
Barrientos, who had been dispatched into their country in search
of mines. The lances which Tovilla brought with him proved most
excellent, and he immediately taught Cortes's m'en how to use them,
especially against cavalry.
As soon as all the troops had arrived at Tampanicita, Cortes reviewed them, and found that, including all the officers, drummers,
and pipers, they amounted to two hnndrecl and sixty men, among
whom were five cavalry-men, a few crossbow-men, less musketeei·s,
and two artillery-men. Considering the smallne~s of mnn hers,
Cortes reposed his greatest hopes in the use he intended to make of
his lances.
It was now determined to dispatch Olmedo to Narvaez with a
letter, in which, among other sentiments, Cortes begged him to select the provinee he fancied most, for himself and his troops; to
forward the original papers of his appointment within the space of
three days, as he was ready to. act up strictly to the emperor's commands, if the documents were correct; that for this purpose he had
.expressly come to 'fampanicita, to be near his person. If he was
unable to produce such appointment direct from the emperor, to
desist from stirring np the inhabitants into open insurrection, or
he sl1ould be considered and treated as an enemy, taken prisoner,
and sent in chains to the emperor, without whose authority he had
commenced war and revolutionized all the towns of the country;
, tbat every drop of blood that should be spilt, all destruction of
property which shou_ld ensue from his hostile acts, he would himself
have to answer for.
'rl1iH letter, whieh closed with the nsual courteous expressions,
was signed by Cortes, the officers, and other soldiers, among whom
was Diaz.* With this letter Olmedo, accomparliecl by Bartolome

* Diaz speaks of what he was individually acquainted with. The phrase in the
trau::ilation from the original is, "aml other soldie1·s, among whoin was myself.''
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de Usagre, who had a brother serving in Narvaez's artillery, went
off to the latter's head-q narters. As soon as he arrived there he began to fulfil the orders which Cortes had given him. He made
secret disclosures in Cortes's name to a number of cavaliers in N arvaez's corps, also to the artillery-men Rodrigo, Mino, and Usagrn,
and gave them the bars of gold which Cortes had destined for them.
He likewise proposed to Andres de Duero to pay a visit to Cortes's camp, and then called upon Narvaez himself.
Although Olmedo was particularly humble in Narvaez's presence,
yet the latter's confidants had their suspicions, and advised their
general to imprison him, which was about being carried into effect
when Duero was secretly apprised of it. Duero was a native of
Tudela on the Dnero, and a relative of Narvaez. He had vast influence, and stood high in the estimation of the men, and durst take
more upon himself than others. He, therefore, called upon N arvaez, and convinced him that it would be better in every respect to
treat Olmedo with politeness, and advised Narvaez to invite him to
dine with him, when he could himself :fish from him what the Yiews
of Cortes were. Ducro then went immediately to Olmedo and communicated to him all that had transpired. In the mean time N arvaez sent for Olmedo to dine with him, and received hhn most
courteously.
Olmedo, who was a remarkably judicious and shrewd man, said
to Narvaez: "I am convinced that severnl officers in Cortes's
troops would gladly see you in power; indeed, I am altogether convinced that we all shall soon stand under your command. In order
to make the necessary preparations for such a step, they have written you a letter full of extrnvagant expressions. rrhis letter I was
ordered to deliver to your excellency, bnt on account of its contents I could not make up my mind to do so, but felt more inclined
to throw it in the river."
Narvaez then expressed his desire to see this letter, when Olmedo
told him he ha<l left it in his room, but would go for it, and left for
that purpose. Olmedo hastened to Duero, and requested him to be
present with as many soldiers as possible when he should hand the
letter to Narvaez, that its contents might be made known to all.
He then returned to Narvaez and presented him Cortes's letter.
All the bystanders now pressed Narvaez to read the letter · some
'
were greatly annoyed at it, but Narvaez and Salvatierra merely
laughed and made amusement of its contents. But Augustin Bermudez, who was a captain and alguazil-mayor in N arvaez's camp,
said: "Father Olmedo has assured me privately that it merely requires some little mediation between them, and Cortes would him-
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self wait upon our general, and join his standard with the whole of
his men. As he is encamped not far from here, we could certainly
do no better than dispatch Duero thither, and I will accompany him
myself."
It was resolved that Duero should be dispatched to Cortes. Narvaez held a private conference witµ him and three other officers,
desiring them to try and persuade Cortes to meet him at an Indian
Yillage on the road between the two encampments, where they
might come to an understanding with each other respecting the
division of the country and the boundaries of their respective territories. Narvaez was quite earnest in this matter, and had expressed himself to that effect to about twenty of his men who were
particularly devoted to him.
Duero arrived at Cortes's camp on the eve of Easter day, and
stayed until the evening following. When he arrived he was con, vinced, from what be saw, of the vast riches and power of Cortes;
and be came not merely to bring about a good understanding hetween the generals, bnt also to take possession ot' his share of the
acquired riches, as Amado de Lares had died. During the stay of
Duero he had several private conversations with Cortes.
Cortes, who was a cunning and far-sighted man, promised Duero
~10t only vast treasures, but a command and vast extent of territory, which would give him the same importan.ce with himself; in
consideration of which he was to engage to gain Angnstin Bermudez and other chief officers. If Narvaez was killed or taken prisoner, and his army defeated, all the gold and townships of New
Spain were to be divided among the three. In order, however, to
strengthen the number of their party, Duero took along with him
aR much gold as two men could carry, besides a quantity of other
valuable things for Bermudez, Guevara, J nan de Leon, and other
distinguished personages who were to be let into the seci·et. Cortes and Duero then carefully talked over how the matter was to be
.carried out.*
A. ndres Duero and Cortes agreed that Narvaez, attended by ten
persons, and he with as many others, should have a peaceable interview, when Narvaez should make known to him his instrnctions, if
he bad brought any, to which Cortes would give his answer; for
which purpose Cortes on his part sent a passport, signed by himself, to Narvaez, who sent Cortes another, subscribed with his
name; which, however, it appeared to Cortes, he had no idea of
obse~ving; for it was planned that the interview should be so

*
3

Diaz.
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arranged as to enable them to dispatch Cortes at once, and two of
the ten persons who were to come with Narvaez were selected to
execute this purpose while the others were engaged with Cortes's
attendants. 'rlms they said if Cortes was killed the object would
be accomplished; as in truth it would have been if God who interposes in such cases had not thwarted the design by granting Cortes
certain notice of it at tlle same time that the pass was brought him.
rrhis plot being discovered, Cortes wrote a letter to Narvaez, and
anotller to the three commissioners, in which he stated to them
that he had learned their treacherous· design, and refused to have
the interview in the manner agreed upon. Immediately after this
occurrence Cortes sent certain requisitions and orders to Narvaez.*
A.s soon as Dnero had left, Cortes sent for Juan Velasquez de
Leon, one of his cllief officers, a man who had great authority, and
who, altllough a near relative of Velasquez, was entirely devoted to
Cortes. When Leon came into his presence, Cortes said to hifU:
"I have sent for you because D uero has assured me it is rnmored
among Narvaez's officers that you and I have quarrelled, and that
you intend siding with their party. I am therefore resolved that
you shall ride to N :u·vaez's head-quarters, taking with you all your
gold. When there you must try to find out what are his intentions."
As soon as Velasquez de Leon, whom Cortes had sent merely to
annoy Narvaez, had departed, Cortes desired Sandoval to draw up
the troops in marching order, when they briskly moved forward
towards Sempoalla. On the road the soldiers killed two piccara,
whfoh they construed into a token of victory. The night following
they encamped on the slope of a hill near to a brook, carefully
posted sentinels and ordered out the patrols. The next morning
they marched, and arrived towards noon at the river on whose
banks the town of Vera Cruz now stands; at that time th~re were
there merely a few Indian huts and straggling trees, under which
the troops rested a considerable time, as the heat was very oppressive. When the heat of the day had somewhat cooled, they continued their march to Sempoalla, and encamped for the night near a
brook about four miles from the town.
Velasquez de Leon arrived at Sempoalla towards daybreak. He
alighted at the house of the fat cazique, and walked towards Narvaez's quarters. When, however, some of N arvaez's men who
were quartered in the cazique's house heard the Indians su.y that it
was Leon, they hastened to inform Narvaez, who was highly cle. lighted, and hastened out with several of his officers·to meet him,
received him with hearty embraces, and immediately sent some of

* Cortes, second letter, elated Segura cle la Frontera, Oct. 30th, 1520.
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his men for his horse and baggage, as he would not hear of his
staying in any house but his own. Velasquez de Leon, however,
observed that he could not stay long, as he had come merely to pay
his respects to him and bis officers, and t1·y if peace and friendship
could not be brought about between him and Cortes.
N arvaez's blood rose to his cheeks at this expression, and he
asked Velasquez de Leon bow he could talk of peace and friendship with a man who had,. like a traitor, run away with the whole
·armament of his (Leon's) own cousin.
Velasquez de Leon replied that Cortes was no traitor, but a
faithful servant of his emperor, and he must beg him not again to
make use of such expressions in his presence.
Upon this Narvaez assumed a different tone, and made Velasqnez
de Leon great promises if he would remain with him ; even promised to elevate him to second in command if he wonlcl manage to
induce Cortes's troops to Join his standard. Velasquez de Leon,.
howeve1;, assuTed him that he was determined to remain a.s faithfnl
and true to Cortes as to the emperor himself, and earnestly begged
him not to mention that subject again·~
Dur'ing this conversation the chief officers had by degrees all
arri vecl to pay their respects to Velasquez cle Leon, ,vhich they dicl
with every show of courtesy, as Velasquez de Leon was a man of
elegant carriage and powerful stature, and had a winning countenance; his beard was heavy and lon_g, a iarge solid gold chain
hung from his shoulder in graceful folds and sat well on this courageous antl spirited officer.*
Some of Narvaez's officers urged him to imprison Velasquez, as
he was secretly striving to gain over his men in favor of Cortes.
Bnt Bermudez, Duero, and several others who favored Cortes
remonstrated as to the policy of such a step and the benefit be
would derive from it, and said that though Cortes had an additional
hundred otllcers such as Velasquez de Leon, he would be unable to
cope with him. It would certainly be more to his interest to
behave courteously to Leon.
Narvaez, being· thus influenced by these two men, requested
Velasquez to become mediator between Cortes and himself, and try
if he could not induce the former and his troops to join his standard. Velasquez promised to make the attempt, but at the same
time stated that Cortes was very determined on that subject; that
the best method, in his ·opinion, of settting the matter was by a

* This noble officer, who with Alvarado, commanded the rear guard in the
retreat from Mexico, perishecl with two hundred men, at one of the bridges.
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division of the provinces between them, and that Cortes would
gladly leave the choice to him.
Velasquez made this observation merely to make Narvaez more
tractable. During this discourse Olmedo stepped up and proposed
to Narvaez that the whole of his troops should be drawn out in
the presence of Velasquez to show the powerfnl army he commanded, that Velasquez might relate to Cortes what he had seen,
nnd convince him that it wa,s better that he shonld submit.
Narvaez followed this counsel which 0·1rnedo had given merely to
vex his cavaliers and soldiers. The alarm was accordingly sounded,
and the whole of the troops were thus obliged to turn out before
Velasquez and Olmedo; when Narvaez said to Velasquez, "Are
you not now fully convinced that it would merely cost me a day's
march to overthrow Cortes and the whole of you?" Velasquez
replied, "I will not say anything about that, but you may depend
'
upon it, we would sell our lives clearly.''
The following day Velasquez dined with Narvaez, and met at
the table Diego Velasquez, a nephew of 'the governor of Cuba, who
had the command of a company. While they were dining, the
conversation turned upon Oortes's ollstinacy and the letter be had
written to Narvaez, and, one word leading to another, Diego Velasquez asserted that Cortes and all those who sided with him were
traitors. At this expression Juan Velasquez rose up frnm his seat,
and, with much warmth, said: "Genentl Narvaez, I haye once
before begged you not to allow such language in my presence. It
is really scandalous to speak ill of those who have served the
emperor so faithfully."
"And I," interrupted Diego, in an angry tone," maintain thnt I
have merely spoken the trnth in calling you traitors. Yon are a
traitor, and all the rest of yon, and you arn unworthy the name of
Velasquez.''
Leon now laid hand on his sword, and called Diego a liar,
swearing he was ::i. better nobleman than he or his uncle, and that
the hor1se of Velasquez to which he belonged was a very different
one from Diego's or bis uncle's. Of this he would give instant
proof, if General Narvaez would allow him. As many of Narvaez's
officers, and a few of Oortes's, were present during this scene, they
interfered and prevented any open violence, as Leon was just about
to draw his sword against his opponent.
The other officers now advised Narvaez to order Juan Velasquez
and Olmedo to leave the camp without any further ceremony, as
their stay there would only cause worse blood. Orders to this
effect were accordingly issued, and they delayed not an instant to
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hasten their departure. Leon was seated on his fine gi-ay mare,
and clad in a coat of mail, and had his helmet on, when he once
more called upon Narvaez to take leave. Diego was standing next
to the latter at the time, and when Juan inquired of Narvaez if he
had uny message to Cortes, the latter replied in great ill humor:
"I beg of you to leave this instant, and it would h~ve been much
better if you had stayed away altogether." Young Diego Velasquez
then threw out most abusive language against Juan, who, in return,
assured him his insolence would meet with its due reward, and a
few days would show whether the bravery of his heart corresponded
with the uoldness of his tongue. Five or six of N arvaez's officers,
friends to Cortes, who were to escort Leon, now came up, and told
him rather harshly it was time to be moving, and no longer to
spend his breath in useless words. They merely assumed this tone
to get him as quickly as possible out of the way, fol' they afterwards
told him that Narvaez had issued orders for his arrest; indeed, he
had every reason to make haste, for a numerous body of cavalry
was already hard upon his heels when he arrived at the river near
Cortes's camp.
The followers of Cortes were taking their midday nap when their
outposts brought information that three meu on horseback· were
approaching their camp, and they immediately concluded it must
be Velasquez, his servant, and Father Olmedo. They were all
delighted to see them safely returned.
The effect of Leon's and Olmedo's visit to Narvaez's camp soon
showed itself. Several of the officers who had got some hints of the
valuable presents which Cortes had sent to be distributed among
some of them found that a party was forming in favor of Cortes,
and advised -that the utmost vigilnnce should be observed; orders
were therefore issued that the troops should hold themselves ready
for action. Narvaez now formally declared open wat· against Cortes
and his followers.
Narvaez then encamped with the whole of his troops and cannon
at about a mile from Sempoalla, in order the better to watch the
movements of the troops of Cortes, and not allow any of his men
to pass. But as it rained heavily just about this time, Narvaez's
officers, who were not accustomed to dampness, nor to the fatigues
of war in general, and imagined it would be an easy matter to
overcome Cortes, advised Narvaez to return with the troops to
their former quarters, and considered it sufficient if they placed
their artillery, which consisted of eighteen heavy guns, in front of
theii· camp. Forty of their cavalry were placed to guard the road
leading into Sempoalla, along which the enemy would be compelled
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to ac1 nmce; besides which, piek<.!tS of cnvn.lry nncl 1ight-aruH•,l fimt,
under Hurtado aiHl Gonzu.lo Carrasco, were plttet•tl to wntd1 the
spot where they woul1l luwe to pass the rivei·, aml to gin! uoth.·t> of'
their approach; and another twenty of cavalry ,n•rc nlwn.ys tu :--taml
in readiness, during night-time, in the eourt-yurtl :uljoiui11g ~m·vaez's quarters. N arvn.ez then retur1wd "·ith the reHt of Ids troops
to his forme1· quarters, nnd nm.de known tlmt he who brought him
Cortes or Sandovnl, dead or nlive, should receive the rewm·tl of
2000 pesos. It was also ordered that a strong det:lchnwnt of men
should be posted at the respedive r1unrters of X armez, s~i.1 rntierru,
Gnnrnrra, and Jnan Bono. rrhcse ,vere Xar,·1u~z':-; prcparn.tinn:-:;, of
which Cortes was informed by a sol<lier named Gallegnillo, who
hacl deserted from .Narvaez during the night, or had been se<..fft.:tly
seut for that purpose by Duero.
Cortes and his men had, previous to marching to ::.\Iexico, rP:--i<lt•<l
seYeral months in Sempoalla, and in thut neigh1Jorhoo1l lrnd lmilt
Yilla Rica de la ver:1 Cruz, so they ·were not only ncqnaint<.·tl with
every place in the town of Sempaol1tt, but also with every loen.lity
in the neighborhood. Sempoall:1 was tt populous town, mid Jmd
several· teocnllis or truncnted pyrmnidal structures, whit'l1 were
rather nltars thnn temples, t1ec1icated to the itlols of Indian faith mul
worship. These structures were in different places ecmstrndt~d ()r
different materials-stone, brick, or earth. Some hml ramps. ,•.ith
steps leading directly to the summit, where. in small snuetuaries,
were the idols to which they sacrificed human beings, on a stm1e in
front of the sanctuary, ripping out the heart of the living Yil'tim,
and presenting it on the altar of the idol. Others had tlm:e or f'onr
terraces, each extending the circuit of the teocalli, excepting the sp~tce
occupied 1Jy the steps. 'l'he stairs to ascend from one termce to another were all at one of tlle angles, on the same side, and one ahorn
the other, so that it was necessary to make the circuit or the h.!t11:nlli
to pass from one flight of steps to the next, the terrace l,egiuning nt
tbe top 9f one flight of steps, and after making the circuit of the
teocmlli, terminating at the foot of the next. These strnctnres ,verl!
inclosecl with a wall, at a sufl1cient distance from the base uf the
teocalli to form around it a commodious court. There wen~ ou two
sides of the inclosnre, entrances to the court. 'l'here were sen.n·i\l
of these structures in Semponlht, nnd N arvncz took possc::;sion of
them with his troops.
·when Cortes hnc1 kar11e<l the procee11ings of X arvm~z, Um disposition of his forces, n11cl hiH declaration of war agninst him uml
his followers, he knew that there was nu (•rn:l to his intrigm•s, mul
that the time for decisive uetiou hud arrived. l!c thereful'c tnun-
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maned his officers and men around him, and aclchessec1 them in a
speech ·replete with flattering exprnssions and fair promises, mentioning their career, from their departure from Onl~a to their arrival
in the city of Mexico, and in closing· said: "Up· to this moment
we have fought to defend our liYes, but now we shall have to fight
valiantly for our lives and our honor. Our enemies have nothing
less in contemplation than to take us all pr'.soners, and rob us of our
property. No one can tell whethel' Narvaez is commissioned by the
emperor himself'.; all this is doirn merely at the instigation of our
most deadly enemy, the bishop of Burgos (Fonseca). If we are
subdued by Narvaez, which God forbid, all the services we have
rendered to the .Almighty, and our emperor, will be construed into
as many crimes, and we shall be accused of murder, rapine, and rebellion, tllongh the really guilty person _would be Narvaez; and the
things which would be considered meritorious jn them will be constrnecl as criminnl in us. .A.11 this must be evident to you, and
we as honest cavaliers are bound to defend the honor of the emperor
as well as our own. For this I have marched out from Mexico, reposing my tmst in Goel and your nssistance."
':fo this acldl'ess of Cortes, several of his soldiel's replied ju, the
name of the rest, that he might rely upon their determination to
conquer or die. Cortes was greatly rejoiced at this reply, and said
that he had not expected less; that they should find no cause for
regret, as wealth and honor would be tb·e reward of their devotion
and valor. He then informed the officers of the plan of attack,
and the parts they were to perform. Cortes formed his forces into
four small battalions, which were to march to the assault one ,after
the other. The first object was to capture the artil1ery drawn up
in front of N arvaez's camp. For this pmpose sixty of the youngest and most active men, of which number was Diaz, were placed
under the command of a daring young fellow named Pizarrn. Pizarro with his sixty men was to push boldly on until he should take
the cannon, when the artillery-men, Mesa and .A.menga, were immediately to turn them on Salvatierra's quarters. Sandoval, with
sixty men, was to attack the quarters of Narvaez, who was posted
on the summit of a very high teocalli. He was ordered to take
Narvaez prisoner, and if he would not surrender, to kill him. Juan
Velasquez de Leon, with sixty men, was ordered to seize the person
of Diego Velasquez, with whom he had had such angry words.
Olid also ,had sixty men, and Cortes had the rest, to render assistance where it might be most required; his principal object, however, was to get the persons of Narvaez and Salvatierra into his
power. He promised a reward of 3000 pesos to the first man who
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should lay hands on Narvaez, 2000 to the second, and 1000 to the
third.
The men were altogether in want of defensive armor. They remained in their camp during the fi.rst part of the night, and spent their
time in making preparations for the arduous task that awaited them.
Pickets were sent out, and sentinels posted, of which Diaz was one.
He had not stood long when one of the outposts came up to and
asked him whether be had not heard a noise, when immediately one
of the corporals approached and said that Galleguillo, who had deserted from Narvaez, was nowhere to be found, and that he must
have been a spy; and as it was certain that by this time he had
betrayed their approach, Cortes had given orders for an immediate
advance upon Sempoalla. A moment after they were all marcliing
forward. Galleguillo, however, was found a few moments after fast
asleep under some cloaks he had thrown over him on account of
the rain and cold.
Cortes now ordered silence, and the troops marched steadily forward until they arrived at the river, where Carrasco and Hurtado
were posted with a detachment of the enemy. The river was
swollen by the rain, on account of which and the loose rocks in its
bed it was crossed with much difficulty. .As such a sudden visit
under such circumstances, in the rain and darkness of the night,
was the last thing they could have thought of, Carrasco was captured, while Hurtado escaped, fled to the qnarters and gave the
alarm, crying out that the enemy was approaching. The most
watchful ran to arms and led Hurtado to Narvaez, who, after some
questions, disregarded the information, holding it impossible that
Cortes could come with so few men to attack him in his quarters,
and that his men could march during a night so dark and stormy.
It was near midnight, dark and rainy, when Cortes entered Sempoalla, so that he had the good fortune to penetrate into the town
even to within view of the teocalli without encountering a single
sentinel. Hurtado was still trying to convince Narvaez that he
h~d not only met with the scouts, hut that also the whole army was
advancing rapidly. Nevertheless pretexts were formed for disbelief, and they lost in arguing the probability of this report the time
which they should have employed in preventing the consequences
of it, even though it might have been false. The soldiers, restless
and watchful, increased upon the steps of the teocalli, some irresolute, and others awaiting the orders of the commander, but all with
arms in their hands and ready for battle.
Cortes then knew that he was discovered, and determined to attack before they should be in order to resist him ; he, therefore,
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gave the signal for the assault. The troops under Pizarro lowered
their lances and rushed headlong upon the artillery; the cannoneers
had scarcely sufficient time to discharge four pieces, every ball of
which passed over the heans of the assailants, excepting one, which
killed three or four men. '11 hey had the good fortune to capture all
the cannon. Sandoval at the same time charged tile quarters of
Narvaez, and drove his aclversaries from the court to the teocalli, and
commenced advancing up the steps of the building; but not being
able to sustnfo himself against a body of troops much larger than
his own and in an advantageous position, he was beaten back down
the steps. Just at this critical juncture Olicl arrived to his assistance, the tide was turned, and Sandoval again pnshed forward up
the steps with renewed vigor. In the mean time Narvaez had arriv;ed. He now appeared in the midst of his men, and did everything to reanimate them and to put them in order, after which he
rushed forward into the thickest of the fight, where he encountered
Pedro Sanchez and Farzan, the latter of whom gave him so violent
a blow in the face with his lance that he crushed N arvaez's eye and
hurled him senseless to the pave. The fall of Narvaez caused confusion in his troops, who were frightened at the event. Some shamefully abandoned their general; others, entirely beside themselves,
ceased to fight, and those who made an· effort to assist him were
embarrassed by the others, and thus increased the confusion. Thus
they found themselves obliged to retire, and the conquerors took
this opportunity to drug Narvaez to the foot of tlie stair, and into
the midst of the rear battalion.
The fall of Narvaez was instantly known among the troops of
Cortes, whose wild shouts filled the midnight air with the cry of
"Victory I Victory! Narvaez is dead I The battle, however, was
still continued in various points, as several of N arvaez's officers
maintained their positions on the tops of other teocallis.* Cortes,

* Cortes, when he entered the city of Mexico, quarterecl all his troops in
a large court of one of the palaces of Montezuma, and in the great temple or
court of the teocalli adjoining it.
When the Mexicans attacked him "they took possession of the great temple,
to the loftiest ancl most considerable tower of which nearly five lnmclred Indians, apparently persons of rank, aseended." This teocalli hacl, according to
Cortes's letter, three Qr four terraces, about a yard wide ancl about sixtee11 feet
one above the other. He says, "So arduous w,as the attempt to take this
tower, that if God had not broken their (the Indians') spirits, twenty of them
would have been sufficie11t to resist the ascent of a thousand men although
they fought with the greatest valor even unto death." From this an idea may be
formed of the difficulties Cortes had to encounter in overcoming Narvaez. Bnt
the top of the teocalli could' not contain five hundred persons; therefore tho
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however, sent round a herald to summon them to surrender, under
penalty of deuth in case of refusal. 'l,his, with the loud shouts of
victory and the belief that Narvaez was dead, had the desired effect,
and only the troops under young Diego Velasquez and Salvatierra,
which had taken up their position on. the summit of a very high
teocalli 1 where it was difficult to get at them, refnsed to submit.
But Juan Velasquez de Leon attacked them so vigorously that at
last be forced them to surrender, and took Salvatierra and Diego
Velasquez prisoners. .
Cortes happened to come up at the time when Juan.Velasquez
and Ordaz brought in Salvatierra and Diego Velasquez and other
chief officers prisoners, he was still in fuU armor and had heated
himself to such a degree in riding up and down, the weather being
very hot, that the perspiration literally dripped from ltim, and he
could scarcely breathe from over-exertion. He twice said to Sandoval, who was unable at first to catch his words, "Where is Narvaez?
Where is Narvaez?" "Here he is," cried out Sandoval," here he
is and quite safe." "That is all right, my son Sandoval,'' said
Cortes, in a voice still somewhat feeble; "do not leave this spot
for the present, nor suffer any of your men to stir away; and keep
a strong guard over the prisoners. I will now see how the battle
is going on at other points." With these words Uortes rode off,
and as he still founrl N arvaez's men offering resistance, he ngain
sent round a herald to summon them Lo surrender, and to deliver
up their al'ms to Sandoval.
Scarcely had they published the pardon at all the three places*
where the people of Narvaez had retired than the solr1iers and officers themselves came in crowds to surrender to the conqueror.
Tllis proclamation was well conceived, for it was very important
that it should be known before the dawn of day, which was near,
should discover to the soldiers of Narvaez the small nnmber of their
conquerors, and inspire them with the resolution to renew the
fight.

Narvaez, having lost an eye and being otherwise dangerously
wounded, requested Sandoval to allow his own surgeon to dress his
expression implies that. the terraces, summit, and towers, and perhaps court,
of the teocalli were filled with Indian warriors.
* Diaz expressly mentions two teocallis in the attack, and, when the idols of
Sempoalla were destroyed some time previously, he says, "·we tore clown the
idols from their pediments. Some were shaped like furious dragons, ancl were
about the size of young calves; others with half the human form ; some again
were shaped like large dogs. Cortes says there were three or four towers
( teocallis ~.
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wounds and those of the other officers. This Sandoval unhesitatingly complied with, and while the surgeon was dressing N arvaez's wounds, Cortes stepped up, as he imagined unknown, to see
what was going on. However, the respect of the soldiers discovered the general; and Narvaez, turning to him, said: " Indeed,
general, you have reason to be proucl of this victory and of my
being taken prisoner." '' I am," replied Cortes," every way thankful to Goel and my brave companions for it, but I can assure you
that this victory is .the least brilliant we have yet gained ·in New
Spain."
With this Cortes broke off the conveTsation, and turning to
Sandoval cautioned him to guard the prisoners well. They had
merely pnt fetters about N arvaez's legs, but they now secured him
better, and put a strong guard over him. Diaz was of the latter,
and received secret orders not to .allow any of his (Narvaez's) men
to see him until next morning, when Cortes would make further
arrangements respecting .his person.
Cortes did not yet feel quite safe; he remembered that Narvaez
had sent out forty of his cavalry to guard the road leading to Sempoalla. This body was still hovering about, and he feared they
might fall upon him unawares, and relen.se both Narvaez and the
other officers. He ·therefore kept a strict guard, and dispatched
Olid and Ordaz to persuade them, by enticing prnmises, to surrender quietly. For this purpose these officers were obliged to
take a couple of horses of N arvaez's troops, as all of Cortes's
officers had left theirs at the back of a rising ground, near Sempoalla.
When Olid and Ordaz came up with them, they easily induced
them to surrender, by assuring them that they would be receh·ecl
in the army of Cortes with the same advantages that had been
accorded to their companions, whose example sufficed for the
cavalry to come and offer their services, with tlleir arms and horses,
to Cortes.
Dayligl~t in the mean time broke forth, when Olid and Ordaz,
with this detachment, again reached the camp, accompanied by
Duero, Bermudez, and several other friends of Cortes. All these
now came in a body to pay their respects to Cortes, who had taken
off his n.l'mor and was seated in an arm-chair, dressed in a wide
orange-colored surtout. Serenity and joy were visible in his countenance tis he welcomed each; and, indeed, he liad every reason to
be proud of the power and greatness he had so suddenly acquired.
The soldiers and officers c!.1,me in crowds to surrender to the conqueror~ They surrendered their arms on arriving, and Cortes, witli-
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out failing in the duties of civility, received them with joy. Xe,·(!l'theless he caused to be disarmed even the moHt distinguislwil nflicers, those who were in correspondence with him, in ortlur that they
might not he recognized, or that they might give nn examph• to tJw
others. 'rheir numbers, in a short time, incrense<l so mueh that it
was necessary to separate them, and to secnre them with n sullkient,
guard until morning.
DurinO'
this time Snndoval took cnre to dress the wounds of X:trb
vaez; and young Diego Y clasqnez remained a priHoner of ,T mm
Velasquez de Leon, whom he hat! so otfonded on his visit to Xarvaez, yet Juan, with his nobleness of soul, treated him with the
greatest magnanimity. This action was remnrlrnhle in that tlwre
was not an incident in which there were not manifest the eorreetnes8
of the measures that Cortes Imel taken, and the blunders of Xarrnez.
The losses in this battle were on the side of X arvHP7. 1 his sbm1lard-bearer, named Fuentes, of a noble family of Seville, um] thrt?e
of N arvaez's chief officers, one of whom was n:uncd Rojas, u nath'c
of old Cnstile; Carretero, one of the three sohliers ·who had desertt•1l
to Narvaez ,vhen he arrived at San Juan de Ulna, was also killt•tl,
and the number of the wounded wus very great. On the shle nf
Cortes there were four killed and several wounded. Cermntt!S nml
Escalona, who had deserted to N ::trYaez ,vith Carretero, derived vt-ry
little benefit from their treachery; the latter had been dangerously
wounded, and the other Cortes ordered to be well whipped.
,Ylmt is remarkable, there was among the soldier::; of X nrvnez
scarcely an individual who would return to Cuba. The mo:-:.t important among the officers of X arn1ez were in correspondenc•c with
Cortes. Cortes had all their arms restored to the prisoners, who
showed a remarkable gratitude for the favor they received, nml applauded the confi<.ience of the new general with repented neclamations.
Late in the evening of the same day on lrhich the hn.ttle was
fought, the two thousand Chinantla, Indians, under their cnziqnes,
and conducted by Barrientos, marched t'wo abreast into Sempoalla
in the best military order. They were all tall, pmverfuI men~ nrmed
with immense lances and large shields; eyery lancer 1Yns folknn.•fl
by a bowman. In this manner, under the sound of dmms awl
trumpets, they marched in with feathers waving on their lu•mls 1
colors flying, a11d continually crying out, "Long live the <•nqmror ! long live Cortes!" rl'hey made such a grnrnl sho w thnt,
though they were only two thousand in number, one woulil have
thought, at first sight, the.re were three thousand. X m·nwz\i uwn
were not a little astonished when they sa\Y these men, nnd remarkr•1l
that they would have fared much worse had they hml to en(:mmlt~l'
0
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these people, or if they had joined in the attack. Cortes receivecl
kindly the Ohinantlan chiefs, thanked them for their trouble, and,
after making the1p various presents, desired them to retnrn to their
homes. Ba.rrientos returnecl with them, and was particularly admonished by Cortes not to allow them to commit any depredations
in the townships through which they passed.
Narvaez and Salvatierra were now sent under guard to Vi11a Rica
de la Vera Cruz, and Francisco de Lugo to the harbor where the
flotilla lay, in order to bring all the captains and pilots of the eighteen vessels to Sempoalla. Lugo was ordered to convey on shore all
the sails, rudders, and compasses, so as to render it impossible for
the governor of Cuba to gain information respecting the fate of his
armament. Whoever refused to submit to Lugo, was to be immediately thrown into prison. When the captains and pilots appeared
in the presence of Cortes, he made them take an oath to obey him
in all matters. Peclro Caballero, captain of one of the vessels, who
hacl been bribed with some bars of gold to favor Cortes's party, ·was
appointed admiral of the flotilla; and received instrnctions not to
allow any vess~l to lea,~e the harbor, and if any others should arrive from Cuba-for Cortes had re('eived information that there
were two other ships fitted out there for this harbor-to seize theni,
and send their sails, r~1dders, and compasses on shore, and await
further orders.
Cortes soon received information from the city of Mexico that
required his immediate pr(:lsence there. He, therefore, preparatory
to starting, reviewed his troops, and found that they amounted to
thirteen hundred men, ninety-six horses, eighty crossbow-men, and a
like number of' musketeers. 1'his body of troops he considered sufficient to venture fearlessly into Mexico, particularly as the caziques
of' 'l'lascala had furnished him with two thousand of their warriors.
Cortes entered the eity of Mexico the seconrl time on the 24th of
June, 1520, having entered it the first time on the 8th of' November,
15 I 9.*
Soon after Cortes's arrival in the city of Mexico, he was forcibly
expelled by the natives, but he soon again returned, and in vested
the city the 30th of May, 1521, and. on the 13th of August, 1521,
G uatimozin was capt med, and the war thus terminated. 1'he ancient city had been ruined, ancl Cortes immediately began to build
another on its site. Where had stood the palace of Montezuma,
Cortes built a magnificent palace fot· himself. On the site of the
great teocalli, he erected the church of San Iago. On the 16th of

* Bernal Diaz,

Conquest of Mexico.
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· October, 1524, he wrote to the emperor: "So much expedition has
been used in building houses that many of them have already been
:finished and others well advanced; and great quantities of stone,
lime, wood, and brick, have been collected, which the nath·es procure, and with which they all build such large, fine houses, that
your majesty may be assured this will be, in five years' time, the
most noble, populous, and best built city in the whole worlcl."
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CHAPTER III.
THE EXPEDITIONS OF FRANCISCO DE GARAY TO PANUCO.

1519-1523.
WHEN, in the year 1518, the fame of the discoveries of Cordova
anrl Grijalva had spread through the whole of the West Indies,
Anton de .Alaminos and another pilot, who had served on the voyages of those discoverers, persuaded Francisco de Garay, governor
of Jamaica, a man who possessed great wealth, to petition the emperor that the discovery .of all countries which might lie to the
noTth of the River St. Peter and Paul, might be granted to him.
For this purpose Garay dispatched J rnm de rrorralva to Spain with
letters and presents for the president of the council of the Indies
(Fonseca), the licentiates Zapata and Vargas, and the secretary
Conchillos, who governed the affairs of the Indies just as they
thought proper. Garay, therefore, easily obtained the appointment
of adelantado and governor of the provinces bordering on the River
St. Peter and St. Paul, and of all the provinces he should discover.*
In consequence of this appointment, Garay fitted out three vessels, the command of which he intrusted to an officer named Alonzo
.Alvarez Pineda,t who entered the River Panuco to form a settle-

* A vessel sent by Cortes, in 1535, from the island of Santa Cruz, in the Gulf
of California, to G-uantepec, was driven by a violent wind, into the mouth of a
wide river, to which t!iey gave the name of St. Peter and St. Paul.
On a map by Sr. Sanson, published by Hubert Jaillot, at Paris, in 1719, there
is a river St. Peter and St. Paul that enters the Gulf of Mexico south of the
river 'l'uspan, each of which rivers is south of the river Panuco or 'l'ampico.
On the same map the river Palmas is the boundary between New Spain or
Mexico ancl Floricla, and is represented as the largest river between the Panuco
ancl the Rio del Norte or Rio Grande, and placed about halfway between these
two rivers ; it therefore appears to be the Santander. Alvaro Nunez, in his
account of Narvaez's expedition to Florida, says: "He (Narvaez) had full
power to conquor all the country from the river of Palms to the Cape of Florida." And the proclamation of Narvaez has the following: "T0 the inhabitants of the countries and provinces from the Rio de Palmas to the Cape of Florida," thus showing that the Rio .de Palmas was the boundary between Mexico
or New Spain and Florida, in 1527, the date of Narvaez's proclamation.
t In the Historical Collection of Louisiana and Florida, by B. F. French,
member of the Louisiana and other historical societies, there is the following:
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ment there; but the Indians massacred him and the greater part of
his troops, and then set fire to his vessels. One <;>f the captains,
however, was so fortunate as to escape, with his men, on board of
one of the vessels, and reached Vera Cruz half famished.
Garay, being yet ignorant of the fate of this expedition, sent out
two more vessels, under the command of Diaz de Auz and Ramirez; but when these vessels arrived at the River Panuco and
nowhere met with any traces of the other armament, except a few
pieces of burnt wood of the first vessels, lying on the shore, they,
likewise, put into Vera Cruz. Thus these two expeditions served
only to re-enforce Cortes.
Such is the brief account Diaz gives of these two expeditions;
but O01-tes is more particular in regard to them, in the second letter, or dispatch, he addressed to the emperor Charles V. In that
dispatch, which is dated at Segura de la Frontera, October 30th,
1520, he says:" By a ship that I dispatched from this New Spain of your sacred majesty, on the 16th of July, in the year 1519, I transmitted
to your highness a very full and particular report of wha.t had occurred from the time of my arrival in this country* to that date,
which I sent by the hands of Alonzo Hernandez Puertocarrero
and Francisco de Montejo, deputies of La Villa Rica de la Vera
Cruz,t the town I had founded in your majesty's name.
"In consequence of a disaster that has recently happened to me I
hav.e lost all my papers, including the official records of my proceedings with the inhabitants of these countries, and many other
things.t
.
"In my former dispatch I mentioned having received information
from the natives, ot' a certain great lord called Muteczuma. Trust.
ing in the greatness of Goel and tlie confidence inspired by the royul
name of your highness, I proposed to go and see him. wherever he
"Alonzo Alvarez de Pineda was ordered, by Francisco de Garay, governor of
Jamaica, in 1519, to explore the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, and in sailing
along the coast he discovered the mouths of the Mississippi, and explored all
the shore from Panuco to Cape Florida; and directing his course north, he
found that Florida was not an island but a peninsula joined to a great continent (Navarette Viages Menores) in the north; and afterwards retumed to
Vera Cruz."
·
* .According to Bernal Diaz, "On Holy Thursday of the year 1519, the whole
fleet arrived in the harbor of San Juan de Ulna, the present Vera Cruz."
t Vera Cruz mentioned in these dispatches is t!1e above, founded by Cortes,
not far from the :present town of that name.
t The disaster here alluded to was his expulsion, by the Indians, from the
city of Mexico. ,
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might be. I also recollect having engaged to <lo more than was in
my power, in regard to the demand I intended to make of this personage, for I assured your majesty that he should be taken either
dead or alive, or become- a subject of the royal throne of your
majesty. With this determination I cleparted from the city of Cempoal [Sempoalla], to which I gave the name of Sevilla, on the 16th
of August [1519].
"I informed your majesty, I believe, in my former dispatch, that
some of those persons that accompanied me, who had been servants and friends of Diego Velasquez, had sought to create disaffection in om· ranks, and compel me to abandon the country. rrhe
leaders in this business were four Spaniards, who, as they voluntarily confessed, had determined to seize a brigantine then in port,
and, after killing the master, to sail for the island of Fernandina
[Cuba] for the purpose of infol'ming Diego Velasquez that I had
dispatched a ship to your majesty, with the names of those who
had sailed in iL, and the route it had taken, to enable him to send
vessels in pursuit, and capture it. 'l'his he afte.rwards attempted;
as I have been informecl that he dispatched a caravel after the
ship, which he would have taken if it had not passed on the outside.* 'e11ey also confessed that others had been desirnus of sending information to Diego Velasquez. But, besides these, there
were others who entered into the same views, on beholding the
great number and powe1· of the people of the country, while the
Spaniards were so few and inconsiderable. Believing, therefore,
that if' I left the ships there they would mutiny, and all be induced to depart, leaving me almost alone, and ~y this means the
g1·eat service rendered to God and your majesty he made of no
avail, I determined, unde1· the pretext that the ships were not seaworthy, to cause them to be stranded on the coast; thus taking
away all hope of leaving the country, I pursued my route with
greater feeling of security, having no fears, after our backs were
• I had left at Vera Cruz would desert me.
tnmed, that the people
"Eight or ten days after the ships were stranded, having gone
from Vera Cruz towards the city of Oempoal, which is fonr leagues
distant, in order to proceed thence on m,Y route [to Mexico], I received intelligence from the former place that four ships had
arrived on the coast, and that the captain I had left there in command had gone out to them in a boat, when he was told they
belonged to Francisco de Garay, lieutenant and governor of the
island of Jamaica, and had come on a voyage of discovery. 'l'he

*
4

North of Cuba, tl1rough the Bahama Channel.
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captain informed them that I had founded a ·colony in the country,
in the name of your majesty, and built a town one leagne from
where the ships lay; adding that he would accompany them to the
place, and apprise me of their arrival, and that if their ships were
in want of repairs, they could be made in the harbor, to which he
would pilot them in his boat, at the same time poiuti11g out where
it was. They replied that they had alreacty seen the harbor, luwing
passed before it. and would do as he suggested. 'l'he captain then
returned with his boat, but the ships had not followed, nor entered
tile harbor; they had, llOwever, sailed along the coast, and the
captain was at a loss to know their design; he had therefore made
me acqnainted with the circumstances. I immediately returned to
"Vera Cruz, where I learned that the ships lay at anchor on the
('0ast three leagues below; and that no one had landed from them.
I then went down to tbe shore with a number of men to reconnoitre the ships, and havi11g got within about a league of them, I
met three of their men, among ·whom was one who styled himself
a notary; he had taken the other two with him, as he told me, to
wit,ness a certain notification which the captain required him to
serve on me, and which he brought there for the purpose, setting
forth a certain claim on his part; the substance was that he had
discovered this country and intended to colonize it; he therefore
required that 1 should establish with him a line of demarcation;
and that he proposed to make a settlement at a place five leagues
down the coast, near the former Nautical, a city twelve leagues
from Vera Cruz, now called .Almeria. . . . I caused the men who
had sot1ght to serve me with the notification, to exchange clothes
with the same number of Spaniards in my party, and I sent the
latter to the shore and directed them to call aloud to the ships. .As
soon as they were discovered, a boat containing ten or twelve men,
armed with crossbows and hand-guns, came to land, and the Spaniards who had called to them withdrew from the shore, behind some
bushes that grew about there, as if for shade. Four men leaped
on shore from the boat, two crossbow-men and two musketeers, who
were immediately smrounded by the Spaniards, and taken prisoners. One of them was master of a ship, who applied the mntch
to his hand-gun, and would have slaiu the captain who had bePn
stationed by me at Vera Crnz, if it had not pleased the Lorcl that
the match should not give firn. 'rlie men who remained in the lxrn.t
put off from the shore, and before they reached the ships the sails
were already set without waiting for them, or those on board desiring to know 1'Yha.t had become of them. I was informed, hy the
prisoners I had taken, that they had reached a river thirty
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leagues along the coast, after passing Almeria, where they had met
with a favorable reception from the natives, who supplied them
with provisions in tlie way of barter; and that they had seen some
gold, which the Indians brought, although in small qnantities.
rrl1ey obtained in all three thousand castellanos of gold, in trade.
That they did not land upon the coast, hut approached the towns
on the banks of the rivet· so near as to be able to di.seem the people from the ships; that they had no stone edifices, but all their
houses were of thatch, excepting that the ground on which they
were built was raised to a considerable height by the labor of the
han<l. .A.11 this I subsequently learned mo1·e fully from the great
lord :Muteczuma, anrl from certain inte1·preters of' that country
that he hact with him; whom, together with an Indian brought in
those ships from that river and taken prisoner by me, I sent with
other messengers from Mutecznma, that they might induce the
sovereign of the river which is called Pim uco, to enter the service
I
of your majesty. .A.nd he s~nt them back to me with a principal
person, or, as they term him, the lord of a town, who g::we me on
his part, certain cloth, precious stones, aud feather-work, an<l said
that he and all his people were willing to be subjects of your
majesty, and my allies. I made him presents of various articles
from Spain, with which he was greatly pleased; so mnch so, that
when he saw other ships of the before-mentioned Francisco de
Garay, the said lord 9f Panuco sent to inform me that those ships
were in anothe1· river (Pa1mas) five or six days' journey from
thence;* at the same time he gave them to understand, that if the
persons in the ships were countr_yrnen of mine, he would give them
whatever they wanted ; and accordingly carried them some women,
together with chickens and other articles of food."
"Alonzo de Mendoza, a native of Medellin, whom I rlispatched
from this New Spain on the 5th or March of the past year, 1521,
was the bearer of the second relation that I addressed to your
majesty, containing an account of all that had transpired in this
country, which I finished writing on the 30th of Octobe1·, 1520 ;t

* This refers to the last expedition of Garay ; when sailing for Pauuco, his
fleet was carried beyond it to the river Palmas, whence he marched by land to
Panuco, while his fleet followed along the coast. '.Phe distance here mentioned,
"five or six days' journey," appears to indicate that the river Palmas is the
same as the Santander.
t The letters of Cortes are numbered, second, third, and fourth; the first,
not.extant, was sent on the 16th of July, 15HJ.
The dates of Cortes' letters are as follows : The second letter is "Dated at
La Villa dH la Prontera, of this New Spain, the 30th of October, 1520."
0
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but on account of unfavorable weather and tbe loss of three shipR. hy
one of which I had intended to forward my rela.tion to yonr nrnjt•sty,
and by the others to send for aid to the island of Bspanoln, lll neh
delay arose on the part of Mendoza. In the conelucling part, of
that dispateh I stated, that after we had been expelled frum the
city of Temixtitan (Mexico), I had man·hed a,gainst the province
of 'repeaea, one of its tributaries that had joined iu the rehelliun
against us; and that, with the assistance of the Spani:.mls who hnd
smvived, and our Indian allies, I had succeet1ed in reduci11g it
again into subjection to your mnjesty."
" I also informed your nrnjesty that there had nrri vecl at the port
of Vera Cruz a caTavel belonging to Francisco de Garay, lieutenantgoveit11or of the island of Jamaica, in great distress, with ahout
thirty persons on board; and that two other ships had suiled for
the rfrer Panuco, where the natives had attad:ed and routed a enptain of Francisco de Garay, and it was fenre11 tlwt if these lnnrled
there they would likewise suffer from the hostility of the natin:s.
I also wrote to :your majesty, that I had taken the precaution to dispatch imn1ediately a vessel in qnest of these ships, to adyise them of
what luu1 occurred; and no soo11er had I written this than it pleased
Goel one of the ships should arrive at the port of Vera Cruz, in which
cnme a captain, with about twenty-five men, who was there apprisc,l
of what had befallen the other party, according to the in formation
received from the commander himself; and I assnred them that if
tlley went to the River Panuco, they would be exposed to great
danger from the Indians. ·while they yet lay iu the h:.uhor, ·with.
the determination of going to that river, there arose a storm, attended by a violent wind, which forced the ship to depnrt, with the
loss of its cables, and to run into a port on the coast twelve leagues
above, called San Juan;* when, after landing all the people, together with seven or eight horses and as many mares, they haulell
up the sllip for repairs, on account of its having sprung a. leuk. As
soon as I heard these particulars, I wrote immediately to the cupThe third letter, "Fl'om the city of Cuyoacan, in this New Spain of the
Ocean-sea, the 15th of May, 1522."
'I'he fourth letter, "From the great city of Temixtitan, of this New Spain, the
,15th day of October, 1524."
Cuyoauan was on the main lancl, situated 011 the liorders of the lake and near ono
of the c.auseways leading to the city of Mexico. C01·tes luul, until the rehui11ling
of Mexico, Cuyoacan for his residence after the destruction of the city of '1',•mixtitan, or Mexico. He dates his fourth letter from Temix.titan, hi:-; city lmilt on
the ruins of the Indian eity of the same name.
* St. Juan de Ulua, the present Vera Cruz.
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fain, assuring him that I regretted very much what had oceurred,
and that I had sent directions to the commander at Vern 0rnz, to
afford every possible aid to him and the people with him, supplying
them with whatever they reqnired; ancl thnt he should ascertain
their plans, and, if all or any of them wished to return in the
ships that were there, he shonld give them leave, ancl allow them to
depart freely. rr1ie captain ::i.ncl the people who had arrived with
him determine<l to remain, and to join me at the place where I was;
but of the other ship we have not received any intelligence to this
moment, and ns much time has elapsed, we are in great doubt as to
her safety."*
~, By an 01·<ler which yonr imperial majesty, on tile petition of
Juan cle Rivera, has granted touching the affnirs of the aclel::mtado
Frnncisco <le Garay, it appears your highness was informed that I
had resolved to go or send to the river Panuco for tbe plll'pose of
establishing peace. One reason was, that there was reported to he
a good harbor at the mouth of that river; ancl, moreover, a irnmbe1·
of Spaniards had been killed there, as well the party,sent by Fmncisco de Gamy, as another belonging to a ship that afterwards
visited that coast, of whom not one was left alive. Some of the
natives of those parts had come to me to excuse themselves for
these murders, saying that they lrnd committed them with the
knowledge that the men did not belong to my company, and alleged
that they had been ill-treated by them; bnt they asstil'ed me that if
I wished to send any·of my people the1·e, they would receive them
with much. attention, and serve them by all means in their 1iower;
that they would be pleased to luwe me send them; for they feared
that some of their enemies with whom they had been engaged,
would return to wreak their ven~eanee on thorn, since they were
their neighbors, and had done them mnch mischief; bnt that the
Spaniards whom I should order there would be able to protect them.
"'\¥hen these people came to me, it was out of my power to comply with their request, bnt I promised them I would do so in as short
a time ~s possible; whereupon they went away contented, having
offered for vassals of your majesty ten or twelve towns of those
nearest to the limits of the dominions of this city. A few days
after they returned to me, earnestly entreating that since I had sent
Spaniards to colonize other parts of the country, I would establisl1
a colony amongst them also; otherwise, on account of their having
come to me, they would receive much injttry from thei1· enemies belonging to the same river, and those on the sea-coast, although they

*

Cortes' third letter, dated Cuyoacan, May 15th, 1522.
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were of the same rnce as themselves. In order to comply with the
wishes of these persons, and to found a colony, as I was now better
supplied with men, I directed a captain to go to that river, taking a
certain number of men with him; and while he was on the eve of
his departure, I learned by a ship tlrnt came from the island of Cnba,
that the admiral Don Diego Columbus, and the adelantado Diego
Velasquez, and Francisco de Garay, had joined their forces, and confederated together to effect an entrance into the country at that place,
in order to do me, as an enemy, all the injury in their power. 'l'o
prevent tbefr hostile disposition from taking effect, and guard against
any disturbance being produced by their anival, as had happened in
the case of Narvaez, I left the city, having taken all the precautions
in my power to go in person, in orde1· that, if they or any one of
them should arrive, they might meet me before any one else, as I
could better avert the danger.
"Thus I depal'ted with one hundred and twenty horse, three hundred foot, and some artillery, besides about forty thousand warriors,
natives of thia cit.y and its vicinity; and when I had arrived within
the limits of the country, full twenty-five leagues before reaching
the port, in a large settlement called Ayntuscotac1an, I encountered
on the road a large force of the enemy, and engaged with them ; bnt,
on account of the great number of our allies, who came to our
assistance, and the level ground, well suitecl for the movements of
cavalt·y, the battle did not last long, although several of my horses
and men were wounded, and some of our allies killed ; the enemy
suffered most, great 1rnmbers of them being killed, and their whole
force routed. I remained there, in the town, two or three days, both.
to cure the wounded, and to receive the people who came to acknowledge themselves vassals of yom majesty. 'rhey followed me to the
port, and rendered us every service in their power. In no part of
the route did I again encounter an enemy; but on the other hand,
as I proceeded along the road, the inhabitants came out to beg my
pardon for their past offences, and to offer p1·ofessions of allegiance
to your highness.
,~ Having arrived at the harbor and river, I took up my quarters
fo a town :five leagues from the sea, called Chila, which had been
depopulated anrl burnt, in consequence of the defeat of the captain
and people of Frnncisco de Garay at that place. From thence I
sent messengers to the other side of the river, and to the lakes, on
all of which were situate<l lm·ge to'Yns, proclaiming to the inhabitants they need entertain no fears that I would make them suffer for
the past, for I well knew that it was in conseq nence of the ill-treat~
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ment they had received from our people that they had risen against
them, for which they deserved no blame. Nevertheless none of them
would come in, but they abused the messengers and killed some of
them; and, as on the other side of the river there was fresh water
from which we· obtained our supplies, they posted themselves there,
and fell upon those who went for the water. Thus I remained for
more than fifteen days, thinking I could bring them over by
kind acts, and with the hope that, 'seeing the good treatment of
those who came in, they might be induced to follow their example;
bnt they had so much confidence in the security afforded by their
lakes, on which they abocte, that none of them would come. When
I discovered that nothing was gained in this way, I began to seek a
remedy; hesides the canoes that we had there from the beginning,
we took others, and by means of them landed horses and men on the
other side of the rivei· during the night, without being observed b.,~
the enemy. I passed over myself, leaving the camp carefully
guarded ; and, as soon as we were discovered, a large body of the
enemy came up and attacked us with greater vigor and boldness
than I have ever witnessed since I have been in this country; they
killed two horses, and wounded more than ten others so badly that
they were unable to go. By the aid of onr L.ord, however, we succeeded in routing them, and pursued them about a league, when
many of their number perished. With about thirty horse that remained to me, and a hundred foot, I still continued advancing, and
at night loclged in a town three leagues from my camp, which was
deserted by its inhabitants. In the temple of this place severnl
articles were found that belonged to the party of Francisco de
Garn,y, who were killed by tl1e natives.
"'l'he next day I advanced along the coast of a lake to find a passage to the other side, where we saw inhabitants and towns; but we
spent the whole day without discovering any end to the lake, or
place where we could cross it. .About the hour of vespers we 0ame
in sight of a handsome town, and proceeded toward it; it was situated on the shore of the lake, and when we arrived at the place it
was already evening, and no inhabitants were seen. But to insure
our safety, I orde1·ed ten horsemen to enter the town by the road
to the right, while I with ten others took the other course leading
down towards the lake; the remaining ten were to bring up the
rear guard, and had not yet arrived. On entering the place there
appeared to be a great number of people concealed in ambush
within the houses, in order to take us by surprise, who attacked us
with such spirit that they killed a horse, and wounded almost all
the others, besides many Spaniards. 'J.1l1ey fought with great me-
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thocl, and the battle lasted a long time; although repulsed three or
four times, they formed again each time, and kneeling upon the
ground in a circle, without speaking or uttering any sound waited
for us to come up, when they poured into us a shower of arrows
which flew so thick that had we not been protected by armor not one
of us would have escaped unhurt. At length it please<l our Lord that
some of the enemy, ·who were nearest to the stream that flowed into
the lake along which I had marched all clay, threw themselves into
the water, when others behiud them also began to run towards the
stream, and thns a general ront took place, though they only fled to
the other side of the river. '1,hus we remained until night closed in,
they on one side al1C1 we on the other side of the river, which was
too deep for us to cross in pursuit of them, though we were not
sorry to have them pass it. So we returned to the town, which was
about a sling's throw from the river, where· we remn.ined thnt night
as we11 guarded as possible, and consumed the horse the enemy had
killer1, having no other provisions. rrhe next day, as the inhabitants
did not appear, we took a road that led to three or four towns, in
which no people were found, nor anything else except ~om~ storerooms for wine, containing a goodly number, of jars of that beverage.
Dnring that day we fell in wW1 none of the inhabitants, and slept
in the country, where we found some fields of maize, with which onr
men and horses were somewhat refreshed, and in this manner I proceeded fol· two or three days, seeing no one, althongh we passed
severnl towns, until overcome by the want of food (having had during
all this time but fifty pounds of brnad amongst us all) we retnrned
to the camp, where I found our people in good condition, not having
encounter~,c1 the enemy dnl'ing our absence. It immediately occurred to me that all the inhabitants of this quarter had gone to that
part of the lake which I had been unable to cross. I therefore at
night embarked some men and horses iri canoes to go in that direction, while the bowmen aud musketeers went up the lake, and the
rest of the people proceeded by land. In this manner the combined
force attacked a large town, in which many of the enemy were sur'."
prised and slam; in consequence of which, finding there was no
safety for them, although surrounded with water, being still liable
to nnexpected assaults, they began to sue for peace; and thus in about
twenty days the whole country was subdued, and the inhabitants
submitted themselves as vassals of your majesty.
"As soon as peace had been established, I commissioned several
persons to visit every part of this region, and to bring me a report
of the towns and inhabitants ; when this was done, I sought for tlie
best location that I could find, where I planted a town, with the
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name of Santistevan clel Puerto. In addition to those who desired
to remain there to inhabit the town, I transfe1;re<l to the place the
inhabitants of several vil lages, and having appointed alcaldes and
regidores, I left there m.,, lieutenant as captain, together with thirty
horse and one hundred foot, and also a shallop and fishing boat,
that had been sent to me from Vera Cruz, to enable them to
provide themselves with supplies. A se!'vant of mine had sent to
me from the snme place a ship loaded with meat, bread, wine, oil,
vinegar, and other things, which was wholly lost; and three of the
crew yet remained on a small island in the sea, five leagues from
lancl; for when I afterward sent a brigantine, they were found alive,
having sustained themselves by feeding upon sea-wolves (seals) and
a fmit which they called figs.*
"I asstll'e your nrnjesty that this expedition cost me alone more
than thirty thousnnd pesos of gold, ns can be made to appear to
your majesty by the rendition of the accounts; and it cost my
companions as much more for horses, provisions, al'ms, and horseshoes, the latter being worth at that time their weight in gold, and
twice their weight in silver. But when we consider that so great m1
extent of country was reduced to your majesty's service, it appeared
to us a happy resnlt, even should a greater expense have been incurred; because, besides placing those Indians under the imperial
sway of your majesty, a ship had afterwards arrived there with
many people on board, and a great supply of provisions, and
discharged her cargo, which they could not have done under other
cii'cumstances ; for if peace had not been established, not a soul
could have escaped. Such had been the fate of another ship,
whose company were all massa.c1·ed ; and we had found the faces of
the Spaniards flayed in their tempJ.es; that is to say, their skins
preserved in such a manner that many of them could be recognizec1.t Even when the adelantado Francisco de Garay arrived in
this country neither himself nor any who came with him would
have escaped alive; for, being compelled by stress of weather to
laud thirty leagues below (110rth) the rive1· Panuco, where they lost
some of their ships,·ancl all were dri,·en ashore in distress, they
would have perished if the people on the coast had not been at
peace with us, who took pains to conduct them _to a Sp:mish town.
Thus it is of no slight advantage to have this lancl in the enjoyment of peace."t
1

*
t

"Probably the nopal or Indian fig, the fruit of a species of cactus."
Cresar de Leon mentions the same custom among Indians not far from
Antiocha, in New Granada, South America.
t Cortes's fourth letter.
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After this, when Garay had learned the great good fortune
that had attended Cortes, he resolved to fit out as extensive
an armament as he possibly could, and to take command of it himself. He accordingly fitted out a small fleet, consisting of eleven
ships and two brigantines, on board of which there were one hundred and thirty horse, and eight hundred and forty foot, most of
the latter being armed with muskets and crossbows.* As he was a
man of great wealth, he spared no expense in fitting out this splendid armament. With this fleet Garay left the island of Jamaica in
the month of June, of the year 1523, and thence sailed into the
harbor of Xagua, in the island of Cuba, where he learned that
Cortes had already subdued the whole province of Panuco; that he
had founded a colony there, and that he had petitioned the emperor
to unite the government of this province with that of N e-w Spain,
and appoint him viceroy. rl'his greatly disheartened Garay; how. ever, he weighed anchor and sailed in the direction of Panuco. He
encountered very boisterous weather, so that he was driven too far
north, off the mouth of the river Palrnas (Santander), which he
enternd with his fleet on the clay of Santiago de Compostella.
Here he sent on shore several of his officers, with a small' detachment of troops, who retumed with so bad an account of the
country that Gara.y determined to leave this place, and go in search
of the river Panuco. He now disembad{ed the whole of his men
and horses, and gave the command of the fleet to an officer named
Grijalva, whom he ordered to sail as close as possible to the shore,
while he marched with his troops along the coast. The first two
days he passed over a desolate and swampy country; he then
crossed a river nncl arrived in a township almost deserted of its
inhabitants. He then marched round a large morass, and Yisite<l.
several townships, everywhere m'eeting with the kindest reception
from the inhabitants. On the fourth day they arrived at a. very
broad river, which they Imel no other means of crossing but by
canoes which were furnished them. 'l'he horses swam across, each
rider in a canoe leading his horse by the bridle ; five, however, were
unfortunately drowned. They then encountered another formidable
morass, which they passed with great difficulty, and so reached the
province of Panuco. But here he found scarcely any provisions.
To all this misery was added, that the fleet, on board of which
there· was abundance of food, had not arrived in the harbor, nor
had any tidings of it been received. A Spaniard who had been
obliged, on account of some misdemeanor, to leave the town of

* SeP. pagP- 60, Cortes's stateme11t of the forceR of Garay.
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Santisteban del Puerto, informed Garay's men that there was a town
not far off, and a country wonderfully fertile. 'l'his excited the
men so much that they began to stroll abont the country in small
han<ls, plundering every place they came to, and taking the route
to Mexico.
Garay, therefore, dispatched a letter to Cortes' commandant at
Santisteban, who replied that Garay was at liberty to march his
troops into the town of Santisteban, and he would render him every
assistanee in his power. His reply was perfectly satisfactory to
Garay, who thereupon marched his troops close up to the town of
Santisteban. In the mean time the fleet, after having lost two vessels in a heavy storm, came to anchor in the month of the harbor,
and was summoned by Vallejo, the commandant of Santisteban, to
run in, or otherwise he should he obliged to treat them as pirates;
to which the captains replied, that it was 110 business of his where
they anchored their vessels.
In this posture of atfai.l'S the partisans of Cortes were carrying
on secret negotiations with the troops, and particularly with the
captains of the vessels, which resulted in the surrender of the vessels and forces of Garay to Vallejo.*
'rhe continuation of Cortes' account of Pannco :" On my way from the province of Pan nco, there met me nt a
city called Tnzapan two Spaniards, whom, together with several
natives of the city of Temixtitan, and others of the province of
Soconusco (which is on the upper part of the coast of the South
Sea, towards where Pedrarias Davila, a governor of your highne.ss,
resides), I had sent to certain cities, of which I had lor:ig heard,
called Utlatlan and Guatemala, distant two hundred leagues from
this great city of Temixtitan, and seventy leagues beyond the
province of Soconusco. With these Spaniards .came about a hundred natives of those cities, by the command of their caciques,
offering themselves as vassals and snbjects of your imperial highness, whom I received in your royal name; and I assn red them that
so long as they proved true to their professions, they would be well
treated and favored by me and those associated with me. I gave
them presents for themselves and their lords, and I determined to
send with them two other Spaniards in order to make the necessary
provisions for their journey. Since then I have been informe<l by
some Spaniards whom I have in the province of Soconnsco, that
those cities, with their p1·ovinces, and anotller called Chicapan, in
their neigh\.Jorhood, no longer entertain the loyal disposition they at

* Diaz.
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first manifested, but have even annoyed some to.wns of Soconnsco,
because they are friendly to us. On the other hand, however, the
Christians write that they have sent messengers to them, ancl that
they disclaim those acts, which they say were committed by others;
and in order to ascertain the tl'nth of the matter, I have dispatched
Pedro de Alvarado with more than eighty horse and two bundt·ed
foot, amongst whom are many bowmen, mnsketeel's, and four pieces
of artillery, with an abundance of munitions and powder. At the
same time I have fitted out a naval armament, under the command
of one Cristobal D'Olid, who came over from Cuba with me, to
coast along the North Sea, and establish a colony at the point or
cape Hibueras [Honduras], sixty leagnes from the Bay of Ascension, which is to the windward of what they call Y.ucatan, and on
the coast above Terra Firma, towards Darien.
"While these two captains were 011 the point of setting forth on
their respective routes, a messenge1· arrived from Santistevan clel
Puerto, the town I had settled 011 the river Pannco, who brought
me ad dces from the alcaldes of that place, that the aclelantado
Francisco de Garay had arrived at that river with a force consisting
of one hundred and twenty hol'ses, four hunclred foot, and much artillery, and that he bore the title of governor of the country, as he
had informed the natives, by means of an interpretei- he brought
with him, to whom he had announced his intention to avenge the
wrongs they had suffered from me in the past war, declaring to
them that they should go with him to drive out the Spaniards I
bad posted there, and any others I should send ; in all which be
said he would aid them, and many other scandalous things, which
had produced some disturbance amongst the natives.* They added
that, in confirmation of my suspicions of a confederacy between
him and the admiral [Diego Oolumlms] and Diego Velasquez, a
ship had arrived in the river, a few days after, from the island of
Cuba, in which came certain friends and servants of Diego Velasquez, ~nd a servant of the bishop of Burgost (the latter being said
to have been appointed factor of Yucatan), nearly the whole party
consisting of servants and relatives of Diego Velasq nez, ai1d servants of the admiral. As soon as this intelligence reached me,
although I was suffering ft;om an injury to my arm, occasioned by a
fall from a horse, and kept my bed, I determined to go and meet

* Though Diaz mentions much the same, yet it has the appearance of exaggeration ; but, if true, it exalts so much the more the magnanimous conduct of
Co1·tes to Garay when tlrn latter was overwhelmed with misfortunes.
t I◄'onseca, the evil genius of Christopher Columbus and Cortes, and a character of the type of Pedrarias.
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him, in order to prevent any disturbance, and I immecUately sent
forward Pedro de Alvarado, with all the force prepared for his intended expedition, proposing to set out myself in two days. ·when
my bed an<l everything were all'ea<ly on the road, and had reached
a place ten leagues from this city, where I was to go the next day •
to sleep, there arrived a messenger from the town of Vera, Cruz
about midnight, who bronght me letters, received by a ship anived
from Spain, containing an 01·der, signed with the royal nnme of
}'our majesty, commanding the said Francisco de Garay to desist
from any interference op that river where I had established a. colony,
as your majesty's service was promoted by my holding it in your
royal name. On the reception of this order my joumey was at an
end, which was not a little advantage to my benlth, as I had not
slept for sixty days (six dt1ys?) and suffered much pain. Hncl I
gone at that time my life wonld have been in danger; but I did not
regard this, esteeming it better to die on that journey than, by saving my life,' to be the ea use of' great scandal and sedition, and of the
loss of many lives, which would be much nois.ed ahont. I immediately dispatched Diego D'Ocampo, alcalcle mayor, with the order,
to follow after Ped1·0 de Alvarado, for whom I gave him a letter
dil'ecting him l>y no means to approach the place where the adelantado's people_ were, lest it should give rise to some disturbnnl~e .. I
also directed the alcalde mayor to notify the adelantado of the
order and immediately inform me of his answer.
"rrhe alcalde mayor departed with the greatest possible haste, and
reached the province of Guastecas, through which Pedro de A.lvarado
had passed, who had already gone into the interior of the country.
A.s soon as Pedro de Alvarado heard of the arrival of the alcalde
mayor, and that I had remained at home, he informed him that a
captain of Francisco de Garay, named Gonzalo D'Ovalle, was ravaging the towns of the province with twenty-two horse, and creating
some disturbance amongst .the people; that he had placed scouts
along the road where .Alvarado would have occasion to pass, which
led the latter to believe that D'OvaUe meant to attack him; and in
consequence ther·eof Alvarado had placed his troops in the best
order, until he arrived nt a place called Laxas, where he found
D'Ovalle, with his men, with whom he had at once obtaine<l an interview, when he told him that -he was acquainted with his m01vements, which had excited his smprise; since the intention of the
governor and his captaiFs neither was, nor had been, to attack them
or do them any injq1·y, but rather to favor them, and provide whatever their necessities might require; thn.t, since this was so, in order
that they might feel secure, and no offence be offered on one side or
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the other, be begged it as a favor that the arms and horses of his
men should be deposited with him until mattel's .were finally settled.
Whereupon Gonzalo D'Ovalle disclaimed what had been alleged
concerning his movements, but prnfessed a willingness to do as was
• proposed ; so tlie two captains an<l most of their men came together
without any feelings of hostility, or distrust, and shared with one
another their food and means ot' enjoyment. As soon as the alcalcte,
mayor knew this, he sent a secretary of mine, that he had taken
with him, named Francisco d'Ordunn, to the place where the captains Pedro de Alvarado and Gonzalo c1'0Yalle were encamped, with
au order to take up the deposit and restore the arms and horses to
each one, informing them that it was my intention to assist and befriend them in eyery way their necessities might requi~e, wi~hout
giving any uneasiness or disturbing the country by our dissensions.
At the same time the alcalde mayor sent another order to Alvarnclo,
bidding him grant them every indulgence, and uot to interfere in
any way with their affairs, or cause them any trouble, with which he
accordingly complied.
"At this time the ships of the adelantarlo lay at the mouth of the
river Panneo, near the sea, in an offensive attitude towards the inhabitants of the town of Santistevan, which I had built there; but
it was three leagues up the river to the place where the ships that
arrived at the port were accustomed to anchor. On this account
Pedro de Vallejo, my lieutenant in the town, in or<ler to guard
against any danger from the ships, required their captains and masters to ascend to the harbor, and anchor there in a peaceable mannel', without disturbing the country; at the same time directing that
if they had any orders from your mnjesty to enter or settle the
country, or of any other puL'port, they should exhibit them, and
promising to obey them, when exhibited, in relation to whatever
your mnjesty should command. To this requisition tho.se officers
gave a formal answer, the conclusion was that they refused to do
what was required by the lieutenant. rrhe latter, therefore, issued
a second order of a similar character, directed to the same officers,
to which a penalty was added; to this they replied as bef'ore. Thus
they remained with tlwfr ships for more than two months at tlle mouth
of the river, giving rise to difficulties among the Spaniards who resicl1ecl there, as well as among the natives. At length one Castromocho, master of one of the ships, and Martin de San J unn Guipuscuano, master of another, sent privately thefr messengers to the
lientenant, informing him that they desired peace, and would obey
the commands of the magistrate; they wished, therefore, the lieutenant to come on board the two ships, whern they would receive
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him ancl comply with his orders; adding that they would find means
to induce the other ships to adopt the same course. The lieutennnt,
therefore, resolved to go, with only five men, to those ships; a11<1
when he reached them he was received by the masters; from thence
he sent to tlie captain ,Tuan de Grijalva, the commander of the whole
nrmament, who was on hoard the flagship, requil'ing him to yield
obeciience to the orders of which the lieutenant ha<l before given him
notice. He not only refused, but directed the other ships to join
his own, and, when they all J1ad collected aronnd the flagship, except the two before mentioned, he ordered the captains to fire their
guns upon the two ships until they sunk them. As the order was
publicly given in the hearing of all, the lieutenant commamled the
guns of the two ships to be got ready in their defence, which was
accordingly clone. At this moment the officers of the ships around
the flagship refused to obey the orders of Grijalva, anrl in the mean
time Grijalva sent a notary, named Vieente Lopez, to the lieutenant;
after he had <lelivered his message, the lieutenant answe1·ed, j ttsti(Y·
ing the course he had takeft, and cleelhring that he had come wit.Ii
pa,cific intentions, in order to pre,·ent clitnculties that would ensue
from the ships lying outside of the harbor in which it was customal'y
for vessels to ancho1·, being like pirates in a suspicious place, as if
for the purpose of making a descent upon his majesty's territory,
whic-h had an unfavorable appearance; with other remarks of a
similar charactel'. Such was the effect of the interview on the
notary, that he retu111ecl with the answer to Captain Grijalvn, nnd
informed him of all the lieutenant had saicl, at the same time endeavored to indnce the captain to obey his orders, since it was evident that the lieutenant was a magistrate appointed by yom majesty
for this province, whereas Grijalva knew that neither on the part of
Francisco de Garay nor his own had any order as yet been produced which the lieutenant ancl. the other burghers of Santistevan
were bound to recognize ; and that it was a very ugly business for
them to approach the territory of your imperial majesty with their
ships, like pirates. Influenced by these arguments, Captain Grijalva and the officers of the other ships submitted to the orders of
tile lieutenant, and went up the river to the usual anchorage grnund.
When they hacl arrived within the harbor, the lieutenant directed
Grivalja to be arrested on account of his disobedience of orders.
But when my alcalde mayor heard of his anest, he immediately, on
the clay after, commanded him to be set a liberty, and, together with
the rest of the party, t.o be kindly treated, forbidding anything belonging to them to be touched; which order was accordingly carried
in to etfect.
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"'L'he alcalde mayor also wrote to Francisco cle Garay, who was
in another port ten ~or twelYe leagues distant, informing him that
I was mrn.ble to visit him, but that I had sent him with fnll powers
to settle our affairs by examining the authority unc1er which each
acted, and making such a conclusion as would best prnmote the
service of your majesty. As soon as Francisco de Garay saw the
letter of the alcalde mayor, he immediately cnme where he was, and
was well received, both he and bis men being well supplied with
whatever their necessities required. Both then conferred together
itnd examined the several orders, especially the one your majesty
had done me the favor to grant, when the adelantado professed his
willingness to acquiesce, aucl agreed to take his ships and men and
s~ek some other place for his colony beyond the limits designated
in your mnjesty's order. He also req nested that, as my disposition
was friendly towards him, the alcalde mayor would assist him in
collecting his people, as many of those he brought with him desired
to remain behintl, and others were out of the way; and, likewise,
that he would enable him to obtain t1i necessary supplies for his
ships and men. 'l'he alcalde mayor immediately provided everything he asked, and made proclamation in the port, where were
most of those attnehed to either party, that all persons who h::ul
arrived in the armada of the aclelantado Francisco de Garay should
follow and rejoin him, un<ler the penalty, if a l'avalier, of losing his
arms and horse and being surrendered a prisoner to the said adefantado; and, if a foot soldier, of receiving a hundred lashes and being
surrendered in like manner.
"The adelant.ado also requested the alcalde mayor, in consequence
of some of his men having sold their arms and horses in the port
of Santistevan and elsewhere, that he would cause them to be returned, since his people would be of no use to him without their
arms and horses; ancl the alcalde mayor had proclamation made in
n.11 parts where tlie arms or horses of" the people might be, and
caused those who had purchased them to retrn.·n them all to the
said adelantaclo. At his desire also, the akal<.le mayor stationed
algnazils on the roads to arrest the fugitives and deliver them up
prisoners, many of whom were aceordingly taken n.nd delivered
into custody. He also sent the ~tlgnazil mayor with one of my
secretaries to the town and port of Santistevan, for the purpose of
using similar diligence in making proclamation, and collecting the
people who were abseut and delivering them up, as well as to obtain
supplies to the greatest possible extent for the ships of the ndelantado. All this was effected with the greatest diligence, ancl tile
adelantaclo set ont f'or the port to embark ; but the ulcalde mnyo1·
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remained behind with his people, in order not to increase the number
at the port, and the better to furnish the supplies of provisions;
and he conti11ued there six or seven days to see that all his orders
were obeyed, as there was a deficiency of provisions. He then
wrote to the adelantado to know if he had any commands, as he
was about to return to the city of Mexico,where I resided. The
aclelantado immediately sent a messenger to him, by whom he represented that he found himself in no condition to clepart; that he had
lost six of his ships, and those he retained were unfit for service;
and that he was engaged in drawing tip a statement of the case,. in
order to apply to me, since he had not the means to enable him to
leave the country. He also represented h~s people as disputing his
authority over them, and denying their obligations to follow him,
having appealed from the orders of my alcalde mayor, with which
they contended they were not obliged to comply for sixteen or
seventeen reasons that they assigned. One of these was, that some
of those who accompanied him had died of hunger; with others
of no great weight, which they addrnssed to him personally. He
likewise stated that all the diligence used in detaining his men
proved of no avail; thnt those who were with him at night disv,ppeared in the morning, and those one day clelivered up as prisoners
regained their liberty the next day; and that two hundred men had
deserted in one night. Finally, he begged in the most piteous
terms that the alcalcle mayor would not set out until he had arrived,
for he wished to accompany him for the purpose of meeting me at
this city, and that, if he left him behind, he thought he should hang
himself from vexation:
·
"'l'he alcalde mayor, on seeing his letter, resolved to wsit for him;
he, arrived in two days, as he hacl written; when a messenger was
dispatched to me, by whom the alcalde mayor apprised me of the
adelantaclo's coming to see me in this city, and said that they
would trn,vel slowly until they reached the town of Cicoaque, within
the limits of these provinces, where he would await my answer.
The adelantaclo also wrote me, describing the miserable condition
of his ships and the bad conduct of his men, nnd declaring his belief
that I had it in my power to remedy his difficulties, by providing
him with men and othe.r things of which he was in want, but that
he knew he could not expect assistance from any other quarter; he
had, therefore, determined to come to me in person. .A.t the same
time, he offered me his oldest son, together with all that he possessed,
and hoped that he should be able to make him my son-in-law, by
marrying him to my little daughter. • • • After this, they set out
and reached the town of Oicoaque, where the alcalde mayor received
5
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my answer to his letter, in which I expressed my satisfaction at
the coming of the adelantado, assuring him that, on his arrival in
this city, I would treat with him with the greatest good will on nll
the subjects mentioned in his lettel', and that everything should be
clone conformable to his wishes. At the same time, I took care
that every provision should be made for his personal wants on the
road, directing the caciques of the towns through which he would
pass to furnish everything in the most ample manner. When the
adelantado arrived in this city, I received him with all the kindness,
both in word and deed, that I could show to a real brother, for I
was truly grieved for the loss of his ships and the desertion of his
men, and freely offered to do all in my power for his relief. As the
adelantndo had expressed a strong desire for the fulfilme.nt of what
he had written to me respecting the marriage before mentioned, and
importuned me with great earnestness on the subject, I determined
to comply with his wishes by having drawn up, with the consent of
both parties, and much formality, under oath, certain articles for the
conclnsion of the marriage and the performance of the agreements
on both sides. ''.rlrns, besides the feelings inspired by onr old friendship, the connection entered into by our childL·en gave rise to others,
producing a mutual good will and a desire to promote the welfare
of one another, and especially of the adelantado.*
" I have already related to your Catholic Majesty the great exertions. made by my alcalde mayor to collect the dispersed people of
the adelantado; those efforts, however, proved insufficient to remove the disaffection that prevailed amongst them all; for believing
that they would be compelled to go with him, in obedience to the
order and proclamati9n that had been made, they retired into the
interior of the country, and dispersed themselves about in different
places, in small parties of three or six persons, with such privacy
that it was impossible to discover their retreats or bring them in.

* When Garay had approached within a short dfatance of Mexico, Cortes
went out to meet him. Cortes gave him his own new palace t~ live in, and
conversed with him about the posture of affiairs at Santistevan. It was at
length settled that Garay should continue commander-in-chief of his fleet, and
that he should colonize the country on the river Palmas. By these bright
:prospects, Garay's spirits were again revived. As Cortes was making great
alterations in his palace, Garay soon after inhabited the house of Alonzo Valla11ueva, who was an intimate friend of his. Narvaez was still in Mexico at this
time, and renewed his former frienclship with Garay. And Garay soon after
even begged Cortes to grant Narvaez ancl his wife permission to return to the
island of Cuba. Cortes not only granted this request, hut tilso gave Narvaoz
2000 pesos to defray the expenses of his voyage .....:..BEnN AL DrAz.
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'rl1is state of things led to difficulties with the Indians of the province; the sight of the Spaniards scattered in various directions,
and the disorders committed by them in seizing the native women
and their supplies of food by force, with other outrages and irregularities, caused the whole land to rise, in the belief that the Spaniards were under separate leaders, as the adelantaclo had proelaimed,
on his arrival in the country, through an inteq)reter whom the Indians could understand. 'rhe natives had cunning enough to inform
themselves first how and where the Spaniards were to be found, and
then fell upon them by night or day in the villages where they were
dispersed; and by this means, tnking them unawares and unprovided
with arms, they destroyed great numbers of them. Thus their hold-.
ness rose to such a height that they appeared before the town of
Santistevan del Puerto, and attacked it with so much spirit that the
inhabitants were alarmed lest the place should fall into their hands;
as it would have done had not the people been prepared to receive
them, rallying together at a point where resistance could be offered
in the most effectual manner, from which they made several snllies
upon the enemy and put them to rout. When affairs had reached
this pass, I received news of what had taken place by a messenger,
a foot soldier, who had escaped by flight from these scenes of disorder, and informed me that the wuole }H'Ovince of Panuco bad revolted, and that many Spaniards had been slain, especially of the
men left there by the adelautaclo, together with some of the inhabitants of the town; and from the extent of the insurrection, 1 was led
to believe that not a Castilian had been left alive. God our Lord
knows what were my feelings on the receipt of this intelligence,
especially when I reflected that no part of this country had cost us
so much as that which we were now on the point of losing. The
adelantado was so much affected by the news, as well on account of
his appearing to have been the cause of the disaster, as from his
having a son and all that he possessed in that p1:ovince, that his
grief caused him to be siezed with an illness of which he died three
days after.*
"The Spaniard who brought the first news of the revolt of the
Indians of Panuco, gave no other account of what ha(l taken place

* On Christmas eve of the year 1523, Garay accompanied Cortes to church to
attend midnight mass performed by Pather Olmedo; after mass they both returned home in high spirits, and sat clown to breakfast, when it appears that
Garay, who was not in very good health, caught cold, by standing, in a draught,
which ended in pleurisy accompanied by a violent fever. Though physicians
attended bim, the disease continually grew worse, so that he 'diecl four clays
after .--DIAZ.
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than that he, with three cavalie1·s and a foot soldier, had been attacked while entering a town called rracetuco [' rranjuco']* by the
inhabitants of that place, who killed two of the cavaliers and the
foot soldier, with the horse of the other cavalier, who had himself
escaped together with our informant under cover of the night; and
that they had seen consumed by fire the quarters occupied by the
lieutenant in that town with fifteen horsemen and forty foot, where
they were expected, and from the appeu,rances there exlnbited be
believed all of them had .been slai11.
~, In order that your majesty might be more particularly informed
of what subsequently occurred, I waited six or seven days aft-er
ol,taining the first news to receive further intelligence; in which time
there nrl'i ved another messenger from the lieutenant, who remained
in the town of Tenertequipa, whicl1 is subject to this city, and situated on the line dividing tlie Mexican territory fl'Om that province.
The latter wrote me that he was in the town of rracetuco with fifteen
horse and forty foot, expecting the arrival of mol'e men who were to
join his force, as he was going to the other side of the river to red nee certain towns that proved hostile; and that dnring the night,
just before dawn, his quarters were ~urrounded by a multitude of
Indians, who set them on fire; that they mounted their horses, but
with so much haste, being ta.ken by surprise, supposing tbe place to
be loyal, as it had been till then, tliat all were killed except himself
and two other cavaliers, who escaped by flight. His horse bad been
slain, but one of the cavaliers had tal)en him ,up on his horse behind
himself, and they had thus made their escape. 'l1wo leagues from
that place they hacl fallen in with an alcalde of the town, and several
people, from whom they received shelter, but did not stop long, for
they fled in company with him out of the province. He had gained
110 intelligence of the people left in our colony, nor of those of
Frandsco de Garay, who were scattered in different directions, none
of whom he believed remained alive; for ttfter the adelantado came
there with his company, and told the natives of that province that I
had no business with them, as be was the governor whom they ought
to obey, and encouraged them to unite with him in driving out of the
country the Sfrnnial'cls who were there under my authority, they had
annoyed the colony nncl the people I had sent to it, and were never

* "Ta11juco is now a small Indian village on the Panuco, one hundred and
twenty-seven miles from its mouth by the course of the river, and about half
that distance by land. Here Captain Lyon (in 1826) heard the Guasteca language spoken. Journal, etc., I. 75. This intelligent traveller made a particular
0
:a~ination of the river Panuco, the results of which appear iu the appendix to
his Journal."
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afterwards willing to serve a Spaniard. They hail mnrdered some
whom they met alone on the public roads, and I believe had all acted
in concert in what they had done; for they had attacked the lie1:1tenant, and the people who were with him, and probably the inhabitants of the town, ~nd all the rest who were dispersed about the
villages, unsuspicious of any insurrection, as the natives had until
then served them without the slightest symptoms of ill blood.
"Having satisfied myself, by this fresh intelligence, of the existence of a rebellion amongst the natives of that province, and of the
mnrder of several Spa1iiards, I dispatched, with the greatest possible expedition. a force consisting of fifty cavaliers and one hundred
foot, including bowmen and runsk.eteers, together with four pieces
of artillery, much powder, and other munitions, under the co~mand
of a Spanish captain [Gonzalo_cle Sandoval], accompanied by two
natives of this city, each at the heacl of fifteen thousand of their
countrymen. I directed the captain to march with the utmost
speed to that province, and exert himself to enter it without 'stopping anywhere, unless it should be absolntely necessary, until he
arrived at the town of Santistevan del Puerto, in order to obtain
intelligence of the inhabitants and people who ·had been left there;
for it might be that 'they were invested by the enemy, and in want
of succor. 'I'he captain accordingly took up his line of march with
all possible expedition, and entered the prnviuce. He encountered
the enemy at two places, but Gocl our Lord granting him the vie~
tory, he pnrsned his way until he reached the town, where he found
twenty-two of the cavalry and one h unclred foot besieged by the
enemY, with whom they had fought six or seven engngements; by
means of their artillery they had so far succeeded in the defence of
the place, although unable to hold out much longer eYen w.ith the
greatest exertions in their power; and if the captain I had sent
there had delayed his march three days, not one of them would
have survived, for they were already perishing with famiI1e. They
had sent to Vera Cruz one of the vessels belonging to Francisco de
Garay, to carry me intelligence of their situation (as there was no
other way), and to bring them provisions, which they obtained, but
not until after they had been relieveci by the force I sent. It was
ascertained that the people left by the adelantaclo Franeisco de
Garay, in a town called Tarniquil, amounting to a.bout a hundred •
Spanish foot and horse, had been all cut off, except one Indian of
the Island of Jamaica, who escaped by taking ret'nge in the monntains. From him they learned that the place had been taken in the
night. It was f~und that there had perished two hundred and ten
· of the adelantado's people, ancl forty-three of the citizens left hy
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me in Santistevan, who at the time of the massacre were visiting
the villages that had been intrustecl to their care. I am inclined to
believe that there were even more of the adelantado's people, all of
whom were not recollected.
"'I.1he force in the province, including the division under the captain, and the troops with the lieutenant and alcalde, together with
those found in the town, comprised only eighty horse,* and, being
distributed into three detachments, carried the war with such vigor
against the enemy, that about four hundr'?cl of the caciques and
principal persons were taken prisoners, without reckoning any of
the lower class; all of whom, I mean the principal persons, were .
burned, according to the sentence of the magistrate, after they had
confessed themselves to have been the instigators of the whole
war, each one admitting that he had been present at the death of
Spaniards, and concerned in killing them. This done, the others
who hac1 been made prisoners were set at liberty and restored to
their villages; and the captain appointed new caciques in the villages, from amongst the persons to whom the succession belonged
according .to their rules of inheritance. At this time I received letters from the captain and pthers who were with him, assul'ing me
(blessed be our Lord!) that the whole province had been restored
to peace and security."t

* Besides thirty thousand Mexican allies, according to Cortes's previous statements. See, the whole force, on page 69.
t From Cm·tes's fourth letter, dated, "From the great city of Temixtitan, of
tl1is New Spain, the 15th day of October, 1524." These letters, under th'e title
of "The Dispatches of Hernando Cortes," were translated into English from the
original Spanish, by George Folsom, secretary of the New York HistoricarSociety, Member of the American Antiquarian Society, etc.
Some, if not all of the surviving followers of Francisco de Garay, were sent.
by Cortes to form a colony in Honduras, as appears from Bernal Diaz.
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OH.APTER IV.
JUAN PONCE DE LEON-DISCOVERY OF FLORIDA.

1509-1521.
CoLmrnus discovered Porto Rico in 1493, and changed the name
ofBoriquen, which the Indians gave it, to that of John the Baptist.
He stopped there some days, in a bay to the west. This island was
neglected until 1508. When Juan Ponce de Leon, about the year
1509, conquered the island, he founded a town upon the borders of
the sea, in a place very convenient for vessels, to which he gave the
narne of Porto Rico. The island has, iu consequence, taken the
same name.*
Juan Ponce de Leon was a native of Leon, in Spain. From an
early age, he had been schooled to war, and had served in various
campaigns against the Moors of Granada. He accompanied Oo1umbus on his second voyage, in 1493. Having distingnished himself' in various battles with the Indians, and acquired a name for
sagacity as well as valor, he received a command subordinate to
Juan deEsquibal in the campaign against Higuey,t and so valiantly
seconded his chief in that expedition that, after the subjugation of
the province, he was appointed to the command of it as lieutenant
of the governor of Hispaniola. He had not been long in tranquil
command of the province of' Higney before he began to cast a wistful eye towards the green mountains of Boriquen, which was but
twelve or fourteen leag.nes distant. The Indians of the two islands
frequently visited each other, and in this way Ponee received intelligence that the mountains of Boriq uen abounded in gold. He asked
of the governor 0vando permission to visit it, and having obtained
it, he eqnipped a caravel, and embarked for it with about a hundred
armed soldiers. He landed upon a coast which belonged to a caciq ue, named Agueyhana, who was the l'ichest and most powerful
of the island. The Spaniards were received with great marks of
friendship. The cacique, believing that he could not better prove it

* Richer.

t The most easterly province of Hispaniola or St. Domingo, and also the name
of the Indian chief who ruled it.
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to them than in adopting the name of him who appeared to be their
general, caused himself to be named J nan Ponce Ague_yhana. He
conducted his guests into all parts of the island, and upon the borders of two rivers (Manatuabon and Zebu co), whose sands were mingled with much gold. Ponce then hastened to carry this happy
news to Ovando. He left a part of his people on the island, who
were very well treated by the patives during his absence .
.As soon as he arrived at San Domingo, he solicited of Ovando
the government of the island of Boriquen, which was granted him.
He then, preparatory to th~ conquest of the island, made a visit
there to make himself acquainted with the nature and resources of
the inhabitants. He found the companions whom he had left there
in good health and spirits, and full of gratitude towards .Agueyhana,
who had treated them with undiminished hospitality. After remaining some time on the island, he returned to San Domingo, hut to
his surprise be found the ~hole face of affairs had changed during
his absence.
· rrhe governor Ovando had been recalled to Spain, and Diego Colnmbns, son of the renowned discoverer, appointed in his place;
besides a cavalier, Christoval de Sotomayor, already arrivecl from
Spain, empowered by the king to form a settlement, and build a
fortress on the island of Porto Rico. Diego Columbus was highly
displeased with this act of the king, as derogatory to his preroga~
tive, as viceroy, to be consulted as to all appointments made within
his jurisdiction. He therefore refused to put Sotomayor in possession of the island, and paid as little respect to the claims of Juan
Ponce de Leon. He chose officers to suit himself, appointing J nan
Ceron to the government of Porto Rico, and Miguel Diaz to be his
lieutenant.
Ponce and Sotomayor bore their disappointment with a good
grace, and, in hopes of improving their fortunes, joined the crowd
of adventurers who accompanied the new governor to the island.
New changes soon took place, for when Ovando, on his return to
Spain, made favorable representation of the merit s ·and services. of
Ponce, the king appointed him governor of Porto Rico, and signified
specifically that Diego Columbus should not presume to displace him.
Ponce then, 1509, fitted out quite a considerable armament and
repaired there, but he did not find as much facility in establishing
himself there as he had anticipated. .Agueyhana had died during
his absence, and his brother did not like the Spaniards as much as
he. Nevertheless, Ponce commenced building a town, called
, Caparra, which he founderl on the northern side of the island, about
a league from the sea. IL was in front of the port called Rico,
0
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which subsequently gave its name to the island. The road to this
town was up a mountain, through a clense forest, and so rugged and
miry that it was the bane of man and beast. Ponce, being firmly
seated in his government, began to distribute the natives into repartimientos, as bad been done in the island of St. Domingo. Then the
gentleness of the Incl ians was changed into rag·~, . Rowever, they
still regarded the Spanial'ds as gods descended from heaven, which
restrained them; but they sought every possible means .to deliver
themselves from a yoke which was insupportable to them. rl'hey
assembled secretly, and decided that it was necessary to know
positively if the strangers were immort.al. One of the caciques,
named Brayau or Brayoan, was charged with this commission. He
soon acquitted himself of it. A. young Spaniard, named Saliedo or
S:11zedo, travelled to his house and remained there several days to
rest himself. When he wished to leave, Brayau had him accompanied by several Indians, whom he charged to carry his pack, and
to aid him on the clifficult roads. Hav1.ng arrived at a l'iver, an
Indian, charged with secret orders by the cazique, took him upon
his shoulders to carry him across the stl'eam; but, when he arl'ived
in the middle of the river, he allowed himself to fo.11 with the S pauiarrl. The other Indian who accompanied him then joined him to
prevent the Spaniard from rising. When they perceived that he no
longer moved, they drew his body upon the shore. Nevertheless,
fearing that he was not cleacl, they made excuses to him for having
let him swallow so much water, protesting that this ·accident grieved
them, and that they had made a11 haste to assist him. While they
held this discourse they c1icl not cease to turn him, and to observe
if he gave any signs of life. '1,hey remained three rlays with the
dead body performing this comedy. Finally, seeing that the corpse
began to putrefy, they went to inform Brayau of what had happened.
He wished to convince himself personally of the fact, to inform the
other caziques of the island. ':tihe islanders, 1mdeceivert of the
pretended immortality of the Spaniards, 1·esolved to make way with
them. Their precautions were so well taken that they sul'prisecl
the Spaniards without defen<'e, and massacred about a hundred of
them before the others knew the clanger that threatened them.
In arranging the massacre of those within his own domains,
.Agueyhana assigned to one of the inferior caziques the task of
surprising the ~village of Sotomayor, giving him thl'ee thousand
warriors for that purpose. He was to assail the village at midnight,
to set fire to the h◊nses, and to slaughter all the inhabitants. He,
however, proudly l'eserved to· himself the honor of killing Sotomayor. This cavalier had won the affections of the daughter of au
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Indian chief. She had heard enough of the war council to learn
that Sotomayor was in danger. She told him all that she knew
and feared, and warned l~im to be upon his guard; bnt Sotomayor
disregarded her warnings.
About the same time, a Spaniard versed. in the language and customs of the natives had observed a number of them gathering together
one evening, painted and decorated as for battle. Suspecting some
lurking mi.schief, he stripped and painted himself in their manner,
and, favored by the darkness of the night, mingled among them
undiscovered. 71,hey were assembled around a fire, performing their
mystic war-dances. rrhey repeate<lly mentioned the name of Sotomayor. The Spaniard withdrew unperceived, a.nd hastened to
apprise Sotomayor of his danger, who, revolving during the night
the warnings which he had received, determined to repair in the
morning to Oaparra, the stronghold of Ponce. But in the morning
he had the imprudence to ask Agueyhana for Indians to carry his
baggage, and departed slightly armed, accompanied by only three
Spaniards.
"The cazique watched his departure, and set out shortly afterwards with a few chosen warl'iors, dogging his steps at a distance
through the forests. They had not proceede<l far when they met
a Spaniard namerl Juan Gonzalez, who spoke the Indian language.
~tihey immediately assailed him ancl wounded him in several places.
He threw himself at the feet of the cazique, and implored his life.
The chief spared him for the moment, being eager to overtake
Sotomayor. He stealthily apprnached him through the forest, and,
suddenly rushing with his warriors upon him, gave him a blow with
his wnr-clnb that felled him to the earth, when he was quiekly dispatched with repeated blows. r_rhe Spaniards that accompanied
him shnred the same fate.
When Agueyhana had glutted his vengeance on this unfortunate
cavalier, he returned in quest of J nan Gonzalez. But the latter
had recovered sufficiently from his wounds to climb a tree and conceal himself among. its branches. Fortunately, his pursuers did not
think of looking up into the tree, but after searching· all the surrounding forest gave np the search and left. But Gonzalez, though
they had departed, did not venture ·from his concealment until night.
He then descended and made the best of his way to certain Spaniards, whe1·e his wounds were dressed, when he immediately repaired
to Oaparra, and informed J nan Ponce de Leon of the dang~r that
threatened him.
In the mean time, the savages had destroyed the village of Sotomayor. They approached it unperceived through the forest, and,
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entering at the dead of night, set fire to the straw-thatched roofs
and attacked the Spaniards as they endeavored to escape from the
flames. Several were slain at the onset, but a brave Spaniard,
Diego de Salazar, rallied his countrymen to beat off the enemy, and
succeeded in conducting the greater part of them, though sorely
mangled and harassed, to Oaparra. Scarcely had these fngitives
gained the- fo1+tress, when otbet·s came hurrying from all q ua.rters,
bringing similar tales of conflagration and massacre. All the
villages on the island founded by the Spaniards had been surprised,
about a hundred of their inhabitants destrnyed, and the survivors
forced to take refuge in Oaparra.
Ponce was not easily daunted. Ile remained ensconced within
his fortress, whence he dispatched messengers in all haste to Hispaniola, imploring immediate assistance. In the mean time he tasked
his wits to divert the enemy, and keep them at bay. He divided
his little force into three bodies of about thirty men each, under the
command of Diego Salaza1·, :Miguel de Toro, and Luis de Anasco,
and sent them out alternately to make surprises nnd assaults; to
form am buscadr.s, and to practise the other stratag·ems of partisan
warfare, which he had learned in early life in his campaigns against
the Moors of Grenada.
One of the most eflicient warriors was a dog named Berecillo, renowned for courage, strength, and sagacity. It is said that he could
distinguish those of the Indians who were nllies from those who
were enemies of the Spaniards. 'l1o the former he was docile and
friendly, to the latter fierce and implacable. He was the tel'l'or of
the natives, who were unaccustomed to powerful and ferocious animaJs, and he did more service in this wild warfare than several soldiers. His master received for the service of this dog the pny and
share of booty assigned to a crnssbow-man, which was the highest
stipend given.
At length Ponce was reinforced by troops from Hispaniola,
whereupon he boklly sallied forth to take revenge upon those who
had thus held him in a kind of durance. His foe, .A.gne.,yhana; was
at that time encamped in his own territory with more than five
thousand warriors, but in a negligent state, for he knew nothing of
the reinforcements of the Spaniards, and supposed Ponce shut up
with his handful of men in Oaparra~ The old soldier took him comp1etely by surprise, and routed him with great slaughter. Agney~
hana, however, stirred up his countrymen to asse·mble their forces,
and by one grand assault to decide the fa.te of ·themselves and their
island. Ponce received secret tidings of their intent, and of the
place where they were assembled. He had at that time barely eighty
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men at his disposal, but they were cased in steel, and proof against
the weapons of the savages; without stopping to reflect, the old
cavalier put himself at their head, and led them through the forest
in quest of the foe.
It \Vas nearly sunset when he came in sight of the Indian camp.
The sight of the mult.itude of Indian warriors there made him pause,
and almost repent of' his temerity. However, ordering some of his
men in the advance to skirmish with the enemy, he hastily threw
up some breastworks with the rest; whe1; it was finished he withdrew his forces into it, and ordered them to keep merely on the defensive. The Indians made repeated attacks, but were as often repulsed with loss. The cacique, enraged !olt finding his warriors thns
bafilecl, and finding the night closing in, and fearing ,that in the darkness the enemy might escafie, summoned his choicest warriors, and,
placing himself' at their head, led the way in a general assault, but
as he approached the breastworks he received a mortal wound from
an arquehuse, and fell dead upon the spot.
'l1lie Spaniards were not at first awal'e of the importance of the
chief they had slain. 'rliey, however, soon surmised it from the
confusion among the enemy, who bore off the body with great
lamentations, n.nd made no further attack. Ponce took advantage
of this to draw off his small force during the night, happy to get
out of the terrible jeopardy into which his rash confidence had be·
trayed him.
vVhile Ponce was fighting hard to maintain his sway over the
island, King Ferdinand, having repented of the step he had taken
in superseding the governor and lieutenant-governor appointed by
Diego Columbus, and becoming convinced that he was infringing
the rights of Col um bus, 11.ncl that policy and j nstice required him to
retract it, sent back Ceron and Diaz empowered to resume the command of the island. 'l111ey were, however, or<lerecl on no account to
manifest any ill will against Ponce, but to cultivate the most friendly
understanding with him. 'rile king also wrote to Ponce explaining
to him that this proceeding of the council was not intended as a
censure upon his conduct, but a mere act of justice, and that he
should be irnlemnified for the loss of his command. By th~ time
the new governor aud lieutenant reached the island, Ponce had completely subjugated it.
_rrhis island was so popnlons that the Spaninrcls woukl have found
extreme ditliculty iu couqnering it, if the inhabitants had not been
convinced that the new snecours, which had arrived from the island
of Ran Domingo without their knowledge, were the same whom
they had slain who had revived to fight them. 'l'his idea caused
them to regard resistance as useless. They sulnnittecl to the dis-
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cretion of the conquerors, who employed them in the mines where
nearly the whole of them perished.
Ponce resigned the command of Porto Rico. rrhe loss of one
wild island waR of ·litti'e moment when there was a new world to be
shared out, where a soldier like Ponce, with sword and buckler,
could readily carv~ out a fortune fo1· himself. 'Ponce had now amassed
a fortune sufficient to assist him in his plans, and his brain was
teeming with tbe most visionary enterprises. Some old Indians had
informed him of a country [Bimini], far to the north, abounding in
gold and all manner of delights, hut above all possessing a foun•
tnin of such wonderful virtue that whosoever bathed in it would be
restored to health and youth. 'rl1ey added that in time past, before
the arriYal of the Spaniards, a large party of the natives of Cuba
had departed northward in searcll of this happy In.ncl, and of this
fountain of life, and had never retnrnecl.*
Ponce listened to tliese tales with fond credulity. So fully was
he persuaded of the existence of this region of bliss, and of this
river of life, that he fitted out three ships at his own expense to sail
in search of them, nor had he a11y ditlicnlty in finding adventurers
in abundance ready to cmise with him in quest of this fairy land.
It is n0t astonishing that n story so absurd should have found
some credit among a simple and ignorant people, such as the natives
were, I.mt that it should have been able to make any impression
upon enlightened men, is that which now appears almost inc1·edible.
'l'he fact of it is, however, not the less certain, and the Spanish his•
tori_a~1s the most credible, have related these extravagant trilits of
their credulous fellow countrymen. The Spaniards were, at this
epoeh, engaged in a career of activity which every day revealed to
them extraordinary and rYonderful objects which ga:ve n romantic
tu,rn to their imaginations. A new world presented itself to their
view. 'l'hey visited islands and continents of which Europeans had
never imagined the existenue. In these delightful countries nature
seemed to p1·esent itself under new forms: every tree, every plant,
every animal, was different from those of the ancient hemisphere.
'l'he Spaniards believed themselves transported to enchanted countries, and after the wonders which they bad already witnessed, in
the first ardor of their imagination there was nothing, however ex•
traordinary, that appeared incredible to them. If a rapid suceession
of new and astonishing scenes made such an impression upon the
intelligent mind of Columbus that he boasted of having found the
seat of Paradise, we ought not to deem it strange that Ponce expected to discover the fountain of youth.

*

Fontanedo in his account of Florida meutious this fact.
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On the 3d of March, 1512, Ponce sailed with three ships fl'om the
port of St. Germain, in the is.land of Porto Rico. For some distance he kept along the coast of Hispaniola, and then stretching
away to the northward, made for the Bahama Islands (Luccas or
Los Oayos). He -visited one island after another, until, on the fourteenth of the month, he arrived at Guanahani, or St. Salvador (the
island where Columbus first landed in the New World, Friday,
·october 12th, 1492). His inquiries for the island of Bimini and
the fountain of youth were all in vain. Still he was not discouraged. Having repaired his vessels, he again put to sea, and steered
his course to the northwest. On Snnday, the 27th of March, he
came in view of a more extensive range of land than he had previously seen. It was crnwned with magnificent forests, intermingled
with flowering shrubs and vines, which presented an enchantii1g.
prospect. In navigating along its shores, his ships were violently
agitat~d by the currents, arising from the action of the gnlf stream,
which rushes here with concentrated force through the Bahama
channels, and from which he gave to the southem cape the name of
Corrientes (Currents). He continued hovering about it for several
days, until in the night of the 2d of April, he succeeded in coming
to an anehor under the land, in 30° 8' of N. latitude.* The whole
country was in the fresh bloom of spring; the trees, trellised with
vines, were gay with blossoms, and fragrant with delicious odors;
the fields were covered with flowers; from which circumstance, as
well as having discovered it on Palm Sunday (Pascua Florida), he
gave it the name of Florida. Ponce landed and took possession of
the count1-y in the name of the Castilian sovereigns. He afterwards
continued for several weeks ranging the coast. He doubled Cape
Canaveral, and reconnoitered the southern and western shores, still
believing that it was an island. In all his attempts to explore the
conntry, he met with resolute and implacable hostility from the Indians. He was disappointed also in his hopes of finding gold and
the fountain of rejuvenation. Convinced, therefore, that this was
not the lancl of Indian tradition, he turned his prow homeward on
the 14th of June.t
In the outset of bis retnrn, he discovered a group of islands,
abounding in sea fowl and marine animals. On one of them his

* Near the mouth of the St. John River, according to the latitude.
t The bay of Tampa on some old maps is called the bay of Ponce de Leon,
so he must have explored much of both coasts of the present peninsula of
Florida. Besides, when on the voyage of Cordoba, iu 1517, the pilot Alaminos
landed on the western coast of Florida, he recognized the place as that he had
visited with Ponce when he discovered the country.
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sailors, in the course of a single 11ight, caught one hundred and
seventy turtles, and might have·taken more. 'l'o this group, Ponce
gave the name of 'l'ortugas (Turtles).
Proceeding on his cruise, he touched at another gronp of islets,
near the Lucayos, to which he gave the name of La Yiega (Old
Woman), becamie he found a solitary olcl woman there, whom he
took on board to give him information about the labyrinth of isiancls
into which he was entering. For a long time he struggled with all
kinds of difficulties ancl dangers, and was obliged to rem::1,in more
than a month in one of the islnncls to repair the damflges wllich his
ship had suffered in a storm.
Disheartened at length, he gave up the search in person, and sent
in his place Juan Perez de Ortubia, who departed in one of the
ships, guided by the old woman and another Indian. As to Ponce,
he made the best of his way to Porto Rico. He had not been long
in port, when Perez likewise arrived, who reported that he hacl
found the long sought for Bimini.* He described it as being large,
verdant, and co Ye red with beautiful groves. 'rl1ere wei·e crystal
springs and limpic1 streams in aliuncla.nce, which kept the island in
perpetual verdure, but none that coulcl 1·estore youth to old age.
rl'hus ended the chimerical expedition of Juan Ponee de Leon.
Ponce now repaired to Spain to make a repo1•t of his voyage to
King Ferdinand, who conferred on him the title of aclelantado of
Bimini and Florida, which last was yet considered au island. .Also
permission was granted him to recruit men, either in Spain or in
the colonies, for a settlement in Florida. But, probably discouraged
or impoverished by his last expedition, he deferrecl entering on his
command for the present.
At length another enterprise presented itself to Ponce. The
On.ribs had become a tel'l'or to the Spanish inhabitants of the islands.
So frequent were their invasions of the island of Porto Rico, that
it was feared it would have to be abandoned. In 1614 King Ferdinand ordered that three ships, well armed and manned, should lie
fitted out at Seville to free the seas from these marauders. ~rhe
command of this armada was given to Ponce. He was instructed,
in the first place, to assail the ,Caribs of those islands most contiguous and dangerous to Porto Rico, and then to make war upon
those of the mainland in the neighborhood of O.arthagena. He was
afterwards to take the captaincy of Porto Rfoo, and attend to the
repartimientos of the Indians in couj unction with a person to be
appointed by Diego Columbus.
Ponce, full of conficlence, set sail January, 1515, and steered

*

Bossu says the isla11d of Providence is Bimini.
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direct for the island of Guadeloupe, where he cast ancl10r, ancl
sent men on shore for wood and water, and women to wash the
clothes of the crew, with a party of soldiers to guard them.* While
these people were scattered carelessly along the shore; the Oaribs
rushed from an ambuscade, killed the greater part of the men, and
carried off the women to the mountains. 1'his blow at the very
outset of his expedition sank deep into the heart of Ponce, and put
an encl to all his military excitement. Humbled and morti:fiecl, he
set sail for the island of Porto Rico, where, under pretext of ill
health, he relinquished all further prosecution of the enterprise, and
gave the command of the squadron to Captain Zuniga. Pone~
remained in Porto Rico as governor, where he gave great offence
a11d caused much contention in regard to the repartimientos, having
grown irritable through vexation and disappointment.
He continued for several :years in that islnnd, until the brilliant
exploits of Cortes aroused his dormant spirit. Jealous of being
eclipsed in his old days, he determined to sally forth on one more
expedition. He harl heard that Florida, which he had hitherto
considered a mere island, was a part of the mainland, presenting· a
gL"eat field of enterprise wherein he might make discoveries and conquests. Ponce, therefore, in the year 1521, fitted out two sl1ips at the
island of' Porto Ri'co, and embarked almost the whole of his property
in the undertaking. .At length he arrived at the wished-for land and
made a descent upon the coast with a great part. of his men, but the
Indians sallied forlh with unusual valor to defend their shores. A
bloody battle ensued, several Spa11iards were slain, and Ponce was
wounded by an arrow in the thigh. He was borne on board his
ship, and, finding himself disabled for further action, sailed for
Cuba, where he died soon after his arrival.
'l'he following epitaph was inscribed upon his tomb:.

Mole sub hac fortis requiescunt ossa Lennis
Qui vioit factio nomina magna suis.

·Which has been paraphrased in Spanish, by Juan de Castellanos,
thus:Aqneste Ingar estrecho
Es sepulcro del varon,
Que en el no111bre fue Leou.
Y mucho ll1l\.S in el hecho. t

* At that time it was customary for all vessels sailing to the New Worlcl to
touch at tlie island of Guadeloupe for the above pnrposes.
t This account of Juan Ponce de Leon is taken principally from the third
volume of Washington Irviug's "Life of Colt1mbus." Extracts have also been
taken from the first volume of the" Historical Account of Discoveries and Travels '
in North America," by Hngh Murray; and from the sixteenth volume of '' Histoire Moderne, i, by Richer.
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CHAPTER V.
THE VOYAGE OF JUAN VERAZZANI ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST OF
NORTH AMERICA.

1524.
r:l.'HE voyage of Juan Verazzani in the year 1524 is the first
authentic voyage along the Atlantic coast of the territory now that
of the United States.
'rhe Spaniards of Cuba, following in the wake of Ponce de Leon,
soon found their way to Florichl,, and made expeditions, of which
one object soon became the iniq nitous practice of carrying off the
Indians as slaves. A considerable time elapsed before attempts
began to be made for the actual conquest and occupation of Florida.
While the nations both of the north and the south of Europe had
made vigorous efforts for the exploration of Amel'ica, the French flag
had not yet appeared in the_ western seas. .A. monarch of such
spirit as Francis the First, however, could not be contented to see
his rival Charles the Fifth carrying off the brilliant prizes offered
by the New World. He, however, found himself under the same
necessity of Charles the Fifth, of' Spain, and Henry the Seventh, of
England, to employ foreign science and skill to guide his fleets into
those distant seas.*
Juan Verazzani, a Florentine w.ho had distinguislled himself by
successful cruises against the Spaniards, was sent, with a vessel
called the Dauphin, to the American coast.
In the narrative of his voyage, Vera~zani sets out from the little
island or rock· near Madeira, called the De~ertas. .A.bout midway
across the Atlantic, he en.conn tered one of those disasters to which
the navigators of that age, in consequence of their small vessels,
were so liable. His litt,le bark had nearly perished. It survived,
however, and, happily completing the rest of his voyage, arrived
on a coast, which, according to him, was never seen by any either of

* Christopher Colmp.bus, John Cabot, Americus Vospucius, aucl Juan Verazzani were all Italians. And Marco Polo, who iu the year 12fJ1 conducted a fleet
from Pekin to Ormus, on the Persian Gulf, was also au Italian.
6
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the ancients 01· moderns, and which appears to have been some part
either of Carolina or Florida.*
rrhe following extract contains Yerazzani's accountt of the new
country, which be reached on the 20th of March, 1523 : " ;\ t first it apl)ettrecl to be very low, but on approaching it to
within a quarter of a league from the shore, we perceived by the
great fires near the coast that it ,vas inhabited. We pel'ceived that
it stretched to the soi.1th, and coasted along in that direction in
search of some port, in which we mig11t come to anchor, and examine
into the nature of the country, but for fl rty leagues we could discover none in which we conlcl be secure. Seeing the coast still
stretching to tile south, we resolved to change our conrse and stand
to the northwal'cl, and as we still had the same difliculty, we chew
in with the land, and sent a boat on shol'e. Many people, who were
seen coming to the seaside, fled at our approach, but occasionally
stopping, they looked back upon us with astonishment, and some at
length were imlnced by various friendly sign,s to come to us. These
showed the greatest delight in beholding us, wondering at our dress,
countenance, and complexion. They then showed us by signs where
we could more conveniently secnre our boat, ancl offered us some of
their provisions. Of their manners and customs, I will relate as
briefly a_s possible what we saw.
"They go entirely naked, except that about the loins they wear
skins of small animals like martens, fastened by a girdle of plaited
grass, to which they tie all round the body the tails of other animals,
hauging clown to the knees; all other parts of the body and head are
naked. Some wear garlands siu:iilal' to bird's feathers.
"The complexion of these people is black, not much different
from that of the Ethiopians. Their hail- is black ancl thick, and not
very long; it is worn tied back upon the head in .the form of a little
tail. h. person, they are of good proportions, of middle statue, a
little above our own, broad across the breast, strnng in the arms,
and well fol'med in the legs and other parts of the body; the only
exception to their goocl looks is, that they have broad faces, but

* "Historieal Account of Discovery and Travels in North America," by Hugh
Murray, F.R.S.E.
t "'l'he North America11 Review for October, 1837, contains an account of
the researclrns of George W. Green, Esq., the American consul at Rome. He
found at Florence a manuscript of Vernzzani's letter of the 8th of July, 1524,
to the king of France. Mr. Green having furnished the Historical Society of
New York a copy of this manuscript, a trai1slation of it from the Italian was
11:iade by Joseph G. Cogswell, Esq., a member of that society, and published in
1841, in the second series of the society's collection."-"Early Voyagers to
America," by Conway Robinson.
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not all, however, as we saw many that had sharp ones, with large
black eyes and a fixed expression. rr liey are not vel'y strong in
body, but acute in mind, active and swift of foot, as far as we could
judge by observation. In these two particulars they resemble the
people of the east, especially those the most !'emote. vVe could not
learn a great many particulars of their usages on account of onr
short stay among them, and the distance of our ship from the
shore. vVe found not far from this people nnotlier whose mode of
life we judged to be similar.*
"The whole shore is covered with fine sand, about fifteen feet thick,
1·ising in the form oflittle hills about fifty paces broad. Ascending
[northeastwardly] farther we found several arms of the sea which
made in through inlets, washing the shores on both sides as the
coast runs. An outstretched country appears at a little clit-,tance,
1·ising somewhat above the sandy shore in beantifnl fields and brond
plains, covered with immense forests of trees more or less dense,
too various in colors, and too delightful and clrn1·ming in appenrance to be described. Adorned with palms, lnmels, cypress, m1d
other varieties unknown in El1l'ope, that send forth the sweetest
fragrance to the greatest distance; but which we conlcl not examine
morn closely for the reasons he.fore given, and not on account of
any difficulty in traversing the woods, wllich, on the contrary, are
easily penetrated.
''A.s the 'East' stretches around this country, I think it cannot be
devoid of some medicinnf and aromatic drugs, anc1 -various riches
of gold and the like, as is denoted by the color bf the ground. It
abounds also in animals, as deer, stags, hares, and many other similar, and with a great variety of bircls. It is plentifully supplied
with lakes and ponds of running water, and being in the latitude of
34°t the air is salnbl'ious, pure, and temperate, and free from the
extremes of both heat and cold. There are no violent winds in
these regions; the most prevalent are the northwest and west. In
summer, the season in which we were there, the sky is clear, witl1
bnt little rain; if fogs and mists are at any time driven in by the
south wind, they are instantaneously dissipated, and at once it becomes serene and brigb't again. rrhe sea is calm, not boisterons,
and its wayes are gentle. Although the wlwle coast _is low and
without harbors, it is not dangerous for navigation, being free from

* This is the first account of the Indians of this part of the Atlantic coast,
and is much the same as that given by later voyagers.
t Probably east of Cape Fear River, and between that riv·er and Cape Lookout. '.!.'he description of the coast and depth of water appear to suit that locality.
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rocks, and bold, so that within four or five fathoms from the shore
there are twenty-four feet of water at all times of tide, and this
depth constantly increases in an uniform proportion. '.rhe holding
ground is so goocl that no .ship can part her <ULble, however -violent
_the wind, as we proved by experience; for while riding at anchor on
the coast we were overtaken by a gale in the beginning of March,
when the winds are high, as is usual in all countries; we found our
anchor broken before it started from its hold, or moved at all.
'' ·we sailed from this place, con tin uiug to coast along the shore,
which we found stretching out to the 'east;' the inhabitants being
numerous, we saw everywhere a multitude of fires. \Vhile at anchor
on this coast, there being no harbor to enter, we sent the boat.on
shorn with twenty-five men to obtain water, hut it was not possible
to Janel without endaiigering the boat, on account of the immense
high surf thrown up by the sea, as it was an open roadstead. lVfony
of the natives came to the beach, indicating by various Menclly signs
tlia.t we might trust ourselves on shore. One of their noble deeds
deserves to be made known. A young sailor was attempting to swim
ashore through the surf to cal'l'y them some knick-knacks, as little
bells, looking-glasses, and other like trifles; when he came near three
or fonr of them, he tossed the things to them, and turned about to
get back to tl1e boat, but he was tl1row11 over by the waves, and so
clashed by them that he lay as it were dead upon the beach. ·when
these people saw him in this situation they ran and took him up by the
heatl, legs, and arms, and carried him to a distance from the surf; the
young man, fincling himself l1ome ·off in this way, uttered very loud
shrieks in fear and dismay, while they answered ns they could in thefr
lm~guage, showing him that he had no cause for fear. Afterwarc1s
they laid him down at the foot of a little hill, when they took off his
shirt and trowsers, and examined him, expeessing the greatest astonislnnent at the whiteness of his skin. Our sailors in the boat,
seeing a great fire made up, and their companion placed very near
it, foll of fear, as is nstrnl in all cases of novetty, imagined that the
natives were abont to roast him for food. But as soon as he had
recovered his strnngth after a short stay with them, showing by
signs that he wished to retum abo~rcl, they hugged him with grent
affection, and accompanied him to the shore; then leaving him that
he might feel more secure, they withdrew to a little hill, from which
they watched liim until he was safe in the boat. 1,his young man
remarked that these pe.ople were black,'like the others; that they had
shining skins, middle stature, and sharper faces, and very delicate
bodies and limbs, and that they were inferior in strength, but quick
in their minds.
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"Departing hence, and al ways following the shore, which stretched
to the north, we came in the space of fifty leagues to another land,
which appeared very beautiful and full of the largest forests. We
approached it, nnd going ashore with twenty men, we went hack
from the coast about two leagues, and found that the people had_
fled and hid themselves in the woods for fear. By searching a1·onncl,
we discovered in the grass a very old woman and a girl of nl>out
eighteen or twenty, who had concealed themselves for the same
1·eason. rn1e old woman carried two infants on her shoi.llders, and
behind her neck a little boy eight years of age; when we came up
to them they began to shriek, and made signs to the men vd10 had
fled to the woods. _ We gave them a part of our provisions, which
they accepted with delight, but the girl woulc1 not toucih any; everything we offered her being thrown down in great anger. We took
the little boy from the old woman to carry with ns to France, and
would have taken the girl also, who was very beautiful and very
tall, but it was impossible because of the iond shrieks she uttered
as we attempted to lead her away; having to pass some woods, and
being far from the ship, we determined to leave hel' and take the boy
only. We found them fairer tlia·n the others, and wearing a covering
made of certain plants [probably moss] which hnng down from the
branches of the trees, tying ·them togethel' with threads of wilcl
hemp; their heads were without covering, and of the same shape as
the others. rrheir food is a kind of frnlse, which there abounds,
different in color and size from ours, and of a very delicious flavor
Besides, they take birds and fish for food, using snal'es anc1 bows
made of hard wood, with reeds for arrows, in the ends of which
they put the bones of fish and other animals. 'l'he animals in these
regions are wilder than in Europe, from being continually molested
by the hunters. We saw many of their boats, twenty feet long and
four feet broad, made out of' one tree without the aid of sto11e or
iron or other kind of metal. In the whole conntry, for the space
of two ho.ndred leagnes, which we visited, we saw no stone of any
sort. 'l,o hollow out their boats, they bnrn out as much of a log as
is requisite, .and also from the prow and ~tem, to make them float
well on the sea. rl'lrn land, in situation, fertility, and beanty, is like
the other, abounding also in forests filled with various kinds of
trees, but not of such fragrance, as it is more northern and colder.
"We saw in this country many vines grnwing naturally, which
entwine about tile trees and nm up upon them as they do in the
plains of Lombardy. We have often seen the grapes which they
produce very sweet and pleasant, and not unlike our own. rl'hey
must be held in est,imation by them, as they carefully remove
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the shrubbery from around them wherever they grmv, to allow"the
frnit to ripen better. We fonnd also wild roses, violets, lilies, and
many sorts of plants and fragrant flowers different from onr o,,vn.
v\Te tannot describe their habitations, as they are in the interior of
the cotrntry, bnt from various indications we conclnde they must' be
forme(l of trees ancl shrubs.
"After bavillg remained here three days, riding at anchor on the
coast, as we could find no harbor, we determined to c1epart and
coast along the shore to the 11ortheast, keeping sail on the vessel
ollly by day, ancl coming to anchor by night. After proceeding one
hunc1red leagues we found a very pleasant situation among some
steep hills, throngh which a very large river, deep at its moutll,
forced its way to the sea; from the sen. to the estuary of the river,
any ship heavily laded mig·ht pass with the help of the tide, whiclt
risr,s eight feet. But as we were riding at anchor in a good berth,
we woulcl not ve11tme up in our vessel, without a knowledge or its
mouth; therefore we took the boat, and entering the river, we found
the country on its banks well peopled, the inhabitants not differing
nrncl.1 from the others, being dressed out with the feathers of birds
of various colors They came towards us with evident delight,
raising loud shouts of admiration, and showing us whern we could
most seenrelyland with onr boat. ·we passed np this river, about half
a league, when we fonnd it formed a most beautiful lake tl11·ee lengues
in circuit [diameter?], upon whicb they wel'e rowing thirty or more
of their small boats, from one shore to the other, filled with m nltitucles who ea.me to see us. All of a sucfrlen, as is wont to h:1ppen
to navigato1·s 1 a violent contrary wind blew in from the sea, and
forced us to return to onr ship, greH.tly reg1·etting to leave this region wbicli seemed so eommoclions and delightful, and whicl1 we
supposed must also contain great riches, as the hills showed many
h1dications of minerals.* 'Weighing anchor we sailed fifty leagues
towards the east, as the coast stretched in that c1irection, and always
in sight of it; at lengtli we discove1·ed an island of a triangulm·
form, about ten leagues from the main land, in size about equal
to the island of Rhodes, llaving many hills covered with trees,-r
and well peopled, judging from the great number of fires we saw
. arnun<l its shores. We did not land there, as the weathe1· was unfavorable, but proceeded to another place, fifteen leagues distant
from the island, where we fonnd a very excellent harbor.t Before
entering it we saw about twenty small boats full of people, who came
abont onr ship, uttering many cries of astonishment, but they would

* New York Harbor.

t

Block Island.

:j: Newport.
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not apprnach nearer than within fifty paces; stopping, they looked
at the structure of our ship, our persons rmd dress, afterwards they
all raised a loud shout together, signifying that they were all pleasccl.
By imitating their signs, we inspired them in some measure with
confidence, so that they came near enough for us to toss them some
little bells and glasses, anrl many toys, which they took and looked
at, laughing, and then cnme on board without fear. Among them
were two kings more beantiful in form and stature than can possibly be described; one was abont forty years old, the other about
twenty-four. 1.'he oldest ha<i a deerskin around his body, artificiaJly wrought in damask figures; his head was without covering;
his hair was tied back in various knots; aronnd his neck he woi-e a
large chain ornamented 'with many stones of different colors. ':J.lhe
young man was similar in his general appearance. 'rhis is the finest
looking tribe, ancl the lrnndsomest in t\1eir costumes, that we have
found in our voyage. '11 hey exceed us in size, and they are of a very
fair complexion; some of them incline more to a white, ancl others
to a tawny color; their faces are sharp, their hair long and blauk,
upon the adorning of which they bestow great pains; their eyes are
black and sharp, their expression mild ancl pleasant, greatly resembling the antique. 'l'he otb~r pnrts of their body are all in good
proportion, and such as belong to well-formed men. Their women
are of the same form and beauty, very grnceful, of' fine countenances,
and pleasing appearance in manners and modesty; they wear no
clothing except a deerskin ornamented like those worn by the men;
some wear very rich lynx skins npon their nrms, and various ornaments upon their heads, composed of braids of hair, which also hang
down upon their b1·easts on each side. Otliers wear different orna• ments, such as the women of Egypt and Syria use. 11.'he older and
the married people, botl1 men and women, wea1· many ornaments in
their ears, hanging down in the oriental manner. We saw upon
them several pieces of wrought coppei·,* which is more esteemed by
them than gold, as this is not valued on account of its color, but is
considered by them as the most ordinary of metals,-ycllow being
the eolor especially disliked by them; azure and reel are those in
the highest estimation with them. Of those things which we gave
them, they prized most highly the bells, azure crystals, and other
toys to hang in their ears and abot1t their necks; they do not valne·
or care to have silk or gold stuffs, or other kinds of cloth, nor implements of steel or iron. vVhen we showed them our arms, they

* Copper orname.11ts were not uncommon among Indians; in certain localities
in America, before the introduction of European trinkets ancl utensils.
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expressed no acl.miration, and only asked hmY they were made ; the
same was the case with the looking-glasses, which tlwy returned to
us, smiling, as soon as tlley had looked at them. rrhey are very
generous, giving away whatever .they have. We formed a great
friendship with them, and one day we entered into the port with
our ship, having before rode at the distance of a league from shore,
as the weather was adverse. They came off to the ship with a
number of their little boats, with their faces painted in divers colors,
showing us real signs of joy, bringing us of their .provisions, and
signifying to us where we could best ride in safety with our ship,
and keeping with us until we had cast anclior. We remained among
them fifteen days, to provide ourselves with many things of which
we were in want, during vvhich time they ca'me every day to see our
ship, bringing with them their wives, of whom they were very careful; for although they came on board themselves, and remained a
long while, they made their wives stay in the boats; nor could we
ever get them on b,oard by any entrenties, or uny presents we could
make them. One of the t'Yo kings often came with his queen and
many attendants, to see us for liis amusement; but he always stopped
at the distance of about two hundred paces, and sent a boat to inform us of his intended visit, saying 1ie would come and see our
ship-this was done for safety, and as soon as they had nn answer
from ns they came off, and remained awhile to look around; bnt on
hearing the annoying cries of the sailors, the king sent the queen
with her attendants in a very light boat, to wait near an island a
quarter of a league distant from us, while he remained a long time
on board, talking with us by signs, and expressing his fanciful
notions about everything in the ship, and asking the use of all .
.A.fter imitating our modes of salutation, and tasting our food, he
courteously took leave of us. Sometimes, when our men stayed two
or three clays on a small island 11ear the ship, he came with seven
or. eight of his attendants, to inquire· about our movements, often
asking if we intended to remain there long, and offering us everything at his command, and then he would shoot with his bow, and
rim up and. down with his people, making great spo1·t for us. We
often went five or six leagues into the interior, and found the country as pleasant as is possible to conceive, adapted to cultivation of
every kind, whether of corn, wine, or oil;* t.here are open plains
twenty-five or thirty leagues in extent, entirely free from trees or any
hinclerances, and of so great fertility, that whatever is sown th ere will
yield an excellent ci'op. On entering the woods, we observed they
might all be traversed by an army ever so numerous; the trees

* As much as to say the olive tree would grow there.
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of which they were composed weTe oaks, cypresses, and others
unknown in Enrope. vVe fonml also apples, plums, filberts, and
many other frnits, but all of a different kind from ours. rrl1e animals, which are in great numbers, as stags, deer, lynxes, and many
other species, are taken by snares, and by bows, the latter be\ng
their chief implement; their arrows are wrong ht with great beauty,
and for the heads of them they use emery, jasper, hard marble, and
other sharp stones, in the place of iron. They also use the same
kind of sharp stones in cntting dow1J trees, and with them they
construct their boats of single logs, l10llowed out with admirable
skill, and snfficiently commodious to contain ten or twelve persons.
Their oars are short, and broad at the encl, and are managed in rowing by force of the arms ,alone, with perfect security, and as nimble
as they choose. We saw their dwellings, which are of' a circular
form, of about ten or twelve paces in circumference,* made of logs
split in halves, without any regularity of architecture, and covered
with roofs of stra"v, nicely put on, which protects them from wind
and rain. They change their lrnbitations from place to place, as
circumstances of situation and seasons rirny require. ~rhis is easily
done, as they have only to take with them their mats, and they
have other houses prepared at once. The father and the whole
family dwell together in one house in great numbers. In some we
saw twenty-five. or thirty persons. 'rhefr food is pulse, as with
other trilies, which is here better than elsewhere, and more carefully
cultivated. In the time of sowing, they arn governed by the moon,
the sprontin'g of grain, and many other ancient usages. They live
by hunting and fishing, and they are long lived. If they fall sick
they cure themselves without medicine, by the heat of fire, and their
death at last comes from extreme old age. We judge them to be
very atfectiomtte and charitable towards their relatives-making
loud lamentations in their acl versity, and in their misery calling to
mind all their good fortune. At their departure out of life, their relations mutually join in weeping, rninglee1 with singing for a long time.
"This region is situated in the parallel of Rome, being 41 ° 40' of
north latitude, but much colder from accidental circumstances, and
not by nature. I shall confine myself at present to the description
of its local situation. It looks to1varcls the south, on which side
the harbor is half a league broad; afterwards, upon entering it,
the extent between the coast and north is twelve leagues, and tben,
enlarging itself, it forms a very large bay, twenty leagues in cir-

* Probably twenty-five or thirty feet in· diameter. Twenty-five or thirty persons would hardly be stowed in a room eight or ten feet in diameter.
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curnference, in which are five small islands of great fertility and
beauty, covered with large and lofty trees. Among these islands
auy fleet, however large, might safely ride without fear of tempests
or other dangers. rrurning towards the south, at the eutrance of
the harbor, on both sides, there are very pleasant hills, and many
streams of clear wate1·, ·which flow <lown to the sea. In the midst of
the entrance there is a rock of free-stone, formed by nature, ancl
suitab1e for the constrnction of any kind of machine or bulwark for
the defence of tile harbor.
"Having supplied ourselves with everything necessar,v, on the 5th
of May we departed frnm tbe port, and sailed one hundred and fifty
lengues, keeping so close to the coast as never to lose it from onr
sight. The nature of the country appeared much the same as before,
but the mountains were a little higher, and all, in appearance, rich
in minernls. vVe did not stop to land, as the weather was very
favorable for pursuing our voyage, ancl tbe country presented no
variety. ':l.1he shore stretched to the east, and fifty leagues beyond,
more to the north, whe1·e we foulld a more elevated conntry, full of
very thick woods of fir trees, cypresses, and the like, indicative of a
cold climate. 'l'he people were entil'ely different from the others
we had seen, whom we had found kind ancl gentle, but these were so
ru<le 11.ncl barbarous that we were unable, by any signs we could
make, to hold communication witl1 them. rrhey clothe themselves
in the skins of bears, lynxes, seals, and other animals. 1.'heir food,
as far as we conlcl judge by several visits to their dwellings, is obtained by hunting and fishing, and certain fruits, which are a sort
of root of spontaneous growth. rrhey have no pulse, and we saw no
signs of cultivation. 'l'lie land appears sterile and unfit for grnwing
of fruit or grain of' any kind. If we wished at any time to traffic
with them, they came to the seashore and stood upon the rocks,
from which they lowered down by a cord, to our boats beneath,
whatever they had to l)arter, continually crying out to us not to
come nearer, and instantly demanding from us that which was to be
given in exclrnnge. They took from us only knives, fish-hooks, and
slrnrpened steel. No regard was pnicl to our courtesies; when we
hacl nothing left to exchange with them, the men at our ·departure
m::ule the most brutal signs of disdain and contempt possible.
Against their will we, with twenty-five men, penetrated two or three
leagnes into the interior. When we came to the shore, they shot at
us with their arrows, raising the most horrible cries, and aftenvarcls
fleeing to the woods. In this region we found nothing extraordinary except vast forests, and some metalliferous hills, as we infer
from seeing that many of the people wore copper ear-rings.
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"D;parting from thence, we kept along the coast, steering northeast, and foun<l the country more pleasant and open, free from
· woods; and distant in the interior we saw lofty mounta.ins,* but
none that extended to tlle shore. Within -fifty leagues we discovered thirty-two islands, all near the main Janel, small and of pleasant appearance; hut higb and so disposed as to afford excellent
harbors nnd channels, as we see in tlie Adriatic Gulf, near Illyria
and Dalmatia. We had no intercourse with the people, but we
judged that they were similal· in nature and usages to "those we
were last among. After sailing between east and north the distanee
of one hundred and fifty leagues more, and finding our provisions
and naval stores nearly exhausted, we took in wood and water and
determined _to retmn to France, having discovered seven hundred
leagues of unknown laud."t
Mul'l'ay sa:ys, in regard to this last course: "Another course of
one hunclrecl and thirty miles bronght them to the lnnd discovered
by the Ilretons, in about 50° north latitude, and which is thereforn
Newfonndb11d. Yerazzani's stores being now exhausted, he took
in wood and water, and returned to France. Verazzani had thus
completed a survey of seven hundred leagues of coast, including
the whole of that of the United States, and a grnat part of British
America, forming orie of tile most extended ranges .of early discovery. He returned to France in high hopes and spirits, and laid
before Francis the First plans not only for completing the discovery
of the American coast, bnt for penetrating into the intedor of the
continent, and also for colonizing some part of this vast and fertile
region. 'rliat monarch seems to have welcomed the proposal with
his eharactf'ristic ardor, since Ram nsio speaks of the immense
liberality with which he was disposed to favor it, and from which
the most important results were expected. Yerazzani did indeed
set out on anotbe1· voyage; but its records are equally brief and
fatal. Ramnsio gives neither elate nor place, 1101· country; but
states that, having landed with some of bis crew, he was seizecl by
the savages, killed and devoured in tile presence of his companions
on bonrd, who sought in vain to give any assistance. Such was
the fate of one of the most eminent navigators of that age, whom
}'ol'ster ranks as similar to Cook, both as to his exploits during
life, and the dreadful mode of his death."t

*

Probably the White Mountains of New Hampshire.

t "Early Voyages to America," by Conway Robinson, member

of the
Virginia Historical and Philosophical Society.
t "Historical Account of 'Travels and Discoveries in North America," by
Hon. Hugh Murray.
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Vernzzani states that his intent10n in this voyage [1523] was to
reach Cathay [China.] on the extreme coast of .Asia; not cloubt.ing
that he could penetrate by some passage to the Eastern Oce,a.n.
The fate of Verazzani is involver1 in some mystery. If Francis
the First received the letter of Verazzani in any short time after it
was written, it must have been at a time when his thoughts were
wholly occupied by his wai· with Charles the Fifth. :Francis laid
siege to Pavia in 1524, was defeated there the 24th of February,
1525, and after having two horses killed nncler him, and receiving
himse1f three wounds,* fell, with his principal officers, into the
hands of the enemy. It was on this occasion that he wrote to his
mother·' all is lost except our honor." He was carried to Madrid
and kept in confinement until after the treaty of the 14th January,
1526. It has been suggested that Verazzani on his return to
France, seeing from the eonclition of his king no chance of further
employment hy his govemment, left its service. l\fr. Biddle states
that Veraz;zani got into communication with Henry the Eighth, and
refers, as a proof of this, to the following statement in an edition of
Hakluyt, published in 1582. "Master John Verarzanns, which had
be~n thrice on that coast, in an olcl excellent map which he ga.ve to
Hemy the Eighth, and is yet in the custody of Master Lock, doth
so l:.iy it out as is to be seen in the map annexed to the end of this
book, being made according to Verarzanus' plat."t

*
t

"L'Histoire de France," printed at Paris in 1773, vol. ii. p. 4G2.
"An Account of Discoveries in the West until 1519, and of Voyages to and
along the Atlantic Coast of N01·th America, from 1520 to 1573," by Conway
Robinson.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE EXPEDITION OF PAMFILO DE NARVAEZ TO FLORIDA, AND THE
WANDERINGS OF ALVARO NUNEZ CABEZA DE VACA.

1527-1536.
NARVAEZ was released by Cortes in the latter part of the year
1523. His estate in Onba must have reqnired his inunediate attention; so it mnst have l,een soon after settling his affairs in Cuba
that he sailed for Spain, where he obtained of the emperor full power
to conquer all the conntry from the River de las Palmas (now the
Santander) to the cape of Flodrla. For this purpose lle set out from
the haven of San Lnea1; de Barrnrnecla on the 17th of June, 1527,
with a :fleet consisting of fl ve vessels, wherein were about six hundred
men, besides friars and spiritual people. 'l'he principal officers were
Alvaro Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, treasurer and alguazil mayor,
A gozino, provost marshal, Alonzo Enriquez, auditor, Alonzo de
Solis, factor, and Pamfilo de Narvaez, aclelantaclo.
rrhe fleet stopped at the port of St. Domingo about forty-five days
to procme necessaries, during which time more than a hundred ancl
forty men abandoned it. rrhe rest proceeded to Santiago de Cuba,
where Narvaez obtained men in the place of those who had.
deserted him, and also n supply of arms and horses. Here Yasco
Porcallo offering some provisions that he had at rl'rinidad, :i. town
one hundred leagues from Santiago, the :fleet proceeded thither, but
stopped at a port called Santa On1z, about halfway, whence Narvaez
sent Captain Pantoja, in one vessel, accompanied by Alvaro Nunez,
in another, to get the provisions at Trinid!:1,d, while he remained at
Santa, Crnz, with the rest of the fleet, to which he had added a vessel
purchased at St. Domingo.
While the two ,,ess~ls were in the port of Trinidad, there arose so
tremendous a hurricane that the like had scarcely eve1· been witnessed, even in these climes. rrhe walls and honses continually
. falling arnuncl them made it impossible to remain in the town witll-.
out the utmost peril. 'l'he inhabitants issued forth seveu or eight
linked together, that they might avoid being carried away by the
wind, and they sought refnge in the woods; but hem the trees
falling or torn up by ~he roots on every side caused equal aln.rri1.
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All night they seemed to hear lond cries, with the sound of flutes,
churns, ancl trumpets, ·which doubtless were only the varied voices
of the tempest. In the morning them appeared such a scene of
desolation as they had never before witnessed. 'l'he trees lay
·strewed on the ground, and every leaf and plant was destroyed.
On turning to the sea they beheld a spectacle still more sorrowful,
for, instead of the vessels, only some of their wrecks were seen
floating on the face of the deep. 'l'hey searched along the coast for
anv remains that might have been cast ashore, but found only a
sm all boat carried to the top of a tree, some clothes torn in pieces,
and the bodies of two men so mangled that they c<?ulcl not be recognized. Seventy persons nncl twenty horses, that were on board at
the time of the hurricane, went down with the vessels, and of all the
equipage, only about t.hirt.y persons, who had gone ashore, survived.
These remained at Trinidad until tl1e 5th of November, when N arvaez arrived with his four vessels. Here he passecl the winter,
while Alvaro Nunez, with the vessels and company, went to winter
at Xagna, twelve kagues from rrl'inidad.
On the 20th of February, 1528, N axvaez an-ived at Xagna with n,
brigantine bought at Trinidad, nnd a pilot named l\tlirnelo, whom
he hacl engaged beeanse of his knowleclge of the coast of Florida.
r:rwo clays afterwards the governor embarked with four lrnn<lre<l
rnen and eighty horses in five, vessels, one of whicl1 was a brigantine.
After doubling Cttpe St. Anthony, the western extremity of the.
isln.ncl of Cnlia, and after suffering considerably by tempests in
coasting along the island to Havana, the fleet ran across to the
coast of Florida. In this course they met with dangers not much
inferior to the former, being once in clanger of perishing all together
by running on shoals, and at another time by a ragi'ng tempest.
On the 11th or 12th of April the fleet anchored at the entrance ot' n,
bay, on which was 'all Indian village. 'rhe next day the governor
went to the Indian village, wliich he found abandoned. In it they
found a house so large that it could contain three hundred persons.
The clay after, Narvaez planted the royal standard and took pos~ession of the country in the name of the emperor. He lanclell n.s
many horses as remained alive, being forty-two. On the following
clay the Indians visited him, and by signs seemed to indicate that
they wished him to leave the eountry.
Tim governor afterwards, accompaniad by Alvaro a:ncl forty men,
set out to go into the interior. Going in a northerly direction they
reached a very large bay; they passed the night there, and returned
to the vessels the next clay. Aftel' sending the pil'ot Mirnelo with
the bdgnntine to gain a particnln,r port (which he said he knew), ur
0
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else go to Havana and bring thence a vessel loaded with provisions,
the governor, with the same persons who had been on the previons
expedition, reinforced with some aclditional soldiers, penetrated
again into the in tedor. They constecl the bay which they had
discovered, and, after making four leagues, took four Indians, who
conducted them to their town a little distance off, at the end of the
bay. Here there was some corn not yet ripe. '!'here was also a
nnmber of boxes, in each of which was a dead body wrapped in
deer-skins. 'The commissary, supposing these were objects of
idolatry, caused the boxes and bodies -to be burnt [though it was
hut a pious custom of these Indians th ns to preserve the remains
of their relatives]. rrhey also saw here some pieces of pninted
cloth and plnmes of feathers, but the sight of some gold greatly
excited the avidity of the Spaniards, who became most inquisitive
about it, how and where tlley got it. rrhe Indians, by signs and
words, gave them to understand that it came from a fai--distant
province called Apalache,. where they might find great quantit.ies of
it. 'raking the Indians for guides, they proceeded ten or twelve
leagues further, when they came to a village of fifteen houses, near
which were large fields of corn fit to be gathered. After halting
two clays, they returned to the ve.ssels on the 30th of April.
Mirnelo had undertaken to g·uide the fleet into a secure and commodious harbor, instead of which he had brnught it into a mere open
road, and now declared himself' quite out of his reckoning, an<l at a
loss whither to steer; however, the governor decided that the vessels should follow the con.st until they found the port that Miruelo
knew, or any other convenient harbor, and that the troops shonld
proceed on land in the same direetion.. On the first of May tile
Spaniards-three hundred strnng, of whom forty were mounted, set
out. After marching fifteen days, without seeing an Indian or a
house, they at length arrived at a river which they crossed with imwh
trouble, the current being Yery strong. On tlle other side there
were about twelve hundred Indians, to whose houses, about half a
league off, they were conducted. In the neighborllood was a large
quantity of maize ready to be gathered. rrl1e Spaniards, fatigued
with marching, and enfeebled by hunger, enjoyed here three clays
rest. rl'he~1 Alvaro Nunez, with Captain Castillo and forty soldiees,
set out to seek a· port, but finding themselYes impeded by the river,
which they ha.cl already crossed, returned. The following clay the
. governor ordered Captain Yalenguela with sixty men and six eavaliers to cross the river and descend it to the sea, and discover a port
if he could. This officer returned, after two clays, saying he had explored the bay and found it had shallow water and 110 port.
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In answer to the governor's inquiries respecting Apalache, the
Indians informed them that· the Apalachens were their enemies, and
that they were ready to aid in whatever might Le undertaken against
that people. Narvaez now resolved to push at once into the interior for Apa1ache. But Alvaro Nunez opposed this resolution,
urging that they should re-embark, and sail on till they should find
a secure harbor and a fertile country, from which, as a base, they .
might penetrate into the interior. Only the secretary supported
this opinion; all the rest, dazzled with the hope of wealth, and impressed with the chngers of the sea, cordially seconded the governor's
proposal. Alvaro Nunez still remaining obstinate, Narvaez sarcastically rem:1rked that, since he was so dreadfully alarmed at the idea
of marching into the interior of the country, he might take charge
of the ships, which he deemed a so much safer task. At this the
Oastilian pride of Alvaro took fire. He declared that though he
did not expect tlrnt they would ever return, but that they would
leave their bones on this savage land, yet he was determined to
share every extremity with his countrymen rather than expose his
honor to the slightest imputation. The fleet was, therefore, committed to an officer of the name of Carvallo,* ancl all preparations
made for the expedition to tile interior.
'J.1lie Spaniaeds then marched for the province called by the
Indh111s Apalache, carrying for guides those whom they had taken.
On the 17th of Jn11e they saw an Indian chief, accompanied Ly
many people, who was made to understand by signs that they were
going to Apalache. He seemell to be an enemy of this nation, and
willing to aid in the expedition. After an exchange of presents,
he left them, ancl they followed the route he had takei1. In the
evening they arrived at a Yery deep, wide, and rapid river; not
venturing to pass it upon rafts, they constructed a large canoe for
that purpose. A day was spent in crossing. A bold horseman
entering the river was thrown from his horse by the force of the
current ancl both were drowned. The horse, being founcl by the
Indhtns, afforded the Spaniards that night the only hearty meal
they hr1.cl enjoyed for many days. After a long and fatiguing
march, during which they suffered much from hunger, they at length
arrived near .A pal ache, on the 25th or 26th of J mie, 1528.

* Five leagues from the 11lace of embarkation Carvallo perceived a bay
which enterm1 the fand seven or eight leagues: it was the same that lrncl l>een
discovered by those 011 lancl; tho pltwe wliere they saw the boxes with dead
bodies. 'l'hrl1e of the ships 1.mturlitl thi:-; :vurt. 'l'lw vessel whiuh returued from
H:.wana with the lJrigtmtiue was furn you,r seeking thoso 011 land, and nut finding them sailHLl for Nuw S11,d11.
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The village of Apalache contained forty small houses. N~tv:iez
ordered Alvaro Nunez, with fifty i11fnntl'y anr1 nine cavnity, (u.
enter and take possession of it. This he easily did, as all tlu0nei:_C.
were absent and only women and children in the place. The ~r--=
riors, however, soon appeared, and attacking the Spaniards, dJ;s-clrnrge<1 a shower of arrows, one of which killed a horse, hut no't ..,._
being ahle to resist the Spaniards they retl'eated into the woods.
Two days after they appeare<l in a pacific mood, nnd begged the
Spaniards to restore them their wives and children. These were
given np to them; but the governor retained as a hostage one of
their caciques, who had been the cause (?f the hostility. It soon
was found that their enmity was in no degree abated; for the next
clay they attacked so furiously the Spaniards, that they succeeded
in firing some of the houses; and though again quickly repulsed,
fled with such celerity into the woods and marshes, that only one
could be killed. 'rhe riext day an equally brisk attnck was made
with similar result. r:rhe Spaniards were greatly annoyed, but retained po~session of the Yillage twenty-five· clays, during which they
made t)lree journeys into the interior.
'1,he Spaniards being now convinc~<l that the brilliant wealth
which had allured them into this laborious and ,perilous expedition
was a mere chimera, they began to feel themselves in an evil plight,
for though the Indians could not face them in the field, they
hemmed them closely in, and every man or horse that happened to
straggle from the main body, was overwhelmed with n, shower of
arrows. At length they learned that to the south was the country
of Aute, which was situated on the sea-.coast [on the Bay of St.
Mark] nnd abonnded in corn. 'l,hey therefore renounced all their
chimeras of gold and conquest, and determined to set out in search
of the coast of .A.ute.
They commenced their march, and the first clay crossed. some
lakes without meeting with any Indians. On the second day, while
they were struggling through a swamp, with the wnter up to their
breasts, the air was suddenly obscured by clouds of arrows, discharged by Indians concealed behind trees and logs, with which the
marsh was filled. vVith bows eleven or twelve spans long, and thick
as a man's arms, they discharged arrows to the distance of two
hund1·ed yards with almost unerring precision, _and with such force
that they penetrated the thickest armor, and severely wounded both
man and horse.(2) In the fight an arrow struck a Spaniarcl in the
head, n,nd, notwitllstanding his l1ead-piece, made its way almost from
one side to the other. 'l'he Indians, when seen, being tall an(l naked,
aiid moving with· great swiftness, had, in the eyes of the Spaniards,
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almost the appearance of snpernatnral beings. No movement of
~ttack could be made until the Spaniards were extricated from the
lagoon, and then the ground was so encumbel'ecl that the cavalry
could not act, and the Indians, even when dispersed, soon rallied
and renewed the attack. Thus the Spaniards were allowed 110 rest
till after the Indians' stock of arrows was exhausted. The expedition then proceeded without further molestation, and finally arrived
at the village of Ante, nine days after tlieir departure from Apalache.*
The inlrnbitants of Ante had abandoned the place, but a good
store of corn was found in it. After the Spaniards had rested here
two days, Alvaro Nunez, accompanied by captain Castillo, Andrez
Dorantes, seven cn,rnliers, aml fifty foot soldiers, set out to seek the
sea. They marchecl till evening, when the;y came to the hanks of a
river, which opened at some distance below into a broad arm of the
sea. They fonncl here a great quantity of oysters, ·with which they
regaled themselyes. rrhe next day the coast was reconnoitred, and
then the party returnect to A ute, where they found the go,·ernor
and a third of his men sick, and the rest likely to become so. The
situation was such as to call for the most serious reflection. A..
general meeting was called, and every one was asked what he.had
to pt·opose .After long deliberation there appeared only one resource
which offered a gleam of hope, and this was to construct boats and
sail nlong the coast to Pannco. They therefore applied themselves
to the tusk. One of them out of wooden pipes, and the skins of
wild beasts, contrivecl to make a pair of bellows, by the operation
of which their stirrups, spnrs, and crossbows were converted into
nails, saws, and hatchets. Their shirts cut open and sewed together
made snils, the pine trees afforded tar, the moss of the cypresses served
as oaknm, the fibres of certain trees and horse hair formed thei1·
cords. But they were much perplexed for vessels to carry theil·
fresh water, to supply which defect they fla.red their dead llorses, ancl
sewed, their skins together into convenient forms, and so used them
for better things, for that purpose. A horse was killed every three
clays, and its flesh distributed partly to the working hands, partly
as a dainty to the sick. The construction was commenced wiLh a
single carpenter, but the men set to work with so much arclor that
between the 4th of August and the 20th of September they macle
five vessels of twenty-two cubits in length.

* Notwithstanding the distance or time given, there is every appearance that
A~alache visited by Narvaez is the same that was visited by De Soto, nrnl a
reference to the account of the expedition of the latter will show this very
clearly.
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Accol'ding to their calculation they had made a journey of about
two hundred and eighty leagues* from the tJay where they first
landed to Ante. And in this time about forty men had rHed of
si,ckness 01· hungel', without counting tl10se that bad been killed by
the Indians. Ou the 2~d of September, 1528, having prepared for
the vo_yage, they embarked forty-nine men in the bark of the
governor; the eontador and the commissary with a like number in
another; Car,taius Alonzo de Castillo and A.ndrez Dorantes and
forty-eight men in the third; Captains rrelles and Penalosa with
forty-seven men in the fourth; and Alvaro Nunez in the last witl1
the comptrollei· ancl forty-nine men. 'l'hus two hundred and fifty
men embarked in these five boats; but they were so Cl'owded that
they could not turn nor move in them. Not more than a fourth
part of eaeh boat was above the water. In this plight they pnt ont,
giving to the bay they left the name Ba.ya de los 0avallos [the Bay
of Horses], probably from having s1angllterec1 their horses there.
And thus was begun one of tlle most hazardous voyages that evel'
was undertaken by men; bat necessity which obligecl th.em to it lrns
110 law.
'rliey voyaged w-estwarclly,t ancl after seven clays' sailing
arrived at an island that lies near tlle land, wl1ere some of the com~
pany lauded, aucl got some little recruits at the houses bf the Indians
upon the same; they saw some of those people too in theii' canoes,
. but they would not stay till the Spaniards came up to them, but.
made oft' a.nd left the canoes at their disposal. 'l'hese canoes the
Spaniai·ds attachecl to their boats, and thus were enabled to make
themselves somewhat less incommoded. 'l'hey then proceeded on
their voyage, and after sailing two leagues passed a strait, between
the island and the mainland, to which they gave the name St. lvlignel.
rrlley sailed along tlie coast foe about thirty days without finding
any secure haven or opportunity of refreshment, being still in the
same pel'plexity that they were at first setting out, as to the lrnowledge of the country and their right way home. Hunger and thirst
prevailed grievously amongst them all this while, and they had no
sight of any people, but sometimes a few Indian fishe'rs, a poor ancl
miserable sort of Wl'etches that were not able to relieve them, nor
would come near them. Some of their men died with drinking large

* In Spain the common league is 4.216, and the legal 2.635 (nearly two and
two-thirds) statute miles. The latter is the league alluded to.
t What is remarkable here is, that they should have sailed westwardly for
Panuco, instead of endeavoring to reach the island of Cuba. It perhaps may
have been their dreacl of cros,;,ing the Florida Channel, while to reach Panuco.
they had only to follow the coast westwardly, having no clange1·ous channels to
cross. 'l'lley certainly could not have been ignorant of the great difference in
the distances of these two places.
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dmucrhts of salt water, which they could not forego, the thirst that
0
•
possessed them was so great. '!'heir snffermgs were aggravated hy
a severe storm, which continued for six days; at the encl of which,
arn1 when they were almost at the point of giving np all for lost,
when weathering a point qf land, they discovered a fine and secure
hay with a considerable village where there appeared to be safe and
easy landing, and several canoes of Indians came out to see them.
Bnt the barbarians having just looked upon them went away again;
howeve1· the Spaninrds followed them ashore to their houses, before
the entrance to whieh they fonncl great quantities of fisll, and pots
of fresh water. The cazique bad more civilit.y than llis subjects,
and offered all this fish and water to Narvaez and his companions,
and more than that, invited them to his house. The Spaniards were
not ungrateful to these people for their hospitable tren_tment, but
presented them some trifles which they harl brought. The cazique's
honse was neatly made of mats, and he was covered with a mantle
ma<le of marten sable which smelt like musk or rather like ambergris; some others had fnr mantles too, but none like the chiefs.
Mntnal presents were exchanged, and such a cordial intercourse
estalJlisllecl that Narvaez ngreecl to spend the night in the house of
the chief. At midnight the village was attncked by a hostile tribe
of Inclians; the cazique fled with all his people, and the Spaniards
wel'e left to maintain alone a clespernte fight. The governor himself and all his people were wonnclecl more or less severely before
the enemy could be beaten off. Three times during the uight they
attn<·kerl the troop left to guard the boat. They now lrnc.1 no choice
left but to embark.
After three clays' sailing they met with more Indians in a canoe,
and applied to them for fresh watel'. 'The Indians promised to gh"e
them fresh water enough if they would giYe them yessels to bring it
in. A Spaniard and n, negro went ashore with them to get water,
and t,vo Indians stayed in their place. At night the Indians brnught
back the vessels, but not a drop of water in them; but tllcy <li<:1 not
bring Lack the two men that went with them, nor wonlcl they gi\'e
any account of what had become of them.
. But instead of that, the next clay came a considerable number of
them in their canoes, together with fiye or six of their caciqnes
dressed in their m[!.ntles of martern,'· furs; and theywere so impudent
a.s to rlemand their two men left for pledges, though those of the
other side were still detained (perhaps sacrificed) by. them. These
caciques would fain have had the Spaniards go ashore with them,
liut they saw too mnch of their treachery alrencly to venture themselves any further among them; besides, the canoes still coming in
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thick and thl'eefolct upon tltem, they had reason to suspect some
villanons design was then in hand. vVhen the Inrlians snw they
could do no goocl, and the Spaniards peremptorily refused to restore
their two men, they threw off the mask, and appeared with 1,he bare
face of enmity; they Legan to sling great stones at them, arnl vrnulcl
have done more mischief but that a fresh gale of ldnd blowing at
that time m.ade them keep off', and invited the others to go on with
their voyage.
In the evening a point of land was seen, and on the other side of
it a very large river. The hark of Alvaro Nunez was the first to
reach the river, and cast anchor neat· an island at its month. rl'he
governor entm·ed a bay a little way off, whern Alvaro went to join
him, and they took in fresh wnter where the rivet· entered the sea.
Here a north wind springing up, drove the vessels to sea, and they
were soon separated. Afterwards Alvaro saw two of the l1arks, 011e
of which was that of the gO\·ernor and the othel' that of Ot'tptains
Penalosa and Telles. Alvaro ea.lied out to the governor, and asked
orders how he was t~ proceed. Narvaez replied that the time was
past for giving or reeeidng ordel's, and that it restecl wiLh eve1y
man to save his lite as best he could; he then pushed on and soon
was out of sight.
Alvaro, with another of the barks, continuecl the voyage fol' fonr
clays, hut having only half a handful of corn daily fo1; each, and
encountering severe weather, tb.ey were reclncecl almost to the Inst
extremity. On tlie mrening of the fon-1.·th day the crew sunk entirely and fell clown halt~c1ea,c1 over en.ch othe1·. Alvaro alone being
capable of any exertion, the pilot called to him that he must take
the he1m. Alvaeo took the post, lint aftet· a few l1ours' rest the
pilot resumed it. rrown,rcls moming of the 6th of N ovembet· they
heard the sound or breakers, and found the ves!-:;el in six fathoms of
water, which lei! them to hope that they we1·e near land. Daylight
confirmed this hope, ancl after a severe shock in cwssing the
b1·eakers the boat "~as stmnded, and the exhausted crew crept
ashoi·e upon theil' hands ancl feet. Here tliey kindled a fire, cooked
the corn that they st.ill lrnd left, and began to feel thefr streugth
and spirits revive .
.Alvaro desired Lope de Oviedo, the most -vigorous of the eom- pany, to climb a tree 'and see what kind of land it was on wl1iul1
they had been thrnwn. Oviedo niporterl that it was an islancl, nucl
so well cnltivate<l that it appeared almost a Christian land.* I-le
was. then desired to advance cautiously a liLtle into tl1e countl'y.

* Probably Galveston Island.
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He soon fotrnd a village, with on1y women and children in it; bnt
there soon a1)peare<l some Indians, who followed Oviedo quickly to
the shore anc1 formed a circle of about a hundred m·ound the Spaniards. The Indians were well armed and tall. Alvaro, ·who hacl
not six men that could rise from the groundt saw c-learly that he
had nothing to hope from resistance, a:nd that his only course was
to propitiate the Indians. This he sought to do by courtesy, and
by presenting them some toys. He met a most gracious return ;
the Indians presented ]rim with arrows-their snrest },ledge of
friendship-and told him by signs that they would 1·etm,n in the
morning and hring some pmvisions witll them. And they were as
good as their word, coming at the time appointed with fish ancl
roots, nnd they 1·epeated their visits thus constantly for two o:r
three clays. When the Spanianls thought they were well provicle<l
with provisions they resol'ved to continue their voyage, and for that
purpose it was a gren.t lahol' in their weak state to loosen the bo::tt
011t of tile sand in whicli it was fixed and drag it afloat, in doing
w bkh it was necessary to strip themselves a:ncl throw their clothes
into the boat; but in putting it aflon.t a violent waYe overset the
l>cmt, ·which sank with all their clotbes, carrying down with it three
Spn.ninrds. The rest with difficulty reached the shore and threw
tllemseJves naked on the sancl.
'rhey were now 'in a miserable condition, whatever they hacl being
lost, and themselves quite naked ; besides it was the winter season,
an<l the wenther extremely cold, and a long course of hard living
llad taken away aU the coredng- of flesh from their bones, so that
they appeared like so•many frigbtfnl images of death. But it was
thei1· good lnck, by searching about, to find some of the brands
which they hadjnst made a :fire with before they emba1·ked, nncl, as
Pr0Yicle11ce wonld have it, those br[rnds 11ot quite extinguished; so
that here they quickly lilew up a fire, which, in some measure, comforted them under the pier~ing blasts of the north wind.* They
,vere in thi~ forlorn state not e4peeting to live,. when the Indians
(who knew nothing of their misfortune) came as they were wont, to
hl'ing them more snpplies, but when they saw a parcel of naked
skeletons standing abont n fire, believing them to be some very horrilrle things, they took to their heels, and ran as fast as they could.
Bnt Alvaro macle afte1' them 1 and stopped them at last wiL·h many
fair words and persuasions, ancl told them the story of their sn.d ad-

* It is probable tlrn,t this acci<lent happened on tlrn coast of Texas, and this
cold wind was one of those severe north winds so noted in that climate.
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venture,* which they believed when they came back and saw one or
two <lead bodies upon the shore. At the hearing of this they fell a
weeping and lamenting after their manner, bewailing the Spaniards
in very moving terms upon the score of their misfortunes, and expressed a great deal of tenderness and humanity. This encouraged
Alvaro to desire them to take them into their houses for sll.elter,
which they reacUly consented to; and l)ecause their habitations were
a good way off, they made several great fires by the way, at which
they stopped to rnb an,1 chafe the bennmbecl limbs of these poor
men, and carried them all the way upon their backs, not suffering
any one of them to touch the ground with his feet. r.rhey also made
good fires for them when they brought them home; gave them foocl
and a½ warm lodging, and sung and danced all night for their arrival.
Some of the men who had been in Mexico were very averse to going,
believing that the Indians wonlcl sacrifice them to their gods, and
when they heard the Indians singing and rejoicing during tl1e night,
they believed that it was preparatory to sacrificing them in the morning. These people (like most of the rest they had hitherto seen)
were of strong, well compact bodies, and of good courage. rrhe men
had one of their paps piel'Cecl from one side to the ot.her, and in the
hole a little cane was thrust across, about two or th l'ee spans long,
l:lnd two fingel's thick; some had both their paps served thus .. ~I.1he
like they did to the under lip, in which they cani'ed a piece of cane
abont a half a finge1· thick. They made this island their habitation
from October to the end of February, feeding mostly all tha.t time
upon fish, and a sort of root which they dig out from under the
water with much labor and trouble. ·when that time is expired
they move into the continent to seek other food, for those roots do
then hut begin to grnw, and are not in their perfection till N ovember and December. 1.'heir houses are made of mats, and they have
the hides of beasts for beds and couches to sleep on; their weapons
are bows and arrows. They are the fondest lovers of their children in the world, and use them with much tenderness; if one dies,
not only the family and kindred, but the whole village laments the
loss, and they keep t~p their mourning for a whole year, performing
tlie ceremony of lamentation three times a day, before snn rising, at
noon, and at sunset; first the parents, and then all the rest of tlte
people. When the year is up, and the last funeral rites aecom plishecl,
they wash themselves, and shift all theit· mourning apparel, and appear in thefr wonted garb. Old age they never bewail in this man-

* Alvaro must liave done this with signs ; for, having just arrived among these
Indians, he could certainly not have understood their bnguage.
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ner, _for they don't pay any great reverence to it, as many, yea, most
other Indians do. 'l'hey say the old oues are good for nothing but
to consnme the m~intenance that the children should have; and that
since they have lived their ttme, it is fit that they should die to
make room. 'l'hey bury all the other dead except their physicinns,
whom they burn, and turn their bones into powder, whieh (nt the
year's end, when the funeral rites are consummated) they give to
their kindred to drink up in a draught of water; the design of this,
it is to be s11pposed, is to turn them into doctors too, for a supply
of the other's mortality. These physicians have wonderful privileges above all other people, for they may marry two or three -wives,
whereas all the rest are allowed but one. They have farthel' this
advnntage, that those whom they cure do esteem them so mu.ch as
many times to give them all they are worth in the world, and to
procure their friends to m~ke them presents besides. r.I.'heir method~
of practice are only to cut and. gash the parts affected, let it ail what
it will, and then to apply their month anrl suck out the distemper;
then instP.ad of a plaster, they sear it with a hot iron; and for the
conclusion of a11, blow upon the place, to blow away all the remainders of the grief that would not come out by suction. And they
are so much for propagating the faculty of physick, that they would
needs ·have the Spaniards their guests turn doctors too,arn1 prctencl
to cure by blowing and sucking as they did. Neither would they
admit of tlleir excuse, that they had no such skill or virtue to carry
off a distemper af'ter that unaccountable manner. For (say they) all
maimer of stones and plants that grow in the field have a virtue and
a goodness in them that are profitable for some distemper or other,
an<l is not man a more excellent creature than a stone, or a plant,
and so has more healing and restoring virtues in him than they?
However, Alvaro says they clitl not go that way to work that the
Jndian doctors dicl, but rather by spiritual methods of prayer ancl
invocation to recover the siek that way; their plnsters and cordials
were Pater Nosters and A. ve l\forias,_benedictions and doxologies,
which he re.ports, did wonderful cures, and gained them a mighty
reputatiou in the country. Yet be confesses they were forced to
comply with tlte Ind~an practice so far as to blow over the patient
like them.
·while they made their abode with the Indians of this island,
which they called .Malhado, Alvaro saw some European articles in
the bands of one of the Indians, and asked him where he procured
them; he replied that he received them from men like him, who were
not far from there. Alvarn then sent to visit them two Spauinrtls
·with two India.ns to guide them. But in going they met .corning
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Captains Andrez Dorantes and Alonzo Castillo with some of the
people of their bark. They related that on tlie 5th of N ovemher
their hark had run aground about a l~ague and a half from there.
And being all together they determined to bring up that boat and
as many of them as were strong and well to go in it, and endeavor
to find some way to come where Christians lived, and the rest should
stay there till they were recovered, and their friends could remove
them also. But just as they were putting this project into execution their boat failed them; it was no sooner launched tJrn,n it went to
the bottom. However, four of them who wer~ the best swimmers,
with an Inclinn as their guide, umlertook to pass over to the main
htncl, and so travel to Panuco.
Alvaro and his company suffered very great hardships and
miseries upon the island. rrhe weather proved bad and unseasonable, and they were ready to starve for want of provisions; there
was a sad mortality among them, too, and of eighty men which
there were in all, there were left" remaining no more than fifteen.
Five who were lodged near the shore al'e said to have devonred one
another until ouly one survived, no pel'son being there to clevour
him. 'l'he Indians were greatly_ shocked at this, and eyer nfter had
a very unf'avoral1le opinion of all the Spaniards. And which was
worse still, a sidrness happened among the Indians, which swept
away a great number of them; theii- snperstitious fancy persuaded
them that the Spaniards were the cause of that rnortnlity, and
now, instead of physicians, they made necromancers and murderers
of them. In short, this fancy prevailed so far that tbey began to
consult about the sacrificing of them, and this they had certainly
done, had not one wiser than. the rest argued his companions
into a Lelief of the innocency of the Spaniards, from this consideration: rrhat if they had a power to take away men's lives, they
might be as reasonably suppose<l to have a power to preserve them,
which if they had, they certainly would not have suffered so many
of their own men to die as had clone before their faces. rrhis reason
saved theiL' lh·es, hut they lived an uneasy life here afterwards;
both the Inclians and they too suffered great extremities for want
of provisions, anr1 mnde a very hard shift to avoid starving. Upon
this some of the Indians removed over to the mainland, where
they could have _a better subsistence, and carried some of the Spaniards along with them, and having lh·ed there some time, they returned to another island, about two leagues from the mainland,
for the convenience of the fresh water that was there. Alvaro was
also transported over to the mainland lJy some other of the Indians, who went, probably, upon the same account, of supplying
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themselycs with the necessaries of life. And thus all were released
from the pdson of Malhado island, bnt still it was but a remove
from one prison to unother, and they were as far as ever, in
their own opinions, from getting away from these heathenish
people. While Alvaro was here, -his companions, at the island
lately mentioned, had notice of the place of his abode, and got an
opportunity to come over to him. The number that came was
twelve, and two, Hieronimo de· Alanez ancl Lope de Oviedo, were
left sic:k behind on the island. Alonzo Castillo nnd the rest who
came over about the 30th of April, resolved to travel along the
coast homeward, but Alvaro being ·weak, could not pretencl to bear
them company in such a journey, so they went 011 and he stayed.
After they were gone, he observed his time when the Indians ,vere
out of the way, and got over to the island where his two countl'yrnen were left, and stayed there a year at least, till he recovered his
health a little better. But then he resolved to bid faeewell to them
too, for they used him ill and put him to the painf'nl drndgery of
digging under wate1· for the roots they lived on. 'rlris design he
executed, and conveyed himself over to the mainland again, among
the Indians of 0arruco.* There he hacl a much easier life in all
respects, for he pretel1(lecl himself a merchant, which was a sort of
vocation very grateful to them, and procured him both good usage
and liberty too. For now his business was to travel up and down
from one place to anothe1· with wares; he went where he pleased,
and returned when he wonlcl, and the people eyerywhere made
much of him ancl desired his company. 'rhe mer<:lrnndise he carried was shells, hides, red ochre, canes to make the bodies of arrows,
and flints to make heads, and such like trifles. But that which·
was the greatest advantage to him by this course of life was that
by this means he had an opportunity of viewing the tonntry, and
contriving his escape, fo1· he travelled at least forty or fifty leagues
along the coast.
After this manner he spent six years among these Indians of
0armco, and went naked all the while as they do; but the seventh
and last year of his appl'enticeship coming on, he found a way to
give his Indian masters the slip, and come to another people on the
same coast.
'l'he Indians in this part of the country (particularly the Mariames
and Pagavans, among whom the Spaniards conversed) were a people of sordid life and brutish and barbarous customs. Their lips

* This \:Orfl '.' Carruco" might indicate, to one familiar with the languages
of the Indian tnbes of Texas, the locality where Alvaro then was.
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ancl paps were pierced like those of the island of Malhado; their
food roots and every sort of animal almost that they can catch;
f1·ogs, worms, lizards, serpents, go down like good savory victuals
with them. They neither reverence old age nor love their children
as the other Indians do. '!'hey don't take any wives among themselves, nor any husbands for their daughters, so that what women
they have in that way are either taken from their enemies in war,
or bought of some of the neighboring people, and the price they
generally give for a woman is either a goorl bow and a couple of
arrows, or else n large net. 1.'he women spend the g1·eate1· part of
the night iii heating their ovens and drying the roots they eat, ancl
then, as soon as the day begins to appear, they go to dra.wing water·
and fetching wood into their houses. 'l'heil' honses are made of
mats, and are so contrived that they can remove them to any
place where the conveniency of food cnlls them. As to their temper ancl moral qualities, the Spaniards give but an ill acconnt of
them; they say that they practise mmaturnl lusts one with another,
are very sottish, will lie and dissemble monstrously; theive and
steal, not only from their neighbors, but even fathers and children
ft-om one another. 'L'hey neither till the land nor sow a11y sort of
seeds, hut leave all to the care and bounty of nature; yet, notwithstn.ncling their poYert.y and uncertainty of food, they live mcny
and jocund, and never cease their sports and dancing. 'l'hey are
so very swift of foot and every way so well macle for running, that
they will follow a deer from morning to evening, till they ha,"e
quite run him down, and made him so weary as to be taken alive.
'11 he best of all thefr living is ,vhen they go to eat tune, for
then they clo nothing but eat almost all day and night too, and
spend their time in dancing and revelling, while that fruit lasts.
When they have done eating the tunes in the country where they
grow, they take some and open and dry them, to eat by the way as
they return home. In short, this tune time is a festival of the
same quality and great; expectntion among them that Christmas itself is among Europeans. As for flesh, the most they have of that
is venison and beef,' for there are some deer about the country, and
_oxen too in some places. rrhese cattle are of the bigness of the
Spanish oxen, have little horns like those· of Barbnry, and very
long' hair, and thicker than usual in some parts. Of their hides
they make garments to defend them from the cold of their climate,
shoes also, and targets for war. The greatest plague in this country
is the multitude of :flies that breed here; and to defend tbemselves
from which the natives very frequently go with a flaming brand in
their hands, and sometimes burn dowu the trees where they are,
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that the flies heing cleprived of their shelter may be forced to go
away. And indeed, Alval'o said that they were so miserably vexed
and torment~d with them that it may be compared with the most
troublesome tiling in the world. rrhe country contains a great
deal of excellent pasture land [prairies] which would maintain
mighty herds and flocks of cattle, and would certainly be a very
fruitful and profitable one, if the people had but sense enough to
manage it as it should be. There is hardly any mountain to be
seen in all that pnrt where the Spaniards were, but all plain aml
open. 'l'here a.re rivers of good, clear, wholesome water, too, but
the natives having 110 certnin settled place of abode, depend more
upon the rn.in-water for theie constant drink, than that of the
rivers.
A clesire to take with him Lope de Oviedo had caused Alvaro to
prolong his. stay. De Alanez, Ovieclo's companion, had died soon
after the departure of Castillo and the twelve men. Oviedo had pnt
off going to the following year. At length he and Alvaro went
with some Indians to a bay a league broad and deep everywhere.
On the other sir1e of it an Indian told them the thirteen Spaniards
had all died except three, and, if they wished it, they could see these
three when the Indians who had them should come to the shore of
that rivet· to get nuts. Two days after this there came to the riverbank the Indians who liaq. the three survivors of the thirteen that
had set out from the Island l\falhaclo to travel along tlie coast to
Pannco. An Indian of' a different nation told Alvnro to go to a
particular place in the forest and he woul<l conduct him to them.
rl'his he did the next day, and Andr~s Dorantes and Castillo, who
were in the hands of these Indians, were greatly astonished to see
.Alvaro, and asked him where he was going. Alvarn replied that
his design was to pass into n country where there were Christians.
Dorantes, Castillo, and the negro· Estevane, who appears to have
been one of the thirteen, determined to fly with him; but Dorantes
begged him to wait six: months, when the Indians would be going
away in quest of fruit. This being a.greed to, Alvaro remained,
-and was given in slavery to the same Indian who already had
D.or::mtes.
Castm.o· and Dorantes related that, after quitting the is1ancl of
Malliado, they passed four rivers, very large and with very strong
currents, ·when they found wrecked upon the coast the bark in
which the contador and the friars had sailed. This bark they
pushed into the sea, in doing which foilr men were drowned. 'They
then sailed to a bay and crossed it with much tronble; :fifteen
leag11es further they found another, where were some Indians, who,
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when they saw them, went to the other shore. In a journey of sixty
leagues two of the Spaniards had perished, besicles the fonr that
were drowned. Whilst occnpiecl in finding means to cross the bay,
an Indian ca1ne to them with a Christian, who proved to be Figueroa,
one of the four sent from thc1 island of .Malhado to go to Pan uco.
Figuewa related to them how he had arrived at that place with his
cornpanions; that two of them and an Indian had died of cold and
hunger; that, with him, the Indians had captured Mentes, who,
having fled with the intention of going to Pannco, was pursnecl and
killed by the Indians; that he had heard- from the Indians~ of a
Ohristinn who had been with the l\fariames, and then had got to the
Qnevenes. 11 his Christian was Hernando <le Esquivel, a native of
Bnjados, who had been with the commissary. From Esquivel,
Figueroa learned the fntc of the governor, the contador, and others.
rrhe last caused their bark to be driven ashore, and then following
the coast, found at the shore that of Parnfilo cle N anaez. 'l'he
governor went in his bark to the great bay; there he had the compnny carried to the opposite shore. rrhen he came to seek the
contaf1or, the friars, and n.11 the others. In the evening he would
not go on shore, but remained in his bark with the captain and a
cabin-boy, who were sick. At midnight so violent a nol'th wind
arose tlrnt the bark, which had only a stone for an anchor, was
driven out to sea anc1 never more heard of. Those who were on
land followed the shore, and, meeting a great expanse of water,
made a raft with which they came to the other side. Continuing
the march they came to the end of a forest, where they found some
Indians, wl10, having perceived. them, left their cabins for their
canoes. This was in November. rrhe Spaniards, though they
found woocT and water, and on the seashore some crabs and shellfish, yet they perished one after another of hunger and cold. Pentrija, whom Narvaez before being lost hacl made his lieutenant in
place of the contac1or, treated them badly. Sotomayor, 1Jrother of
Vasco Porcallo, of the islancl of Cnba, turned against Pentaja and
gave him a blow which killed him. Thus the numbers diminished.
Those who remained alive caused the dead to 1Je cooked. ~l1he last
who sank was Sotomayor. Esquivel had him roasted, and lived
upon his body till the 1st of Mal'Ch, when one of the hidians vvho
had fled when the Spaniards a,rrived came to see if all were gone,
and carried off Esquivel. .Andrez Dorantes, escaping to the Mariames, learned from them that Esquivel, having attempted to escape,
was pursued and killed by the Indians. Yet Dorantes, n.fter remaining a few clays with these same people, escaped. Cttstillo and
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EsteYano went into the interior of the country to the Y guazes.
'l'he three had got with the same tribe when .Alvaro joined them.
The six months having passed, and the time arrived for the
departure of the Indians to gnther tune, a quarrel broke out among
them, and they separated; and thus the Spaniards were obliged to
defer their attempt to escape. They did not meet each other again
for a year. At length, about the 1st of September, Alvaro escaped.
On the 13th of September, Dorantes and Estevano, the negro, joined
llim, having left Castello not far off among the Anagados.
These last Indians ha<l said. that farther in the shore there was a
nation called Camones, and that these Camones had killed all the
Spaniards who were in the bark with Pafialosa and Telles.
Two clnys after all four got together they set off In the evening,
seeing some smoke, they went to the place where it rose, where they
found some Indians, called A vavares, whose language they understood, having formerly traded with them, hy whom they were very
kindly received. 'rim Spaniards gained greatly the favor of these
I udians by curing their sick. They went about with them in their
journeys. '!'hey livecl among these people abont eight months; feecling upon such wild frnits an_d roots as they clicl, and going as naked
as ever they were born, except at any time they could procure a
few skins to cover themselves. Alvaro says that with travelling
through woods and thickets, where the thorns and briars tore their
flesh, they were in a very miserable condition.
From these people they removed to the Maliacones and then to
th~ Arbadoes with whom they lived some time after the same poor
ancl hard fate that they had with the former. When these people
first saw thern before their houses they withdrew and reasoned
awhile among themselves, which consnltation being overfthey cnme
in a very friendly manner, taking them by the hands and leading
them into their houses.
Of these people (as of all the rest in genernl from the island of
Mallia.do hither) they observe(l that they gave their children suck:
till they are ten or twelve years old, and this because of the great
scarcity of victuals in their country; for nature having made a
1frovision for them in the mother's milk they rather chose to let
them depend upon that for a maintenance than upon the uncertain
products of the earth or their uncertain getting them. They part
from their wives whenever (quarrels and differences arising between
them) they ('an no longer enjoy domestic peace and quietness; this
is very common among the younger sort, but it is not customary
for those who haYe hacl many children to turn off the mothers ot'
them and abandon them totally. When any couple is thus clivoreell
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from each other, they both use their liberty to marry when or whom
they please. When a quarrel happens between two families they
have them to separate from the rest oftbe community and withdraw
with their women and whatever belongs to them into some plflce in
the fields by themsel yes; and here they stay till either their neighbors make peace 01· they have mutually digested the matter on both
sides and are disposed to a reconciliation. If a difference among
them ever proceeds so far as to come to blows, they take care never
to use any dangerous weapons. They commonly take pretty ham1some cudgels and th rash one another. with them till they hnse suffi~
ciently vented their choler on both sides; but as for their bows and
arrows they rese1·ve them for their enemies, and no. passion ever
makes them turn upon each other with those weapons or any othe1·
that may prove fatal. They are soldiers good enough, h::udy, used
to labor, ancl able to endure it, cunning, and presently pereeiving
the fear an<l cowar<lice of their enemies, and taking all the advantage
by it imaginable; in short, an enemy rnnst use them the worst that
can be, and fear them without any discovery of it. Among some of
them, Alvaro says, there are a sort of impotent effeminate men, of
much larger and greater limbs than ordinary, who go· in women's
dress and are devoted to women's work; they carry no bows nor
arrows, bnt instead of them bnrdens of wood and water, and within
doors clo othe1· domestic work; and of these he declares he saw
seve1·al.*
'l'hey have a sort of drink made of the leaves of a tree like the
mulberry tl'ee, which they boil very we11, and work it up into a
froth, and so drink it as hot as ever they can snffer it to come into
their months. All the while this is over the fire the vessel must be
close shut; aucl if by chance it should be uncovered, and a woman
·should come by in the mean time, they woukl drink none of it, but
fling all away. Likewise, while they stand cooling and pouring it
out to drink, a woman must not stfr nor move, or they would throw
it all to the ground, or spew it up again, if they had drunk any, and
she herself wonld incn r the bastinado. All this time they continue
bawling out aloud, ",v110 will cl rink?" And when the women begin
to hear these exclamations, then it is that they settle themselves in
their postures, and were they sitting, or standing, though it wel'e a
tip-toe, or one leg up and the other down, they must contin ne so
till the men haYe cooled their liquor, and made it fit to drink. 'l'he
reason of this is every whit as foolish and unreasona.lJle as the ens-

* Marquette mentions in his account of his voyage down the Mississippi
similar facts in regard to the Illinois and N adonessians.
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tom itself; for they say, should not the women stancl still when
they hear their voice, some bad thing would be conveyed into the
liquor, ·which they say wonld make them die; and ~f such a generation of asses were all poisoned, it were no great loss to the world.
Our Spaniards continued tn:welling on through this hungry barren
country; the next Indinns they came to, entertained them with a
sort of food which they had met with none before; it was a kind of
meat made of a fruit called Mesquiquez, which is like the carobe,
and Alval'O says of the same kind. As it hangs on the tree it
is very bitter, and as they prepare it one would think it should not
be mencled, though they are ot' another opinion, and therefore proceed accordingly. They make a tre11cb in the ground of a considerable depth, and throw the fruit into it, bruising and stirring it about
with a great piece of wood. When they have done this to the purpose, they take this hodge-podge of earth and fruit and put it into a
vessel, pouring as much water upon it as would just cover it; then
they faste whether it be sweet enough or not; if not, they take more
earth and mingle with it till they have wrought it up to that degree
of sweetness that pleases their palates best. When this is done,
they will sit·round the trench, and every man thrusts in his hand
and takes out a lump to eat; and so they eat on in this way of good
fellowship till their bellies sometimes are ready to burst. 1:rhe liquor
they use to wash down this dirty meat is made of seeds or kemels
of the fruit ancl the husk together; for they take these and put them
into a vessel of water, and after they have lain steeped there awhile,
they come and squeeze them, and the liquor that is thus pressed out
is, without any further preparation,fit to be drunk by the best of them.
The next people they came to seemed to be·struck with a mighty
fear and. astonishme.nt at the first approach of these strange men.
It was a good while l_iefore they wonld venture to come near them,
and, when they did, they laid their hands upon the faces and bodies
of the Spaniards, and then upon their own, bidding them welcome
by that kind of action.
.
These nations the Spaniards were now got among were of a much
more civil and hospitable temper than those they had passed t.hrongh
at first; but there were such varieties of them that they don't pretend so much as to give us their names, much less could they learn
the langnages of every one of them. '!,bey were pretty well acquainted with six several tongnes, bnt before they came into the
parts of the continent where the Spaniards dwelt, they hncl met
with about a tho11sand sorts of lnnO'trn<res
•7 so that
all alon<r
b
O
•
o they
expressed their minds to the Indians by signs and 1:1otio11s, which
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tliey found 110 great trouble to make them understand the sense and
meaning ~f.(3)*
In this last country they had now reached, no European had
hitherto been seen; and they were received with that pleasing l:lur"
prise which usually marks the first meeting between civilized and
savage people. Their reverence was much increased when Alvaro
began to act the physician as he had done on the coast. His success
was greater than ever when he succeeded in raising-a dead man to
life (probably some one in a swoon or stunned by a blow). By this
such worship did they obtain in the eyes of the Indians that on the
assertion being made that they were the children of the sun it met
with immediate belief; and they were not only at full liberty to
proceed westward but were fnrnished with an escort to conduct and
recommend them to the next people as children of the sun who had
power to cure or kill every disease to which man was subject. rriiey
added, it is said, even greater lies; all passed current, ancl these
Indians scrupled not, even under cover of this sacred characte1· of
their mysterious coi11panions, to appropriate whntever appeared to
them desirable; a proceeding viewed with much alarm by the
Spaniarcls on account of the hostile feelings which, seemingly, it
could not fail to excite; but, on the contrary, they found their com"
panions made welcome, on their account, to anything they chose to
take. This new people sent a simi.Ial' escort, who repeated the same
absurdities, and made a similar use of the creclit derived from them;
and thus they were passed on from nation to nation, guided, vene~
rated, and protected. rrhey had nothing to encounter except the
physical obstacles of the route. Alvaro says that sometimes they
had thousands to attend them, neither was it an easy matter to get
rid of some of them, many times the people whose country they
came to would march out in a full body to meet them and bid them
welcome, and, according to their various customs and manners, such
was their reception and manner of entertainment among them.
One nation particularly Alvaro makes . mention of, where the
people ran out of their houses shouting and hollowing, and striking
tlieir hands upon their thighs at such a rate, that they frightened
them most bitterly; and then they thronged and crowded about
them with so much eagerness, evei·y man striving to be foremost,

* "As so many tongues entirely different are spoken by the Prairie Indians,
a language of signs has become the general medium of communication between
the different nations. This system of signs has been brought to such perfection
among them, that the most h1tricate correspondence seems to be intelligibly
conducted by such as have acquired a l)roficiency in this dumb language.",, Commerce of the Prairies," by J~siah Gregg.
8
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and came as near them as possible, that he says they ·were like to
be squeezed to death. The multitnde wonld not let them touch the
ground with their feet, but got them upon tlleir shoulders, and
carried them away to their houses.* Others of them, as soon as
they had brought the Spaniards into their houses, would offer them
all their goods, and the very houses themselves too; and thongl1
there were no great treasures there, yet they were not a little pleased
to see the free and open humor of these people. Some again would
not come out of their houses into the fields and highways to meet
them, but sit at home and, stay ti_ll they came; and it is comical
enough what Alvaro relates of these silent people (who were yet as
hearty and kind as the noisy ones before mentioned); that when
they came to their houses, they foirn<l them all sitting with their
faces turned towards the wall, their hea<ls llanging down, and their
long hair dangling over their eyes, as if they had heen nslee·p, and
afterwards were entertained by them in a very frank and hearty
manner. 'rhey commended these for the most comely and se1~sible
people of all that tlley saw; their women, and all the old people in
general, wear a covering of deer skins, the rest go naked, here and
there a man only excepted. Their country abounds with kine
[buffalo], anc1 they have also some store of maize.
Leaving the Indians, who by their actions appear to have never
before seen white and bearded men, the Spaniards first crossed a
large river :flowing from the north. They then travelled thirty
leagues over a populous plain. On the way Dorantes received a
brass or copper bell wiLh a face or figure on it. The next dn.y they
crossed a mountain of seven leagues, and in the evening arrived at
numerous cabins on the bank of a very pretty stream. The 1 ndians
in this place gave them many purses containing marcosite and
antimony, which last was used to paint their faces. 'rhe bell being
shown them they said in the p1uce from which that came there was
found in the earth much of that metal, which was greatly esteemed,
and that in that country were fixed houses. They then crossed a

* Joutel, in llis '' Journal of tlrn last ,oyage of La Salle," mentions a similar
reception which he and his party received on his way to "Cappa." He says:
"As for my own part, being of a pretty lnrge sizn, and loadecl ·with clothes, a
firelock, a case of pistols, powder and hall, a kettle and other implements, tlwre
is no donbt but I made a suflieient hnnlen for him that carried nH.', and Lecanse
I was taller than he, anrl my feet ·woul1l lrnvo h mtg upon the ground, two other
Indians held them up for me; so tliat I h:ltl tl1rl'o to carry rue. Other Indians
took hold of our horses to lead them, and in that ritliculot;H equi1ntgo we arrived
at the village:,." 'l'his village was one of four allied togetlwr, viz., Assony,
Nathosos, Nac·hitos, alld Cndoclaqnio.
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rugged, arid, dreal'y tract, fifty leagues in extent. In this ron.d they
suffered severely from thirst and hunger; and crossed a river, the
water of which came up to the breast, and were conducted over a
plain to the foot of the mountains, where at length they came to a
party of Indians, who had a little corn, and who conducted them to
their villiage.
These Indians told them that the next people lived afar off, and
were their enemies. Two women were given them for guides, one
of whom conducted Castillo and the negro to a place where her
father lived, on a stream running between mountains. rrhe dwellings
here were the first seen that merited the name of houses. After speaking witll the inhabitants, Castillo retumed to Alvaro and Dorantes,
bringing with him five or six Indians. rrhe three then set ont witli
tlle Indians for their houses. .After stopping there a day, they
were conducted to other fixed houses. rl'his country was tliickly
populated, and in it were the greatest number of cows [buffaloes].
In answer to the question why they did not plant corn, they said
that, two yea.rs before, the wnter failed nnd the moles ate the seeds;
that they could not plant it until there was plenty of rnin. Being
asked where they procurecl corn, they said on the sea-coast where
the sun set; that there the whole country was filled with it; and
that the shortest way to it was to go west.
After stopping two days, the Spaniards determined to seek this
country where there was so much corn, and to go constantly to the
west until they should come to it. For some time they went np
a river, then they crossed it, and at sunset found themselves in
a great valley in the midst of very high mountains, where they
found a people who had much corn in store~ and fixed houses, some
of which were constructed of earth [adobe], and others of mats of'
reeds. 'rhey then went n hundred leagues into the interior, still
finding fixed houses, com, and beans, and after having travelled a vast
extent of country came at last to a village of the provinces bordering on the Pacific Ocean, but, afteL· having the welcome sight of this,
they travelled many days in great distress for want of provisions;
but the worst of all was their being reduced to powder of straw,
which Alvaro says they did eat for several days, haviug nothing
else that was eatable to pretend to, as neither had the Indians in
whose country they then were. But out of this miserable place they
came into a land that might be. called happy, beauti.fnl, and fruitful
in comparison; for here they had corn, pulse, gourtls,* and venison

* This WQrrl gQurd is not unfrequently fonn<l. in the early accounts of America.
It is mentioned here as a food, and means probably a squash or a pumpkin.
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for the belly; deer-skins also, and cotton mn11Ucs for the bnck.
Going further, they had not only n contimwnce of these necessaries,
but superfluities, too; the natives gave them tnrqnoise stones, some
emeralds, and pieces of coral, and told them that they had the
emeralds in exchange for quills and parrots' feathers from a certain
people that dwelt in very high mountains to tl1e north. These
Indians were a polite people, in respect of a great many others they
had met with; they had houses more large and handsomely built
than was common; their women were used with great respect and
regard to their sex; they wore shifts of bombazine cotton which
reached below the knee, and a sort of sleeves made of deerskin
which touched the ground, and were perfumed very sweet with
certain roots; and all in general, both men and women, were shod.
From these they travelled to others, who lived a much more
poor and miserable life; and from these again through another
large and populous country, where the natiyes sowed maize and
pnlse three times a year, and had also plenty of deer. 'l'hey found
here a sort of poisonous tree, of which the inhabitants make use to
poison their arrows, and that either with the fruit or the milky juice
that drops from the boughs when they are broken off. 'fhere are
several of these trees that are so strong a poison thnt the leaves of
them bruised and cast into any pool or standing water will certainly
kill the beasts that drink it, aqcording to their report.
They finally arrived at a Yillage, where they stopped three days,
and then went a day's march to another, in ·wliich they were detained
fifteen clays in consequence of the river being high. During this
time Castillo saw, on the neck of an Indian, the buckle of a swordbelt. ':I.1he Indian said it was brought into the country by men with
beards, who had come to that river (Petntan), and had horses,
lances, and swords. They saw sad demonstrations of it as they
passed fnrtber into the country, for the people had left their towns
and villages and hid themselves in the forests and mountains, the
frnitfnl fields lay neglected, and a whole rich and pleasant country
appeared to be SJJoiled.*

* Alvaro waH now travelling through Xn1isco, call eel nlso Galicia and Guadalajara. About the year 1531 this country was first Pntirely r~~cluct>d and colonized
by the Spaniards under Nunez (le Guzman, who fntm!l it inhahitocl by a bold,
warlike people, well armn<l, wdl clothi!ll, ol•sthrnte lovers of freedom, who for a
long time resistetl all tho power of tlrn ~1mniar1hi. 'I'licir towns were well
built, the people woro comparntivPly ('.ivili1.1•1l, aml conductml tJwir affairR, both
civil arnl military, with great llfl<lrf'H.H awl l'P~nlnrity. Guim:m's troops <werywhcrn committed forribln dPprP1lati0111-1 1 lmt lw 1lr1•w no advnntagn from it. He

remained in the provinco of Xnlh,co u11til huiwrial e►rd<•r1-1 w1•ro
and bring him liack a priso1rnr to :afoxko u.t hh; own 1•::icpeuac.
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Some of the Indians that hacl suffered thus, being at last got ont
of their holes ancl hiding-places, told them that the Spaniards had
been the1·e ancl destroyed and burnt their towns, laid their lands
waste, and carried off vast numbers of the people for slaves. Yet
were these a most innocent, courteous people, and made. Alvaro
with his company as welcome as possible. In short, they went on,
with a great body of Indians attending, till they came where the
first Spanish. settlement was, having all along. traced the march of
the Sp?,niarcls by those marks of their cruelty which were visible
everywhere.
Fron.1 the place where Alvaro first hettrcl the Spaniards spoken
of he reckoned it to be eighty leagues to the river Petutan; the
river on which Diego de Guzman arrived. In all the country where
the mountains ended, he observed traces of gold, iron, and other
metals; and where the houses were fixed he descl'ibes it as warm,
even in January.
The next morning, after seeing stakes to which horses har1 been
tied, Alvaro took with him the negi·o and twelve Indians, and foll.owed the trace of the Christians. He passed three viilages where
they had slept, and made ten leagues that day.
The next day he m.et some Christians on horseback, v110 were
astonished to see him clothed in so strange manner, and in the
midst of these Indians. They regarded him for a long time with
such .astonishment that they could not utter a word. Alvaro told
them to conduct him to their chief, and then the party went a half
lengue to the place where Diego de .A.lcarez, theiL· captain, was.
'\Nb.en Alvaro had spoken to him, the captain told him he kne\.v
not what to do; that for a long time he had not been able to take
any Incli.ans; and he did not know where to go, because his people
b,ad begun to suffer with hunger. Alvaro told him that Dorantes
and Castillo were ten leagnes from there witll many people that
they wel'e bringing with them. The captain immediately sent to
them three cavaliers anr1 fifty Indians, the negro serving for a guide.
Alvaro asked the captain to certify the year, the month, the dity,
and condition in which he had found him, which he did. Frnm
this river to the city of San Mignel, the chief place of the government of this pt·ovinee [Xalisco ?] of New Spain they counted it to
be ,thirty leagues..
Two days after, Dorantes aucl Castillo arrived with those who
had been sent to seek them. 'l'hey brought six hundred Indians
belonging to a village, all of the inhabitants of which had fled into.
the forests, and concealed themselves for fear of the Spanish sol-

a
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cliers. 'rhe natives who accompanied Alvaro's party had caused
all these Indians to come back, and hacl conducted them to where
they were.
'rlie Indians brought .Alvaro a great quantity of corn, of which
he took some, and gave the 1·est to captain Alcaraz and his men, ·
to divide among themselves. Alvaro was much chagrined at the
wish of these Spaniards to make slaves of the Indians who had
1n·onght this supply. Seeing the Indians affiictecl, Aharn tranq nillized them; told them to return home and plant their corn;
lmt they refused to leave him, saying that in his company they
were not afraid. 'l'he Spanish soldiers said _they we're masters of
the country, and must be obeyed; and farther, that they were.
Christians as well as Alvaro. 'I1liis the Indians wonlrl not believe.
'fhey declared it to be utterly impossible, since everything was
contrn1·y in the two parties: the oue came from the east, the other
from the west; tlle one was naked and on foot, tbe other clothed
and on horseback; tl1e one healed those who were sick, the other
killed those. who were well; the one showed no sign of avarice,
while the other seemed to have 110 object in life but to steal what-:
ever they could reach: lint at length Alvaro got. them to return to
their homes, after \Y hich he and bis companions, in a state of anest,
were sent to an alcalde named Zehreros.
'l1hey carried Alvaro and his party into the mountains by pathJess ways where there was no "w·ater. 'l'hey thought they all should
die of thirst. Seven men perished, and a great number of Indians
who accompanied them lived only till the noon of next clay. In
the eye11ing they found water. After going about twenty-five
leagues they arrived at a vniage of snlljugated Indians~ The alcalde
who couclucted them left them there, and they went three leagues
further to anotlrnr village called Ouliacan, where resided Melchoh·
Diaz, nlcalde mayor and captain of the province.
'l'he reception of ..Alvaro and party by Diaz was very different
from that by Alcaraz. Diaz begged them to remain in the country
and use their influence with the Indians to bring about a bettei·
state of' affairs. Alvaro e11joined the Indians to build chmches
and put crosses on them. He caused to be brot1ght to him the
children of the principal Indian inhabitants, that he might baptize them. 'l'hen Diaz solemnly promised not to make inroads into
tbe country, not· to permit the Indians to be oppressed, nor to reduce into slavery any of the natives of the conntry ,vhich Alvaro
hacl paeiliecl. Diaz engaged to keep his promise until the emperor,
or tlle governor Nuno de Guzmn,11, ·or viceroy should decide on
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what would be fit for the service of God ancl the emperor. "V\Then
Alvaro had finished baptizing the Indian children, he set out for
the city of San Miguel.
In the city of San Miguel, Alvaro remained until the 15th of May.
From this place he went to the city of Oompostella, the residence
of the governor, Nuno de Guzman. To reach it, they were forced
to travel a hundred leagues through a country entirely deserted
and hostile. He travelled with his people and twenty camliers for
forty leagues. From the place where these ·left him, his party continued its march in company with six Spaniards, who were· co1Hlncting five hundred Indian slaves. Having an-ived at Oompostella, he
was ·well received by the governor, who clothed him and his party.
It took Alvaro a long time to accustom himself to wearing clothes,
and he could sleep only on the ground. ~ren 01· twelve days after
their arrival at Oompostella, they set out for the city of Mexico.
All along the route they were well received by, the Christians, great
numbers of whom came to see them, and thanked Goel that they had
escaped from such great dangers. They arl'ived in the city of Mexico
on Sunday, the eve of St. J nmes [1536]. 'rhe viceroy Antonio de
Mendoza and the Marquis de Valle [Hernando Cortes] received them
with the greatest pleasure, and treated them very kindly. They gave
them clothes, offered them whatever they possessed, and on the day
of St .•James had carousals and bull-fights.
After he had rested two months .at Mexico, he was going to embark fo_r Spain in October, when a storm arose, and drove the vessel
aground. Then he determined to wait till winter was over. When
part of the winter was passed, he and Dorantes went to Vera Cruz,
where they waited till Palm Sunday to em bark. 'rhey waited fifteen
(lays for a wind. rrhe vessel being deep in the water, Alvaro left it
for another, while Dorantes remained on board. Ou the 10th of
April, they sailed in company with a third vessel. 'rhe three ves·sels kept together fifty leagues, when one night that of Alvaro
parted from the other two, which were lost sight of.
Alvaro's vessel arrived at Havana the 4th of May, and there
wa.ited for the other two till the 2d of June. It then set out, but
not without apprel1ensio11 of meeting the French, who had a few days
before taken three vessels in those parts. After leaving Havana,
having made five htmdrnd leagues, the vessel arrived at the Azores,
and the next day, in passing near the island of Cuervo, they perceived a French vessel in company with a caravel · 1oac1ed with
negroes. T'he French would have taken the vessel of Alvaro, bnt
for the sight of a Portuguese fleet, commanded by Diego de Silveira.
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With this fleet Alvaro's vessel went to the island of Terceira., whe1·e
they remained fifteen clays for another vessel which was coming
from India, and was in company with three vessels escorted by a
squadl'on. Then all set out together, and entered the port of Lisbon August the 15th, 1537,
Dorantes and Castillo also 1·eturned to Spain. The negro Estevano remained in Mexico, and served as a guide to Francisco Marco
de Nizza in his expedition to Cibola, where Estevane, on account of
some improprieties, was killed by the Indians.
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CHAPTER VII.

I.
EXPEDITION OF FRANCISCO VASQUEZ CORONADO TO CIBOLA AND
TIGUEX.

1539-1543.
IN the year 1530, Nuno c1e Guzman, at that time president of
New Spain, had in his service an Indian, a native of the country
Exitipar, which was called by the Spaniards 'J'ejos or Texas, and
which in all probability \vas no other than the present Texas. rl'his
Indian told his master that he was the son of a merchant long since
dead.. 'l'hat dming his childhood his father .used to go into the interior of the country to sell th~ handsome feathers with which the
Indians adorn their heads; and that he brought back in exchnuge a
great quantity of gold and silYer, which metals were, according to
him, well known in that country. He assured him that, having on
one occasion accompanied his father, he had seen several large towns
in which entire streets were inhauited by people working the pre'Cious metals. Finally lie adrled that to arrive there, it was 11ecessary to travel ~or forty clays throngh a wilderness, where noLhing
was to be fouud save a short grass, and then get into the interior of
the country, keeping due north.
Relying on this information, Nuno de Guzman assembled an
army of four hundred Spaniards, and twenty thousand Iildians, allies of New Spain. He started from Mexico, traversed the province
of Tarasca, and reached that of CL1liacan, the limit of his government; no road leacling farther on, and having great obstacles to snr-.
mount in orclel' to pass over the mountains which intercepted his
route, he now saw the greater number of his officers and allies get
discouraged and abandon llim. Meanwhile he was apprised that
Hernando Cortes, his personal enemy, was returning [from Spain]
to Mexico, loaded with titles and favors. He therefore resolved to
stop at Oulincan, anrl colonize that province. Shortly afterwards
the Tejos Indian died, and Nuno de Guzman was thrown into
prison.
Some time previously Pamfilo Narvaez, Hernando Oortes's unfor-
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tunate rival, having been named governor of Florida, left St. Domingo with four hundred men and eighty horses, in five ships; he
reached Florida on the 11th of April, 1528. On the 1st of May
following, he penetrated into the interior of the country. After long
and weary marches he retumed to the coast and constructed barks,
in hopes of reaching Panuco hy coasting towards the west. On the
22d of September of the same year, he sailed, accompaniecl by two
hundred and forty-two men. On the 29th or 30th of Octobe1·, after
a most perilous navigation, the Spaniards discovered and pointed
out to Narvaez the mouth of the Mississippi. 'rliey almost all
perished shortly after; s9me of hunger, some from shipwreck, and
others by the natives. There only survived [.A.lvaro Nunez] Cabesa
de Vaca, Dorantes, Castillo ~folclonado, anc1 a negro [Estevano].
At the end of eight years they reached Mexico.
Don Autonio de Mendoza, at that time viceroy of New Spain,
caused these three travellers to he brought before him. Tirny
related to him their adventures, c1eclaring that they hacl met with
ln<lian tribes, some of whom cu1tivate~1 maize, while others lived on
fish and the product of the chase; that they had heard of large
towns, with lofty houses containing many stories, and situated in
the same direction as those spoken of hy the Tejos Indian. Mendoza commn11icatet1 tile informn.tion he received from them, to Francisco Vasqn~z Coronado, a nobleman of Salamanca, and governor
of the province of Ouliacan. 'l1he latter at once left .Mexico ancl
hastily returned to his province.
When Nuno de Guzman had conquered the new kingdom of
Galicia, the first town he lmilt there was Ouliacnn. It is situated
west of Mexico. According to Pedro de Castanedo de N agera, who
had joined Coronado's expedition, there were three large and perfectly distinc·t populations in that country-the Talrns, the Pacasas,
and the A.cuxas. i:I.1he 'l1ahns were the most intelligent and the
most civilived nation, and the one that first embraced Catholicism.
Previons to the conquest, these Indians adored the evil spirit under
the form of large serpents, which they reared with the g1·eatest
veneration, and to which they made offerings of stuffs and tnrquoises.
Although these men were very immoral, yet snch was their respect
for all women who led a life of celibacy, thnt they celebrated grand
festivals in their honor. rrhe Pacasas were morn barbarous. They
ate lrnmun flesh, married several wives-even their own sisters, and
adored carved or painted stones. 'l1he Acaxas ,vere also cannibals ;
they hunted men like wild heasts, and built their villages on steep
cliffs, separated one from the other by ravines, over which it was
impossible to pass.
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Coronado had taken with him tlic negro Esteva and three Franciscan monks, one of whom was Father Marcos de Ni9a, who hac1
already taken part in the expedition which Don Pedro cl' Alvarado
had condnctecl by land to Peru.* As soon as the governor had
reached Cnliacan, he sent Father Marcos forward to descry the
country, with which object the latter began his tour on the 7th of
March, 1539, in company of the two other Franciscans, the negro,
and a goodly number of emancipated Indians.
The little band remained three days at Petatlan, chief town of a
province of the same name, a short distance from Culiacan. The
name of Petatlan was given to it because its houses were constructed
of matted rushes, called petates. The inhabitants, whose customs
resembled t4ose of the 1'alrns, had tbeii· villagrs built on t.he borders
of the rivers and on the mountains.· As he journeyed along, Father
Marcos met entire populations, who received him with pleasure and
gave him provisions, flowers, and othe~· presents. The :first desert
he afterwards saw, and of which he speHks in the account of his
joumey sent to the Emperor Charles V., is doubtless the one situated
between the Rio Y agui and the Rio Sonora. This country is certainly very barren, and quite destitute of water for a distance of
about one hundred and ten miles.(4) The Indians who lived beyond
this desert occupied the valley of Sonora, which Cabeza de Vaca
had named Tienadelos Oorazones (Oonntryofthe Hearts), because,
when he passed there, a great many hearts of animals had been
offered to him.t 'l'he inhabitants of this valley were numerous and
intelligent. 'l'he women wore petticoats of tanned deer-skin. Every
morning the caeiques ascended little eminences, and for more than
an hour would indicate aloud what each was to do during the day.
At their religious ceremonies they stuck arrows around theiltemples, resembling in this the Zunis of the present day, who sometimes stick them round their altars and tombs.t Father Marcos

* Pedro Alvarado went·by sea from a })Ort in Guatemala, and landed. at the
bay of Caragues, on the coast of Peru, and then marched to Quito.
t 'J'he Mexicans offered the hearts of their victims to their idols, ancl these
Indians, taking Alvaro Nunez for a divine being,· may have offered him the
hearts of animals through superstitious motives.
:j: Rene Laudonniere, in his " History of the First Attempt of the French to
Colonize Florida," in speaking of the Indians of Florida, says: "'\Vhen a king
clieth they bury him very solemnly, and upon his grave they set the cup
wherein he was wont to drink, and roundabout tlrn said grave they stick many
arrows, and weep the first three clays together without ceasing.
"'l'he most part of them (the Indians) have their bodies, arms, and thighs
painfocl with very fair devices, the painting whereof can never be taken away,
because the same is pricked into the iiesh."
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found on the borders of this desert other Indians, who were greatly
surprised to see him, for they had not the slightest idea of the
Christians. Some· of them would try to touch his garments, and
would call him "Soyota," which signifies "Man come clown from
Heaven." These Indians told him that, should he continue his
route, he would soon enter a very extensive plain, full of large towns,
which were inhabited by people clad in cotton, wearing gold rings
and ear-rings, and making use of· little blades of the same metal to
scrape the perspiration off their bodies.
Although the information given by Father Marcos is rather
vague, and though it is scarcely possible to state precisely the
route be followed, or to indicate the geographical positions of the
countries he passed through, it is probable that the plain, here
spoken of, is that of the Rio de las Casas Grancle, situated one
hundred and fifty miles east of the Rio Sonora, which is to this day
all covered with imposing r_uins,* reminding one of handsome and
populous cities. After a few clays' march, Father Marcos arl'ived at
Vacapa, 110w called Magdalena, situated on the Rio San Mignel,
one hundred and twenty miles from the California Gulf. The inhabitants of this town were, 110 doubt, the ancestors of the Coco pas,
who are now spt'ead from the mouth of the Rio Colorado to the
northwestern deserts. Father Marcos remained a few clays at
Vacapa to enable his fellow-trayellers to · rest themselves; the
Indians generously giving them everything they were in need of.
'l'he monks, being displeased with the J1egro (who was misconducting himself towards the women of the country, and who only thought
of enriching himself), resolved on sending him away; but as he
knew how to make himself understood by the natives of that
country-throngh which he had already travelled-and as he was
known to those Indians, Father Marcos determined on sen cling him
forward with orders to acquaint him, at once, of whatever discoveries.
he should make.
Four days afterwards Esteva, the negro, dispatched to his superior a messenger who related wonderful things of a large town called
Cibola, known at the prnsent day by the nnme of Zuni. .According
to the fashion of his tribe, the messenger's face, breast, and arms
were painted. Those Indians whom the Spaniards called Pintados
lived on the frontiers of the seven towns forming the kingdom of
Cibola.t 'rheir descendants, now called Papagos and Pimas, still
reside in the same countt-y, which extends from the valley of Santa

* The Casa Grande of the San Miguel.
t

Cibolos in the Mexican language means buffaloes, according to Clavigero.
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Cruz to the Rio Gila. Cibola, the first of the seven towns and
capital of the kingdom of that name, was situated thirty days' jomney from Vacapa. The Pintaclos said· they often went there and
were employed in tilling the ground;_ and received for their wages
tnrqnoises and tanned hides.
An Indian of this town told Father Marcos that Cibola was a
great city, densely peopled, with a great nnmber of streets and
squares; that in some quarters there were very large houses with
ten stories, where .the chieftains assembled, at certain times of the
year, to discuss public affairs. The doors and fronts of those
houses were adorned with tmquoises. The inhabitants had white
skins like the Spaniards, and wore wide cotton tunics that reached
to their feet. These garments were fastened round the neck by
me3:ns of a button, and were ornamented at the waist with a belt
stnr1cled with very fine turquoises. Over these tunics some wore
excellent cloaks, and others very richly wrought cowhides. 1'he
same Indian ::iddecl, "'fhat towards the southeast there existed a
kingdom cnlled Marata, with large populations and considerable
towns, the honses of which lrncl several stories; that these people
were continually at war with the sovereign of the seven towns.
And that in the direction of the south west, on the Rio Verde, was
::tnother kingdom called Totonteac, which was as wealthy as it was
densely peopled, and whose inhabitants wern dressed in fine cloth."
Although tllese narratives were exaggerated, it is not less a fact
that all those countries were thickly populated, intersected with
l'Oads, and studded with towns.*
When Father Marcos had rested himself, he took measures to
1·ejoin the negro, aecompanied by the Pintaclos, who served him as
guides; and he left Vacapu on Easter Monday. He was everywhere
welcomed with the same marks of kindness and the same cordiality.
Everywhere he received presents of turquoises, tanned skins, rabbits,
quails, game, maize, and vegetables. On the 9tll of May he entered
the last desert that separated him from Cibola. Having stopped
for a few minutes to dine at a farm-house, he saw one of Esteva's
companions coming hastily towards him, quite covered with perspi~

* The ruins on the Gila, Rio Verde, and San Miguel all go to confirm what
this Indian reported to Father Marcos.
The direction of one of these places appears to be wrong. The Indian was
speaking of the direction of these places from Cibola, which was probably where
now is the Casa Grande of tl10 Gila. The Casa Grande of the San Miguel was
probably in the kingrlom of 1\farnta, for it would be southeast from the Casa
Grande of the Gila. But the Casa Grande of the Rio Verde could not he southwest from that of the Gila, but rather is northward of it.
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ration, faint from fatigue, and trembling with fear. ':I.1his man told
him that the inhabitants .of Cibola had first imprisoned the negro
and afterwards put him to death, as also several of the Indians who
accompanied him. rrhese tidings threw consternation among Father
Marcos' followers. rrhe gl'eater number of them were relatives or
friends of the victims; they accnsed him of being the cause of this
misfortune, and resolved upon killing him. He fortunately escaped
this clanger and returned in all haste to Culiacan, where he related
to the governor all that had occurrecl during his expedition.
Captain-general Vasquez Coronado, enconrnged by the account
given by Father Marcos, and hoping to discover new territories, at
once organized, in New Spain, a little army which assembled at
Compostella, and on the day following Easter, 1540, he put himself
at the head of his troops, composed of one hundred and fifty horsemen, two lrnnclred archers, and eight lnmdrecl Indians. Having
reached Culiacan, the army halted to take rest. At the end of a
fortnight ·Cornn-ado moved forward, accompanied by fifty horsemen,
a few foot soldiers, and his best friends, among whom was father
Marcos. rrhe command of the remainder of the troops was confided
to Don Tristan fl' Arrellano, with orders to leave :fifteen days later,
and to follow the same route n,s the captain-general.
After a month of' fatigue and of privation of all kincls, Vasquez
Coronado arrived· at Chi<.:hilticale. This name, which signifies Red
Honse, was gi ren to this locality because a large house of that color
was to be seen there, where the last desert begins, which house was
inhabited by an entire tribe that came from Cibola. At tllis place
the Spaniards lost several horses, and even some men, from want of
food. :Nevertheless, encomagecl by their chief, they continued their
march, and a fortnight after they had left Chichilticale, they arrived
within twenty-six miles of Cibola. ':!'hey saw, for the :ffrst time, the
natives of this singular kingdom, but the latter innnedintely took to
flight, spreading the alarm throughout the country by means of
great fires, whil;h they kindled on the high mountains: a custom in
use to this day among the tribes of New Mexieo.
Next day, Coronado came in sight of Cibola. The inhabitants
of the province had all assembled, and awaited the Spaniards with
a steady attitude. Far from accepting the proposals of peace wliich
,vere offernd them, they threatened the interpreters with death.
The Spaniards then eried out, "San fago I San Iago I" attacked
the Indians with impetnosity, and, notwithstancling a vigorous resistauee, Coronado entered the town of Cibola as conqueror. In
fighting, the l 1Hli~1.ns had made use of arrows, and of stones whid1
they threw with much skill. During the assault, the Spanish- gen-
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eral was thrown clown by an enormous stone whieh was hurled at
him, and would have been killed had it not been for the strengt.h of
his armor, and the devotedness of his friends, Gal'cia Lopez de Cardenas and Hernando d'.Alvarado, who shielded him with theii·
bodies, while some others helped him up.* Coronado fountl neither
old men, women, nor children unde1· fifteen years of age, in the town.
'The besieged had caused them to be taken to the mountains before
the action began. 'l'be clescl'iption which, in his report to the emperor Charles V., he gives of the country, its climate, its ii1habitants, their customs, and their usages, resembles much what vYe see
11ow-a-days among the Zunis, and in their province._ In general,
when one studies attentively the writings of tlle missionaries, and
of the other Spaniards of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
sent by the viceroys of New Spain to discover distant countries, the
information given by those writers is found to be exact, though
often incomplete or exaggerated.
'l'he remainder of the army, which had remained nt Culiaca.n, took
the ronte at the time appointed to join the commander-in-chief.
Every one was on foot, with a lance on his shoulder, and carrying
prov1s1ons. After unheard-of fatigues, the column reached the valley of San Miguel, amidst the Oorazones. Bnt as the maize was
not yet ripe, and the soldiers were dying from hunger, their comrnanc1er, Don Tristan d'Arrellano, changed routes and marched towards a valley, which the Spaniards call Senora, n. name which was
changed into that of Sonora. 'l'he valley of Snya, where the anuy,
at this epoch, founded the town of San Hierouymo, is one hundred
and twenty miles farther on than the one of the Sonora. 'l'hese two
valleys were peopled with Indians, agricultural tribes whose language, manners, usages, and religion were alike. 'l'he women painted
their chins, and arqund their eyes; the men were very depraved, and
intoxicated themselves with wine made from the Pitahaya, which
grows everywhere there in abunclanee; they also tamed eagles, as
is yet the custom among some tribes of New Mexico.
On reaching the Sierra l\fogoyon the Spaniards lost several of their
companions, from the severe privations and difficulties of the rnute.
Dul'ing this march the army crossed many rivers which flow into
the Califomian Gulf, and on the hanks of which they found numerous Indian tribes, who cultivated maize, kidney beans, pumpkins,
and melons of such an enormous size that a man could scarcely

* From this it may be inferrecl that the Indians hurled large stones from their
house-tops. 'l'he protection and assjstance that the general reqnire<l in this
accident sho,v that the defence was vigorous, and that Corona.do, at Cibola,
lacked very little of experiencing a fate simifar to that of Pyrrhus, at Argos.
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move them. .After a march of nine hundred and seventy-five miles,
the detachment directed its course towards the northwest, and
soon made its junction withVasquez Coronado, the general-in-chief,
at Cibola. In consequence of th.is reinforcement, Corona.do took
measures to follow up his conquest by sending Alvarado, his lieutenant, to take possession of the province of Tigeux, 011 the Rio
Grande.
This province was subdued, after a resistance of fifty days 011 the
part of the Indians. It contained twelve towns, governed by a
council of old men. ~rlie whole community helped to construct
each llonse; the women mac1e the mortar and built up the walls, and
the men brought the wood and prepared the timb_ers. Underneath
the honses and the court-yards were subterraneous stoves or drying places, paved with large polished flag-stones. In the micldle
was a furnace, on which they threw, from time to time, a handful
of thyme, which was sufficient . to keep up an intense heat there, so
tlrn.,t. one felt as if in a lJath. rrl1e men spent a considerable part of
their time in those places, bnt the women could not enter there except to cany food to their husbands or sons. rrhe men spun, wove,
and attended to the tillnge of their grounds; the women occupied themselves with the care of their children and household
affairs; they were the mistresses of the honse, and kept it remarkably clean. In the large houses each family had several rooms;
one served as a sleeping room, another as a kitchen, and a third for
the purpose 6f gl'inding wheat [ corn ]? . In the latter was an oven
and three large stones; three women woulc1 seat themselves before
these stones; the first would crush the grain, the second bruise it,
and the third pulverize it completely. While they were thus employecl, a man seate~ at the door played on a kind of bagpipe,
and the women worked to measme, all .three singing together and
marking the rhythm by striking with their tools the wheat they were
grinding.
'rlie young girls were completely deprived of raiment, even during tl.ie most severe frosts;. it wa~ only when they married that
they were allowed to cover themselves. 'The young people could
only enter the married state with the permission of the old men who
governed the town. ~rhe young man had then to spin and weave a
mantle; when completed; the girl who was d~stined to become his
bride, was brought to him; he wrapped the mantle round her
shoulders, and she thus became bis wife.
From Tiguex, the Spaniards went to Cicnye-now called Pecos
-whicl1 they also sub(lued. From thence Coronado started for
Quivira, with a few men chosen among bis best soldiers.; .postpon-
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ing until the following spring the conquest of the whole province.
In 1542, the Spaniards found themselves masters of almost all New
Mexico, whose centre was formed by the province of 'riguex,
arouncl which were grouped seyenty-one towns, distributed among
fourteen provinces, viz.,-Oibola, which contained seven towns;
Tucaya11, seven;· Acuco, one; Tiguex, twelve; Outahaco, eight;
Quivira, seven; the Snowy. Mountains, seven; Ximena, three;
Oicuye, one; Hemes, seven; Aquas Oalientes, three; Yuque-Yunque, six; Braba, one; and Chia, one. Besides these seventy-one
towns, there were many others scattered outside this circle; as
also several tribes living in tents.
In the spring that followed Coronado's visit to Quivira, the commander-in-chief set about preparing another expedition, with the
object of making new discoveries ; but on the occasion of a festival,
while he was "nrnning the ring" with Don Pedro Maldonado, he
fell from his horse; his adversary's went over his body and nearly
killecl him. This accident caused the general to alter his resolution, and inspired him with the. desire of returning to New Spain,
where he possessed large estates, 'to die quietly near his wife and
children. 'L1he officers and soldiers, fipdin.g that the country was
not so rich as they had been led to believe, and instigated by
Coronado's secret emissaries, petitioned him to be allowed to return to Mexico; taking advantage of this disposition of his army,
the general at once gave ol'ders for departure, and returned to
Culiacan in the month of April, 1543. Juan de Padilla, of the
order of Saint Francis, preferred remaining at Quivira, to prnach
the gospel to the Indians, and became a martyr. Brother Louis, of
the same order, went to Oicuye, but was never more heard of. Such
was the end of this expedition, which, instead of having a favorable result for the Spaniards, only tended to arouse against them
the profound an~tipathy of the n.atives, who had been very illtreated by the conquerors.
·
In 1581, a band of adventurers, commanded by Francisco de
Leyva Bonillo, took possession of part of the province of rrignex,
and finding its products, riches, and inhabitants very like those of
Mexico, they called it New Mexico.
In 1594 Count de Monterey, then viceroy of Mexico, sent the
famous General Don J nan de Onate de Zacatecas to take possession
of New Mexico i.n the name of the king of Spain, and to establish
colonies, forts, and missional'ies there. In a short time the Franciscan missionaries succeeded in Christianizing numerous Indian
tribes who inhabited towns or villages which the Spaniards called
"Pueblos," to distinguish those half-civilized tribes from those wllo,

9
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more savage or more independent, would not submit to the conqueror's authority.
For a long· period the country enjoyed perfect tranquillity; the
grounds were tilled, and the mines explored throughout this_ large
territory; but in 1680 there occurred a general rising of the Indians
with the object of shaking off the foreign yoke; and all the Spaniards
who fell into the hands of the natives were unmercifully massacred .
.After several bloody conflicts and unexampled efforts, Don Antonio
de Oternin, governor of New Mexico, was obliged to retire with 11is
troops from Santa Fe, seat of the government. He stopped on the
Rio Grande, where he fell in with some friendly tribes who helped
him to build the town which now bears the name .of Paso del Norte.
It was only after ten years of a most obstinate warfare that Spain
was able to reconquer New :Mexico. Other insurrections again
nearly wrested this fine province from the Spaniards, but none
proved so fatal to them as that which broke out in 1680. A.n in~
veterate hatred exists to this c1ay in the hearts of the Indians of
this country against their former masters; the Mexicans who inhabit
'it are scarcely better liked; and the Arner~cans, who now possess
this state ( only very recently, it is true), will with difficulty find
mnch sympathy there.
New Mexico, properly so called, is a very mountainous region; it
is traversed in its centre by a great valley going frum north to E!Onth,
and formed lly the Rio Grande, formerly called the Tiguex. rrhe
average wirlth of this valley is twenty miles; it is bounded on the
east by the Sierra Blanca; the Sierra of Los Organos, and the Sierra
Oscnm; and on the west by tbe Sierra of Los Grullos, the Sierra of
Acha, and that of Los Mimbres, which form the pro]ongation of the
Rocky Mountains. ~I.1hese mountains measure, south of Santa Fe,
from 6000 to 7000 feet in height, and on the north are descried
peaks constantly covered with snow, ,vhicli rise to 9000 and even
to 12,000 feet above the level of the sea. They abound in gold,
copper, iron, and even silver mines. Tlle auriferous ground covers
an extent of more than two hundred and sixty-five miles around
Santa Fe, but it is scarcely explored. Near Jemez, formerly Hemez,
towards the sources of the Rio Grande, there is a great quantity of
cord and some gypsum, and the windows of the greater number of
the houses are made of selenite instead of glaas.
Lakes are numerous throughout this country; the Mexicans draw
from them mnriate of soda, common salt, which they use fol' domestic
purposes. It is close to one of these lakes, between the Rio Pecos
and the Rio Grande, that the ruins of Gran Quivira may be seen.
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Coronado visited this town in l 542 in hopes of finding the trensures
of which a wonderful account had been given him. Qnivira, nevertheless, disappointed the conqueror's expectations; but it appears
that, in the seventeenth century, this town became very rich and
flourishing, and sent twice a year considerable quantities of gold to
Spain. It is probable that this town was destroyed after the general
insurrection of 1680.
New Mexico is divided into three districts: the central, the north,
and the southeast. The princip!:1.1 Indian tribes who live outside of
this circle are Navajos, the Yampais, the Moquis, the Apaches, the
Oosninos, the rrontos, the Coco Maricopas, and the Mojaves.. The
Navajos country is comprised between the Rio San Juan, the valley
of rrnmeca, and the canon of Chelly. Their lrnnting territory extends to the sources of the Gila. These Indians cultivate in beantifnl valleys a little wheat, maize, and vegetables; but theil· g1·eatest
wealth consists principally in herds of cattle, of sheep, and of horses.
r:l.'hey manufacture blnnkets, called jorongos in Texas, whiuh are
much prized throughout New Mexico. West of the Navajos, in the
delta formed by the two Colorados, are situated the seven towns
belonging to the Moquis. Between the Colorado, Chiquito, and
the Rio Gila dwell two bands of Apaches, called Coyoterns ancl
Pinal Len.as. Those Indians depend more for their subsistence on
the plunder they make in the Sonora than on the produce of t1,gdculture. rl111e Casinos live near the volcanic mountains of San
Francisco, and even as far as the great Colorado. Tbe borders of
the Rio Verde and the range of the Aztecs are occupied by the
Tontos. The Yampais' villages are situated to tlie west nncl northwest of the Rio Virgen, which falls into the California Gulf. Four
tribes are concentrated in the valley of the Colorado, viz.: the
Mojaves, Chemchuevis, the Yumas or Cuchans, and the Cocopa:S.
r:l.'hese Indians, particularly those of tbe pueblos of New l\fexico,
are generally remarkable for their sobriety and industry, the chastity
of the women, the conjugal fidelity of' both sexes, thefr integrity or
·manners, and their honesty in the ordinary transactions of social
life. If these half-civilized populations are inferior to tlle ancient
· Mexicans in the development of the intelleetual faculties, they are
decidedly superior to them in the exercise of the moral ones.
When New Mexico was discovered all the country extending from
Culiacan to the desert of Cibola, on one side, nncl to the Rio Colorado on the other, was but a succession of' towns, villages, and
habitations, joined together by cultivntecl fields, orchards, gat'dens,
and roads. But those great multitudes of human beings have almost
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disappeared since the conqnest; the· silence of Urn wilderness has
succeeded to the joyful songs of the extinct populations, and the
aridity of the desert replaces the primitive fertility of the soil.*

II.
PUEBLOS OF NEW MEXICO.

These monuments are dispersed throughout the country which
extends from the Rio Grande, in New Mexico, to the Gila·,· the
Colorado, and the Gnlf of California. .,All these towns are so
ancient that no Indian tradition of the present race makes any
mention of them. In all these ruins are found fragments of pottery
·which still retain a very perfect varnish; they are ornamented ,vith
brilliant paintings, lines, scallops, frogs, bntterflies, tortoises, and
monkeys' heads. 'l1hese remains of towns are extremely numerous
in the country of the Zunis, Navajos, and Jemez. '!'here is a pueblo
at Taos composed of two edifices separated by ::i, river, and connected
by a bridge which reached from one edifice to the othel'.
'I1he most remarkable are the pueblos· Pintado and Wejegi,. in the
nanow pass of Chaco, situated 35° 56' 27'' nMth latitude, and 107°
46' west longitude. The Pueblo Pintado is built of small flat slabs of
gray,fine-grained sandstone. 'l.'he wall stones are only two inches and
a lrnlf thick, sometimes less; and the way in which they are built is
indicative of much art and ingenuity. rl'11e walls show no trace of
cement, the intervals between each layer being neatly filled up with
sinall colored pebbles, incrustecl in mortar made without lime. H
has three stories, its whole elevation being about thirty feet. Each
story forms a terrace, ancl a step to the story above, which is attained
by means of wooden ladders resting against the wall. The thiekness of the outer wall is one yard at the base, diminislling at each
successive story, so that the top wall is but little more than one
foot thick. The length of the edifice is one hundred and thirty yards.
'!'here are .fifty-three rooms on the ground :floor, some being only
fi've feet wide on each side; others, twelve by six. All these rooms
communicate by means of very small doors, some of which are only
thirty-three inches high by equal width. 'l'he floors are made of
rough beams seven and a half inches in diameter, over whiuh are
transversely laid cross-beams of less size; above these is ::i, layer of
bark and brush-wood covered over with mortar. These beams show
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110 mark of having been wrought by ax or saw; they rather appear
to have been cut or broken off with some rough instrument more
blunt than sharp. The grouncl floor of this puelilo has no windows;
those belonging to the other stories are of the same dimensions as
the .doors.
The bnnks of the Rio Verde abound in ruins of stone dwellings
and foi·tifications. 'I,hey are found in the most fertile valleys, whel'e
traces of former cultivation ancl of small canals for artificial il'l'igation are yet visible. 'l'he solidly built walls are twenty or thirty
yal'ds long, by thirty 01· forty-five feet high. The houses are twostol'ied, with small openings for doors, windows, and loopholes for
defence against attacks from the outside. The style of these constructions recalls that of 0hichilticale (Red House) of the Pimas.
Excavations among these majestic ruins have yielded abundant
frngments of bealltiful pottery ornamented with brilliantly colored
paintings.
The rnins of Wejegi present the same character as those of which
we have already made mention. 'I"hey are two hundrnd and thirty
yards [feet?] in length, and there are ni11ety-nine· rooms on the
ground floor. 'l'hc Pneblo Una Vida, situated in the defile of Chaco,
is ninety-eight yards longer t.lrnn that of Wejegi. 'l'he Pueblo Bonito
is more extensive still. 'l'hc ruins of Pueblo 0hettro Kettle mensure
four hundred and thirty-three ya1·cls in length, and have four stories.
'.l,he doors and windows are larger than those of other mon nments
of the kind, and the floor-beams are of pine and cedar wood. 'l'he
numbe1· of rooms is one hundred and twenty-fom· on each story.
One of these rooms is in a state of perfect preservation. It is four
yards twenty inches long, hy two yards and a half broad, and ten
feet high. 'J'he walls are stone, covered over with plaster.
On the banks of the Gila are seen ponderous ruins, called Casas
Grandes, a cfoscription of which exists in the works of llum l1oldt
and in the collection of 'I'ernaux Com pans; but many others have
never been described.
rl'he count1·y inhabited by the Coco-mari-copas, towards the Salt
River and the Gila, seems once to have been very populous, to judge
from the remains of walls, honses, and pottel'y which the traveller
ti1eets at every step. In ~his place lie the Aztec ruins called Carn
de Montezuma, which possibly may be nothing else than the oftmentioned Cusas Grandes. 'l'hey consist of remains of the walls of
four buildings, and heaps of rubbish indicating tile places of other
edifices. 'l'he largest house appei~rs to have haci four stories; the
floors and ceilings have long since crumbled away, bn t in the ,valls
there still exist pieces of round cecla1' beams more than a yarcl [root?]
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thick. The walls are four feet thick at the base, and gm.dually diminish as they rise to the top; they are made of a kind of concrete,
comp·osed of pebbles and white eal'th, polished and whitened over.
Two hundred yards beyoi1d this house there is a tumulus surrounded by an earthen wall one hundred yards in circumference.
Still further on is a terrace of one hundred yards by seventy, supporting a pyramid of thirty feet in height by twenty-five square
yards at the summit. rrhe whole of the plain extending north, east,
and west of the left bank of the Gila, and formerly washed by its
waters, is discoverable from the top of this pyramid.*
Near Salt River the remains, and especially the ruins of houses,
are even more considerable than those we have described, but they
present nothing remarkable or worthy of particular mention. rrum111i, truncated pyramids, and filled-up wells surrounded by inclosnre walls are frequently met with in those latitudes. A.11 these
monuments contain reel and painted pottery, and perforated shells,
which were used as coins or ornaments.
A.11 these pueblos of New Mexico contain small cfrcnlar structures,
called estnfas, often placed within the building itself, or else only a
few yards distant, once used as places of meeting for political or
l'eligious assemblies. When a question of public interest has to be
discussed, the cacique who governs a pneblo calls the different
chiefs togethei• in the estufa, where secret debate is held over the
affair. Sometimes tlte warriors assemble there after an expedition,
to rejoice together for a day or two before they meet their
families.
'rliese estufas are, properly speaking, round or square store
rooms, 11strnlly situated beneath the soil, like cellars; they are
sdmetimes of Jarge dimensions. ~L1he ceiling is supported by enormous pillars of masonry, or made of stout pine trees. The interior
is heated Ly means of aromatic plants, which are kept continually
burning. These edifices are generaly devoid of door or -window,
and the 011ly ingress to them is from an aperture at the top. 'rhere
are pneblos which possess not less than fonr, ancl even six estufas
of diffel'ent sizes. r.I.1 lie estufas of Jemez ·wern rectangular and one
story only, being about twenty-five feet wide, and thirty feet high.
r.I.1 he interior walls of these edifices were always covered with hiero-.
glypbic paintings and various ornaments. A.mong the ruins of
Hungo-Pavie, near the beautiful plateau of the Mesafachada, one of
these edifices is found, which had at least four stories, buttresses in
the interior, and walls a yard thick by thirty feet in height. The

. * The general direction of the Gila is west:wardly ; the left bank would, consequently, be the southern.
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estufas in Pueblo Bonito are sixty yards in circumference, and their
walls are regularly formed of layers of small stones, alternating
with layers of larger ones.
The Jemez, Zunis, and several other Indian tribes, still dwell in
puelilos like those we have described, and it is most probably to
their ancestors, anrl to those of nearly all the tribes of New
Mexico, that the construction of these gigantic edifices ought to be
attributed.
In the interior of the estufas one finds a system of picture writing
more perfect than that of ordinary inscriptions. The tribes of New
Mexico not yet converted to Catholicism adore the planets and fire,
as did their ancestors; emblems of this worship, and signs of their
veneration for Montezuma, are painted on the surface of the interior
walls of the estufas. These paintings, in point of form and color,
have great analog-y with what may be called Indian pictography,
notwiLhstanding they are anterior to the. discoyery of America by
Columbus. In the estufas, more OL' less in ruins in the country of
the Jemez, one sees painted red and blue, plants, birds, and animals;
such as tL1rkeys, stags, wolves, foxes, dogs, etc. The stags and
hinds, above all, are remarkable for the exactness of their proportions, and the clearness of their outline. 'l'he Jemez pretend that
these figures have no signification whatever; that they are mere
ornaments,. and in no way representations of any events of their
po1iticaJ, civil, or religions history.
'l'he 1;rn.rrow passes of the Chaco, the Ohelly, and of all the valleys
of New Mexico, as well as estufas, possess numerous inscriptions
of all kinds, indicating (except the Spanish ones) the same degree
of civilization, if u·ot the same epoch. In the grotto in Rocky Dell,
the ceilings are covered with paintings, and the walls and floors
with hieroglyphic figures; there are combinations of allegoric drawings signifying some historical fact; there is a ship with sails;
then a man standing upon a horse, and an Indian with naked legs
looking at him frnm behind; after which there are priests with
crosses, and Spaniards.
Modern Indian icliography does not differ from the method in
use among the ancient colonists of the united states of New Mexico:
a little more or less address, or natnral talent, in the formation of
the lines of drawing, is all the difference to be perceived between
the hieroglyphic inscriptions of savages of our days, and those of
their ancestors.*
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III.
THE GILA AND THE CASAS GRANDES OF THE GILA, AND THE CASAS
GRANDES OF SAN MIGUEL.

To illustrate a portion of the account of Alvarez Nunez, and
especially of that of' Coronado, I have extracted the following from
"Notes of a Military Reconnoissance," from Fort Leavenworth to
San Diego, made in 1846-7, by W. H. Emory, brevet major (now
general), U. S. A., in which ext1·acts will be found an account of
the Gila from the mouth of Night Creek to its junction with the
Colorado, including notices of the Apaches, Pimos, and Maricopa
Indians, the Casa Grande or Casa Montezuma, the interesting ancient ruins and remains along the route, and a general view of the
regions bordering on both sides of the Gila.
a Oct. 19th, 1846.
Three miles from the camp last 11igbt we had
reached the divide, and from that point the descent was regular and
continuous to Night Creek.
" 20th. rl'he broad, level valley we had been travelling the last. .
few miles was 11arrowing rapidly by the intrusion of high precipices,
and the prnximity of great mountains in confused masses, indicated some remarkable change in the face of the country. We
were in truth hut a few miles from the Gila.
"':I.1be general sent word to the Apaches he wonld not ;tart till
11ine or ten. 'l'his gave them time to come in, headed by their
chief, Reel Sleeve. A large number of Indians lrncl collected about
us, all differently dressed, and some in the most fantastical style.
'l'he Mexican dress and sac1dles predominated, showing where they
had chiefly made np their wardrobe. Several wore lJeautif'ul helmets deuked with black feathers, which, with the short shirt, waistbelt, bare legs, arid buskins, gave them the look of pictures of antique Grecian warl'iors.
~, These men have no fixed homes. ':l'heir houses are of twigs.
'l'hey hover around the beautiful hills that overhang the Del Norte,
between the thi'rty-fil'st an<l thirty-second parallels of latitude.
These hills are covered with luxuriant gramina. The light and gracefnl manner in which they mounted and dismounted, always upon
the right side, was the admiration of all Their children are on
horseback from infancy. There was among them a poor deformed
woman, with legs and arms no longer than .an infant's. She was
well mounted, and the gallant manner in ·which some of the plumed
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.Apaches waited on her, for she was perfectly helpless when dismounted, made it hard fo1· me to believe the tales of blood aud vice
told of these people.
"We wended our way through ·the narrow valley of Night Creek.
On each side were huge stone buttes shooting up to the skies. At
one place we were compelled to mount one of these spurs almost
perpendicularly. A good road was subsequently found, turning
the spur and followfog the creek until it debouched into the Gila,
which was only a mile distant.
"Some hundred yards before reaching this river, the roar of its
waters made us understand that we were to see something different
from the Del Norte. Its section where we struck it, four thousand
three hundred and forty-seYen feet above the sea, was fifty feet
wicle, and an average of two feet deep. Clear and swift, it came
bouncing from the gl'eat mountains which appeared to the north,
abont sixty miles distant. We crossed the river; its large, ronnd
pebbles and swift current caused the mules to tread warily. We
followed its course and encamped under a b.igh range of symmetrically formed hills overhanging the river.
"Oct. 21st. After going a few miles, crossing and re-crossing the
river a dozen times, it was necessary to leave its bed to avoid a
canon. ':I.1his led us over a very broken conntry.
"Oct. 22d. We were now fast approaching the ground where rnmor
and the maps of the day place the ruins of the so-called Aztec towns.
We encamped on a bluff, high above.the river.
'' Oct. 23d. The table-la'ncl, one hundred and fifty feet above the
river, was covered so thick with large paving pebbles as to make it
difficult to get a smooth place to lie upon. 1'he growth to-clay and
yesterday on the hills, and in the valleys, very much resembles that
on the Del Norte; the only exception bei11g a few new am1 beautiful
varieties of cactus. After leaving our last night's camp, for a mile,
the general appearance, width of the valley, and soil much resembled
the most fertile parts of that river.
"To-clay we passed one of the lo11g-sougbt ruins. I examined it
minutely, and the only evidences of handicraft remaining were immense q~tantities of broken potte1·y, extending for two miles along
the river. rl'here were a great many stones, rounded by attrition of
the water, scattered abont ; and if they had not occasionally been
deposited in lines forming rectangles with eacli other, the supposition would be that they had been cleposi-tecl there by natural causes.
" Oc.:t. 24th. To-day we lay by to recrnit.
·
"o"ct. 25th. We were now approaching the region made famous in
olden times by the fables of Friar Marcos, and eagerly did we as-
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cend every mound, expecting to see in the distance what I fear is
the fabulous "Casa Montezuma." 'r11e Indians here do not know
the name Aztec; J\fonteznma is the outward point in their chronology. The name at this moment is as familiar to every. Indian,
Puebla, Apache, and N avnjoe, as that of onr Saviour or Washington is to us. In the person of Montezuma they united both qualities of divinity and patriot.
.
" We to-day passed the ruins of two more villages, similar to those
of yesterday. The foundation of the largest house seen yesterday
wn,s sixty by twenty feet; to .. day forty by thirty. About none did we
find any vestiges of the mechanical art, except the pottery; the stone
f'ol'miug the supposed foundation was round and unhewn, and some
cedar logs were also found about the houses, much decayed, bearing
no marks of an edged tool. Except these ruins, of which not one
stone remains upon another, no marks of human bands or footste1js
have been visible for many days, until to-day we came upon a place
whei'e there had been an extensive fire.
"Oct. 26. 'l'he mountains, on the north side, swept in something
like a regular curve from our camp of last night to the mouth of
the San Carlos, deeply indented in two places by the ingress into
the Gila of tl1e Prieto and Azul rivers.
"Oct. 27 . .tUter a cla_y's work we were obliged to lie by to-day.
I strolled a mile or two up the San Carlos, and found the whole
distance, it has its way in a narrow canon, worn from the solid
basalt. On either side in the limestone, under the basalt, were immense cavities, and near its mouth we found the foundn.tion of a
rectangulnr house, and a mound adjacent that of a circular building
a few feet in diameter. Both of these ruins were of round unhewn
stones, and the first was sun·omHled by pieces of broken pottery.
"Our camp was near an old Apache camp. The Gila at this place
is much swollen by the affluence of the three streams just mentioned,
and its cross section here is about seventy feet by four.
"Oct. 28th. One or two miles' ride and we we1·e clear of the Black
Mountains, and again in the valley of the Gila, which widened out
gradually to the base of Monnt Graham, abreast of which we encamped. · Almost for the whole distance, twenty miles, were found
at intervals the remains of houses like those before described. Just
before reaching the base of Mount Graham, a wide valley, smooth
and level, comes in from the southeast .. Up this valley are trails
leadii1g to St. Bernardino, Frnnteras, and Tucson.
"At tlie junction of this valley with the Giltt, are the ruins of a
large settlement. I found traces of a circular wall two hundred and
seventy feet in circumference. Here, also, was one circular inclosure
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of four himdred yards. r:rhis m nst have been for defence. Large
mezquites now grow-in it, attesting its antiquity. Most of the houses
are rectangular, varying from twenty to one hundred feet front;
many were in the form of the present Spanish houses, thus.

.

COURT

Reel cedar posts were found in many places, which seemed to detract from their antiquity, bnt for the peculiarity of this climate
where yegetable matter seems never to decay. No mark of an eclgerl
tool could be found, and no remnant of any household or family
utensils, except the fragments of pottery, which were everywhere
strevvn on the plain, and the rude com-grinder still used by the Indians. So great was the quantity of this pottery, and the extent of
grnund covered by it, that I haYe formed the idea it must have been
used for pipes to convey water. There were about the ruins quantities of the fragments of agate and obsidian. This yalley was
evidently the abode of busy, hard-working people.
"Oct. 29th. A subterraneous stream flowed at the foot of Mount
Graham, and fringed its base with evergreen. Ever.rwhere there
were marks of flowing water, yet vegetation .was so scarce and crisp
that it would be difficult to imagine a drop of water had fallen since
last winter. The whole plain, from three to six miles wide, is within the level of the waters of the Gila, and might easily be irrigated,
as it no doubt was by the former tenants of these ruined houses.
'rhe. crimson tinted Sierra Carlos skirted the river on the north side
the whole day.
"Oet. 30th. Mt. 'fnrnbnll, terminating in a sharp cone, had been
in view down the valley of the river for three days. 'l,o-clay, ahont
three o'clock P. M., we turned its base, forming the northern ter·minus of the same chain in which is Mt. Grnham.
'' Half a mile from onr camp of last night were other very large
ruins, which appeared, as well as I conlcl judge (my view being
obstructed by the thick grnwth of mezquite), to have been the abode
of five or ten thousand sonls. The outline of the buildings and the
pottery prnsented no essential difference from those already described. But about eleven miles from the camp, on a knoll over-
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looked in a measure by a tongue of land, I found the trace of a
solitary house somewhat resembling that of a field-work en cremalliere. rrhe inclosnre was complete, and the faces varied from ten
to thirty feet~ rrhe accompanying cut will give a more accurate idea
·than words.

" Last night, abont dusk, one of our men discovel'ed a drove of
wild hogs. 'rhe average weight of these :.u1imals is one hun(frecl
pounds, and their color invariably light pepper-and-salt. rr'11eir
flesh is said to be palatable, if the musk whicl1 lies near the back
part of the spine is carefully removed.
·
"Oct. 31st. To-day, reaching the San Francisco about noon, we
unsaddled to refresh our horses, and to allow time to look up a
trail by which we could pass the formidable range of monntains
through which tbe Gila cuts its way, making a deep canon impassable for the howitzers.
"Nov. 1st. No alternative seemed to offer bnt to pursue Carson's
old trail, sixty miles over a rough country without water, and two,
if not three, clays' journey. I took advantage of an early halt to
ascend with the barnmeter a very high peak overhanging the camp,
which I took to be the loftiest in the Pinon Lano range on the north
slcle of the Gila. Its appl'Oximate height was only 5724 feet above
the sea.
"Nov. 4th. Six miles from our camp of last night we ·reached a
summit, and then commenced deseeuding a,gain rapidly towards the
Gila.
"Nov. 5th. The Gila now presented an inhospitable look. The
valley, nc,t more than three hundred feet from base to base of these
perpendiculaL· mountains, is deep. In the course of six miles we
had to cross and 1·ecross the river. twice as many times, when we
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left it by turning abruptly up a dry ravine to the south. This we
followed for three miles, and. crossed a ridge at the base of SaddleBack Mountain, and descended by another dry creek to. the St.
Pedro, running nearly north.
"'l'he dry creek by which we crossed to the St. Pedro River is
the great high way leading from the mountain fastnesses into the
plains of Santn Cruz, Santa A.nna, and '11 ucson, frontier towns of
Sonora. Since the 1st of November we have been ti•aversing with
increcliblelabor the stronghold of these mountain robbers (Apnches).
"Nov. 6th. It is decided this should be a day of rest. In the
sandy arroyos where our fires burn, were broken pottery and the
remains of a large building similar in form, substance, and apparent
antiquity to those so often described.
.
"Nov. 7tll. A bout two miles frnm our camp the San Pedro joins
the Gila, just as the latter leaps from the mouth of a canon. The
place of meeting is a bottom three miles wide, seeming a continuation of that of the Gila. Flights of geese and myriads of blue quail
were· seen, and a flock of wild turkeys. 'l'lie river-bed at the junction of the San Pedro was seamed with tracks of deer and turkey,
some signs of 1)eaver, and one trail of wi~d hogs.
1
on a flat sa1icly plain of small extent, at the
' Our camp was
mouth of a dry creek. At the junction- a clear, pure stream flowed
from under the s~nd. From the many indications of gold ancl
copper ore at this place, I have named it Mineral Creek. rrllere
was a great deal of pottery about our camp, and jnst above ns were
the supposed remains of a large Indian settlement, cliffering very
slightly from those already described.
:'Nov. 8th. rrlie whole day's journey was through a canon. The
latitude of this camp, which is within a mile of the spot where we
take a final leave of the mountains, is 33° 05' 40", its longitude
111 ° 13' 10'' west of Greenwich, and the height of the river above
·
the sea, as indicated by the barometer, 1751 feet.
"Nov. 9th1 We started in advance of the command. The first
thing we noticed in the gorge was a promontory of pitch-stone,
against which the river impinged with fearful force. Mounting to
the top of the rock, on a beautiful table we found sunk six or eight
perf'ectly symmetrical and well-turned holes, about ten inches deep
and six or eight wide at the top ; near one in a remote place was a
pitch-stone, well tnrned, and fashioned· like a pestle. 1'hese could
be nothing else than the corn-mills of long-extinct rac~s.
"The Gila at this point, released from its mountain barrier, flows
off quietly, at the rate of tl1ree mHes nn hour, into a ·wide plain,
which extends south almost as far as the eye can reach. Upon this
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plain mezquite, chamiza, the green acacia, pTosopis, artemisia,
obione, canescens, and pitahaya were the only vegetation. In one
spot, only, we found a few bunches of grass; more than four-fifths of
the plain was <'lestitute of vegetation; the soil a light-brown, loose
sandy earth. We made onr noon halt at the grass patch. At this
place were the remains of an immense Indian settlement; potte'ry
was everywhere to be found, but the remains of foundations of the
houses' were imbedded in dust. Outlines of the zequias, by which
the soil was irrigated, were sometimes quite distinct.
"Nov. 10th. The valley on tile south side of the Gila still grows
wider. Away off in that direction the peaks of the Sonora mountains just peep above the horizon. On the north side of the river,
and a few miles from it, runs a low chain of serrated hills. Near
our encampment a corresponding range draws in from the southeast, giving the river a bend to the north. .At the base of this
chain is a long meadow, reaching m::mj miles south, in which the
Pirnos graze their cattle; and along the whole day's march were
remains of zequias, pottery, and other evidences of a once densely
popula.tecl country. .A.bout the time of the noon halt, a large pile,
which seemed the work of Jmman hands, was seen to the left. It
was the remains of a three-story mud house, sixty feet' square,
pierced for doors and windows. 1'he walls were four feet thick,
and formed of layers of mnd two feet thick. We made a long and
careful search for some specimens of household furniture, or implements of art, but nothing was found but a corn-grinder, always
met with among the ruins, and on the plains. rrhe marine shell
cut into various ornaments was also found here. No traces of
hewn timber were discovered; on the contrary, the sleepers of the
ground floor were sound and unhewn. rrhey were burnt out of
their seats in the wall to the depth of six inches. rrhe whole interior of the house had been burnt out, and the walls much defaced.
What was left bore marks of having been glazed, and on the walls
in the north room of the second story were traced hieroglyphics.*
"Where we camped, eight or nine miles from the Pimos village,
we met a Maricopo Indian looking for his cattle. The frank, confident manner in which he approached us was in strange contrast
with "that of the suspicious Apache. rnie camp of my party was
pitched on the side nearest the town, and we saw the first of these
people and their mode of approach. It was perfectly frank and
unsnsp101ons. Many would leave their packs in our camp and be
absent for hours;. theft seemed to be unknown among them.

* See end of this article for a description of this building.
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"Nov. 11th. Lenvillg the column, a few of us strnck to the
north side of the river to visit the ruins of another Casa Montezuma. 1.'he casa was in complete ruins, one pile of broken pottery
and foundation stone making a mound about ten feet above the
ground. rrhe outline of the ground plan was distinct enough. We
found the description of pottery the same as ever; and among the
ruins the same sea-shells ; one worked into ornaments ; also a large
bead an inch and a q uartei- in length, of bluish marble, exquisitely
turned.
"1'urning from .the rnins towards the Pimos village, we came in
at the back of the settlement of the Pimos Indians, and found our
troops encamped in a corn-field from which the grain had been
gathered. We were at once impressed with the beauty, order, and
disposition of arrangements for irrigating and draining the land.
Corn, wheat, and cotton are the crops of this peaceful and intelligent race of people. ':l1he fields are subdivided, hy ridges of earth,
into rectangles of abont two hundred by one hundred foet, for the
convenience of irrigating. The fences are of stieks wattled with
willow and mezqnite. rrhe houses of the people are mere sheds
thatched with willow and cornstalks.
" The dress of the men consisted of a cotton serape of domestic
manufacture, and a breech cloth. 1'heir bait- was very long and
clubbed up. The women wore nothing but the serap~, pinned about
the loins.
"Nov. 12th. '!'hey have but few cattle, which are used in tillage,
and npparently all steers, procured from the Mexicans. 'l'beir
horses and mules were not plenty, and those they possessed were
prized extravagantly high.
'' 'l'o us it was a rare sight to be thrown in the midst of a large
nation, of what was termed wild Indians, surpassing many of tile
Christian nations in agriculture; little behind them in the useful
arts, and immeasurably before them in honesty and virtue. During
the whole of yesterday our camp was full of men, women, and
children, who sauntered amongst our packs unwatched, and not a
single instance of theft was reported.
"Each abode consists of a dome-shaped wicker work, abont six
feet high, and from twenty to fifty feet in diameter, thatched with
straw or cornstalks. In front is usually a large arbor, on the top
of which is piled the cotton in the pod, for drying. In the houses
are stowed watermelons, pumpkins, beans, corn, and wheat; the
three last articles are generally in large baskets. A few chickens
and dogs were seen, but no other domestic animals except horses,
mules, and oxen. Tlleir implements of husbandry wel'e steel axes,
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wooc1en hoes, shovels, and barrows. Their molasses, put up in
large jars, hermetically ~ealed, of which they had quantities, is expressed from the fruit of the Oereus gi'ganteus.
"A woman was seated on the ground under th~ shade of one of
the cotton sheds. Her left leg was tucked mHler her seat, and her
foot turnecl sole upwards; between her big toe and the next, was a
spindle about eighteen inehes long, with a single fly of four or six
inches. Ever and anon she gave it a twist in a 'dexterous manner,
and at its end was drawn a coarse cotton thread. This was their
spinning~jenney. I askecl for the loom by pointing to the thread
and then to the blanket girded about the woman's loins. A fellow
stretched in the dnst sunning himself, rose •up leisurely and untied ·
a bundle which I had si1pposed to be a bow and arrow. 'rhis. little
package, with four stakes in the ground, was the loom. He
stretched his cloth nnd commenced the process of weaving.
"V\Te travelled fifteen and a half miles, and enqamped 011 the dividing ground between the Pirnos and Maricopas. For the whole distance we passed through cultivated grounds, over a luxuriantly
rich soil. 'rhe plain appeared to extend in eve1:y direction fifteen or
twenty miles, except in one place about five miles before reaching
camp, where a low chain of hills comes in from the southeast, and
terminates some miles from the river. 'l'be bed of the Giln opposite
the village, is said to he dry, the whole water being drawn off' by
the zequias of the Pimos for irrigation; but the ditches are larger
than necessary fo1· this purpose, and the water which is not used returns to the becl of the river with little apparent diminution in its
volume.
"Looking from our camp north 30° west, you see a great plain
with mountains rising in the distance on each side. In almost an
opposite direction, north 50° east, there is n gap in the mountains
through which the Salt River flows to meet the Gila, making with
it an acute angle, at a point ten or fifteen miles from our camp,
bearing northwest. A little north of east another gap, twenty or
thirty miles distant, shows where the Rio San Francisco flows into
the Salt River.* Near the junction of the Gila and Salt Rivers,
there is a chain of low serrated hills corning in from both sides,
contracting the valley considerably. Around the South Spur the
Gila turns, making its course in a more southerly direction. To the
east, except where the Spurs, already mentioned, protrude, the
plain extends as far as the eye can reach.
"1'he population of the Pimos anrl Maricopas together is estil~atecl

*
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variously at from three to ten thousand. The first is eviclent1y too low.
They are without other religion than a l.Jelief in one great and overruling spirit: Their peaceful disposition is not the result of incapacity for war, for they are at all times enabled to meet and vanquish
the Apaches in battle. The prisoners are sold as slaves to the
Mexicans.
"rrhe J\faricopas occupy that part of the basin lying between
Camp 97 [Rio San Pedrn ?] and the mouth of the Salt River [Rio
Salina], and all that has been said of the Pimos is applicable to
them. They live in cordial amity, and their habits, agriculture, reli~
gion, and manufactur~s are the same. Iii stature, the Maricopas
are taller; their noses more aquiline, and tiiey have a much readier
manner of speaking and acting. Most of the interpreters of the
Pimos were of this tribe. rri10ugh fewer in number, they appear to
be superior in intelligence and persounl appearance.
"Nov. 13th and 14th. We were notified that a long journey was
to .be made withont water (to cut off an elbow in the river). The
interpreter who guided us to the Casa :Montezuma on the north side
of the Gila, said that 011 the Salt River, about a clay's journey: and
a half, there was one of those buildings standing, complete in all
respects, except the floors and roof. He said it was very large,
with beautiful glazed walls, that the footsteps of the men employed
in building the house could yet be seen in the adobe, and that the
impression was that of a naked foot. Whenever a rain comes Indians resort to these old houses to look for trinkets of shells, and a
peculinr green stone.*
"At twelve o'clock, after giving our horses a last watering, we
started off in a southwest direction to tum the southern foot of the
range of hills pointing to the Salt River. We travelled till long after
dark, and dropped down in a dust hole near two large green-barked
acacins, There was not a sprig of grnss, nor a drop of water. There
was nothing but the offensiye Larrea, which even mules will not touch.
As soon as the moon rose, at 3 A. M., the bugle sounded to horse,
and we were up and pursuing our way. A little after sunrise, we
had passed the summit, and were descending towards the Gila.
We reached it after m ak:ing forty miles from our camp of yesterday.
Onr poor brutes were so hungry they would drink no water, but
fell to work on the young willows and cane. After letting them
bite a few minutes, we moved down the river five miles further, to
a large and luxuriant patch of paspalnm grass.

* It probably was the stone so often mentioned by early authors as "tur~
quoise."
10
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"Nov. 15th. In the morning the general found the mules so much
worsted by the forty-five miles journey, without food or water, that
be determined to remain for the day. This has been a gloomy clay
for the dragoon camp. The jornacla cost them six or eight mules.
" The remains of an old zequia crossed our trail, and the plains
were covered with broken pottery. About us there are signs of
modern Indian tenements, and the zequia may possibly have been
the work of their hands. We know the Maricopas have moved
gradua11y from the gulf of California to their present location.
'J.1hey were found so late as the year 1826, at the mouth of the Gila.
'l'he shells found to-day were, in my opinion, evidently brought by
the l\faricopas from the sea. They differ from those we found
among the ruins.
"Nov. 16th. 'l'he valley on the south side continues wide, and
shows continuously the marks of former cultivation. On the north
side the hills rnn close to the river.
"After making ten miles we came to a dry creek coming from a
plain reaching far to the south, and then we mounted the table-lands
to avoid a bend in the river," made by a low chain of black hills
coming in from the southeast. .A.bout the summit was a mound of
granite boulders, blackened by augite, and covered with unknown
characters; the work of human hands. On the ground near by were
also traces of some of the figures, showing some of the hieroglyphics,
at least, to have been the work of modern I nclians. Others were of
undoubted antiquity, and the signs and symbols intended, doubtless, to commemorate some great event. One stone bore on it
what might be takf3n, with a little stretch of imagination, to be a
mastodon, a horse, a dog, and a man. rrheir heads are turned to
the east and this may commemorate the passage of the aborigines
of the Gila on their way sonth.
"Nov. 17th. The route to-day was over a country much the same
as that described yesterday. Wherever we monntecl the table-lands
to cut a bend in the river, we found them dreary beyond description.
The bottoms of the river are wide, and alive with flights of white
brant (wing tipped with. black), geese, and clucks, with many signs
of deer and beaver.
''Nov. 18th. .After travelling some ten or twelve miles through
the valley, we monnted the table-land. 'l,he arroyo by which we
descended to the river was cut from a bed of reddish pebbles twenty
or thirty feet deep. The_ chain of broken hills still continue on the
north side, and when neai· our camp of this elate, circled in an
ampllitheatre, with its arch to the north.
H Nov. 19th. The table-lands were the same as those described
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yesterday, but the valley widens gradually and for the most of the
way is six or eight miles wide, and soil excellent. Some remains of
former settlements, in broken pottery, corn-grinders, etc., liut much
fewer than above. Nine miles from camp a spur of mountains came
in from the southeast, sharp and shooting into pinnacles. On this
spur we killed a mountain sl1eep, one of a large flock, from which
we named it Goat's Spur. We encamped on an island, where the
valley is contracted by sand buttes, in what had been very recently
the bed of the river. The poois in the old bed of the river were
full of ducks, and all night the swan, brant, and geese were passing.
"Nov. 20th. rrlie table-lands were of sancl, and the bottom of the
river constantly received deposits from them, which changed its
bed frequently. Our camp was pitched on a little patch of grnss
two miles from the river.
"Nov. 21st. To-dn,y we marched only eight and a half miles. The
plains are now.almost entirely of sand.
"Nov. 22d. Mr. Warner and I started before the advance, ronnded
and climbed the sharp spur of a continnous comb of mountain coming from the southeast, to try if we could see the Colorado of the
west. The mountains rose abruptly from the plains, as they mostly
do in this region, resembling in appearance large dikes, terminating
at top in a sharp ridge, which a man could at any part straddle.
rrliey were of hard. granite, pepper-and-salt color, traYersed by
seams of white quartz. This spur gives ~he river Gila quite a bend
to the north, and from that point to its month, which we reached at
night, the river 'is straight in its general direction; but its course is
crooked and dotted with sand bars, by incursions from the sand
hills which now flank both its sides. The sand is brought down by
the winds from the valley of the Colorado. The day was warm, the
dust oppressive, and the march twenty-two miles.
"Nov. 23d. We did not move camp to-day, in order to give our
mules an opportunity to pick what little grass they could before
taking the desert of ninety miles, which lies on the other side of the
Colorado, and between us and water.
"Warner, Stanley, and myself sadclled up to visit the junction of
the Gila and Colorado, which we found due north from our canip,
and about a mile and a half distant. We mounted a butte of feldspathic granite, and looking 25 ° east· of north, the course of the
Colorado was tracked by clouds of flying sand. rrhe GUa comes
into it nearly at right angles, and the point of junction is the hard
butte through which, with their united forces, they cnt a canon, and
then flow off due magnetic west. The walls of the canon are vertical,
and about fifty feet high and a thousand feet long. For the distance
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of three or four miles below the junction the river is perfectly
straight, and about six hundred feet wide; and up to this point
there is little doubt that the Colorado is always navigable for
steamboats.
"Near the junction, on the north side, are the remains of an old
Spanish church; built near the beginning of the seventeenth century,
by the renownecl missionary, Father Kino.
1
" :rlie stone butte through which they have cut their passage is
not more than a mile in length. The Gila once fl.owed to the south
and the Colorado to the north of this butte, and the point of j unction was below.
~, At the ford the Colorado is fifteen hundred feet wide and .flows
at the rate of a mile and a half per hour. Its greatest depth, in the
channel at the ford where we crossed, is four feet. 'l'he banks are
low, not more than four feet high. 'rlie ford is entered at the lower
extremity of the plateati. upon which we encamped, and a few feet to
tile right or left sets a horse afloat. Report makes the distance of
the month of the Colorado from the crossing eighty miles. Departing from the ford of the ·colorado in the direction of Senora thern is
a fearful llesel't to encounter. rrhe distance is not exactly known,
bnt it is variously represented at from four to seven days' journey."*
CASAS GRANDES OF TIIE GILA.

In a book entitle.cl ·' .A.dventures in the Apnche Country: A Tour
through Arizona and Sonora," by J. Ross Browne,.is the following
in regard to the " Casas Grancles" of the Gila.
"At the Pimo villages Mr. Poston and myself organized a party to
visit the Casas Grandes, situnted about twenty miles above, near
the Gib. The first night we spent at the Sacatone Station, from
which the 'l'ucson road diverges across the ninety-mile <lesert. Following the banks of the river next morning through dense groves
of mesquite, keeping in view, a little to the left, a peculiar conical
peak, which forms a prominent landmark, we trU,Velled some eight or
ten miles, till we .struck the remains of an ancient aceq uia, very
large and clearly defined. This was evidently the ·main artery of a
series of acequias, by which a large tract of river-bottom was irrigated in ancient times. That villages and farms extended over a
vast area of valley land in this vicinity was evident from the quantity of broken pottery and indications of cultivation we found 011
all sides. Mesquite trees, apparently f~lling into decay from age,
now stand in the bed of the main acequia. Diverging to the right

* See Append.ix note (4).
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when within a few miles of White's ranche, we struck out through·
the mesquite groves, and in about half au hour's ride fi·om the river
reached the famous Casas Grnndes of the Gila.
"The earliest account we have of the Casas Grandes of the Gila
is that of ::M:angi, who visited them in company with Father Kino in
1694. He speaks of the main ruin as a great edifice with the p1fo.;
cipal room in the midclie, four stories high, and the wall two yards
thick:, and composed of strong mortar and clay; and also mentions
the existence of twelve other ruins in the vicinity. Only three of.
these are now seen above the surface of the ground, although there
are evidences of many more in detached mounds which abound in
tlle neighborhood.
"Each group of ruins stands upon a slight eminence, distant from
the other a few hundred feet. The tower or central part of the
principal building is about forty feet high, and there were originally
four stories in the main body of the building, as well as we could
judge by the holes in the walls, in which are still seen the ends of
round poles, or rafters, which supported the floors. Several of these
that we took ont are some five or six inches in diameter, and seemed
to be a species of cedar. The ends show very plainly marks of the
blunt instrum~nt with which they were cut-probably a stone hatchet.
It is evident the use of iron was unknown to tlie people who originally c1 welt here.
"1'he walls of the Casa Grande are composed of a concrete of mud
and gravel, very hard, and capable of long enduring the wear and
tear of the seasons in this equable climate. 'l'he upper portion has
been somewhat washed and furrowed by the rains, and the base is
worn away to such a depth as to threaten the permanency of the
whole fa.bric, from wbich one may judge of itff antiquity. This
concrete, or adobe, was cast in large blocks ·severnl feet sqnare,
presenting originally, no doubt, a smooth, flat surface; but the
outside has been affected by the changes of the seasons. The inner
surface is as smooth and hard as the finest plastered room. At the
time of lVlr. Bartlett's visit, there were traces of rude paintings and
hieroglyphics to be seen on the interior walls; but these have been
either so defaced as not now to be perceptible, or washed away by
heavy rains. The outer dimensions are fifty feet north and south,
and forty feet east and west; the thickness of the walls at the base,
four feet. VVe spent half a clay very pleasantly in exploring these
interesting ruins, and took onr departure for the camp on the Gila
late in the evening, well laden with curiosities. Every member of
the party had his fragment of pottery and specimen of adobe and
plaster. The next <.lay we retnrnecl to the Saca~one, and preparecl
for our journey across the desert."
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THE CASAS GRANDES OF THE SAN MIGUEL.

On the San Miguel River, abont one hundred and fifty miles northwest of the city of Chihuahua, in Mexico, are the ruins of the Casas
Granc1es (Great Houses). The Casas Granc1es ,vere built of sundried blocks of mud and gravel, about twenty-two inches thick, and
of irregular length, generally about three feet. The walls are in
some places abot{t five feet thick, and they seem to have been
11lasterecl both inside and outside. 'rlie principal edifice extends
eight hundred feet from north to south, and two hundred from east
to ·west; its general outline is rectangular, and it appears to have
consisted of three separate piles united by galleries or lines of lower
buildings. 'l'he apartments have evidently Ya1·ied in size from mere
closets to extensive courts. The walls still stand at many of the
.angles, with a height of from forty to fifty feet, and indicate an
original elevation of several stories, perhaps six or seven. At a
distanc:e of about four hundred and fifty feet from the main builcling
are the substructio11s of a smaller edifice, consisting of a series of
roon-is ranged round a square court, so that there are seven to each
sicle, besides a larger apartment at each comer. 'l,he whole district
of Casas Grandes is further studded with artificial mounds, from
which are excavated from time to time large numbers of stone axE;s,
metates or corn-grinders, and earthen vessels of various kinds.
These last have a white or rndclish gl'Ound, with omamentatiou in
blue, red, brown, or black, and arn of much better manufacture than
the modern pottery of the country. Similar ruins to those of the
Casas Grancles exist near tbe Gila, the Salinas, and the Colorado.*
'l'he following is from the Aube D. Francisco Saverio Clavigero's
"History of Mexico:"" The ancestors of the nations which peopled the country of
Anahuac, of which alone. we are treating, might pass from the
northeri1 countries of Europe into the northem parts of America,
or rather from tlie most eastern parts of Asia to the most westerly
parts of America. 'l'his conclusion is founcled on the constant an<l
general tradition of those nations, which unanimously says that
their ancestors came into Anahuac from the t'OUntries of the n01th
and northwest. rrl1is tradition is confirmed by the remain~ of many
ancient edifices built by those people in their migrations, which we
have already mentioned, and the common belief of the people in the

* Encyclopmclia Britannica.
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north. Besides, from rrorquemac1a and Betancourt we have a clear
proof of it. In a journey made by the Spaniards in the year 1606,
from New Mexico unto the river which they call Tizon, five hundred miles from that province, towards the northwest, they found
there some large edifices and met with some Indians who spoke the
Mexican language, by whom they were told that a few days' journey
from that river, towards the north, was the kingdom of 'I1ollan, and
many other peopled places, from whence came those who peopled
the Mexican empire, and that by the same people these and other
like buildings had been erected. In fact, the whole people of
Anahuac have usually affirmed that, towards the northwest and the
north, there. were the kingdoms and provinces of Tollan, rreocollmacan, Amaquemecan, Aztlan, 'I1ehuajo, and Oopa1la, iiames which
are all Mexican, and the discovery of which, if tlie population of
the Spaniards should spread into these parts, will throw great light
on the ancient history of Mexico. BotUL'ini says that, in tl10 ancient
paintings of the rroltecas, was represented the migration of their
ancestors through Asia and the northern countries of America, until
they established themselves in the country of rrollan, and even
endeavors to ascertain, i.u his General History, the route they plll'sued in their travel; but, as he had not opportnnity to compose the
· history which he designed, we can say no more on this matter."
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CHAPTER VIII.
HERNANDO DE SOTO IN NICARAGUA.

1523-1526.
IN the yea.r 1514, Pedrarias de Avila, who had been appointed
governor of the mainland, called Castillo del Oro, by the Catholic
king, embarked at Seville with nineteen ships and :fifteen hundred
men-the most distinguished company that l).ad yet set out from
Spain. He was accompanied by a l,ishop of the new colony, named
Juan de Quevedo, Gaspar de Espinosa as al cal de mayor, the
Bae hiller Enciso as alguazil mayor, and Gonzal vo Hernandez de
Oviedo, the historian, as veedor or inspector of gold foundries;
Bernal Diaz, author of the" Oonqnest of :Mexico," also was in this
expedition. 'l'he first land of the Indies at which he arrived was
the island of Dominica. Here he disembarked with his troops.*
Leaving the island of Dominica, Pednuias sailed for Darien, and
arrived in the Gulf bf Uraba or Darien in the month of June, and,
anchoring about a league and a half from tl:ie settlement, sent a
messenger on shore to announce his arrival, who found Vasco
Nunez a plain, unassuming man, clad in a cotton frock and
drawers, and hempen sandals, directing and aiding the labor of
several Indians, who were thatching a cottage, in which he resided.
Pedrarias disembarked on the 30th of June, accompanied by his
wife, Doua Isabella de Bobadilla, and two tliousand men well
armed. A brilliant train of youthful cavaliers, in glittering armor
and brocade, formed a kind of body-gua.rd. All this pomp and
splendor formed a striking contrast with the hnm ble state of
Nunez, who came forth unarmed, in simple attire, accompanied by
his counselors and a handful of the old soldiers of Darien.
01) tlie clay after his entrance into Darien, Pedrarias held a
private conference with Nunez, in the presence of the historian,
Oviedo. The governor assured him that he was instructed by the
king to treat him with greut favor and distinction, to consult him
about the affiairs of the colony, and to apply to him for information
relative to the surrounding country. Nunez was of a frank, ·con~
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fl.ding nature, and opened his whole soul to the politic courtier.
He gave to Pedrarias a minute and able statement in writing, detailing the circumstances of the colony, and the information collected respecting various parts of the country, the route liy which
he had traversed the mountains; his discovery of the Sonth Sea;
the situation and reputed wealth of the Pearl Islands; the rivers
and ravines most productive of gold; together with the names
and territories of the various caciques with whom he had made
treaties.
Wllen Pedrinias had thus beguiled the unsuspecting soldi~r ot·
all the information necessary for his purpose, he clropped the mask,
and within a few clays proclaimed a judicial scrutiny into t!1e conduct of Nunez and his offic(;)rs. He was acquitted of the criminal
charges made against him, though he remained involved in difficulties from the suits brought against him by individunls for losses
and damage occasioned by his measures. Peclrarias was incensed
at this acquittal, and insisted upon the guilt of Nnnez, which he
pretended to have established to liis conviction, by his secret investigations; and he even determinecl to send him in chains to Spain,
to be tried for the death of Nicuessa,* and foi' other imputed of~
fences.
The town of Darien was situated in a deep valley, surrounded by
lofty mountains, which, while they kept off the breezes, reflected
the concentrated rays of the sun, insomuch that at noon the heat
was insupportable; the river which passed it was shallow, with a
m ndcly channel, and bordered by marshes; over-hanging forests
added to the general humidity, and the very so:l on which the town
was built was of such a nature that on digging to the depth of a
foot there would ooze forth brackish water.
This situation, in a tropical climate, proved fatal to the health of
the men who had recently arrived; Pedrarias ilimself fell sick, and
was removed with most of his people to a healthier spot, on the river
Oornbari; the malady, however, continued to increase. 'rhe provisions brought out in the ships had been partly damaged by the
sea, the residue grew scanty, and the people were put npon short

* 'l'he inhabitants of Darien, differing among themselves, lrnrl callecl Nicuessa, then at Nombre de Dios, which he founded, to take charge of the government of Darien, which was in the territory allotted. to him, hut his threats
and conduct having alienated the friendship of tlle inhabitants, even before
his arrival at Darien, they refused to reeeive him when he clid arrive; and to
be rid of him and some of his partisans, they· put him and them in a crazy
boat. They left Darien and were never afterwards heard of. Nunez was at
this time one of the two alcaldes of Darien.
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allowance; the debility thus produced increased the ravages of the
disease; at length the prnvisions were exhausted, and the horrors
of absolute famine ensued.
Every one was more or less affected by these calamities, bnt to
none were they more fatal than to the crowd of yonng cavaliers.
As the famine increased, their case became desperate. Some would
be seen bartering a robe of crimson silk, or some garment of rich
brocade, for a pound of Indian bread; others songht to satis(y the
cravings of hunger with the herbs and roots of the field, and one
of the principal cavaliers absolutely expired of hunger in the public
streets. In this wretched way, and in the short space of one month,
perished seven hundred of the little army that had embarked with
Pedrarias. 'fhe bodies of some 1·emained for a day or two without
sepultnre, their friends not having sufficient strength to bnry them.
Unnble to remedy the evil, Pedrarias gave permission for his men
to flee from it... A ship-load of starving adventnrers departed for
Cuba, where Diego Velasquez was colonizing that island; others
made their way back to Spain.
The departure of so many hungry men was some temporary relief to the colony; and Pedrarias, having recovered from his malady,
bestirred himself to send expeditions in all directions, for the purpose of foraging the country and collecting treasnre. The various
expeditions sent out l1y him to explore and subjugate the surrounding country, too often, through the rash conduct and ignorance of
those who conducted them, l~nded in misfortune and disgrace. In
fine, the colony became so wenkened by these repeated losses, and
the savages so emb.oldenecl by success, that they beleaguered it with
their forces; harassed it by assaults and ambuscades, and reduced it
to great extremity~
While Pedrarias was harassed and perplexed by these complicated
evils, he was haunted by continual apprehension of the ultimate
ascendency of N nnez. He knew him to be beloved by the people,
and befriended by the bishop; and he had received proof that his
services were highly appreciated by the king. The politic bishop
perceived the uneasy state of the governor's mind, and endeavored by means of his apprellensions to effect a reconciliation
between him and Nunez. He reprnsentecl to hirn that his treatment
of Nunez was odious in the eyes of the people, and must eventually
draw on him the displeasure of his sovereign. "But why persist,"
added he, "in driving a man to become your deadliest enemy, whom
you may grapple to your side as your fi.nnest friend? You have
sever::d daughters-give him one in marriage; yon will then have
for a son-in-law a man of merit and popularity, who is a hidalgo py
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birth, and a favorite of the king. You are advanced in yen.rs ancl
infirm, be is in the prime and vigor of li.fe, and possesses great activity.
Yon can make him your lientenant; and while you repose from your
toils, he can carry on the affairs of the colony with spirit ancl
enterprise; and all his achievements will redound to the advancement of your fam.ily, and the splendor of your administration."*
The governor and his lady, won by the eloquence of the bishop,
readily listened to his suggestion; and Nunez was but too happy
to effect a reconciliation on such fl.t;ttteting terms. Written articles
were accordingly drn,wn up and exchanged, contracting a marriage
between him and the eldest daughter of Pedrnrias.t The young
lady was then in Spain, bnt was to be sent for, and the nuptials
were to be celebrated on her arrival at Darien.
The governor, now that he looked upon Nunez as his son-in-law,
loaded him with favors·. Nunez was authorized to build brigantines,
and make all necessary preparations for his long-desired expedition
to explore the South Sea. The place appointed for this purpose
was the port of Oareta, situated to tlle west of Darien. A tow11
called Acla had been fournled at this port. 1.'wo hundred men were
placed under his command to aid him in carrying bis plans into
execution, and a sum of money was advanced to him from the royal
trensury. Hernando de Arguello, a 11otary at Darien, who had
amassed considerable property, embarked a great part of it in the
proposed enterprise.
On arriving at Acla, Vasco Nunez set to worlr to prepare the
matel'ials for four brigantines to be launched into the South Sea.
The timbers were felled on the Atlantic seaboard, and were then,
with the anchors and rigging; transported across the lofty ridges of
mountains to the opposite shores of the Isthmus. Several Spaniarc1s, thirty negroes, and a great number of Indians, were employed
for the purpose. 'l'hey had no other roads bnt Indian paths straggling through almost impervious forests, across torrents, and np
rugged clefih~s, broken by rocks and precipices. On the summit of
the mountains a house had been provided for their temporary repose. After remaining here a little while to refresh themselyes and
gain new strength, they renewed their labors, descending the opposite side of the mountains until they reached the navigable part of

* These sentiments 0f the Bishop Juan de Queveflo show the great merits of
Nunez, and the high esteem in which he was held by those whose superior intelligence conlcl perceive ancl appreciate the extraordinary qualities that distinguished him.
t De Soto married with Dona Isabella de Bobadilla, daugltter of l)edro Arias
de Avila, Earl of Punno en Rostro.
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a river, which they called the Balsas, and which flowed into the
South Sea.
Much time nnd trouble and many lives were expended on this
arduous nnclertnking before they had transported to the river
sufficient tirn ber fo1· two brigantines. To add to their difficulties,
they had scarcely begun to work upon the timbers before they discovered that it was totally useless, being subject to the ravages of
the worms* from having been cut in the vicinity of the sea-water,
they were oblig·ed, therefore, to begin anew, and fell trees on the
borcfor of the river.
Nunez divided his people into three bands; one was to cut and
saw the wood, another to bring the rigging and iron-work from
.A cla, which was twenty-two leagues distant; and the third foraged
the neighboring country fol' provisions.
Scarcely was the timber f'ellecl and shaped for use when the rains
set in, and the river overflowed its banks so suclclenly that the
wo1:kmen barely escaped witll their lives by climbing trees; while
the wood on which they had been working was either buried in sand
or mud, or swept away by the raging torrent.
vVhen the river subsided the workmen again resumed their labors;
a n nmber of recruits arrived from .Acla, bringing various supplies,
and the business of tile enterprise was pressed with redoubled ardor,
until Nunez had the satisfaction to behold two of his brigantines
floating on the river Balsas. .As soon as they could be equipped fo1·
sea, he embarked in them with as many Spaniards as they could
carry; and issuing from the river, launched triumphantly on the
great ocean he had cliscoverecl.
The first cruise of Vasco Nunez was to the grnup of Pearl Islands,
on the principal one of which he disembarked the greater part. of
his crews, and dispatched the brigantines to the mainland to bring
off tl.ie remainder. It was his intention to conRtruct the other two
vessels at this island. On the return of his vessels, and while preparations were making for the building of the others, he em barked
with a hundred men and departed on a reconnoitering cruise to the
eastward, towards the region pointed out by the Indians as abounding in riches. Having passed ahont twenty leagues beyond the
Gulf of San Migu,el the mariners were alarmed at beholding a great
11 umber of whales, which resembled a reef of rocks stretching far
in to the sea and lashed by breakers. The seamen fearecl to approach these fancied dangers in the dark; Vasco Nunez anchored,

*

From the mention of salt-water, these worms ·were probably teredos, a seaworm that l)erforates the timbers of sea-vessels until they become honeycombed
ancl ruiuecl,
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therefore, for the night under a point of land, intending to continue
in the same direction on the following clay. When the morning
dawned, however, the wind had cha11ged and was contrary; whereupon he altered his course. Steering for the mainland he anchored
on that part of the coast governed by the cacique Ohnchama, who
had massacted Bernardo Morales and his companions when reposing in his village. Here landing his men Nunez came snddenly
upon the dwelling of the cacique. The Indians sallied forth to
defend their homes, but were routed with great loss. Having thus
avenged the death of bis countrymen Nunez re-embarked and returned to Isla Rica.
He now applied himself diligently to complete the building of his
brigantines, dispatching men to Acla to bring the necessary stores
and rigging across the mountains. Vn1ile thus occupied a rumor
reached him that a new governor, named Lope de Sosa, was coming
out frorn Spain to supersede Peclrarias. Nunez was troubled at
these tidings. A new governor wonlcl be likely to adopt new
measures or to have favorites. In this perplexity he held a consultation with several qf his confidential officers. After some debate
it was agreed that a trusty and intelligent person should be sent to
Acla, under pretence of procuring munitions for the ships. Should
he find Peclrarias in possession of the government, he was to request
re-enforcements and supplies; but should he find a new governor
arrived, he was to return immediately with the tidings. In the
latter case it was resolved to put to sea before any contrary orders
could arrive.
r.I.'he person entrusted with this mission to Acla was Andres
Garabito, in whose fidelity and discretion Nunez had implicit confidence; his confidence, however, was destined to be fatally betrayed.
Vasco Nunez had continued to have a fonchiess for the daughter of
the Oaciqne Oareta, whom he had received from her father as a
pledge of amity. In the course. of some dispute with Garabito
concerning her, he had expressed himself in severe and galling
language; Garabito was deeply mortified at some of Nunez's expressions, and being of a malignant spirit, he cherished a· secret and
vindictive enmity against his commander, and determined on a
dastardly revenge. He wrote privately to Pedrarias, assuring him
that Nunez had no intention of marrying his daughter; being com~
pletely under the influence of an Indian paramour.* This 111ischiev-

* This Garabito or Garavita had a difficulty of a similar character with Cortes
in Cuba, on which occasion he received a chastisement from the fut1ue conqueror
of Mexico.
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ous letter Garabito had written immediately after the last departure
of Nunez from Acb.
"When Garabito arrived at .Acla he found Pedrarias still in possession of the government; for Lope de Sosa had died in the very
harbor. The con<luct and conversation of Garabito were such ns
to arouse suspicions; he was arrested, and his papers and letters
were sent to Peclrarias. When examined he readily suffered himself
to be wrought upon by threats of punishment and promises of par- ·
don, and revealed all that he knew, and declared still more that lle
suspected and surmised of the plans and inte~tions of Nunez.
Hernando de Arguello wrote to Nunez, informing llim of the
critical posture of affairs, aucl urging him to put to sea without <le:.
by; that he would be protected at all events by the Hieronimite
Fathers at San Domingo, who were at that time all-powerful in the
New World, and ·who regarded llis expedition as calculnted to promote the glory of Goel as well as the dominion of the king. 'l'his
letter fell into the hands of Peclrarias, and convinced him of a dangerous plot against his authority. He immedintely ordered .Arguello to be arrested; and now devised means to get Nunez witllin
his power. Dissembling his suspicions and intentions therefore, he
wrote to him in amicable terms, reqtiestiug him to repair immediately to Acla, as he wished to confer with him about the impending
expedition. 'l,he tenor of this letter awakened no suspicion in the
mind of Nunez. Leaving his vessels in command of Franciseo
Companon, he immediately departed, unattended hy any force, to
meet the governor at Acla. Haying crossed the mountains and
drawn near to .A cla, he had not proceeded far when he was met Ly
a band of armed men led by Francisco Pizarro, who stepped forwarcl
to arrest his ancient commander. N nnez paused for a moment, and
regarding him with a reproachful look of astonishment, said: u How
is tllis, Francisco? Is this the way you llave been accustomed to
receive me ?n He suffered himself quietly to be taken prisoner by
his former adherent and conducted in chains to Acla. Here he vvas
imprisoned, and Bartolome Hurtado, once his favorite officer, was
sent to take command of his vessels.
Pedrarias urged the alcalde mayor, Espinosa, to proceed against
Nunez with the utmost rigor of the law. rrtie charge brought against
him was a treasonable ~onspiracy to cast off all allegiance to the
crown, and to assume an independent sway on the borders of the
South Sea. He was also charged anew with the wrongs inflicted on
Enciso, and witll the death of the unfortunate Nicuessa.*

* Enciso, as lieutenant of Ojada, had founded Santa Maria cle la Antigua clel
Darien, and by his stern edicts incurred the displeasure of the people. 'rl1ey
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Espinosa at length gave a reluctant verdict against Vasco Nunez,
but recommended him to mercy on account of his great services, or,
that at least he might be permitted to appeal. "No," said Pedrarias;
"if he has merited death, let him suffer death I" He accordingly condemned him to be beheaded. rrhe same sentence was passed upon
several of his officers who were implicated in his alleged conspir!:),cy,
and also on Hernando de Arguello. ·As to the perfidious informer,
Garabito, he was pardoned and set at liberty.
'l'he execution took place in the public square of AcJn, and the
historian Oviedo, who was in tbe colony at that time, assures us
that the cruel Pedrarias was a secret witness of the bloody .spectacle, which he contemplated from between the reeds of the wall of n
house about tweh·e paces from the scaffold. Vasco Nunez was the
first to suffer death. He ascended the scaffolrl with a firm step an<l
calm and manly demeanor. Three of his officers were in a like
manner brought one by one to the block. One victim still remained.
It was Arguello, who had been condemned as an accompliee for
having written the intercepted letter. The populace entreated Pedrarias that this man might be spared. The daylight, they said,
was at an end, and it seemed as if Goel had hastened the night to
prevent the execution. "No," said Pedrarias, "I woul<l sooner die
myself than s1mre one of them." The unfortunate Arguello was
led to the block.*
'l'he vengeance of Pedrarias was not satisfied with the death of
his victim; he confiscated his property, and dishonored his remains,
refused to acknowledge his authority. Nunez took advantage of this cliscontent to form a party to clepose Enciso, who was smnmoned to trial, fonncl guilty
of usurpation, and imprisoned. By the intercession of his friends he was released, and permitted to return to Spain.
* 'l'he cruel and malicious spirit of Pedrarias is in strong contrast with the
genius of Cortes.
Some Spanish soldiers, partisans of Velasquez, governor of Cuba, secretly
agreed to take the life of Cortes; Alvarado, Sandoval, and 'l'apia, ancl of all
those who appeared most attached to the party of Cortes, Aml this they
planned, when Cortes was on the eve of besieging the city of Mexico. The conspirators not only determined the time and manner of securely executing the
blow, but elected also those on whom the vacant posts of general, judge, and
captains were to be conferred; when one of the accomplices, having repentecl
of the deecl, seasonably revealecl the treason to Cortes. This general immediately hacl the chief conspirator seized, committecl his examination to a judge,
ancl he, having freely confessed his crime, was hanged from a window of the
quarters. "With respect to his accomplices, Cortes prudently dissemble.cl, affecting not to believe them culpable, and ascribing the infamy imputed to them by
the confession, to be the malice of the convict.-CLAVIGERO.
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causing his head to be placed upon a pole, and exposed for several
clays in the public square. Thus perished, in his forty-second year,
in the prime and vigor of his life ancl the full career of his glory,
Vasco Nnnez de Balboa, one of the most illustrious nnd deserving
of Spanish discoverers ; a victim to the basest and most perfidious
envy.*
rrhe Fathers of St. Jerome, who possessed then a great authority
,in the Inrlies 1 manifested a strong resentment against Pedrarias;
they wrote to him in a manner to let him know what was the opinion
of all Ame'rica.of his conduct; they added that be had forgotten
the orders of the king, which obliged him to do nothing without the
· participation of the Council of his province; but these warnings
came too late, the unfortmrn,te Nunez was no more. Las Casas reproaches Peclrarias with having devastated all the country from
Darien to the lake Nicaragua. He accuses him also of having
exercised against the Indian.s cruelties which made humanity shud~
der. A mrtn of his charncter could hnt with impatience see himself
subject to several governors ; he wished to shake off the yoke wliich
wonnc1ec1 his ambition; he had Santa Maria del Darien destroyed;
charged Diego cl'Espinosa, in 1518, to repair to Panama, and build
a town there. He wrote at the same time to the king, that the
place wllei~e Santa Maria del Darien had been founded was not fit
for a· settlement, and that it was the interest of his majesty to transfer the Episcopal seat to Panama. Having received a favorable
reply the following year,. he sent orders to Oviedo, who then commanded at Darien as his lieutenant, to transpol't to Panama all the
inhabitants ?f Darien. Other settlements were not slow in being
formed in so rich a country.t
Yasco Nunez de Balboa'~ having been executed, Pedrarais set out
for the Pearl Islands with the troops that were at Acla. Tlle ships
were there [at Pearl Islands], with the people ·who had remained on
the South Sea. Thence he went in the ships to Panama, where
he founded the present city [ old Panama], the rest of the people
going round by land with the licentiate Espinosa."
"Panama was founded in the year 1519, and at the end of that
year Diego Alvites founded N ombre de Dios, by order of Peclrarias.
Having founded Panama in this year, the governor sent the licentiate Espinosa in command of the ships, with as many men as they
could hold, to the westward. rr110 licentiate arrived at the province
of Bnrica, on the coast of Nicaragua."

* vV:ashington Irving's Columlms. His authorities quoted are Henera, Peter
Martyr, aiJd Oviedo. The latter was au officer under Pedrarias.
t Richer.
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"In the year 1517, Gil Go1~zales de .Avila arrived at -Darien, with
a certain capitulation which he had made• with his majesty, accompanied by carpenters and laborers to. build ships, and all the necessary fittings for them to be put together in the Rio de la Balsa,
and their futtock timbers were brought ready made from Spain.
They disembarked at Acla, and Gil Gonzales went to Darien to
secure the support of the governor for the enterprise."
'' The ships, having been built, on the Balsa, were sent down to
the sea, passed the Island of Pearls; and, Panama having been
peopled in 1519, the flotilla was brought there. This Gil Gonzales
had to discover a certain nnmber of leagues to the westward, concerning which the capitulation had been made; and thus he coasted
along, and arrived at the gulf of San Lucar, which had already
been discovered by [Espinosa, under the orders of J Pedrarias. It
is at the commencement of the land of Nicaragua. Having passed
the place where Leon and Granada now stand, he disembarked, and
came to a village where he found one hundred thousand pesos of
gold. .As soon as his arrival was known in the land, a large foree
of warlike Indians came against him, and obliged ltim to fall back
and embark again, as he had not sufficient force to resist them He
returned to Panama with the gold, and went thence to Spn.in; but
returned to San Domingo, anrl equipped an expedition to settle in
Nicaragua, going by the way of Honduras."
In the mean time Pedrarias sent Francisco Hernandez de Cordova in command of a force to subdue and settle Nicaragua; and
he entered that htnd, subduing and conquering, and fighting in many
skirmishes and battles. He founded the cities of Leon and Granada,
and lmilt fortresses in them for defence.
Gil Gonzales, who set out from San Domingo in search of Nicaragua, via Honduras, encountered, in a province called Manalea, Captain Soto whom Hernandez had sent to that part. Soto resisted the
passage of .Gonzales through the district, and Gonzales stopped and
cunningly treated for peace. Soto, finding himself more powerful in
numbers than his adversary, did not fear him, and, though the one
force was very near to the other, he did not set n girnrd 011 his camp.
So, one night, Gonzales took him unawares, made him prisoner, and
secured his arms. Of the troops which came out to resist, two men
were killed with two arquebuses. But Gonzales did not deem it
prudent to keep these persons in his company, so he released them,
and, seeing that thete was no way to enter Nicaragua, he returned to
Puerto de Cavallos, where was Christoval de Olid, a captain whom
OortP:s had sent to conquer and settle· Honduras, but who, having
revolted, Las Casas was sent to capture him, l>nt was himself taken
11
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by Olid, and kept as a prisoner with Gonzales; but these, _hav_ing
conspired, a short time afterwards slew Olid. .A. bout this tune
Cortes arrived in Honduras, and soon Hernandez, desiring to revolt
from Pedrarias, sent to invite him to come and receive the province
[of Nicaragua] from him.
Hernandez, finding himself powerful in the number of his followers, meditated a project to rise and throw off obedience to
Pedrarias, or any one he might send. With this view, he assembled
the principal people of the two settlements [Leon and Granada J to
induce them to write to his majesty, praying that he might be
appointed their govemor. But the captains Francisco Campanon
and Soto not only refused their a,i,sent, but condemned the proceedings. Fearing these captains and their followers (for there
were ten or twelve who took counsel to resist this act), he seized
upon Soto and put him h~ the fortress of Granada. Cam panon,
however, with nine of his friends, marched to Granada and took
Soto out of prison. The whole party then took the field, well armed
and mounted. Hernandez, as soon as he knew this, came to Granada
with sixty men, and found his opponents in the field; but lie would
not attack them, because he kne.w th?,t they would try to kill him
before any one elie. The dissentients then took their way to
Panama, and, after many hardships and dangers, and having abandoned their horses because they could not pass that way, they
arri vecl barefooted. '11hey had passed the villages of the Indians at
night, and taken provisions from them. Thus they had reached
the province of Chiriqui, which is between Enrica and Nisca, where
there was a settlement called the city of Fonseca, which, by the
order of Pedrarias, had been made by Captain Benito Hurtado.
Here they were refreshed, and Hurtado gave them a canoe, in which
they came as far as Nata. Hu.ving reported to l'edrarias what had
taken place, the governor assembled ships and men to go to Nicaragua, where, having captured Hernandez, he cut off his head
[1526].*
It is probable that De Soto remained in Nicaragua till the death
of Pedrarias, which happened at Leon in the year 1530. He weut
from there, in 1532, to Peru.

* Andagoya.
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CHAPTER IX.
HERNAN;DO CORTES IN HONDURAS.

1524-1526.
WHEN Cortes had rebuilt and repeopled the city of Mexico, and had
founded the towns of Guanaca, Zacatula, Colima, Vera Cruz [Villa
Rica], Panuco, and Guacasualco, he also determined to subdue the
thickly populated province of Guatemala, the inhabitants of which
were very warlike. He therefore res·o1 ved to dispatch Pedro de
Alvarado thither to subdue the country and to found colonies in it.
For this important campaign he selected above three huncli-ed foot,
of which one hundrec1 and twenty were musketeers and crossbow-men,
one hundred and fifty-three horse, and four field-pieces, to which
were added three hundred auxiliary troops, composed of Tlascalans,
Cholulans, and Mexicans.*
As soon as these troops were in marching order, Alvarado took
leave of Cortes, and left the city of Mexico on the 13tht of December,
1523. After various encounters with the Indians on his route, the
most dangerous of which was that with the tribes of Utatlan, he
finally arrived in Guatemala, where the inhabitants gave him a kind
and hospitable reception. Father Olmedo, who had accompanied
Alvarado, did everything in his power to convert the Indians to
Christianity; he ordered au altar with a cross to be erected, in
front of which he regnlarly performed mass, and the inhabitants on
these occasions imitated the Spaniards in all their religious ceremonies. Father Olmedo ~lso placed on the altar an image of the
Virgin Mary, which had been presented to him by Garay in his
dying moments. This image was of such extreme beauty that the
Indians became quite enamored of it. By degrees, every township.
of the surrounding neighborhood sent ambassadors to Alvarado,
and decla'red themselves vassals of the emperor.t
At the same time that Cortes sent Alvarado to Guatemala, he
fitted out a naval armament under the command of Cristobal
D'Olid, to coast along the North Sea [Caribbean] and establish a

*
t

These are the numbers Diaz gives, but Cortes makes them somewhat more.
Portes says 6th.
i Diaz.
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colony at the Cape of Hibueras [Honduras], sixty leagues from
the Bay of Ascension, which js to the windward of what they call
Yucatan, and on the coast above Terra Firma towards Darien. The
object of this expedition was to obtain information about the
country, and also in reference to the opinion [then] entertained by
many pilots, that through this bay a passage might be fonnd to the
other sea; the thing that of all others in the world Cortes most
desirnd to meet with. Cortes considered it certain, according to
the information he bad concerning the country and its configuration,
that Pedro de Alvarado and Cristobal D'Olid would meet, unless
the strait divided them.
The a.1·mament committed to Olid consisted of five lal'ge ships
and a brigantine, and four hundred° men, provided with artillery,
munitions, arms, victuals, and everything ·else necessary for them.
Cortes also sent two agents to the island of Cuba, with eight thonsand pesos of gold, to purchase horses and provisions, both" for
the first voyage, and to be in readiness for loading the ships on
Lheir return from the expedition. Thus tlle expedition cleparted
from the port of San Juan de Chalchiqueca [present Vera Cruz], on
the 11th of January, 1524, having to touch at the Havana, the
place on the island of Cuba where they were to obtain the supplies
that were wanting, especially horses, and for the ships to rendezvous in order to proceed together thence to the place of their
destination. Ou reaching the first port in the country to which the
expedition was sent, they were to disembark men, horses, provisions, and everything.else, and seek the most favorable site that
offered to be fortified with, artillery (of which they took a great
deal of the best kind), and for the settlement of a colony. 'I1hey
were then to dispatch, at once, three of the larger ships to the port
of 'l\'iniclad, in the island of Cuba, as most conveniently situated
on their route, and where an agent was to be left to get ready a
cargo of such things as they required, for which the captain should
send. The smaller ships and brigantine, with the principal pilot, a
cousin of Cortes, named Diego Hurtado, for captain, were .to run
along the coast of the Bay of Ascension, in quest of the strait that
· was l.Jelieved to be there, and to remain until they had explored
eYery part of it; and in case they discovered the strait, they should
return to the place where captain Cristobal Olid was, and from
thence dispatch one of the ships to Cortes, with an account of the
discovery, and all the information Cristobal Olid might have acquired concerning the country, and also the occurrences of the 'expedition.*

*
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To this armament were also appointed two priests, and they were
to induce the Indians to abolish tlieir human sacrifices, with other
abominations practised by them. Every place the troops· visited
they were to look out for those diabolical cages in which the Indians
shut up those they iI?,tencled for victims for their sacrifices; these
they were ordered to release, and the cages were to be destroyed.*
· After Cortes had strongly impressed all this on Olid's mind, he
bid him and all his troops an affectionate farewell. When Olid
anived at Vera Cruz, he found everything in readiness, so that he
was enabled to em bark immediately with his troops, and had a very
favorable passage to Havana, where he found the horses, with the
provisions and other things, in i-eadiness. Here Diego Vefosquez,
governor of Cuba, the mortal enemy of Cortes, visited Olid on
board the vessels, urged him in the strongest terms to refuse all
further obedience to Cortes; and they came to a secret agreement
between themselves, jointly to subdue the Higneras and Honduras
in the emperor's name. Olid was to take upon himself the active
part, and Velasquez, on his side, was to procure him every necessary,
and support him with his money.
The armament being now fully equipped, Olid sailed from the
Havana, and, after a very prosperous voyage, arri vecl, on the 3d of
May, nbout sixty miles on the oti1er side of Puerto Oaballo, and
disembarked his men in a t?mall bay, where he immediately began
to lay the foundations of a town, to which he gave the name of
Triunfo cle la Cruz.
... It was not until eight months afterwards that Cortes received
intelligence of this revolt of Olicl. ·when, therefol'e, he learned that
Olid had made common cause with Diego Velasquez, and had
determined to act independent of him, he resolved to send against
him Francisco de las Casas, a relation of his on whom he could

* Diaz, to avoicl the tediousness of constantly mentioning these cages, in his
account of the various places through which he passed on his way to the city
of Mexico, gives the reader to unclerstand they were in every town. Not only
were there teocalis in towns,but like heathen'temples of antiquity, also on island&
and in secluded places, and they were their temples and their altars on which
the Indian priests immol at.eel their victims to their hideous idols. The unfortunate Valdivia ancl several of his companions, being cast upon the shores of'
Yucatan, were seized 1Jy the Indians, confined in cages, anc1, when sufilcient1y
fattened, sacrificed. by the Indians to their deities, and then devoured. The
first structure of stone ancl mortar that Columbus discovered on the continent
was on the coast of Honduras, and was probably a teocali, of which, perhaps,
he knew not the use, aR his son only mentions the fact: '' The first place in
. the Indies where they saw any sign of a structure which was a great mass or
imagery, that seemed to be of lime and mortar."
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place implicit .reliance, as he had previously cleclare<l to the empel'Or.
For this purpose he fitted out five vessels, well· provided with
cannon 3,nd other ammunition. On board this fleet he embarked
one hundred men.
Francisco de las Casas received full power from Cortes to seize
Olid and put him in chains. He sailed from Vera Cruz with very
favorable weather, and arrived in a short time in the bay of Triunfo
de la Cruz, where in front of the town lay at anchor the vessels of
Olid. As Las Casas on entering the bay had hoisted a white :flag,
Olid scarcely knew what to think at first, but thought, at all events,
it was better to be upon his guard, and ran ou~ two of bis smallest
vessels, well armed with a strong body of men, in order to prevent
Las Casas from entering the harbor and landing his troops, though
he was as yet quite ignorant who the new-comers were. Las Casas,
who was a man of great courage and determination, immediately
lowered bis boat, on board of which he pl~ced one of the falconets,
and the most active of his men well armed with muskets and crossbows, being resolved he said to land his troops someho~ or other.
A severe conflict now ensued, in which Las Casas bored one of
Olicl's vessels into the ground, killed four of his men and wounded
several others.
Olid, seeing that matters were growing very serious, thought it
advisable, on his part, to stay hostilities in order to gain· time to
assemble all his troops about him; for he had a few days previous
dispatched two companies to the river Pechin against Gil Gonzales
de Avila, who had begun to subdue the country there. He, therefore, sent word to Las Casas that he was desirous of making terms
of peace with him; to which Las Casas so far consentecl that he
staid hostilities for the present, and lay out at sea with his vessels
for the night, in order to· effect a landing in some other bay. Fortunately for Olid and uufortunR.tely for Las Casas, a furious 11orth
wincl, which is the most dangerous of all on this coast, arose during
the night, and the whole of his vessels were wrecked; thirty of liis
men were drowned, and all the ammunition and stores went to the
bottom. Las Casas and the rest of his men, after wandering about
the country for two days, bemnn bed with wet and cold, without a
morsel of food to eat, were all taken prisoners by Olicl's troops.
Olid, it may be imagined, was excessively rejoiced that things
had thus terminated so. unexpectedly in his favor, and he exulted
greatly in having the person of Las Casas in his power. He immediately took the latter's troops into his service, and compelled
them to. take a solemn. oath never to desert him, but to oppose
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Cortes if he should come with an army against him. Las Casas
alone he kept a prisoner.
Shortly upon this the detachment returned which he had sent
against Gil Gonzales de .A. vila. 'l'his man hacl arrived in the country
with the appointment of governor of Golfo Dulce, and he had already
founded, at about four miles distance from the bay of the same name,
a town which he called San Gill de Buena Vista. '1.'lle country
bounding on the river Chipin was at that time inhabited by a very
warlike people; and as by far the greater part of Gil Gonzales's
troops were suffering from ill health, the latter had only been able
to throw a feeble ganison into the town of Buena Vista. Olid had
been duly apprised of this and ordered the town to be attacked; but
his troops could not so easily get possession of the place as they
expected. Gil Gonzales's small body of men defended themselves
most vigorously, and eight of the soldiers with a cousin of his were
killed. Olid was both rejoiced and proud to have taken prisoners
the chief commanders of two separate armaments; and as it was of
importance to him that the success of his arms should be made
known through the islands,* he immediately sent information of his
good fortune to Vela.squez, governor of Ouha.
.After this victol'y (Hid, taking his prisoners with him, marched
his troops towards the interior of the country, to a large township
named Naco, which lay in a very populous district. It was upon
this occasion that N aco was completely destroyed and the whole of
the surrounding country laid waste, and this Diaz relates from eyewitness, as he subsequently visitecl those parts himself.
From N uco, Olid sent out a strong detachment to forage the
country, under the command of Briones. Some time after Briones
had been sent out by Olicl to a distant part of the country, with a
considerable body of his troops, he received intelligence that he had
deserted with the whole of the men under his command, and was
marching in the direction of New Spain; this news was indeed found
to be perfectly correct. This circumstance, Las Casas and Gil
Gonzales thought, presented to them a most favorable opportunity
to ricl themselves of Olid, who still continued to treat both of them
as prisoners of war, though they were allowerl to go at large. The
whole of the adherents of Cortes secretly foinecl Las Casas and
Gonzales, and they agreed, upon a certain signal, to fall upon Olid
and stab him to death. Everything hacl been arranged in the best
possible manner for this purpose.

t

* Cuba, .Tamaica, Hispaniola, Porto Rico.
t Diaz's own words, as translated into English,

except the italics.
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One evening Las Casas, Gonzales, .Juan Nunez de Mercaclo, and
other soldiers of Cortes's party, were invited to sup with Olid. The
first two, as prisoners of war, were not allowed to carry arms, but
had concealed on thefr persons large knives, wbich w.ere ground
very sharp. 'l'he whole of the company had already laid aside
their cloaks to seat themselves at the table, and stood around Olid
discoursing on Cortes's good fortune. As Olicl was thus quite off
his guard, not in the least suspecting there was any design upon
his life, Las Casas on a sudden seized him forcibly by the beard,
and stabbed him in the neck with his knife. Upon this, the other "'
conspirators fell in a lJocly upon him and gave him so many stabs
that he fell to the ground, and was left as dead; but, as he was a
man of enormous muscular power, he regained his consciousness
while the conspirators were sitting at the table enjoying their suppers, and assembling all his strength he started up from the floor,
with the cry, "My fr'iends, assist your captain!" and then ran out
to hicle himself in the woods until his adherents should have Tallied
aronn<l him. And, indeed, a great part of his troops instantly
assembled for this purpose; but Las Casas cried out to them: "In
the name of the emperor and of Cortes, I command you to fall upon
the tyrant ; his tyranny is no longer to be borne I''
As soon as these names were mentioned, no one durst stir a finger
in Olid's defence; on the contrary, '?Very one quietly submitted,
and immediately obeyed Las ca·sas's commands by hurrying off in
search of Olid, to bring him in prisoner. He then made known that
any one who knew of Olic1's concealment, and neglected to giYe
information of it, should suffer death. By this means it was soon
discovered where Olid lay concealed, and, after he had been brought
in a prisoner, a criminal snit was commenced against him in d~1e
form, and, sentence of death being passed on him, he was decapitated by o_rder of these two officers, Las Casas and Go'i1Zales, on the
market-place of N aco.
As soon as Las Casas and Gonzales had got rid of their common
enemy, they assembled all the troops; they divided the command
equally hetwe~n them, and continued on the best terms with each
other. Las Casas soon after founded the town of Truxillo, and
Gonzales dispatched a small body of troops to the town which he
had previously founded, called Buena Vista, in order to see what
condition the colony was in. The command of this small detachment he gave to an officer named Armenta, with orders not to make
any change there if, at least, he found everything in the same conc1 ition as whe.n he left it, but to await his retnrn from New Spnfo,
whither he would immediately repair to_ beg Cortes for a fresh
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supply of troops. Las Casas likewise determined to proceed with
Gonzales to the city of Mexico, in order that they might jointly
give Cortes an account of every circumstance that had transpired.*
Several months having elapsed after the departnre of Las Casas
with the armament, and Cortes still without any tidings from him,
he began to fear that some misfortnne had befallen him. 'l111e more
he thought of the many dangers to which vessels are exposed, the
more he regretted, notwithstanding all the confidence he placed in
Las Casas, that he had not gone to Honduras by land at the head
of his army; he therefore determined to march thither in person.
Cortes left the city of Mexico at the head of his army [in October, 1524], and took the road leading to Guacasualco, where he
staid altogether six days. [From Guacasnalco Cortes continued
his march to Honduras, and having arrived at Coliste, the Indians],
on being qnestioned by Dona Marina about the town where the
Spaniards had s_ettled, they answered that it lay on the sea-coast
about five days' journey from there. On this information Cortes
dispatched San<foval, with six men on foot, to the sea-coast in the
directio·n tile Indian had pointed ont, in order to learn, if possible,
what number of Spanish troops Oliclt had under his command; for
at that time Cortes -was still ignorant of what had taken place
there.
Sandoval took three Inclian guides with him from Oculizti, and
set out on his journey. When he had arrived on the north coast
of the gulf of Hond nras], and was marching along the beach, lie
espied a canoe making for the land, with sails and paddles. He
therefore hid himself behind a rising ground _until the vessel should
have run ashore. ':l1llis canoe belonged to some Indian merchants,
was laded with salt and maize, and was destined for the large river.
which flows into the Golfo Dulce.
In the nigbt time Sandoval sallied forth from his hiding place,
captured all the crew, then stepped into the canoe, with two of his
compani_ons an<l the three guides, and desirerl the Indian merchants
to row him along the coast, while the four other Spaniards followed
by land. Sandoval was sure the great river could not be far dis-

L

* Cortes at that time was probably on his expedition to Honduras, as he left
the city of Mexico October, 1524, and on Easter, 1525, he was at a place between
Lake Peten and the head of the Gulf of Honduras.
t In Cortes's letters, this name is Christoval D'Oli. Bernal Diaz has it Olid,
and so Clavigero has it. There was in Cortes's army a Christoval de Olea,
who, on two occasions in battle, saved the life of Cortes. These two names, Oli
and Olea, are enough alike to be mistaken one for the other.
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tant, anc1 in this he wtts not deceived, for he entered it soon after,
and he had the good fortune to come up with four Spaniards of the
new town [Enena Vista,], founded by Gil Gonzales de .A. vila. ~l1hese
men had just arrived, in a canoe, from an excursion in search of provisio11s; of which there was an uncommon scarcity in the colony, as
the inllabitants were at enmity with the Indians, who had already
killed ten of their number since Gonzales's departure for Mexico.
When Sandoval was approaching in the canoe, he found these
Spaniards busily occupied in gathering cocoanuts. Two of them
who had climbed up the tree were the first to observe the strange
vessel, and they immediately called out to their companions below.
The whole of them were so astonished and alarmed that they scarcely
knew whether they should run away or stay where they were, but on
Sandoval coming up and addressing them in a friendly manner, they
took courage, and related to him the whole history of the foundation
of the colony, and then gave him a full description of the miserable
condition of the colony, adding that the commandant [ Arment.a] had
obstinately refnserl to aJlow them to return to Cuba, for which 1:eason,
and because he lrnd scourged a Spanish priest who had caused an
insurrection in the town, the inhabitants rebelled against him, hung
him, and appointed Antonio Nieto commandant in his stead. They
also inform eel him that two miles further on .there was a harbor 1 in
which a vessel was being fitte<l out to convey the colonists to Cuba.
Sandoval considered it best to take these men along with him to
Cortes, in order that his approach to the colony might not be macle
known to it.
When arrived in the presence of Cortes, the colonists related to
him all that.they llarl told Sandoval. Cortes now marched with all
his troops in tile direction of the sea-coast, the distance to which
was full twenty-four miles. At length he arrived at the broad river
of Golfo Dulce. Here the two canoes-one which Sandoval had
captured on the coast, and the other belongfog to the colonistswere fastened together, in which Cortes, with six men and a few of
his servants, embarked, and was ferrierl across the water. Upon
this a few of the horses were swam across, the grooms holding the
animals by the bridles, which were kept as short as possible for fear
of the horses upsetting the canoes. The passage across this rn.picl
stream was excessiYely dangerous. Cortes left strict commands
that none should cross the river until further orders, which he would
send in writing.
The town of Buena Vista, which Gil Gonzales had fonn<fod in
this neighborhood, lay abont eight miles from the l)roacl river of the
Golro Dulce, nenr tlle sea-sllore, whither Cortes irnmeclfatcly re-
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paired with his small body of men, after crossing the river. When
he entered the town, the arrival of strangers on horseback, and others
on foot, in the first moment spread ~1, great consternation among
the inhabitants, but, as soon as they learned that it Wt-ts Cortes,
they were almost overcome with joy. All the inhabitants waited
on him, and he recei vecl them in the kindest manner; and then
ordered the commandant, Nieto, to load the two boats belonging to
the town, and all the canoes be could get, with cassava bread, and
dispatch them to Sandov~l. Nieto immecliately set abont to fulfil
these commands, but wns unable to collect more than fifty pounds
of this bread, as the colonists had had no other food than the fruits
which they gathered from the trees, some vegetables, and what fish
they could catch. Even this small quantity of cassava bread had
been set apart for their voyage to Cuba. With these provisions
the two boats, manned with eight sailors, left for the place ,vhere
Sandoval w'as encamped with the troops.
The population of the town of Buena Vista consisted of forty
Spaniards, four Spanish ladies, and two mulattoes. .The vl'1.10le of
these people were suffering from ill health, and had a yellow, sickly
appearance. They had no provisions, and suffered as much from
hunger as the men of Cortes, nor could any one tell where to go in
search of maize. Cortes therefore saw that there was not a moment
to he lost, and he dispatched Luis Mnrin with the eighty men of
Guacasualco, into the country. '11 hey all set out on foot for some
townships which lay thirty-two miles further up the country. When
they reached these they found tha.t they contained great alnmdance
of maize, beans, and other vegetables; besides that, the whole
neighborhood was literally sown with cocoanut trees.
When Cortes learned that Marin and his men had arrived in so
fertile a neighborhood, and was told that the road to N aco led
through that township, he ordered Sandoval to follow them with
the greater part of the remaining troops, and not to leave this
township until he should receive further instructions.
Sandoval, on arriving at Marin's camp, immediately dispatched
thirty bushels of maize to Cortes, who distributed it among the
colonists, who ate so ravenously of it that the greater part fell sick
in consequence of it, anrl seven of them died.
Dnring this great distress for want of provisions, a vessel from
Cuba ran into the harbor, having on board seven passengers, seven
horses, forty hogs, eight barrels of pickled meat, and a large
quantity of cassava bread. The cargo belonged to Antonio de
Oomargo, and Cortes purchased the whole of it upon credit, dis- .
tributing a great part of the provisions among the colonists; but
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the consequences again proved fatal to many of these unfortunate
persons, for tllis very nourishing food brought on dysentery, and
ten more of them died.
As this vessel had brought a few soldiers, and had eight sa:ilors
on boarrl, Cortes ·determined to em bark in her and sail up the river,
to visit the townships along its banks, and to explore the interior
of the country. He also ordered one of the brigantines of Gil
Gonzales to be repaired, and a boat to be constructe<l in the shape
of those used for unloading vessels; also four canoes to be securely
fastened together. On board these vessels Cortes embarked with
thirty soldiers, the eight sailors, and twenty Mexicans. He may
have sailed up the river to the distance of about forty miles, when
he came to a large lake which was apparently about twenty-four
miles in breacltll, and its hanks were quite uninhabited, as the whole
surrounding country was subject to frequent inundations. Further
up, the river continually became more rapid, until the vessels arrived at some cataracts which none of them were able to pass.
Cortes therefore landed his me_n here, and, after leaving six Spaniards in charge of the vessels, he commenced his march np the
country, along a very narrow path. First he arrived at some townships which were deserted by the inhabitants, and then to a few
rnn.ize plantations, in which he captnren three Indians, whom he
took along with hiin as gt1iclP-s. 'I1hese people condnctecl him to
several· small villages where there was abundance of maize and
fowls. The inhabitR.nts here also kept pheasants, tame partridges,
and pigeons. '11 his breeding of partridges as domestic birc1s, Diaz
never observed in any other part of the country bnt in the townships on the Golfo Dulce. From this place Cortes took new guides,
and next arrived at some townships where the whoie sm-rotmcling
neighborhood was co,·ered with maize, cacao, and cotton plantations. When Cortes had approached within a short r1istance, he
heard thf\ sound of drums, trumpets, and a noise as if the Indians
were in the midst of some festive orgie. He then concealed 11.imself, with his men, on a rising ground, in order to watch for an opportunity of falling upon these Bacchanalians. This he accord~ngly did before they were in the least .aware of it, and captmecl
ten men and fifteen women. 'J'he rest of the Indians fl.eel to their
town, armed themselves, and corn me.need discharging their arrows
at the Spaniards Cortes immediately fell upon them, and very
soon cut ~own eight of their chiefs; they then dispatched fonr old
men, of whom two were papas [pri~sts], to Cortes, with a trifling
present in gold, and begged hard that the prisoners might be re-.
stored to them. Cortes gave them to understand that they should
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send maize, fowls, salt, and a large supply of other provisions to
his vessels. If they complied with this, he would immediately restore tl,ie prisoners to their families. rrhey accordingly set their
canoes afloat, which lay in a hollow communicating with the river,
and loaded them with the required provisions; but as he did not
release all the prisoners at once, and detained three men with their
wives to bake some bread, the whole of the inhabitants again flew
to arms, and showered forth their arrows, stones, and darts, upon
the Spaniards, wounc1ing twelve men, and Cortes himself, in the
face.
Cortes was twenty-six days on this expedition, from which he
returned to Buena Vista with a greater supply of provisions than
it had ever Lefore had.
As Cortes considered the site of Buena Vista every way unfavorable for a colony, he embarked .the whole of- the inhabitants in two
vessels and the brigantine, and sailed for the hay of Puerto de
Caballos, where he· arrived in the. space of eight days. Finding
that there was an excellent harbor in this bay, he determined to
founcl a colony in this place, to which he gave the name of Nati:vidad,
and appointed Diego de Godoy commandant of the town. He then
made an excursion into the interi01· of the country to visit the
several townships. The inhabitants assured him that there wern
several other townships in the neighborhood, and that Naco was
not far off. He well stocked the new town, and wrote to Sandoval,
whom he imagined had already reached N aco, to send him ten of
the men of Guacasualco. From this place [Puerto Cal>allos], he
added, it was his intention to repair to the Bay of Hondnr:1s, in
order to visit the new town of Truxillo. Sandoval received this
letter in the township where be had first halted, fo.r he bad not yet
broken t1p his quarters for Naco. Be would. gladly, that i11stant,
·have set out for N aco, if he had not dispatched a gL·eat part of his
troops into the surrounding townships in se.arch of provisions and
fodder for the horses. He was, therefore, compelled to await the
return of these troops.
"\Vb.en the troops returned, he marched further on to some townships in the neighborhood of which gold mines were discovered
three years afterwards. From this place be came to Qninistan, and
the following day, in the afternoon, he arrived at Naco, which at
that time was a township of considerable magnitude; but there was
not a single inhalJitant to be seen, and the troops quartered themselves in a large courtyard where Cristobal de Olid was beheaded.
In some houses they were fortunate enough to find a good supply
of maize, beans, and even salt. In this r>lace they quartered them-
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selves as comfortably as if they never meant to leave the spot
again.
In N aco there was a well of the most delicious water. Here,
likewise, stood a wide-spreading tree, under the shade of which,
even during the hottest part of the day, the air was so cool that
their very hearts became refreshed and invigorated. From this
tree there also continually fell a very delicate clew, which procl uced a most comfortable feeling to the head. The surrounding
neighborhood abounded in Vttdons kinds of provisions, and numerous
small townships lay dispersed in all directions.
Before the departure of the soldiers that Cortes had ordered to
be sent to him, Sandoval requested the caciques to dispatch five
distinguished personages to accompany them -to Puerto Oaballos.
He then ordered them to provide these soldiers with the best of
provisions on their 1·onte.
Cortes was just about to embark for Truxillo when the Spaniards
marched into Puerto de Oaballos. Soon after he sailed with all his
troops, leaving Diego cle Godoy as commander-in-chief of the new
colony, consisting of' forty persons belonging to Buena Vista, and
of the passengers lately arrived from Cuba. Afte1· a favorable
voyage of six days, Cortes anivecl in the harbor of 'l.'ruxillo. The
whole inhabitants assembled on the beach to receive him, and the
most comfortable mansion was prepared for him. 'l'he chief inhabitants then detailed to him every circumstance respecting Las Casas's
arrival an<l capture, witll that of Gil Gonzah~s, and the subsequent
beheading or Olid; how the two former officers had then departed
for Mexico.
Cortes then confirmed the several authorities of the town in their
respective offices, both civil a11,d military, bnt appointed his cousin
Saavedra captain-general of tlie whole country. He then summ.oned the inhabitants of the surrounding country to declare themselves vassals of the emperor. .As the caciques of the four principal
townships happened to stand all togetlte1· in his presence, he took
the opportunity of addressing them at some length, which was interpreted to them by Dona Marina.* Cortes then ordered them to
furnish the colony with provisions, and to send a number of Indians
with the necessary tools to level a rising ground which lay in the
town ancl obstructed the view of the harbor and of the sea. He

* Diaz mentions, on another occasion, Marina addressing the inhabitants of
Honclnras ; the inference, therefore, is that the languages of Tabasco, Mexico,
and Honduras were the same, or very similar ; so much so, that she c.muld
acldress the Hondurans in her native language.
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also desired them to repair with their canoes to some townships of
the Guanajas Islanils, to request the inh::tbitants there to supply him
with fish, which they had in abundance. ':rhe inhabitants of these
islands readily complied, and brought a present consisting of fowls
and fish. Cortes, in return, gave them some of the swine he had
taken with him on his e~pedition.* The caciques sent so large a
body of Indians to level the hill that in the space of two days there
was a good prospect of' the sea from the town. Tlley likewise constructed fifteen houses, of wliich one, for Cortes, was of large dimensions.
While Cortes was at Trnxillo, he sent in a vessel his cousin
Avalos, the two Franciscan monks, the licentiate Pedro Lopez, and
others, who all were ill, to Cuba, or to St. Domingo, and on this
occasion forwarded dispatches to the Hieronimites. ~I.1he vessel
sailed with a favorable wind. She had already doubled the cape of
St. Antonio, and had arrived within seventy leagues of the Havannah when a heavy storm arose, in which she was wrecked off the
coast of Cuba. The Franciscan monks, the captain Avalos, and a
great number of others, met with a watery grave; only a few by
great exertions saved themselves in the boat, and others drifted
ashore by clinging to pieces of wood. rrhe licentiate, Pedro Lopez,
who had escaped destruction, hastened to San Domingo, and there
related to the royal court of audience eYery circumstance of Ooi-tes's
expedition to Honduras; and how he was staying at 'l'ruxillo, occupied in subduing the surrounding country. He likewise stated
that the troops were in great want of provisions, wine, and horses.
In St. Domingo,t the spirit of speculation was soon stirred up,
and two vessels were quickly dispatched to 'l'ruxillo, with .horses,
shirts, caps, and Spanish toys, to all of which these speculating
merchants unfortunately forgot to add provisions, and only sent one
pipe of wine.
Cortes himself had remained at Truxillo, where his time was fully
occupied in making various regulations. While staying here, sev'* The islands of Guanajas were discovered by Columbus in 1502, on his
fourth and last voyage. The swine mentionecl in the text shows that Cortes
had taken these animals from the city of Mexico to Truxillo, in Honduras, as
he set out on his expedition with them. De Soto took some hogs from 'l'ampa
Bay to the mouth of the Arkansas River, and Gonzales Pizarro took ·hogs with
him on his expedition to the Napo.
t The capital of Hispaniola, or Hayti, or St. Domingo, or Isabella, all of which
names have been given to the same island; but the town of St. Domingo,
founded by the brother of Christopher Columbns, and named after their father,
was, from 1597, the capital of the Indies.
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eral of the inhabitants of the Guanajas Islands. came, and complained
to him about a vessel tlrnt lay at anchor in front of their townsliip.
This vessel, they said, had a great number of Spaniards on board,
all armed with matchlocks and crossl.Jows, and they were intent upon
carrying off the inhabitants into slavery. 'l'o all appearances, aclcled
they, tl.lese Spaniards were pirates, and the same who had visited
their country some years previously in a similar manner, and forcibly dragged away a considerable number of their countrymen.
Upon this information, Cortes hastily fitted out one of the brigantines with the largest piece of ordnance, and sent twenty men on
board, under the command of one of his best officers, who was ordered, at all events, to bring the strange vessel, with all her hands,
into the port of 'l'ruxillo. 'l'he Indians likewise promised to man
all theit· canoes, and accompany the brigantine to where the vessel
lay moored.
Wh.en tlle strange vess'el observed a we11-armed brigantine approaching, with several canoes, she quickly weighed anchor, and
made off at the utmost of her speed, and so eludec~ the pursuit of
the brigantine. It was subsequently learnt that this vessel was
commanded liy tl~e bachelor .Moreno, wllom the royal court of audience at St. pomingo had cli'spatched on certain business to N ombre
de Dios, and he had either been driven by contrary winds off these
islands, or lrn.d purposely repaired thither to carry away a cargo of
slaves.
While Sandoval was staying at N aco, four caciques arrived at
his camp from the two townships of Queeuscapa and Tanchinalchnpa, complaining bitterly of some Spaniards, who plundered the
inhabitants of all their property, and forcibly carried otf their wives
and daughters in iron chains. Sandoval was exceedingly vexed at
tl:iis intelligence. On inquiring of the caciques how far distant their
t'owns~1ips lny, they told him only one day's journey. He t,hen _immediately marched out with sixty of llis men, all well armed, and
tt1ey arrived in the above-mentioned townships before the Spaniards
thet·e had the least notice of their approach; set the instant they
saw them they flew to their arms, but Sandoval came so suddenly
upon them that he took the greater part of the men, with their captain, prisoners, without .a dro}:) of blood being spilt on either side.
He then commanded the men and women they liacl taken prisoners,
around whose necks they had fastened iron collars, to be instantly released and restored to the caciqnes of the district. He then marched
back to Naco, carrying along with him his Spanish prisoners, and
their captain, whose name was Pedro de Garro.
Almost all of these men had horses, and were followed by num-
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bers of female Indians of Nicaragua, some of whom were uncommon]y beautiful; besides a great many female slaves to attend upon
them. When they arrived in N aco, Cortes quartered e!lch of them
according to his respective rank and station, as there were several
men of distinction and quality among them.
When these men found that their captors formed a part of
Cortes's troops, their captain, -Garro, did all in his power to ingratiate himself into Sandoval's favor. Respecting their arrival in this
neighborhood they gave the following explanation.·
Pedro Arias de Avila [Pedrarias] was governor of Terra Firma,
and had sent out Frnncisco Hernandez [de Cordoba], one of his
most distinguished officers, with a considerable body of foot and
horse, in order to make conquests in the provinces of New Leon
and Nicaragua, which he subdued and colonized. Hernandez, finding that everything went on so successfully, and thinking himself
snfliciently far removed from Peclrarias* to do what he liked,
listened to evil counsellors, and came to some secret mulerstanding
with the bachelor Moreno, before mentioned, who had been (lispatched, by the royal court of audience at St. Domingo, to 'rerra
Finna to make inquiries into the death of Balboa [Vasco Nunez],
whom Pedrarias had most unjustly beheac1ecl. '!'his Moreno hinted
to Hernandez that it would not amount to treachery if he strnve to
gain for himself the government of the countries he should subdne,
which would be the more easily obtained, since Pcclrarias had acted
so wickedly agai11st Balboa [Nunezt], who had had the Lest claim
to be appointed aclelantaclo of these countries. Francisco Her, nauclez lent a willing ear to this ad vice, and began by dispatching
his chief officer, Pedro de Garro, to the northern provinces, in
search of some harbol' where he might found a colony, and _send
the emperor thence an acaount of the countries he had subcluet1 and .
colonized; and lie cloubted not that his endeavors would be crowned
with success, since the provinces of whkh he should petition to be
the governor lay so far distant from 'l1erra Finna.
Respecting these matters Sandoval and Garro had several secret
conferences with each other, which terminated in the former '!Yriting
to Cortes, at Truxillo, to induce him to confer on Hernandez the
government of Nicaragua. For this purpose he dispatched Luis

* Pedro Arias cle Avila has heretofore been written contracted to Peclrarias,
in accordance with other accounts.
t Vasco Nunez cle Balboa was beheaded in the year 1517, at Acla, under the
administration of Pedrarias. Francisco Hernandez de Cordoba subdued aml
settled Nicaragua, founding the cities of New Leon and Granada,'
12
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Marin, with ten of his men and five of Garro's men, to Truxillo.
Great were the difficulties they had to 1•encounter on this journey.
On approaching near to the coast they had to pass arms of the sea
which abounded wit.h alligators, and when they arrived at the river
Xaqua, which lay forty miles from Triunf'o de la Cruz, it took them
two whole clays before they reached the opposite shore, in canoes.
Here they saw the remains of seven horses which had belonged to
Olid's troops. At length they arrived in 'l'riunfo de la Cruz, where
they found nothing but the wood of some vessels which had been
wrecked. They then marched on for another four days, and came
to the township of Guemara, where the inhabitants rose up in arms
against them. These Indians were armed with long,. heavy lances,
and covered their bodies with shields. Two days fnrther · march
brought them into the neighborhood of Trnxillo. It was about
the hour of vespers, and they speedily came in sight of five persons
who were strolling along the shore 011 horseback, one of whom was
Cortes himself, who soon recognized them at a distance, and galloped up to them. He instantly dismounted and embraced them.
After the first welcomes "'ere passed, Cortes accompanied them
to Truxillo, where they were shown their q narters, and then iI1Yited
to sup with the general. 'l'he letter they brought from Sandoval
he read to them at the table, ancl Cortes declared his willingness to
·
do all in his power for Hernandez.
Three days previously .two smaU vessels from St. Domingo hncl
run into the harbo1· of Trnxillo, but had unfortunately brnngllt
nothing in the·shape of provisions but a pipe of wine. While they
·were still in conversation with Cortes, some one came running in
with information that another vessel was making full sail for the
harbor. This vessel came direct from Havana, and had been dispatched hither by the licentiate Zuazo, whom Cortes had appointed
alcalc1e mayor of Mexico.* Zuazo sent Cortes some refreshments,
by this vessel, and a letter.
After this vessel b;d cast anchor, the captain, who was a pei;son
of quality, stepped on shore and delivered to Cortes a letter from
the licentiate Zuazo.
When Cortes had finished reading this letter [ which containec1 an
account of what had happened in the city of Mexico during his
absence], he slrnt.bimself up for half a day, and would not allow
n,ny one to come near him. When he made his nppe::mtnce it was
unanimously proposed to him immediately to embark, with the three

* But, in a revolution, being expelled from the city of Mexico, had gone to
Cuba.
"
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vessels which lay in the hnrbor, for New Spnfo. To this he replied,
"I intend, with God's assistance, to em bark with no more than four
or fl. ve of you gent] emen." ·
Cortes then wrnte to Francisco Hernnndez, who was staying at
Nicurag·ua, offering to promote his interests to the utmost of his
power; and sent him two mules laden with horseshoes,* of wltieh
he knew he was in great want, a quantity of agricnltmal implements, several splendid articles of dress, anc1 four pieces of ben.utiful
plate, besides several golden ornaments. With these things u certain Oabrera 1 one of the five men, of Garro's troop, which had been
sent from Naco to 'l1ruxillo, was dispatched to tlie camp of Hernandez. He then desired Godoy, commandant of Puerto Oaballos,
to repair to Naco witll those of the inhabitants who were suffering
from ill health. 'rlie rest of the troops, under the command of Lnis
Mnl'in, were to take the route overland to Mexico, and, if possible,
to march through Nicaragua.
'l'he men sent by Sandoval to Cortes then took leave of the latter,
and marched in a direct line for Naco. After suffering a great deal
of fatigue and hunger, they arrived safely there. Pedro Garro had
alteady left witl1 the whole of his men for Nicaragua, to inform
Hernandez of the arrangement he had made with Sandoval.
Among the troops nuder Francisco Hernandez there were two
soldiers named Garaveta and Zamarano, who were close adherents
of Peclrn,rias, the governor of Terra Firrna [then at Panama].
·when these men saw the presents whicl1 Cortes had sent to Hei·.
nandez, and observed how the latter l.ield secret conferences with
Garro and other of his officers, they suspected that Hemall(lez designed giving Cortes possession 6f the province of Nicarngmt.
rn1ey consequently hastened off ,to, communicate their suspicions to
Pedrarias. Garavita in particular evineecl. a considei;ahle degree of
zeal in this matter, for he had an old spite against Cortes, for, when
they were both young men and lived at St. Domingo, they came to
blows about some woman, and Garavita .• came off ,vitl1 a good
drubbing.t
On receiving this information, Peclrarias marched out in person
at the head of a large body of troops, and soon arl'ivecl in Niearagua,
where he instantly seized Hernandez. Pedro de Gano li'acl been
wise enough not to await his arrival, and sought refuge iu Sandoval's

t

*

These were worth their weight in gold.

t Cabrera aftermtrds served in Pern under Benalcazar, and was quartermaster-general under Blasco Nunez Vela, viceroy of Peru, and foll in the same
battle with him, according to Diaz.
t He also had a qt1arrel with Vasco Nunez in regard to Caritas's claughter. ,
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camp; Hernandez had had suflicient time to do the same, bu~,
unfortunately for him, he put his trust in the previous friendship
which had existed between himself and Pedrarias, and felt quite
confident the latter woulcl behave leniently towards him. Peclrarias,
however, paid no respect to former friendship, but immeclintely 1mt
him upon his trial, and, as it was proven that he intended to declare
his independence of his commander-in-chief, Pedrarias sentenced
him to decapitation, which was put into execution in the town
which he had himself founded shortly before.
Cortes, after setting sail from 'rruxillo two several times, was
ngain obliged to put back into the harbor; the first time on account
of a tremendous stoi·m which arose, and the second time on account
of the foremast snapping in two. He then dispntched three couriers
in all haste with orders for the troops at N aco to discontinue their
march to Mexico, and to proceed with the further conquest of the
country, as his guardian angel, he said, had pointed out this course
to him.
When the troops received the8e orders they became greatly
enraged, and told Sandoval he might remain if he liked, hut they
were determined to continue their march to Mexico. Sandoval snicl
he would only request of them to halt until he had informed Cortes
of the resolution they had taken, and had received his answer in
return. Sandoval set out for 'J.1rnxillo, promising to do all in his
power to pel'suacle Cortes to embal'k for .Mexico.
Cortes could not then be persuaded to embark for New Spain, but
was determined to continue the colonization of the country about
1'ruxillo. [Afterwards the news which Cortes received from Mexico
induced him to return there, but] he said, llowever, he would return
to New Spain by land, as he was afraid of the sea, after ha Ying twice
set sail and eac.h time been obliged to put back into the lrnrbor.*
The pilots, however, assured him that now being the month of April,
there was less apprehension of boisterous weather, and the best of
weather was to· be expected at this time of the year. By these representations Cortes was induced to alter his determination ; and
he made up his mind to journey thither by sea, bnt would postpone
his departure until the return of Sandoval, whom he lrnc1 dispatched
with a detachment of troops to Olancho, to drive out of this pmvince
a captain named Rojas, who had been sent out by Peclrarias to explore the gold mines of the country, after the latter ha<l bclleacled
Francisco Hernanclez.(5)

* Cortes while in Honduras was twice in n, critical cornlitiou from oxtnmw illness, and at the present time was very weak.
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The Indians had journeyed all the way to rrruxillo to make bitter
cornplairits to Cortes of the Spaniards of Nicaragua, who, they said,
had fallen hostilely into their country, plundering them with impunity, and carrying off their wives and daughters.
Sandoval on this expedition was accompanied by only sixty men,
and on arriving in Olancho, at first was going to imprison Rojas,
but several cavaliers stepping in as mediators between the two captains, they came to more amical.Jle terms, and parted the best of
friends. While Sand~val was still here he received Cortes's letter, in
which he was desired immediately to repair with his troops to rrruxillo. He, therefore, after arranging matters with Rojas marched to
the coast.
Cortes conferred upon Saavedra the chief command of the provinces about rrruxillo, and gave him particular instruction as to
what he was to do. He also wrote to Luis Marin, desiring him to
march forward, with his troops, to Guate.mala. Diego cle Godoy,
who had previously commanded in Puerto de Oaballos, was ordered
to maruh with his men into the prnvince of N aco.
·cortes, previous to embarking, again fell dangerously ill, yet he
hn.d the good fortune to recover, and he set sail from 'rruxillo with
a considerable suite. He had the most beautiful weather all the wa.y
to the Havana, where, after having remained for five days, he ga,·e
orders for embarking without further delay, and, after a very favorable passage of twelve clays, arrived in tlie harbor of Medellin, opposite the island of Sacrificios, where he dropped anehor for the
night. rrhe next morning he disembarked with twenty men, intending to march to S:u1 ,Tua.n de Ulna, which was only a couple of miles
distant, but fortunately coming up with a party of travellers, who
had a number of horses with them, and were on theil' way, to tlrn
ba1·bor he had just left, to embark for Spn.in, Cortes took: possession of the horses, and then prnceecled direct to Vera Cruz, which
was distant about twenty miles.*

* Bernal Diaz, Conquest of Mexico, translatecl by John Ingram Lockhart,
F.R.A.S.
Cortes left the City of Mexico, October, 1524, and he re-entered it June, 1526;
he was, therefore, absent one year and eight months, pr thereabout, as the day
of the month is not given.
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CHAPTER X.
HERNANDO DE SOTO IN PERU.

1532-1536.
vVrrnN Pedrarias, governor of Darien, had pnt to death Nunez,
he con tinned to signalize his cruelties by bloody executions; mnc1e
war upon different Jndin.n tribes and subdued them. He finally
fol'med the project to extend the limits of his government on the
con.st of the South Sea, and to make new discoveries in follo~ing
tbe <1irections which Nunez had given him.
Aftel' Vasco Nunez de Balboa bad discovered the South Sea, and
acquired some imperfect notions of the rich countries to which it
wonlcl lead, all the eyes and projects of the mlventmons Spaninrcls
seLt1er1 in the colonies of Darien ancl Panama ·were turned to these
unknown countries. In an age when the spirit of aclwmture was
s11flicientl_y ardent to engage a grent number of men to hazard their
whole fortunes, and br~ve the greatest dangers to attempt a discovery barely possible, the least ray of hope was seized with avidity,
an{l upon slight in formation they undertook the most perilous expeditions. It was thus that different armaments were made to take
possession of the conntry situated to the ,east of Panama. But
these enterprises, confided to chiefs whose talents were not eqnal to
the emergei1c:ies, "ii'ere ~msu~cessfnl. A-s these excursions did not
extend heyonclthe limits of the province to which the Spaniards had
giYen the name of 'rerra. Firrria,(6) a wooded and sparsely populated country, ancl very nnhealtby, at their retnrn they made discouraging reports of the hardships they bad endured, and of poor
prospects presented by the plnm~s they had visited. These accounts
cnlmecl a little the furore of discovery in that direction, anc1 th~y
proclneer1 a genernl sentiment thnt Nnnez had permitted himself to
be misled by some ignorant Incli::rn, who had sought to deceive him,
or who had been misunderstood.*

* 'I'he son of Cornagre, a cacique w11ose province bortlert~d on the North Sea,
harl snicl to Nunez, "Beholcl those lofty mountains, l)eyond these lies a mighty
sea, which may he cliscernec1 from their summit. It is navigated lJy people who
have vessels almost as large as yours, and fnrnishecl like them with sails and
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Bnt there were then at Panama three men upon whom the circmnstances which discouraged all the rest made so little impression
that, at the very moment when all others regarded as chimerical the
hope of discovering to the east the rich countries which Nune~ had
announced, they determined to undertake the execution of his project. These extraordinary men were Francisco Pizarro, Diego
d'Almegro, and Hemando de Luque. The governor bad no difficulty in granting them what they reqnested of llim; it cost him no-.
thing, and being master of the conditions, he could derive all the
ach,antages of it. rrl1is confederation formed through avarice and
ambition was confirmed by the most solemn ceremonies of religion.
Luque celebrated mass, divided the consecrated host into three parts,
for himself ancl his two associates, nud a contract which had for
its object pillage and murder was ratified in the name of the God of
_peace!
·
The preparations for the expedition were ready about the end of
October, 1524, and Pizarro left about the middle of Novembe1· of
the same year. He hacl lrncl the precaution to consult Pascal d'Anclagoya,* who had made a part of the route which he undertook to
travel over; ..A.ndagoya advised him to abandon his enterprise.
But the dangers wllid1 were re11resented to Pizarro only excited his
courage and confirmed him in his resolution. His fleet consisted, at
first, bnt of a single 'vessel and two canoes.t After enduring great
hardships, suffering many pl'ivations, and repeated efforts, Pizarro
finally reached 'l\unbez, on the Gulf of Guayaquil, in the empire of
the incas.
Almegro, Du Luque, and Pizarro, having exhausted nearly all
their wealth in the search for Peru, were by their united talents anc1
efforts, in 1530, enabled to collect only three small vessels and a
hundred and eighty soldiers, of whom thirty-six were cavalry; with
this small force Pizarro did not hesitate to undertake the conquest
of a great empire. Almegro remained at Panama to collect and
oars .. All the streams which How clown the nortl10r11 side of those mountains
into the sea abouncl in golcl, and the kings who reign upon its borclers eat and
drink out of golden vessels. Gold, in fact, is as plentiful and common among
these people of the south, as iron is among you Spaniards." But this had no
reference to Peru. rrhe hostile Indian tribes at constant war with each othe1·
wonlcl have renderecl intercourse with Perll impossible. Pizarro with his vessels was from November 1524 to 1526 in making his way to Peru. But the Indian's story served a purpose, to sernl to Diego Columlms and the King of Spain.
* He wrote an account of what occurred in Terra Firma while he was there,,
ancl from this account have been drawn some of the quotations in this volume.
t Richer.
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sernl the reinforcements and provisions of which Pizarro might have
need. 'I1he proper season for sailing from Panama to Peru being
better known, Pizarro made the voyage in thirtE:en days, although
contrary winds and currents forced him a hundred leagues to the
north of '11 u1111Jez, and he was obliged to land his forces in the bay
of St. Matthew. He lost no time in returning to the south without
leaving the shore, as well to be more easily joined by the re-enforcements which he expected from Panama, as to secure a retreat upon
his vessels in case of accident. The seducing description of the
country, which Pizarro had made to his followers, so little corresponded with their expectations, that many of his companions began
to reproacb. him on account of it, and tb.e soldiers would have lost all
confidence in him if, even in those sterile parts of Peru, he had not
found some appearances of wealth anrl culture which seemed to
justi"(y the· reports of their chief. Finally they arrived in the provinee of Coaque, and, having surprised the inhabitants of the prin-·
cipal town, they found there vases and ornaments of gold and si.l ver,
,•allled at more than thirty thousand pesos, and other riehes w'h ich
dissipated their doubts and 1·estored comage and hope to even the
most discontented.
Pizarro, himself, was so transported with these rich spoils, which
he considered as the firstfruits of a land abounding in treasures,
tliat he immediately dispatched a vessel to Panama with a large
part of the booty for Almegro; and another to Nicaragua, charged
with considerable sums for persons of influence in tlait province, in•
hopes that this display of the wealth which he had acquired in so
sllort a time might determine many of the adventurers to come and
join him. In the mean time he continued his march along the coast.
Pizarro did not meet with any resistance as far as the island of
Pnna, in the bay of Guayaquil; this island was more peopled than
the other countries which he bad traversed, and its inhabitants were
more conrageous and less civilized than those of the continent.
They clefenclecl themselyes with so much va.lor and obstinacy that
Pizarro spent six months in subd ning them.
While here he began to gather the fruits of the care which he had
taken to spread the renown of his first success. 'l'here arriverl to
him from Nicaragua two detachments, which it is true did not
exceed thirty men each, and some horses for the cavalry; but it
appeared to him a re-enforcement so much the more important as
the one was commanded by Sebastian Benalcasal', and the other by
Hernando de Soto; two of the best officers that had served in
America.
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Pizarro found many prisoners in the island of Pnna, which showed.
that its inhabitants were very warlike. Among these prisoners he
found many inhabitants of 'l,umbez; he set them all free, and those
of Tumbez he sent back to their ~ountry, and requested them to
take in their bark three of his men whom he sent to their eacique.
Scarcely had these perfidious Indians arrived in their town when
they sacrificed these three .deputies to their idols.* Hernando de
Soto, who with many Indians was put upon another bark, came
near experiencing the same fate. Some of bis friends seeing him
leaving, stopped him and made him come ashore, and thus saved
his life.
The next day Pizarro landed his troops in Tumbez, on entering
the town he was surprised to find it not only deserted, but with the
exception of a few buildings entirely demolished. He advanced
more than two ·leagues into· the country without encountering a
si~gle Indian, It appeaTcd to him· that all the inhabitants had
retired to a neighboring height. On his return he met a detaclunent
of cavalry sent to seek him. He resolved to establish a camp there
in order to take time to examine the country and its inhabitants.
He sent propositions to the cacique; but three weeks elapsed
without receiving from him any answer. The Cflcique made clreaclf'nl
mem1ces to all the Spaniards who left the camp. One day Pizarro
discovered a large body of Inrlians posted on the other sicle of a
river. Irritated at the caciqne's obstinacy, he fina1Iy cle~ennined to
atttl.ck him. He prepared secretly some flats and crossed the river
at the close of clay, with his two brothers and fifty cavaliers, marched
all night; finding himself the next day, at clay-break, very near the
camp of the Indians, he rushed upon them with an impetuosity that
so frightened them that they tllonght only of escaping. He slew a
great number of them, and made a cruel war upon them for fifteen
days, to avenge the death of the three Spaniards whom tlley had
slain. 'rl1e cacique, frightened, sued for peace, accompanying his
request with some presents of gold .auc1 silver .. ri.'he fame of this
victory caused all the inhabitants of this province to sue for peace.
This victory excited the courage of Pizarro. He n.<lva11ced into the
country with the greater part of his t1·oops, and left the rest near
Tnmbez under the command of Antonio de Navarre and Alonzo
Requelme, his design being to penetrate as far a~ Port Payta, and
reconnoitre the laud before deciding on any plan of operations.t

* Pizarro on his first visit to Tumbez (1527) had been hospitably received,
but since then a revolution had occurrecl, and the place had been destroyed.
t Richer.
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He set out early in May 1532, and keeping along the more level
1:egi011s himself, sent a small detachment under the command of
Hernando de Soto to explore the skirts of the vast sierra that
border the lowlands of Peru on the Pacific. At the expiration of
some three 01· four weeks spent in reconnoitring, Pizarro came to
the conclusion that the most eligible site for his settlement was the
rich vnlley of Tangarala, thirty leagues·sonth of 'l'umbcz. rro this
spot, n,ccordingly, he ordered the men left at Tumbez to repair at
once with their vessels; and no soone1· had they arrived than busy
preparntions were made for building up the town. Pizarro gave his
infa'nt city the name of San Miguel,* in ackl'1owledgment of the
se'rvices rendered him by that saint in his battle with the Indians of
the island of Puna. rrhe site was afterwards found to be so unhealthy that it was ahandone,1 fo1· another on the banks of the
Pilll'a. Hence the name San Miguel de Piura still commemorates
the fo:.mcHng of the ffrst European colony in Pern.t
Wilen Pizawo embarked at the bay of St. Matthew, a civil war
wl1id1 rngecl between Atahualpa and Hu::i.scar, two contestants for
the thl'One of Pert1, was in all its force. If in his expedition in
1526 Pizarro had a,ttackecl this conntry, he would have Imel to oppose the forces of a great state nnited under Hnayna Capac, a skilful and courageous mona,rch without anything to divert him. But
when the two competitors learned the outrages and violence of the
Spaniards, they were so occupied with a war so interesting to each
of them that they could not give the least attention to the movements of an e1iemy who ·seemed too feeble to alarm them, and whom
they believed they could easily stop when they had leisure.
Hunscar sent to Piznr1·0 to ask his assistance ngainst Atahualptt,
as against a rebel and usurper. Pizarro immediately comprehended
·:<- This sahit had appeared to the faithfnl in the battle with the Indians on
the Island of Pmrn. The saints, Pete1· and James, had, according to Gomara,
appearecl to the faithful of Cortes's army at the battle of Tabasco; but Diaz, who
was in that battle, says he was snci1 a sinner that he could not see them. At
· the battle of Xochimilco, Cortes, being overpowered by his enemies', would have
been captured and sacrificed to the Indian idols had not a brave Tlascalan
seasonably come to his relief. Herrera and 'l'orquemada say that the day aftei
this event.Cortes sought for the Tlasca1an who had rescued him, but could not
find him, either dead or alive; on which account, from the devotion which the
general paid to St. Peter, he became c_onvincecl that the apostle had been the person who had saved his life. These same saints who, with flaming swords, hoverecl ·
over the army of Cortes at the battle of Tobasco, were represented in a fine painting in the church of Sta. Maria clegli Angeli at Rome, hovering over Pope Leo
in the presence of Attila.
t Prescott.
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the importance of this overture, and so clearly foresaw all the advantages that could be derived from the civil war which divided tlie
kingdom, that, without awaiting the reinforcements from Panama,
he determined to advance into the interior while the domestic discord deprived the Peruvians of the possibility of attacking him.
with all their forces; hoping that in taking (according to circumstances) the defence of one of the competitors he would be able tue
more easily to overcome them both.
As he was obliged to divide his forces, he left at San Mignel n,
garrison sufficient for the. defence of this place·, wlJich, in case of
mishap, was to serve as a retreat and shelter ~here he could receive the succors which he was expecting from Panama. He began
his march 011 the 24th of September, 1532, five months after landing·
at Tumhez, with sixty-two cavaliers, one hundred and two foot soldiers, of whom twenty were armed with arquebuses, and three with
muskets.* He marched for Oaxarnalca, a town twelve days' journey
from San Miguel, nnd where Atahualpa was encamped with the
greatest part of his troops.
rrlie Spaniards were obliged to cross the sandy plains between
San Miguel de Piura anrl Motupe, seYenty miles in extent, aml
withont water, tree, or plant, or any verdure 011 this horrible extent
of buming sand; but as soon as they had left them they found populous villages, where they supplied their wants.t He had proceeded
but a short distance when an officer, dispatched by the inca, met him
with a rich present from this prince, who offered him his friendship,
and had him assnrecl that he wonld be well received at Oaxamnlca.
Pizarro, employing the artifice already made use of hy his fellowcountrymen in .America, pretended that he was the embassaclor of a
powerfnl prince, and declared that he aclYanced with the intention

* Probably arquebuses was intended for arbaletes-crossbows; for arquebns
ancl mousquet were at that time the same thing. Arquebuses were at first firecl
l)y applying by hand the match to the touch-hole, but in 1476 there was a contrivance, suggestecl by the trigger of the arbalast, by which the .burning match
could be applied with more celerity and certainty. The arquebns was fired from
the chest, with the butt in a right line with the barrel ; but the Germans soon
gave a hooked formed to the butt, which elevated the barrel, and then tlie
weapon was called lmguelnit. The fOl'mer were oommon in 1485, and the lntter
in 1540. Xeres says that "he (Pizarro) had. sixty-seven horses, and one hundred ancl ten foot solcliers, thre.e qf them with guns, ancl some with crossbows."
· Xeres makes
mention o{ the two falconets, the smallest class of cannon,
weighing from .five to fifteen hnnclred weight; ancl carrying a ball weighing
from on<~ to three pouncls. But in the attack on Atahualpa he mentions Canclia
with his guns.
t Richer.
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of offering to Atahualpa his assistance against the enemies w~o dispu tecl his throne.
The Peruvians, not being able to form any correct idea of what
object the Spaniards had in view in entering their country, exhausted themselves in conjectmes. Should they regard these foreigners as beings of a supcrio1· nnturn, who came to them to do
them good or to punish them fo1· their crimes, or should they consider them as enemies of their peaee and liberty? The protestations
of the Spaniards, who ceased not to say that they came to bring to
the Peruvians a knowledge of the truth, and to lead them into tlie
way of happiness, gave some appearance of probability to the first
opinion; bnt they were disproved in the second hy the violence,
rapntity, and crnelty of these terrible guests. In this uncertainty
the declaration that Pizal'l'o made of his pacific intentions dissipated the fears of the Inca~ ancl determined him to receive the
S1Janiards as friends. In consequence of this they\vere permitted
to m·oss undisturbed the sandy desert between San Miguel and
:Motoupe,(7) where the lenst effort of an enemy, joined to the distress in which they were in erossing so wretched a country, would
have been fatn,l to them; and afLerwards they were allowed to pass
through a mountain defile, so narrow and difficult tliat a few resolute men would have been able to defend it against a numerous
army. Bnt there again, through the imprnrlent credulity of the
inca, they did not meet with any obstacle, and they took peaceable
possession of a fort constructed for the defence of this important
pass.
From Motoupe he advanced towards the mountains which environ the low country of Pern,* and arrived at a place called
Zarun, situated in a fruitful valley among the mountains. rrhe
curaco receivecl him with kindness and hospitality, and the troops
were quartered in one of the royal ta,mbos.t Shortly before entering Zanm, Pizarro learned that a Peruvian garrison was at Oaxas,
at no great distance from Zaran. He immediately dispatched a
small party nncler Hernando de Soto, in the direction of Oaxas, to
reconnoitre the ground, and bring him intelligence of the state of
tliings to Zarnn, where he would halt until his return.
Day afte·r day passed, and a week had elapsed before tidings
were received of De Soto and his men, and Pizarro was becoming
seriously alarmed for their fate, when on the eighth morning they
appearecl, aceompauiecl by an envoy from the inca himself. The

* Richer.
t Large public buildings along the highways of Peru.
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Spaniards had met at Oaxas this envoy, and he had accompanied
them to Zaran, to deliver the message of his sovereign, with presents to Pizarro. rrhe Indian ambassador came charged with his
master's grneting to the Spaniar_ds, whom Atahualpa welcomed to
his country, and invited Pizarro to visit him in his camp u.mong the
mountains.
Pizarro now received from De Soto a fnU account of his expedition. Soto, on entering Caxas, found the inhabitants mustered in
hostile array, as if to dispute his passage. But he soon convinced
them of his pacific intentions, arn1 they l'eceivecl the Spania.rds with
the same courtesy which had been shown to them in most places on
their march. Here Soto saw one of the royal officers employed in
collecting the tribute for the government; from tbis functionary he
learned that A.tahnalpa was quartered with a· large a.rmy at Oa.xamalca. Soto also gathered much important information in regard
to the resources and general policy of the government, the state
maintained by the inca, and the stern severity with which oheclience to the law was everywhere enforced. He had an opportunity
of observing this himself; on entering the village he saw several
Indians hanging dead by their heels, having been executed for some
violence offered to the Virgins of the Sun, of whom there was a
convent in the neighborhood.
From Oaxas, Soto passed to the adjacent town of Guancabnmbn; much larger, more populous, and better built than Caxas.
The houses, instead of being built of clay baked in the sun, were
many of them constructed of solid stone so nicely put together
tlrn,t it was impossible to detect the line of junction. A. river which
traversed the town was crossed by a bridge and the lligh-road of
the incas. The road was raised in many places like a causeway,
paved with heavy stone flags, and bordered with trees, while
streams of water were conducted through aqueducts along the
sides. A.t certain distances there were small houses for the accommodation of travellers, who might thus pass from one end of the
kingdom to the other. In another quarter they beheld magazines .
destined for the army, filled with grain an<l clothing; and at the
entrance of the town was a stone building occupied by a public
officer, who collected the tolls and duties on various commodities
brought into or taken out of the town. ':I.1hese accounts of De Soto
not only confirmed all that the Spaniards had heard of the Indian
empire, but greatly raised their ideas of the resources and domestic
policy of the empire.*

* Prescott's Conquest of Peru.
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The envoy presented Pizarro with such a. quantity of rich presents
that it made the Spaniards believe that the prince who sent them
possessed immense treasures. 'l'hey doubted not that he was
offended at the treatment of the inhabitants of 'l\m1bez; but they
were ignorant, says Garcia.lasso, that the Peruvians regarded them
as the sons of the Sun, and as executors of his vengeance, and that.
their object was less to purchase the friendship of the small number
of men, than to appease tlle ange1· of the Sun, whom they believed
was offended at them. ':rlle Spaniards received, on the part of the
Peruvians, a welcome whereYer they passed, and they brought them
clivers sorts of liquo1·s anc1 viands. And the Spaniards observed
everywhere that they llacl spared nothing for their reception.
As they drew near Caxamalca, they had a view of the inca's army,
which extended a whole league. In the afternoon they reached the
town and found it deserted. Pizarro entered it arnl took possession
o.f the great court or public sq nare, the one side of whicll was formed
by the palace of the inca and the other by the temple of the Sqn,
the whole environed by a strong rn,m1)art of earth.*
The population of Oaxamalca was about two thousand. The
town was built at the foot of fi sierra, upon a flat space extending
for a leag.ue. Two streams traversed the arljacent vn,lley, ancl the
town was ap.proachcd by two brirlges, under which these rivers ran.·
'l,he great square, larger than any at that time in Spain, was con11ectccl with the streets by two gates. In fro11t of this square, and
incorpora,ted with it in the direction of the plain, was a fortress
built of stone. Stone stairs led up from the square to the fortress.
On the other sicle of this fortress there was a secret staircase and a
sally-port connecting the fortress with the open country.
Above the town, on the hill-side, where the houses begin·, theTe
was another fortress constructed on a rock, the greater part of it
scarped. This hill-fortress, which was larger than the other, had a
triple inclosure of more extent than the great sqi.rnre, and tlie
ascent to it was by a ·winding staircase. '11 here was still another
inclosecl space between tb.e hill-fortress and the heights of the sierra,
which wns surrounded by buildings where the women-servants
attached to the palace had their residence.
Outside the town there vrns a building sm-rounded by a con rt open
to tue air, but inelosecl l.Jy mud walls and planted with trees. 'l'his
was the temple of the Sun. 'l'here ,vere also several other temples
within the town. The houses, which prohal.Jly formed two sides of
the great square, were very large. The frontag~ of some of them

* Richer.
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occupied no less than two hundred yards, and they were surrounded
by walls about eighteen feet high. rrhe walls were of good and
solid masonry. The roofs of these houses were formed of straw
and wood. r.rhe interior of these houses was divided into severn1
blocks of buildings, each of these blocks coi1sisting of a suite of
eight apartments, and having a separate entrance. In the courtyard were reservoirs of water bl'Ought from some distance in tu bes.
The tovrn was commanded by the fortress on. the hill, and compressed, as it were, between the fortress and the great square, where
probably the government buildings were. This square again, with
its smaller-fortress, commanded the open country.*
Pizarro, after a consultntion with his officers, (letcnnined to send
an embassy to the inca.t Accordingly, De Soto was appointed to
_execute this commission, with a retinue of twenty horse; he wns
directed to proceed with this party to the emperor's presence. rr11e
Spaniards found the Peruvian army drawn up to receive them, notice
of whose arrival hacl been given by an Indian sent to prepare the
way. As they passed the ranks, the Indians gazed with astonishment at the horses. Soto, leaping o.:y:er a ditch, advanced rearing
and cnrveting with his mare, to the unspeakable amazement of these
simple people, who, having never seen any qundruped much larger
than a llama, conM hardly separate in their imagination the ride1·
from the horse. 'l'he inca had dispatched one of his generals to
receive the ambassnclors and show them all iJossible respect. When
this offieer approached Soto and the Spaniards, he salutec1 them
with the most profound obeisance; then, turning to the people, declared that these were the descendants of Viracocha, whom they
ouglit to worship with the most humble adoration. Imrnecli:.1.tely

* Arthur Help's "Life of Pizarro."
t In the" Modern U11iversal History,'' vol. 34, p. 409, is t1rn following:

"Accordingly Hernando Pizarro ancl Ferclinanclo Soto were appointed to exeuute this
commission with a retinue of twenty hoi·se ; Soto was directed to proceed with
this party to the emperor's presence, ancl Pizarro to l'emain. a little distance,
behind with another party _to bring him off in case any violence should be offered
to his l)erson." This was done by Pizarro after deliberating with his officers,
ancl vrobably Soto was appointec1, at their suggestion, as the proper person for
such an embassy. It was not till after Soto hacl set out that Hernando Pizarro,
according to his own account, followed. him; and he gives as a reason why he
should do so, "That their numbers (Soto's) were· insufilcieut for defence." "He
(Francisco Pizarro) therefore ordered me to follow, and to act according to circumstances." Xeres says the same, and probablyhacl it from Hernando Pizarro
himself. Every Spanish officer who went to Peru in those clays had t11e exploits
of Cortes and his heroes before him, ancl aspirecl to emulate them, or to appear,
in the eyes of the worlcl, great heroes.
·
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all the Indian files began their protestations, which they continued
even as they accom paniecl the Spaniards into the incas's presenee.*
,._rim amazement of both parties was almost eqnal. rrhe Spaniards
admired the riches, grandeur, and magnificenee of the in.ca, while
the monarch was surprised at the habits, beards, complexion, manners, arms, and horses of the Spaniards. Some minutes passed in
profound silence; when, at length, Soto came witl..Jin proper distance, the inca rose up, embraced him cordially, and ba.cle him
welcome into his dominions. After this compliment, an elegant
entertn.inment of bread, fruits, and divers kinds of liquors, was
served up by six virgins and as many boys, well dressed. Two
beantifol maidens of the royal blood advanced before tllese, holding
in their·bands small golden cups filled with the liquor usually drunk
by the inca, of which they gave one to Atahualpa and another to
the ambassador, who drank peace and friendship to each other, tliis
ccremo11y being deemed in Peru a mark of the most cot·dial reception and sincere welcome. At length, Soto began to deliver his
commission, bnt was stopped by the iuca, that he might admire a
little longer in his form and figure the image of the god Viracoche.(8) Soto, mounting his horse, macle him prance, leap, nnd
cnrvet, to the great sa.tisfaction of Atahualpa, who suffered the
beast to come up and smell him, without seeming afraid, though
the Indian soldiers fled in crowds when the animal approached•
The emperor's cnriosity being now satisfied, the ambassaclot· was
allowed to speak, but was requested to be concise. Soto accordingly began to inform the inca of the Roman pontiff, of Charles the
Fifth, etc., and concluded ·with acquainting him of the arrival of the
Spaniards at Caxamalca, and referring him for further particulars
to a personal interview with Pizai-ro.t
Atahualpa promised him that he would go the next clay to visit
them in their quarters. ':l1he becoming deportment of the mon~rch,
the order which reigned at Lis court, the respect with which his
subjects approached his person, and executed his orders, astonished

* Soto did not ride into the presence of the inca, but dismounted before
he reached him, and left his horse at a little distance in charge of some of
his soldiers. When Hernando Pizarro arrived where Soto had left his men,
he there left those. who had accompanied him, and advanced from there with
only two horsemen, but whether mounted or not is left to conjecture. The inca
was so surrounded by his chiefs and retinue that he could not liave been
approached on horseback without way having been made for him. Cortes dismounted and advanced on foot to meet Montezuma.
t '' The Spanish writers differ widely about the particulars of this audience,
and, indeed, the whole conduct of the inca, lmt they agree that he told the
ambassador 110 would visit Pizarro at Caxamalca.' '-RrnnER,
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the Spaniards, who hacl not till then seen anything in South .
America nbove the petty chiefs ·or some savage tribes. But their
gaze was fixed much more upon the immense riches displayed with
profusion in the camp of the monar~h. rrhe ornaments which were
worn upon the person of the inca and the people of his suite, tlle
gold and silver vases in which the repast he gu,ve them was served,
the multitude of utensils of every kind, made of these precious
metals, were for them a spectacle which exceeded all the ideas of
opulence that a European of the sixteenth century could form.
At the return of the Spaniards from the encampment of the inca,
their imagination still. heightened by the spectacle which they had
witnessed, and their cupidity increased more and more, they made
to their companions so seducing ·a description of what tlley had
seen 1 that Pizarro was confirmed in the resolution which he had
already taken. He knew, by the observations which he had made
of the manners of the people of the new world, as well as ]Jy the
example of Cortes, of what importance it wonl<l be to him to seize
the person of the inca. rro succeed in it he formed a pl1:U1· which
required as much audacity as perfidy. In contempt of the char"
acter with which be had invested himself, in announcing himself as
the ambassador of a great monarch who sought the alliance of the
inca; in violation of the repeated assurances of friendship which
he had given him, and of the offer of sel'vices which he hn.d made
him, he resolved to profit by the confiding simpl_icity witb which
Atahualpa counted upon his protestations, and to seize upon the
person of the inca in the interview to which he had invited him.
He prepared the execution of his plan as coolly and with as little
scruple as if this treason were not to be one day the disgrace of
himself and bis country. He divided his cavalry, consisting of
sixty, into three equal squads, unc1er the· command of his brother
Hernando, Benalcasar, and De Soto. Tlley were drawn up behind
a wall, so as not to be at first perceived by the inca. He made one
corps of his infantry, except that he retained near his pel'son
twenty of the most determined soldiers, to aid him in the perilous
enterprise which be resen·ed for himself. 'rhe artillery, which consisted of two falconets, and the nrqnebusers, were placed opposite
the route by which the inca was to arrive. All received 9rders not
to leave their posts, nor to make any movement until· the signal of .
action was given.
At dawn the whole camp of the Pernvians was in motion; but,
as .Atahualpa wished to appear with the greatest magnificence in
his first interview with· these foreigners, the preparation fo1· his
march was so long that the day was already far advanced when he
13
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commenced it. The inca advanced with great order and solemnity,
amidst the din of warlike instruments. He was preceded b_y fonr
hundred men, dressed alike, who opened the way for him. Sitting,
himself, upon a kind of throne or palanquin adorned with plumes
of divers colors, and almost covered with plates of gold and silver
enriched with precious stones, he was carried upon the shoulders
of his principn1 courtiers. Behind him, some of his principal officers were borne in the same manner. Several bands of dancers
and singers accompanied the march, ancl all t.he plain was covered
with troops to the numbel' of more than tliirty thousand men.*
'The advance guard entered, the fi.L'st, the great square, while a
troop of three hundred Indians, clothed in chequered livery, made
clean the way before the inca's litter. After them came a corps of
dancers an<l singers, then a. number of Peruvians in golden armor,
wearing crowns of gold and silver, in the midst of whom was borne
along the inca himself. Then came several columns of men. As
each body of men advancerl they deployed to the right or the left;
and Atahualpa's litter was borne on towards t:he centre of the grea~
square. He then ordered a halt, and that his and the otber litters
should continue to be held up.t
As soon as the inca was near the quarters of .the Spaniards,
Vincent Valverde, a Jacobin priest, almoner of the expedition,
advanced through the crowd with a crucifix in one hand and his
breviary in the other, and in a long discourse expounded to the
monarch the doctrine of the cl'eation, tlie fall of the first man, the
incarnation of Jesus Christ, the choice that God had made of St.
Peter to ue his vicegerent upon earth, the power of St. Peter transmitted to the popes, and the donation made to the king of Castile
by the pope, Alexander VI., of all the regions of the new world .
.After having disclosed all this doctrine he summoned Atalrnalpa to
embrace the Christian religion, to recognize the supreme authority
of the pope, and the king of Castile as his legitimate sovereign,
promising him, if he submitted, that the king, his master, would
take Peru under his protection and pe1·mit him to continue to reign
thern; but declared war against him, and menaced him with the
most terrible vengeance if he refused to obey and if he persisted in
his idolatry.
This strange discourse, which em braced incomprehensible mysteries and unknown facts, of which all human eloquence could not
give a distinct idea to an Indian in so short a time, was so badly

* Richer. This procession of the inca was much like that of the Mexican
monarch, Montezuma, at his first interview with Cortes.
t Arthur Help's "Lif.e of Pizarro."
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renclerecl by the interpretel', who understood but little Spanish, and
who could not express himself with clearness in the language of the
inca, that Atahualpa compi·ehendecl scarcely any of it. Only some
items of the harangue of the priest, more easy to be seized, filled
him with astonishment and indignation. His reply, however, was
moderate; he commenced by observing that he was master of his
own kingdom by the right of succession, and that he could not conceive how a foreign priest claimed to dispose of what did not belong
to him; and that if this pretended donation had been made he, who
was the legitimate proprietor, refused to confirm it; that he was not
at all disposed to renounce the religion ·which he held from his
ancestors, and to abandon the worship of the sun, the immortal
diYinity which he and his people adored, to worship the gorl of the
Spaniards who was subject tQ death ; that in regard to the other
J)Oints treated of in his discourse he had never heard of them, that
he comprehended nothing of them, and that he desired to know of
the priest where he had learned such extraordinary things. In this
book said the priest, presenting to bim his breviary. r.I.'he inca
eagerly took the book, and, after haviug turned over a few leaves,
placed it to his ear, and then said: '!'his here which yon ham given
me cloes not speak, and tells me nothing;-so saying, he with disdain
threw the book upon the ground. The monk picked it up and,
furious, rushed to his companious, crying out, to arms! to arms!
slay these miscreants who tread under their feet the law of God.*
1.'he friar had no sooner returned than Pizarro gave the signal for
attack. Immediately the artillery was discharged in order to begin
the attack by astonishing the Indians. 'l'ben "the musketeers poured
in a most terrible fire, while the cavalry sallied out ancl'trod and cut
down the affrighted Indians. At the same time the foot pressed on
with tlieir crossbows, pikes, and swords, making dreadful slaughter
of a confused multitude, who in their fear and flight trampled down
one another, and thus facilitated the action of the Spaniards in the
scene of slaughter. 'l'he suddenness of the attack, the astounding
noise of the artillery and musketry; the vigor of the onset, the death
of their companions, and the fury of the horses and dogs entirely
disconcerted the Peruvians. Pizarro, sensible that the capture of
the inca would secure a guarantee for the safety_ of his forces, fell
desperately, with his guard, upon the corps that surrounded tile
royal litter. Great numbers of the nobility, who pressed around
their monarch and shielded him with their bo<lies, were slain without
l'esistance, but their places were undauntedly filled up by others;
insomuch that the Spaniards must have relinquished their design of
* Richer.
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seizing the monarch, through mere fatigue, had not Miguel, a resolute
soldier, pierced through the crowd, laid hold of the litter and made
way for Pizarro and some other soldiers, who immediately laid hands
upon Atahualpa, who made no resistance, overturned the litter and
made him prisoner.(g)*
The capture of their monarch decided the flight of all his trnops.
The Spaniards pUTsnecl and continued to massacre in cold blood,
with a deliberate barbarity, the fugitives, who made no resistance.
'rhe camage ended only with the day; more than four thousand of
the Peruvians were slain; not a Spaniard perished I Pizarro alone,
who had too eagerly seized the inca, was only slightly wounded in
the hand by on.e of his own men ..
The riches collected in the pillage of the camp exceeded all the
ideas which the Spaniards had formed of the wealth of Peru, and
they were so transported with this astonishing success, that they
passed the night in drunken revels and foolish sport, natural to base
adventurers who had made in so short a time such an extraordinary
fortune.
In the first moments of his captivity the inca could hardly realize
an event so nnexpectec1; but he very soon felt all the horror of his
situation, and his depression was proportioned to the elevation from
which he had fallen. Pizarro, fearing to lose all the advantages
which he might draw from tho possession of a prisoner of su_ch impol'tance, endeavored to console him by demonstrations ofmildness
and respect which belied his action. In living among the Spaniards
the inca very soon discovered the passion that ruled them, and which
they did not take the trouble to conceal; he believed that he could
make use of it to obtain his liberty. He offered t'o the Spaniards
a ransom which astonished them, notwithstanding all that they
a1reac1y knew of the wealth of his kingdom. The chamber in which
he was guarded was twenty-two feet by sixteen; he engaged to fill
it with golden vases and utensils to the height to which a man could
reach. Pizarro, without hesitation, accepted an offer so seclnciug,
and drew a line a1ong the walls of the room to mark the height to
wllich the promised treasure should be raised .
.Atahualpa, transported with joy by the hope of recovering his
liberty, immediately took measures to fulfil his engagement. Very
soon there were seen Indians, be~ding beneath the weight of the
gold they bore, arriving from all directions. .A.s it was necessaTy to
collect this gold from all parts of the empire, the Spaniards, being
impatient, thought that they did not fnlfil the engagement of the
inca with sufficient promptitude, and began to suspect artifice in

* Uuiversal History.
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this slowness. Atahualpa, perceiving their discontent, told Pizarro
that the town of Cuzco being two hundred leagues distant, ancl the
road to it being very difficult, it therefore was not astonishing that
those· who had charge of his orders were slow in returning. He
added that if he would send there ,two of his men they would see
with their own eyes .that he was able to fulfil his engagement. Seeing that Pizarro was deterred by the danger which the Spaniards
might incmr in so long a route, he smilingly said to him: " You have
me, my wife, my children, and my brothers, in your power; are we
not sufficient security?" Hernando de Soto and Pedro de Varco
offered to make the journey. .Atahualpa advised them to make it
in one of his litters, in order that they might be more respected.
They left, and met, at nine days' journey from Caxamalca, a body
of Peruvian troops who led prisoner Huascar, the brother of .A tah'.ualpa. The unfortunate prince, having heard who they were, whom
he saw in the litters, asked to speak to them. Soto assurecl him
that the intention of his sovereign, ancl of Pizzaro, was to cause
justice to be done the Peruvians. rrI.1en Huascar explained to them
his rights to the crown, the injustice of his brother, ::md begged
them to return to tlie general to engage him in his interest, ancl
added, that if Pizarro would declare in his favor, he would engttge
to fill with golcl the hall of Caxmnalca, not only to the line which
they had marked, but even to the very ceiling ( which was a third
more). Atahualpa, he added, in order to fulfil his engagement, will
be obliged to strip the temple of Cuzco, and I have in my power all
the precious stones and all the treasures of my fattier. Having, in
fact, received them by inheritance from his father; he had concealed
them in the earth, in a place which was not known to any one, for
he had slain the Indians who had worked at this operation.
Hernando de Soto, not wishing to disobey the orders which had
been given him, refused to retr!1,ce his steps. On the other hand, the
partisa'ns of Atahualpa believing his deliverance near at• liancl, and
regarding the offers of Huascar as an obstacle to his re-establishment, informed him of what had passed between Soto and Huascar.
Atahualpa, perceiving of what importance it was that Pizarro shonlcl
not be informed of it, gave orders to slay his brother immediately,
and this order was punctually executed. In the mean time Soto
and Varco continued their journey to Cuzco.* On their arrival in
that city they were astonished at the respect and deference shown
them by the Indians of both parties. The fl'iencls of Huascar, imagining that he still lived, endeavored to engage the strangers in
his interest by the most liberal presents and offerings ; those of the

* Rfolrer.
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opposite faction practised the same civilities and attentions in expectation of procuring the l'elease of A tahnalpa. The vestals, called
Mamaconas, dedicated to the sun, were orclered to attend upon the
strangers, whom tlJey regarded as the chil<lren of that luminary.
Unfortunately, however, four Spaniards, who attended Soto and
Vareo on this expedition, by their folly ancl insolence, ahnsed the
respect shown them; they langhecl at the simplicity of their votaries, and thereby incurred their hatred and contempt.. As the inca's
chief treasures were lodged in the great temple, application was
made to the high priest, Yilavena, to issue ont ·what was necessary for A talnrnlpa's ransom, which he readily granted. Immense
quantities of gold and silver were accordingiy brought to tile
Spaniards, who set out with it for Caxamalca. Pizarro was greatly
astonished at the prodigious wealth that flowed in, which greatly
surpassed his most sanguine expectations. Bnt not yet satisfied,
he obtained a grnnt from his prisoner of the treasures contained in
the temple of Pachacamac, to which place he sent his brother Hernando.
Not long after the departure of Soto, Hernando Pizarro began
his journey to Pachacamac, in the temple of which place the inea
affirmed there were immense treasures. Pizarro reached the temple
of Pachacmnac where he saw everything' corresponding with the
inca's account, returned after a fatiguing ma1:ch with much treasure
and 01ie of the inca's generals, named Ohalcuchima, who harl been
assembling troops to attempt the recovery of his king, but had
yielded to the remonstrances of Hernando Pizarrn, who was so bold
as to go, attended only by an interpreter, into the midst of the
Indian camp, and prevailed upon the Indian general to accompany
liim, to dismiss his troops, and submit quietly to the fate of his
sovereign, and to repair to the place of his confinement to endeavor,
with the rest of his friends, to alleviate bis misfortunes until the
ransom should be paid.
When Ohalcnchinrn approached the palace where Atahualpa was
detained prisoner he took off his shoes,* and, on approaching before
him, he cast himself at his feet, and, shedding tears, said to him,
that if he had been near his person he would not now be loaded
with chains. Atahualpa replied to him that he recognized in bis
disgrnce a jnst punishment for the· negligence he had had for the
worship of the Snn; and that his misfortune came principally frnm
the cowardice of his people who had abandoned him.
]'n.me rapidly spread at Panama the news of the progress which

* "Put off thy shoes from off thy feet; for the place whereon thou stauclest
is holy ground." The 1ncas were consiclered by the Peruvians as holy.
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Francisco Pizarro had made in Peru, and of the immense riches
which he found there. A.lmegl'O, yielding to the influence of jealousy, conceived the project of putting himself in possession of the
country which was beyond the limits of tlie government of Pizarro.
He equipped some vessels and repaired to Puerto Viejo where was
sp1·eacl the news of the defeat of A tabualpa, and of the engagement
he bad made for his ransom. A.t this news Almegro changed his
design and resolved to go to Oaxarnalca, hoping to share with
Pizarro the riches of the inca. On arriving there he found that
they had alrearly amassed a great part of the ransom of A talrnalpa;
but the soldiers of Pizarro declared to him that the new-comers
ought not to share with the conquerors the spoils of the vanquished.
There arose on this subject a contest that might have had dangerous
consequences. Pizarro, the strongest i.n the number of his soldiers
and by the affection which they had for him, feigned not to notice
the discontent of .Almegro, and took occasion of his arrival to send
his brother Hernando to Spain. He charged llim to render to the
court an account of the progress of his conquest, and to present to
the emperor wllat belonged to him of the riches which they bad
amassed. Atahualpa saw with extreme sorrow the departure of
Hernando Piznrro.
Hernando Pizal'l'o took with him a hundred thousand pesos of
gold, and as much in silver. Each cavalier had for his share twelve
thousand pesos in gold and very near the same quantity in silver,
that is to say, two lrnnc1recl and forty marks of each kind. The infantry were paid in proportion. 'l'he general, knowing how dangerous it would be for him to let exist a motive of jealousy between
his soldiers and those of Almegro, gave to these last a sum almost
' as considerable as that which he had distributed to his own.::i<

* The following is takeu from a 11ote to Xeres, on the distributiou of the ransom of Atahualpa: "Almegro got 30,000 pesos of gold, and 10,000 of silver.
The total rausom of Atahualpa, 4,605,G70 ducats. Of this sum, $,933,000 ducats was the value of the gold, ancl 372,670 ducats the value of the silver. This
may be considered equal to £3,500,000."
'.l.'he following is taken from the report of the notary, Pedro. Sancho, in whose
I)resence the distribution was made:To the Governor,
Marks of silver, 2350.
Pesos of golcl, 57,220
'.I.'o Hernaudo Pizarro,
12G7.
"
"
31,080
To Hernando de Soto,
"
"
724.
"
"
17, 740
To Juan Pizarro,
"
"
407.
"
"
11,100
To Pedro Candia,
"
"
407.
"
"
9,909
To Gonzalo Pizarro,
"
"
384.
"
"
9,909
To Sebastian de Benalcazar, "
"
407.
"
"
9,909
To Juan Pizarro de Orellano, "
"
362.
"
"
8,980
These sums show the estimatiou placed upon the merits of the men to whom.
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Sixty soldiers asking permission to return to Spain to enjoy in
peace their wealth, Pizarro, doubting not that theit' fortunes would
excite the desire of the greater part of those who should see them,
and in this way would procure him a great number of men, permitted them to leave .
.All the treasure being i10w collected, Pizarro passed a decree,
that the king's fifth should be deducted, and the remainder divided
in a certain proportion to each, according to his merit. Tbe prodigious treasures they bad amassed served only to diminish the
enjoyment of the adventurers. 1rl10 great plenty of gold. and silver
dimini~hed its value one-half. Gaming rose to an exorbitant
height among them, and property was continually shifting from one
lumcl to another. rrirn tides of affluence ancl indigence brought
along with them an infinity of vices which foiled all the authority
and influence of the commancler, and rendered the Spanish conquorers the most profligate, corrupt, p,nd abandoned set of miscreants in the universe. No · regard was paid to the most sacred
obligations; wealth was the only pursuit, and powel' the only rule
of right; nor was Pizarro himself untainted with the general depravity.*
The inca, after the division of his ransom among the Spaniards,
summoned them to fulfil the promises they had made to set him at
liberty; but nothing was farther from the thoughts of" Pizarro .
.After having succeeded in his project, he held as of no account
what he had promised, and while the credulous prince hoped soon
to ascend his throne, Pizarro had secretly resolved to kill him.
Several circumstances seem to have determined him to commit
this crime, one of the most cl'iminal and most atrocious with which
the Spaniards have blotted their fame in the conquest of America.
Pizarro, .in imitating the conduct of Cortes towards Montezuma,
lacked the. talents necessary to follow ont the plan. .As he had
neither the address nor the moderation which wonld have enabled
him to gain the confidence of his prisoner ; he knew not how to
profit of the advantage of being master of his person and authority. Atalnuilpa showed more discernment than Montezuma,
and had better unravelled the character and plans of the Spaniards.
Suspicion and distrust were very soon created between them and
him, and Pizarro very soon beheld the inca as a burden of which
he desired to he relieved.
they wel'e given, Pizano .appears to have apportioned the several sums to the
private solcliers, ancl probably clid so to the officers.
* Universal History.
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Whilst Almegro and his companions openly demanded the death
of the inca, this prince imprudently contributed to hasten his own
destruction. During his captivity he had conceived an attachment
for De Soto and Heniando · Pizarro, who, having rBceivecl a better
education than the other adventurers, conducted themselves toward
Atahualpa with more propriety and attention. Calmed by the respect shown him by these officers of distinguished rank among the
Spaniards, he was pleased with their society; but in the presenc·e of
the governor he was timid and constrained. To the fear wns very
·soon joined a contempt of Francisco Pizarro. Among the arts of
Europe that of reading and writing attracted the inca's greatest
admiration. He sought for some time whether it was a talent acquired or natural. To enlighten his doubts he requested one of the
soldiers who guarded him to write upon his thumb nail the name of
Goel. He afterward showed this writing to different Spaniards, and
asked them what it meant, and to his great astonishment they nll
made the same reply. Pizarro one day entering his room, the inca
presented him his thumb, and asked the significance of the word. The
governor blushed, and was forced to avow with some confusion his
ignorai1ce. From that time Atahualpa regarded him as a low character, less instrnctecl than his sokliers. He had not the address to
conceal the sentiments of contempt with which this discovery hafl
inspired him. The general was so deeply wonnded to see himself
the object of the contempt of a barbarian, that his resentment, joined
to all the other motives, determined him to destroy the inca. *
The inca now loudly demanded his freedom. The proposed
amount had indeed not been fully paicl. But. an immense amount
had already been realized, and it would have been a still greater one
but for the impatien'ce of the Spaniards. 'l'hese considerations
Atahualpa i1rged on several of the cavaliers, and especially on Hernando de Soto, who was on terms of more familiarity with him than
Pizarro. De Soto reported Ata.hualpa's demands to the governor,
but the latter evaded a direct reply. He did not disclose the dark
purpose over which his mind was brooding.
.A.tahua.lpa in the most pressing manner urged the fulfilment of
the compact for his liberty, but his remonstrances were in vain, anrl
fresh pretexts -were invented to prolong his confinement. Upon
these clelays some of his commanders proposed attempting his release by force of arms; to which the inca very prudently refused
his consent. In obedience to him they laid as~de their design, bnt
suspicions were. aroused in the Spaniards, which were corroborntecl

* Richer.
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by the Peruvinn slaves. niey spread a variety of reports, the foundation of which could never be traced, though they were readily believed by the Spaniards, who wanted an apology for their own perfi<.lious conduct.*
·
A large force, it was said, was already gathered at Guamachucho,
not a hundred miles from the camp, and their attack might be hourly
expected. Murmurs and menaces were now h.eard against the inca,
as the author of these machinations. Many began to demand his
life a,s necessary to the safety of the army. .Among these tbe most
vehement were Almegro and his followers. They were supported
by Riquelme, the treasurer, and by the rest of the royal officers.
These men llad been left at San Miguel by Pizarro, who did not ca1·e
to have such officials spies on his movements. But they had come
to the camp with Alrnegro, and now loudly demanded the death of
tlfe inca as indispensable to the tranquillity of the country, and the
interest of the crown. To these dark suggestions Pizarro seemed
to tum an unwilling ear, manifesting a reluctance to proceed to extreme rneasures with his prisoner. There were some few, and among
them Hernando de Soto, who supported him in these.views, and who
reganled snch measnres as not at all justified by the evidence of
.A.tahnalpa's guilt. In this state of things Pizarro determined to
senrl a small detachment to Guamachucho to reconnoitre the country and ascertain what ground there was for the rumors of an insurrection. De Soto was placecl at the head of the expedition, whicb,
as the distance ·was not great, would occupy bnt a few days.
After Soto's departure the agitation among the soldiers increased
to such a degree that Pizarro consented to bring Atahualpa to instant trial. But to give some appearance of justice to an action so
violent, nnd in order not to be alone responsible to his sovereign,
Pizarro decided to have the inca tried·accorcling to all the forms of
law, in criminal proceedings, observed in Spain. He and Almegro,
with two advisors, were the ju{lges, with absolute power to acquit
or condemn. 'riiey brought to this strange tribunal accusations
still more strange. They consisted in divers articles.
They pronounced that Atahualpa was guilty, and condemned him
to be burnt alive. 'rlie friar Valverde prostituted his sacred functions so far as to confirm this sentence by the authority of his ministry and to attest the justice of it by his signature. The sentence
was to be carried into immediate execution that very night. They
were not even to wait for the return of De Soto, when the information he would bring would go far to establish the truth or falsehood
of the reports respecting the insurrection of the natives.

* Prescott's " Conquest of Peru," and Richer.
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rrhe doom of the inca was proclaimed by sound of trnmpet in the
great square of Oaxmnalca; and two hours after sunset the Spanish
soldiers assembled by torchlight in the public square to witness the
execution of the sentence. On the 29th of .August, 1532, Atahualpa
was led out, chained hand and foot-fot· he had been kept in irons
ever since the great e.xcitement in the army respecting an a.ttack:.
·what added to the bitterness of the last moments of the unfortunate inca, the same monk who had just ratified the sentence presented himself to console and to convert him. The strongest argument which the priest could_ use to make the inca embrace the
Christian· religion was the promise to modify the rigor of his· punishmen~; the fear of a crnel death wrnng from him a request to be
baptized; the ceremony was performed, and Atahualpa, instead of
being burnt, was strangled at a post to whic~ he had been tied.*
A day or two after this tragic event, Hernando de Soto returned
from his excursion. Great was his astonishment and indignation
at learning what had been done in his absence. He songlit out
Pizarro, a1id said to him, bluntly, "You have acted rashly. A.tallllalpa has been basely slandered. There was no enemy at Guamachucho; noc rising among the natives. I have met with nothing on
the road bi1t demonstrations of good-will, and all is quiet. If it
was necessary to bring the inca to trial, lie should have been taken
to Castile, and judged by the emperor. I would have pledged myself to see him safe on bo~rd the vessel." Pizarro confessed that
he had been precipitate, and saicl that he had been deceived by
Riquelme, Vaherde [the priest], and the others. 'rhese charges
soon reached the ears of the tl'east1rer and the Dominican, who, in
their turn, exculpated themselves, and upbrniclecl Pizarro to his
face, as the only one responsible for the deed. The dispute ran
high; and the parties were heard by the bystanders to give one
another the lie l This vulgar squabble among the leaders, so soon
after the event, is the best commentary on the iniquity of their own
proceedings, and the innocence of the inca.t
Fortunately for the honor of the Spanish na.tion, among these
adventurers abandoned to every excess, and parted from their
country to conquer and desolate the new world, there were yet
found men who preserved the sentiment of honor ancl generosity
worthy of the Oastilian name. Although Fernando Pizarro had
left for Spain before the trial of .Atahualpa, and Soto had been sent
to a post far from Oaxamalca, yet this cruel execution was uot
made without opposition. Several officers, and particularly some

* Rfoher aud Prescott.
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of the greatest reputation ancl the noblest families, made remonstrances and even protestations against this judgment as dishonorable to their conntry, and contmry to all the maxims of equity.
They added, that it was a violation of the rights of nations to
usurp over an independent sovereign a juriscliction to which they
had not any right. All their efforts were in vain; the number and
opinion of those who regarded as legitimate all that they believed
to be advantageous to themselves, prevailed. BLi.t history has preservecl the names of those who thus endeavored to save their country from the stigma of so great a crime.
The death of Atahualpa and Huascar left the Peruvians without a king. The people, filled with the idea of the phantom of
Viracoclrn, and convinced by the conduct of the two last incas,
that the Spaniards were the children of the Sun, paid them an homage that approached adoration. However, there were found some
generals who formed the p:roject of maintaining their independence;
among others, one named Ruminagui retired to Quito, with five
thousand men, and resolved to seize the throne.
Some Pernvian officers believed that their honor required that
they should render the honors of sepnlture to their sovereign;
they assembled two thousand soldiers, and took the cor1Jse from
the place where the Spaniards bad deposited it, transported it to
Quito, to place it in the tomb of his ancestors. Rnminagui, who
then commanded in this town, received it with great manifestations
of respect; gave it a magnificent funeral, and deposited it himself
in the tomb of his fathers.
Quizquiz, another Peruvian general, assembled troops and made
for himself a considerable party. Knowing that two young brothers
of Atahualpa wel'e still living, he sent for the youngest, named
Paulu, and proposed to crown him. He made this proposition to
the youngest of the two brothers that he might have but the phantom of an emperor. - Paulu, raisecl in: respect for his elder brother,
.Manco, whom he recognized as the legitimate successor to the
throne, after the death of his two other brothers, refused the honor
which did not belong to him, and of which he knew there would be
left him only the title. He immediately left the army of Qnizquiz
and repaired to that of Pizarro.*
What to the Spnniards was the most unfortunate consequence of
theil· late cruel ancl iniquitous conduct, was that loads of gold on
the roac1 to Caxamalca, by order of .A.tahnalpa, were now carried
back to Cuzco. The two factions of Indians united against Pizarro,
* Richer.
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ana many of the Spaniards who bacl exc1ai.mec1 against the death
of the inca as a base infraction of the law of nations and a yiolation of the Spanish honor, would have proceeded to open mutiny,
had not the impending danger nnited them for their common safety.
.At Cuzco the friends of the late emperor, Huascar, immediately
proc!amed as inca, Manco Capac, the legitimate brother of the late
emperor, and determined to support him against the machinations
and violences ·of the Spaniards. On the other hand, Pizarro set up
Toparca, tile son of Atalnrnlpa.
It was essentially necessary to tile success of Pizarro's designs
that he should gain possession of Cuzco, the capital, and suppress
the opposite faction before it could gather strength sufficient to
maintain tlle vigorous resolutions it had taken. .A..ccordingly he set
out from Caxamalca, attended by the new inca, after having spent
seven months in that town. Ne[l,r the valley of Xuaxa, notice was
brought that an army of Indians occupied the passes and resolved
to oppose Pizarro's progi·ess. .A..dvaucing a few miles further, he
saw the plain covered with armed troops, a sight extremely formidable to the Spaniards, who were now fatigued with the march and
the prodigious rnins that had lately fallen. Almegro led the van;
he approaGhed so near as to hear the enemies' revilings, and, giving
way to his indignation, attacked them with great impetuosity, after
having passed a rapid river in despite of all their opposition, and
defeated them. In the fruitful vale of Xuaxa was a temple dedicated
to the sun; here Pizarro resolved to found a colony, which, however, was not permanent, but afterwards removed to the place wheTe
Lima now stands.*
While Pizarro was thus employed, be dispatched Hernando de
Soto, with sixty horse, to make the best of his way to Cuzco, and
clear the road for the remainder of his army .. Soto had not advanced far when he received intelligence that a considerable body
of the -enemy hacl fortified themselves at Cababayo to defend the
pass. Fearing that his forces would prove insufficient, he sent
notice to Pizarro, and desired that the inca might join him, as the
presence and influence of the monarch might probably prevent an
effusion of blood and obtain the ends of a victory without the hazard
of a battle; but Toparca fell sick about this time and died, an event
which frustrated all the expectations entertained by tile Spaniards
of bringing the IrnHans, by means of this inca, to acknowledge
their auth(?rity, without the necessity of having recourse to arms.
Soto was now forced to place his dependence 011 his o,vn valor; the

* Universal History.
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Indians had cut <lown a bridge over an exceedingly rapid river that
divided them from tbe Spaniards; hut Soto, without regard to the
violence of the stream, plunged in with his horse and reaclied the
opposite bank, to the unspeakable astonishment and te1:ror of the
enemy, who fled in the utmost consternation. Thus Soto obtained
a complete victory without striking a blow, after having performed
what has never been since attempted-the fording, in the face of an
enemy, a river which had always been deemed impassable, aucl
without the loss of a single horse or soldier. The enemy :flying to
Lima Tambo, he continued the pmsuit, notwithstanding he had
received orders to advance slowly, saying it would be folly and
cowardice to adhere so literally to orders as to neglect seizing the
opportunity of an important advantage wl1ich could not possibly
have been foreseen when the orders were issued. Accordingly lie
continued his march along the great road of Chinahayso to the
mountains of Bilcaconga, seven leagues from Cuzco, where the
Indians determined to fortify a difficult pass, to dig pi.ts and
trenches and fill them with sharp-pointed stakes, to inco1rnnode the
horses. Here they resolved to make their best effort. Every measure was taken to defeat the intention of the Spaniards of seizing
the capital.
Soto could have no reliance upon the assistance of Pizarro, who
was employed in reducing the Yuanas and Yayos and settling his
colony. He, therefore, reposed his w~ole hopes O?, the vigor of his
arms and the possibility of defeating the Indian army before it
conld oe re-enforced. As he advanced, however, it was perceived
that the enemy were exceedingly numerous. rl'he whole face of tl~e
mountain was covered with thefr forces, and unexpected difficulties
occnrred in reconnoitring the pass. rrhe I11dians began to pour
in their darts and arrows upon the Spaniards with more resolution
ancl regnln.l'ity than they were accustomed to observe, a circnmstance which produced murmurings and cliscon~ents among the
soldiers. Soto told his people that it was necessary to conquer or
die. He said the number of the enemy cut off all possibility of
retreating without being exposed to clisgrnce and the most imminent
danger, anc1 if they hesitated a moment the same difficulty would
attend their aclvancii~g, as new levies were continually joining the
inca. One victory more, he observed, would remove every obstacle,
and the same valor which had hitherto proved invincible would now
likewise be successful, if they would exert it properly. This speecll
gave new life and vigor to the troops. They advanced with great
resolution up the hill, amidst showers of the enemy's missiles.
rrhey formed themselves two abreast, cut their way through the
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Indians with dreadful slaughter, and at last reached the snmmit of
the mountain. Five soldiers and two horses were killed in this
attack, and eleven men and fourteen horses wounded; however, the
joy of obtaining a victory rendered this loss
less consideration.
Soto probaby woulrl have had to encounter the same dangers the
next morning, had not Almegro seasonably arrived with. a re-enforcement, which so dispirited the Indinns that they dropped their intention of renewing the engagement, and suffered the Spaniards to
proceed unmolested.*
Pizarro now marched for Cuzco, but considering it most prudent
not to hazard the loss of his treasures by taking them on the march,
he left them at Xauxa, under a guard of forty soldiers who remained
there in garrison. At the encl of a few days he arrived before Cuzco;
but he saw arising from it so thick a smoke that he belieYed the
Indians had set it on fire. He sent a detachment of cavalry there
to arrest the effects, which he attrilmted to their despair. This
detachment was repulsed with a11 astonishing vigor) and the hostilities lasted nll the night. The day following, Panlu declared to the
inhabitants that he ha<l made his reconciliation with Pizarro, and
the Spnniards were admitted there without any resistance. ~rhe
quantity of gold and silver they found there was even more important than that which they had recefred at Caxamalca. They
were engaged in dividing it when they learned that Quizqniz was
ravaging the province of Condefngos. It was a feint. Soto, with
fifty cavaliel's, was dispatched aga.inst him ; the skilful Indian, informed of his march, took the route to Xauxa, in hope of surprising
a part of the baggage of the Spaniards and the treasure which they
had left under a gual'd of some infantry. But he found this little
detachment so well posted that he could not cut it off; Pizarro,
informed that he had turned in tllat direction, sent. off his two
brothers with a considerable ·aetachment. ,v1ien they had joined
Soto, Quizquiz cleeamped; they pursued him the distance of more
than a hundred leagues on the route to Quito, but losing hope of
overtaking him, they returned to Xauxa, took their baggage and
trnasnres, and carried them to Cuzco.
Whilst the troops of Pizarro were occupyiug Cuzco, Benalcazar,
whom Pizarro had left in charge of San Miguel, became weary of
inaction, and anxious to distinguish himself among the conquerors
of the New World. A body of fresh troops, arrived very opportunely from Panama and Nicaragua, placed him in a condition to
satisfy his wishes. After having left a sufficient force fol' the
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security of the settlement, be placed htmself at the head of the
rest, and set out to subdue Quito, where, according to the reports
of the Peruvians, Atahualpa had left the greatest part of his treasures. It was a great distance from San Miguel to Quito, and the
march was clifllcnlt in a country of monn.tains covered with forests;
he was often and vigorously attacked by the best soldiers of Peru,
led by a skilful chief. His valor, perseverance, and good manage.;.
ment surmounted all obstacles, and he entered victoriously into
Quito. Bnt he experienced a great mortification. The inhabitants,
knowing by their own unfortunate experience the dominant passion
of their enemies, had carried off all the ~·icl1es that attracted the
Spaniards, and which had run.de them undertake this perilous enterprise, endure so much suffering, and brave so many dangers.*
vVhile Benalcazar was th us capturing Quito, Pizarro sent, a.t the
same time, A.lmegro towards the coast to learn the truth of a very
important rumor which was in circulation. It was asserted that
Pedro de Alvarado, governor of Guatemala, in Mexico, had embarked for Peru with a lal'ge army. Almcgro repaired to San
Miguel, and, not having learned anything which had relation to the
rnmor that was spread, be returned to Cuzco. Nevertheless, the
rumor was not without fonnclntion. Hernando Cortes, after having
conquered Mexico; gaye to Alvarado, as a recompense for his serviees, the province of Guatemala, the government of which was
confirmed to him by the emperor Charles V. Alvarado, being
informed of what was taking place in Peru, solicited tbe court of
Spain for permission to contribute to the conquest of that kingdom.
His request was granted. Alvarado, with regret, beheld himself
seeond to Cortes in the former expedition, but he hoped to rende1·
himself equal to Pizarro in this, as to his own experience in the
art of war, he joined the assistance of some of the best officers and
most approved soldiers of the age. Garcilasso de la Vega, whose
father at~endecl Alvarado upon this expedition, alleges that he had
a commission from Charles Y. to conquer, govern, and colonize all
those countries, on that part of the continent, which were not yet
possessed by the Spaniards, and that his jmisdiction was wholly
independent of the authority of Pizarro and Alrnegro. 'rhe conduct
of Alvarado appears to confirm this.
While preparing his army and fleet at the port of Istapa,t in
Guatemala, he dispatclled Garcia Holquin, in a small vessel, to

* Richer.
t Celebrated for being the place where Alvarado equipped his armaments in
the years 1534 and 1539. "This place," says Guarros, "is highly deserving
of notice, in a comme1·cial point of view, as it affords every convenience ancl
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proetfre some intelligence of the country: and coast against which
he intended the expedition, and also of the progress of the Spaniards. Holquin, after encountering manifold hardships, could proceed no further than Puerto Yiego, where he received some vague
accounts of Pizarro, the riches he had a(iquirecl, the immense wealth
that still remained, and a few other hints of general iuformation 1
with which he returned to .Alvarado, who now embarked. Having
been info_rmecl that they were equipping two vessels in Nican1.gua,
with re-enforcements. of men and provisions for Pizarro, he, with
the five hundred men who embarked under his orders, had tlle
address to approach and seize them during the night.
He now continued his voyage with seven hundred men, two lrnndred and twenty-seven of whom were horsemen, and after sailing
thirty days arrived at Cape St. Francisco, iu the first degree of
north latitude. Alvarado, perceiving the crews grew sickly, and
that the horses perislled, or eontracted such diseases as would render
them useless, landed in the bay of Caragues, sent the pl'ovisions by
sea to Pnerto Yiego, and proceeded .with some cava.lry to l\fontu.
Orders were given the pilots to sail along the coast of Peru to the
.furthest extremity of Pizarro's gov.emrrient', to make the necess:.iry
charts,observe tlie soundings and lrn.rbors, and set up marks of having
taken formal possession. After landing, Alvarado marched towarcls
the east, almost under tho equator. Having an imperfect idea of the
country, he undertook, without a guide·, to march directly to Quito,
in following the course of the river Guayaquil and crossing the
mountains near its source. Hunger and thirst would have destroyed
all his men if he had not found certain canes the size of a man's leg,
hollow, and filled with wnter, which they· believed came from the
dews which collected during the night.( IO) rrhey had no .otller
recourse against famine than to eat· their liorses. ri.~o aggravate
their misfortunes, they were overwhelmed ..with hot cinders ejected
from a volcano in the neighborhood of .Quito. Before arriving at
Quito, they were also obliged to cross mountains where a continual snow rendei·ed the cold so piercing;·thaf.there perished sixty
men. In this route, one of the least : p1·acticable in America,
his troops were so overcome by fatigne ·in.''.opcning roads though
forests and marshes in the low-lands, and s'tiffered so much from the

: ~ \'l :;,,; .
aclvantage for carrying on an extensive traffic in the Pacific. Its contiguity to
the city of Guu,temala" [founcled by Alvarado] ''ironld enable speculators to
obtain all the procluctions of the country at a ri:ioderate rate, which could be
conveyecl by land-carriage to the place of embarkation at a trifling expense, on
a road that was opened and levelled in 1539, f~tthe purpose of transporting
npo11 carriages some of Alvaraclo's small vesseI::i/ 1..'......'." The Modern 'l'raveller."
14
f
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severity of the cold on the tops of the mountains, that, before he
arrived on the plains of Qnito, a fifth of the Spaniards and· half of
the horses had perished ; the rest were discouraged and in a con~
di_tion unfit for service. Alvarado and his companions finally
arrived 'in the province of Quito; but the melting of the snows
caused so great an inundation that several men perished. Being
11ear· a villa.ge where a party of Indians had fortified themselves, he
besieged it and forced the Indians to leave it.*
At ~his time Pizarro and Almegro were deeply engaged in the
progress of their conquests, and the news of Alvarado's approach
and designs gave them the greatest unasiness. A body of horse
was immediately dispatched by Almegro to watch his movements,
but this party falling into Alvarado's hands, was kindly treated
and dismissed. This moderation suggested the first idea of compromising differences in such a manner that all should heartily
unite in the same design. Almegro made the proposals, and they
were accepted without hesitation by Alvarado. An interview was
appointed, anc1 the .following agreement signed by the commanders:
that a hundred thousand pesos should be paid by Pizarro and
.A.lmegro; that such of Alvarado's officers and soldiers as desired
to serv~ under Pizarro and .A.lmegro should be provided for as their
own troops, according to the merit of their services; and that Alvarado should return to Mexico after he had visited Pizarro at Cuzco,
of which capital he had heard the most exaggerated accounts.
There wei·e som·e other stipulations of less consequence in this
treaty, to which both parties adhe1·ed with great punctuality, except that Pizarro, apprehensive that a sight of _the immense wealth
of Cuzco might stagger Alvarado's resolution, sent a message to
Alvarado that he would save him the trouble of so tedious ajolll'ney,
and give him a meeting in the valley of Pachacamac; for which
place he immediately set out, escorted by a body of cavalry. rrhere
he met with .Alvarado and Almegro. He gave Alvarado twenty
thousand pesos more than was stipulated in the treaty, made him
several valuable presents of turquoises and other precious stones,
and conducted himself with so much address that .Alvarado returned
perfectly satisfied to Mexico, having been fully recompensed for the
expense and trouble of the expedition, and assured that his soldiers
and officers would be well provided for according to their several
abilities.t
About this time Hernando Pizarro al'rived in Spain. The im-

* Universal History, and Richer.
t

Moclern Universal History, vol. 34, p. 433.
t
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mense quantity of gold and silver he brought caused as much
asto11ishment as it had excited at Panama and the other Spanish
colonies. Pizarro was received by the emperor with the respect
due a man who brought him a present whose value exceeded all
the ideas that the Spaniards had formed of the wealth ·of their
acquisitio1is in America, even after having been ten years in possession of Mexico. To reward the services of Francisco Pizarro the
emperor confirmed him in tµe dignity of governor, and joined to it
new powers and. new privileges, and extended the boundaries of bis
government seventy leagues to the south, along tlie coast, beyond
the limits fixed by bis first patent. Almegro · also obtained the
honors which he had so long sought. He was given the rank of
adelantaclo, or governor, and his jurisdiction was extended over
two hundred leagues, to commence at the southern limits of the
government of Pizarro. Hernando Pizano himself ·was made
knight of the order of San Iago, and returned to Peru accompanied
by. many persons of greater distinction than those who had hitherto
served in America.
They received in Peru some news of Hernando Pizarro's negotiation before his arrival there. Almegro was. no sooner informed
that he llad obtained of the emperor a government independent of
Pizarro, than he clairµed that Cuzco was embraced in it, and prepared to take possession of this important post. Juan and Gonzales Pizano prepared to repulse him. Each of the contestants had
a powerful party, and the dispute was about to be decided by force
of arms, when Francisco Pizarro arrived at the capital, and the
address, mingled with firmness, which he showed in his complaints
against .A.lmegro and his partisans, diverted then the storm. He
made a new reconciliation with Almegro, the principal condition of
which was that A.lmegro should attempt the conquest of Chili, and
that if he did not find there an establishment worthy of him,
Pizarro, to indemnify him, would cede to him a part of Peru. This
new convention was confirmed with the same religious solemnities
as the .first, and observed with as little fidelity.
In consequence of his convention with Pizarro, Almegro pre_pared to march into 0.hili. The inca placed at his disposal the
services of his brother Paullo, and of the high priest Villac Umu,
who were ordered to accompany Almegro to Chili. These he sent
on before; he himself was to go next; and his lieutenant, Rodrigo
Orgonez, was to follow with the rest of the people. It may show
how much .A.lmegro's service was sought after, that so distinguished
a person in Piz~rro's camp as Hernando de Soto was greatly disappointed at not haying been named lieutenant-general of the maris-
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cal's f ..Almegro's] forces.* Almegro set out for Chili witll five
hundred and seventy men. It was the largest body of Europeans
tbat had to that time assembled in Peru.
Tllere were two roads which led thence to Chili; one by the
plain, but it was the longest; the other by the mountains, it
was the shortest. The snows and the cold rendered the lattet·
impracticable in every season bnt the summer. Panllo and the
high pdcst advised Almegro to take the best of the two routes, but
he took the shortest. The impatience to terminate promptly the
expeclition, or the custom to endure every labor and to brave every
danger, the common custom of all the Spaniards who had served in
.America, determined ..Almegro to cross the mountains. 'l'lle route
was, indeed, the shorter, but almost impracticable. In this march
his troops suffered all the ills that human nature can experience
from fatigue, lrnuger, and the rigor of the climate of those elevated
regions of the torrid zone, where the cold is almost as severe as
that which' is found under the polar circle. There perished a great
number of them. One of his officers and several cnvaliers remained
upon the mountains frozen with their horses. The historians who
confirm this fact say that five months afterwards the army repassing by the same pl::tce, found the corpses in the same position, holding in their hands the bridles 'of their horses. Their flesh. was as
fresh as if they had died that momeut.t
Those who resisted the cold and arrived as far as the fertile plains
of Chili, found there new obstacles to surmount. They had to do
with men, very different from the Peruvians, intrepid, hardened to
labor, much resembling, by their physique and their courage, the
warlike nations of North America. Although astonished at the
first appearance of the Spaniards, and still more at their cavalry,
and the effect of their fire-arms, they very soon recovered from their
surprise, not only to the degree of defending themselves with courage, but even to assail their new enemies with more resolution ancl
vigor than any other American nation had hitherto shown. 'l'he
Spaniards notwithstanding continued to penetrate into the conn try,
· ancl to co1lect gold in abundance; but they no longer thought of
forming a settlement. Notwithstanding all the valor and skill of
their chief, the success of their expedition was still extrnmely

* " Life of Pizarro," by Arthur Helps.
t The army of .Almegro did not return over the. mountains, but the forces
under Diaz ancl Herrecla crossed the mountains to join Almegro, and they may
have seen these frozen horsmnen on frozen horses. The Spanish solc1iers under
Almegro experienced all the vicissitudes and inclemency of the seasons and
clirirn.tes that the soldiers of Napoleon endured in Egypt and Russia.
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donbtfnl, when they were recalled to Peru by an unexpected revolution.
Almegro had been joined by Ruyz Diaz and Juan de Herredawith
more than a huudrncl Spaniards, who hacl crossed the mountains in
a more favorable season of the year. Herreda informed Almegro
of the situation of affairs in Peru, and of the general insurrection of
the Indians of Pem.
The news of the general revolt of the Peruvians wonld have snf~
ficed to induce Almegro to leave Chili and return to succor his com-.
patriots, but he was led to this resolution by less generous and more
interested motives. The same messenger who informed him of the
situation of affairs in Peru, brought the royal patent which made
him governor of Chili, nnd fixed the limits of his government. According to this patent Cuzco appeared to him evidently comprised
within the limits of his department, and he had from this time as
mnch eagerness to take from Pizarro the possession of this capital
as to hinder the Pern-rians from seizing it. Impatient to execute
this clouble purpose, he ventured to return by a new route, tlirougb
the san<'ly plains of the coast, the desert of Atacama. In this
march he suffered almost as much from heat ancl thirst as he had
suffered from ·cold and hunger in crossing the summits of the Andes.*
He arrived at Cuzco the 12th day of July, 1537, having left it
shortly after his last compact with Pizano, made tbe 12th day of
June, 1535. It lrns already been mentioned tlrnt Soto sought the
rank of lieutenant-general in this expedition, and was disappointed;
that Hernando Pizarro returned to Peru, accompanied by many
persons of greater distinction than any that had to that time
served in America; and that Hernando Pizn1To had been knighted.
Hernando de Soto, in ability, was second to none of the conquerors
qf Peru; his ambition and love of fame, as his pride and sense of
honor, were great and ennobling. He saw the spirit of faction and
discord that raged in the rival parties of Almegro ancl Pizarro, and
probably anticipated the storm that was destined soon to devastate
Peru with the internecine strife of civil war. As after this period
his name no more appears in the events of Pe1m, it is probable that
he left the country about this time; and that he returned to Spain
with Luis Moscoso de Alvarado, Nuno de r:rouar,. and Juan Rodriquez Lobillo. He probably was in Spain during the years 1536
and 153'7. In the spring of 1538 he sailed from Spain on his expedition to Florida.

* Richer's "Histoire Moderne."
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HISTORY OF THE CONQUEST OF FLORIDA.

.As the works of Garcilasso Inca de la Vega are the first literary
productions of the native genius of Sonth America, it is proper that
here something should be said of the author and his works. In fact,
Garcilasso might, with propriety, be called the first d'istinguishecl
native author of the New -W:orlcl, though the Abbe Clavigero, in the
preface to his "History of Mexico," mentions the following
INDIAN AUTHORS OF THE SIXTEEN'.l.'H CENTURY.

Fernando Pimentel Ixtlilxochitl, son of Ooanacotzin, last king of
Acolhuacnn, and .Antonio de 'robar Cano Montez_,.uma Ixtlilxocbitl,
a descendant of the royal houses of Mexico, and Acollrnacan. 'fhese
two nobles, at the request of the Count Benevente, anrl the Viceroy
of l\fexico, L~1is cle Velasco, wrote letters on the genealogy of the
kings of .Acolhuacan, and other points relative to the ancient liistol'y of t,lrnt kingdom.
A. ntonio Pimentel Ixtlilxochitl, son of Fernando Pimentel, wrote
Historical Memoirs of the Kingdom of Acolhuacan~ by which Torquemada was assisted; "and from it we have taken the aun unl expenses incurred in the palace of the famous king N ezalrnalcojotl,
great-great-grandfather of the author."
Taddeo de Niza, a noble Indian of 'Tlascala, wrote in the year
1548, hy order of the viceroy of l\foxico, the History of the Conquest, which was subscribed by thirty other nobles of TlascnJa.
Gabriel d'A.yafa, a noble Indian of Tezcuco, wrote, in the Mexican
language, I:-Iistorical Commentaries; containing an acconnt of all
the n Hairs of the Mexicans from ·the yeal' 1243 of the vulgar era
unto 15G2.
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Juan Ventura Za.pata e Mendoza, a noble of Tlascala, wrote, in
the Mexican language, the Chronicle of 'l'lascala; containing all the
events of that nation, from their arrival in the country of Anahuac
to the year 1589.
Pedro Ponce, a noble Indian, rector of Tzompahuacan, wrote in
Spanish, .A.n Account of the Gods and tlle Rites of Mexican Paganism.
The chiefs of Colhuacan wrote the Annals of the Kingdom of
Colhuacan.
Christoval clel Castillo, a Mexican mestee, wrote the History of
the '11 ravels of tlle Aztecas, or Mexicans, to the country of Anahuac.
Diego Mugnoz Camargo, a noble mestee of Tlascala, wrote, in
Spanish, the History of the City and Republic of rl1lascala. 11 orquemada made use of this ·work.
Fernando d'Alba Ixtlilxochitl, a Tezcucan, and descendant, in
a right line, from the kings of .A.colhuacan, wrote, at the req nest of
the viceroy of Mexico, several very learned and valuable· works,
all written in the Spanish la.ngnage. In order to remove any
grounds for suspicion of fiction, he made llis accounts conform exactly with the historical paintings which he inherited from his illustrious ancestors.
Juan Balesta Pomar, of Tezcuco, or Cholula, a descendant from
a bastard of the royal house of 1'ezcuco, wrote Historical Memoirs
of that Kingdom, which rrorquemacla made use of.
Domingo de San Anton Mun.on Chimalpain, a noble Indian of
Mexico, wrote, in the Mexican language, four works much esteemed
by the intelligent: 1. American Chronicles, containing all the
Events of that Nation from the year 1068 to the year 1597 of the
vulgar era. 2. 'l'he History of the Conquest of Mexico by the
Spaniards. 3. Original Accounts of the Kingdoms of .A.colhnacan, of Mexico, and of other provinces. 4. Historical Commentaries, from the year 1064 to 1521.
Fernando d' Alvarado Tezozomoc, an Indian of Mexico, wrote in
Spanish, :1 Mexican Chronicle, a.bout the year 1598.
'I1he Hon. Clement Markham, in a note to his translation of Cieza
de Leon, gh-es the following account of
GARCILASSO DE LA VEGA, THE FA'l'HER OF GARCILASSO INCA
DE LA VEGA.

Garcilasso de la Vega was born of noble parentage, in the city
of Baclajos, in Estremadura. Hi.s great-grandfather was Gom.ez
Saurez de :Figueroa, the first count of Feria, by Elvira Lasso de la
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Vega. This lady was a sister of the famous Marquis of Santillana,
the charming poet, and founder of the great family of Mendoza.
Sile was maternal granddaughter of that Garcilasso who, in 137~,
received the surname of" de la Vega," in memory of a famous
duel fought with a Moorish giant, before the walls of Granada.
The lady's paternal grandfather was Don Diego Mendoza, the
knight who, in the battle of Aljubarrota, with the Portuguese, in
1385, saved the life of King John First, by giving him his horse
when his own ·was killed under him.
The subject of this note was a second cousin twice removed of
Garcilasso de la Vega, the poet,* whose poems, with those of his
friend Boscan, were published in 1544.
So much for Garcilasso's descent, which is sufficiently noble and
distinguished. He was a young man of twenty-five years of age,
tall, handsome, polished, generous, and well-practised in the use of
arms, when in 1531, he set out for the New World, as a captain of
infantry, in company with Alonzo [Pedro?] de Alvarado, who was
returning to assnme his government of Gauternala. That famous
chief, on hearing of the riches of Pem, set out with a large fleet
from Nicaragua, and lancled in the bay of Oaragues, in March, 1534-.
Garcilasso de la Vega accompanied ll.im, and shared in all the ter-

*

His ancestors from remote antiquity were persons of opulence and high
consideration. 'l'hey originally sprung from the mountains of .Asturias. Don
Pedro Lasso was, in 1329, admiral of' Castile; his son, Garcilasso, arrived at
yet greater honors. He was made high judge, as well as chancellor of the
kingdom. The chancellor left two sons, Garcilasso and Gonzalo Ruyz, who, in
the grand battle of' Salado, in 1340, were the first that, in spite of the Moors,
crossed the river.I The former was made lord chief-justice of Spain, as appears
by the deeds of the year 1372; and this knight it was who, for his valor in
slaying a gigantic Moor that had defied the Christians by parading in tlie vega
or plain of Granada, with these words, "Ave Maria" fixecl to his horse's tail,
took the surname of De lit Vega; ancl for his device, Ave Maria in a field d'or,
as is see; in the scutcheon of Garcilasso de la Vega, a son of one of' the
brothers, who followed the party of King Henry against the king Don Pedro,
and was slain in the battle of Najara.-"Life of Garcilasso," the poet, by .T. H.
W1ffin.
1
Abil Hassan, king of Morocco, of the dynasty of the Merinis, invited by the inhabitants of Grann.da, came and landed in Spain, fo11owed by innumerable troops,
which he united to those of Joseph I. The kings of Castile and PoFtugn1, united,
f9ught this gre11t army on the borders of the Salado, not far from the town of Tariff.
This battle of the Salado, as celebrated in the history of Spain, as the victory of
Toloza, cost the lives of thousands of Moors. The btittle of Toloza was fought in the
year 1212, and was the most important and brilliant victory ever n.chie,,ed by the
Christians over the Moors of Spain. Sixty thousand crusaders, from Itn,Jy and
Frnnce, repaired to the ass~tance of the Costiliun king.-"Florian's Precis Historique
sur les Maures."
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rible han1ships and suffering of the subsequent march to Riobamhn..
After the convention with Almegro, and the dispersion of Alvarado's forces, Garcilasso.was sent to complete the conquest of the
country ronnd the port of Buenaventura. He and his small band
of followers forced their way for many days throng~ dense uninhabited forests, enduring almost incredible hardships, and finding
nothing to repay their labors. He displayed much constancy and
endnrance, and persevered during a whole year, but, having lost
eighty of his men from hunger and fever, he was at last obliged to
retreat. He was nearly drowned in crossing the river Qniximies,
and, after many other strange adventures and narrow escapes, he
reached the Spanish settlement of P·uerto Viejo, and \vent thence
to Lima, where Pizarro was closely besieged by the insurgent
Indians. He then marched to the relief of Cuzco, and afterward
accompanied ·Gonzalo Pizarro in his expeclition to the Collao and
Charcas. On the arrival of -Vaca cle Castro in Peru, Garcilasso dela
Vega joined him, and was wounded in the battle of Chnpas. When
Gonzalo Pizarrn rose in rebellion ngainst the viceroy Blasco Nunez
cle Veht, Garcilasso ancl several other loyal knigl.Jts fled from Cuzco
to Arequipa, and thence up lly .the deserts to Lima, in order to
share the fortnnes of the viceroy. But when they arrived at Lima,
that ill-fatecl and wrong-headed knight was gone, and the whole
conn try was in favor of Gonzalo Pizftrro. rr11e fogiti ves; therefore, concealed themselves as best they could. Garcilasso was
loclgerl in the house of a friend, and afterwards hid himself in the
convent ·of San Franeisco. rl'hrongh the intercessions of friends,
Gonzalo Pizarro granted him a pardon, hut detained him as a
prisoner until he escaped to the army of Gasca, on the moming of
the battle of Xaqnxaqnana, galloping across the spnce between the
two camps at early cbwn, on his g·ood horse Salinillas. He afterwards resided at bis house in Cuzco until the rebellion of Giron
broke ont in 1554, when he once more showed his loyalty by escaping in the night, ancl joining tile royal camp. After the fall of
Giron, Garcilasso cle la Vega was appointed corregiclor and governor of Cuzco, where he appears to have deYotecl himself to the
duties of his ofllce, and, amongst oth0r good deeds, restored the
agnectuct which brought a supply of water from the lake of Chinchirn, for a distance of two lengnes, to irrigate the valley of Cuzco.
His house was a centre of hospitality and kindness, wliere the
conquerors fought their battles over again in the evenings, while
Garcilasso's wife, the inca princess, and her friends dispensed their
numerous charities. Both he and his wife were engaged in acts of
benevolence, and in collecting subscriptions for charitnble purposes
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dming the time that he held office. It is said that in one night
they raised thirty-four thousand five hundred ducats for a hospital
for Indians. Whe11 Garcilasso was relieved of his charge, the ,J uez
c1e Residencia, who cmne to review his administration, honorably
acquitted him of the charges which were brought against llim, and
he retirecl into private life. He died at Cuzco, in the year 1559,
after a long illness.
Garcilasso de la Vega was married to a finsta or inca princess,
who ~as baptized under the name of Isahella in 1539. She ,;yrr.s the
daughter of Ilualpa rrupac, a younget· brnther of the great inca
Hnayna Capac. By this lady he had a son, the well-known historian, who was born at Cuzco in 1540. After his father's death, the
young Garcilasso Inca de la Vega, who had received his early ec1ncntion at a school in Cuzco, went to Spain. This was in 1560, when
he was just twenty years of age. He fought against the rebel
Moriscos, unc1e1· the banner of Don J 01111 of Austria, nn(l afterwnrcls
settling at Cordova, devoted himself to literary pursuits. He wrote
a history of the conquest of Florida, anc1 the two parts of his Oomrnental'ios Renles were published in 1609 and 1616. An excellent
second edition appeared at M.adrid in 1722. His memory was well
storecl with the recollect.ions of his youth, when be had learned the
history of the incas from his mother's relations, and of the conquest
from his father's old companions in arms. Ile nlso quotes largely
from Cieza de Leon, Gomara, Zarate, Fernandez, and Acosta, as
well as from the manuscript of the missionary Blas Valern, a most
importnnt work, wllich was destroyed when Lord Essex sackec1 the
city of Cadiz. No MAN, THEREFORE, COULD BE BETTER QUALIFlED
TO WRITE A HISTORY OF THE EARLY CIVILIZATION OF TH.E INCAS AND

He has been invalunble to me in explaining and ill nstrating tho text of Cieza de
Leon; and in gratiLude I have therefore devoted a long note to rm
account of his father. The Inca Garcilasso died in 161G, at the
advanced age of seventy-six, a11cl was buried at Cordova.
OF THE CONQUEST OF PERU BY THE SPANIARDS.

G.ARCILASSO INCA DE LA VEGA, THE HISTORIAN.

Garcilasso de la Vega, the Peruvian historian, was the son of the
prneeding and Nusta, niece of Hnayna Capac, and granddnughter
of the inca Tupnc-Yupanqui. He was born at Cuzco in 1540.
J?rom the circumstance of his descent from the family of the incas,
he aclo1Jted the title of inca, naming himself Garcilasso Inca c1e la
Vega.
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Peru, during the fifteen years succeeding the birth of Garcilasso,.
was the theatre of wars, conspiracies, pel'secutions, and revolts.
In the midst of such scenes Garcilasso had but few opportunities
of e<1ncation, and he says:· '' I lay the fault of my deficiency upon
the civil wars which existed in the Indies during· my yout~1. Literature was then no longer cultivated, and we applied ourselves to
arms. We learned horsemanship, and I abandoned myself to this
exercise witli some of my companions, who have acquired much
distinction there, and have become excellent horsemen." In 15GO
Garcilasso went to Spain, and embraced a military career, distinguishing himself in various encounters, and reaching the rank of
capt~in under the command of Don John of Austria. But the
vengeful court of Spain did not forget that Garcilasso, the father,
had embraced the revolutionary side, and followed in all his dangerous entel'prises Gonzalez Pizarro; and hence distrust rested
upon t.he son, who, in consequence, despairing of ever attaining to
eminence in his career, or of fixing upon any other occupation which
seemed suited to his birth, thl'ew up his commission and retired to
Cordova, where he devoted himself to literary pursuits.
':I.1lie results of his literary labors were the first part of his Royal
Commentary, completed in 1570 or 1575, and printed at Lisbon in
1609; the second part of the same, finished in 1616, and printed
Lisbon in 1619; the General History of Peru, printed in Cordova
in 1G06; and the Florida of the Inca, or History of the Adelantaclo
Fernando de Soto, finished in 1591, and printed in Lisbon in
quarto, in 1605.

at

The sources of Garcilasso's knowledge in regard to the first part
of the Royal Commentaries are principally the information of his
mother and one of his uncles, and his own observations relative to
the religion and customs of his countrymen. He had witnessed in
his youth the ancient usages n.nd ceremonies of the Peruvians, and
mastered many of their ancient traditions. While in Spain, engaged on the Royal Commentaries, he corresponded with his old
companions and school-fellows of the inca family in Peru, to collect
materials for his history.

In the work on Peruvian .Antiquities by Rivero and Tschudi is
the following sentence: " Finally young Garcilasso did not under-
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stand the .difficult art of deciphering the quip us, an important deficiency which neither an abundance of traditions nor. ingenious conjectures could supply." But Prescott, in the excellent critical
notice of Garcilasso, which he gives in the :first volume of the
"Conquest of Peru," page 293, says that Garcilasso " understood
the science of their qnipus." As it was not until after his arrival
in Spain and disappointment in his military career that Garcilasso
devoted himself to literature, his acquaintance with the qui pus
could have been of little service to him there. But as the science
of the quipus, which constituted the national archives of the Peruvians, was especially and ·exclusively confined to the members of
the inca family, Garcilasso, in his correspondence with them, could
easily have acquired what information was proper for his purpose ;
and this ·intimacy and connection with the inca family must have
been in this respect of the greatest aclvantage to him.
" The Florida of the Inca; or, History of the Adelantado Hernando de Soto," was translated in 16'70 into the French language
by Pierre Ricbelet, who had been professor of Belles Lettres in the
college of' Yitri. But either through a. distas_te for his profession,
or otherwise, he came to Paris and became a lawyer, associated with
the literati, and lived as a man of letters. He was a man of genius,
c1istinguishec1 for the correctness and purity of his language; the
author of an excellent dictio'uary of the French language, and of
several other literary works. He died in the beginning of the year
1699, when nearly seventy years of age. .After a lapse of nearly
forty years, and when the first edition of his translation of Florida
had almost been forgotten, a second was published in the·year 1'711;
an English version of which is the following volume.
Besides Garcilasso's there are two other accounts of De Soto's
expedition to Florida. One by Louis Fernandez de Bieclma, who
accompanied the expedition, was presented to the king, and council
of the Indies in 1544. The other was by one of De Soto's officers,
a gentleman of Elvas in Portugal, and was printed at Evora in
155'7. The latter was translated from the Portuguese into the English langnage by Richard Hackluyt, and printed at London 1609.
It was also translated into the French language, in the last third of
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the seventeenth century, by M. de Citri de la Gnette,* one of the best
French writers, u nth or of an excellent history of the rrriumvirate,
and of a translation of the "Conquest of Mexico." Thns it is evident tlrnt the e:1rliest of these accounts appeared ~orty-seven, and
the other thirty-fonr years before Garcilasso finished bis "Florida."
As Garcilasso went to Spain in 1560, there were thirty-one years
from the time of his arrivnl to the completion of his Floricln in
15\H, to which, and his other works, he devoted himself after retiring from the nrmy. The survivors of De Soto's expedition to Florida,
some of whom had been in Peru, disbanded in the City of Mexico
in 1543.

Some went to Peru, where Garcilasso became aeq naintecl

with them, remained fifteen years after their arrival, and heard related by them the stories of the expedition. When he went to Spain,
in 1560, he found there followers of De Soto; and even as late as;
15Gl, when he finished his "Florida," there were still living some
of the soldiers of De Soto. Ent Garcilasso began his liternry
bhors nearly thirty years before that date, when in all probability
many of the veterans of the expedition still survived. In his
"Florida" he gives tlie statements made by the soldiers of the expedition, and refers to authors, other than tliose already mentioned,
who had treated of the same subject; while at the same time he had
the advantage of profiting by all previous accounts of the expedition.
Thus circurnstanc~s and opportunity favored Garcilasso in an eminent degree; and he did not fail to take advantage of them to prod nee a work whiuh reads more like ronrnnce than reality, embellished
in the glowing colors in which he depiuts the trials, triumphs, and
tragedy of bis hero.
Garcilasso, having derived mnch of his knowledge of the North
American Indians from the accounts of Mexico, and the_ reports of
Spanish ad venturers, who, hnving been in Peru and seen the weulth
and popnlousness of tlrnt kingdom, endeavored, hy the exaggerution
of their own exploits in :Floricln, to acquire a reputation rivulliug
that ,of the conquerors of .Mexico and Pern, and, moreover, having
been influenced by certain similarities in tlie manners and customs

*

It appears to have been 1ml,lished aftor the firstl-,lition of Richelet's trans-

lation of the Com1nest of Florida, awl lwfore the S(:euwl.
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of the Peruvians and Floridians, was easily led to believe accounts,
which, fic.t_itious concerning the latter, were not at all improbable in
regard to the former. Hence, the vast armies of Indians, and the
wealth and magnificence of their temples. Nevertheless these were
bnt exaggerations; facts were their foundations. Tbern were al'rnies,
and large ones; there were temples, but rmle mies; there were forts
and magazines; and there were objects of art.
There sometimes appears to be in the Conquest of Florida n, vein
of satire, expressive of Garcilasso's own sentiments, in the addresses
which he makes his Indian caciques deliver. 'rhey c01wey stern
trntbs which it would not have been prndent for him to have otherwise expressed. Yet he imparts them in so ingenious a manner,
that while he censures and condemns the inj nstice and crnelty of
th~ Spaniards, he offends not their sensibilities nor incurs their
clispleasnre.
De Solis, in his "History of the Conquest of Mexico," allurling
to the works of Garcilasso, says: As for his "History of Pern,n it
is fonn<l separate in two volumes which the inca Garcilasso has composed, and this author is so exact in choosing his memoirs, and so
flowery in his style, for the time in which be wrote, that I would
condemn the temerity of him who should undertake to excel it, nncl
would give great eulogy to any one who could imitate it in finishing
this history. Such is the testimony which an eminent Spanish an-.
thor bears to the merit of' one of the works of Garcilasso: he has
not been less exact and flowery in his" History of' Florida."
What Prescott, in his critical notice of Garcilasso, says of the
" Oommentarios Reales," is, in a manner, applicable to the "Florida
of the Inca;" his words are: "Garcilasso, in short, was the representative of the conquered race, ai1d we might expect to find the
lights and shadows of the pictme disposed, under his pencil, so as
to produce an effect yery different from that which they had hitherto
exhil>ited.unrler the hands of the conquerors."
'' Snch, to a certain extent, is the fact; and this circumstance
affords a means of comparison, which woulcl alone render his works
of great value in arriving at jnst historic conclusions. Bi.it Garcilasso wrote late in life, after the story had been often told by Oas~
tilian writers. 'l'he stores of information which he has collected
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have made his work a large repository whence la.ter laborers in the
snrne field have ~1rawn copious materials.

He writes from the ful-

ness of his heart, and illuminates every topic that be touches with
a variety and richness of illnstration that leave litt_le to be desired
by the most importunate curiosity."

"Our debt is large to the antiquarian who, with conscientious
precision, lays broad and deep the foundations of historic truth;
anc{ no less to the philosophic annalist who exhibits man in the
dress of public lire-man in masquerade.

But our gratitude must

surely not be withheld from those who, like Garcilasso de la Vega
and many a romai1ce1· of the middle nges, have held up the mirror
-distorted though it may somewhat be-to the interior of life,
reflecting every object, the great and the mean, the beautifnl and
the deformed, with their natural prominence and their vivacity of
coloring, to the eye of the spectator.

As a ,vork of art, such a

production may be q10ught to be below criticism. But, although
it defies the rules or art in its composition, 'it does not necessaril_y
violnte the principles of taste; for it conforms, in its spirit, to the
spirit of the age in which it was written.

And the critic who coldly

condemns it on the severe principles of art, will find a charm in its
very simplicity that will make him recur again and again to its
pages, while more correct and clnssical com positions are laid aside
and forg·otten.
"Garcilasso died a few months after finishing, in 1Gl6, the' Second
Part of the Royal Oommental'ies,' thus dosing his labors witµ his

life at the age of seventy-six. His remains were interred in the
cathedral clrnrch of Cordova, in a clinpel whieh bears the name or
· Garcilasso, and nn inscription ,vas placed on his monument, intimating the high respect in which the historian was held, both for
his moral worth and his literary attaii1ments."
~rhe Preface to the French version of" 'l'he Conquest of Florida"

e' Printed at Lille

in 1711 ") gives some curious facts in regard to
Garcilasso's wol'lrn : -

" For forty years they had nearly forgotten this rare b~ok of
Garcilasso de la Vega. Perliaps it had ho.,<1, in its time, the same
fate as the other works of this historian, translated into French by
the famous trnnslato1· or metaphrnst Jean Bam1onin. But if there
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was some reason not to do entire justice to a celebrated author
whom Baudouin had rendered neurly unrecognizable in disguising
him in our language, we cannot say the same thing in regard to the
'History of the Conquest of Florida.' 'l1he translator is not less
celebrated among us than the author is in Spain and America."
We have four important works of this author: "'l'he History of
the Kii1gs of Peru," that of'' The Civil Wars of the Spaniards in
the Indies," "The General Hi'story ?f Pem," and '"The Account of
the Conquest of Florida," all four written in the Castilian language
with much more of ingenuousness and accnraey than of art and
elegance. He shows a great k~10wledge of the condition of Amel'ica.
His history of the incas, which he calls Royal Commentary, is
written judiciously and accurately. The second work includes the
civil wars which the Spanish conquerors of Pem made against each
other, ancl we observe that Providence bas made use of the Spaniards to avenge upon the Spnniarcls themselves the grent cruelLies
which they had committed in the conquest of this country, the
inhabitants of which submitted without trouble to their domination.
rl'l1e mutual jealousy and avidity which they had at the sight of so
111 trnh ·wealth which they discovered were the causes why they
mutually destroyed each other; and they did not la,.v clown theiL'
:.1,rms until all those who had committe<l these unheard-of crneltics
had perished by the sword, the fire, or the hands of the executioner.
'l'hese two works were translated into our language by ,Jean
Baudouin, of the French Academy, and pul>lished at Paris, the first
in 1633, and the second in 1658, after the death of BaucJouin. This
translation, though good in the mnin, had quite an extrnordinary
fate. The llooksellers, wh~ saw that at first it had not any sale,
regarded it as a very poor book, and they c1icl wi_th it what they had
done with the works of Pelletier, and what they should do with a
hundred other books with which the world is flooded every flay.
When the copies had been sacrificed to the grocers, they became
rare. Their rarity was the reason why they were songht afte1· and
esteemed. They had risen to such an excessive· priee, especially the
" Royal Commentary," that twelve crowns were scarcely sufllciellt
to purchase the two volumes in qn11rto. Bnt the booksellers of'
Holland, more industrious and more observant than those of other
mttions, had them reprinted in 1705 and 1706, in four vol n mes
duodecimo. They rendered even a double service to the public in
this reprint. For altllough Baudouin wns learned, although he hail
an easy, natural French style, ne,,ertheless his fo1·tune did not
permit him to give to his writing all the time and attention which it
required. 'l'hey, therefore, were obliged to remJdy in the new· edition
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the defects of the translator. Baudouin had followed his author
. step by step, and he had translated tedious and sometimes useless
repetitions much less tolerable in our language than in any other.
Tlley liaye retrenched in the new edition all those that might do
injury to the text. And as nead,v eighty years over a French
tr~nslation had alternd the language of it, and also changed among
us our ideas, characters, and customs, they have remedied it, aud
there is scarcely a sentence that lrns not bee1i repaired and renovated.
We have not had this trouble in the new edition which we here
give, of the "'Conquest of Florida," which is the fourth work of
Garcilasso. '.l.1he translation is by a master hand; hut before speaking of the translator we shall say a word of the work itself. We
eannot (1escribe with morn accuracy than is here (lone all that has
happened in the expedition to Florida. If this work does honor to
Garcilasso, it is not less glorious to the Spaniards and Indians. ·we
see, in the 1irst, an extraordinary endurance, which could not be
inspired but by au excessive love of glory or of riches. The Indians
exhibit a cour::tge and judgment much above the idea that is generally formed of n barbnrnus peovle. rehis history does not appear
written upon mere hearsay, as a modem author* has pretended. It
was necessary tlrnt Garcilasso, in order to enter, as he has done,
into such an excellent account, should have had statements accurate
and well nuthenticated. His manner of narrating is insinuating. If
thern is anything to object to him, it is in having too much of detnil
and some minntire. But even trifles, to him who knows how to place
them properly, all serve to make known the man. He accompanies
bis narrative with judicious reflections, and these reflections flow
naturnlly from his subject. Gnrcilasso finished tliis work in 1591,
more than thirty years after he had arrived in Spain.
We know what sort of a mnn Richelet was for the purity of
our language. And if we would make one conceive something correct and chaste, it is sufficient to say that this version is from him.
He is too well known to the wol'ld by his excellent dictionary for us
to undertake to say rn nch of him here.

* De Citri de la Gnette, in the preface to his trm1Slation of the "Conquest of
Florida,'' by a Portuguese gentleman.
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HISTORY OF FLORIDA.
PART FIRST.
BOOK FIRST.
DESIGN OF THE AUTHOR; BOUNDARIES OF FLORIDA; BY WHOM l'11
WAS DISCOVERED; CUS'l'OMS OF ITS INHABIT.AN'l'S; PREPARATIONS OJ? HERNANDO DE SOTO TO -CONQUER IT.

CHAPTER I.
DESIGN OF THE AUTHOR.

I DESTGN to write oft.he discovery of Florida ancl the memorahle
dcecls that have been done there. But as Hernando de Soto
performed great actions there, ancl as this rebtion particnlnrly
~oncerns him, I shall commence his history from the beginning.
Soto was one of the twelve conquerors of Peru, and participated in
the capture of .Atahualpa,* who was the last king of Peru. rrliis
prince was the natural son of the inca Hnayna Capac, and hml
usurped the kingdom from the legitimate heir, who was called
Huascar. Bnt the cruelties of this usurper caused the people to
revolt against him, which facilitated to tbe Spaniarlls the conquest
of Pern, and proeurecl them great riches. 'l'he fifth alone, for the
empernr, amounted to nearly two million .three hundred thousand
ducats, and Hernando de Soto had more than n hundred thousand.t
'l'his captain received, besides that, many presents from the Indians, and from Atahunlpa himself, who gave him magnificent ones,
because he was the first Spaniard to whom he had spoken. ·when
Soto had thus enriched himself, he returned to Spain with seve1·al others, who had all made fortunes at Cnxa Ma1ca. But in-

*

Atahalipa in the French text.

t De Soto brought from Peru to Spain one hundred ancl eighty thousand dncats.
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stead of thinking of the acquisition of some great estate in his own
country, the remembrance of the gloriow:; c1eec1s which he had
achieved, inspired him with a vast clPsign. 'l'herefore he went
to Valladolid to solicit Charles the Fifth to permit him to undertake the conquest of Florida, and engaged to do it at bis own
expense, and to do everything for the glory of the empire. What
most prompted llim to this illnstrions enterprise was seeing that he
had conquered nothing in l1is own right; that Hernando Cortes had
conquered Mexico; and Pizarro and Almegro, Pern. :B'or, not
inferior to them, neither in vfilor nor in any other qnality, he could
not endure that fortune should be more propitious to them than to
bim~elf. He therefore -renonncecl all his claims upon Peru, and
turned all his thoughts upon the conq nest of Florida, where he
died. It is thus, that great comma,nclers have sacrificed themselves
for the interest of their sovereigns. Nevertheless, there are among
ns, persons who malicionsly say, that Spain owes to the rashness of
some young fools, the greater part of the conn tries of the new
world. Bnt they do not reflect, that they themselves are tho
children of Spain, and that th is generous mother has not raised
those to whom she has given l>irth, but to conquer America and to
carry the terror of their arms into the rest of the earth.

CHAPTER II.
THE BOUNDS OF FLOR.IDA.
FLORIDA is so-called because it ,vns discovered on Palm Snnday,
the 27th of March of the year 1513. But beeanse it is a great
country, of which all the parts are neither eonq nere<l nor known, it
is difficult to describe them ac:c11rately. 1t is not known, in fa.ct,
whether Florida is bounded on the north by the sea or by the land.
What is certain is, that it has the Gulf of Mexico nncl the Island of
Cuba to the sonth ; to the east, the ocean which faces Africa; and
to the west, "·hat is now called New Mexico. In this clii·ection is
the province of the Seven Towns, which was so called by Vasquez
Coronado, who went, in 1539, to discover those regions. But as
they could not settle t.hern, Antonio de Mem1oca, who had sent him
there, lost with regret all tllat lie hall expemlccl in this enterpl'ise.
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CHAPTER III.
THOSE

WHO

HA VE ATTEMPTED THE CONQUEST OF

FLORIDA.

JUAN PoNOE DE LEON was the first who discovered Florida. He
was a gentle.man, born in the kingdom of Leon, and had been govemor of the island of Porto Rico. As the Spaniards then thought
only of making new discoveries, he equipped two caravels, and
ende_avored by every means to discover the island of Bimini, on account of th.e report that there was there a. fountain which restored
youth to old men. But after having searched in vain for this islauc1,
a tempest cast him upon the coast which is opposite the noL"th part
of Cuba; and he named this continent Florida, aiid without considering whether it was an island or the mainland, he proceeded to Spain
to ask permission to conquer it, and obtained it. · vVherefore, in the
year 1513, he equipped three vessels, and landed in the country
which he had discovered.* The Indians, on his arrival, forcii.Jly repnlsed him, and slew nearly nll his people, except seven wounded,
of which number he was, who fled to Cuba., where they all died of
their wonnds. Such was the end of Ponce and his expedition. But
after him, it seemed, that all attempts upon Flork1a continued to be
fatal to those wl10 made them. Some years after this misfortune,
the pilot Mirvelo, who commanded a caravel, going to traffic with the
savages, a storm drove him upon the coast of Florida, where he was
so favorably received, that he returned very well 11leased to the island of Saint Domingo. But he did not profit by this opportu_nity 1
like a wise pilot, for he had not the precaution to take the latitude
of the places, and this neglect cost him dearly as will be seen. .
.At tile same time seven of the richest men of Saint Domingo
formed a company, and sent two vessels to the islands of Florida,
in order to bring from them Indians to work in the mines whieh they
possessed in common.. rrhese Yessels landed at the cape which wn.s
named Saint Helena; because they arrived there on the anniversary
of that saint. 11.'hey passed thence to a river wl:iich they called the
J ourdnin from the name of him who discovered it. The Spania.rcls
landed at this place, and the inhabitants of the country, who had
not yet &een ships, were led to consider them as supernatural things.
'l'bey were also astonished at the fashion of the attire of the strangers, and at seeing men with beards. But that did not prevent them

* This was in 1521, and, as Garcilasso giv~s 1513 as the date of the discovery
of Florida; the above elate in the text is evidently a misprint.
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from receiving them kindly; for they gave them marten skins, some
silver, and some seed pearls. The Spaniards made them presents
in return, and induced them, by tbeir caresses, to visit the vessels.
rrlte Irn1ians, who trnsted to these appearances of friendship, to the
number of one hundred and thirty, entered the ships. Our people
immeclinte1y weighed anehor, and went, with all sail, to Saint Domingo But only one of the two vessels arrived at port, and a,1so
they did not profit by their prize. r:I.'hese poor savages, in despair
at having been deceived, abandoned themselves to grief, and starved
themselves to death. This news having spread in Saint Domingo,
Vasquez Lucas cl' .A ill on went to Spain to ask permission to conquer
Ohicorie, one of the provinces of :Florida, and the ndministration
of' the country which he shonlcl subc1ne. The emperol'* grnntecl
to him what he desi!'ecl, and in addition to this· fayor, conferred
upon him the ordei· of San Iago. Aillon, on his return to Saint
Domingo, equipped three vessels in 1524, and took Mirve1o to conduct him to the land where this pilot hacl been; because it was believed to lie the most fertile of all that hacl been discovered to that
tinw. But because :Mirvelo no longer remernbel'ecl the place whern he
had first landed, he tried in vain to reach it, ancl he was so sensibly
affected by it that he lost both his reason and his life. Aiilon did
not cense to go on, and even after the aclrnil'al ship was lost in
the Jourdain, he continued his rnyage with his two remaining vessels, and anchored neal' to Chicorie, on a ve1·y pleasant coast, where,
at first, he was very ·well l'eceh·ecl. So that, as he imaginet1 it would
be very easy for him to conquer the country, he sent two hundred
men to reconnoitre it. rrhe Indians, who concenlecl their evil designs, conducted them into the interior of the country; and nfter
having mnnifeste(l much friendship for them, they reca1Iec1 the
tl'eachery of the other Spaniar<ls to them, and fell upon them ancl cnt
them in pieces. 'l'hen they came with fury upon Aillon and his
comrades, who had remninecl upon the vessels; they slew and
wounded many of them, ancl foreec1 the rest to return q n iekly to
Saint Domingo. The most important of those who escaped were
Aillon and a gentleman of Jhdnjos, l>y whom I have heanl nal'l'ated
the defeat which I have jnst relatecl.(n)
rl'his misfortune clicl not deter Pamphile de Na rlrnez. He went
to Florida in 1529,* arn1 took with him the yonng Mirrnlo, the
nephew of him of whom I have spoken. Bnt, though lie had some
knowledge of the connt,ry, lut\'ing been instrndccl hy his uncle, he
was ~10t, however, more fortunate than he. N arhtwz himself, in th is
voyag·e, perished with his people, excepting- A lvar N ugncz, Cabeca,

* The Emperor Charles V.

t "Others say in 1528. '.'
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de Vaca, and four of his companions, who returned to Spain, where
they obtained some public otrices. But that did not succeed; for
they clied very miserably, and Alvar returned, a prison.el', to Valladolicl, where he ended his days. After those of whom I have just
spoken, Hernando de Soto undertook to invade Florida. He
al'riyed there in 1539, but finally he lost .his fortune and his life
there. His death being known in Spuin, many asked the government of Florida, and permission to continue the discovery of it.
But Charles the Fifth would listen to no one upon the subject.
However, in 1549, he sent there Cancel Balbastro, a Dominican •
monk, as the superior of those of his order, who should go to preach
the gospel to the inhabitants of Florida. This father, arrived in
these countries, began to catechise the natives; but instead of listening to him, the Indians, who remembered the injuries they had
received from the Spaniards, ·slew hini, and two of his companions.
'rhe others, completely frightened, regained the vessels, and returned in haste to Spain, and said, as au excuse for their quick
return, that the barbarians had hardened hearts, and took no pleasure in hearing the word of God. 'l111 irteen years afterwards the
government of Florida was promised to one of the sons of Aiilon
if he would conquer it. But as he solicited his departure, and they
pnt off from one day to another the execution of his enterprise, be
died of grief. Pedrn Menendez and several others went afterwards
to Floricla. Nevertheless, as I have not sufficient knowledge of
what they did there, I shall not speak of it.

CHAPTER IV.
RELIGION AND CUSTOMS OF THE PEOPLE OF FLORIDA..

'rr-rn people of Florida are idolaters, and have the sun and moon
f'o1· divinities, which they adore without offering tbem either prayers
or sacrifices. However, they have temples, but they make use of
them only to inter those who die, and to shut up the1·e theii- treaslll'es. They erect also at the entrance of these temples, in the form
of a trophy, the spoils of their enemies.
These Indians espouse ordinarily but one wife, who is obliged to
remain faithful to her husband, under penalty of being punished
with a shameful ~hastisement, or sometimes with a cruel death.
But, by a privilege of the country, the great have permission to
have as many wives as, they please. However, they have but one
legitimate wife. The othel's are but as concubines, so that the
16
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children that spring from these last do not slrn,re equally the estate
of the father with t.he chilc1ren or his wife.
':I.1his cnstom is also observed in Peru, for, except the incas and
the caciqnes, who, in the qtiality of princes nnd lords, hnve as many
wives as they desfre, or as they can support, it is not permitted to
tile others to have more thai1 one. 'l'hese persons of rank say that
they are obliged to fight, and that it is necessary that they sho;1ld
have many wives, in order to h:we many children who may share
their labors; that tile greater part of the nobles dying in battles, it
is necessary that they should hnve a great nmnbel' of them; and
that, as the mnltitnde have no share in public affairs and al'e not
exposect to perils, there are always enough people to labor and bear
the expenses of the government.
r:l'o retnrn to the inhabitants of Floricln. They have no catUe
and support no flot'ks. They ent instead of breacl, corn; and instead
of meat, fish and vegetables. However, as they are accustomed to
hunt, they often have game, for they kill with their arrows harts,
roebucks, anf1 deer, which they have in nbunc1ance, and largel' than
those of Spain. 'l'hey also catch many kinds of birds, which they
eat, and of which the plumage of different colors serves them to
deck their heads, and to distinguish during peace the nobles from
the people, and during war the soldiers from those who do not benr
arms. 'l'hey drink only water; they eat their meat well cooked,
their fruit nearly ripe, theirfish well roasted, and ridicule the Span-.
fords, who use them otherwise. So I cannot give faith to those
who repol't that these people eat human flesh. At least, I (lare say
that it lias not happened in the provinces which Soto discovered;
and that, on the contrary, they have an extreme horror of this
inhumanity; for, some Spaniards residing in a quarter where they
diet1 of hunger, and their companions eating tliem as they expired,
there was but the last who escnpecl it, at which the Indians were so
offended that they wished to go ancl slay the Spaniards who were
in anothe·r place.
·
Tl1e people of Floricla go almost naked; they wear only a kind of
chamois or lHH:kskin drawers. 'These drawers are of diverse colors,
and serye to cover what decency requires them to conceal. 'l'heir
cloak is a kind of coYer which hangs from the neck to the micldle of
the leg; it is ordinarily of fine marten skins, and smells of a very
agreeable musk odor. 'l1hey sometimes have them also of cat's,
deer, stag's, bear's, lion's, and even of cow's skins, Yvhich they prepare so well that they can use it n,s cloth. As for thei1· hair, they
wear it long, and tied on their hcac1s. 1.'h(!il: cap is a colore<l network, which they attach to their forehead in such a manner that the
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ends hang as far as below the ears. Their women nre also clothed
with the skins of deer or roebucks, and have all the body covered
in a decent and modest manner.(r2)
'rhe Indians make use of all sorts of a.rms except the crossbow
and the musket. They believe that the bow and arrow give them
a particular grace, and for that reason they always carry them to
the chase and to the war. But as they have a very convenient
height, their bows are very long and large in proportion. rrhey are
of oak ordinarily, or of some other wood of this sort; it is for tllis
reason that they are difficult to bend, and there is 110 Spaniard. who
can draw the cord to his face, whereas the Indians draw it even
beliind the ear, and make astonishing shots. 'l'he cord of theil' bow
is of the skin of the stag, and this is how they make it: from the
skin of the stag they cut from the tail to the head a thong two
fingers in breadth. 'l'hen they take the hair from this thong, soak
it, twist it, and att.ach one encl of it to the branch of a tree, and the
other to a weight of one hundred or one hundred and twenty pounds,
and leave· this skin, until it becomes in the form of a large catgnt.
Finally, in order not to wound the left arm with the cord when it is
discharged, they make use of a half armlet of large feathers, which
covers it from the wrist
the elbow, and which is secured with a
leather strap, with which they make several turns arnmHl the arm,
and thus they discharge the cord with a force altogether remarkable.
'l.'hese, in brief, are the customs of the inhabitants of Florida.
But as I have spoken also coneisely of those who discovered it, and
as the enterprise of Soto upon this country is more illustrious than
that of the others, I shall now relate at more length the things
which lie did in these conntries. I shall describe the provinces
which he discovered there, and tell the deecis of his soldiers to the
time when they left Florida and retired to Mexico.

to

CHAPTER V.
PREPARATIONS FOR FLORIDA,

SoTo obtained permission ·to conquer Floric1U. and to erect a marq uis~te, thirty leagues long by fifteen wide, in the country which he
should conquer. rl'he emperor, who granted him this favor, gave
him also the govemment of St. Iago de Cuba., in orde1· to take in
this island wlrnt shou_ld be necessary for bis design, and appointed
him to be governor-general of Florida when he should conquer it.
This news spread through Spain, it was believed that Soto was
going to annex to the crown new kingdoms. As he was one of
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tl10se who had conquered Peru, and as he employed in this last
enterprise all his fortune, they believed that -it wonlcl greatly exceed the first, and that they would enrich themselves in f'ollmving
his fortunes. 'l,his was -the reason why persons of every degree
were attracted to this enterprise; and in the hope of acq niring
from it grnat wealth, they abandoned what was most clear to them,
and all presented themselves to accompany Soto. There join,ecl
him, at the same time, seven gentlemen who had retumecl from the
conquest of Peru, and who had in view only the acquisition of
riehes. As they were not contented with what they had, and the
desire to accumulate increased in them, they believed that they
would better satisfy their avarice in Florida than in Pem.
Soto, therefore, in virtue of his power, began to give his orders
for his vessels, and for everything which he needed. He chose persons npon whom he could relieve himself of some of his cares; he
raised troops and made captains and other officers. In the mean
time, they executecl with so much despatch what he had commandecl, that, in less than fifteen or sixteen months, everything was
ready and conducted to San Lucar de Barramede, so that the soldiers repaired tlrere with great quantities of cordage, mattocks,
panniers, and other things· necessary for their enterprise, and in
tbat manner they emLarkecl.(13)

THE EMBARKATION FOR FLORIDA.
'I1HERE assembled for Florida, at San Lu car, more than nine lnrnclrecl Spaniards, all in the prime of life, because strength was required to support the fatigues of war, and to overcome the obstacles
that are met with in enterprises upon the countries of the new
world. However, as vigor alone did not suffice, the general ordered
money to be distributed to the troops, having regard to the eqnipage and Lirth of those to whom it was given. Several officers who
were not equippecl, received this favor; others, who considered the
great expense which Soto was obliged to make, refused it, in the
belief that it would be more generous to employ their means for
his service, than to be a burden to him.
When the weather wns favorable for navigation, the troops embarked upon ten vessels, of which seven were large, and three
small. 'l,he general, with all his family, embarked npon the St.
Christopher, well provided with soldiers and materin1s. N uncz
Tonar, lieutenant-general, with Carlos Henriquez, embarked upon
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the Madelaine. Louis de Moscoso, colonel of cavalry, comnrnnded
the ship Conception, which was of more than five hundred tons .
.A..ndrez Vasconcelos was captain of the galleon Bonne Fortune, ancl
had a company of Portuguese gentlemen, some of whom had served
in Spain. Diego Garcia commanded the ship Saint Jean, and Arias
'l~inoco that. of Sainte Barbe. Alonzo Romo de Oardenioso was
upon the galleon St. Antoine, and had with him Diego Arias Tinoco,
ensign colonel of the army. Pedro Calderon commanded a very fine
caravel, and had in his l'0mpany lVIisser Espindola, captain of sixty
halbercliers of the general's guard. riiiiere were, besides these, two
brigantines, which were used for tenders, because they were lighter
than tile ships. There also embarked upon these vessels, priests,
and some monks,* all men of exemplary probity. To this army was
joined, also, the fleet destined for Mexico, which consisted of twenty
ships. Soto was commander of it as far as the island of Cuba
( where it was necessary for this fleet to separnte, in order to go to
Vera Cruz), and theu he was to leave the command of it to Goncalo
de Salazar, the first Christian born in the town of Granada, after
the Moors had abandouecl it (in 14U2). rl'berefore, in consideration
of this qmility, the Catholic sovereigns who conquered that place,
granted great privileges to this gentleman, and overwhelmed him
with their favors. These two fleets left San Lucar the sixth day of
April, of the year fifteen hundred and thirty-eight, with everything
necessary, but especially there was nothing- wanting to the troops
that were going to 'Florida.
·

CHA prrER VII.
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE ARMY FROM SAN LUCA.R TO CUB.A.
THE clay that the fleet set sail, Soto, a little before nig-ht, ordered
Silvestre, in whom he confided, to v:isit the sentinels, with orders to
the captain of artillery to have the cannon ready, in order that
should any ship fail of its duty to fire thereupon.
This wns
immediately executed; and about midnight a great confusion
happenecl. rl'lie sailors of Salazar's ship, wishing to show the speed
of their vessel, or to go at the he.ad of the fleet with that of the
general, or rather having allowed themselves to be overcome by
sleep, and the pilot who then steered the vessel not having a snffi~
cient knowledge of the rules which are observed in an armada, the
vessel went off a cannon-shot from the fleet, and gained the advance

* "Francisco de Pozo, Dim1isio de Paris, Louis de Soto, Juan de Gallegos,
Francisco de Rocha, Juan de Torres."
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of Soto's ship, which was at the head. But as Silvestre, to whom
the general had given his orders, was on the· :1lert1 and as he saw
the ship of Salazar, he awoke the captnin of artillery, and askerl
him if that vessei belonged to the fleet, and upon his reply that it
luul not the appearance of it, because the sailors who shonld thus
advance would deserve death, caused the ship to be fired npon.
'l'he first shot broke the sails; another cnrried away the gnnnel,
:rnd they heard those who wern in the ship ask for quarter, cryii1g
ont that they belonged to the fleet. In the mean time the other
ships took to arms at the report of the cannon, and got ready to
fire upon this vessel, which, drifting with the wind hecause its sails
were torn, fell afoul of the admiral,* which wns giving chase to it.
rr111s misfortune was more vexatious than the other; some, in the
fear and the disorder in wliicli they were, thought more of excnsing
their fault than of managing their vessel; others, on the contrary,
uncler tile belief that the action of the people of Salazar was a
mark of contempt, breathed only vengeance, and did not rnincl
any method, nor how they sailed. Finally, however, when they
perceived that the two vess.els were going to injure each other, they
rnaclc use of poles and pikes, and broke more than three hnnclrecl
of them to arrest the violence of the shock and save themselves
from dnnger. But they could not prevent the ships from entangling theil' rigging and running the risk of being sunk. Not a vessel succored them in this confusion. 'l'he pilot, nffrighted, c1espnirecl
of extricating himself from the danger; the night prevented them
from knowing what was necessary to be clone; the air resounded
with cries, nnd as tbe noise hindered them from hearing, neither
the solcliers conld obey, nor the captain command. rl'his was the
condition to which the two vessels were reduced, when God inspired
them to cut the rigging of Salazar's vessel, which had caused nll
the accident; for immediately they found themselves out of clanger, and Soto's ship, favored by the wind, separated from the other.
Ho.wever, this general, enraged either at having seen himself in
peril, or believing that his misfortnne was the effect of contempt
that Salazar showed him, reproached him, nnd lacked but little to
have had his head cut off. Bnt Snlazar apologized with respect,
and supported with so rntwh address his reasons, that Soto receiYecl
his excuses, and generous1y forgot everj!thing. Salazar <lid not act
exactly in the same way; for in Mexico, ,vhen he sometimes spoke
of this aclventure, he manifested bitterness against, Soto, and ardently wislied to find an occasion to clrnllenge him, in ord0r to

* 'l'ho ship of the commander of 11 tleet or sq uaclron was called '' the admiral.''
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avenge himself of the outrage which this general had done him.
But to return to the fleet. After the sailors of Salazar htu1 repaired
the rigging, the fleet came to anchor at Gomerq, * where it recruited.
In the mean time the general found so many charms in the natmal
daughter of the lord of this island, that be demanded her of him,
promising to marry her richly in the country which he was going
to conquer. This lord, who believed· the words of Soto, conficlecl
to him his daughter, who was then but sixteen years of age. But
he put her, in the first place, in the hands of Isabel1a de Bovadilla,
the wife of the general, and besought her to have, in the future, for
this young person, the sentiments of a mother. Afterwards Soto
left Gomera, and, favored by the· wind, he perneived, at the ena of
lvfay, the islnncl of Cuba. rrhen Salazar obtained permission to
separate from the fleet, an<l he conducted the army of Mexico to
Vera Cruz. rrhe general, rejoiced to have safely finished his voyage, thought only of repairing to the port. As he was rencly to
enter it, the troops saw a horseman earning at full speed, ·who cried
out rvith all his strength to the admiral ship, "Hta.rboard.". This
horseman had been sent from the town of San Inga, to cause tl!e
ship of the general to perish among the shoals and rorks which are
encountered in the places whici1 he designated. A ncl in fact, the
sailors, who were not well ncquainted with the entrance of the
port, brought the bow in that direction. But a's soon as the horseman discovered that it was a fricnclly vessel, he changed, to cry to
them "larboard;" and, dismounting, he ran and macle signs to
them to pass to the other side, or that they would go to destrnction. The admiral, who compr~hended the t.honghts of this man,
took immediately to the left. Howeve1·, notwithstanding what diligence he marle, he ran against a rock; so that the sailors, who believecl
tl~at tho vessel had sprung a leak, had recourse to the pumps; llnt,
instead of water, they drew wine, vinegar, oil, and honey, because
many casks that were fnll of them ha<i been staved. rl'his accident
increased to snch a ctegree their fear, that losing nearly all hope of
escaping from danger, they lowered the boat, into which entered
the wi!'e of the general, and the ladies of her suite, and severnl
yonng men who were the first to escape. Soto ,vas ve1·y much self.
possessed on this occasion; for, notwithstanding the entreaties of
his people, he remained firm at his post; he encouraged some, by
his example, to work, and controlled the others. He finally gave
orders for everything, and made'tbem descend into the hold of the

* "Gomera, port and capital of the island of Gomera,
in the Atlantic Ocean."
.
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ship, where they found nothing was· l>rnken but the casks. The
army felt much joy at this, and there were only those who had
escaped with the ladies, who had some mortification, having manifested so little firmness in danger.

CHAPTER VIII.
COl.\IBAT OF TWO SHIPS.

TEN days before the general arrived at the port of Onba, Diego
Perez arrived there with a ship fully equipped. Perez was of
Seville, and went to trafficking among the islands of the new world.
It is not so well known what was his rank; it is known only that
in all his actions he acted with so much honor that, from his conduct only, it might be judged that he had a noble soul. He had
been in this port but three days when there arrived there a French
corsair, who had a very good ship and was a very brave man. But
as the· Spaniards also had much valor, they had no sooner recognized that they were national enemies than they nttaeked each other
and fought until night separated them 1 after which they sent their
compliments to each other, with presents of wine and fruits, and
promised each other that during the night there shoulrl be a truce,
and eYen that cannon should not be fired on either side. They said
there was neither courage nor honor to fight with cannon; that it
was more glorious to owe their victory only to their courage and
tlieir sword; and that, besides, they won]cl be enriched with the
spoils of the vanquished and with an excellent ship. They kept
their word; and yet, for fear of some surprise, they did not neglect
to post sentinels dnring the night. The next day, at break of day,
they renewed the conflict with so much obstinacy that it was only
fatigue and hnnger that separatec1 them. Bnt when they had recovered their strength, they fought again until evening. Afterward
they visited each other, made presents, ancl offered to each other
remedies for the wounded.
During that uight Perez wrote to the inhabitants of San Ingo
that it was necessary to purge their sea of a corsair as fonniclnble
as he whom he was trying to sink; tllat, in consideration of the
efforts that he was making to oblige them, he requested tliem to
promise him that, if he should fail, they would render to him or to
his heirs the value of his ship; that if they would assure him of this
farnr, he wonld die, or triumph over his enemy; that he denrnndecl
of them this favor because he was worth nothing but his ship; nnd
that, if he possessed other riches, he would hazard ·with nll bis heart
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what he had npon the sea, for their service. The town of San In.go
reeei.ved very ungrneionsly the proposition of Perez; for, vel'y far
from accorc1i11g him anything, they replied that he migbt clo what
he pleased; that they. wonld not guarantee him anything. This
captain, piqued at their ingratitude, placed his hopes in his own
courage, and resolved to fight alike for his honor and his fortune.
With this view, as soon as the tliird day appeared, Per.ez prepared
for the combat, and attacked his enem_Y with as mnch vigor as
before. The Frenchman, on his pal't, received the Spaniard with
confidence, resolved to conquer or die. It was, in reality, rather
honor than pro.fit which animated tl}ese captains, for except their
ships, which were worth something, the rest which they possessed
was i.nconsiderahle. However, they attacked each other, fighting
like lions, and did not separate except to take breath. 'rlrny afterward renewed the combat, irritnted at not having been able to gain
any advantage over each other. Night finally separnted them;
each retired with his wounded and his dead, and they sent to each
other in the accustomed mannel'. A conduct so extraordinary
astonished the town ; to see two persons who were seeking fortune
contend with so much c;onrage, 1vith the intention to take each
other's life, without having been oblige<l to it by dnty, nor by the
hope of being recompensed by their kings, since neither of these
Lrave men fought by the order of his prince.
The fourth day, when Perez and the corsafr had saluted each
other with a few volleys of cannon, they continued tl1e combat, arnl
did not quit it but to give orders for their wounded. 'l'hey fought
afterwards with so much ardor that night alone separated them.
Tllen they sent to pay their compliments to each other, and entertained each other with <livers presents. But as Perez had remarked
fPebleness in bis enemy, he requested him that the combat might
be continued the first opportunity until one or the other gained the
victory; and, to pledge him to it, he challenged him according to
the rules of war, adding that, after the courage he had shown to
him whom, he had fongllt, he hoped that he would willingly accept
the challenge. r.rhe Frnnch captain replied that he accepted it with
all his heart;· and that at the clay appointed he would conquer or
die. He even besought Pel'ez to take all the night to renew his
strength for the next day, and n.ot to deceive him with a false challenge, because he wishecl to show in his own peri:lon the valor of the
French nation. Nevertheless, when he knew that the time was
favorable to escape he secretly weighed anchor and set sail. The
Spanish sentinels heard some noise, but in the belief that their
enemy was preparing for the battle they did not give the alarm, and
when day appeared tlley were snrprisecl to see that he had escuped.
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Perez, afflided at this flight, hecanse he believed the victory was
assnre(l to him, took at San Iago what he needed and pnrsned the
corsair. But he was already afar, anc1, after all, he di(l well not to
try any longer the f;rtunes of battle, since the suc.cess of it was
uncertain for him.
Certainly the proceeding of these captains was worthy of remal'k.
'l'bey attacked each other as real enemies, and, nevertheless, it
seeme<l that after the combat they loved each other as ·brnthers.
They hacl for each other only respect and kin<lness, and they gave
noble prnofs that thei1· civility did not yield to their conrage, and
that, whether in peace or in war, they were equally generous.

CHAPTER IX.
ARRIVAL OF DE SOTO AT CUBA.

WnEN the inhabitants of San Iago, still wholly frightened at the
cornlmt, saw the vessels of the general appear, they feared lest it
shonld lie the corsafr, who was returning with others to sack thei1·
town; which induce<l the111 1 as has been said, to cause Hernando de
Soto to w1·eek himself if it were possible. But when they recognized
him they changed their clesign, and he safely lanclecl. 'l111e people ran
to meet him, and promised to obey him, and testified their affection
by frequent cries of joy. They afterwards asked his pardon for
their mistake, caused by the battle of which they had been the
~pectntors. However, as tltey did 11,ot speak to him of their conc1nct
to Perez, nnd ns the general was secretly informed of it, he blamed
them fol' their ingratitnde. He represented to them that the cnptain ltacl risked himself for their service; that the vidory having
balanced four days between him and his enemy, it had been easy fol'
them, with a boat of thirty men, to have rendere(l him master of
this corsnit·; that the fear which hacl hindered them from declaring
themselves was brully fonnded; because, if the Frenehma1_1 hac1 been
victorions, he would not have had regnrd for all the indifference they
had manifested for a man who had fought for their interests; an<1
that, finally, tliey conld not too soon, nor with too much arl1or, succor those of his party, nor too readily get rid of his enemies.
rrhe inhabitants, tonchec1 with these wol'ds, promised that for the
fnture tlwil' cornlnct should be wiser ancl more genel'ons, and that they
should C'ontinue to please him. Bnt that whieli increased their joy
was the nl'l'ival of their bishop, Ferdinand <le :Moca, who came near
being drowned in the port. As he attempted to pass from the vessel
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into the boat, he fell into the sea, because the boat was too fo.r frori1
the ship. However, the greatest danger that happened was, that in
coming to the surface he strut:k his head against the boat; but the
. sailors leaped into the sea and saved him. Tlie loss of this prelate
. ,vould have been very grievons. He was considered, in the order
of Saint Dominique, to which he belonged, as a man of extraordinary
merit; so that the people of Cuba esteemed themselves fortunate~
to have for bishop, a great personage, and for governo1~ a 1·enownecl
captain. rr1iere were, for several days, through all the town, nothing
but sports, balls, feasts, and rnasq uerades. There were even rnnn ings at the ring, where were seen a number of horses .of every
color and size; the most beautiful in the world. We may arld that
finally, in order to render the rejoicing more celebrated, there were
clistribnted divers prizes to those who most distinguished themselves. '1'bey gave to some rings; to others, silk stuffs; and on the
contrary they railed at those who had neither the skill nor the
conn1ge to render themselves worthy of esteem. 'l'hese honorable
rewards induced several cavaliers of the army, who ,vere adroit, to
mingle with them, which augmented the beauty of the festiYal, and
g::we to all the town a special pleasure.

CHAP'rER X.
THE DESPAIR OF SOME OF THE INHABITANTS OF CUBA.

'l'rrn soldiers, living in peace with the people of the town of San
I ago, and trying to render kind offices to one another, made their
rejoicing last. nearly three months. In the mean time the governor
visited all the posts of the island. He established there judges, to
whom he gave the rank of lieutenant, and purchased horses for his
enterprise. ·The principal officer~ <lid the same thing; so that this
obliged him to distribute money amoi1g them, and induced the inhabittrnts of the island to make him a present of some horses; for they
raised them with great care, and sold them in Peru and Mexico.
There were, in fact, some private persons of Onba who had twenty
and others. so many as fifty and sixty; beeause the islan<l was then
ricb, fertile, and foll of Inr1ians. Bnt the greater part hung themse1 ves soon after the arrival of ·De Soto. This is the cause of their
desperation. As the people of Cuba are naturally lnzy, and as the
land of the country yields mnch, they did not take great pains to
cultivate it. · 'rliey raisecl only a. little corn, wl1ich they gathered
each year for the necessaries of life. So that these poor Indians
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limited themsekes to what nature c1emanc1ecl for its subsistence;
arnl as gold was not necessary for life, they did not esteem it, and
could not endure that the Spaniards should compel them to draw it
from the places where it was found. Therefore, in order to be no
longer obliged to do a thing to which they had so great an.aversion,
they nearly all hung themselves; and there were found in the morning in a single village, fifty families which had made way with themselves in this manner. rl1lie Spaniards, frightened at the horror of
this spectacle, tried to divert the rest of the barbarians from a reso1ution so cruel; llnt it was useless, for the greater part of the islancl,
and nearly all their neighbors, ended their lives by the same kind
of death. ,Hence it comes that now they pay very dearly fo1· the
negroes whom they take to the mines.

CHAPTER XI.
V A8CO POIWALLO DE FIGUEROA JOINS THE ARMY.

To retnm to Soto; after he had sent troops by sea, under the
conduct of one of his captains, in order to rebuild the town of
Havana, which the French corsairs had sacked, he provided what
wns necessary for the conquest of Florida, and was seconded in this
enterprise by Vasco Porcallo de Figueroa, of whom I have jnst
spoken. Pol'callo was a gentleman who had, from his birth, wealth
and courage. He had a long time borne arms, and suffered great
hardships, both in Europe and America. So that being old ancl
disgusted with war, he retired to rrl'inidacl, a town of the island of
Cuba. Bnt npon the information that Soto had arrived at San Ingo
with an army, he paid him a visit. He stayed there several days,
and when he saw the brave troops and magnificent preparations for
Florida, he was tempted, in spite of his age, to again take up arms.
He then offr.red himself and all his wealth to the general, vd10 received him with joy, and praised his resolution. So that, to acknowlet'lge with honor, the offer which this captain had made him
of his wealth and his person, he made him his lieutenant-genernl in
place of Nunez rrouar, who, without his consent, had married the
daughter of the lord of Gomera. rt'lrns the troops were augmente<l
with all the retiune of Porcallo; and that helped exceedingly, for lie
had a great number of Spaniards, negroes, Indians, many clorncstics,
and more than eighty horses, thirty for his individual serd.ce, ancl
fifty whicl1 he gave to the cavaliers of' the army. He also cause<.l
to ue made provisions of bread, salt meat, and other things; and
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enconrager1, by his example, many Spaniards who live<l in the islan c1
to follow the general, who, after having put his affairs in order,
departed in haste for Havana.

CHAPTER XII.
SOTO ARRIVES AT HAVANA,

.ABOUT the enc1 of .August of the year 1538 the general left San
Iago, accompanied by fifty horsemen, to go to Havana; and commanded the rest of the cavalry, which was three hnnclrecl men, to
follow him, and divide themselves into small companies of fifty men
eacll, and set out at intervals of eight clays from one another, in
order that being in small numbers they might the better find wha.t
they should need. But he resolved that the infantry and his household should go along the coast to Havana, where, as soon as lie
luul arrived and seen the desolation of the town, he made donations
to the inhabitants to repair their houses and their cburches which
the pirates had destroyed. He afterward ordered Juan cl'Aniasco,
who was very skilful in navigation, to arm two brigantines and to
go and discover the coast of l!,lorida, and observe its rh-ers anrl
inhabitants. A.niasco obeyed, ancl after having sailed, r1uring two
months, along many parts of the coast, he returned with an exact
account of the things which he had seen, and brought with bim two
men of the country. Soto, satisfied with his diligence, sent him
back with orders to see where an army could land. A.niasco again
set out to visit the coast and notice the places where they could
land. But in this second voyage, from which he returned with two
other Inctian men, it happened that he and his companions, having
wandered from each other in a desert island, were two months
before they could join each other; during which time they feel upon
only the birds whicll they killed with large shells. Afterward they
incnrrecl snch great perils at. sea, that when they landed at Hav_iuia,
they went from the vessel to the cbmch upon their knees; where,
after having thanked God for delivering them from clanger, the
army received them with so much the more joy as they believed
that they all harl been shipwrecked.
In the mean time, the general, who applied himself wholly to his
enterprise, had information that Mencloua, viceroy of Mexico, levied
troops for the conquest of Florida. But as he feared their meeting
might cause differences, he resolYed to communicate to him the
commissions which he had from the emperor. He, therefore, des-
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patched to Mendoca to beseech him not to make any levy which
might interrupt him in the conquest which he meditated. And the
vicerny replied that Soto could with every assurance continue his
voyage; that he would send his troops to places different from
those 'Where he wished to take his fleet:* that Florida was a vast
country; that each would find there vvherewith to satisfy his ambition; that very far from having an idea of injuring Soto he wishe<l
that fortune w:ould give him an opportunity to serve him ; and that
he would not spare, for that end, either his wealth or the power
which his character of viceroy gave him. The general, contented
with this reply, thanked Mendoca for his good-will.
By this time the cavaliers, who had orders to leave San Iago for
Havana, arrivecl there and had travelled a little more than two
lnrnclrec1 leagues, which is the clistance from one of these towns to
the other. Soto then, seeing that his cavalry and infantry were
unitecl, and that the season for putting to sea was drawing near,
left for comrn::mr1er in his absence Isabella cle Bovaclilla, his wifP,
and gave her, for counsellor, J nan de Rochas. He also established
in the town of San Iago, Francisco Guzman: for these two gentleman commanded in the country befr>re he arrived; au.d upon the
report wl1ich was made to him, of their good conduct, he confirmed
tl1em in their charge. He pmchasecl, at the same time, a fine sllip
that had landed at Havana, and had served as the admiral ship,
when Cnniga made the cliscovery of the Rio de la Plata. rrhis vessel
was called Santa Anna, ancl was so la,l'ge that it carried eighty
hol'ses to Floricla.

CHAPTER XIII.
THE ADVENTURE OF FERDINAND PONCE AT HA VAN A.
WHILE the general awaited a favornble wind to set sail, Ferclinaiid
Ponce, who was at sea, strove four or five days to avoid putting in
at the pol't of Havana; but the storm forced him there. He clid
not wish to enter the port, because, when Soto left Peru for Spain,
they agreed to share their good and theil' had fortnnes. 1.'lie resolution ot' Soto, when he left Pern, was to retum there to enjoy the
recompense which his services in the conquest of that kingdom
had merited. As afterwards he changed that resolution, Ponce
obtained from Pizarrn, by order of the emperor, a country ·where he
accmnnlated mt1ch g·olcl, silver, and precious stones.
He also
caused to be paid him some debts which Soto had left to him to

* This has reference to the cxpe11ition to Cil,ol:t.
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collect; and, after having enricµecl hil;1self, he left fc,r Spain. Bnt~
upon information which he received at.Norn lire de Dios, that Soto
was preparing for the conquest of Florida, he endeavored to pass
by; for fear of being compellecl to divide with him; and that under
pretext of his expedition, Soto might seize upon his riches, or at
least a part of them.
As soon as Ponce was in port, the general sent to pay his compliments to him, and to offer him what he could. He went afterward to induce him to come and refresh himself on shore; and aftet·
being entertained with much politeness, Ponce told him tliat he
was so unwell from the effects of the storm, that he had not
strength to leave his vessel; and that as soon as he should be a
little strengthened, he would go and thank him for the kind offer
which he had made him. Soto, thtough politeness, did not urge
him; bnt as he suspected something, he resolved to try him. In
the mean time Ponce, who consulted only his avarice, and who also
did not trust in the faith.of the general, impruclently thot1ght only
how he might conceal fro1~ him the knowledge of the riches which
he brought from Peru. He therefore 01·dered that about midnight
they should take from his vessel the gold, pearls, and precious
stones, which were valued at more tllan forty thousand crowns,
and cnrry them to the house of one of' his friends, or inter them
near the shore, in order to recover them when Ile should find it convenient, without Soto knowing it. However, they did not succeed;
for those who watc.:hed the people of Ponce, perceiving a Yessel ap11roach, quickly coucealecl themselves without noise. But when
they saw that the treasure was landed, and those who had charge
of it were advancing, they pounced upon them, put them to flight,
captured the booty and carried it. to the general, who ordered them
to say nothing until it was seen in what manner Ponce, whom be
suspected, would conduct himself.
'l'he next cfoy Ponce, who concealed the sadness whieh he felt for
the loss of his treasure, visited the dwelling of the gene1:al, where
they had a long convel'sation conceming things past and present;
bnt when the conversation fell upon the misfol'tune which happened
on the night preceding, Soto complained to Ponce of' his want of
confidence in him; and to show the justice of bis compl::dnts, he
caused to be brought the precions stones, and deliv.ered tllem to .
him, assming him at the same time that if there was any one missing, he would have it restored to him, in order that he might know
that, concerning the effects of the partnership, his conduct was very
different from bis own. Besides, that the expense which he had
made to obtain 1he permission to conquer Florida, was with the dew
of' sharing with him all the wealth that might resuit to him from it;
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that he 1l ad made his declaration of it in the presence of men of
honor; and that, nevertheless, it depended upon him· whether he
would embark for Florida; and that if he wished it, he would even
renounce the claims which were allowed him; and that he would be
obliged to bim if he woulcl inform him of the things which he should
find proper to do for their common interest; that, in one ·worcl, he
would finc'l in him all the fidelity that should be expected fl'Om a
generous person.
Ponce, full of confnsion at the course he had taken, anrl still
more smpriscd at the manner in which he had just been spoken to,
beggPd the general to pardon his fault, and to continue his friendship. He also entreated him to consent that each of them should
pursue his voyage, and to renew their partnership, putting, fo1· that
purpose, into the hands of Isabella de Bovadilla ten thousancl
crowns of gold and silver, of which the general could make use for
the benefit of the company. r_]_'his way of acting seemed so fair,
that what he requested was gnrnted. Afterward, vvhen the time
appeurc<l favorable for navigation, Soto had the munitions and two
hundred and fifty horses embarked in the vessels, which, without
counting the sailors, carried a thousand men, all well made and
well equipped. So that there had not been seen, up to that time,
an armament for the Indies so lal'ge and so fine. He put to sea the
12th (lay,of May, 1539. But whilst they sail at the will of the
winds, I shall relate ·what Ponce did in port. This captain, ui1der
pretext of recruiting himself, and awaiting a favorable time to return to Spain, remained at Havana after the departure of the general; and eight days after, he presented a petition to Rochas, who
was jnclge of the plaee, in which he alleged that, witllout owing
Soto anything, and only through fear lest he should seize upon all
that he had brought from Peru, he had given to his wife ten thousand crowns in gold and silver, and demanded that they sllonld
restore this sum to him, or, he declare(l, that he would complain of
it to the emperor. This lady replied that the petition declared that
there· were accounts to be settled between Ponce and her husbancl,
.. aceorc1ing to the contract of the partnership into which they had •
enterec1. 'l'hat Ponce o-wed more than fifty thousand ducats, u,nd
tlrnt she prayed that they would arrest him until they had examined the accounts, which she offered to produce as soon as possible.
Ponce, v;iho, in fact, was debtor to a large ainount to the firm, surprised at this reply, set sail, so that they conld not arrest him.
And as he had th us em barrassecl himself' very improperly, he acted
prudently in not urging the affhir. See how avarice blinds men,
and brings them not.Ung but trouble and confusion.
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BOOK SECOND.
WHAT HAPPENED IN THE DISCOVERY OF 'I'HE FIRS1' EIGI-l'r PROVINCES.

CHAPTER I.
THE ARRIVAL OF HERNANDO DE SOTO IN FLORIDA,

SoTo, having been nineteen days at sea, because he had not had
favorable weather, clid not discover Florida until the end of May,
when he came to anchor in a very good bay, which is called Espiritu
Santo.* But as it was very late, they did not land; and the next
chy they sent the boats ashore. 'l'hey returned ·wiLh wild grapes
which were still quite green, for the Indians, who esteem them but
litt1e, take no ca.re to cultivate them, but nevertheless do not neglect to eat them when they are ripe. 'l'be general received the fruit
with pleasnl'e, because they were like the grapes of Spain, and
because they had not found any either in Mexico or in Peru, so that,
judging from this, of the excellence of the soil of Florida; he comrnaudecl three hundred men to go and take possession of' it in the
name of the emperor. 'l'hey immediately landed, and after having
marched all the day, they rested at night, because of the fatigue
which they had undergone. But in the morning the Indians
chal'ged them with vigor, put them to flight, and drove them as
for as the sea. Porcallo, in order to stl'pport them, sallied out at
the head of some troops, and, at first, he would have cut the enemy
into pieces but for the disorder of his soldiers, of whom some were
wounded, because of their inexperience. N evertlleless he ra.llied
them; and when he had enconrage<.1 them he chn,rged upon the barbarians, whom he eagerly pursued. And after having chased them,
he returned to the camp, where his horse immediately died from an
arrqw shot tllrough his bocly. At the same time the generallanded;
and after recuperating nine days he left orders for the security of
the vessels, and marched about tvvo leagues into the country, as far
as the capital of Harriga,t which bears the name of the country and

* Tampa Bay; also called Ba.hia Honda (Deep Bay), and Bahia cle Ponce
(Ponce de Leon).
t "Or Hirrihigua."
17
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its lord; because in Flori<1a, the provinces, the capital, and the cacique, ordinarily bear the same name. When, therefore, the general
had thus advanced, the caciqne, who was in the capital of the
province, irritated against the Spaniards bec:rnse they had some
time previous cut off his nose and caused the clogs to devour his
mother, and moreover, alarmed at the arrival of so many people,
abandoned the place and retired into the woods, whence they could
not mnke him leave, however favorable the treatment they might
lead him to expect; for, wholly enraged against those whom they had
sent to oblige him to contract an alliance with the Christians, he
said, that, very far from having communication with them, his honor
would not permit him even to listen to them; that they were cowardly and perfidious, and that the greatest pleasure they conld do
him was to bring him their heads, and that he could never sufliciently acknowledge so great a favor. Such great power have
outrages to excite hatred in the hearts of those whom they liave
injured.
But in order to better understand to what degree the cacique
carried his resentment, I shall relate the cruelties which he inflicted
upon four Spaniards.
It was some time after N arbaez had left the province of Harriga,
when one of bis vessels whieh remained behind, and whicli came to
search for him, appeared in the bay. The cacique, who was informed
of it, resolved to capture those who were in the vessel, and sent
word to tliem that their captain., on leaving, had given him orders
as to what they should do, if by chance they anchored in the port.
He also showed them some leaves of white paper, with letters which
he had received from N arbaez whilst he was on good terms with
him. But that was useless, for they al ways kept on their guard, and
refused to lan<l until Harriga sent to them, as hostages, four of bis
prineipal su hjeets. 'rhis artifice succeeded, and as many Spaniards
_entered tile boat where were the Indians who had brought the hostages. 'rI1e caciq nc, who perceived them, sorry to see so few of
them, wished to demand a greater number, but he changed his
mind for fear lest those who were coming should discover his design and escape from him. When they had embarked and the
hostages knew that their enemies we're in the power of their chief,
they leaped into the water, according to the orders they had received~
and escaped. In the mean time the Spaniards, seeing that they
had unfortunately sacrificed their companions, ,vdg:hed anchor, for
fear of some other misfortunes, and fled with all sail.
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CHAPTER II.
THE DEATH OF THREE SPANIARDS, AND THE TORTURES WHICH JUAN
ORTIS SUFFERED.
BARRIGA guarded with care his prisoners, in order to increase by
their death the pleasures of a feas_t which he was to celebrate, in a
few clays, according to the custom of the country. 'rhe time of the
ceremony arrived, he commanded that ~he Spaniarcls, entirely naked,
should be produced, and that they should be compelled to run by
turns from one extremity of the public place to the other; that at
times arrows should be shot at them, in order that their death might
be the slower, their pain the more exquisite, ancl the rejoicing more
11otecl and of a longer duration. rrhey immediately obeyed, and the
cacique, who assisted at the spectacle, saw with pleasure three of
the Spaniards run from one side to the other, searehing in vain to
eRcape death. As for the fourth, who was named Juan Ortis, as he
was but about eighteen years of age and a handsome man, the wife au ti
daughters of the cacique interestecl themselves in his favor. They
sai<l that his age was wol'thy of pity; that he hn<l not taken part
in the perfidy of the people of his nation; an<i, thel'efore, not having
committed any crime worthy of death, it was only necessary to keep
him as a slave. The cacique consented to it; but this favor only
served to make Ortis di~ a thousand deaths. rrhey forced him to
carry, continual1y, wood and water. He ate and slept very little,
and wns tormented with so many blows that, had he not been restrained by the fear of Goel, he would have committed suicide. In
addition to this, the barbarians ·increased his afflictions at the
public rejoicings, and compelled him to run entirely naked in the
great square, where they were with theit· bows ready to pierce
him in case he should attem1:>t to rest. He began to run at sunrise, and did not stop till night; and even during the dining of
the cacique they would not suffer him to interrupt his course, so
that at the end of day he was in a pitiable condition, extended
upon the ground more dead than alive. 'l,he \Yife and danghters
of HatTiga, touched with com passion, then threw some clothes
upon him, and assisted him so opportunely that they prevented
him from dying. But their pity was crnel to him, for it served
only to augment the barbarity of the cacique, who, enraged that
Ortis eonld endure so many dive1·s hardships, orclered, on a day
of entertainment, that they should kindle a fire in the middle of
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the public square; that they shoul~l put a griddle upon the fire;
nnd that they should put his slave upon it, in orcler to bnm him
alive. This order was promptly executed, a~1cl Ortis remained extended upon this griddle until the ladies, attracte11 by bis cries, ran
to his assi8tance. rrhey besonght the caciq 11e not to push his vengennce fnrther; they censmed his cruelty, and took off the wretched
Ortis half burned, for the fire had already raised upon his body
great blisters, of which some having broken covered him with blood.
rl'his drew the compassion of the greater part of the spectators.
Afterward these merciful daughters .had him carried to their house,
where they treated him with herbs of which the Indians made use in
theit complaints, having neither snrgeons nor physicians. Finally,
nt the end of some clays, Ortis was cmed of his wounds, there remaining only the scars. rrhe barbarian, rejoiced to see him in a
coudition to suffer again, in order to make his vengeance last.
longer, invented a new kin('! of punishment in order to fully satisfy
himself, and to free himself from the importunities of his daughters.
He, therefore, ordered him to gnarcl, clay and night, the dead bodies
of the inhabitants of the vi-llagc. These bodies were in the midst
of a forest, in coffins of' wood covered wiLh boal'<ls which were not
fastened, bnt retained only liy the weight of some stones or of some
pieces of wood whioh were placed upon them.* But as the lions,
which arc in great numbers in the country, came sometimes to drag
the bodies from these cotlins and carry tllem off, the eat'ique commanded Ortis, upon penalty of' being burnt alive, to take care that
they did not carry them off; and he ga\'e him four darts to defend
himself against all kinds of wild beasts. rrl1is poor Spaniard received with Joy this order, in hopes of leading a life a little more
happy than before. He then went a·way into the forest, where he
acq nitted himself strictly of his commission, and especially at night,
as he had then the most to fear. However, it happened that once,
when he was oppressed by fatigue and lrn<l permitte(l himself to be
overcome by sleep, a lion uncovered a coffin and drew from it an
il1t'ant, which he carried oil: 'The slave mvoke at the falling of the
planks, ran, approached the coffin, ftnd, no longer finding the body
there, believed that finally it was all over with him. Moved by
fear and grief, he went to seek the lion, to die fighting him 01· to make
him leave his prey. He knew that at the break of clay the subjects
of Barriga would come to visit the coffins, and that, if they did not
meet ·with the infant there 1 he ·would be crnelly bnrnt. So that fear
making him run here and there, he found llimself in n, greut road in

* See note 12.
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the midst of the forest, and hen.rel a noise as of a clog gnawing a
bone. He listened, and in the belief that it.was the lion, he craw1ed
through the bushes, and by the light of the moon he saw him devouring bis prey. He therefore took courage and lnunched one of
hi,s darts at him; aml because he did not hear him fly, he believed
that he had slain him, and remained until daylight to be certain of
it, praying God, with tears, not to abandon him in his misfortune.*

CHAPTER III.
ORTIS ESCAPES.

As soon as light began to appear, Ortis fonnr1 the Jion slain; and
all transported with joy, he collected what remained of the infant,
inclosed it in the coffin, took the lion by the paw, and, without
drawing out the dart which pierced him, dragged him to Harriga.
.A.sit is an extraordinary thing to kill a lion in that countl'y, where,
however, they are 110t so fierce as in Africa, Ortis was honored by
all the town, and the caciqne was entreated by his daughters to
make use of so courageous a s1ave, and to snpprnss his resentment on
account of so brave a deed. The bal'lmrian on this occasion had a
little of complacency, and during some days he treated Ortis with
more humanity. But because the injnries which he had received
al ways left some remains of hate, as often as he recalled the indig.
nities the Spaniards had done him, he thought only of avenging
himself on this rnttion in the person of Ortis, and his anger, whicl\
seemed as it were extinguished, rekindled suddenly with more
violence. So that, yielding to the desire for vengeance which possessed him, he clecla1:ed to his wife ancl daughtet·s that, since the
sight of his slave recallecl to mind the affronts which he had recei vecl,
he would, at the first festival, have him shot to death with arrows;
and that, upon pain of incurring his indignation, they should no
more importune him in his favor; that it was true that he had
shown a little courage, but that it was ~10t a sufficient considerntion
to prevail over his resentments. His wife and his daughters, ,vho
knew him, accommodated themselves to his humor, and expressed

* Biedma does not mention this affair. The Elva narrative tells much the
same story as Garcilasso, but says it was a temple he was orllered to guard, and
that instead of a lion, it was a wolf that Ortis killed as he was dragging the
corpse away, and that the Indians the next morning founcl the wolf pierced with
th,e dart of Ortis.
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to him that it was acting right to make way with a man for whom
he hacl so great an aversion and whose prese11ee served only to
renew his troubles. Nevertheless, his eldest cbughter, resolved to
save Ortis, informed him of all that had happened. But as at this
news he appeared half dead, she told him not to despair; that she
would extricate l~im from the danger, if he had sufficient resolution
to escape; that the night following, at such an hour and at such a
place, he would find an Indian in whom she confided; that this man
would conduct him as far as a certain bridge, two leagues from the
town; that, when he should anive at this place, the Indian would
return before it was day, so that the caeiqne might not know anythiug of it, and not be able to avenge himself for his flight upon any
one. She added that, at six leagues beyond the hridge, he would
meet with a village, thr. lord of which, called Muco90, esteemed her,
and even wished to marry her; tlrnt he should say to hilh that she
had sent him to place himself under his protection, being assured
thut, in consideration of her, he would be protected by Mnco90;
that, besides, he should implore the succor of the God whom he
adored, and that, for her part, she could do nothing more. Scarcely
had she finished when Ortis cast himself at her feet and rendered
humble thanks to her for the kindness which she had for him. He
prepared to escape the following night; and, as soon as the people
of Harriga were sound asleep, he went off to seek his guhle, whom
he found at the rendezvous, and left secretly with him. But as
soon as they were at the bridge, Oi'tis requested him to put him in
the right road and to return home. Afterwards he thanked him,
made him a thousand protestations of' friendship, and went off in
haste to Mnco90.

CHAPTER IY.
GENEROSITY OF THE CACIQUE l\:IUCOCO.

0Rns arrived before day near the village of Muco90. N evertheless, for fear of accident, he dare not enter until the sun rose. rrwo
Indians, who had discovered him, then left and put themselves in a
posture to shoot at him. He also prepared to defend himself; for
the honor of being the favorite of a beautiful and generous lady,
giving him boldness, obliged him to say that he was sent on the
part of a lady of rank to M nco90. At the same time the Indians
joii)ed him, and they returned in company to inform their lord that
a slave of Harriga brought him news. lvlnco90, who left his house,
advanced to lenrn what they wished with him. As soon as Ortis
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saw him he approached him with l'espect, and said to him, that
Barriga had resolved to pnt him to a cruel death at the first festival; that his daughters dared no more to speak in his favor; that
the eldest had induced him to escape, and had given him a guide;
that she lrnd commanrled him to present himself to him on her
behalf; finally, that she prayed him by the love he had for her, to
take him under his protection; and that she would be greatly
obliged to him for it. After Muco90 had kindly listened to Ortis, he
pitied him, and embraced b im, and told him that he should fear nothing; that upon his lands he shonld lead a life. very different from
that which he had led; that in consideration of the beauty who bad
sent him he would protect him openly; and that so long as he lived
no one should attempt to do him wrong. Mucog? kept his word
with Ortis, and treated him much better than lie had ever dared to
expect. He desired that, night and day he should remain in his
chamber. But he finished by overwhelming him with his favors
when he learned that with one blow of a clnrt he had s1ain a lion.
In the mean time Harriga learned that his slave was with Mucogo,
and he sent a cacique, their common friend, to demand him. But
.Muco90 replied that Ortis, having songht an asylum in his house,
he should never permit him to be torn from it ; ancl that the loss of
a man whom Harriga would have put to death onght not to be important to him. Upon this reply Harriga visited Muco90, but very
uselessly, for after some wo1·ds of civility, Muco90 expressed to
him that it was very unreasonable in him to wish to compel him to
do a thing contrary to llis honor; and that he would be the most
cowardly of men if he abandoned a persoi1 who was under his protection. This ·reply embroiled the cacique with Muco90, who would
rather renounce his love than violate his faith, so that Ortis remained with this lord, who continued to him his benevolence. He
lived with him up to the time when Soto entered Florida, and was,
in all, ten years among the Indians; one year and a half with the
cacique who tortured him, and the rest with him from whom he received every act of kindness. Muco90, in fact, conducted himself well
toward Ortis, and his conduct covers with shame certain Ohristhin
princes, ,vho basely betray those to whom they are under obliga. tions to keep their word. But it is to be hoped that in the future
tl1e generosity of the cacique may influence them. His action
sprung truly from a great soul. 'l'he more we consider the person
for whom he did so many things, those whom ,he resisted, and the
passion which he had for the daughter of Harriga, the mo1:e he
merits praise for having generously sacrificed his mistress and his
friends to his honor. It is thus that God is pleased to produce in
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barbarons regions extraordinary persons in orcler to confouncl the
Christians who live in countries where reign the sciences and religion.

CHAPTER V.
THE GENERAL SENDS TO DEMAND ORTIS.

SoTo, being in the town of Harriga, beard of the adventures of
Ortis, of whieh he had learned something at Havana from one of
_the Indians whom Aniasco had kidnapped when he went to discover
the coast of Florida., for they were subjects of the caciq ne H arriga.
But· as he who related the story of Ortis pronounced O 1·otis for
Ortis, the Spaniards, notwithstanding their interpreters, believed
that this barbarian asserted that his country abounded in golcl, and
they rejoiced to hear this word" Orotis," because their views did not
extend beyond searchiug fo1· gold in Florida. Finally upon the
assurance the general had that Ortis was with ly! ueo90, he believed
that he ought to send to demand him, as well to liberate him, as
to make use of him as an interpreter. He therefore ordered Bcltlrnzar de Gallego, sergennt major of the army, to go to Mnco90 and
say to him that the Spaniarcls appreciatecl the favors which he had
done Ortis ; that, trnsting to the kindness whi<.:11 he had for them, he
besought him to return to them this slave, because he was very
necessary to them; that in considerntion of this new favor which
he expected, there was nothing whiuh he would not undertake for
him; that if he would take the trouble to visit them, he would find
that he had not ohligecl ungrateful persons; finally, that, after the
marks of generosity he had given, their greatest joy would be to
meet him, and have him for a friencl.
Gallego left immediately with sixty lancers, nnd at the same time
Mucogo leamed that the Spanisli troops had arrived at Harriga, in
order to conquer the country. As he dreaded this army he spoke
of it to Ortis, and told him that on his account he had em brniled
himself with powel'fnl caciques; that now a good opportunity presented itself for him to show his gratitude for this favor; that
really he had obliged him ·without the expectation of a return, but
that it seemed that fortune desired that the good offices which he
had rendered the Spaniards in his person should be recognized;
that, therefore, it was his intention to send him with fifty of the most
distinguished of his snhjc~cts to the general in order to offer him his
alliance, and to solicit him to receive the country under his prntec-
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tion. Ortis, ove1joyed at this news, replied to Mnco90 that be wn.s
much rejoiced to be able to evince to him his gratitude; that he
wot1ld relate to the Si)aniarcls his generosity, and that those of his
nation, who pride themselves upon being very sensible for the favors
which are clone to their people, woulrl esteem him now and forever,
and that assuredly he would receive the fruits of the kindness which
he had shown him.
No sooner had be spoken than he saw fifty Indians, who had been
commanded to hold themselves ready to accompany him. rn10y took
the route which goes from Muco90 to Barriga, and left, the day that
Gallego started from the camp, to go to the caciqne. But it happened that after three leagues of travel in the high roac1, the guide
of the SpRniaTds took it into his head that he ought not to conduct
them faithfully. He, therefore, began to regard them as enemies,
who had come to take possession of the Indies, and to rob the inhabitants of their wealth and their liberty. Moved by these considerations he. left his road and took the first that he met, and misled
the Spnniards a great part of the day. He led ·them round abont
toward the sea, witl1 the design of emhari-assing them among some
marshes, in order to destroy them there. Ancl as they had not any
knowledge of the count.ry, they did not discover the motive of the
barbarian nnt.il one of them perceived through the oaks of the
forest where they were the masts of their ships. r.l'hey informed
Gallego of the wickedness of the guide, and he placed himself in a
posture to pierce him with a thrust of his lance. r.l'he lnc1ian, quite
astonished, made known that he would re-conduct the Spaniards into
the road. He kept his wol'cl, but they were obliged to retrace their
steps.

CHAPTER VI.
THE :MEETING OF ORTIS AND GALLEGO.

ORTIS, going from Muco90 to Harriga, entered into the road which
Gallego had taken, and discovered by the tracks of the Spaniards,
that their· guide had misled them through malice. Therefore, to
prevent the alarm which they would give to the town, if they should
arrive there before having spoken to him, he resolved to follow them
with his company. And afte1· having marched some time he discovered Gallego and his companions in a great plain, bordered on
one side by a thick forest. The opiliion of the Indians was to imme(1iately gain the woods, because they ran the risk of being badly
treated by the Christians if they were not recognized by them as
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frienc1s before they reached them. Ortis, without heeding this advice,
imagined it was enough to be a Spaniard, and that those of his nation
wonld not mistake him. However, as he was dressed as an Indian,
with a cap covered with plumes, short drawers, a bow and arrow in
bis hand, the affair did not turn out as he bad calculated; for as
soon as the Spaniarcls saw him accompanied by hi::. men, they increased their steps, quitted their dnks, and, without obeying Gallego, who recalled them, charged upon the barbarians whom Ortis
led, and drove them with thrn.sts of their lances into the woods.
However, as the Indians did not stancl their ground, there was but
one of them wounded by the thrnst of a lance in his groin. This
barbarian, who acted so boldly, had remained behind w'.th · Ortis,
whom Nieto pursued vigorously with the thrusts of his lttnce, which
Ortis parried at first with his bow. But as Nieto, who was ardent
and robnst, renewed the attack, Ortis, fearing to snccum b, began
to cry Xibilla for Sevilla. He made at the same time with his
bow the sign of the cross, in ordei· that they shonld know that he
had,
was a Christia'n, because he could not say it in Spanish.
to such a degree, lost the custom of speaking his language, since he
was among the Indians, that he had so forgotten it that he could
not even pronounce Sevilla, the proper name of the place where he
was bom. ':rhe stime thing has happened to me, for not having found
in Spain any one with whom I could convel'se in my native tongue,
which is that of Peru, I have lost to such a degree the habit of
speaking it, that, to make myself understood, I cannot speak six or
seven words in succession. 1 lrncl, notwithstanding, formerly known
how to express myself in Indian, with so much grace, that, except
the incas who spoke the best, no others could express themselves
more elegautly than 1.
~ro return to Ortis: when Nieto henrcl him pronounce" Xibilla,''
he asked him who he was, and as soon as he replied, Ortis, he took
him b,r the arm, lifted him upon the croup of his horse, and joyfully
led him to Gallego, who quickly caused to be reassembled his people, who had given chase to the Indians. Ortis himself entered into
the woods, called his companions, crying with all his strength, that
they could return with all safety. But some frightened fled as far
as the town of lVIucoc;o, where they gnve information of all that had
happened, and others who were not so much frightened, and had not
wandered so far, cnme, one after another, ont of the woods at the
call of Ortis. rrhey all cnrsecl his bad conduct, so that, but for the
. presence of onr people, they would have abused him. But to satisfy
themselves in some manner, they flew into a passion at their injuries, which Ortis explained as well as he could to the Spaniards,

He
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· who also blamed him, and gave orders tbnt they should take care of
the wounded Indian. In the mean time he dispatched a man to the
caciqne Mnco90 to extricate him from the trouble into which the
fugitives had placecl him, and then they all took the route to tile
camp.

CHAPTER VII.
MUC0CO VISITS THE GENERAL.

THE night was already fal' advaneed when Gallego arrived at the
camp. The general, surprised at so quick a return, imagined some
great misfortune, but !1e was immecliately reassured at the sight of
Ortis, whom he kindly received, and to whom he gave a skirt of
black velvet, of which Ortis eoulc1 not make use, because lie was accustomed to go naked. He wore only a shirt, linen drawers, a cap,
and shoes; and remained in this condition more than twenty days,
until, by degrees, he reco,-rerecl the habit of clothing himself. Soto
also gave a favorable reception to the Indians;· and aftei1ward he dis:patched a pel'son to the cacique to thank him for having sent Ortis
to him. He orctered him to say to him that he felt obliged for the
offer which he had made him, of his desire to place himself under the
protection of the Spaniards; and that he accepted it with joy, in the
name of his master, Charles the Fifth, the first of Christian princes.
In the mean time the Spaniards came to see Ortis, em braced him,
congratulated him upon his arrival, and passed the night in rejoicing. Afterwnrd the general called him, to learn the peculiarities of
Florida, and the life he had led under tlle caciques. Ortis told him
that Harriga had cruelly tortured him. He showed him the marks
of it, and it was seen that worms had come from the wounds which
the fire had made. But that Mncogo had tl'eated him civilly. 'That,
nevertheless, be had not dared to
out of the way, for fear of
being killed by the subjects of Harriga; so that he had scarcely
any knowledge of the country, and that he knew only that the further they advanced into the country, the more fertile it was.
Whilst Ortis was entertainillg the general, notice was given that
Mucogo, attended by many Indians, was approaching the camp. In
fact, he was seen almost as soon as he was announced, and they
conducted him to the general, whom he saluted with respect, as
well as all the officers of the army, accor<ling to the rank which
each one held, as Ortis made known to him. He returned after-:
ward to pay his court to the genernl, who received him with much
friendship, on account of the kindness which he had hacl for Ortis.

go
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But :Mnco90 showed that they were not under obligations to him
for whnt he hn,d donl', because, in his quality of cacique, it was his
duty; that they were to consider it only in that light; and also
that he had sent Ortis only to prevent the troops from laying
waste his lands; that thus his services were of little importance.
'11lrnt, however, he rejoiced that his conduct was favorably constrnccl hy the general, for whom he had a very special esteem.
rl'hat he besought him, by that zeal and magnanimity which is
so nntnral to the Spaniards, to take him under his protection.
That henceforth he wonlcl recognize Charles the Fifth and Hernando de Soto as his legitirnnte lords; that, being their vassal,
he was recompensed beyond liis merit, and that for the future he
wonltl serve them vdth all his power. Porcallo and the other captains, snrprised at the good sense of the cacique, paid him mueh
honor, and e,Ten made presents to him and all his suite.

CHAPrrER VIII.
THE MOTHER OF MUCOCO COMES TO THE CAMP.

Two days after the arrival of Mnco90, his mother, who wns absent when he left. his home, and wl10 would never have consented
that lie should deliver himself into the power of' the Spaniards,
visited Soto. Slle had sadness depicted on her countenance, ancl
appea~·ed so much agitated by the uneasiness which she had for her
son, that, appro:whing the general, she besought him to restore to
lier Muco90, for fear lest he should be treated as Harriga. rl.11rnt if
lie was resolved to go to this extremity, she was ready to die fot·
her son. The general received her civilly, an<l replied to her, that,
very far from doing anything nnplensant to Muco90, he merited
every act of kindness; that he even wished tlrnt they should pay
his mother great respect, on account of so generous a so_n ; that
for this reason she should fear nothing and expect everything from
the generosity of the Spaniards. 1.'hese words reassured a little
the kind mother, ancl inclucrd her to remain in the camp. But
she had so mueh distru~t, tl1at, eating at the table of t.he general,
she was afraid lest they shonlcl poison her; so that slie would not
taste anything until Ortis had, first of all, tasted it, and assured
her that there was no danger; which led one of the gentlemen of
the suite to say that he was astonished that she hnd otfel'ed her life
foe hel' son, since site dreaded so much to lose it. rrhis lady, to
whom they explained that, replied that it was trne that she dearly
loved her life, but that she loved still more her son; and that there
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was nothing which she would not give to preserYe him; that in
consideration of this, she besought the general to restore to her the
object of all her affections; that she clesire11 earnestly to take him
with her; that in one word she could not overcome her distrust of
the promises of the Christians.
rrlie general replied to her, that she was at liberty to go; bnt as
for her son, he would fincl some pleasure in remaining among the
Spaniards, of whom ~he g1·eate1· part were of his age; that wl1en he
should wish to return, no one should oppose it; that :finally, he
declared that her son would have rather whernof to be pleased than
to complain.
'l'he mother of the cacique left the camp upon this promise; hut
first of all she begged Ortis to remember that her son had obliged
him, and to clothe same for him in the dangel' in which she was leaving
him. 'l'he general and all his suite laughed at this distrust; which
Mucogo turned with so much wit that he contributed to the cli version of the Spaniards; and to show that he confided in them, he
remained eight more days to converse with Soto and his oflfoers.
Sometimes he inquired about the emperor, sometimes about the
ladies, nnd sometimes about the customs, and the grandees of Spain.
After this he took a suitable pretext for returning, and politely left
the Spaniards. But he returned to see them many times afterward,
and made divers presents to them all.
Mncogo was, at that time, between twenty-six and twenty-seven
years of age; he had a handsome countenance, a fine form, and an
inexpressilile air of grandeur in all his actions, which gained the
loye and esteem of those who approached him.

CHAPTER IX.
PREPARATIONS TO ADVANCE INTO THE COUNTRY.
DURING these affairs, the ge11eral ordered eYerything: for after
they had 1ancle1l their prnvisio11s and munitions at Barriga, the
town nearest to the bay of Espiritu Santo, he sent the largest of his
vessels to Havana, ancl authorized his wife to dispose of them. He
kept the others to make use of them in time of need, and gave the
command or them to Pedro Calderon, a vigilant a11cl experienced
captain. He then tried to win over the caciqne, Harriga, in hopes
that he would have no tronl>le to propitiate the other chiefs of
the country, who had not received any offenl'e from the Spaniards;
that, moreover, it would acquire credit fo1· him amoug the Indians,
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and increase his reputntion among those of his own nation. Where~
fore, when he had made some prisoners, he sent them to Harriga with
presents. He sent him word that he ardently wished his good-will,
and that he would give him satisfaction for the outrages that had
been done him. But the cacique only replied that the injuries he
had received wonld not permit him to listen to any proposition on
the part of tl1e Spaniards. However, the conduct of Soto did not
fail to produce very good effects; for as the servnnts of the army
went every clay for fornge, escorted by thirty or forty soldiers, it
happened, tlrnt not being upon thefr guard, the Indians charged
upon them with loud cries, ancl put them in disorder, captured a
Spaniard, named Graiales, and retired. In the mean time, our
people rallied and clispntchecl to the general, who immC1diately sent
the cavall'y after the enemy; whom they surpriserl, at the distance
of two leagues, in a place s111Tom1<1ed with reeds. '!'hen, vrhile these
barbarians thonght only of rejoicing with their wives and chilc1l'en,
our soldiers entel'ecl with fury into this place, frightened them, put
them to flight, an<l took women and children prisoners. Grniales,
who in the confusion, heard the voices of those of his nation, ran
and placed llirnself under their protection. He was not immediately
recognized by them, because he was alrearly dressed as an Indian,
but very soon after they recognized him, ancl returned very joyfully
to the camp with their prisoners. rrlrnt pleased Soto exceedi11gly,
who wished to know the details of their encounter. Tllerefore,
Gntiales told him that the Indians had liacl uo clesign of inj nring
the Spaniards, and had drawn their arrows only to frighten them;
that as they lrn.d taken them in disorcler it hacl been easy for them
to have slain a part of tliem; hut that they wet·e contented to make
one prisoner; that,very far from having offored him any injury,
they bad treated him civilly; and that, reassuring him by degrees,
they comteously pressed him to eat. The general immediately sent
for his prisoners; and, after having thanked them for .the manner
in which they had aeterl, he sent them back. He also declared to
them that they had :notlling to fear from the Spaniards; and he
prayed them that it might he the same on thei1· part in regard to
his people; and that they might live in a good understanding with
each other; t.lrn,t he had not entered tltei1· country to dl'aw upon
himself their hate, hut their friendship. rr1ie generrll accornpanierl
these woi-cls with some presents, and they returned home well
satisfied.
Some time after that, these same Indians captnred two Spnniarcls;
to whom tJiey left so much liberty that they were enabled to escape. ·
~rhese people wel'e, without doubt, thus softened, only because of'
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the courtesies of Soto to their cacique; and, th~refore, there is
nothing which makes a greatel' impression upon men than the favors
which nre politely done them.

CHAPTER X.
CONTINUATION OF THE DISCOVERY.

AFTER Soto had been abont- three weeks in making his pre1)aration~ to aclYance, he commanded Gallego to go with sixty lancers
and as many fnsileers, into the province of Urribaracuxi. Gallego
left immediately and went to ~'1nco90, wbere he was received witll
joy by the cacique, who lodged the Spaniards one night, and fed
them sumptuously. But the next day when they were ready to
march they asked a guide of him, and Mnco90 said to them that
they were too civil a people to take advantage of his friendship in
o·rcle1· to oblige him to do a thing against his honor. 'l'hat, Urribaracuxi being his·cousin, he would be blamed by everybody were he
to give them anyone to lead them over his lands; th.at, even if this
caeiqne were not his relation, he ongbt not to serve them in this
respect, because he would pass for a traitor to his country; that
he would rather die than commit a crime so unbecoming a person
of his condition. Ortis, who condncted the Spaniards, replied to
him by the order of Gallego, that they did not wish to abuse his
friendship; that they requested of him only an Indian in whom
. Urriburacuxi had faith, in order to send to inform him that he should
not dread their corning; that, even if he would have nejther peace
nor alliance, they were ordered not to ravage his province, on acconnt of the generous Mnco90, of whom they were the friends
and relations, and that for the love of him they had not committed.
any devastation in the country of the caciqne Harriga, their avo..,vecl
enemy. Muco90 replied that he was very much obliged to the
Spaniards, and that, unclerstandipg their de.sign, he would give them
a guide such as they wished. They then left :Wiuco90, grea.tly satisfied ·with the cacique, and in fonr days arrived at the country of
Urribaracnxi, distant about seventeen leagues from the town of
Mnco90. As Urribaracnxi and his subjects had fled away into the
woocls, the Spaniards dispatched to him their guide, who offerect to
him their a1liance, but after having politely listened to him, he sent
him back without having concluded anything.
.
During the journey, which is twenty·fi\·c leagues from Barriga
to Urrioar~cuxi, they met with many grape-vines, pine, mulberry,
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and other trees like to those in Spain. They nlso passed throngh
cel'tain conntl'ies where there .vere marshes, hills and woods, and
very pleasant plains, of which Gallego made an account," whieh he
sent to the general, and informed him that the army conld subsist
two or three days about U rrilrnrncnxi. While they go to Soto it is
well to tell what is passing at the camp.
1

CHAPTER XI.
TI-IE MISFOR'rUNE OF PORCALLO,

UPON the news that Harriga was in the woocls near the camp,
Porcnllo resolved, notwithstanding the entrenties of the general, to
go and take this caciqne. He therefore left, wi 1.h cavalry and infantry, in the hope of bringing him back a prisoner, or obliging
him to sue for peace. Harriga, informed of this enterprise, sent
many times to Porcallo to tell him not to go any farther, because
the mal'shes · and other clitficnlties of the route, which it would be
necessnry for him to overcome in order to rench him, would protect
him; that he gave him this connsel, not through fear, but in acknowleclgrnent of the pleasure they had given him in not ravaging
his lancls and maltreating his subjects. Porcallo laughed at this
aclvice, and believed that the cacique was afraid of him, ancl that lie
could not escape him. ·wherefore, he doubled his speed, encon1·aged his sokliers, and arrived at a marshy place, where, npon the
objections which each one mnde to entering it, he spurred on, and
by advancing obligetl many of his men to follow him. But he did
not go very far before his horse fell, so that he found himself encumbered beneath him, with his arms, and because they could ·not go to
him on account of the marsh being too deep, it was only by extraordinary good luck that he did not perish. Thus, when he saw that
he was conquered without a com bat, and even without the hope of
taking the cacique, he returned to the quarters in a violent passion,
making reflections upon the pleasmes which he enjoyed at Triuidac1,
and upon the harclships which the .Spaniards we1·e going to suffer
who were yet but at the commencement of their conquest. Besides,
as he considered that he had acquired enough glory, anc\ that at the
nge at which he had arrived he ought not to expose himself so rashly,
lie believed that it woi1ld be no cliscreclit for him to quit tlie army,
a11d leave the honor of the enterprise to young men, who had need
of ncquiring a reputation in arms. His misfortune really occupied
him so much that he talked of it to himself, and sometimes with those
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who accompanied him. He even pronounced aloud, syllable by syllable, the names of Harriga and Url'ihanwuxi. He also, sometimes,
transposed the letters. He said H1ui, Harri, Siga, Siri, Barracoxa,
Hm'i, and added that he would gfre the land to the devil, where the
first words they heard wei-e frigl1tful, tllat nothing good ought to
be expecterl from those who bore them; that each one might work
for his own individual interest, but that iu respect to himself fortune did not concern him. Porcnllo, agitated in this manner, arrived at the camp, where, after having r1emanc1ed his return to
Trinidad, they gaye him a vessel, bnt before embarking he c1istrib. utecl his equipage to some soldiers whom he liked. He left to the
troops the provisions ancl munitions which he had, aml desired that
Saurez de Figueroa, his natural son, whom he equipped very well,
should accompany Soto in his· expedition. Figueroa obeyed with
joy the orders of his father, and let no occa~ion of distinguishing
his courage escape, but he had the misfortune to have his hoese
killed and himself wounded ·by the Indians, and afterwards he
marched on foot and would not receive anything from the general
or any of his captains. This manner of acting displeased Soto,
who urged him, many times, to take from him wherewith to eqnip
himself'. But Figneroa bore it very indignantly, and they could
nerer pre,·ail upon him.

CHAPTER XII.
THE REPORT OF GALLEGO.

PoncALLo, in quitting the army, gave marks of imprudence, as
he had given them of ambition, when, to follow the general, be
abandoned his home and his· repose. It is thus that in affairs of
importance the resolutions that are not prudently taken, disgrace
those who execute them. If Porcallo had maturely considered before committing himself, he would not have lost a part of his
wealth and his reputation. But often persons of wealth imagine
that they excel others not less in the qualities of the intellect than
in the advantages of fortune; and convinced of tl1is error, they
take counsel of no one.
Porca1lo had hardly left when the report of Gallego arrived. It
rejoiced the camp, because it gnve hopes of the conquest of Florida.
It .noticed, among other things, that three leagues beyond Urribaracuxi there was a very dangerous marsh. But that only served
to encourage the Spaniards, who said that God had given to men
18
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courage and inclustry as their share to overcome the. obstacles which
they should encounter in their designs. ~I.1herefore, upon this news,
the general published that they should hold themselves ready to leave
in three clays, and sent thirty cavaliers, urn1er the command of
Silvestre, to inform Gallego that he was about to follow him.
However, he left a garrison of forty lancers and eigl1ty fusileers in
the town of Harriga, where, after having estaLlishecl Caldernn to
guard the vessels and munitions, he commanded him to keep peaee
with his neighbors, cultivate the frien<lship of Mnco90, and not to
leave the place without his order. The general then left Harriga
with tlie rest of his troops, and took the route to M uco90 ; and on
the morning of the third clay of his march he discovered the town.
The caciqne, informed of his coming, went.out to meet him, received
him with joy,-and offered him his house. But for fear of incommocling him, the general assured him that he was obliged to pass
on; and after haring tecommendecl to him the garrison at Barriga,
he thanked him for all the favors he had done the Spaniards.
Muco90, kissing his hands with respect, said to him with tears in
his eses, that he could not express whid1 was the most affecting to
him, the satisfaction of having known him, or the pain of seeing
him depart without being able to follow him. He also begged him to
remember him, and to give his compliments to the prineipal officers
of tl1e army.
leaving there, the general continued his mareh as
far as Urribaracuxi, withont having met with anything worthy of
notice; and he marched always to the northeast. Nevertheless, I
am obliged to say that his route is not so precisely known, but
that some <lay it may be found that I have failed to trace it right.
It is not because I have not tried to learn the distances of the
conntry, but I have not been able to get as exact a knowledge of
them as I would wish; for the Spaniards did not think so much of
learning the situation of places, as of hunting for gold an<l silver
in Florida.

On

CHAPrrER XIII.
PASSAGE OF THE MARSH.

nt

THE general arrived
Urribaracnxi, where Gallego awaited him,
_foamed th.at the caciqne was in the woocts, and immediately sent
for him to .solicit him to mnke peace with the Spaniarcls. But as
the barbarian would listen to nothing, Soto sent to examine a great
wide marsh wl1ich was upon his route. He knew that the bottom
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at the borders of it was not good, and that it had such a quantity
of water in the middle that it could not be pussed on foot. However, they searched so well, that at the encl of eight days they fonnd
a passage; where, the general having repaired with the army, he
easily extricated himself from it,; but, because the defile was long,
he spent a clay in passing it, and camped at half a league beyond
it, in a great plain. 'rhe clay following he sent scouts to discover
the road, and they reported that he could not advance, hecause of
the waters ,vhiclL inundated the country. Upon this news, after
having taken a hundred cavaliers and as many foot soldiers, and
left the rest of the troops under the command of l\:Ioscoso, his
colonel of cavalry, he repassed the marsh, and sent to search
another passage. In the mean time the Indians, who were in a
forest, charged upon Soto and his men, fired upon them, and immediately regainecl the woods. The Spaniards repulsed them, .and
also slew or captured some of them. Those who saw themselves
captmed, wishing to get out of the power of their enemies, offered
themselves to guide them, and led them into the ambuscade of the
barbarians, who pierced them with their arrows. This m~tlice being
discovered, they caused four of the most culpable of them to be torn
t6 pieces by the dogs ; so that the others, being frightened, began
in enrnest to do their duty, and put the people of the general in a .
J'oact, where, after having marched about four leagues, they found
• themselves' 0\Tet· th~ great marsh, in a passage, of which the entry
and exit were dry. But during one league they had the water up
· to their armpits; and the middle of the passage, a hundred feet
long, was not fordable. ':rile enemy, in this place, had made a
wretched bridge of two large trees felled in tl1e water, supported
by some stakes fixed in the grnund, and some cross-pieces of wood,·
after the fashion of a hand-rail.
As soon as the general saw this bridge, he commandecl Pe<lro
Moron and Diego D'Oliva Metis, who were great swimmers, to go and
cut the branches of the trees that encumbered the bridge, and to do all
that they shouM find necessary for the convenienee of the passage.
They executed their orders, hut with great difficulty. The Indians,
who were concealed among the reeds, came ont in small boats, and
fired upon them. So that Moron and his companion leaped from
the bridge. and dived into the water, where they were slightly
wounded, and saved themselves. Nevertheless, the In<lians, astonished at the resolution of these two men, dared no more to sh.ow
themselves, and the Spaniards repaired Lhe bridge. At the distance
of tv~ 0 musket-shots higher up, they found a place for the cavalry.
to pass. The general gave notice of it to Moscoso, his colonel of
1
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cavalry, with orders to cause the rest of the army to march, and to
quickly send him provisions. Silvestre, who was dispatched for
that pmpose, had charge to bring the provisions with an escort of
thirty lancers, and to return toward evening, the next day. For
Soto promised to ~ait for him, :.tn<l told him that, although the
route was long and difficult, he hoped for everything from him.
Silvestre then mounted an excellent horse, which they held ready
for him, and met Lopez Cacho, whom he ordered, on the· part of
the general, to accompany him. Cacho excused himself, because
he was so fatigued, and begged him to choose some one else; bnt as
Silvestre pressed him more and more he yielded, mounted his horse,
and left with him at sunset.

CHAPTER XIV.
SILVESTRE CARRIES THE ORDERS

OF

THE GENERAL TO MOSCOSO.

SILVESTRE and Cacho, who were each not more than twenty years
of age, exposed themselves, resolutely, to all that might happen to
them. 'L1hey made, at :first, without difficulty four or five leagues,
because the road was good, and they did not meet with any Indians.
Afterward, on acconnt of the marsh, they found themselves engaged
in very wretched roads, from which they despaired of extricating
themselves. As they had not any certain knowleclge of the country
they were obliged to march at hazard, and to endeavor to remember
the places by which they had passed the first time with their general, and in that their horses rendered them very good service; For
guided only by their instinct, they took the route which they had
kept in coming, and lowered their heads to scent the t1·ack. Cacho
and his cou;ipanion, who understood nothing of that, drew the reins,
but their horses immediately sought the road after their fashion.
They snorted so loud when they lost it, that it was to be feared that
the noise which they made might discover the cavaliers. The horse
of Silvestre was the most certain to cond net them right, and he had
very e.xcellent marks; he was a brown bay; the near foot white, with
a like mark in his forehead. The horse of Cacho was a burnt sorrel, with the extremities black; lmt be was not so valuable as that
of Silvestre, who, after having understood the actions of his horse,
let him go at his will. Such was the condition in which Silvestre
ancl Cacho were; and this condition can, without doubt, be better
imagined than described.
These cavaliers travelled thus all night without keeping any cer-
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tain route, overcome by labor and sleep, and tortured with hunger;
because they had not eaten anything during two days, except a
little corn. 'l'heir horses were also broke1i clown with fatigue; because they had travelled for three days without any relaxation, and
they had not been unbridled, except to feed for. a f'ew moments. For
the image of death, which these two cavaliers saw before their eyes,
obliged them to. push on with diligence, and overcome every difficulty. There were on both sides of the road troops of Indians,
whom they perceived by the light of the fires which these barbarians
bad kindled, and around which they were dancing and making
everything echo with their cries. It was not known whether they
were then celebrating some festival, or whether it was a simple diversion; but their cries lasted all the night, anrl prevented them
from hearing the steps of the horses, or minding their dogs which
barked louder than usual. For if they hacl. discovered Silvester and
Cacho they would have endeavored to capture them.
· After these cavaliers had travelled ten leagues, with much fear
and trouble, Cacho begged S.ih·estre either to kill him or let llim
sleE>p, and declnred to him that he could not go any farther, nor hold
himself' any longer upon his horse. Silvestre replied, bluntly, that
be might then sleep, since, in the midst of the dangers wllich threatenecl, he could not resist sleep for one hour; that the passage of the
marsh was not far; that they could not avoid death if they did not
pass it before daylight.. Cacho, without hearing what he said to
him, fell to the ground as if he had been dead. Silvester immec1iately took the bridle of the horse ancl the lance of his companion,
and at this moment there spread a great darkness, accompanied by
a very heavy rain, which, however, did not awaken Cacho, so power
ful is the force of sleep. r:I'he rain ceased, the weather brightenecl,
daylight appeared, and Silvestre was in despair at not having discovered the light soqner. But whilst his companion reposed he had
probably himself fallen asleep upon his horse. For I remembe1· to
have known a cavalier who travelled about four leagues asleep, and
who did not awake, although they spoke to him, and whp was even
in clanger of being killed by his horse. As soon, then, as Silvestre
saw daylight, he called Caeho, pushed him with the butt of his lance,
and finally awoke him, and told him that for being too sleepy it was
almost impossible not to fall into the hands of the barbarians.
Cacho remounted his horse, and spurred; with Silvestre, at a fast
gallop; but daylight disclosed them, a~ul immediately they heard,
on both sides of the marsh, nothing but shouts and horns, drums,
and other instrnments. rl'he Inclians came out from among the
reeds in canoes, gained the passage, and awaitecl there the two
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Spaniards; who, very far from losing courage, reassured themselves
by the remembrance of' the peril to which they had just been exposed on land, and rushed boldly into the water through which they
were to pass. They were then enveloped with arrows, but as they
went rapidly, and were well armed, they escaped without receiving
a wound; which was great good luck, considering the multitude of
arrows which were discharged at them. In the mean time, the noise
which the savages made was heard by the troops, which were 11ot
very far from the swamp; and because they suspected something,
thirty cavaliers were sent off, who repaired to the passage. Touar,
advantageously mounted, spurred at their head. He was bold and
ambitious; for, although he knew thnt he was in ill-favor with Soto,
and that his actions would not be esteemed, he did not cease to serve
as a brave man. However, that did not restore him to the favor of
the general; it seemed, on the contrary, that he was chagrined to
see so much virtue in a man for whom he had so great an aversion.
It had been better that Touar bad abnndoned the service, than to
lrnve persisted in wishing to regain the friendship of Soto. It is
rarely that the great pardon when they believe t!Jat they have been
inj urecl.

OH.APTER XV.
THE RETURN OF SIL YESTRE.

As the Indians were pnrsning the two Spaniards out of the water
they perceived the succors, and for fear of being injured they retreated; so that Silvestre came to the camp, where he .was received
l\y Moscoso, who, having learned the orders of the general, had the
supplies quickly brought, and commanded thirty cavaliers to escort
them. In the mean time, Silvestre stopped about three-quarters of
an hour to eat a little corn and cheese, for there was nothing else;
and when everything was ready he resumed his route, accompanied
by his escort, and led with him two mules loaded with cheese and
biscuit. Cacho, who had not orders to return, remained with Moscoso, who commanded his men to hold themselves ready to leave:
whilst Silvestre ancl his escort crossed the swamp withont the e.nemy
pretending to attack them; and arrived, at two o'clock at night, at
the place where the general was to liave waited for them. But as
they did not find him there, they were much troubled, and they
camped in that condition. One part of the night, ten cavaliers
seoutecl, and a like number watched, and fed the horses all saddled,
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while the others were taking a little repose; in order that each one
might work and s_leep by turns, and that they might not be"$mprisecl
by the enemy. So soon as it was day, they discovered the route of the
general through the swamp,which they crossed before the Indians had
taken possession of the pass. If, at any time, they had seized them,
the Spaniards would have had trouble to take them; because tlley
would have been obliged to fight in the water up to their armpits,
without being able to retreat or to attack with advantage: whereas
the enemy, who had boats which they propelled very swiftly, could,
at their pleasure, shoot near or at a distance. Nevertheless, they
did not take advantage of the opportunity, and they did not know
the canse of it, unless it was that they observed lucky da.rs for battle. Finally, after six leagues of travel, the escort found Soto in a
valley full of corn so high that they gathered it on horseback; But,
as they were very hungry, they ate it
anrl thanked God for
their good ·luck. 'fhe general received Silvester with joy; anrl when
he learned the hardships he had suffered, he praised him highly, and
promised to reward bis services. He then told him that he Imel not
remained at the renclezvons, because his people could not endure
their hunger, and that he believed that the savages had killed him.
When he finished speaking, he was informed that Mos~o~o had
passed the swamp without the enemy having opposed him; and that,
having arrived in three days, at another passnge, which was on the
other side, they had taken three days more to extricate themselves
from it; because it was long, and there was a great deal of water.
He was also informed that Moscoso and his troops were in want of
provisions; and he sent them corn, which g1·eatly rejoiced them;
after which they repaired to the province of Acnern, where the
general was.

raw,

CHAPTE_R XVI.
THE PROVINCE OF ACUERA,
TI-IE country of Acuera is to the north, in regard to that of Urribaracnxi, from which it is distant about twenty leagues. But as the
cacique of A.euera bad fled from it, upon the al'rival of the trnops in
his province, they dispatched to him some Indian prisoners. rl'hey
had or{lers to induce him to make an alliance with the Spaniards,
who were valiant, and who could ruin his lands and his snhjeets:
that, however, up to the present time, they had not gone to that
extremity; because tb~ir desire was to reduce by mildness, only,
the inhabitants of the country to obedience to the king of Spain.
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their master. That, for this pmpose, they desired to speak·to him,
and ·to iuform him of the orders which they had to treat with the
cndqnes. .A.cuera replied, "'tllat the tlpanian1s having already
entered the country, he regarded them as vagabonds, who lived by
brigandage, and slew those who had done them no injury. That,
with a nation so detestable, he "vould have neither peace nor intercourse. 'rlrnt however brave ~ey might be, they would find men
vd10 would be as much so as themselves. That, from this very
instant, he would declare war against them, without, however,
designing to come to an engagement with them, but. that he would
lay so mnny ambuscades for them that he would entirely defeat
them. That he had even commanded them to bl'ing him, every
week, two Christian heads: a sure means of exterminating them;
so much the more easily, as they had no wives. rrirn.t as for the
obedience which they wished him to render their prince, they should
know that it was the extreme of baseness for a free people to place
themseh:es unr1er a foreign domination. 'l'hat he and all his subjects
woulcl sooner lose their lives than their lilierty, anrl that they should
expect no other answer from a sovereign. That, therefore, they
might depart in haste from his country. rrhat they were wretches
who sacrifice<l themselves for the sake of others. 'l,hat, thus, he
esteemed them unworthy of his friendship; and that be would
neither see their orders nor suffer them any longer upon his lands."
The general, surprised at this haughtiness, endeavored to win over
the cacique, but in vain. rrhe army sojourned twenty days in his pro•
vince, which they found very good, and they took there provisions
to go on. During this time, the Indians harassed the Spaniards so
much, that a soldier could not stray a hundred steps from the camp
without being killed. They immediately cut off the head, unless
they charged suddenly upon them, and carried it to their cacique.
They were, in faut, very active. They disinterred, by night, the
dead Christians, they quartered them, and hung them from the tops
of ti;ees; and executed the orders of their chief with so much
courage that they carried to him the heads of eighteen soldiers,
without mentioning those·whom they put to death, and those whom
they wonrn1ec1 with their anows. .A.s for them, after having attacked,. they fled very often; so that our people slew only about
fifty.
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CHAPTER XVII.
THE ENTRY OF THE SPANIARDS INTO THE PROVINCE OF OCALY.
·11,

army left Acuera without having done anything except kill
a few Indians. They took the route to the province of Ocaly, distant twenty leagues from the other, and marchecl to the nol'theast.
rrliey traversed between the two countries a wilderness about twelve
leagues long, filled with wnlnnt trees, pines, and trees unknown in
Spain, but arranged in such equal distance that they seemed planted
for pleasure, so that they made a very delightful forest.*
They di<.~ not find in Ocaly many marshes and bad defiles, as in
the other countries. As this country was higher and fmther from
the co!lst, the sea could not reach it, and the other provinces heing
nearer it and lower, the sea entered them in certain places, sometimes
thirty, sometimes forty, fifty, sixty, and sometimes one hundred
leagues. There were found there great marshes, which rencl~recl
the earth trembling to such a degree that ·it was almost impossible
t'o pass over. rrhe Spaniards, in fact, found in these wretchec1 roads
that as soon as they set foot upon the land, it trembled twenty or
thirty steps around ; sometimes it seemeel as though a horse could
gallop there; one would never have believed that it was but hardene<l mud, and that there was water and mire beneath. N evertheless, when the top happened to break, the men~ with theit· horses,
were swallowed up and drowned without resource; so that they
had much to endure when it was necessary to pass those places.
To return to the country of _Ocaly. The Spnniards found there
more provisions than in the other provinces. The land was better,
nrnl the conntry more cultivated. They remarked also that the
farther these countries were from the sea the more populous they
~vere, and the more abundant in all kinds of fruits.
'rhe troops had made seven leagues as they traversed the wilderness between the two countries. On the route they met with
some houses here and there, and entered the capital, which was
caUecl Oea.ly, where the caeique held his court. But he and his vassals had retired into the woods with the best of what they had.
'fhe town of Ocaly consisted of si.x hundred houses, where the
Spaniards lodged because they found there l~rge quantities of vegetables, 11 uts, dried grapes, and other fruits. 'l'he general, at the
THE

* These were probably live oaks.
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same time, sent some Indians to solicit the friendship of the caciq ne
But he excused himself because he conld not leave so soon, and six
days after he came to the army, where, although he was well received and ha<1 made an alliance, they did not cease to judge that
he had had designs, which they concealed fol' fear of frightening
him. What I am going to say will show that they did not suspect
him without reason.
There was near Ocaly a deep river, the steep banks of which were
about the height of two pikes. Nevertheless, it was necessary to
pass this river, and because there was no bridge they agreed that
the Indians should make one of timber. The cacique and the general, accompanied by many Spaniards, selected a day to see the
place where they should erect this bridge. As they were planning
it some five hundred barbarians, concealed in the bushes on the
opposite side of the river, advanced and commenced calling out to the
Spaniards, "cowards," "robbers," "you want a bridge, but we will
not bnild it for you;" and thereupon they discharged at them thefr
arrows, which obliged the general to say that since they had sworn
an alliance this action ought to be punished. The caeique, ·to
excuse himself, replied that as soon as his subjects saw that he was
inclined in favor of the Spania'tds, he had lost all authority; that
it was not in his power to punish them, and that they could not,
without injustice, impute their fault to him.
At the cries which the barbarians made, a greyhound named
Brutus, which a page of the general led in leash e1scaping, leaped
into the wate1·. 'rlie Spaniards commenced calling him, but that
encouraged him to swim straight to the Indians, who pierced his
head and shoulders with more than fifty arrows. He, however,
passed to tlie other bank, and fell dead on leaving the water. The
Christians were sensibly touched at it, because he had rendered
them much service, as I am going to relate.
One day four Indians, through cnriosity, came to the camp to see
the troops, their arms, and principally their horses, which they
dreaded above all things. The general, who knew their design, and
that, tiiey were the principal men of their province, l'ec.mivecl them
with civility. He made them some presents and commanded them
to be regaled in a room to themselves. When they had eaten heartily and saw that they were not observed by any one, they fled with
such speed that the Spaniards, despairing of overtaking them, did
not follow them.· In tl.J.e mean time Brntus came. He pursued close
upon the heels of the Indians, who fled in file, and after having reached
them, he passed three of them without attacking them, and leaped
upon the foremost, whom he brought to the grotmd. In the mean
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time he let him approach:who followed; he floored him, and did the
same to the others when they were near him, thus holding them all
in the same place, he leaped upon the first who made an appearance
to rise, and arrested him by barking. He finally embarrassed them
to such a degree that he detained them until the Spaniards ran to.
anrl seized them, an<l brought them back to the camp.* rrhey immediately separated them, and questioned them on the motives of a
flight so unreasonable. They replied that they had fled only in the belief that it would be a glorious thing for them, among those of their
own nation, to have thus escaped from the hands of tile Christians,
and· that Brutus· had deprived them of a very great honor. It is
also said of' this greyhound, that one day as the Indians aml Spaniards were together upon the banks of a river, an Jndian strnck,
with his bow, a Spaniard. rrhat then t.he Indian leaped into the
water with the other savages, and tlrnt Brutus, who saw this,
pursued him, attacked him, and strnnglecl him in the miclclle of the
river. It is thus that in the conquest of the new world the greyhounds have done things worthy of admirntiou. Becerillo served
so well in the island of Porto Rico that on his account the Spaniards gave to his master the half of nll their earnings. Nugnes de
Balboa also was willing to pay five lfundred · gold crowns to him to
whom Leoncello belonged, 011 account of the good services wliid1
that dog had done in the discovery of the Pacific Oeean.

0HA.PTER XVIII.
THE PROVINCE OF VITACHUCO,

SoTo, who saw that the cacique remained uselessly at the camp,
told him that if he remained there long he feared that his vassals
would altogether revolt, or tl~at, believing that he was detained as
a prisoner, they might become more and more frritated; that he
begged him to retum home, and that when he should come to visit
him again he would always pay him much respect. Ocaly Teplied
that he wished to go to his subjects, only to induce them to submit
to the general, and tha.t if he could compel them to it he would not
fail to retum to show his affection for the whole army. ':rhereupon
he went away and did not keep any of his promises. Afterwards,
by means of a Genoese engineer named Francois, the Spaniards

* The Elva Narrative relates this of a counterfeit cacique who attempted to
escape ; the dog passed all the other Inclia11s to take him, caught ancl held him,
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made a brjdge of beams with puncheons across, secured by cords.
As there was no lack of wood they succeeded so well in their design
that the men and horses passed with great facility. But before
crossing the river the general commanded some of bis men to place
themselves in ambush to capture some Indians. They took thirty
of' them, who by dint of promises and threats, conducted them into
a province, distant sixteen leagues from Ocaly. 'l1he country
through which they travelled was unsettled, but agreeable, level, full
of trees and streams, and appeared very fertile.
'rlie army made eight leagues .in two clays, and on the third, after
having marched until noon, Soto advanced with a hundred cavaliers
anr1 as many foot-soldiers, arnl continued his route the remainder
of the day and all the night; he arrived about morning at Ochile,
which was one of the towns of the province of Vitachuco. This
country contained nearlJ two hmidrecl leagues, and was divided between three brothers. Vitachuco, who was the eldest, bore the
name of the province and the capital, and of the ten parts which
composed this extent of country he possessed fiv~ of them. 'rl1e
second, whose name is not known, had three of them. And the
last whom they called Ochile, from the name of the town of which
he was the chief, had two of them. The canse of this division is
not known, for h1 the provinces wliich they had discovered, the
eldest was the only heir. It may be that these parts had been
nnited by some marriage, and afterwards divided among the children, or that relations who bad died without heirs had left them to
the father of these three brothers, upon condition that be shoulrl
divide them in this manner among his sons, in 01·cfor to prese·rve the
memory of their benefactors, so natural to man is the desire to
immortalize himself, and so powerful even over the minds of nations
the most savage.
'fhe town of Ochile consisted of fifty houses, fortified to resist
t,hcir neighbors, for the greater part of the countries of Florida are
all enemies of each other. rrhe general entered Ochile by surprise,
sounding the bugles and beating the clrums to astonish the Indians.
In fact, many of' them, wholly frightened at a noise so unexpected,
left their dwellings in the hopes of saving themselves, ancl fell into
the hands of the Spaniards, who after having made some prisoners,
attacked the dwelling of the cacique. It was a very fine house,
which had properly but one hall, one hundred and twenty paces.
long, by forty wicle, with four doors, one at each corner, and many
chambers round about, which were entered through the hall.(14)
The cacique, who had enemies to deal with, was in this house with
his warriors; to whom were quickly joined the greater part of liis
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vassals, when they saw the Spaniards masters of their town. Immediately they all took their arms and pnt themselves in a state to
defend themselves, but in vain. The Spania.l'ds had already gained
the entrances, and endeavored' to oblige them to surrender, sometimes by ·threatening to burn them, and sometimes by promising
them kind treatment. Nevertheless, the cacique remained firm,
until they brought to him several of his subjects, who had been
made prisoners. '11 hey assured him that there were so many
Spaniards that he ought no longer to think of resisting them. That
so far they had not maltreated any one, and that he would be acting
prndently in trusting himself to their promises. '.I.1he caeiq ne suffered himself to be prevailed upon, and was kindly received by Soto;
who retained him and set at liberty all the other Indians. Bnt
when he saw, on the other side of the town, a valley filled with
many houses, well inhabited an<l at some distance from one another,
he believed that there would be no security for him to pass the night
at Oehile; because, if these savages of the country 'should come and
join thernsel ves to their neighbors, they coulcl easily take from him
the cacique. He therefore retui·ned, with haste, to join his troops,
which were three leagues from there, and uneasy at not seeing him.
But their sorrow was changed to joy when they saw him returning
bringing with him Ochile, accompanied by his domestics and many
Indian warriors, who volnn tarily followed his fortunes.

CHAP1.'ER XIX.
THE BROTHER OF OOHILE COMES

to

THE CAMP AND 'SENDS TO

VITAOHUCO.

Tr-rE day· after that on which Soto had joined his troops• they
entered in. battle array the country of Oehile, the drums and trumpets at their head; which made the whole neighborhood. echo with
their noise. The army lodged, the general begged Ochile to send·
to his b1:others to inclnce them to peace. The cacique then made
known to his brothers that the Christians had entered upon their
lands; that they had for their object only the friendship of the·
people; that if they should receive them they would make no
devastation, and would content themselves with taking only provisions for their subsistence; if not, they would l'llin, burn, and
slaughter all; that therefore he begged them to ally themselves
with them.
The second brother replied that he thankecl Ochile for his advice;
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that he desired to see and, know the Spaniards; that, however, he
wonltl not go to their camp nntil about three days, because he wished
to put himself in a condition to be seen; bnt that he could always
assnre them of his obedience, and accept, on llis part, the friendship
which they offered him. In fact, three days after, this cacique came
to the army, accompanied by the finest and most distinguished of
his subjects. He politely saluted Soto, and entertained the officers
with so much wit thnt they would have sai<l that he had been a long
time among them. 'l'he Spaniards, on their part, received him with
great manifestations of friendship; they neglected nothing that
might gain the friendship of the caciqnes who sought thefr all_iance;
they supported, strnngly, their interests, and would not suffer that
there should be committed the least disorder upon• their lands.
Yitachuco, who was the third brothel', made no reply; and retained those whom they had sent to him. His two urothel·s, at the
suggestion of Soto, dispatched to ~1im other persons, who entreated
him to receive the peace which the Spaniards offered him. That he
should not imagine that he coulrl contend with them. That they
drew their. 01·igin from heaven, and were the vel'itable sons of the
Sun ancl Moon. 1.'hat, in one word, they rode certain beasts, so
swift that they coul<l not escape .them.· That they besought him to
open his eyes npon the misfortunes which threatened him, and
prevent the desolation of his country and the min of his subjects.
Yitaehuco answered so proudly that never bombast approached the
haughtiness of his words. But as they were not able to remembel'
them, I will relate only the response which he mane to his brothers.
· He ordcrecl their envoys to tell them that their conduct was that of
young men, who hafl neither judgment nor experience. That they
gave to theiL· enemies fictitious birth am1 virtues. 1'hat the Spaniards were neither the chikli·en of the sun nor so valiant as they
imagined. rrhat his brothers were cowards to put themselves into
their power. That since they preferred servitude to liberty they
spoke as slaves, and praiRed the men for whom they should have
only contempt. That they did not consider that those, of whose
merit they boasted, would not act less cruelly than the otherE? of
the same nation, whom they had seen in the country. That they
were all traitors, murderers, robbets ; in short the children of the
devil. 1'hat they ca1:ried off women, plundered their prnperty,
seized upon the habitable country, and basely maintained themselves by the Ia.bor of others. 1'hat if they had as much virtue as
they said, they woul,d not have abandoned theii- country; but they
would haye cultivated it, aml would not have drawn upon themselves, by thei1· brigandage, the hatred of all men. That they might
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say to them, on his part, that they· should not enter his lands; that,
otherwise they should never leave them; that they should all perish
there, and that he would have them cruelly burnt.
After this reply, Vitachuco sent many of his subjects to the camp
of the Spaniards. There came sometimes two and sometimes fom·
of them, who sounded the trumpet and made new manace.s, more
terrible than the first. For this barbarian thought to astonish our
people by the different sorts of punishments with which he threatened them. He sometimes informed them, that ,vhen they should
enter into his province, he would command the earth to cipcn and
engulf them; the mountains between which they shonld marc:h to
close and crnsh them; the winds to tear up the forests through
which they should pass and overturn them upon them; the birds to
tnke poison in their beaks, and drop it upon his enemies, in order
to consume them. At other times he would have the waters, the
grass, the herbs, the trees, and even the air, poisone(l in such a
manner, that neither the men nor the horses would ever be able to
protect themselves from death; and that thus the Spaniarcls would
serve as an example to those who should hereafter think of entering
his lands without his consent. These reveries, which sufficiently
show the character of Vitachuco, made the Christians laugh at him.
However, they did not neglect to stop eight days in the country ot'
the two brothers; who regaled them witll em1.1lation, and showed
them the disposition which they had to serve them. But as those
whom they had sent tq their eldest brother could not persuade him,
they resolved to go there themselves. They communicated tbis
design to the general, who approved it, _and who gave to them many
preseuts for Vitachuco. This barbarian, moved by the prese1we of
·his brotl1ers, who told him that the trnops were advancing toward
his country, and· that they would be able to.ravage it entirely, believed that he oug·ht to co11ceai his hate; that some clay he would
find occasion to manifest it openly; and that, the Spanianls relying
upon the alliance he would swear to them, he would exterminate
them all, without incurring any da11ger to his person .. · For this
reason, he said to IJ.is brothers, that up to that hour he had not been
able to imagine that the Spaniards had so much valor; and so mneh
merit; that finaHy, since he was convineerl of it, be would receive
their allia.nee with joy; but, beforehand, he wished to know how
long they would remain upon his lands, and how mnch proyisions
would be necessary for them when they should leave it. The two
brothers clispntehecl promptly to the <:amp to make known this reply. So soon as the general knew it, he begged them to assure their
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oldest brother that the troops would not remain in his country, and
that he might furnish as much provisions as he chose; for the Spaniards desired only the honor of his friendship, with which they expected to have eve1·ything in abundance.
'

CHAPTER XX.· ·
THE ARRIVAL OF VITAOHUCO.

VITAOHUOO was contented with the reply of the general; so tllat,
in order to conceal more adroitly his design, he asserted that he
felt increasing in him a desire to see the Spaniards. He tllen commanded the principal persons of his province to hold themselves
ready to go to the camp, to collect provisions and the things necessnry, and to bring them .to the capital, in order to give there the
Christians an honorable reception. Afterwards he left, accompanied by his brother and five hundred men well armed, and in very
good order. But after marching two leagues, he met Soto, who had
advanced to receive him, and he rendered him his civilities with
great marks of amity. He also begged him to pardon what passion
had made him say against the Spaniards; that he had been rni~informe,1 of their eondnct; that for the future, he would render
them the honor whieh was their due; that, in one word, to repair
the offence which he had committed, he would recognize the. general
as his lo1·d, and that his subjects were reucly to implicitly obey him .
.At these words, Soto embraced him, and replied tllat he would forget all that l1ad passed ; that he would remember only the favor
which he bad done him of loving him; and that, in recognition of
this favor, he wished to render him every service. rrhe colonel of
cavalry, ancl the captain, came afterward to snlute him, and to rejoice at his arrival; and after some compliments on both sides, the
troops entered, in good order, i1ito the capital, which was called
Yitachuco. It had some two hundred large houses, very strong,
and some others, smaller, which composed the fauxl>ourgs. 'l'he
army lodged in the,l strongest houses. The caciqnes, and the
general with his guard and his retinue, took for themselves the
cl welling of the cacique, where, when they had remained three days
together and lived high, the two brothers demanded permission to
return home. Soto granted it, and made them some presents, so
that they left well satisfied. Vitaehnco was still four days entertaining the Spanittrcls, in order to keep them less npon their
guard·, and that he migl~t the better succeed in what he meditated
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against them. This design so prepossessed him that he was dazzled with it; so that, instead of' taking counsel of his f'aithfnl friends,
he avoided them, and commnnicatecl his idea only to those who flattered him. Snch is the behaYior of persons who t1;ust too much to
themselves; and who also seldom fail to draw upon themselves the
trouble which their imprudence merits.
Finally, Vitachuco, who could no longer resist his passion to destroy the trnops, assembled, five days after the departure of his
brothers, four Indians who served as interpreters to tlie general.
He revealed to them that he llacl (letermined to massacre the Spaniards. 'l'hat it was very easy for him to succeed in it. 'l'hat they
relied upon his friendship, and did not suspect anything. 'rhat he
had assemblell more than ten thousand of his subjects, all bold and
enterprising men. 'rhat he had ordered them to conceal their arms
in the neighboring forests ; to enter the town loaded with wood and
provi'sions·, and to leave it unr1er pretext of rendering service to their
enemies, so that, not doubting anything, they might not be upon
their guard. He added that, in a great plain, he would put all his
subjects in battle array; that he would entl'eat the general to come
and see them; that afterwards he would order twelve of the
strongest and bravest of the Indians to accompany tliis commander,
under pretext of doing him honor, and to kill him in the midst of
the battalion, when they should .see a faYOrable opportunity for it;
that, in the mean time, the others should fall upon the Spaniards,
who, surprised at an action so bold, would not have time either to
recover themselves, or to put themselves in a state of defence.
'l,hereupon, as if his design had nlread,v succeeded, he continued, he
would make tlwsc who fell into his ha11ds suffer all the punishments
with which he had threatened them, and that he would make use of
fire, poison, and tortures. Finally, that there should not be any
kind of death of which he wonlcl not think in order to tortnre them.
After Vitachuco had spoken in this manner, he commanded the interpreters to tell him their opinion, and forbid them to discover his
secret. .And he promised them that, when he should have satisfied
his vengeance, lie would give them important offices, .and very rich
wives if' they should wish to cl well upon bis lands. 'l'hat if not, he
would llave them escorted as far as their own country, and would
load them with favors; that they should consider that the Spaniards held them as slaves; thaL they would drag them into regions
so far that they would lose all hopes of ever seeing their count1·y;
that they would injure, not only them, but all the country; that
their only aim was to deprive them of their liberty, their wealth,
wives, and children, and to load them every ·clay with some new
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l)tuden ; that it was, therefore, necessary to bravely oppose their
tyranny. 'l'hat finally, since hi~ designs regarded only the glory
and the interests of the people, he besought them by all that they
held most clear to aid him with their counsel.
'l'he intel'preters replied that his enterprise was lofty and worthy
of a great soul; that his measures appeared well taken; that certainly he would not be deceived in his hopes; that the country would
owe to him its preservation, and the peo.ple their honor, their fortunes, and theit· lives; that, wit_h this view, they would swear· to
him not to divulge his secret, and to implicitly execute bis orders;
that, in one word, as they could contribute bnt their vows, for the
success of an action so glorious, they would pray the Sun and :Moon
to favor it.

CH.APTER XXI.
THE RESULTS OF THE ENTERPRISE OF VIT.A.OHUOO.

VrTAcnuoo and the interpreters separated with much joy. The
latter hoped to be very soon free, elevated to honors, and married
to very rich wives; and Vitachuco imagined that he l~ad gloriously
accomplished the object of his designs; that his neighbors would
adore him, and that all the people of the conn.try would recognize
him as their liberator. He even thought that he heard then the
praises which they ought to give hiI? for a.n ac~ion so illustrious,
and saw the women, with their children, dancing and singing before
him, according to the custom of the country, songs which proclaimed his valor; and the fortunate success of his enterprise.
Puffed up with these vain imaginations he sent for his captains, not
to take their advice concerning what should be done, but to make
them execute his orders. He told .them that he was going to be
crowned with an immortal fame; that he even enjoyed it alrea<l.r, in
advance; but that it depender1 upon their courage to cover him wit4
glory; that, therefore, h~ entreated. them to attack the Christians
vigorously, and to make such a slaughter of them as he had imagined. His captains re1-Hied that they had so much respect for him
that he bacl only to command, and they would obey him like brave
'.men. ':I.1he cacique, satisfied with their reply, dismissed them with
.a promise to inform them, in a short time, what they .should have to
do. In tile mean time the interpreters, to whom Vitachuco had
disclosed himself, considering that his enterprise could not succeed,
been use of the courage of the Spaniards, and of the vigilance of
Soto, and besides, tlle fear of tlie clangers to which it would expose
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them, prevailing ayer the hopes of being recompensed, they believed
that their individual interest obliged them to violate their faith.
They, therefore, went to Ortis ancl' declared to him the treason, with
orders to give notice of it to the general, who immediately assembled his council. It was decided that it was necessary to dissemble,
and secretly to warn their people to bold themselves upon their
guard with an apparent negligence, in order that the bnrbarians
might not suspect anything. They believed that, to secme Yitachuco, they should even employ the means of which he had resolved
. to µiake use in order to take the general. Therefore, they ordered
· twelve of the most robust soldiers to keep near the general, when,
at the request of Vitachnco, he should go to view the Indians in
battle array; and that they shoulrl al ways be on the alert to observe
closely all the movemen~s of the barbarbn.
The day arrived when everything was to be executed, the caciqne
invited Soto to come and see hiE! subjects in the country whel'e they
awaited him in battle array. ri'hat his presence would oblige them
to act well. That he would see their niunbers and their skill, and
whether thay u.nderstood warfare. As Soto dissembled and feigned
not to give himself' a guard, he replied, he would view, with much
pleasure, the Indians und~r arms; and tllat, to rendet· the review
more beautiful and contribute to their satisfaction, he would send
out, in order of battle, the Spanish cavalry and infantry, that both
might exercise and skirmish for amusement. Yita,chuco did not
wish that they should do him so much honor; but his passion so
much prepossessed him that he consented to everything. He relied
upon the valor of his subjects; and believed that, without difficulty,
he would succeed in his enterprise.

CHAPTER XXII.
THE DEFEAT OF THE INDIANS.
WHEN, on both sides, the troops were under arms, the Spa11:ish
cavalry and infantry left in order of battle, and the general marched
on foot with the cacique. There was, near the town, a gi-eat plain,
which abutted one side upon a forest and the other upon two
marshes. 'l.1he first of these marshes was a kind of pond, of which
the l>ottom was very goocl, but the water so deep, that, at four paces
from the shore, it was overhead; the second was three-quarters of
a league wide, and the length greater than the eye could view. The
Indians came and camped between this forest and these marshes.;
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they had these waters on their right and the forest on their left.
There were nearly ten thousand, all men of the elite, and very
ac.:tive, _with plumes disposed in suc.:h a fashion upon their heads
that they appeared larger than ordinary. Being camped, they concealed their arms, to make it appear that they had no evil design,
and formed a very beautiful battalion in the form of a crescent.
'!,here they awaited their chief and the general, who came with the
resolution to seize each other; accompanied, each, by twelve persons.
'J.1he Spanish infantry marched on the side of the forest, and the
cavalry in the middle of the plain, to the right of the general, who
had 11~ sooner arrived where Vitachuco was to have had him seized,
than he anticipated him, and had a musket fired, which was the
signal. rrhe twelve Spaniards immediately seized the cacique, the
Indians endeavoring to rescue him; hut their efforts did not succeed.
The general, who was armed under his dress, bad ordered that
they should keep ready for him two of his best horses; so that,
after seizing the barbarian, he mounted the horse named A.zeituno and attacked the battalion of Indians. It was his custom to
encourage others by his example, and to go first, headlong, into
danger: for he would not have found his victory glorious if he hacl
not gained it at the peril of his life. He also passed for one of the
four bravest captains who had gone to the West Indies; but he did
not take sufficient care of' himself. rrhe Indians, who had then taken
arms, received him courageously, and prevented him from breaking
their battalion. A.t the same time that he put the first line in disorder, they fired upon him, and pierced ..Azeituno with eight arrows.
'".rhis horse fell dead; for it was at this that they had principally
aimed, and even in all the other combats, they took more care to
kill the horses than to kill the men; imagining that the death of
the one was mqre important to them than that of' the other.
11.'he signal being given our men charged upon the Indians, and
the cavalry followed so closely the general that it succored him
before he could be wounded.. But Viota, who was one of his pages,
seeing his master's horse was slain, dismounted and gave him his
own., The general immediately rushed upon the barbarians; who,
without pikes, could not resist three hundred cavalry, and all took
to flight; they who had boasted of exterminating all the Spaniards.
As the battalion was broken, the Indians, about ten o'clock in
the morni'.ng, fled; some into the woods and others into the pond.
'!,hose of the rear-guard scattered over the plain; which was the
reason why they slew more than three hundred of them ancl made
many prisoners. Nevertheless, those of the advance-guard, who
were the most valiant, were still worse treated: for, flying after
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having sustained the fi.l'st shock and the fury of the cavalry, they
could gain neither the wood nor the marsh, which were the be~t
retreats; so that more than nine hundred tl1rew themselves into the
pond. In the mean time the Spaniards pursued the others as far as
the forest; but to no purpose, and they retraced their steps to the
pond to harass, the remainder of the day, the barbarians ·who had
escaped there. 'rliey fired upon them, sometimes arrows and sometimes musket shots, merely to compel them to surrender; for since
they could not escape our people did not wish to injure them. The
Indians, on their side, defended themselves valiantly, and exhausted.
upon the Spaniards all their arrows. But as they had 110 footing,
there were many of them who swam three or four abreast; pressing
one against the other, and who carried upon their backs one of their
comrades who fired until he had 110 more arrows.* They fought in
this manner, all the day, without any of them being willing to surrender. 'rhe night come, our men invested the pond; the cavaliers
placed themselves two and two at intervals, and the foot soldiers
six and six at very short distances from ench other; for fear lest,
by favor of the darkness, they should escape from them. A_ncl when
they heard them approach the shore, besides promising them every
kind of good treatment, tlley would menace them and. :fire upon
them to make them retire; and fatiguing them by dint of swimming
they soon constrained them to surrender.

CHAPTER XXIII.
TI-IE FORTITUDE OF TI-IE INDIANS AND THEIR EXIT FROl\I THE POND.

r:rnEY wel'e the greater part of the night harassing the Indians,
who, without any hope of sucGor, showed they would rather die
than surrender. However, by the persuasion of Ortis, the most
fatignecl began to lenve the pond, one after another, but so slowly
that at break of day there were not yet fifty ont. The others, who
saw that their companions were treated well, surrendered in greater
numbers. rl'hey came, however, so relnctantly, that the greater
part, being upon the shore, leaped again into the water and did not
leave it until the last extremity; so that there were many of them who
swam twenty-fonr hours. And the next clay, when the clay was already
a little advanced, about two hundred surrendered; bnt so swollen
by the water which they llad swallowed, and so overcome by hunger,

* Garcilasso's imagination.
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fatigue, and drowsiness, that they were half dead. Finally, the
·others left it, with the exception. of seven, whom nothing could
moYe, and who would have died in the water, if before evening the
general had not commanded them to be drawn out of it. Twelve
great swimmers then leaped into the pond, and taking them by the
legs, arms, and hair, brought them to shore. But the poor Indians
were pitiable; extended upon the sand more. dead than alive, and in
a condition in which you may imagine men who had fought thirty
"hours swimming in the water. Onr people, touched with compassion and admiring their courage, brought them to the town, where
they assisted them; and tbey were more aided by the goodness of
their constitution than by the virtues of their remedies. Afterwards,
when they saw them a little recovered, the general had them called,
and feigning to be enraged, demanded of them why, in the deplorable condition in which they saw themselYes, they had not followed
the example of their companions. Then four, about thirty-five
years each, replied through one of them, tl~at they had kno1'~n the
peril which threatened them, but that, in consideration of the c0111mands which Vitachuco had given them as his troops, and of the
esteem which he had for their valor, they had been obliged to
show that they were not entirely unworthy of his favors, and t.hat
he was not mistaken in the choice which be had made of their
persons. That besides they desired to leave to their children an example of fidelity and courage, and to instruct by thefr valor, all
the other captains. That they were, therefore, to be pitied for
not having done their duty, and that the compassion which they
had for them was painful to their honor. 'l'hat, howeyer, they
should not cease to have much gratitude for the kindness they bad
intem1ec1 to clo them; but that they would increase the favors they
bad clone them if they would take their lives; that not having died
·, for the service of Vitaclmco, they dared not appear before hiJ;D. or
among his people.
11.'he general, who admfred this reply, turned to the other Indians,
who were young chiefs from eighteen to nineteen years of age each.
He demanded of them what had constrained them to remain with
'SO niuch obstinacy in the water, they who held no rank in the
., army. 'l'hey replied that they had left. their homes, neither in the
view of destroying his troops nor in the hope of making booty, nor
to gain the friendship of any caciqne as a recompense for it, but to
acquire a reputation in the battle that was to be fought against the
Christians. That they had always been tangbt that the glory that
was to he acquired in battle was grand and enduring. 'l'hnt in consideration of this, they had exposed themselves .to the danger in
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which he had seen them, and from which he had so generously extricated them. rrliat now they would voluntarily sacrifice themselves
for his service. They added, that fortune having cleelared fol' him,
and having robbed them of p, victory that won1d have covered them
with glory, they beheld themseh·es in the sad state in which the
vanquished ordinarily are. That, however, they had learned that if
they sl10nlcl suffer their misfortunes with .firmness, they would be
able to render themselves commenclable, because the vanquished
who had fought only for liberty <lid not deserve less praise than he
who governs himself wisely in victory. That, therefore, he should
not be astonished if, instructed by these maxims, they had shown
as rnuchconrage as the captains. 'I.1liey maintained, 0·11 the contrary,
that they were more ol>ligecl than they to fight valiently, because theil·
birth destinecl them to higher employments than these officers.
That, in this view, they had aimed to show that they aspired to
succeed thefr fathers; since they endeavored to imitate the noble
examples which they hacl given them. That they had even desired
to show them that they were worthy to be their children, and to
· console them for their loss by a glorious death. 'I.'hat finally, if
these considerations could excuse them with him, they implored llis
clemency; if not, they offered to him their Ihres, and that it was
pei·mittecl to the conq neror to use his victory according to his will.
'rhis cliscomse, joined to the conrage, the tine appearance, and
the misfortunes of these young noliles, cll'ew tears frnrn the gi-eater
part of the Spaniard8 who wel'e present. The genr.ral himself felt
pity for them, and, embracing them, said to them that he judged of
theit· birth by their actions; that men who had as much firmness
as they had shown deserved to command other men; that fo1· this
reason he had a special pleasure in having preserved their Ii ves;
but that they need not grieve; that the height of his satisfaction
was ~o set them at liberty. In fact, the general, at'ter having detained them only two or three days in order to show to them his
affection, sent them away, accompanied by some of their domestics
who were prisoners. He gave them divers presents fo1· their fathers,
with orders to offer to them his friendship, and to tell them the
way in which he had treate<l them.
These Irniians, after many thanks, took the ro.acl to their eonnt1·y,
well pleased ,vith the general, who the next day summoned Vitaclrnco and the captive captains. He told them that their concluct
was criminal, since, under the appearance of friendship, they had
conspired the destruction of the .troops; that such treason ought to
be punished with cieath, in order that thei1· example might hinder
tl!e other Indians of tlie province from rising; that, nevertheless,
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to show that he preferred peace to vengeance, he pardoned them on
condition that for the future they would return the ntfection which
he had for them. He begged them also to fcwget the past, and to
make no more attempts against the Christians, because it would
inevitably bring only misfortune upon all their undertakings. He
afterwarc1s took the caciqne aside and tried by every means to calm
him, and was pleaser! that he should return to eat at his table, from
which he had expelled him on account of his perfidy. But these
manifestations of affection, so far from obliging this barbarian to
retnm to his duty, served only to preserve the ave1·sion which he
had conceived against the Spaniards, so that he let himself be
carried away more and more by the violence of his hate, and finally
destroyed himself and the greater part of bis subjects.

CHAPTER XXIV.
THE DEATH OF VITACHUOO,
THE Indians who went ont of the pond were made prisoners ancl
distributed for slaves to the Spaniards, and Vitachuco had his
dwelling for a prison. 'I'he general ordered it so, to punish these
barbarians for their tl'eason, and to retain them by fear in their duty.
However, he bad resolved that on leaving the province he would
give them all their liberty. But the cacique, who did not know this
design, and who saw his subjects slaves, again meclitated means of
destroying the Spaniards. He flattered himself that the nine hundred prisoners, who were the bravest
his troops, would execute
alone what they had not been able to do together; that, being as
numerous as the Spaniards, each one would slay his master; and
that, choosing the hour of dinner, his tlesign would so much the
more surely succeed, as the Spaniards would suspect nothing. This
design, whieh should have been conducted with much prudence,
was preeipitated; and he believed that his subjects with their arms
only could make away with their enemies. He, therefore, commande<l
four yonng Indians, who were left for his individual service, to inform the principal prisoners of his resolution, with orders to have
:it adroitly communicated to the others, and to holcl themselves
ready abont noon of the third day, in order for each one to slay his
mun. He also sent them worc1 that at the same hour he would take
the life of the commander; and as a signal, he would make, when
he should be engaged with him, a shout so loud that the whole town
should hear it. Vitachuco gave this order to the Indians the snme
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clay that Soto, forgetting his crimes, caused him to dine at his table.
But it i.s ordinarily thus that traitors and ingrates recognize the
favors that are clone t.l1em.
The subjects of the barbaria11, informe<l of this second enterprise,
saw clearly that it would not be more fortunate than the first.
However, they replied that they would all obey him or die, for
the Indians of the new world have so much love and veneration for
their princ-es that they conside1· them as flivinities. If their sovereign
oesirecl it, they would cast th~mselves as freely into the fire as they
would into tbe water; and, without considering the danger in which
they placed themselves, they would regard only their duty and the
obedience they had pledged them.
Finally, seven cfoys after the first rout of the Indians, when the
general and the cacique had dined, the barbarian bent liis whole ho(ly,
tnmecl himself from one side. to the other, closed his fist, extended
his arms, d.rew them back even to reversing them upon his shoulders, and bran(lished the.m with such great violence tha.t his bones
cracked with it, an ordinary custom of the Indians when they would
undertake anything which required vigor. Then he raisecl himself
upon his feet with an inconceivable haughtiness; he closed with the
general, pressed his left arm around his neck, and with liis right
band gave him so violent a blow with his fist upon his face that he
knockerl him to the ground, fell upon him, and made so loud a Cl'Y
that it was heard more than a qnarter of a league. The officers
who had assembled for dinne1·, seeing the insolence of the barbarian,
pierced him ten or a dozen times with their s,vords, and he fell
clea<l with rage in his soul and curses in his month because he had
not sneceedecl in his undertaking. But for the officers, he had
finished the general with another hlow, fo1· that which he bacl
already given him was so great that he remained senseless for half
an hour. 'l'he blood flowed fl'Om bis eyes, his nose, and his mouth.
He even Imel some teeth broken, and the others so much injnred
that for twenty days he was unable to eat anything but hash. His
lips, his nose, and his face wer~ swollen to such a degree that it was
necessary to cover them with plasters, so violently had Vitachuco
struck him.* This savage was then about thirty-fl ve years of ag·e.
He had a robust body, handsome shape, and a counten:1110e sombre,
haughty, auc1 altogethe1~ cruel.

* The Elva 11arrative makes mention of this occurrence, and of t1ie i11surrection of Vitaclmco and his men; but the place was Napetuca, ancl the caeique
Caliquen.
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CHAPTER XXY.
THE CONSEQUENCE OF THE DEA.TB OF VITACHUCO.
THE cry of Vitachuco heard, each Indian attacked the Spaniard
he sen·ed, and tried to kill him; some with firebrands, others with
whatever, they met with, for they ha<.l not weapons. Nevertheless,
they did not fail to make a very great confusion. Some struck the
Spaniards in the face; others on the head, sometimes with the iron pots
in wllich they cooked the meat, with which some of our men were
burnt, and sometimes with pots and plates. However, they dicl
more mischief with the :firebrands than with all the rest; as the
most of them had some) they injured many• of our people. Some
harl their arms broken, others had their eyelids burnt, their faces <lisfigurecl, nnd their noses •bl'Oken. Thern were even four slain, of
whom one, being knocked down with a :firebrand, three savages fell
upon him so cruelly that they knocked out his brains. It happened
also in this confusion, that after an Indian had, with a blow of a
stick, strnck down a Spaniard, and broken his teeth with a blow of
his fist, he fled from some of our men who rnshed upon him, ascended to a chamber which faced the court, took a lance which was
against the ,val!, and defended the door with so mnch courage that
no one could enter there. In the mean time, Diego de Soto, a re>lation of the general, haste11ecl there, and commenced firing from the
conrt with a crossbow. When tile Indian saw this new enemy,, he
placed himself directly in the door, and, detel'mined to sell his life
dearly, he threw his lance at the same moment tllat Soto fired; but
it touehed, only with the wood, the shoulder of the Spanish cavalier; and having staggered him, it entered halt' a yard into the earth.
rrhe shot of Soto was more fortunate ; it strnck his enemy in the
hreast anr1 slew him. In the mean time the report spread that Vitachuco llad injured the general, so that the Spaniards, irritated
more and more, and principally those who had been wonndecl,
avenged themselves upon the savages whom they enconntere<l.
There were, however, cavaliers, who, being ashamed to ucknowlerlge
that they had been beaten, believed that it was unbecoming them to
take the lives of slaves. ·Tliernfore, they had some of t11em slain by
the In<1ians themselYes, who seryed them in the army, and placed
the greater part of them into the hands of the al'Che1·s of the general's guard; who pierced them, with the halberts, in the middle of
the puulic sqnarn of the town. Alll<Jng others, Salclagna, who would
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not himself pnt this slave to death, tied a cord around his ·neck, and
led him to deliver him to the gnarcls. Ent when the savage entered
the square, and saw what was passing there, such a rage seized him,
that, with one hand, he took his master by the neck, and with the
other under the thigh, lifted him up, turned. him upside clown, and
let him fall so violently that he stunned him. He immedhttely
mounted him with his two feet upon his belly with so much violence that he would haye crushed it if some fifty Spaniards, sword
in hand, had not come to his assistance. However, the savage was
not confounded, and received them so courageously that be was a
long time without being either wounclecl or taken. He seized the
sword of Salclagna, and whirling it around, thus kept his enemies
at a distance, so that they were obliged to kill him by shooting him
with fusees and pistols.
Such was a part of the disorders which happei1ed the clay that
Yitachnco struck the general; and, without donbt, they would have
been greater if the greater part of the Inrlians bad not been chained.
'J.1lllls, there were but few Spaniards killed, but many wonncled. As
to the Indians, because they wern brave, and attacked and defended
themselves vigorously, there died more than nine hnndred of them,
who were the flower of the subjects of Vitachuco; whom· this barbarian unfortunately hmriecl headlong to destr'uction. He whs also
the canse of the death of four captains, whom they had drnwn from
the pond, who were involved in the misfortune of the others. It is
thns that the foolish and the rash clesti·oy the wise who believe· them
and obey their orders.

OHAP'rER XXVI.
THE PROVINCE OF OSSACI-IILE,
AFTER the defeat of the prisoners, the general remained four days
in the town of Vitaehuco, and had dressed his own wounds and
those of the others; and on the fifth he took the route to O ssachile.
The troops made four leagues the first day's journey, ancl camped
upon the borders of a great river which separates the province of
Ossachile from that of Vitachuco. But as this river was not ford1thle, it was necessary to build a bridge. The Spaniards, therefore,
qnieklycollected timber, and they already began to work on it, when
the Indians appeared on the othe1· side of the river to defend the
passage. So that they abanclonecl it, and made six large rafts of
many pieces of wood, upon which crossed a hundred f'usileers and
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crossbow-men, with fifty cnvaliers who carried the saddles of their
horses. Then Soto ordered that fifty horses should be rnnde to
swim acrnss, and that they shonld he saddled as soon as they
reached the other shore. rrhe_y then began to march into th~ pfo.in,
and the Indians quitting their position, gave time to erect the bri(lge,
which was made in a day and a half. The trnops passed o,·er.
Afterwards they found the lands planted with com and othel' sorts
of Yeo-etables
and beo-an
to see houses which were here and there in
0
l
0
the country, and wllich extended four leagues from there to the capital. This place was composed of two hundred houses, and was called
Ossachile, from the name of the cacique who lived there. From the
town of Vitadrnco to this one there are ten leagues of very plensant
plnin.
'l'he Indians at ffrst bad not dared to resist the Spaniards; but
when they saw them 011 their cultivated lands they turne11 upon
them ancl, concealing themselves in the corn, fire<l a great nnnfber
of an·ows at them and tried to defeat them. They also ,vmmded
many of them; bnt the Christians, irritated at seeing themsel ,·es
attacked, beat them back, made some of them prisone1·s, pierce<l t}le
greater part of them with their lances, and fought them for four
leagues.
As the Spaniards found the capital of Ossachile abandoned, and
that the eacique and all his people had fled, the general dispatehed
some of his Indian subjects to him, to beg him to make pea.ee with
the Christians. But he <lid not make any reply, and eyen those who
had. been sent to him did not return. In the mean time, the troops,
whiC'h sojourned two days in the country, placed themseh"es in
ambuscade, and captmed many barbarians who rendered them very
good SeI"\rice, and who being taken manifested for them as muc.d1
kindness as they had before shown aversion. These are the most
important things that happened in the provine of Ossachile.

CHAPTER XXVII.
CONCERNING THE TOWN AND HOUSE OF THE 0ACIQUE OF OSSACHILE,
A.ND THE CAPITALS OF THE OTHER PROVINCES

rrr-rn town and the house of the caciqne Ossachile were like those
. of all the other caciques of Florida. Therefore, without making a
particnlar description of this place and this house, it seems proper
to give only a general idea of all the capitals and all the houses of
the chiefs of the country. I will say then that th~ Indians endeavor
to place their towns upon elevated places. But because, in Jl'lorida,
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they rarely meet with this sort of place where they can find the
l)CCessary conveniences to build, they raise themselves eminences in
this manner. They choose a place where they bring a quantity of
ea1·th ·which they elevate into a kind of platform, two or three pikes
high; the top of which is capable of containing ten or twelve or
fl fteen or twenty houses to lodge the cacique with his family and all
his retinue. They then trace, at the ·bottom of this elevation, a
square place conformable to the extent of the village which they
would' make; nnd around this place the most important persons
build their dwellings. ~tihe common people lodge in the same manner; and thus they all environ the house of their chief. In orcler to
ascend to it they draw, in a straight line, streets from to'p to bottom;
each one fifteen or twenty feet wide, and unite them to ea~h other
with large posts, which enter very deep into the earth and which
serve for walls to these streets. 1rl1en they make the stairs with
strong beams which they put across, and which they square a.nd
join in orde1· that the work may be more even. The steps of these
stairs are seven or eight feet wide; so that horses ascend and descend them without difficulty. However, the Indians steepen all the
othel' si<les of the platform, with the exception of the stairs, so that
they cannot ascend to it; and the dwelling of tl.J.e chief is sufficiently
strong.*

CHAPTER XXVIII.
THE AUTHOR ANTICIPATES SOME DIFFICULTIES.

BEFORE proceeding farther it is proper to anticipate those who
should say, that in the other histories of the West Indies they have
not seen that the Indians ha.Ye said or done things worthy of
memory, as these which I have reported appear to have: that generally they even believe that these people are stupid, and that they
have not any policy, either in peace or in war; that, therefore, I
have either had a particular de::iign to praise the Indians among
whom I luwe been born, or that I am vainly emnlous to show my wit
at the expense of truth. I reply, that the belief of certain persons
that the Indians are not intelligent, ancl that they do not ·know how
to govern themselves in affairs of importance, is ill founded, and
contrary to what Acosta relates of them; an author very worthy of
confidence.t Besides I advance nothing but upon the relation of an

*

See Appendix, notes 17 and 18.

t Joseph D' Acosta, a celebratecl Spanish Jesuit. This great man, after having resided some years in both Americas, ancl informed himself, from experienced
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oculnr .aml accnrnte wit1w~:--, who t•nrt•fnlly rcvie1''!:!tl bil-l. ni-r,nmt;
who tuhlecl to it wlrnt h(• lrn<l forgottPn, nud r~trern!hc,l Um tl,in:_:-ii of
which he had not seen nll the particulars; so th~t, Clrtl)· •· 11 pyiu~
him, I can· assert that there is in thi:,; history nuthing l,ut tnnh.
j\forcoyer, I Im.Ye been the c•nemr of tktion tmd of nU tlrnt whh-h
they cnll romance. As to that whil'l1 th1.•y nmy say-tbnt l t•uthu.,,iusticall.r praise those of my own rouutry. it is im crmr; f,n· v,·r~·
from exa<meratintr
nnythitw,
it i~ impo~!:-ihle fnr me to put in t!wir
::,:::,
0
..
:::"'I.

fnr

proper light the facts whieh here prt•:-.ent themtleh-t<,s in erc>"·,1~. But.
I lay the defect of my inforior nhility upon tht~ chtB wnr~ whh·h
existed in the Indies during m.r ycmth. Letters were then nn f.,tl;!t'r
cnltinitecl, nnd we nppHed fmrsch·es only to arms- Wti J.·armf•l
horsemanship, and I aliandn11e1l myself to this extm.:ilK~ with ~.-enc
of my companions who have ncc1uired mueb dist.hu:tifllll tlwr,.~ :,ml
ha.Ye bceome excellent horsemen. But ns things hu·e ffim•t! r-h:rngi•il
their appearance, letters now flourish in the huUes; nm1 tlw .fo-.mt~

luwe established so mnny eollt~ges there that they can easily ,,lo without the uniyersitics of Spain.
Besides, to continue to show that I ,,Tite nothing but •·lmt li:t~
rcn1ly happened, I ,vill say tlrnt, one dnr, speaking ot tlw rt•J•fo:~
full of good sense, which the Imlian~ made tu the gt•nera1. 1 mnilc•
known to him who had given me this relation .. th:d, they w~ml-1
lwrclly bclieYe it. He replictl to me, thnt it 11,H im1>ortn11t. to •ti-.alrnse the public in regard to the 1>eoph.~ of the Wcitt Irufo•-.; :uul
tlrnt I myself knew that there wert! in these enuntril•~ JKU-ttou ... ur
sournl judgment nntl excelleut mind! who cmulm:t.ed lhem'idn•~
wisely~ in war aml in peace, nnd who re:ismu.'<l 1.·ery well on nll ~urt~
of affairs. '!'hat I might therltfm·e write hohUy tbe thin~s of uhh·h
he had assured me, and thnt. though I nhouhl speak ,r,;itb tlu:- t loqnence of the most famous orators, my words w<mh:I nmrcr (•ipml
the magnanimity, the c0tm1gl·. nur the glorious dt-ed,i, (>f tin! Indians. 'l'ha.t whether they helfo\·ed or not what l should Mty .. I
coulrl never, without doing injustice to tbe inhabitant~ of the
Indies, concenl through a cowardly com1•lacency,. tbeir \'tdor from
posterity. )fy anthor told me these very things, and I te(l(~at t 1wm
to make known to honorable nwn that thn& fat I ba\·e writ.t••n with
much sincerity; and thnt, iu the course of tbis hist.ory? l slrnll n•l•
vance nothing but the truth.
uf th1• eu!.toms of tltniw tmtinn~, wmt,• h1 ~pani•h Tl,. Nn,,n,il •:M•l J/.,,,tf
llist11r,1111t'tlt 1• /111/i,111.<:, whid1 wm..: priut,,,l Hr,.;,t iu :,:,,yiUi•,, in Ui1:til. r·.-pr·inl•· ,, ,d~••r ..
ward:; iu BarcPlona., in l:i!ll 1 nnil fr111u tlu•th't' dr~·ulat'-"tl Into tlal!! l'Ar► •m• lAn•
gnagn; of E11r11p1~.-t'1,A \'ltlEU.1,

lH'l':-ifllll'I,
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BOOK THIRD.
WHAT HAPPENED BETWEEN THE SPANIARDS AND THE INDIANS IN
THE PROVINCE OF AP ALA CHE.

CHAPTER I.
THE ARRIVAL OF THE TROOPS AT APALAOHE.

UPON the assurance which the Spaniards had, that they were not
far from the province of Apa]ache, ot' which they had been tol<l so
many marvels; that its lands were admirable for their fertility,
and its people very vnliant, they begged the general to lead th0m
into winter qnarters in this country, which he readily granted.
They therefore marched towards Apalache, and after having made,
in three days, twelve leagues, without :finding any habitation, they.
arrived the fourth, about noon, near a marsh half a league wide, and
its length greater than the eye conk] reach. It was, besides that, bordered on both sides with a forest, where the brambles and bushes,
joining together with the trunks of great tt·ees, rendered the entry
to it difficult.· In faet, they could not go to the marsh but by a
road so narrow that two men abreast had difileulty to pass it.
Before arriving there the troops encamped in a plnin; but as it was
early the general commanded two hundred foot soldiers and thirty
carnliers to go and reconnoHre the passage. He also ordered
twelve excellent swimmers to try the depth of the marsh, and to
notice well the places, so that they might, with safety, Yenture there
the next day. All the soldiers obeyecl immediately, but no sooner
were they in the forest than the Indians disputed witl1 them the
passage, and as the place was narrow, there were only the two first
of each party who conld tight. Therefore, the two best armed
Spaniards, drawing their swords, passed to the head of the others;
and being snpported by two fnsileers and two crossbow-men, vigorously charged the barbarians, .drove them along the forest, and
forced them to leap into the water. There the Indians stood firm
and fought courageously; so that on both si_des there were many
wounded aud slain, which prevented them from reconnoitring the
marsh. 'l'hey informed the general of it, who came with the Lest of
his troops. The enemy also were re-enforced, and the combat grnw
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obstinate; the Indians and the Spaniards up to their waists in water,
and among the brambles, the bushes, the trees, and rocks, ·which
they encountered everywhere. Nevertheless, on r men, determined
to reconnoitre the passage or die, took courage more and more, and
surmounting every obstacle, they drove the barbarians as far as the
other side of the water, and founrl that it was easy to ford it, except in the middle, ·where 1 for about forty pnces, they crossed on
timbers. rl'hey also saw, on the other side of the water, a very
dense forest, which they could not pass hut through a defile, and it
l.iad as much of marsh as of forest, which ·were here and there a
league and a half across. When t.he general had reconnoitred the
rout·e, he returned to his troops to encourage them to conq ueL' the
clitliculties which presented themselves. He took the counsel of llis
captains, on the manner in which he should act, and ordered a
hundred cavaliers to dismount and all take theiL· shields, and march
in front; and two hundred men, as many crossbow-men as fusileers,
to support them, and each one have an axe, in order to clear a place
of' the wood which was on the other side of the marsh, for tile
Spaniards were obliged to defile through a place where they could
easily close the passage on them. He l>elieved that it was impossible for them to traverse the two forests that du,y; wherefore, he
made them camp in the second., so as not to be exposed during tlie
night to the ambuscades of the barbarians.

CHAPTER II.
THE PASSAGE OF THE MARSH,

.A.s soon as the general had given his orders, each sohlier took
some parched corn fur a day, and then marched about two hun<hed
of the bravest of the army. .A.s they had a design to surprise the
barbarians, they slipped away, witliout noise, two 1,1.ours ·before day
by a path which conclucted them as far as the bridge; which they
passed without resistance; the Indians not having had the precaution to seize it, in the belief that the Spaniards would not expose
themselves by night in the woods. But when the day dawned, and
the Indians saw their enemies passed, they advanced with loud
shouts, and, in despair at not ha\'ing sooner seized the passage, they
charged with fury upon tllem, in ortler to defend a quarter of a
league of marsh which remained to cross. Tlle Christians, on their
side, recei\·ecl them with courage, and they both fought in the water.
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Onr people pressed them so vigorously that they drove them out
· and shut them in the defile which was on the other side.
The Spaniards, who saw that the Indians annoyed them, resolved
that a hunclred and. fifty soldiers should make an esplanade for to
camp; and there being no other route than this defile, that the
other fifty should defend .it and hinder the Indians from coming
to attack the workmen; they executed immediately this resolution.
In the mean time, the Indians who could not fire upon the soldiers
endeavored to frighten them by their yells; but the Spaniards did
not cease to do their duty. Some defended the passnge of the
defile, some cut down the woods, and others burnt what had lleen
cut, in orcler to clear the place. The night having surprised them
at this work, they remained each one at his post, and could not
sleep because of the continual yells of the barbarians. When it
-was day the rest of the troops began to march without the enemy
opposing them. But the difficulty of the road ancl the briers wl.lich
they encountered there incommoded them so mnch, tliat, ·lieing
obliged to defile, they could reach only the place where they had
cut down the woods. It ·was there that the Indians tormented them
au· the night with their cries and, above all, gave alarm to those
who defended the passage, to whom they had taken care to forward
provisions from hancl to hand. As soon as day dawned they all
marched with diligence by the defile of the forest, and drove before
them the Indians, who, after bnvi1ig disdmrged their arro,vs, retreated little by little, and yielded only as much ground as could be
gained by the sword.
The Spaniards traversed in this manner this second forest; after
which they entered another, not so dense, where the enemy, having
room to extend themselves, incommoded them very much; for they
took them on all sides. Some attacked, others prepared for combat
and did not engage until their companions had retired·, so as not
to wound· one another with the multitude of arrows which they
showered.
But, although the trees of this last forest, ·where the Indians and
Spaniards fought, were not so close as those of the first, the horses,
for all that, conld not run lmt in certain places; and this made the
enemy bolder. 'l'hat, also, which increased their courage, was the
almost incredible rapidity with which they d.ischargecl their arrows.
One Indian had shot six or seven times before a Spaniard had fired
and reloaded. 'l'he Indians, in fact, are so adrnit in llandling the bow,
that no sooner have they fil'ecl tllan they are ready to recommence.
The places of the forest where the horses could run were small
eminences; but the barbarians had obstructed them with long pieces
20
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of wood, and had made, at places where it wns impossibll' to get at
them, entrances and outlets in order to fall upon the Spaniards
without the possibility of being injured by them. rr1ic Indians had
some clays before thought of all these things. 1'hey knew that the
forest of the marsh was dense, and that there they could not much
incommode the Spaniards. However, they considered that in the
woods where they were they would gain some advantage over the
Christians, and with this view they had recourse to ruses, to wound
or s1ay them all. Our men, on their side, endeavored to shun the
mnbuscades which they made for them; and seeing that theil· horses
were useless to them, they thought only of defending themselves.
The Indians, who discovered that, exerted themselves more and
more to put them to rout. They were, moreover, encouraged by
the remembrance of what hacl taken place ten or twelve years before.
'rhey had defeated, in the same place, N arbaez, and they threatened.
to treat the troops of Soto in the same way. 0 nr men were tormented in this manner during two leagues, and afterwards nrrived
in an open country, where, after having given thanks to God for
hav.ing delivered them from danger, they fought on horseback with
much courage and success. For, in two other leagues of march
through an open country as far as the cultivated lands, they <lid
not encounter an Indian that was not either taken or slain. Especially they did not give any quarter to those who made R show of
resisti-ng them ; so that, on that clay, there died many of the enemy;
and the Spaniards avenged gloriously the defeat of the people of
Narbaez.*

CHAPTER III.
THE MARCH OF THE SPANJARDS TO THE CAPITAL.
AFTER all these things, the general, with his troops, camped on
a plain near a village, where commenced the habitations and cultivated lands _of Apalache. But the barbarians, who thought only of
tormenting the Christians, did nothing lrnt shoot and shout all the
night, so that both were continually upon their guard. 1'he clay
arrived, the Spaniards marched through lands planted with corn,
which were two leagues in extent, -where they met with many
houses, distant_ from one another, without any fol'm of a village.
The Indians who were in these houses .furiously rnshecl out upon
the Christians and tried to kill them; but our men, irritated at the

* See page 97.
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boldness of the barbarians, cl rove them across the :fields, and pierced
them with violent thursts of their lances. ':tihey went to this extremity with them, in order to snbdne them; bnt vei·y ust>lessly;
the more the Spaniards showed their valor, the more the courage of
the Indians increased.
Finally, after two leagues of travel through cultivated lands, our.
men arrived at a very deep stream, bordered on both sides witl1 a
very thick forest. 'l'he enemy, who were fortified in this place,
awaited there to defeat the troops. But it happened otherwise than
they expected. 'rlie Spaniards, having reconnoitred the post of
the enemy, the best armed cavaliers dismounted, gained the passage
sword in hand, arn1 cnt with axes the palisades which covered the
barbarians and hindered the horses from advancing.
'l'he Indians then violently charged our men, of whom many were
wounded and some killed. 'l'he passage was difficult, ancl the Indians, who hoped to conquer, made a last effort becanse of the
advantage of the place. Nevertheless, they were unfortnnate; the
Spaniards attacked with so mnch orde1· and cournge that they brnke
through them with the loss of bnt very few of their men. 'l'hen
they made two more leagues through cultivated lands; but the Indians, who dreaded the horses, did not attack them. 'rhe Spaniarcls, therefore, lodged in the field, hoping that, finally, during
the night, they might take some repose. They were, however, disapi>0inted. 'l'he Indians, under favor of the darkness, gave them
continual alarm, in order to sustain their ·reputation, and to pass for
braves, in the estimation of their neighbors. In the morning as the
troops were marching, tl1ey were informed by the prisoners that they
were lrnt two leagues from the capital, and that the eacique, with a,
great number of his subjects, awaited there the Christians, in oriler
to fight them. The general immediately detached .two lrnnrll'ed
horses and a hundred foot soldiers. He advanced toward the to,vn
and commanded that upon the route they shot1ld put all to the
sword. He arrived at the place and found it abandoned, and tile
chief run away. But upon information that he was not far, he began to search for him, hunted two leagues around the villnge, slew
and made many Indian prisoners, without being able to capture
· Oapasi. It is thus that the chief of the Apalaches is called, and he
was the first, up to this time, wllo had 'not borne the name of his
province. The general, despairing of taking this barba1:ian, rejoined
the army, which was in the capital. 'l1his pbce ha.cl two hnnclrecl and
fift.y houses. Sotp took for himself that of Oapasi, at the end of the
town, ·and more elevated than the others.
'l'he province of _.Apalache has, besides a great number of lrnbita-
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tions scattered here and there throngh the country, nrn,ny villages
of fifty and sixty houses each, of whid1 some are a league distant
from the others, ancl some, two or three. 'I1hc situation of the conn•
try is very agreeable. 'rhere are there, many ponds. They fish
there all the year, and the inhabitants make provision of fish for
their support. The country does not cease to be fertile in every
other respect. Soto and his men felt, also, a manifest joy at hi:wing
ari'ived there; for, without speaking of the proYisions whieh they found
thern, they acquired much glol'y. in the conflicts which they fonght
there. I shall relate them, to make known the holc1ness of the Jn.
dim1s and the valor of the Spaniards.

CHAPTER IV.
'rHEY RECONNOI'rRE THE COUNTRY.
AF'rER the army ha<l refreshed itself some· days, Soto sent troops,
under the command of 'rinoco, Vasconcelo, and Aniasco, to explore
the province of A palache and the neighboring countries. Two of
these captains went by different routes, fifteen or twenty leagues
toward the north. They retumec1, tlie one at the end of eighteen
clays, ancl the other at the end of uine, and said that they har1 seen
many towns, well populated. That the land was fertile, and that
there were neither forests nor marshes. Aniasco* reported entirely
the contrary; that it was very difficult to travel in the country;
that there were but forests and swampy places; and that the more
they advanced the more difficult the roads were. Nugnez,t in his
commentaries, says nearly the same thing; that. the 1.rrovince of .
Apnlache is fnll of marshes, covered with woods, sterile, and badly
populated. 'rlrnt is really true of plnces in tbe vicinity of the sea, but
not of the places which the general sent to discoYer. What confirms me
in this belief is, that the greater part of the Telation of Nugnez, having been given by the Indians, they have maliciously described their
country as a country frightful and inaccessible, in order to deprive
the Spaniards of the idea of conquering it. I may add, that the
people of Narbaez, of whom Nugnez relates the ac1Yentmes, having
been beaten at Apalache, and even the greater part having died
there of hunger, they conld not entirely discover this province.
Therefore, I relate nothing but what is ce1·tai11 of the part of Apalache where Soto was; and that which Nugnez 1·elates of the places
of this country which are in the vicinity of the sea, is also very true.

* Aniasco went toward the south.
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Alvaro Nugnez Cabeza de Vaca.
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CHAPTER V.
THE DISCOVERY OF THE COAST.
WHEN Aniasco went to discover the sea-coast, which was not
thirty leagues from A palache, he took fifty foot soldiers and forty
cavaliers. He also took with him Arias Gomes, a valiant and experienced solc'lier, who gave good counsels, swam very well, and
found means to give snccess to enterprises which were undertaken
by sea or by land. Arias had been a slave in Barbary, and had so
well learned the language of the country that, escaping from the
power of the infidels, he repaired to the frontier, where the Christians were, withont the Moors, whom he met nnd to whom he spoke,
discovering that he was a foreigner. This cavalier and his companions set off about noon, guided by an Indian who had vol 11 ntarily ofl'Pred himself for that pnrpose, and who nrn.nif'ested much
affection for them. They made in two clays twelve leagues. rrhey
passed two small rivers and safely arrived at the town of Ante,
which they found abandoned, nnd filled with all sorts of provisions.
rrhoy took enough of them for fonr clays, and continued their march
hy a fair road. But finally the guMe, conceiving that it was wrong
in him to gnide them faithfully, led them out of the way into a
forest where there were many large fallen trees, and where they dicl
not find any road. He also caused them to go by certain places
which were without woor1, and so full of mire that the horses and
the men could hardly extricate themselves from it. That which
incommoded them most was the great quantity of large brambles
which ran upon the grnund, ancl which gave them much trouble.
However, they marched five days in these ways, where they suffered
incredible hardships. But when they had exhausted theil' provisions they returned to Ante to get others, in order to continue
their route, and upon the way experienced toils which cannot he
described, because, repassing the same places by which they came,
the earth there being already trodden, they sank deeper than before.
Besi<1es, while they wel'e wandering among the woods, they found
themselves at times so near to the sea that they hearrl the noise of
the waves. Bnt immediately their gnide led them away anrl tried
to entangle them in places from which, not being able to extl'icate
themselves, they might all die of hunger. As for himself, lie did
not care to perish so-that he involved them in his ruin. However,
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in spite of his malice, they returned to A ute~ m·t!rt~cnm• wiLh fatigue
and hunger, having lived during four clays np11n rt10ts only .. 'rhey
there refreshed themselves a little, took 111·ovisions for fh·e <la.rs,
and continued their discovery by routes still more detestable than
the first.
One night, as the Spaninrc1s reposed in the ,mods near a lnrg-e
fire, the Indian who guided them, wenrie(l with lwing so long a
tim.e destroying them, took a firebrmH1 and struck with it a soldiee
in the face. rrhe otliers, who saw this insolence, would without
doubt have slain him if .A.niasco had not representcl1 to them that
they could not substitute a guide, and that it was necessary to bear
with this one. Afterwards they went to sleep ngain, and the
1ndian had still tlle boldness to maltreat another soldier, hut they
cbasLised his rashness by beating him with a stick. Xevertheless,
he clid not return to his duty, and before day he eYen beat another.
This last insolence drew upon him Yiolent blows, :md caused him to
l1e chained; after which they garn him in l~eeping to one of the
most robust of the troop, with orders to walt'h him closely. 'l'he
clay come, they begnn to march, displet1sed with the diflienlty of
the route and the concfoct of their guide. 'l'hi:;; barbarian, seeing
himself not in a condition to lose them nor to escitpe, fell in desparation upon him who guarded him, nml, seizing him behind,
tl1rew him to the earth ancl maltreated him with yiolent kicks. 'l'he
Spaui::trds, finally exasperated a.t this madness, gave him several
tl1rnsts with the sword and lnnee, of which not one hurt him more
than n. switch, nncl they snirl that he was clrnrmed. .Aniasco~ surprised at that,, raised himself in his stirrnps, took his la11ce in both
h:rnds, and gave him with it a blow with all his force. Still, notwithstanding ho was Yery robust, he only slightly wounded him.
Then, despairing of being alile to take his life, they abandoned him
to a grayhournl, and it was in this manner tlmt, the perfidious wretch
deserved· to be trented. Suarcely were they fifty steps from him
when they heard the dog howl as if they were killing him. They
retnmecl and found the guide, who, with his thumbs, held the two
sides of the chaps of the grnyhonnd and tore them so thnt the
clog could not defend himself. One of the soldiers immedintely
garn the barbarian so many thrnsts with his sword that
kille~l
him ; another with a knil'e cut off his lw.n1ls, vvhi<.'!1, being separated
from the body, still held ilnnly to the elrnps of the <log. AftPrwards our men eontinnecl their route, mu1 (•omuurndefl, mHier penalty
of' death, nn Indinn whom they ha<l tnkPn when tlwy retnrnecl to
Ante, to ccrncluc:t them faithfully. This sarnge, whil~ the first was
liring, liacl never intended to set·ve them. Ifo pretcmled to be den.f
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when they spoke to him, because the other had threatened him with
death if he replied. But when he saw himself c1eliverel1 from his
companion, and as he feared some bad treatment, he made known by
signs that he would conduct the Spaniards to the sea at the same
place where N arbaez had built his sllips; that, however, it was first
necessary to retrace their steps to A ute, and from there they would
take the route. But as the Spaniards gave him to understand that
they were near the sea, since they heard the waves, he made known
to them that, by the route which they held, it was impossible to arrive
there, because of the woods and the marshes. 'l'hey then returned to
Aut-e, where they, with much trouble, arrived in five days. 'rl1~t
which cUsturbed them, besides, was the .uneasiness which they imagined the general would experience because they remainetl too long
at their discovery. During the march, Arias and Silvestre went be:for~ and captured two Indians, of whom, having de1nancled by signs
if they coulcl lead them to the sea, they made known that in that respect th~y would serve them with fidelity, and they coincided in opinion with the guide. Our people, full of joy and hope to succeed in
their discovery, passed tranq nilly the night, and when it was clay
they took their route across large stubble fields by a very agreeable
road. which enlarged by degrees. However, they met with one bad
defile, but tll.ey easily extricated themselves from it; so that, at the
end of twelve leagues, they found themselves npon the shores of a
vast gulf, which they coasted and finally arrived wlrnre Narbaez had
landed. 'l'hey saw the places where he made the iron-works for his
ships, and found rnnch charcoal · around, with the troughs which
had served to feecl the horses.* Then the Indians showed the place
where they had slain ten soldiers of Narbaez, und made known by
signs and by words the principal adventures of that captain, for the
inhabitants of this coast had retained some '\Yords of Spanish.
They even tried each day to learn more of them. In the mean
time, .Aniasco and his comp::mions searched with much care upon
the bark and in the hollows of trees to see if they could find some
memorial or some writing, for always it is the custom of those who
have the first discovered a country to leave instructions, which
sometimes liave been of great importance. But seeing that they
discovered nothing, they followed the coast of the gnlf as far as the
open sea, which was but three leagues from there. Afterwards,
when the tide was down, twelve of the best swimmers entered into
boats half stranded. They sounded the entxancc of the gulf, and
found it navigable for the largest vessels. rrhey left signs of it

* See page 88.
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upon the highest trees, in order that those who should come into
these quarters might take their precautions. rrhen Aniasco returned to the camp, where the general was very glad to see him ancl
to learn that he had discovered a good port.

CHAP11 ER VI.
A PARTY OF THIRTY LANCERS FOR THE PROVINCE OF HIRRIGA.
WHILST they were occupied with discovering the coast, tbe general,
who saw winter approaching, put his soldiers in garrison; and as
he knew that Calderon did nothing at tlle capital of Harriga, he sent
liim orders to come and join him. In the mean time he bad provisions gathered, a11d houses built to lodge his men more comfortably.
He also commanded the town of Apalache to be fortified, in orcler to
place himself under shelter frG>m tlle assaults of the barbarians;
and he clispntchecl persons to· Capasi, with presents, to induce him
to peace. But this caciqne would not listen to :1,ny propositions;
and fortified himself in a very intricate forest. As Soto lost all
thought of gaining him, be ordered Aniasco, who had courage and
good luck, to leave with tllirty lancers for Hirriga. 'l'his command
was severe, for the route was about one hundred and fifty leagues,
and they ran the risk of very great clangers. It was necessary to
1mss among a people, bold and valiant, ancl declared enemies; to
cross rivers and very difficult swamps. However, notwithstanding
all these considerations, the thirty Spanial'ds courageously undertook the expedition, and performed very brilliant actions. But I
pity them for· having only an Indian to relate them. Nevertheless,
to render them what I can, I shall report the names of those who
lmve come to my know ledge. Juan de Soto, Aniasco, Arias, Cacho,
Atiensa, Cordero, Silvestre, Espinosa, Fernande, Carillo, Atanasio,
Abadia, Cadena, Segreclo, Argote, Sanchir, Pecbaclo, and Moron.
'l'his last had a scent so fine that he scented better than a hunting
clog. For, many times in the island of Cuba, going with his companions to hunt the Indians who had revolted, and who had taken
to flight, he traced them in the bushes, in the hollows of trees, aml
in the caverns where they had concealed themselves. He scented,
also, fire for more than a league; for often, without having seen
either light or smoke, he said to those who accompanied him, that
there was a fire close by, and they found it at half a lengue or a
]eagne from there.
'l'hese thirty lancers left Apalache the twentieth day of October
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of the year 1539. They were well mounted, nnd had their he1mets
on their heads, their corslets ove1· thefr clothes, and their lances in
their hands, anct some provisions in their valises. In this state, they
·went out before clay, in order that the Indians might not perceive
them and go and seize upon the passes. 'l'hey travelled with
speed; they even galloped very often, and slew, upon the route,
some barbarians by whom they feared to be discovered. 1.'hey
continued thus their route, and arrived at the swamp of A palache,
which they safely crossed. As they had made more than thirteen
leagues this day, twenty cavaliers reposed, and the others watched
for fear of surprise. Afterwards they travelled twelve leagnes
through the uninhabited country, from the swamp of Apalache to
the town of Ossachile.
But in the fear of being seen, and lest they might win the passnge
from them, they made a halt towards the evening, and about midnight passed Ossachile at a fast gallop. One league beyond they left
their road, to take, clnring the rest of the night, a little repose; and
held themselves upon their guard according to their custom. At
break of day they started again at a fast gallop, because there were
persons in the fields, and they feared to be discovered. They travelled five leagues from the place where they reposed, to the river
Ossachile, and exceedingly fatif!necl their horses. But when tlley
approached this river, Silvestre took the lead; and as he saw that
the water was not so high as when the troops crossed it, he rushed
into it, and fortunately gained the other side.
Aniasco, and all the otheri;;, followed him, and as soon as they had
crossecl they ate. They afterwnrds continued their journey at a slow
pace, and made four leagues from this river to Vitachuco; where,
fearing to be obliged to fight against the Indians, they resolved to
spur on with all speed. But when they reached this town, the condition in which they found it, reassured them. It was abancloned,
the houses entirely ruined, ancl the streets strewn with slnin barbarians. rrhe Indians destroyed; in this manner, this place, in the belief that it wa.s unfortunate. They also Jcft the dead without burial,
because they regarded them as miserable beings, who had not been
able to execute their designs, and who ought to be the prey of wild
beasts: a chastisement with which they punished those who had
failed in war.
~l'he party were hardly out of Yitaclrnco when they met two Indians who were hunting, and who had the air of people of rank.
When tl-iese barbarians saw the Christians they retired unde1· a walnut tree; but one of them, not believing- himself in safety, fled to a
forest on the side of the road. 'l\vo cavaliers overtook and cap-
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turecl him. .As for the other Indian, who had conrage, fortune
fn.vo1·ecl him. I•'or, holding the arrow in place upon the bow, he opposed the cavaliers, and threatened to fire upon them if they approached. Some, irritated at thjs boldness, wished to go and pierce
hnn with their lances. But A.niasco told them that it was unbe- ·
coming them, to wish to take tlle lifo of this rash person; that in
the situation in which they were, they onght not to expose themselves to be either wounded or slain. 'rherefore he turned them
aside from the road, which was near the walnut tree, and commanded
them to advance at a hard gallop. The barbarian, in the mean time,
. presented at them his bow as they defiled. '!'hen he began to cry
out to them that they were cowards for not having dared to attack
him; and he said to them many other insults, accompanied with
arrogance and threats. A.this cry, the Indians on both sides of the
road flocked together, and began to call to each other to cut them
off from the passage. However, the thirty Spaniards extricated
themselves from these, and arrived in a plain where they took a little
repose. They made, this day, which was the third of their journey,
seventeen leagues; and the fourth, as many through the province of
Vitachuco. But the people of' this country, indignant at what had
passed, endeavored to avenge upon them the defeat· of their men.
1'hey dispatched pe1·sons to give notice of the route of the Christians, in order that they might seize upon the ·avenues. The ca,rnliers,
wllo discovered this, rode at full speecl, captured the messengers, and
. slew seven of them, with their lances. They arrived that day, about
evening, in a very beautiful plain, where, not hearing any noise, they
reposed for some time. ~r11ey left there after midnight, and, at sunrise, hncl made five leagues, and bad reached the river Ocaly. 'rhey
expected to find it not so high as ordinarily, but they found the waters
over the banks, and rapid, which whirled in many plnces, and marked
the gulf which it covererl. Besides, the enemies assembled upon
the borders of the river, and encouraged each other, by their cries,
to defend the passage of it.
'rhe Spaniards then, considering the clanger which menaced
them, and that to escape, it was necessm;y not to lose time in vain
deliberations, appointed twelve among them to gain the other shore,
in order to assist them when they should cross. They also ordered
fourteen to cut branches with which they made floats on which to
place their accoutrements, with those who could not swim; and
that the others should resist the barlmrians vv'110 assembled to
hinde1· their crossing. 'l.1lds order given, the t,•telve cavaliers resolved to die or accomplish the_ object of their design. They urged
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their horses into the river, ancl with helmets on their heads, coats
.of mail over their ~hirts, and lance in hand, eleven safely gained an
openiug on the other side; only Cacho could not re.ach it, because
his horse had not strength enough to break the force of the water.
He was th~reforn constrained to let himself' go along the river to
search some outlet. When he found none, he saw himself forced
to implore the succor of his companions, who were cutting wood. .
F6nr leaped into the water and saved him. But let us leave these
cavaliers, and consider what the general did at Apalache.

CHAPTER VII.
THE CAPTURE OF CAPASI.

Soro, wearied at seeing these savages at his heels, believed that
if he could tnke Oapasi, he could reduce them without trnnble. He
the1·efore carefully foquired concerning his retreat, and learned that
be was eight leagues from the army, in a dense forest, where he
expected to be in security, as much on account of the situation of·
the place as of the swamp and of the people whom he had to defend
it. Upon this news, the general took. as many soldiers as he had
need of, and went, in person, to seize the cacique. After much
labor, he reached, in three clays, the place of the forest which the
Indians had fortified.· It was a place of which they had cut down
the trees, ancl to which they could not approach except by a very
narrQw avenue, half. a league long. But at every hundred paces
they had good 1mlisacles with stakes, and each palisade was well
clefendecl. Such was the place where Capasi had retired with a
great number of his subjects who had resolved to perish rather than
see their lord in the power of his enemies. Finally, Soto having
arriYed at the avenue which led to the intrenchment where the
cacique was, he found the people determined to defend the entrance
against him; and at the same time he made the attack. But as the
way was qarrow, it was only the _foremost who fought, who, after
enduring some discharges of' arrows, gained, sword in hand, the
fil'st a11d second palisades. They pulled up the stakes and cut the
bonds which tied them. The barbariaiis fired, and wounded some
of them. rrhe Spaniards, encouraged more and more, rushed head~
long, as far as the third barricade, which they forced, gaining thus
all the others; and advancing step by step, in spite of the resist~
ance of the enemy, as far as the place where Oapasi was.
Then the Indians, who saw their caciq ne in danger, redoubled
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their .efforts, rnshed among the swords and lances, and fought to
desperation. Onr people, on their side, attacked with vigor, and
did not iose sight of Capasi, for fear lest he might escape them.
The general, above all others, showed his courage; fought, like a
true captain, at the head of his men, and animated them by his
example and by llis words. Finally, the barbarians failing of defensive arms, gave way; the Spaniards made a.last effort, and cut
them nearly all in pieces.
The caciqne, who saw the carnage which they made of his subjects, and that those who resisted coukl no.longer defend him, commanded them to lay down their arms, and at the same i'nstant they
came and embraced the fr.nees of Soto, and besought him with tears
to pardon their lord, and to order that they should rather take their
lives t,han to do him any injury.. 'I1he general, touched by this
generosity, yielded on condition that they should remain in subjection.
Oapasi came to sa1nte Soto, who received him very civilly, very
glad to have him in his power. 'l'his cacique was snpportecl hy
some Indians who aided him to walk, because he was extmordinarily large. He could neither make a step, nor hold himself upon
his feet; so that they carried him upon a handbnrrow wherever he
wished to go, and in his house he went upon all fours. This weight
was the caL1se why he could not retreat very far.

ORA PTER VIII.
CAPASI GOES TO QUELL HIS SUBJECT~, AND ESCAPES.
·AFTER the captnre of Onpasi, the general returned to the quarters,
in the hope tlrnt the Indians would no more harass the troops; hut
it happened quite otherwise. Il'l'itated at the confinement of their
caciqne, and not being any longer occupied with protecting him,
they made more disturbance tlrn,n usual. Soto, enraged at this,
complained to Onpasi that his subjects were ungratefol fo1· the
good treatment that was given him; that in respect to themselves,
they were obliged to use another sort; thnt he had neither seized
their goods nor ra\'agecl their lnmls; und that if they had not attacked him, he would never have permitted nny one to have been
wounded or slain; that the1·eforc he commancled them not to lay
any more ambuscades for the troops; tbnt othenvise he. would make
open war upon them, and put nll to fire al1(1 sword; that finally, he
should consider thu,t in the state in which fortune had redu<!ed him,
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the Inc1ianB were tyeating the Spaniards so cruelly, that they would
compel them to some violence towards him, and to carry desolation
into his province.
Cnpasi 1·cplied with respect, and apparently with gratitude, that
the conduct of his subjects clispleasecl him so mnch the more, as,
since his confinement, he had sent thein orders not to do any injury
to the Spaniards. But that all the care he had taken for that pmpose
hnd been useless. '11 hat they doubted the messengers which he had
sent to them, and could not believe the good treatment which they
had given him; that, on the contrary, they rather imagined that he
wns loaded with chains and exposed to all sorts of insults; that,
therefore, he prn.yed the general to command some of his soldiers to
accompany him a~ for as six leagues from the camp, to a forest
where he wonk1 find aU the bravefit of his vassals; that tbern he
vrnnkl call them by their nnmes; that they would come at his call;
that having related to them the favors which he had receiYecl, they
,vonld cease all acts of hostility; and that this was the only means
of reducing tliem.
1'he general, moved by these reasons, hacl the caciqne escorted by
a company of cavalry and of infantry as far as the place where he
asserted that his subjects were; and he ordered the captains, above
all things, to take care of the barl>arian. Afterwards Ghey left before
day, and after six leagues of travel they arrived, towards noon, at
the forest where the Indians had retired. The cacique immeclia.tely
sent three of his people there. But hardly were they there than
they returned with twelve others; whom he commanded to notify
his principal subjects to join him, and to present themselves before
him the next day, as be liad to communicate to them things which
eoneerned their glory and their interest. The Indians immediately
entered the forest with this order. In the mean time, the Spaniards
placed sentinels everywhere; they reposed during the night, satisfied
with the conduct of Capasi, and in the expectation of returning with
honor to the camp. But when the clay appeared they experienced
that the most flattering hope is often disappointed. They no longer
found the caciqne nor one of the .sa.vages who had accompanied him.
Surprised at this extraordinary event, they inquired of each other
how the thing bad happenec1 ; and, as they replied that it was impossible that he had flecl, because the sentinels asserted that they
hac1 ·watched all the night, they believed that Capasi had implored
the succor of some demon, and that he had been carded away by
him. What is certain is, that the Spaniards being fatigued fell
asleep, and that the savage, who saw a good opportunity to escape,
dragged himself, without noise, on till fours; tliat whilst he fl.eel,
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he fonncl in ambush some of his subjects who carrie<l him off.
Heaven, without doubt, favored on this occasion the Spaniards; for
if, at the time they slept, the Indians had come to attack them,
they ·would have slaughtered them. But, all transported with joy,
they thought only of putting their chief in safety. As they
concealed him very well, the Spaniards searched in vain for him all
the clay. Besides the Indians contented themselves with ridiculing
the Spanin.rds and insulting them. So that they returned to tlle
camp, without jeopardy, but in the greatest confusion in the world
for having let their prisoner escape. They excused themselYes,
because in the night in whic.:h he had escaped they had heard an
extraordinary noise; aml that, having been .guarded with so mnch
care, the devil must have carried him off.
··
The general, who saw that the error was irreparable, would blame
110 one. He feigned to give faith to all that they told him; that
the I nclians were great sorcerers, and that they _<lid vei·y wonderful
things. Nevertheless, however good a face he put upon it, he was
sensibly toucliecl at the negligence of his officers.

CHAPTER IX.
THE CONTINUA'rION OF THE MARCH OF THE THIRTY LANCERS.
WHEN the raft was made, the soldiers launched it into the Ocaly
with long cprds, and two swimmers carried one of them to thP. other
shore to eleven of their companions. In the mean time the Indians
assem.bled with loud cries; but those who had crossed resisted them
vigorously, and after having pierced the foremost of them with their
lances, the others cfarecl not await them; so that the Spaniards were
masters of the field. Bl:!canse the enemies were not in great number
on this side of the river, there were only four cavaliers who opposed
them. 'l'wo caracoled up, the others down; for the barbarians approached from these two sides.
'rhese cavaliers engaged them so adroitly that the rafts had
opportunity to cross several times. The first time they carried the
clothes of those who were on the other shore· for havino- but their
.
'
'
0
coats of mail over their shirts, there blew a north wind which chilled
them. 'l'he second time, they crossed the equipage and the valises
with those who could not swim. 'rlie greater part of the others,
impatient to fight, crossed the Ocaly by swimming; ancl. in ordcl'
as they passed they joined those who were engaged with the Indians.
So that there remained on this side of the river only two cavaliel's
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of the four who sustained the enemy, and who passed in this manner; whilst one made his horse enter the river and accommodated
himself on the raft, the other drove back the barbarians. \.Vhen he
had chased them sufficiently far, he returned at full speed, untied
the rope which ~1eld the raft to the shore, anc1 crossed the Ocaly wiLl1
his companion. The Indians charged witli fury upon them, but in
vain; everything conspired in favor of the cavaliers.
About two hours after midday, as all the Spaniards had crossed,
they took the road to the town of' Ocaly-, to comfort Oaclio, frozen
with the cold am1 o,·ercome by fatigue; the Indians, who perceived
them, proposed to oppose their entry into it. But they resistef1
only in order to favor the retreat of their people; and when they
knew that they had fled into the woods, they retired. 'rhe cavaliel's
immediately entered the town, and stationed themselves in the
middle of a great square, for fear of smprise if they lodged in
the houses. .Afterward, they kindled four great fires at some distance from each other, and in this space they placed Cacho. They
covered him with clothes and gave bim a shirt, from which he received mnch comfort, and they remained there the rest of the day.
Ent as Cacho was not yet in a condition to follow, and as it was
dangerous to stop there longer, because the barbarians were able
to assemble to cut them off from the road, they redoubled theit·
care, in order to promptly restore their compa.nion. 1.'hey fed thei1·
horses, repaired. the harness, took some plums, grapes, and other
dried fruits, which they found in _abundance.
Afterward, when it was night, they posted vic1ettes, a1,cl scoured
the environs; and about midnight two cavaliers heard n, noise as
of people who were marching. One of them put spnrs to his horse.
and came to inform the troops of it. In the mean time, the other
remained to discover more certainly what it was, and perceiving by
the light of the moon, a body of Indians who were advancing toward
Ocaly, he hastened, with all speed, to give notice of it. They
immediately placed Cacho on horseback, and because he could not
well hold himself there, they tied him to the saddle ai1c1 ordered a
cavalier to take care of him. Thereupon they left and travelled with
so great speed, that, at break of day, they had already made six
large leagues.
·
r:rhey travelled in this manner when they passed through very
popnlons places ; they even slew those whom they found, in order
that they might not disclo(Se their route; bnt through places uninhabited, they went at a slow pace, in order to rest their horses, and
to gallop in case of necessity. ':tihis clay, which was the s_ixth of
their journey, they made nearly twenty leagues~ both through the
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country of Ocaly, as well as through the province of Acuera. The
next d~y Antiensa was taken ill, and a few hours after he died on
the route, upon his horse. His companions, who had not stopped
to relieve him, not believing his sickness dangerons, were sensibly
tonchec1 that, on an occasion so sol'rowfnl, death had taken from
them this c:.walier. As grief, under these circumstances, is of no
avail, and as they were obliged to advance rapidly, they made a
ditch, where they interred Antiensa, and continneJ their route.
They marched, this day, twenty leagues, and at sunset, arrived at
the great swamp. These long journeys are, without doubt, snrprising things, and those who haYe not been present at the conquest of
Florida, woukl hardly have believed them. NeYertheless, there is
nothing more certain; the cavaliers made, in seven clays, one hunrlred and six leagues, which there are from Apalache to the Great
Swnmp.* rhey found it so swollen that the waters flowed in and
out of it, with nn impetuosity like to that of an arm of the sea.
For my part I am so surprised every time I consider the labor of the
horses to pass through such places, that I believe that they would
not ha,ve been able to endure so much fatigue, if they had not been
fed on corn. 'l'he use of it is indeed excellent, and gives new forces
to the animals which eat of it. It is the reason wlly the inhabitants of Peru, who make use of llamas for beasts of burden, nourish
them only with this kind of grain, which renders them vigorous ancl
able to bear the weight of a maii.
rr110 cavaliers then passed the. night upon the borders of the
swamp, and were so cold that they were compelled to kindle many
fires, and that made them fear lest the Indians should perceive then),
.for only twenty would have prevented them from crossiug. 'l'hey
even wonkl hn.ve easily killed them, because, with their boats, they
would have been able to fire upon them without clanger. Besides,
our peovle had neither pistols nor crossbows, and it was impossible
for them to aic1 themselves with their horses. 1'hns they passed
the night in a continual dread, and prepared for the labors of the
following clay.

* The legua or league, of Spain, contai11s 7G80 mrns _or Spanish yards. The
vara is about 33 inuhes English. 1920 varas make an English mile of 1760
yards.
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CHAP1,ER X.
THE CONTINUATION OF THE JOURNEY OF THE THIRTY LANCERS TO
HIRRIGA.
THE

night that the cavaliers were upon the borders of the swamp,

Ji1a11 de Soto, one of their companions, died surklenly. Another,
at the same instant, fled, saying that since they died so quickly, the
plague was among them. But as be was leaving, they cried ont to
him that he carried this malady with him; that it would not leave
him, in whatever place he might go; that besides, he was far away
from his country, that he could not stop there, anrl would do mnch
better to remain with the others. These words induced him to join
those :who prayed to Goel for Juan de Soto; however, in the belief
that he had died of the plague, he dared not assist in putting him
in the ground.
,Vhen the day appearecl the cavaliers preparecl to cross the
swamp, and' saw with joy that the water ha<~ fallen. Eight among
them mended the bridge, which wus narrow and wret.c:he<1, an<l
passed over, catTying the saddles of theil' horses. As the horses
coulcl not pass upon this bridge, all were stripped ancl led into the
water as far as the place where tlley no longer had footing; but,
because it was too cold, the horses wonld not commence swimming.
'l'o compel them, they attached to them halters of long cords which
four or five of the most excellent S'.vimmers drew as far as the
miclrlle of the water, whilst the others struck them with switches.
However, it was useless, for they drew baek, and they would rather
luwe let themselves be killed than advance. A few, nevertheless,
h.r force of blows, began to swim; bnt they quickl,y retraced their
way, dragging with them the swimmers, ·without Arias and the
others who were behind being able to arrest them. Jnnally, the
horse of Aniasco passed with that of Silvester, ancl as those to
whom they belonged were on the other side they st=tcldlecl and
mounted them, to be in a state to oppose the enemy sllonkl they
come to an encounter. Arias and his companions had already been
eight hours in the water suffering from cold and m11king useless
efforts, so that they found themselves exceedingly enfeebled and
began to despair of their lives.
_
A niaseo, irritated at this <lelay, approached on horseback near the
bridge and abused Arias, who could not make tlle· horses advance.
Arius, who knew that it was not his fault nor that of his com•
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pan ions, and who thought it very strange that, :i l'tc•i· the evils be
had snfl'ered, they should act th us, repliet1 thnt it was nn be corning
him to speak in that manner; that Aniasco ought to consider that
they were unfortun'.ltely freezing in the ,,.•nter without being able to
do anything with all their efforts; that he himself might dismount
and they would see what wonders he would do. Arias pushed still
further his resentmeJJt, for when once one is in a rage he can hardly
restrain himself. Finally, the liberty of the cavalier brought Aniasco to himself, and obliged him to condemn his brnsque tPmpe'r,
whose violence bad ma~y times destroyed the resp_ect which was
due him. r_rliis instructs those who have some power in the army,
and teaches them that it is necessary to win tlrn soldiers by mildness; that in matters of command example is more pow~rful than
all discourses; and that, if they are forcecl to reprimand any one,
they should do it in terms which are not insnlting.
·
.A.ninsco and Arias being then reconciled, they continued ·to urge
the horses, and al>out the middle of the day, when the sun had
more force, and hac1 tempered the coldness, thc•y began to cross, but
so slowly that it was more than three o'cloc:k in t!J.e afternoon before
they were rill on the other side. The Spaniards then excited pity:
fatigued, languishing, deprived in general of everything. Nevertheless, they took courage, in consideration of the dangers they
had passed, an\1 of which they had had sucll great dread; for if the
enemy had attacked them in the passage and had obliged tliem to
· fight, they would have been lost. But, by good luck, the savages
did not appear, because, going nearly entirely naked, they seldom
left their houses in winter. Finally, when our people were out of
t.11e swamp, they camped quite near in a plain ; they made great
fires, for they were exceedingly cold; they recovered by degrees
their strength, and rejoiced that t!J.ence to Hirriga they bad no
more bad ronds.
When nigltt came they reposed, and before day they con.tinned
their journey, upon which, having met five Indians, they slew them
with their lances, for fear of being exposed by them. 'l'bey made
this day thirteen leagues, and stopped at night in a lle:.mtiful plnin:
Bnt the next c1ay, before the sun had risen, they decamped, and
;r>assed 1 while it was morning, near Urribaracnxi, whieh, for fe!lr of
the inhabit.ants, they would not enter. They marched fifteen leagnes
this day, which was the tenth of their journey, nnd reposed a pnl't
of the night at three leagues from Mncoc-o.
A bout midnicrht
tliev
'.I
O
.,
rceommene.ecl their march, and at, the end of two leagues they saw
fire in ti wood on the side of their road. i\Iornn, who Imel scented
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this fire, had given them notice of it before, and even after having
again spoken to them of it, they perceived it almost immediately.
rrI1e Spanin.rds, snrprisecl at a thing so extrn,ordinary, went directly to this fire, and found nround it several Indians with their
wives and children, who were roasting fish. r_rhey were the subjects
of Muco90; nevertheless they took them, to know if their lord had
kept the peace; for i~ was resolved that if there were found nny
complaints against him, they won.Id send his subjects to Havana.
':I.1hey therefore rushed upon them at fnll speed, and captured nineteen of them. The others went into the thickest of the forest ancl
escaped by favor of the darkness. rrhe prisoners cried out Ortis,
and endeavored to make the Spaniards remember ~he good services
they had clone them in bis person, but it was to no purpose. In
the mean time the cavaliers, seeing that they could take no morn
Indians, began to breakfast upon the fish that were there, and
which the hunger with which they were pressed made tlwm 'find
excellent, although they hatl been covered with the dust whielt the
· horses had thrown upon them. Afterward, taking a by-road, they
·went away from Muco90, and at the end of five leagues Oncl10 hntl
recovered his strength. Tlle alarm which the enemy lrnd given
when .they were at Ocaly, had made such nn impression upon his
mind, that, aided by the vigor of his age, he founrl himself cmecl of'
the sickness which the cold and fatigne had caused him, and he
served as vigorously as the others. Bnt his horse could go 110 furthel', and they left him in a meadow, a.ftee having taken from him
the saddle and bridle, which they placed upon a tree, in ord01· tliat
if any Indian wished to use them, he might have everything that
was necessary to do so.
Afterwards they continued to traYel; but when they approached
within a league of Ilirriga, where there were forty horse and eighty
foot soldiers, fear seized the cavaliers at seeing that they met ,vith
no trnces of either men or horses. They could not inrngine that
Calderon, who was at this place, had not made excursions in the
neighborhood. rl'hey therefore believed that either the garrison
had been massacred, or that they had retired npon the ships vvhich
they had left with him. In this belief, they were botll afraid and
sad; considering themselves so far from the army, deprived of provisions, and of vessels to retil'C by sea. rrhey reflected upon tl1e
eYils they had suffered on their journey, and despaired of ever retuming to Apalache. However, in the midst of sucll sorrowful
uner1siness, they resolved that if they did not find theil' people at
Hirriga, they would camp at a place in the forest, nearest to where
they might have gra~s. 1'hat whilst they should rest, they would
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kill the horses least useful, and after lmdng cnt thorn in pieces for
food upon the route, they would attempt to return. 'l'hey flattered
themselves that if they wel'e killed, they wonlcl lrnve, in dying, at
least the consolation of having put themsehres in a condition for
cloina their duty; and that if fortune should favor them they would
0
have satisfaction and honor. Thereupon they boldly con tin uecl
their route, and went to Hirriga.

CHAPTER XI.
THE ARRIVAL OF THE PARTY AT HIRRIGA.
TI-IE cavaliers, arrived at a little marsh half a league from Hirriga,
found some horse tracks, at which they were exceedingly rejoiced.
Even theJr horses, which could lw.rdly sustain themselves, recovered
comage; they scented the tracks which they met, and went capering as though they had just come out of the stable; so that the
Spaniards travellecl with speed, and arrived at sunset within sight
of Hirriga. Some cavaliers of the garrison were then going ont on
horseback to scour the environs of the place, marching two and
two, with lance in hand.
Aniasco and his companions, perceiving them, put themselves in
the same order, and, as if it had been to race at the public rejoicings, they spurred at a canter to meet one another, which was very
agreeable. At the noise which they made, Calderon aucl the rest
of the garrison left the town. They were pleased to see the races
of Aniasco and his men,· and received them with every mark of a
sincere affection. Aniasco and his companions also manifested to
them tlJeir joy, and on both sides they remained a long time embracing each other. Afterwards the garrison, without inquiring
after the health of Soto or the state of the army, only asked if there
was much gold found in the province of .A palache; so greatly hnd
the love of this metal prevailed over the minds of the men, ancl
made them easily forget their duty.
The journey of Aniasco and those who accompanied him lasted
eleven days. They passed two of them in crossing the Ocaly and
the great marsh; so that in nine days they macle more than one
hundred n,ncl fifty leagues, which there are. from Apalache to the
town of Hirriga. But by tlle hardships which these cavaliers suffered, we can easily jndge of the difficulties of the other Spaniards
who have conqnerecl the rest of the New Worltl, so vast in its extent,
and so redoubtable for the valor of its. iulmbitants. However, there
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are persons who enjoy the fruits of the labors of those who have acquired for the cr0vvn of Spain so many rich kingdoms, and who
laugh at the labors which they have had to subjug·ate them. As
they possess the wealth without the trouble, they think that they
themselves have won them, and stupidly deceive themselves.
Aniasco, arrived nt Hirriga, inquired if the Indians of the province
of Muco~o and of that where tlley were had not broken the peace.
And at the same time that he learned that they were satisfied with
their conduct, he sent back the prisoners with orders to the caeique
to come to the quarters, and to bring with him people to carry away
the provisions and the other things of which they wished to make
him a present. He also charged them to take care of the horse
which they hacl left in their country: and, thereupon, they set out
for their country, full of joy at recovering their liberty. rrhree dnys
after Muco~o arrived with the horse; the bridle and saddle of which
some Indians carried, because they had not been able to put them
on him. He affectionately embraced Aniasco and those of his suite;
be politely inquired after the health of the general, and nsked them
to relate to him the success of their conquest, the circumstances of
their journey, the battles they had been compelled to fight, the
adventures they ,had had, and the hunger and hardships they had
suffered. 'That it would be fortunate if he could compel the caciqnes
of the country to render obedience to the Spaniards; because they
could never live under a government milder or more illustrious than
that of so warlike a nation.
Aniasco, having contrasted this courteous manner in which Mn0090 had received them with that of his companions who at first
had inq nired only concerning the wealth they had discovered,
thanked him, in the name of all, for the affection which he bore the
Spaniards, and complimented him upon the subject of the peace
which he had preserved. But the caciqne replied to these civilities
with so much intelligence that he acquired the esteem, friendship,
and admiration of everybody. Muco90 possessed also very excellent
qualities; for, without speaking of his physical advantages, be had
prudence, generosity, and a particular manner which charmed Lhe
Spaniards. rrherefore he was tenderly beloved by them; and, in
my opinion, they should have adroitly induced him to be baptized.
According to the natural intelligence which he had, it would not
have been very diflicult to have converted him to the Faith, and
this had been a happy commencem~nt. But the Christians wished
not to preach the Gospel to the inhabitants of Florida ui1til they had
first conquered the whole.
After that, and during four days that Mucogo was with the
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Spaninrds, he sent away more than five hundred qnintals of eassava,
which is the bread that is made in Onba of the root of the manioc,
mnny cloaks, sacks, drawers, pantnloons, hempen shoes and other
things, with coats of mail, Innces; in one 1Yonl, :ill sorts of arms.
They gnve him, moreover, sails, cordage, anchors,. cables, and other
things of the vessels. Onr people had all these 111 ahnndance, and
they were very glad to leave some of them to Muco90 and liis subjects.

CHAPTER XII.
THEY EXECUTE THE ORDERS OF THE GENERAL,
WHEN Mncogo had cansecl to be taken away that which they had
left l1im, they looked at the o~·ders of the general. They imported
that Aniasco should take the brigantines remaining in the bay of
Espiritu San to, and coast to the west as far as the Gulf of A ute,
which he himself had discovered. Aniasco therefore inspectecl the
yessels, put them in order, filled them with all kinds of provisions,
and chose the men to accompany him. He was seven days getting
ready; and when he had giYen the orders of the general to Calderon
concerning his route, he made his adienx, set sail, and took his route
for ti1e gulf of A ute. But let him sail at .the mercy of the winds,
a11cl let us see in what manner Arias executed ,vhat he had to do.
He was commanded to take the caravel, and go to ffayana to
Isabella de Bovadilla, and inform her of the details of the discovery.
He was also charged to treat of some affairs; but they do not i·egard
this history, and I shaJl not speak of the111. Arias then, to discharge
that which was enjoined him, had the carn,vel repaired, equipped it,
pnt to sea, and, in a few days, arrived nt Havana. He was received
with much joy by the wife of Soto and all the inhabitants of the
island, who made great rejoicings because of the news whieli he
brought them, nnd of the health of the general, whom they loaded
with benedictions and praises.

CHAPTER XIlL
WHAT HAPPENED IN TIIE NEIGIIIlORIIOOD OF HIRRIGA DURING THE
ABSENCE OP

so·ro.

DURING the sojourn of. Onl,foron at Hirriga, his people made
rnauy garclons, where they plnntet1 a great many radishes, lettuces,
a11d other herbs. rrhey collecte<.1 tliYers sem1s fo1· their need, in case
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they should settle in the country. Also, the Indians captured some
of the Spaniards, which happened by the fanlt of the Spaniards
themselves, in this manner: the barbarians hacl made, upon the
borders of the hay of Espiritu Santo, large places inclosecl with
rude stones, for to fish for rays n.nd other fishes which went into
these places when the tide ,vas high anc1 whicb, when it retirnd,
remained the1·e almost aground. 'This fishing was excellent, and
the soldiers of Calderon enjoyed it with the Inc1ians. rrlrnrefore,
Lopes and Gal van one clay took a fancy to go a-fishing without the
orders of the captain. rrhey got into a boat and took with them
Mngnos, page of their commancler. As they were :fishing, there
arrived in small canoes some barbarians, who, approaching them,
said, partly in Indian and partly in Spanish, that the fish should
be in common. Lopes, who was brntal, l'eplied to them that they
should serve for food for the clogs; that he hnd nothing to divide
with them; and immediately he drew his sword and wonnde(l an
Indian who was neat· him. 'l'he others, exasperated at this insolence, fell upon the three Spaniards, dispatched Lopes with the
oars, left Galyan for dead, and carried off Mngnos, to whom they
did nothing, in consideration of his yontl1. S9me soldiers of the
garrison who were not far from there, attrnctecl by tile noise and
suspecting the difficulty which had happened, came in a boat to
give assistance to· Lopes. and Galvan; but they found them senseless and Mugnos in the power of the Inclians. rrhey immediately
interred Lopes, and as Galvnn still breathed, they assisted him so
promptly that they restored him. However, he was more than
thirty tlays recovering, and the same time remained stupefied b_y
the wounds in his head; for when he l'ecited this misfortune he
saic.1: ·when the Indians killed us, Lopes ancl me, we did such
things. His companions, who divertec1 themselves with his dreams,
replied to him tlrnt only Lopes was killed, and that, ns fo1: him, he
was not dead. ·But he persisted with warmth that he was dead and
living ut the same time, becanse God had restored him to lif'e.
Some time afterwards the Indians took anot.her soldier, who was
called Vintimilla, as he was fishing for crabs at low tide, at the encl
of a forest betw'een the town of Hiniga and the bay of Espiritu
Santo. The barbarians concealed in the woodf:l, seeing hini nlo11e,
apprnached and said to him mildly that they should divide the fish.
Vintimilla, who thought to frighten them, replied fiercely thnt he
had no division to make. The Indians, indignant tlrnt a single man
should dare, with so much arrogance, to speak to them who were ten
or twelve, cnrried him off, but, however, did him no inj nry. Mngnos
and Vintimilla were ten ymirs among them, with liberty to go where
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they pleasecl. But finally they escaped in this manner: A Christian ship, pursue(1 by the subjects of Hiniga, was overtaken by a
storm, nnd to esc2pe its fury it retired to tho bay of Espiritu Santo.
The storm ceased, it pnt into the high sen, nnd the Indinns began
to give it chase. Vintimilla and Mngnos, wlio accompanied them,
were alone in a boat, and, as they designed to escape, fortune presented them a fine opportn nity fo1· it. A north wind sndclenly
arose; the Indians, fearing lest it might increase and chive them
too far to sen, exertecl themselves to gain the land. In the mean
time the two Spaniards gradually desisted from rowing, and feigned
that they had not strength to go against the violence of the wind.
Bnt when they saw the Indians at a distance, they tnrnecl the prow
of their vessel toward the ship, rowed with all thci1· might, and
called to them to wait for them. rrhe Christians, at their call,
lowerncl the sails and received with joy the two Spaniards, to console
themselves for those whom they had lost.

OHAPT ER XIV.
DEPARTURE FROl\'I TI-IE TOWN OF HIRRIG.A.
AF'l'ER Aniasco and Arias had left, the one for the gulf of Aute,
and the other for Havana, Calderon took the route for ApaJnche,
with- fifty foot soldiers an<1 seventy lancers, and arrived the second
day at Mnco90. The caeiqne came to meet him, and lodged him in
the town, entcrtnined them all well, and accompanied them the next
day ont of his territory. Ancl, when he was ready to leave them,
he told them, with tears in his eyes, that he lost all hopes of ever
seeing the general again; tlrnt, whilst they ,vere at Hirriga, he had
flattered himself that he would retmn some day to the countl'y,
where he woulc1 still have had the honor to offer him his services;
but that now, as he sa,v himself condemned to deplore his absence,
he begged them to make known to him the affec.tion which he hnd
for him; and with these words, embracing them, he retnmed
home quite dejected. In the mean time the Spaniards continned
their route, and cnme as far ns the Great Swamp without enconntering :.u1ything; exeept that it happened one night that, being camped
in a plnin near a wood, there cnme out of it many Indians, who
kept them in continual alarm; for they had no sooner recognized
them tl.ian they nll becnme enragecl, especially one among them,
who, showing much boldness, was attack.eel by Silvestre. rrhe
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Indian stood firm at first, but afterwards took to his heels. rrhe
Spaniard pressed him; bnt the barbarian, seeing himself about to
be pierced, resisted, and at the moment that the caYalier gave him
a thrust with his lance which brought him to the ground and killed
him, he shot an arrow which pierced and prostrated the borse of
Silvestre, so that the ·barbarinn, the horse, and the rider fell one
upon the other. The Spaniards, surprised that a single shot of an
arrow fired so close had slain a horse so vigorous, har1 the cndosity
to see, in the morning, the effect of this shot. 'l'hey found that the
arrow bad entered the breast, and, after having pierced the heart,
had stopped in the intestines; with so much force do the Indian.s
shoot. .Also, from their earliest years, they have no other exercise.
:VVhen the infants begin to walk, they study to imitate theil' fathers;
they handle a.rrows and ask for bows, which, if they refuse them,
they make them themselves of small sticks, and declare war against
the mice of t\1e dwellings; bnt not meeting with anything upon which
they can fire, they hunt the flies, and out of the house they hunt the
lizards, and when these animals are in their holes they will wait for
them five or six hours until they come out of them.
r.rlrns, by a continual exercise, they shoot with snrpl'ising skill.
But since it has become proper to speak of the extraordinary shots
of the Indians, I shall relate an instance of them. Moscoso, in one
of the first skirmishes with the Apalaehes, received, in his right side,
the shot of an arrow, which pierced his Luff and his coat of mail without killing him, becanse the shot went aslant. 'rl1e Spanish officers,
astonished that a coat of mail of the value of a hundred and fift.Y
ducats should be pierced by a single shot, wished to prove theirs, in
orcler to know if they could depend upon them. As they were then in
the town of A palache, those who wore coats of mail took a cane basket, strongly woven, and acljnsted around it one of the £nest coats of
mail. They then unbound one of the Indian prisoners, gave him a
bow and arrow, and commanded him to fire, at the distance of one
hnnclrcc1 and fifty paces, upon this c~at of mail. .At the same time,
the barbarian, having closed his fist, stretched himself, extended
ancl bent his arm to awaken his strength, shot through the (.'.Oat of
mail and bnsket with so much force that the shot woukl still easily
liave pierced a man. Onr people, who saw that a coat of mail could not
resist an arrow, ac.ljustecl two of them to the basket. ':rliey gave nn
arrow to an Indian whom they ordered to shoot, and he pic>rced both
of them. Nevertheless, the arrow remained fixec1, as much on one side
as on the other, because it had not been fired with sufficient ski.11.
r.rhe barbarian requested that he might !Je permitted to shoot
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another, upon condition that if he should not pierce the two coats
of mail with as mnch force as the first, he wonld forfeit his life.*
rrhe Spaniards would not grant his request, and afterward they
helc1 their coats of mail ofno account, which they, in mockery, called
Holland cloth. Therefore tl1ey made, of thick cloth, doublets fonr
inches thick, which covered the chest ancl the croup of the horses,
and resisted an arrow better than anything else. But as in this rela- ·
tion, I shall again speak of some surprising arrow shots, I return
to Calderon.

CHAPTER XV.
C0N'rINUATION OF THE MARCH OF CALDERON, AND HIS ARRIVAL AT
THE CAMP.

rrrrn Indians, seeing one of their men slain, did not retnrn m1y
mo1·e to harass the Spaniarch;, who arrivecl the day fo1lowing, at the
great swn,rnp, where they remained all night. 'rliey crossed it the
next day, without being attacked by the enemy; and tr:.welled, by
long stages, through the ·province of Acnera. rro relieve one another,
the cavaliers dismounted, preferring, through fear of fatiguing theil·
horses, rather to give them to the foot-soldiers, than to carry these
1,ehind them. 'l1hey finally arrived at Ocaly, which they found
abanclonec1, and when they had taken provisio·ns there, they crossed,
on rafts, the river which passes near thi8 town. Afterwards, they
entered into Oclii1e; from there they went into Vitaclrnco, then to
the river Ossachile aml to the town of the same name, from which
the inhabitants had retired. rrhey took there p1·ovisions, and continued their journey through an uninhabited conn try between O ssachile and the swamp of Apalache, without the barbal'ians attaeking
them but a single time; they made more than a hnuc1red and thirty
leagues, from tile commencement of their route to the place where
they were. Having arrived at the wood which borders the swamp,
they camped all the night in a neighboring plain, and at break of
day, when they had marched through the defile, entering the waters,
they advanced as for as the brirlge, and mended it. 'flle people on
foot passed ov.er without the enemy, opposing them, and those on
horseback safely crossed uy swimming the deepest water. r.rhen
Caldernn gave orders for crnssing the remainder of the swamp. He
commanded ten cavaliers to place behind them five crossbow-men

* See Appenc1ix, note 2.
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"'.ith as many men armed with bl'lck1E3rs, and to seize the pn.ss
which was on the other side. "rhey then prepnrecl to cross the
water, and quickly gain the other shore. The Indians in ambnsh
sallied out at the same time, attacked them with loud cries, enveloped
them witli arrmvs, slew the horse of Al var, and wounded five oLhers.
rrhe rest, frightened at the noise and the shots of the barbarians,
kicked, reared, retraced their steps, ~ncl threw into the water those
whom they carried behind, who. were nearly all wounded; for when
the horses turned back, the Indians, seeing the foot-soldiers down,
picked them out. They e-..;en prepared to go a11d kill them in
the water, calling their companions to aid them and to be witnesses
of their victory. This attack astonished even the Spaniards. rrheir
horses were disabled, and it was 11ecessary to fight in the marsh.
rrhey saw themselves in disorder, and the enemy rushing upon them ;
all that, made them clread being all cnt to pieces. The barbarians,
on the contrary, who noticed the trouble of our men, became more
audacious, arid redoubled their efforts against ti.lose who were in
the water.
In the mean time, Villabo ancl other valiant soldiers advanced
to the assistance of their companions, and checking the Indians,
arrested their fury. In the mean time the other barbarians of the
country, informed that the Christians were routed, hastened to take
part in tlle victory.
·
rro the left of the Spaniards :who were crnssing the marsh, there
. came a large troop of barbarians, ancl some paces in front, mar<:hecl
an Indian with tall plnmes upon his head, clothed superbly after the
fashion of the country. rrliis captain, seeing that the Spaniards
were approaching, wished to get possession of a large tree which
was eqnally distant from them and him, and from whence he wonlcl
ha.Ye greatly incomrnocled them. As Sylvestre had discovered his
design, ~e called Galvan, who lrnstened to him; they gained the
tree before the barbarian, who, through rag·e, shot at them three
arrows. rrhe buckler of Sylvester received them and resisted the
violeuce of the blows, because it was wet. Galvan, who had orders
to fire only npon that Inclia1;, waited until he was within reach of
his crossbow. He took his opportunity in such a ma,nner that he
strnck him in the middle of the chest, and pierced him, because he
vrns covered only with a small skin. However, he was not prostrated
by the blow; he only made a pirouette, and cried out that these
Christian traitors had killed him. '!'here was imrn~diately heard a
great noise; there were but cries and howls among the barbarians.
rrhey ran to their captain, took him in their arms, and passing him
from hand to hand, cal'ried him off by the way he had come.
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rro the right of our men, advanced, all infuriated, a cro,vd of Indians, against whom Munassas, accompanied by ten others, marched
to oppose them. 1.'he barbarians briskly charged them and wounded
Manassas in the thigh, on account of him not having his buckler; and
the four mTow shots which they firec1 at him in this place were so
violent that they precipitated him into the water. Five of his companions had the same misfortune. 'l'he Indians, animated by this
action, and in the hope of gaining the victory, made new efforts to
achieve it. The Spaniards then, reduced by necessity to fight for
their lives, defended themselves like lions. In the mean time, the
report circulated among· the barbarians that their chief was mortally wounder1; and they began to give wny by degrees and t.o retreat. Our men immec1iately reunited in very good order, and not
to lose an opportunity which fortune presented them, they pushed
the enemy and drove him i11to the defile which wns on the other
side of the marsh; and without difficn1ty, made themselves mnsters of the place in the forest which the troops hacl opened in
going through. The barbarians who bnd fortified it, and who had
retreated there, abandoned it again on the wounding of tlteir uhief.
rrhe Spnniarcls camped in this place, which was very difficult of
apprnaeh, anci very easy to guard. rrl1ey passed the night there to
clress the wonuds of the wounded who were in very great numbers,
and tliey were always on the alert on account of the continual yells
of' the enemy. When it wns day, they began to march, driving the
Indians before them as far as another forest, about two leagues
through. In tliis wood, which was not so dense as tllat which they
had passed, the barbal'ians had macle, here and there along the road,
good palisades, from whence they fired and attacked with so much
order, that when one of the ranks engaged the other did not fight,\'
for fenr of injuring themselves with their own arms. The .Spaniards
bravely traversed this forest, and had twenty wounded without ever
being a.ble to kill a single Indian, They believed that they even did
well to protect themselves from their shots. Afterwards they entered into a vast plrtin, ·where the barbarians, fearing the cavalry,
dnrec1 not to attack nor to await them. .At the end of five leagnes,
as the wounded were generally fatiguecl, our men campecl in n plain,
and dnri11g the night the enemy fell upon them from all qua1·ters.
rl1lrnn tbe caYaliers advanced to oppose them, and charged vigorously into the thickest of the barbarians, who retreatecl, and tried
to shoot the horses; however, they wouncled only one of them.
Nearly all the night they did but cry out to the Spaniards that
they had killed the others, that they had quartered them, and
hung them to the highest trees; that they would do the same thing
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to them before they should arri Ye where they wished to ; that they
were not so cowardly .as to endure their tyranny, and that if they
, did not leave the country they would cut them all in pieces.
vVhen it was day our men continued their route, and nrrived at a
deep stream, anc1 so much the more ditricnl t to cross, as it was fortified on the other side with palisades. Calderon sent to reconnoitre
the passage, and prepared to attack. He commanded thirty cavaliers to dismount; to go with sword in one hand and an axe in
the other, and cut down "the stakes; that those who were the least
ln a condition to figlit should place themselves in the middle with
the equipage, and the best armed in the rear, so that from all sides
they migllt be able to sustain the enemy. In this order they ente!'ecl
into the wood, which was in front of the stream. vVhen the barbarians saw them enter into a place where the horses could not be
used, they began to make loud cries, and charged them ·with so much
fury that they expected to cut them all in pieces. Our men, determined to pass or die, rushed impetuously at the entrenchments.
'l'he contest was obstinate. N evertheles, Ln spite of the resi.stance
of the Indians, they gained the palisades, and cut them down with
the sturdy strokes of their axes. '!'here we1·e a few wounded, and
one horse killed. They afterwards marchecl through the plain without the enemy attacking them, except ,vhen they met with thick
bushes upon the route, for the Indians, being in ambush, fell unexpecteclly upon them, crying ont that they would exterminate them
as they had done the o.thers. The Spaniards began to be concerned
at these menaces, for, from the town of Apalache, whence they
could. easily have heard the noise, no succor came, and likewise
they did not see any horse tracks. However, they advanced at a
slow pace towards the place, where they entered at sunset. Some
days after, there died twelve of their wounded, and among others,
Manassas, who was a very brave cavalier.
Calderon and his soldiers were 1·eceived by all the army with so
much the more joy, as they believed them dead; for the barbarians
came every day to cry to our men that they had slain them on the
route, which appeared very likely; for the general having seen
hirnself, with nii1e hundred men, in great peril in these defiles, it
was easy to believe that Calderon, with one hundred and twenty,
was there destroyed. But when the general fortunately fonnd himself mistaken, the satisfaction which be had at receiving Calderon
and bis companions cannot be imagined. He embraced them all
many times, ancl courteously inqu~red of the particulars of their
journey. He ardently praised aud spoke of their fatignes, their
courage, and commanded that they should take the greatest care
of the wounded.
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CHAP'l'ER XVI.
THE DISCOVERY OF THE COAST.
WHEN Culcleron arrived in the town of Apalache, Aniasco ha<l
already been there six duys, having c1ebarked nt Ante, without having met with anything worthy of relating. He had safely lanclecl
at this port, becnuse, to make it secure for him, they had sent there,
twelve days before his arrival, t·wo companies, one of cavalry and
the othet· o{ infantry. ':Chey were relieved every fonr clays, nnc1
dming their sojourn at the port, they hoisted their colors, in order
that they might discover them from a distance.
Aniasco, who saw them, came and landed at Aute; whence, ;tfter
having sheltered two vessels, he set out for the camp, with those
who were 01·clered to escort him. But when Calderon arrivecl there,
nnc1 the Spuniards saw themselves all together, they believed that
there was no danger whid1 they could not overcome. 'l'hey were
therefore always in good spirits, and passed the \Vinter pleasantly in their quarters. In the mean time the geueral, who applied
himself wholly to the discovery of the eountry, sent for Malllon:.i.do,
n valiant captain who had served well upon all occasions, aud
commanded him to leave the care of his company to Gusman, and
to go to the gulf of Ante; that there he should take two brigantines
which they had left there; that uext he shonlcl follow the coast a
hnndred leagues to the west; that he shonld notice particularly
the bays, the harbors, and the river_;:;, an<l should make an exact
account of them; that this cliscoYery wouhl be very important, and
that he would give him two months for the yoyage.
Maldonado went to the gulf of Auto, and when he had sailed
along the coast, be returned within the prescribed time. He reported tbnt he had f'otm<.1, at sixty leagues from the gulf, a port
which they called Achussi.* 1'hat this port was very fine, sheltered from all the winds, capable of containing many ships, and of
so good a depth that it was easy to approach the land and leap
upon it without assistance. He brought from there two Indians
who wern relations, and of whom one was a cacique. But he took
them in a manner very unjust. vVllen he had enLered the port, tlie
inhabitants received him civilly; they i1nited llim to lancl, and said
that they woulc1 give him pro-visions. Maldonado, who did not

* Pensauoln,.
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confide in them, clarec1 not accept their offer; but the Indians, discovering his distrust, took the first steps to dispel his suspicions.
'l'hey came on hoard the vessels by twos and fours to pay him a
visit. 'l1hey brnnght him provisions, of whic:h he was in need, and
by degrees the Spaniards, becoming reassnrecl, sounded the port.
Then, after taking· all that was necessary, they hoisted the sails and
pnt to sea, taking with them the two Indians, who, trusting to the
marks of amity which were given on both sides, were basely betrayed.

CHAPTER XVII.
THEY SEND TO HAVANA AN ACCOUNT OF THE DISCOVERY.

'l'HE Spanfarcls learned with joy the discovery of the poTt of
.A chnssi anrl all the coast. It seemed .to· them that they would
finnlly be able to settle in Florida. That the principal thing depended upon finding a pol't. 'rhey had found one in which the vessels
could lancl, with everything necessary for an establishment. Therefore Maldonado received orders .to go with the t·wo brigantines to
Havana, to Bovadilla, and relate to her the details or what had
happened, and sprea,d the news of it through the island of Cuba.
He was also commanded to repair, in the month of October following, of the ,Year fifteen hundred and forty-one, to the port of
Achnssi with the brigantines, the caravel of Arias, and some vessels loaded with muskets, lead, powdel', ancl nll sorts of mu1Jitions.
He was, moreover, ordel'Ccl to bring back Ariri.s, a man of sage
counsel and great discretion in war. 'I.1he general hatl given these
orders, becau$e lie believed that at the time set fo1·. Maldonado, he
on llis part would have discovered the interior of. the country, and
have taken all his measm·es for establishing himself them; and that
afterwards he wonld repaii· to the port of' Achussi. But, first of all,
it was necessary to seize this port; for, with the view of settling in
Florida, it was a thing of which they absolutely could not do
without.
Maldonado then left the gulf of Ante ancl repaired to Havmrn,
where, for the good news which he bronght, aml his good fo1·tune
in all his enterprises, he was well. received by the wife of the general and by all the island. After they had communicnted the
success of the discovery, there was nothlng hut rejoicing and
pi-ayers in the behalf of Soto. The rich themselves, in purticnlar,
contributed with all their power, to his designs. 'l'hey sent, or
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brought, what they ha<l of the most vnlnable, becanse they expected some profit from it, nncl tliat they wonl<l show that they
sha1·ed in the interest of their governo1·. Bnt while the inlrnbitnnts
of t.he islan<l make their prepnrations, we ·will return to the people
of Apalaclle.

CHAPTER XVIII.
THE INTREPIDI'rY OF AN INDIAN.
ANIASCO monnted on horseback one day, and, having ridden with
six of his companions through the streets of Apalaehe, they all
took a fancy to make a tour of the town on the outside. As they
bad no intention of going very far away, because the bal'barians
pluced themselves in am bush behind the lmslles nncl the country was
not safe, they lel't without other arms than their swords, except Pegaclo, who carried a lnnce. '"Whilst they were riding at u slow pncc,
and pleasantly conversing on different subjects, they perceived an
Indian and Ids wife, who ,vere collecting l>eans, in a field near a
wood. They immediately spurred straight towards them, and the
woman, wholly liesh1e herself, not being able to escape, the Indian
took her, carried her into the fol'est, thrust her ngninst the first
thicket, and forcibly pushed her into it. Then, instead of saving bim•
self with ·her, he boldly returned to where he had left his how, and
adrnnced against the cavaliers with as mnch resolution ns if he had
but one to contend with. The Spaniards, surprised at this adion,
and believing that it would be a shame for se\'en men to slay one,
wished only to capture him. 'l'hey charged so suddenly upon him
that he had not time to shoot. They overthrew him and held him to
the earth, crying out to him "quarter" and that he should surrender.
But the more they pressed him the more he showed courage, for quite
struck clown as he was, he woulHled them all in the legs, and stuck
with arrows, the bellies of their horses; finally, he escaped once
from under their feet, arose, took his bow with both bands aml gave
with it, so violent a blow upon the forehead of Pegndo, that the
blood flowecl clown his visage, and he was quite stunned by it. This
cavnlier, enrngec1 at seeing himself tlius treated, urged his horse
upon the barbarian, gnve him some thrusts with his lance, strnck
him in the breast, ancl laid him dead at his feet. 'l'he Spaniards at
the same time examined their horses~ and found that they all wern
slightly wounc1ecl. 'rl1ey retraced their route to Apalache, ashamed
that·a single mnn hacl given them so nrnch trouble.
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CHAPTER XIX.
THEY OFFER TO CONDUCT THE SPANIARDS TO PLACES WHERE THEY
BELIEVE THERE WERE GOLD AND SILVER.
DURING the wintering of the Spanial'ds at Apalache, Soto resolved
to visit the countries of Florida situated towards the west. Therefore he inquired of the Indians who served in the army and of those
whom they captured every day, if they had any knowledge of the
western regions of the country. In the mean time, they brought
to him a barbarian about seventeen years of age, who had been
with Indians who went very far into. Florida to barter merchandise .
.For money not being in use among the people of these countries,
they make use of only exchanges. The general, rejoiced at this
opportunity, had this young man interrogated concerning the places
of Florida which he wishe·d to discover. He replied to him, that he
knew only the countries where he had accompanied his masters; and
that in twelve or thirteen days he could conduct the troops there.
':l1he general immediately placed him in the hands of a soldier, with
orders to take care that he did not escape. But very far from fleeing
he accommodated himself to such a degree, to the disposition of the
Christians, thn.t he evinced that he hacl no greater pleasure than to
live among them; ancl he also adopted all their manners, and one
would have believed him a real Spaniard.
A few clays after the taking of this Indian, they captured another
who knew him, and who confirmed what he had said. He even offered
himself to lead our men to the provinces where he had been, which
he asserted to be of very great extent. But when they demanded
of him, if in those quarters, there were found gold, silver, and precious stones, all of which things they showed him to make him
comprehend what they wished to learn of him, he declared that in
Cofaciqui there was a metal like the yellow and white which they
showed him. That the merchants whom he served, purchased this
metal ancl trafficked with it in other countries. That there was
also found in Cofaciqui a very great quantity of pearls; and thereupon he pointed to one among the jewels which they showed to him.
rnie Spaniards, foll of joy at this news, thought only of the means
of going to Cofaciqui and rendering themselves masters of the
riches of this province.

22
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CHAPTER XX.
CONCERNING SOME SINGLE COMBATS

i

AND THE FERTILITY OF

APALACHE.
ONE clay a pRrty of fifty foot-soldiers and twenty cavaliers left the
camp to search for com at a league from there, where, on their arrival, they collected as rnucli as they had need of. rrliey then placed
themselves in ambush to capture some barbarians, and posted a
sentinel on an elevated place~ He almost immediately gave notice
that an Indian appeared, who glanced from one side to the other n.s
if he had an intention to discover something. Upon this notice,
Diego de Soto, one of the bi·ave cavaliers of the army, spurred to
captnre the barbarian, who, at first, attempted to escape. However,
happening to consider that the horse would intercept him, he gained
a tree, the ordinary refuge of the Indian. He prepurecl his bow,
and awaited with firmness ui1til his enemy wus within reach of his
arrow. .As Soto had seen that he could not udvanoe as far as under
the tree, lie passed close by and gave a thrust with his lance at the
Indian, who had no sooner parried it than he fired and pierced the
horse of the Spaniard with so much force, that afterwards he stag. gered about twenty steps and fell dead.
In the mean time, arrived Velasques, who followed at a canter to
succor Soto, and when he saw his companion's horse slain, be urgecl
his own, ndvancecl directly at the barbarian, and thrust at him his
lance. 'rhe Indian, after having parried it also, fired and slew the
horse of Velasque:;; .. 'l'hese two Spaniards immediately charged,
with their lances, upon the barbarian, who, in retreating to the
wood, tumed his head, and said to them with disdainful pritle,
that if they had to fight on foot, they would see with whom would
remain victo1·y. He thus escaped from the cavaliers with his reputation, and left them in despair at being unfortunately dismounted.
'rlie party then retraced their route to the camp, sorry at what had
happened to their comrades.
A short time aft~r this action, Rodriguez and Yelves, 011 horseback, left Apalache to gather fruit in a forest near this town. Having arrived they dismounted and climbed to the tops of the trees, in
the belief that the fruit was better· thern than 011 the branches below.
rrhe Jndians in ambuscade perceived them, and crawled quietly to
surprise them. Yelves, who saw them, leaped clown from the tree
where he had placed himself. 1.'hey fired at him an arrow which
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prostrated him as be was running to his horse. The arrow struck
him in the shoulder and passed through his breast. As for Rodriguez,
they shot him upon the tree as they would a bird, and having brought
him clown at the third shot, they took off his head, which they carried away as an -evidence of what had happened. Yelves was not
treated thus; some cavaliers came to his assistance, to whom, after
having related in a few words his misfortune, he asked for n, con. fessor, and expired.
The horses of Yelves and Rodriguez, being frightened at the noise
of the barbarians, fled towards the camp. The soldiers, who were
advancing, and who met them, perceived that there was one of them
wounded in one of his hind legs. However, because the wounc1 was
not larger than that of a lancet, they neglected to dress it, and the
next day they found the horse dead. The Spaniards, surprised that
a w_onnd so light should produce such an effect, opened the horse at
the place where he was wounded, and following the trace of' the
arrow, they found that it had pierced the thigh, and bad passed to
tlie liver. I report these particulttrs to s~1ow tlrnt during the sojourn
of the troops at Apalache, the barbarians attacked tliem courageously, and did not lose any opportunity to injure them. The people of
these quarters are brave and proud; always on the alert, and al ways
ready to fight. They also relate this ·of their courage: As the
Spaniards, in the province of A.palache, ate sometimes small clogs,
because they found them to their taste, seven cavaliers left the cmnp
to seek them, and were perceived by fl ve Indians, who resolutely
awaited them upon the route. These barbarians, seeing them near
them, made a mark across the road, and told them that if they passed
it they would kill them. Tile cavaliers, who laughed at these menaces, advanced; and immediately the Indians shot some arrows at
them, by which they had two horses killed, and two wounded wi.th
one soldier. But there remained only one li~clian upo1~ the field ; the
others took to flight and escaped, because they are very swift. The
people of .Apalache were not contented to skirmish with those who
straggled; but they attacked the army, clay and night, without attempting to eome to an engagement. They concealed themselves in
the woods, and came and fell upon the troops whom they endeavored·
to destroy.
The province of A.palache abounds in corn, pumpkins, and vegetables. There are also found there divers sorts of plums and nuts,
and such a quantity of mast that it is lost at the foot of the trees;
because the Indians do not raise herds. In one word, the country
is so fertile, that the troops, during five months of winter there, had
foocl in abundance; and even to get it, they had never to
farther

go
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than a Jeagne from the quarters. Notwithstanding, beside abont
three hundred and fifty horses, they numbered neady fifteen hnnd1:ecl men, without counting the Indians in service. rrhere are also,
in that country, many white mulberry trees, very good pastures,
excellent water, ponds full of fish, marshes full of herbs, the buds
of which are good for cattle, and of themselves sufficient to nomisll tllem.

BOOK FOURTH.
ADVENTURES OF THE SPANIARDS IN DIVERS PROVINCES.

CHAPTER I.
DEPARTURE FROM APALAOITE.

AFTER they had dispatched Maldonado to Havana for provisions
and other things necessary for the troops, the general left the town
of A palache about the end of Marul1 of the year 1540, and took his
route toward the north. He mn,rched three days without being attackecl by the enemy, and lodged in a village almost inclosed by a
marsh which was more than a hundred yards wide, and where they
sank over their knees. However, as in this marsh there were pieces
of wo0\1 from one side to the other, they easily passed it, and from
there, without difficu1ty, they reached the town, situated upon an
elevation, whence they discovered Inf-1,ny villages here and there in
a pleasant valley. The troops sojourned three days in this town,
wlJich was still a dependence of Apalache. During this time, five
gliards of the general left the quarters with Aguilera and :Moreno to
reconnoitre the villages of the country. The guard ca1:ried each a
halberd, and the others their swords. Aguilera had also a shield,
and Moreno a lance. 'l'hey passed, in this state, the marsh and
the angle of a wood, and entered into a field planted with corn;
where, at about two hundred yards from tlle camp, they were attacked by the Indians. They immediately cried out "to arms," the
soldiers who heard them left the town, and not to lose time in seal'ching a passage, they rushed into the marsh and ran in haste to their
assistance. However, notwithstanding the speed they made, they
found the guards slain, each one with ten or twelve arrows through
his body, and the two others badly injured. Moreno had in his
breast a wound which went through to his shoulder, and he expired
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whilst they were dressing it. Aguilera, who had fought bravely, had
his thigh pierced by two arrows, his body black with blows, and his
bead wounded; for the barbarians, having exhausted their arrows,
took his shield, and with it, struck him such viol~nt blows that they
laid bare his heacl, even to his eyebrows. But as he was young and
robust, he did not die from it. In the mean time, the Indians, perceiving the succors, fled so quickly that they could not learn thei1·
number. They knew, howeYer, from Aguilera, that there were more
than fifty men; and some time after, they learned, in this way, tile
manner in which the thing had happened.
One day the Spaniards, through raHlery, asked Aguilera, if he
had counted the blows which he had received, and if, to avenge
himself fo1· them with honor, he would not challenge these barbarians to fight him, man to ma,11. He replied that the blows
had fallen so thick upon his shoulders, that he had not been able
to count them. 'l'hat in regard to the injury they had clone him,
they would some day be able to give infonnation when they _should
be in the hands of the enemy. rrirnt, -nevertheless, to infot·m them
in what manner his misfortune had happened, they should know
that many Indians had met him and his comrncles in the fielc1, and
that, having seen them only seven, on foot, they had detached from
the main boc1y a like number, who advanced tovrnrd them, and charged
them vigorously, whilst the others remained spectators of the combat. 1.'hat his companions rmcl he, having neithel' crossbow 1101·
musket to repulse them, the seven Indians had approauhed them at
their leisure, and had fired upon them as upon beasts taken in a
snare. 'l'hat finally, they had put them in a deplorable condition;
that however, sinue he had not lost his life, he pardoned them the
injuries they had done him; and that, _for fear of another misfortune,
he would not think of challenging them; at the same time counselling those who railed at him, not to leave the camp without arms, for
fear of being maltreated, and serving, in their turn, for the diversion of others. 'rhose who were listening to .Aguilera remained surprised, for they had never believed that the Indians would cla1·e to
fight in equal numbers against the Spania:rds. But this encounter
made them acquainted with the boldness of these people, who, seeing no horses, confided so strongly in thefr courage, that they rlid
not think of yielding to the bravest Christians in either valor or
address.
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CHAP'l'ER II.
ARRIVAL IN THE PROVINCE OF ALT.A.PAHA AND ACIIALAQUE.

THE general left Apalacbe and repaired to the frontiers of the
province Altapaha. He went there to reconnoitre, himself, with
one hunr1red antl fifty men, as many of cavalry as of infantry, and
entered the third day of his nrnrch into the first town of the country. ':I1he greater part of the inhabitants had retired from this place,
so that they took but six of them, of whom there were two captnins, who lrnr1 remained in order to make the last leave.
':l.1hey led them to the general, to get some knowledge of the
conntry, but no sooner were they in his presence than these Indian.
chiefs boldly denmnclecl of' him if he came to make war or treat of
peace. He had them told that he (lemanrled only peace· and sonie
provisions in order to go on. 'They replied that they ought not to
arrest them; that the dernnnd which th.ey made being reasonable, it
wonlcl be grantecl without c1ifficulty; and tbat even throughout the
province the troops would be favorably received. They rlispatched
two of their people to the cnciq ue to inform him of all that had
happened, and ordered them to tell those whom they should meet,
not to harass the Spaniards; and to mnke kno,vn to each other that
these people only traversed their country without clevastating it.
The genern.l, who had these orders inte1·preted to him, began to
hope that everything would succeed according to bis wishes, ancl
commanded that they should regale the tvrn chiefs and set them at
. liberty. In the mean time, the Indians that were with the general
counselled him to retrace his steps to another town, better thnn the
village where he was, and offered to conduct him there by an agree ..
able ronte.
Soto, allowing himself to be pers.uaded, sent orders to his colonel
of' cavalry to repair to this town. He marched there quickly with
what troops he had, and was received there with the greatest clen.1onstrations of joy. 'rhe caciqne, informed of these things, came to
salnte the general, who appeared very niuch rejoiced at his arrival,
aud the inhabitants who had fled returned to their houses. In the
meftn time, the rest of the army arrived, one part lodged in the town
nncl the others outsic.le; ancl during tlie three days thnt they sojourned there, they lived peaceably with the barbarians. Afterwnrds they marched ten clays, up along the river, where they saw
fine mnlberry trees, and renrnrkecl that the country was fertile, the
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people, gentle and sociable. So that, on both sides keeping the
peace inviolate, the Indians did not receive any offence; because
they contented themselves with what was 01ily necessary. .Afterwurds, the Christia.ns departed from .Altapaha and entered into
Achalaque, a poor and sterile province where they found only old
men, of whom the greater part had weak vision or wer~ blind. As
they judged of the number of young men by that of the old, and as
in the country they had. not met any young men, the Spaniards believed that they had concealed themselves, and that they awaited
them in ambush. But when they had investigated with care, they
learned that they ·had nothing to fear, and in fact, there were no
young men found in Achalaque, which surprised them still more.
However, they did not put themselves to the trouble of learning the
cause of it; they thought only 9f going to Cofaciqui, where they
all hoped to enrich themselves. 'l'hey therefore made long journeys
and as the country was beautiful, without rivers or forests, they
traversed it in five days. When the general left .Achalaque, he gave
to the caeique, among other things, two hogs. He had made a similar present to the chief of Altapaha, and to some others with whom
he had made alliance; for he hacl brought into Florida more than
one hundred of these animals, which, clur!ng the entire journey,
were of use on divers occasions. But because sometimes they went
astrny upon the road, and the general gave away al ways as many
males as females, it is very likely that if tlle barbarians have
not slain them in hate of the Christians, there nrny be, at this time,
many of them in Florida, which is a country very suitable for raising them.

·CHAPTER III.
OONCERNING THE OACIQUE COFA AND HIS PROVINCE.
vYHEN the general passed fl'om one province to another, he was
accustomed to go himself openly, or to send notice of his coming;
wherefore he sent to the cacique of Cofa to induce him to make an
alliance, and to u,ssure him that his design was to gain the· people
by gentleness; that he acted generously toward those who •desired
peace,.of which the jnhabitants of Apalache, their neighbors, were
wjtnesses, whom the. Spaniards had treated with every kindness.
And as for him, if he would accept their friendship, he wonld be not
less satisfied with it than the others. Cofa and his subjects replied
that the general did them mneh honor; and that he and his troops
would be received with joy; that they could never see him too soon,
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nor could he enter their country too soon. The Spaninrds, delighted with this response, quiekened their ma.rch, and the fourth
day after their departure from Achalaque they arrived nt the first
town of' Oofa, where the ca.cique, in order to appear as a great lord,
awaited them with the most active of his subjects, whom he had
assembletl from all of his provinces. Bnt when he learned that the
Christians were approaching, he went out a quarter of a league to
meet them; where, after having saluted Soto and fulfilled his
promise to him, and finally made known to each other their satisfaction, the army entered into the town in very good order. 1'he
caciqne lodged Soto, distl'ibntecl the quarters, and retired to a town
about two musket shots from the troops.
'l'he Spaniards, rejoiced at this reception, remained five days in
the country, and, at their departure, gnve in custody to the cacique
the only piece of cannon which they had. And to show to him the
esteem which they had for him, by the importance of the thing
which they had confided to him, the general ordered the cannon to
be fired at a large oak, which was upset at the second shot. Tbe
cacique and his snbjects, Slll'prisec1 at an effect which nppearecl to
them so extraordinary, showed that it was truly a great mark of
esteem and confidence to leave with them so impol-tant a trnst.
Afterwards the troops took the route to the province of Oofnciqui,
and the caciq ue with his people accompanied them. Bnt after one
day's marcll, they besought him not to go any fmther. He therefore took leave of the Spaniards with a thousand declarations of
kindness, commanded his suite to embrace them, and sent to his
brother, Cofaqni, to inform him that the army was approaching his
country, and that it deserved to be favorably received. Soto, at
the same time, sent to seek an alliance with Oofaqni; and after six
days of travel he left the province of Oofa, which is a. country snital.Jle for cattle, very productive in corn, and ve1·y delightfnl. There
they met with great forests, beautiful rivers, plains, mountains,
and, above all, people very socinble.

COFAQUI RECEIVES THE SPANIARDS.

HAVING learned that the Christians were coming upon his lands,
Cofaqni had everything prepared to give them an honorable· reception, and dispatched to the general four of the most distinguished
. of his vassals, accompanied by n. number of others, to assure him of
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. his obedience. Soto, rejoiced to see them, treated them with great
kindness, and went with them as far as the first town, which is
called Oofaqni, from the name of the chief and the province. While
be was approaching this place, the cacique, who was within, had
information of it, and went out to meet him, followed by many of
his subjects eqnippecl with bows, plumes, and mantles of marten
skins. Oofaqui saluted him with respect, and after some compliments he confirmed him in what they had said in respect to himself. The general, on his part, received him in a very courteous
manner, and promised him eYery favor, in gratitude for the reception he had given him. rrhe Spanish officers and the Indians, following their example, also pairl each other great civilities, and our
· people went into the town full of joy and satisfaction. Oofoqui at
the same time distributed the lodgings, anc1 for fear of incommoding his new guests, retired, with his o,-vn people, to a neighboring
village. Ent the next day he came to pay his respects, and he
asked the general to tell him if he wonld remain or go on further,
in order the better to take his measures to render him every service.
Soto replied that he would take the route to Oofa.ciqni, and would
not stop nntil he bad reached that country. Thereupon the cacique
replied that it was separated from the province of Oofaqui by a
wilderness of seven clays' journey. That for that pnrpose he offered
him provisions and soldiers, and that, if it pleased him to give his
orders, he would have them punctually executed. The general
made known that he was obliged to him, and requested· him to do
on this occasion what he judged necessary for the march, and that
thus he hoped the troops would not lack anything, and that he
would arrive safely at Oofaciqui.
rrlie cacique, delighted that the general confided in him, ordered
the troops to be immediately raised. In four clays there were four
thousand men to escort the army, with a like numbe1· to ca1Ty the
baggage and provisions. Nevertheless, for fear of some surprise
on account of the number of Indians, the general comma~ded his
men to hold themselves more than ordinarily on their guard. But
these barbarians were very far from undertaking anything. 'rliey
thought only of gaining the friendship of the Spaniards, in order
that they might assist them to avenge themselves i.1pon the people
of Oofaciqui, with whom they were at war. Therefore one day, before the depart~1re of the Christians, the caciqne had Patofa, his
lieutenant-general, called, and said to him that a good occasion, pre•
sentecl itself of resenting the wrongs which the inhabitants of Oofaciqui had done them all. That to haYe satisfaction for it, he sent
him into the conntry with the a~·my of the Spaniards; that it was
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his interest to cherish its friendship by every service, because it was
by the assistance of' these invincible troops he wou]cl avenge him, in
a great degree, on his enemies; that this, besides, would give him
an occasion to deserve well of hi.s prince and country, and would
increase his reputation; that knowing his ardor for glory, his zeal ·
for bis ('OUntry, and ·his valor upon all occasions, he wot1.ld say no
more, convinced that he would gloriously respond to the hopes they
hacl of him.
Afte'r Patofa, who was handsome, and whose visage inc1icnterl
something noble, had received this order, he took off a mantle of
cat skins which he had upon his shoulders, took a palm branch which
one of his seL·vants carried for him, and made, before his lord, many
gambols and leaps, with so much grace ·that he was admired. Tlien
advmwing towards his chief witl1 the palm ·branch in his hand, he
saluted him in a manner bnt little different from onrs, and assured
him that he would sacrifice himself for his service ; that since his
force was seconded by the Spaniards, he pledged him his worcl of
honor that he would avenge him of his enemies; that even his ven~
gea.nce should be illustrions, and capable of making him forget the
insults which he had received: adding, that if fortune should betmy his courage, and that if he did not fulfil the expectation whieh
they had conceived of him, his misfortune should be followed by
his deRth. At these words tlle cacique embraced his lieutenant, and
said to him, that upon the assurance of the success of his enterprise,
he would recompense him in atlvance. '1.1l1ereupon, he took a mantle
of marten skins, which he wore, and which our people valued at two
tllousand <lucats, and invested Patofa with it: which is, among the
In~lians, the greatest mark of honor that a subject can receive.

OHAPTEH, V.
'l'HE ADVENTURE OF AN INDIAN, .

Trrn night before the ·Spaniards left for Oofaciqui, their gnicle,
who was one of the Inclians they had taken in Apalache, and whom
they named Pedro, without, however, having bnptizecl him, began
to cry fol' help, and that they were killing him. The troops immediately seized their arms in the fear of some treason, and put themselves
in order of battle. But not seeinoa1wthing·
and havinoin.
:::,
.,
'
0
qui1·ed the cause of alarm, they learned that it was their gnicle,
whom they found quite frigbtenecl, and almost half dead. When the
general demanded of him what had made him utter such loud cries,
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he replied t!rnt the ,devil, with a frightful visage, accompanied by
many little demons, had appeared to him; that he had threatened
to kill him if he led the Christians to .Cofaciqui; that, thereupon,
he had trodden upon his belly; had dragged him through the room,
anrl hnd given him so many blows that he could not move; that if
he had not been succored by two Spa1iiards the devil would have
killed him; but that the moment he perceived them he fled away
with all his attendants; that, therefore, since the demons feu.rec1 the
Christians, he begged that they woi1lcl baptize him immediately, in
order that the devil might not come any more to maltreat him.
'l'he general and his officers, who 'judged of the truth of the adventtue by the wounds, sent for the priests; who, after having interrogated this poor Indian, baptized him, and did not abandon him
the rest of the night nor the following day. He was in such a
pitiable condition that it was necessary to restore him, and the army
could not decamp until the next day; yet it was necessary that this
Indian should mount on horseback. Cofaqni accompanied the
general two leagues, and afterwards pa.id him some compliments
upon the sol'row he bad at leaving him. He again commanded
Patofa to obey the Spaniards in all things, and_he reminded him
that he was engaged in very important affairs; that they would
judge of the merit of men, but by the brilliancy of their cleeds.
Then he returned to the town, and the troops went on to Oofaciqui,
where they ardently wished to arrive.

CHAPTER VI.
THE MARCH OF THE TROOPS.
THE Indians and Spaniards formed two separate army corps, and
marched every day in this manner: Patofa and the general, each
nt the head of his troops, the baggage and servants in the middle.
··when night drew near, the Indians distributed pl'Ovisions to the
Spaniards; the armies encamped and posted sent.inels, and put
themselves in such a manner, upon their guard against each other,
that one might. have believed them enemies. The Christians, especially, were always watching the deportment of the barb_arians, who·
only wished to show that they understood warfare. The Spaniards
also prided themselves upon the same thing; each one emulonsly
observed discipline. At the end of two days' journey they arrived
in very good order at a wilderness between the provinces of· Oof'uqui
and Oofaciqui. 'l'he Spaniards marched six days, without much
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trnuble, throngh this desert; because its woods and wa.YS were
favorable. Besides some rivulets, they crossed two rivers, not deep,
but very wide, and so rapid that they were obliged to place many
horses in a file in order to break the rapidity of the water, and
favor the passage of the persons on foot, who coulcl not keep themselves erect unless the horses supported them. On the seventh day,
about noon, they found themselves at the end of the road which they
had followed till then, and met with nothing bnt paths which went
here and there into the forest, and which lost themselves almost
immediately. So that, no longer knowing what route to take, the
geneml began to suspect the barbarians. He told Patofa that, under the appearnnce of frienclship, he had wished to destroy them.
rrirnt it was not credible that among eight thousand Indians whom
he rommanded, there was not one who knew the road, considering
that they had always been at war with the people of Oofaciqui, and
made incursions on each other. Patofa replied that he had never
been so far, and not one of those who accompanied him; that they
could not call war, the skirmishes which had tn,ken place lietween
them and their enemies; that in the desert they hacl fought only in
tlle divers encounters in hunting and fishing, where they had killed
and made J)l'isoners on both sides; that, as the inhabitants of Cofaciqni had always gained the advantage, they feared them, and had not
dared to enter their conn try; that, the1·efore, since neither he no!' his
people knew whern they were, he begged that he would entertain, in
their favor, other sentimentR than those which he hacl expressed ;
that the people of Oofnqni were not capable of any baseness; besides, the cacique and he had too much honor to falsify, by an infamous treachery, the gooc1 reception they had given the Spaniards;
that, for the guarantee of his word, they might take snch hostages,
and as many as they pleased; that he would even pledge his life
and those of his soldiers, who would all devotedly sncrifice themscl ves to maintain the honor of their caciq ue and their own glory.
Soto,, moved by this discourse, feared lest their commander
might go to some extremity to show the innocence of his conduct,
nrn1 replied to hirn, that, very far from believing that he had malicionsly misled the Spaniards, he was now convinced to the contrary,
and that the manner in whieh he had spoken, sufficiently justified it.
1'hey then called the Indian, Pedro, who had guided them so correctly, that, at the close of the day, he marked the route for the following clay. But he avowed that he had entirely lost the way, and
excused himself, because it had been a long time since he had been
to Oof'aciqui. The Spaniards, who imagined that he dreaded being
again maltreated by the cl evil, and thHt it would be in vain to entreat
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·him, continued the remainder of the day to march through the
most open parts of the forest, and arrived at snnset at the bol'clers
of a large river which was not fordable.* As they had nothing to
cross it with, a11<l as they had consumed their provisions, this increased their misfortunes, and they were all the night in great consternation. At the break of day the general, in order to reassure
them, promised not to continue the march until tliey had first discovered some road.
He therefore commanded Gusman, Vasconcello, Aniasco, and 'rinoco, captains of cavalry and infantry, to take each their men, and
ordered some to coast the river upward, others to do the same downward, and all the rest .to advance a league into the country, and to
return in five days to the camp, to 1·eport there what they should
have discovered. Aniasco went up the river with the barbarian
general, the guide Pecll'o, and a thousand Indians. 'l'he other captains had each as many of them, in order to spread themselves
through the woods and be able the more easily, to discover some
road. In the mean time, Soto awaited them up0n the borders of the
river, and endnred all that one could suffer of famine. He and his
soldiers ate, ordinarily, only the things which the fonr thonsancl
barbarians wlio remainec1, bl'Ought to them. These Indians left the
quarters as soon as it was morning, to search for provisions, and
clicl not retnrn until night, some with herbs, roots, and some birds
which they had killed; others with fi::,h; in one word, with whatever they had met with, which they gave entirely to the Spaniards,
wl.io were three days only 1mrtially nourished by the provisions
which the Indians furnished them. But as our people left them the
better part of it, and as Soto saw that they conhl no longer subsist
upon it, he had some hogs killed, and distributed half a pound of
meat to each Spaniard, which rather irritated than ::tppeased their
hunger. Nevertheless, to show their gratitude to the Inclians, they
cl ividecl with them what they had. 'l'he general, wllo persuaded them
to this, suffered as the plainest foot-soldier. · He concealed bis distress ; he caressed the soldiers, and encouraged them with a gayety
that charmed them and made them forget a part of their troubles;
so that, in their turn, they showed a countenance as contentecl ns if
they had everything in abundance.

* This river probably was the Ogeeche. They, according to the Elva Narrative, crossed it; and then took place what is related of searching for the road.
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CHAPTER YII.
CONTINUATION OF WHAT HAPPENED IN THE WILDERNESS.

Trrn fifth day that the army marehec1 in the desert, an Indian of
those who had the care of the provisions ran away; either that he
desired to return to his wife· or that he feared to die of hunger.
Patofa, who was informed of it, dispatched four of his men in close
pu!'snit of him, who, after having overtaken him, led him back to
the quarters with his hands bound, and p1·esented him to him .. 'rhen
ho began to reproach him for his baseness, and represent to him the
injury whieh his flight was doing the Indians, the disrespect which
he had for the orders of his cacique; anr1 swore that his crime should
not remain unpunished, but that he should serve for an example to
retain the others in their duty. Thereupon, he orckrecl that they
take him to a rivulet and then make him take off v,:Jrnt covered him,
except his drawers. He commanded them to bring many sprouts, a
yard long; he had the water muddied, and ordered the deserter to
lie down in it ancl drink it all. Four of the stoutest Indians had
charge to take the switches and strike, with all their force, this miserable man if he ceased to drink. This poor Indian drank nt first
as much as it was possil>le; but when he came to take breath, they
gave him so many blows that they fol'ced him to continue. In the
mean time, some of his friends ran to find Soto 1 cast themselves at
his foot, and conjured him with tears, to ask Patofa to pardon the
unfortunate man.
Soto, who knew. that they would not cease to torment the Im1ian
until he had lost his life, requested Patofa to be contented with the
punishment the deserter had suffered. He consented, and they drew
from the stream the poor barbarian all swollen with the water which
he had drunk; in one word, half dead.
It also happened that one of t.he days when tbey suffered the
most from famine in the desert, four soldiers, the most courageous
and the most honorable men of the army, resolved to divide ·what
provisions remained to them in common.
As they found but a
lrnnclful of corn, they had it parched to swell it, they divided it
among themselves, and e.ach one had eighteen grains of it. Three
ate their parts, and there remained but Silvestre, who wrapped his_
in a lurnclkcrchief. After,rnrds, ·another soldiel' whom they callecl
Troche, asked him if he had anything to eat, and he replied very
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pleasantly that they had sent him some good 1naettronis from
Seville.
Troche began to laugh. In the mean time, another of his com*
panions arrived, who begged them to give him some food. Silvestre
also pleasantly replied to him, that he harl a v·ery excellent cake ;
that he was ready to share it. This last, turning this into ridicule,
Silvestre replied that be had asserted nothing but what was tnw,
and drew out his handkerchief, in ,vhich were the eighteen grains of
corn. He gave to eacll of his companions six, and kept the rest for
himself'. They regaled themselves immediately with this before any
one might surprise them. They then went away to drink at u.
stream, aucl passed the day thus, without eating.
Such is the
way in which the other soldiers endured hunger, and it is by sneh
suf!erin·g that they won the new world, whence they draw, eYery
year, twelve or .thirteen millions of gold and silver, and a great,
quantity of precious stones. When I consider also that it is principally from Peru that come these riches to the Spanin.~·cls, I esteem
it very ·glol'ious for me to be the son of -one of the conquerors of
that kingdom.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE SUCCESS OF THE CA~TAINS SENT OUT TO EX PLO RE.
DURING these things the officers who had been sent to find out
the route, did 11ot suffer less from hunger than the general. During
three days of the five of their march they ha.d nothing to ent. They
did not even succ0ecl in their discovery, except Aniasco, who met
with a village on the borders of the river which he coasted. There
were few people in this village, but so much provisions that in a. single lodge they found five hundred measures of corn-meal, besides n.
quantity of corn in the grnin. The people of Patofa and .A.11iasco
rejoiced at this good luck, visited the rest of the houses, nscentled
the highest, saw on both sides of the river many habitations and
cultivated lands. Afterwards they took their meal, and about midnight the Spaniards dispatched four cavaliers to Soto, who 1 to
assure him of the things which they should tell him, took samples
of corn and some cow horns. Up to tbat time they had not seen
cattle in Florida; yet they had found the fresh meat, which often
induced them to urge the Indians to tell them where they should
meet with these cattle. But neither l>y entreaties nor by thrents
had they ever been able to draw any.thing from these barbarians.( IS)
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believed -that it was his interest to stop this disorder; because,
being contrary to the design wh ieh he had of gaining the people Ly
mildness, they would be to him in the future crnel and powerful
enemies. He therefore sent to request Patofa to cmb his people.
This captain obeyed, and at his return from the pursuit or his enemies, Soto gave him, for his caciqne and for himself, some silk stuffs,
linen, knives, mirrors, and other like things; and after having
thanked him for his kindness, he entreated him not to go any further, but to return to bis province.
Patofa, delighted with the presents which they had made him,
returned with so much the more joy, as he had bravely avenged his
chief. Soto, after his departme, remained two days more at the
camp; but as soon as he saw his men ready, he marched up along
the river, where be found much provisions and many Indians massacred, which had compelled the other inhabitants of the quarters
to retire into the forest. .And at the encl of three days' journey he
encamped 111 a place filled with mulbeny trees and many trees
loaded with fruit. rl'he quarters made, he commanded Aniasco to
follow, with thirty soldiers, the route which they had held thus far,
and to endeavor to capture some Indians, in Ol'der to get some
knowledge of the conntry and of the caciqne of the province. That,
at all events, he should take great care to notice everything which
he should see, in ol'der that the army might continue its march in
safety ; that he relied on his discretion, and hoped that the good
fortune ·which had always accompanied him would not abandon him
on this occasion. A little before night Aniasco, with his companions, secretly left the camp. They followed the road which they had
directed them, which gradually enlarged; but after two leagues they
heard a confused noise, like that whicli is made in a town. Thereupon continuing their route until out of the forest wliel'e they were,
they saw a light. 'rhey heard the dogs barking, the children crying, and persons speaking, and knew that they were not far from
some town. They therefore prepared to capture some Indians;
and, with this design, they silently crept directly toward the village, each emulating the otller.
When they hnd gone a little way they perceived the town on the
other side of the river along which they had come. 'l'hey turned
and ran here and there to discover a crossing; but not finding one,
they stopped in an open place upon the borders of the river at a
place where boats landed. rl'hey rested there for some time, and
then returned before day. They related to the general their discovery, and as soon as the sun had risen he took a hunclred horse
and as many foot soldiers n.nd went to reconnoitre the town. "'\\Then
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believed that it was his interest to stop this disorder; because,
being contraTy to the design whiuh he had of gaining the people by
mildness, they would be to l1im in the future crnel and powerful
enemies. He therefore sent to request Patofo, to curb his people.
This captain obeyed, and at his return from the pursuit of his enemies, Soto gave him, for his cacique and for himself, some silk stuffs,
linen, knives, mirrors, and other like things; and after having
thanked him for his kindness, he entreated him not to go any further, but to Teturn to his province.
Patofa, delighted with the presents which they had made him,
returned with so much the more joy, as he had bravely avenged his
chief. Soto, after his departure, remained two days more at tile
camp; but as soon as he saw his men ready, he marched up along
the river, where he found much provisions and many Indians massacred, which had compelled the other inhabitants of the quarters
to retire into the forest. And at the encl of three clays' journey he
encamped l.11 a place filled with mulberry trees and many trees
loaded with frnit. rrhe quarters made, he commanded .Aniasco to
follow, ,vith thirty soldiers, the route which they hacl held thus far,
and to endeavor to capture some Indians, in 01·der to get some
knowledge of the country and of tlle caciqne of the province. That,
at all events, he should take great care to notice everything which
he should see, in order that the army might continue its march in
snf'ety; that he relied on his discretion, and hoped that the good
fortune which had always accompanied him would 11ot abandon him
on this occasion. A little before night Aniasco, with his companions, secretly left the camp. They followed the road which they had
directed them, which gradually enlarged; but after two leagues they
heard a confused noise, like that which is made in a town. Thereupon continuing their route until out of the forest where they were,
they saw a light. 'rhey heard the dogs barking, the children crying, arn1 persons spenking, and knew that they were not far from
some town. rrhey therefore prepared to capture some Indians;
ancl, with this design, they silently Cl'ept directly toward the village, each emulating the other.
When they had gone a little way they perceived the town on the
other side of the river along which they had come. rrhey turned
and ran here and there to discover a crossing ; but not finding one,
they stopped in an open place upon the borders of the river at a
place where boats landed. '1,hey rested there for some time, and
then returned before day. 'l,hey related to the general their discovery, and as soon as the sun had risen he took a hundred horse
and as many foot soldiers and went to reconnoitre the town. When
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he nrrivecl at the crossing, Ortis and Pedro the Indian cried out to
the· inhabitants that they came to make an alliance with their caciqne,
and that the people whom they perceived were the retinue of the
ambassado1·. The barbarians, surprised at what they saw, quickly
retired into the village to cany there this news.

CHAPTER X.
THE CONDUCT OF THE LADY OF COFACIQUI.
THE arrival of the Spaniards being made known thronghout the·
town, six of the principal persons of the place, good looking and
aged about forty-five years each, entered a bont with other Indians
and crossed the rinr. vVhen the_y were in the presence of the
general, they turned to the enst, and bowed to the sun; then to the
west, and bowed to the moon; then to Soto, who was gravely sitting
upon a seat which was always kept ready for him to receive the
ambassadors who were sent to him. rl'hey, according to the c't1stom
of the inhabitants of Florida, first asked if he wished peace or war,
and he replied peace, thei1· alliance, anrl bonts to cross the river;
that he also asked them to give him a passage through tbeir lands,
and some proyisi.ons to proceed further; that he was· sorry to beg
them, but that necessity compelled him; that, therefore, the favor
which they should grant him would Le very gratifying to him; that
he would endeavor to acknowledge it, and should so act that they
·would lrnve as much reason to be satisfied with his conduct as he
with their generosity. The Indians replied that they accepted the
peace, 1mt that there were but few provisions in the country; that,
with the exception of their town, the pestilence had desolated the
province; that the greater part of the inhabitants had been taken
off by the malady, and tliat the others, having retired into the forest,
had not planted i that even since the pestilence ceased tbey had not
returned to their homes. Nevertheless, he ought to hope for the
best, since they were the subjects of a young lady who was not less
prudent than generous; that they were going to rende1· her an
account of everything, and return to bring her answer, whieh, according to all appearances, would not fail to be favorable. rl'hereupon they took leave of the general and returned to the Yillage, and
made to their princess a faithful recital of all that they were charged
to say to her. Hardly had they spoken and told the'ir opin.ion concerning the measures which ought to be taken on this occasion, tb::1.11
their lady commanded that .they should hold ready a boat, and that
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they shon1d deek it in the best manner possible. She afterwnr<1s
entered it with eight women, the most eminent of the province.
This boat was towed by another, where were seated the six Indinns
who had returned from the Spaniards, and witll them many rowers
who managed the boats and who crossed them to the side where tho
general was.
As soon as the young lady approached the general, she paid he1·
compliments to him, and, having sat down on a seat whil'h tl1ey
had brought for her, she related the things wllich her men had toltl
her. She achlecl that, although the misfortune of the year !Jad
deprived her of the means or' assisting Soto as she ~rnulcl lrnve
wislled, she would, notwithstanding, offer him six hundred measnres
of corn; that in two houses of the town, whid1 were hers, they
would find this quantity in each; that she had amassed these provisions to succo1· thos~ of her subjects who had been preservec1 from
the pestilence, and provided the general left her the one-half of hel'
provisions, because of the poverty of the country, she worild cheerfnlly abandon the other; that, if he desired any more, she wonltl
command to be opened the granaries of a village quite near; that
she had two thousand measures of corn,* and he might ta1~e as
much of it as he should judge necessary; that to lodge more
comfortably the general and his officers, she would quit her own
house and abandon to them half of the town ; that, as for the
soldiers, she would have huts built; that, even if all this was not
sufficient, she wonlc1 command the inhabitants to go away into a
neighboring village; that, in order to facilitate to his army the
passage of the river, she would take care that the next day they
should have there rafts and boats all ready, in order to show the
general with wlrnt ardor she endeavored to serve him.
Soto replied that he was under the greatest obligations to her;
that tlie offers which she had rnacle were more than he merited;
that they appeared to him so much the mofo important, as her
subjects were suffering on account of the misfortune of the year;
that she deprived herself of many things to oblige him; that, un<lel'
this consideration, he sboulcl have .the provisions carefully husbanded, and should incommode her as little as possible; that,
touching the lodging, all should be regulated with prudence; and
that he was so charmed with her generosity that he desired to be
favored by fortune only to testify to her some day his gratitude fortb.e

* This word "measures" conveys no correct idea of the quantity, and is
very vagne, but from the context it a1Jpears that there was a great abundance
of corn.
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favors she conferred upon the Spaniards. Afterwards, Soto adroitly
drew her into conversation about the province of Oofaciqui and the
neighboring countries, and she replied in a manner that marked
much intelligence nnd knowledge. They observed, also, that the
people of Oofac:iqni and of the two last provinces were more gentle,
irniependent, and polite than the inhabitants of the other countries;
for, although those of the countries which they had discoverecl
might have demanded peace, and even might have kept it, they
remarked, nevertheless, something inexpressibly rude, stiff, and
insincere in their conduct. But as for those of Oofaciqui and their
neighbors, it seemed as though they all their lives had had intercourse with the Spaniards. Besides, having much esteem for them,
they obeyed them in all things, and endeavot·ed by every way to
show to them their affection, which required that they should treat
their friendship with much discretion.

CHAPTER XI.
THE ARMY CROSSES THE COF ACIQUI RIVER.
WHILST the Lady of Cofaciqui was speaking to Soto, she unstrung,
one after another, large pearls from a chain, which made three tours
around the neck, and desce1uled to her waist. 'l'hen she made a
sign to Ortis to take them and give them to the general; but when
he showed to her that by presenting them herself, her pearls would
receive a new lustre, she said to him that the modesty of persons
of her sex forbn.de her this liberty. Soto, who knew what she said,
replied to her that really her hands enhanced the value of her pearls,
and that since she presented them only with the view of making
peace, she was acting contrary 11either to decorum nor her dignity.
These words inspired her with a becoming confidence. She immediately arose, and gave the pearls to the general, who very politely
approached to receive them. He, himself, took from his finger a
very beautiful ruby, of which he made her a present as a sign of
peace. She accepted it, and put it upon Iler finger with remarkable
grace. Afterwards she took leave of the general and retired into
the town, after having filled the Spaniards with admiration. Her
beauty and her intellect had captivated them to such a degree that
th~y did not even think of inquiring her name.* In the mean time,
to give orders for the passage of the army, the general remained

* This story of the queen of Cofaciqui is very much like what the Elvas Narrative and Biedma relate; though each gives some different particulars.
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upon the borders of the river, which the sailors believed to be the
same as that which, upon the con,st, is called Saint Helena, and
commanded the colonel of cavalry to quickly forward the rest of
the troops and repair to him. Also, during this time, the Indians
made rafts in very great numbers, and brought many boats; so that
the next day they crossed the river. Some persons relate that the
Spaniards had four horses drowned, and others seven; which grieved
them so much the more sensibly, as this misfortune had happened
through the fault of those who conducted the horses. In fact, they
drove them so heedlessly across the river that they got them into a
gulf where they were lost.* rrhe others having safely crossed with
the army, one part of .the troops lodged in: the half' of the village
which the Indians had left for them, and the others under huts
of branches; for the ·country is full of wood, fruit trees, and mulberry trees, more beautiful than those of whicll we have spoken
heretofore.

CHA prrER XII.
THEY SEND FOR THE MOTHER OF THE LADY OF COFACIQUI.
'l'HE day after the passage of the troops, Soto carefull.v inquired
about the province of Oofaciqui, and he learned that the land was
very good for cultivation, and for raising herds. He learned, moreover, that the mother of the lady of the country was a widow who
dwelt twelve leagues from the quarters. Tllerefore, he entreated·
her daughter to send for her, and immediately she dispatched to her
twelve of the principal Indians, with orders to entreat her to come
to the camp to see, there, strangers well worthy of admiration,
and also unknown animals. Bnt nothing could move the mother,
who blamed her daughter's imprudence, and manifested much resentment at her conduct. She also found great fault that the
envoys had not opposed their lady, and she showed, hy her conduct, a great contempt for the Spaniards. 'l'he general, upon this
news, commanded Aniasco to descend along the river with thirty
foot soldiers to a place distant from the communication with the village; that there he would meet with the mother of the lady of
Cofaciqui, and that he should lead her, with much gentleness, to the
quarters; because he wished to gain the country in this way, in
order that he might he able, some day, to establish himself there

* This river was the Savannah; they had crossecl the Ockmulge, Oconee, and.
Ogeeche; which is evident in the Elvas Narrative.
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without much tronb1e. Aniasco left with his comrades, and took a
young Indian of rank, wi10m the lady of the province had given to
accompany him. rrhis India.n was followed by some of his domestics, mHl had orrlers to nrnrch in advance, when they should arrive
near the place to which they were going, in order to give notice of
the coming of the Spaniards, and to beseech the good mother, in the
1rnme of her daughter, and the inlrnbitants of the country, to come to
the camp; that she would have pleasure and honor there; that, in a
word, she would be received there with mnch joy and affection. The
lady of Oofaciqui had sent this young lord, because, having been
ntisecl hy ·her mother, he was tenderly loved by her; and in consideration of this, tllere was reason to believe that he would render her
more favorable to the Spaniards. Besides, he alone was able to
make the scheme succeed: fo1; he had address, besides an attractiYe
form and mien, ai1el was very spruce after the fashion of the country,
with plnrnes of divers colors upon his bead, a beantifnl mantle of
skins, a painted how in his hands, and n, quiver full of anows npon
his shoulders. rrhis was the state in which the -young Indian
marched, who tlionght only of gaining the friendship of the Spani:.mls, and who, in a.11 things, manifested that his greatest pleasure
wonlcl be to oblige them.

OHAP'l1 ER XIII.
THE DEATH OF THE INDIAN CHIEF, AND THE RETURN OF THE ENVOYS,

AF'l'ER Aniasco ancl his companions had marched about three
lengnes, they rested themselves, dnring the heat of the day, under
great trees. In the mean time, the Incliun lord, who was in the
mit1st of the troops, m1d who, until then, had agreeably entertained
them concerning· Oofaciq ni and the neighboring country, began suddenly to muse. He negligently restecl his head upon his elbow, and
at times uttered profound sighs. Nevertheless, for fear of afflicting
him more, they dared not ask him the cause of it. .Afterwards,
·when he ceased sighing a little, he took his qniyer and emptied it
of nearly all the anovvs, one after anolher. They ·were extremely
beautiful; because the most distinguished inhabitants of Florida
pride themselves on the lieauty of these sorts of arms, especially 011
those which served tltem for ornaments. That one may have the
plcmmre of ]earning the manner in which they are marle, I shall speak
of the arrnws of the Indian who accompanied the Spaniards. ':rhe
arrows of this chief were of reed, fornishec1 with feathers, and every
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one had something renrnrkable. Many ·were armed with stags'·homs
or fish bones, anc1 a few, of palm wood, shnrpened at the encl, and
indented at the side with so much neatness that nothing could have
been made more exaet with steel.
As the Spaniards found them so well made, they took some of
them to examine them closely; and all agreec1 that of this kind,
there was nothing more finished. Dming this time the Indian, who
saw that our men c1id not observe him, drew quietly from his quiver
an arrow, the point of which was flint and like that of a poniard,
stabbed himself with it in the throat, and fell dead. The Spaniards,
astonished at this event, and sorry not to have been able to prevent
a blow so fatal, called the valets of this Indian and demanded the
canse of this misfortune. They replied, with tears in their eyes,
that they supposed their master had killed himself in the belief that
the services which he was rendering the Christians would be ve1·y
disagreeable to the lady to whom he was condncting them. 'l1liat
since she had not come the first time, it was to be believed that she
was offended. That thus he was illy requiting the love she bore
him and the care she had taken of his education. They added tl.iat
he was thus con vincecl that if he executed the orders of the young
lady, he would grow out of favor with her. rrhat finally he would
be compelled to retire; and they asserted that seeing th.at he could
not avoid disobliging either the daughter or the mother, he had
generously resolved to show to them that he preferred death to the
misfortune of displeasing them. The Spaniards found these conjectures very prnbable, and continued the journey. Ent after three
leagues, they inquired of the servants of the Indian, if they knew
tho retreat of the lady whom they sought, and how far they were
still from it. They replied that only their master knew it, but that
nevertheless, they would endeavor to :find it. Our men did not tire
of travel, anc1· at the encl of four leagues they perceived some Indians.
They immediately placed themselves in ambush, and captnrecl a
man and three women. 'l'hey requested tl1em to direct-them to the
road which led to the mother of the lady of Cofaciqui; and these
barbarians replied that the report was cnrrent that she had left her
ordinary dwelling, and that ev~n they did not know exactly whern
she had retirec1. That, however, if they would follow them, they
would inquire about it; and that, without searching very far, she
might perhaps befonnd very.near. As the Spanituds were clelibernt~
ing conceming the resolution they onght to take upon this reply, one
of their companions said, that, the first envoys not having had any
success in thefr enterprise, there was no nppearance tlrntthey would
be more fortunate. 'l'hat the lady whom _they were going to seek
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showed a particular ayersion to the Spaniards; that she having
persisted in not corning, she had perhaps assembled troops to cut
them all in pieces in case they should wish to carry her off; and
that, without horses, they could not defend themselves nor attempt
anything; that aft.er all, this good woman was very useless to them
for their conquest, and that it was sufficient to have her daughter,
with whom it was requisite to make a durable peace. Besides, they
did not know what route to take to go to the cl welling of the
mother, because they lacked faithful guides; and that, without
speaking of the yonng chief whose death was a bad sign, their
fatigue ought to make them return to the general. 'l'hey all unanimously concurred in this opinion, and retraced their route to the
camp, where they rendered an account of their adventure. Three
days after that an Indian offered to conduct them, by descending
the river, to wliere was the mother of the lacly of Oofaciqui; and
_A_niasco took two boats with twenty of his comrades, and followed
bis gukle. The first day they found the four horses that were
drowned at the crossing of tlie river Cofacique, and this renewed
the regret which they bad had for their loss. But the five other
days which tliey continuec1 their voyage they did not make any discovery; and after much trouble they returned to the quarters with
news that the lady whom they went in search of, having known that
they would return for ber, had concealed herself in a forest, whence
they had no means of drawing her. The general then, despairing
of taking her, turned all his thoughts elsewhere.

CHAPTER XIV.
THE METAL WHICH THEY FOUND IN COFACIQUI,
DURING the expeditions of Aniasco, the other Spaniards, who
all expected to make fortunes in Cofaciqui, carefully inqnired about
the riches which are found there; and the general commanded to be
called the two young Indians whom they had brought from -1~palache. He sent them to the lady of Oofaciqni to entreat her to procure the pearls and the white and yellow metals with which trafficked
the merchants whom they had served, assuring her that if she
obliged the Spaniards in that, she would succeed in loading them
with her fusors. This lady immediately dispatched some of her
subjects to fetch these metals, and they brought back copper of a
very golden color, with some white slabs like silver, an ell long ancl
wide, from three to four inches thick and yet very light. But when
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they banclled it they reduced it to powder as they would a dry clod of
earth. Afterwards, she sent word to the Spanhtrds, that at the end
of the village, in a temple where were interred the most distinguished
persons of the place, there were all sorts of pearls in abundance;
that they might take as many of them as they thought proper; that
if they wanted more they would find some at a league from the
quarters, in the capital of the country ; that this town, the residence
of her ancestors, had a temple where they would see a great quantity of pearls, which she abandon.eel to the discretion of the ge11eral
and his troops ; and that, if they were not satisfied with all that,
they could even have more of them, by means of the fishing· that
was practised in the country. 'rhis news consoled the Spaniards
for not having met, in Oofaciqui, with the gold and silve1· with
which they had :flattered them. They also rejoiced to see that many
believed that there might he gold in the copper, but as they had
neither aqua-fortis nor quieksilver they could not assay it.

CHAPTER-XV.
THE TEMPLE WHERE WERE INTERRED THE MOST DISTINGUISHED
INHABITANTS OF COFACIQUL
WHEN they knew the riches of the temple where were interred
the most distinguished of the inhabitants of Cofaciqui, they hacl it
guarded, and, at the return of Aniasco, the general and the captain
went there. They found in this temple great wooden boxes without
locks, and they were astonisherl that, without tools, the Indians had
been able to make them so well. rl'hese boxes were around the wall
upon benches two feet from the ground, and inclosed the dead,(16)
embalmed in such a manner that they had not an offensive odor.
Besides these great boxes, they had smaller ones, and cane baskets
very well made. These last boxes were filled with clothing of
men and women, and the baskets with pearls of all sorts. The
Spaniards were rejoiced. at so much wealth; for they found there
more than a. thousand measnres of pearls. They examined twenty
measures, and took only two, with as many of the seed pearls, to·
send to Havana, where their value was known.* In fact, the general

* Biedma mentions the temple as a burial place of the chiefs of t1ie country;
that the Spaniards took from it a great quantity of pearls, six or seven arrobas,
but that they were spoiled by being buried in the ground. He says they dug
up two Spanish axes, a chaplet of wild olive seed, and some small beads resembling those brought from Spain for the purpose of trading with the Indians.
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did not wish that they should encumber themselves with many
things, and he even would have had the rest of the pearls replaced
in the baskets, if they had not begged him to distribute them. He
thei•efore gave them liberally to tile soldiers and the officers, with
orders to make chaplets of them, for which they were suited. Afterwards the Spaniards left the temple, and Soto, two clt:i.ys after, took
three hundred men, the principal of his troops, and went to Talorneco.
Botl1 sides of the road, from the camp to this town, were covered
with trees, of which a part bore fruit, and it seemed as though
they promenaded through an orchard, so that our men arrived with
pleasure and without difficulty at Talomecw, which they found
abandoned on account' of the pest. 'J.1alomeco is a beautiful town,
ancl quite noted, as it was the residence of the caciqnes. It is upon a
small eminence near the river, and consists of five hnnclred well"".
built houses. .That of the chief is elevated above the town, and is
seen from a distance. It is also larger, stronger, and more agreeable than the others. Opposite this house is the temple, where are
the coffins of the lords of the province. It is filled with riches, ancl
built in a magnificent manner; but as I despair of describing it
properly, I conjure the worthy persons who shall read this history
to supply the defects of my description in forming to themselves a
grnncl idea of the things witll. which I am going to entertain tllem.

CHAPTER XVI.
DESCRIPTION OF THE TEMPLE OF TALOMECO •

. 'l.11rn temple of Talomeco, where is the sepulchre of the caciques,
is more than a hundred steps long, by forty broad. The walls are
liigh in proportion, and the roof very elevated, to supply the want
of tiles and to give more slope to the water. The covering is of
canes, very thin, split in two, of which the Indians make mats
which resemble the rush .carpets of the Moors, which are very beautiful to view. Five or six of these mats, placed one upon the other,
.serve to prevent the rain from penetrating and the sun from enterThe Elvas account says, that about a leagne ancl a half around Cofacig_ui were
great towns clispeopled and overgrown with grass; that there were, in storehouses, great quantities of clothes, mantles of yarn made of the barks of trees,
ancl others mn,cle of feathers, white, green, reel, and yellow ; deer skins made
into hose, stockings, and shoes. He also says that iu this town were found a
dagger and beads that hacl belonged to Christians.
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ing the temple; which the private people of the country and their
neighbors imitate in their houses.
Upon the roof of this temple are many shells of clifferent sizes,
of divers fishes, ranged in very good order. But they could not
comprehend whence they could have brought them, these people being so far from the sea, unless they had taken them in the
rivers ~nd streams which water the province. All ·Ghese shells are
placed with the insides out, to give more brilliancy, putting always
the great spiral sea-shell between two small shells, with the intenal
from one piece to the other filled with many strings of pearls of
divers sizes, in the form of festoons, from one shell to the other.
1'hese festoons of pearls, which extend from the top of the roof to
the bottom, joined to the vivid brightness of the mother-of-pearl
and the shells, prnc1nce a very beautiful effect when the sun shines
upon them.
rl'he temple had doors proportioned to its grandeur. There
were seen at the entrance twelve statues of giants, made of wood.
'l'hey are represented with an aspect so ferocious and 11,1enacing
that the Spaniards stopped a long time to consider these figmes,
worthy of the admiration of ancient Rome. 'rhey say that these
giants were placed there to defend the entrnnce of the door; for
they are in a ·row on en.ch side, and gradually diminish in size. The
first are eight feet high, and the others proportionally a little less,
in the order of the tu bes of an organ.
They hnve arms conformable to their height, the first on each side
baYe clubs ornamented with copper, which they hold elevated, and
seem ready to bring tllern down with fnry upon those who may dare
to enter. ':tihe second have maces, and the tb ird a kind of oar; tlte
fourth, copper axes, the edges of which are of flint; the fifth hold a
bended bow with the arrow ready to leave. Nothing is more curious
to see than these arrows, the lower end of which is a piece of stag's
horn very well finished, or a flint stone as keen as a dagg·er. r.rhe
last giants have very long pikes, ornamented with copper at the
two enc1s, and are in a menacing posture as well as the others, but
all in a different manner, and very natural.
1,he height of the walls of the temple within is aclorned conformable to the exterior of tlie roof; for there is a kind of cornice
made of the great spiral sea-shell, placed in very good order, and
between these are seen festoons of pearls which hang from the roof.
In the intervals of the shells and pearls, there is seen in the arches
a quantity of plumes of divers colors tied to the roof, and very well
arranged. Besides this order which reig·ns above the cornice, many
plumes and strings of pearls hang from all the other parts of the
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l'Oof, retained by imperceptible threads tied Hbove and below, so
that it seems as though these works might be ready to fall.
B~neath· this ceiling and comice, there are ~tround the four sides
of the temple two rows of statues, one above the other, the one of
men ancl the other of women, of the height of the people of the
country. Each one has his niche joining another, only to adorn
the wall which had otherwise been too naked. All the men have
arms in theil' hands, on which are rolls of pearls of four or five rows
with tassels at the end, made of very fine thread, and of divers
colors. As for the statues of the women, they hold nothing in their
hands.
At the base of these walls there. are wooden benches very well
worked, where are placed the coffins of the lords of the province,
and of their famili~s. Two feet above these coffins, in the niches
of the wall, are seen the statues of the persons who are buried there.
They represent them so naturally that we can judge how they were
at the time of their death. rl'he women have.nothing in thefr hands,
but the men have arms. The space which is between tlie images of
the dead, and the two ranks of statues, which commence under the
cornice, is deuorated with bucklers of divers sizes, made of reeds so
strnngly woven that there is no arrow of a crossbow, nor even shot
of a musket that can· perforate them. T bese bucklers are all a<lorned
with pearls and with colored tassels, which greatly contribute to
their lJeauty.
In the midclle of the temple there are three rows of chests upon
separate benches ; the largest of the chests serve for a base to the
medium size, and these for the smallest~ and ordinarily, these pyramids are composed of five or six chests. As there are spaces between the benches, they do not prevent going from one side to the
other, and seeing, in the temple, all that one wishes .
..All these chests are filled with pearls, in such a manner that the
lnrgest contain the lnrgest pearls, and thus, in succession, to the
smallest which are full of seed pearls only. Besides, the quantity
of pearls was such, that the Spaniards avowed, that even if there
had been more than nine hundred men and three hundred horses,
they all together could not have carried off at one time all the pearls
of this temple. We ought not, however, to be too much astonished
at this, if we consider that the Indians of the province conveyed
into these chests, during many ages, all the pearls which they found,
without retaining a single one of them. And hence we can judge
by comparison, that if all the gold and silver, which they have
brought from Peru to Spain, had not been transported elsewhere,
the Spanin.rds would now JJe able to cover with gold and silver mnny
churches.
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Besides the innumerable qnnntity of pearls, there were found
many packages of chamois skins, some of one color and others of
another, without connting many raiments of skin with the hair
variously dyed; many garments of cats', martens', and other skins,
as well dressed as at the best places in Germany and Russia.
About this temple, which everywhere was very clean, there was
a great magazine divided into eight halls of the same size, which
aclded much ornament to it. The Spaniards entered these halls,
and found them filled with arms. There were, in the first, long
pikes, mounted with very beautiful copper, and ornamented with
links of penrls, which made three or four turns. The place where
these pikes touched the shoulder was embellished with colorecl chamois; and at the extremities there were tassels with pearls, which
contributed greatly to thefr beauty.
There were, in the second hall, maces, like those of the giants,
furnished with links of pearls, and, in })laces, with tassels of divers
colors with pearls roundabout. In the tl1irc1 were found hammers, embellishecl as the others ; in the fourth, pikes decked with tassels near
the blade and at the handle ; in the fifth, a kind of oar adorned
with pearls and fringes ; in the sixth, very beautiful bows antl
arrows. Some were armed with flint, sharpened at the encl in the
form of a bodkin, a sword, a pike blade, or the point of a dagge1·
with two edges. rrhe bows were adorned with divers 1nilliant
colors, and embellished with pearls in divers places. In the seventh
hall there were bucklers of wood and of cow-skins, brought frnm a,
distance, decked with pearls and colored tassels. In the eighth were
bucklers of cane, woven very skilfully, and deckecl with tassels and
seed pearls. Snch is. the descl'iption of the temple and magazine
of Talomeco; which the Spaniards, who had been in Pern and in
other parts of America, admired as the wonder of the New World.
Afterwards, they asked the Indians, what had led them to amass
so much wealth ; and they replied that all the chiefs of the country,
and principally those of their province, made their granrleur to
consist in the magnificence of their temples.(17) Our people contented themselves with this reply, and immediately the controllers
'of the emperor, who attended the army to receive the fifth of all
the wealth it should find, deliberated upon taking the claims of
their master. But Soto told them that they ought not to burden
·themselves with anything; that they were· sufficiently encumbered
with the arms and provisions which they carried ; that after the
conquest of Florida they would divide it, and that he to whom
should fall the province of Cofaciqni should pay the fifth of the
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treasure which shonlcl be found in the temple of Talomeco. Everybody approved this sentiment, and they retraced their route to the
quarters.*
CHAPTER XVII.
DEPARTURE FROM COFAOIQUI, AND WHAT HAPPENED ON THE MARCH
AS FAR AS CIIOV.ALA.

As soon as the general had arrived at the, quarters, he employed
ten days in inquiring about the neighboring provinces, and, upon
the assurance that they were fertile and populated, he commanded
his men to hold themselves ready to leave, and went with the officers
to take leave of the lady of Oofaciqui and the principal _Indians.
He thanked them fo1· their kind reception, and particulal'ly the
young princess, to whom he promised ·every acknowledgment for
the kindness she had had for the Spaniards., Then the troops decamped ; but because they bad not enough provisions to march in
a body, they divided. 1:rhe general ordered three of his captains to
take a lnuidred cavaliers and two hundred foot sol<liers and advance
twelve leagues into the country, aside from the route to Chova1a,
whither they were going; that they would find in a village .six
hunflrecl measmes of corn; and that, after having taken as much ns
they could, they should rejoin the rest of the army on its march.
These captains departed immediately, and the general took the
route he had resolved upon. He arrived in eight days at Ohovala,
which bonncls the province of Cofaciqui, and his officers at the
town where they hacl been ord~red to repair. They found there n
great .quantity of corn. They took two hundred measures and went
to resume the route of the general who had passed. The greater part
of them (who clicl not know how far they were from him, and who,
in this uncertainty, feared to fail of provisions on the route) mutinied and ,vould not obey, and doubled their pace in order to overtake him. 'l1he captains, who wished to go slowly on ncconnt of
three sick: horses, endeavored to restrain these mutineers by the
consideration of the services they would draw from these animals;
but they replied fiercely that they m nst not prefer three horses to
the lives of three hundred men; and they began to march fas.ter and
in greater disorder than before. 'rl.1ereupon one of the captains,
who was at tl~eir head, told them that he was astonished at the
recklessness with which they went; that in two days at the most
they would rejoin the general at Ohovala; that he had too much

*

Neither the Elvas Narrative nor Biedma mentions these marvels.
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honor, and was too well versed in war, to leave them in an enemy's
country; that, therefore, it was not necessary, through a ridiculous
fear of provisions failing, to abandon the horses which were so
useful against the barbarians; .that, without donbt, their conduct
would cover them with shame, and would give great displeasure to
Soto, who loved them; that, therefore, they ought rather to return
to their duty and die like brave soldiers, than to be disobedient
and live without glory. ':tihese words arrested them a little;• and
the next day at noon there arose, as they were marclling, a storm,
accompaniec:1 with wind, thunder, and llail, so destructive tlrn.t, had
they not met with some large trees, they would have all perished,
for the hail was very large. But fortunately it did not last long;
so they continued their march, and the third day arrived at a small
villnge which was called Chalaques, whence the inhabitants had retired, excepting ·some ol<l men, of whom the greater part were blind .
.At three days' jonrney thence they rPjoined the genera1, who had
waited for them two days in n, valley of the provhice of Chovala,
distant from the capital about five leagnes by the route which they
·Imel taken,. and which they found quite pleasant, for they marched
almost always through n country level and intersected, every three
or four leagues, by smn11 streams which flowed pleasantly through
the country. 'l'hey also met with some mountains with very gentle
slopes, covered with ·herbs very suitable for cattle, and saw during
their journey very good lands.
However, from Apalache to Chovala the route was about fiftyseven days' journey, and almost always toward tlre north or northeast. What is somewhat remarkable, the Spaniarcts found in the
villages which were subject to the lady of Cofaciq ui many slaves,
Indians of other countries, that those who went hunting and fishing
had made prisoners. 'l'hese slaves served to cultivate tile lands,
and had been very baclly treated to prevent them from escaping.
Some had the tendons of their insteps cut, and others that of their
heels. When I shall again have something to say of the lacly of
Cofaciqui, I will relate the most important things that happened 01·
were seen in her provinces.

OHAPTER XVIlI.
THE GENEROSITY OF TI-IE LADY OF COF AOIQUI,

'rrrn Spaniards sojourned fifteen clays in the capital of Ohovala,
situated between a town and :.. very rapid little river. ~I.1hey were
very well received there, because the province was subject to the
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lady of Cofaciqui. .Afterwards they decamped, and marched the
first da.y through cultivated lands, and five others over uninhabited
mountains which were twenty leagues across. rrhey were full of
oak and mulberry trees, good pastures, and small streams which
flowed among valleys very cool and agreeable.
rro return to the lady of Oofaciqui. , She had not been contented
to have the Spaniards conducted as far as Ohovala; she even com~
manded the inhabitants of this province to furnish them with as
much provisions as they should wish, and even to give them Indians
to serve them during the twenty leagues of mountains which they
had to cross before reaching Gnachoula. She also took care, in
order that everything sl10uld work the better, that the Indian
servants sllould be commanded by four of the chiefs of tlle country,
and made to keep this order while the Spaniards marched through
her lands. But this is the manner in which she concluctecl he1·self
in respect to them when they left her dominion: She ordered the
four Indian commanders that, as soon as they should arrive at the
country of Guachonla (which borders on her provinces), they should
march in advance; and that, in the quality of arnbass.adors, they
should go and solicit the cacique to favorably receive the Spaniards
in his k.ingdom; that, in case of refusal, they should declare war
against him, and threaten to pnt fire an<l sword to everything in his
count1·y. The general knew nothing of this order until after they
had passed the mountains. 'l'hen, when the four Indians askcrl him
that they might take the lead, they discovered to him the business
with which they were charged. Our people, surprised at this
generous conduct, retained tbe opinion which they had, that the
lady of Cofaeiqui ardently desired to serve them. In fact, when in
her province, she zealously served them; she begged them always
to pardon her if she did not render them all the favors that were expected of her. 'l'be Spaniards, to convince her of the contrary, complimented her upon the manner in which she acted. This lady was
not only liberal to our people, but even to her subjects, whom she
loaded with favors. She also deserved to rule kingdoms; and to be
an accomplished princess she only needed to be enligh~ened with
the light of the faith.*

* This is very different from what the Elvas account relates of this Iuc1ian
princess. It relates that she was forced to accompany Soto; that, one day
stepping aside in the forest with one of her servant-women, she escaped with
three slaves that fled from the camp; and that, i11 Xualla, she and a slave of
Vascoucellos lived as man and wife.
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CHAPTER XIX.
WIIAT HAPPENED TO THE TROOPS IN THE WILDERNESS.
THE day that the Spaniards left Ohovala the:y missed three slaves,
of whom two were negrnes and the other a Moor. The love of
women rather tlrnn any bad treatment had caused them to flee and
live among the Indians, who were so delighted to have them, that
they could never recover them whatever haste they made for that
pnrpose. .As the negroes loved theil· masters and passed for good
Christians, they were surprised at their crime; but no one was
astonished at the conduct of the Moor, who was crafty and wicked.
rl'wo days after tllis flight, when the troops we.re marching through
the wilderness, Juan 'rerron, one of the stoutest soldiers of the
army, toward noon, drew from his saddle-l?ags about six pounds of
pearls, and pressed a cavalier, one of his frien.cls, to take them. 'rl:1e
cavalier thanked him and told him that he ought to keep them, or
rather, since the report was current that the general would send
to Ha.vanna, send them there to bny with them horses, and go no
longer afoot~ 'l,erron, offended at thts answer, replied that "these
pearls then shall not go any farthei-," and thereupon he scattered
them here and there upon tl.J.e .grass and through the bushes. 'l,hey
were surprised at this folly, for the pearls were as large as hazelnuts, ancl of very fine water, and because they were not pierced
they were worth more than six thousand ducats. They collected
about thirty ·of these pearls, which were so beautiful that it made
them regret the loss of the others and say, in raillery, these words
which passed into a proverb with them, "'l,hese are not 1Jearls for
Juan !'erron. ''
Terron would never disclose where he had found so many large
pearls, aind as his companions often laughed at him for his conduct,
he begged them, one day, to spare him, ancl said that every time he
remembered his folly he took a notion to hang himself. Such are
the prodigals that foolishly spend their wealth, and afterwards are
in despair for it. On the contrary, those who are liberal have certain secret joys which they feel better than they can express.
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P .A-RT SECOND.
BOOK FIRST.
THE RECEPTION OF THE SPANIARDS IN DIVERS PROVINCES, AND THE
EA'l'TLES WHICH WERE FOUGHT THERE.

OHA.PTER I.
HOW THE CACIQUES OF GUACHOULA AND IOI.AHA RECEIVED THE
TROOPS,

·wrrEN the Spaniards hacl traversed the wilderness of which I
have spoken in the last chap~er of the first part of this history, they
entered into the capital of Gnachouln, situated among many streams
which pass on both sides of the town and come from the mountains
which are round about. ':I.1he lord who bore the 1rnme of the province
left the capital half a league, to meet the Spaniards, accompanied
by five hundred of the principal persons of the country, very gayly
dressed after their fashion. In this state he received the genern,l
with great manifestations of friendship, and conducted him into his
village which consisted of three hundred houses. Then he lodged
him in his house which he had prepared for that purpose, in consideration of the lady of Oofaciqui, and provided the Spaniards with
everything necessary. His lodge_ was upon a mound, with a terrace
around it where six men could promenade abreast.( 18)
During four clays that the general sojourned in this place, he inquired about the character of the country. Then he took the route
to the province of Icialla, nnd by making every day five leagues
he arrived the sixth at the capital which bears the name of the
cacique and the count1·y. rro go theTe, he deElcencled along the many
streams which pass by Guachoula, and which unite at some ,distance from there and make a river so powerful, that, in the province
of Iciaha, distant about thirty leagues from the other, it is larger
than the Guadalquivir, which passes by Seville.
The capital of Iciaha is at the point of an island of more than
five leagues. The cacique, on the arrival of the general, left this
village, and received him with every appearance of great joy. '!'he
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I nc1ians who accompanied him c1ic1 the same thing in regard to the
other Spaniards, and they ferried them over in boats and upon rnfts,
wbiell they held ready to render them this service. Afterwards
they lodged them in their houses, and regaled them the best they
could, and tded by every means to show to them their good-will.
'l'he general inquired, according to his custom, what in particular
was found in that country; and the cacique told him that at thirty
leagues from the capital, there were mines of the yellow metal of
which he inquired,. and that, if he wished to send people there, he
would have them safely cohclucted there and back. Villabos and
Silvera offered to make the journey. Soto consented to it, and they
left i.rnm:ediately, on foot, with Indian gnides.*

CHAPTER II.
THE MANNER IN WHICH THE INDIANS EXTRACT PEARLS FROl\I THEIR
SHELLS.
THE next clay the cacique visited the general, anc1 gave him a
string of pearls of about two fathoms. This present had, without
doubt, passed for beautiful, if the peal'ls had not been pierced; for
they were all alike, and large as filberts. Soto, in acknowledgment
of this favor, gave him some pieces of velvet and cloth which were
particularly esteemed by the Indians; of whom he inquired whe1·e
they fished for pearls. He replied that it was in his province;
that in the temple of the town of Iciaha, where his ancestors were
buried, there was a great quantity of them, and that they might
help themselves at their discretion. rr11e general replied that he \Yas
obliged to him, but that he would not carry away anything from the
temple, and that he bad received his present only in order not to
displease him; that his design was only to know in what manner
they extracted the pearls from the shells. ri'he cacique replied that
he would have them fished for all the night; -aurl that the next
moming at eight o'clock he should have the satisfaction he wished.
He, therefore, immediately commanded them to send four boats to
fish for pearls, with orders to retmn in the morning. In the mean
time he took care that they should burn a great deal of wood upon
the shore, in order to make there a great bed of live coals, that at

* Dahlonega, or Talonica, as it was originally named by the Indians, is in
Lumpkin County, in the heart of the golcl region of Georgia, not far from the
n01·thern boundary of that State. It is probable that the Inclians procurecl
t11eir gold from this region. They ". ascenclecl to the sources of a great river"
(Co9a or Chattahooche).
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the return of the boats they might put thereupon, the shells, which
would open with the heat. '!'hey found, nt the opening of the first
shells, ten or twelve pearls of the size of a pea, which they took to
the caciqne, and to the general, who was present, and who found
them very beantifnl, except that the fire had deprived· them of a
part of their lustre.
When the general had seen what he wished, he returned to dine;
and immediately after, a soldier entered, who instantly said to
him that, in eating oysters which the Ir:dians ha<l caught, his teeth
ha,l encountered a very beantifnl pearl of a very liYely color, and
that he begged him to receive it to senfl to the governess of Onha.
Soto politely refused this pearl, and assured the soldier thnt he was
as obliged to him as if he hacl accepted it; and that some day he
would try to acknowledge his kincl1~ess, and the honor which he did
his wife; and that, nevertheless, he was of the opinion, that he preserve his present to purchase with it horses at Havana. The Spaniards, who were then with tlle general, inspected the pearl of this
soldier; and fi!0me of them, who prided themselves upon their knowledge of jewelry, valued it at folll' hundred dqcats; and as they had
not made use of fire to extract it, it had not lost any of its lnstre.(rg)
While the Spaniards sojourned in the capital of Iciaha, a cavalier,
whom they called Louis de Bravo, taking a walk upon the bank near
the river, with a la1ice in his band, saw a dog passing, and threw
his lance at him with the intention of killing him to eat, for the
want of better meat. But he missed him, and the speat· struck the
temple of Jnan Mateos, who was :fishing with a line, 1111d killed him.
Bravo, who lud not seen him, and who did noi suspect the misfortune, ran to get his lance, and found that he had pierced the head
of Mateos-the only. persoli of the troops who was gray-head~d;
wherefore they called him their father, and as tlley had much respect for him, his death sensibly affected them.
Wllile these things were passing, those who had gone to explore,
returned at the end of ten days, and reported that the mines were
of a very highly colored copper; that, likely, if they had searched
with care, they might have met wit,h gold and silver; that, b_esides,
the land through which they passed was good for grazing and for
tillage ; that, through the towns which they had passed, they had
welcomed them ; that even, every night, after having regaled them,
they sent them two very pretty young girls to -sleep with;(20) that,
nevertheless, they had not touched them, for fear that if they had
taken any liberties with them, the barbarians the next day might
have avenged themselves for it by shooting them with arrows. But
the Indians, perhaps, made use o(them in this manner, with t~e
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iclea of better diverting their guests, whom they saw young anc1
vigorous; for if they had wished to kill them, they could easily have
done so without seeking any pretext.
·

CHAP1,ER III.
THE RECEPTION OF THE SPANIARDS IN THE PROVINCE OF ACOSTA AND
COCA .

.AFTER the return of Silve~·a and Yillabos~ the general commanded
that they should hold themselves ready to leave, and they left
the following day, with the friendship of the Indians of the country.
The troops marched along the island, and at five leagues from
Iciaha (where the river of' this country unites with that of the
conntry into which they were entering),* they came to the capital of
.Acosta, which bears the name of the proYince. The cacique received
them at first in a manner very different from that of his neighbor ;
for when they entered Acosta there were 1nore than fifteen hundred
men under arms, all resolute and determined to fight, who did not
disarm during the whole day, and who treated the Spaniar0s with
so rn nch pride and insolence that many times they were ready to
come to blows with them. But the genel'al preventei:l. it, to preserve
the peace they had kept ever since they had left Apalache. They
obeyed; but they were all night under arms, as well as the savages,
who, tlle next clay, acted with less defiance nncl more civility. .And
the. cacique, accompanied by the leading men of the country, came
obligingly to offer corn ; and our people belieYed that he was calmed
by the recommendation of the cacique of Iciaba, who had sent to
plead in their favor. rl'he general accepted the provisions and paid
for them. The troops immediately decamped, and passed the river
in boats and on rafts, delighted that the affair had terminated without battle. From there they entered into the province of Co9a,
the inhabitants of which came to meet them, and received them with
affection. They also furnished them witli provisions, and with
guides to conduct them from one town to another.
Coia is a province of a hundred leagues through. The land is
good and the country is well peopled, for within a single clay, without counting the villages on each side of the route, the Spaniardspassed through ten or twelve small villages, the inhabitant.s of which
gave them provisions, and also those of one ·place conducted them
to another and introduced tbem. They accompanied them in this

*

The junction of the ;Etowah and the Oostenaula, which make the Coc;a.
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manner during their march, which was from foi1r to five leagues
per day ; so that, according to the occasion, our people encamped
sometimes in the villages and sometimes in the :fields.
While they were marching, the cacique, who held his court at the
other extremity of the prnYince, dispatched each day to congratulate the general upon his coming, and to request him to advance
wholly at his leisure; that he was awaiting him at the capital,
where he and all his troops would be well received. The Spaniards,
after twenty-three or twenty-four clays of travel, safely arrived at
this town which was called Coga, from the name of the chief and
the country. The caciqne, on the tidings that they. were approaching, advanced a league to meet them, followed by more than a
thonsancl men, well formed and gayly dressed with habiliments
of skins, many of which were marten skins which were frngrant.
They marched in order, each rnnk twenty abreast, with great plumes
of divers colors upon their heads, which was pleasant to see.
Thns did the subjects of Oo~m receive the Spaniards and evince
to them the esteem which they had for them. Afterwards, they all
came to the capital, and they lodged Soto in one of the houses of
the cncique, malfo as those of the other chiefs of Florida. The town
of Co9a js upon the borders of a riYer, and consists of five hundred
houses, of which the chief had one-half vacated to lodge the troops
commodiously. 'rhey sojourned about two days in this place, where
they received from Ooga and llis vassals, every mark of sincere
fl'iendsllip.

CHAPTER

rv.

THE POLITENESS OF CACIQUE COCA, AND THE DEPARTURE OF THE
TROOPS.
ONE day, after Ooga had dined with Soto, and had been conversing of the conq nest of the country and of the manners of the people,
he arose and made his obeisance to him, turning slightly toward the
officers who were present. Then he said to him, that in consideration of the kindness which the Spaninrds had manifested for him,
he begged that, if he sought to establish himself in the country,
he would prefer the province of Oogn to the others. rrhat he had
seen of this province, only the places the least fertile ; bnt that if it
pleased him to send to examine the whole of it he would find that
its land was very good and the nbocle very agreeable ; that he might
choose the best and most bc-mutifnl part; that he would populate it,
have villages built, and n, to,vil whe1;e he might hold his court; that
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at least, if he refused this favor, he besonght him, since winter was
approaching, to pass it with him; that during this time, he might,
at his leisure, inqnire into everything and be served with much
affectio11. The general thanked the cacique for so much friendship,
and replied that he could not settle in. tlie country until he had first
secnred some port where he could land the ships of Spain with the
things necessary for a settlement. rrhat when be should see the
time favorable for a settlement, he would heartily accept of his offer,
and that he should not forget it. That nevertheless, he begged him
to ahvays preserve, for him, this good intention, and that very soon
he would return into 'liis province when he would comply with it in
every respect. , The cacique, rejoiced at this reply, said to Soto that
he took his words for the pledge of his promise, and that he should
rnmember them until he should have accomplished it. 009a was then
twenty-six or twenty-seven years of age, handsome, intellectual, gentle, wise, so polite that one might have believed him raised among polished and intelligent people. The Spaniards refreshed themselves
ten or twelve clays in the capital of his province, and continued their
journey toward the sea, for as soon as they left Ohovala they struck
straig·ht for the coast and turned in the form of a curve, to arrive
at tlie port of Achussi. The general had thus decided with Maldonado, who was to bring soldiers, cattle, and provisions there.
rrhe caciqne accompanied Soto as far as the frontier of tile province, and was followed by many of his soldiers, subjects, and Indian
porters. At the end of five clays, they arrived in good order at the
town of Tnlisse, which is the key of the country. 'l'his town was
paJisaclecl, invested with very good terraces, and almost surrounded
by a river.(21)
It did not heartily acknowledge the cacique,
because of a neighboring chief, who endeavored to make the people
revolt against him. However, Oogn was not at war with this lord,
but Tuscaluca, it was thus that tl~e neighboring chief was called,
was artful, bold, and enterprising, and took pleasure in making miscb.ief. Ooga., who, for a long time, knew the design of 'l'uscaluca,
was very glad to accompany the genel'al as far as Talisse; not more
to serve him than to intimidate the inhabitants and make them retum to their duty by means of the Spaniards.
·whilst the troops were leaving the town of Oo~m, a Christian who
was not a Spaniard, concealed himself in this place that he might
·not follow the others, bnt as he was not of importance, they did not
miss him except at Talisse, where they encleavol'ecl to make him
come, but in vain. He sent word to the general that he wonld remain with the Indians, and that his captain having quarrelled with
him, he therefore wished never to see him or the Spaniards. There-
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upon the general asked the cacique to deliver this deserter to him.
But Coga pleasantly replied, that since they a.ll had not wished to
settle upon his lands, it was just that there shoul<l remain at least
some one of them, ancl that he would take very particular care of
him; that therefore he beggeq him to pardon him, if he did not compel his soldier to rejoin the troops. Soto, who then reflected that
he would obtain nothing from the cacique, did not urge him further.
I have forgotten to say that a negro, a vel'y good Christian and a
very good slave, remained sick at Ooga~ and that he was recommended to the cacique, who promised to take care of him. 'l1 hese
particulars are of little consequence, but I report them in order
that if some day, they make the conquest of Florida, they may inquire of the inhabitants of the country, if they do not remember the
strangers who had established themselves among them.

CHAPTER V.
THE MANNER IN WI-IICHTUSCALUCA RECEIVED THE GENERAL.

THE general sojourned ten days at Talisse, where he inquired about
the neighboring provinces and the joumey he had to make. In the
-mean time the son of Tuscaluca visited him. He was a young man,
about eighteen years of age, but so tall that he exceeded in height,
by nearly half of his body, all the Spaniarcls and all tlie Indians of
the army. He had in bis suite, many important persons, and came,
in the quality of ambassador, to offer to Soto the friendship of his
father, his person, and bis province. Soto received him also with
much politeness; as much for the personal merit which he seemed to
possess, as for his appearance which had something noble. Afterwards, when the young lord learned that the general wished to
visit Tuscalnca, he told him that his father was but twelve leagues
from the camp, and that they could go there ·by two routes; that
b~ begged the general to send some soldiers to reconnoitre them,
with orders to go by one and return by the other; that he would
have them conducted there ::ind brought back in safety, and that
afterwards they could march by the route the most agreeable and
the easiest. Villabos, who expected that the expedition won1cl be
fortunate, offered to go with one of his companions to Tnscalnca.
On his return, the Spaniarcls bade a<lieu to Ooga and his subjects,
and took the route that Yillabos indicated to them. 'l'hey crossed
the river 'l1alisse* upon rafts and boats, and at the end of three
days they arrived in view of a little village where Tuscaluca awaited

* 'l'allapoosa River which with the Co9a forms the Alabama River.
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tbem. But when he learned that they were approaching, he wen.t
to meet them, and stopped upon an eminence, the better to see
them. He was surrounded by a hundred of his principal subjects,
all standing while he was seated upon a wooden chair about two
feet high, without back or arms, ancl all of one piece. Near to this
chair there was rm Indian with an ensign of chamois skin traversed
by three aznre bars of the shape of a cavalry ensign. On1· people
were surprised at it, for they had not yet seen flags among the
Indians.(22)
Tuscaluca was forty years of age or thereabouts, and two feet
hig'Ite1· than those who accompanied him, so that he appearecl a giant .
. His fa~~, his shoulders, an<l the rest of his body corresponded with
his height, and he was large in proportion; a handsome man, of
proud and noble mien; the be~t formed and greatest that they had
yet s~en in Flol'ida. While he was awaiting Soto upon the eminence, some Spanish officers pl'oceeded as for as to him without bis
deigning to look at them or show them the least civility, and he
pretended as though he did not see them. Bnt on the arrival of the
general he al'ose _and made fifteen or twenty steps to receive him.
Soto, on his part, dismounted and embraced him. ':rlley co!wersecl
together while the soldiers were taking lodgings in the Yillage and
the environs. Aft.erwards, they went hand in hand to the house
which was prepared for the general, where the cacique took leave of
bim and retil'ec:1.
The army refreshed itself two cbys in the village, and the third
. it left. 'l'uscalnua, under pretext of friendship and service, wished
to accompany it during its march over his lands. Therefore,
Soto commanded that they should have ready a horse for this
caciqne, the same as they had done, until then, for all the other
Indian lofrls, which I had forgotten to mention. Bllt as 'l'nscn1nca
was large, they had trouble to find a steed for him. Nevertheless,
when they had searched well, they found a large pack-horse. They
put him therenpon, after having given him a scarlet dress, and cap
of the same color, but his feet lacked ve1·1 little of touching tlie
grnund.
The general, rejoiced that they hac1 found wherewith to mount
the cacique, gave his orders to march, and the army made four
leagues each day, and on the thi1·cl day arrived at the capital, which
is called Tuscaluca, from the name of the lord of the province.
This town is strong· beeanse it is in the middle of a peninsnla, which
is formed by the river which passes by 'ralisse, and is much larger
and more rapid at Tuscaluca than at that town.* The next day they

* It was the Alabama River.
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crossed the river; but because they had not rafts enough, they consumed the whole day in crossing, and eould noL cnmp but at half a
league from there, in a very pleasant vnlley. 'rhere the Spaniards
misserl Villabos and another cavalier, without being able to learn
what had become of them. Only then they suspected that, having
gone astray, the Indians had killed them. Villabos, in fact, loved
to leave the camp and travel over the country, but frnm this kind
of excursions there ordinarily happened only misfortune.
'l'hey began from that time to have a had opinion of the friendship of 'rnscalnca; and that which confirmed this helief was that,
when the Spaninrds manifested to the Indians their '.1stonishment
at the loss of' their companions, the barbarians replied, with insolence, that they had not given them to their keeping, and that they
were not obliged to render them an account of them. The general
would not push the affafr further for fear of disquieting the cacique;
and because he believed that Villabos and his companion were
slain, he deferred avenging their death until fortune should furnish
him an opportunity.
Tlie next day Soto sent to Mauvila, which was a leagne ancl a half
from the camp, Gon9al Qnadrado Charamillo and Diego Vasqnes,
cavaliers experienced in all kinds of encounters, and ordered them
to reconnoitre the town and await him thern.

CHAPTER VI.
THE DISCOVERY OF THE TREACHERY IN MA UVILA.

AT the same time that Qnadrado and his comrade left, the general
took a hundred horse and as many foot soldiers to go as a vanguard
with him and the caciq_ue, a~1d gave orders to the colonel of cavalry
to promptly follow him. NeYertheless, the rest of the army did not
leave until late, and in the belief that they had nothing to fear, they
scattered themselves here and there to hnnt.
The general arrived about eight o'clock in the morning at Mauvila, which consisted of eighty houses, in some of which they could
post fifteen hundred men, in others a thousand, and in the smallest
about six hundred. These houses, however, have hut one main
room, for the Indians do not make them otherwise, and each main
room is in the form of a hall, -with some small cho.mbers. Besides,
as Manvila is a frontier place, its houses are strong, beautiful, and
indicate sufficiently the powei· of the caeique. The greater P'.'lr~
also belongs to him, and the rest to the most important of his
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subjects. · The town of Ma.uvila is on a very agreeable pln.in, and
smTotmded with a very high rampart, palisaded with large pieces
of wood fixed in the earth, with beams across on the outside, and
attached within with strong cords. To the height of the pieces of
wood was plastered with loam mixed with long straw, which filled
the void between the pieces of wood in such a manner that it ap•
pearecl a wall of masonry. There were, every fifty paces, towers
capable of holding eight men, and embrasures four or five feet
from the ground. rrhern were but two gates at Manvila ( one to
the east, the other to the west), and a great square in the middle of
the town, surrounded with the principal honses.(~3) Soto arrived
with the caciqne at this square. Tuscalnca immediately dis.
mounted, and called Ortis to ·show him the lodges of the general
and his officers. He told him that the valets and other servants
should tnke the house nearest to the lorlge of the general, and
that the troops should camp. outside at the distance of an arrowshot, where very good huts had been made. The general replied
that he must wait until his colonel of cavalry joined. him, and
thereupon the caciqne entered into a house where was his council
of war. However, the soldiers who had proceeded with the general
l'emained in the square, and" sent their horses out of town until
they ltad seen the place which was destined. for them. Iri the
meanwhile, Qnaclrado, who had been to reconnoitre .Mauvila, came
to the general. He told him he must beware of. the chief, and that
he feared treachery; that there were, in the houses of the town,
nearly ten thousand warriors 1 all young men, brave, and well armed,
the flowe1· of the vassals of rruscaluca and the neighboring· chiefs;
that many lodges were full of' arms; that• there wern in Manvila
only young women who could fight, no children; ancl that the inhabitants were free and unemharrassecl; that, to the distance or a
quarter of a league around the town, they had lai.d waste, which
showed that they intended to fight; that every morning they went
out into the field ancl exercise<1 in very good order; that to this
they shonld add the cleatll of Villabos and the pride of the barbarians; and that, therefore, he was of opinion that they should
hold themselves upon their guard. The general immediately commttnclec1 that they should secretly advise those of the men who were
in the town of the treason, in order that they might hold them~elves
ready in case of alarm, and ordered Quadraclo to relate to the colonel
of cavttlry what he had seen.
Carmona says the general was received at Mauvila with great
1:ejoicing, and that at his entry, the Indians, the better to conceal
their evil design, bad ordered many women dances which were
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pleasant to see, for the Indian women are beautiful and well made.
In fact that which Moscoso took from :Manvila to Mexico was
' charming, that the Spanish ladies in that kingdom often
found so
besought him to send her to them that they might see her.
As to the cacique, when he had entered the house where his couwcil awaited hin~, he said to his captains that they had no time to lose',
and that they must promptly decide whether they should kill the
Spaniards wl~o were in the town or wait until they were all asseml>led. That he did not doubt of the success of the enterprise, whatever resolution they might take, because they had to do with but
a small number .of cowards and inexperts. But as to them, that
besides being eight to one, they were valiant and experienced. That
they might therefore boldly declare what they found proper to do,
a.ml that he awaited but that to destroy his enemies.

CHAPTER YII.
THE DECISION OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CACIQUE, AND THE BEGINNING
OF THE BATTLE OF<MAUVILA.

'l1r-rn opinions of the council of Tuscalnca were divided.

Some
maintained that· they ought not to wait to attack the Spaniards
until they should be united, because tlleir clefeat would be more
difficult. Others, that it would be cowardly to attack them when
they were so few; that they ought to defer the attack. until they all
should be in l\fauvila, and tllat then they would have more glory in
conquering them. 'ro that, the first replied that they ought to
hazard nothing; that the Spaniards being united, would defend
themselves with more vigor, and might be able to slay some Indians.
'!,hat the death of their enemies would be bought too deai· if it cost
them the loss of any of their men ; that therefore it was important
to attack them without further cleliheration. 1,his opinion prevailed,
and it was decided that they should seek a pretext for a qnarrel,
and that in case they did not finc1 one, they should not defer it,
inasmuch as they had always a right to destroy their enemies.
While these things were passing, the valet of the general who had
prepared the dinner, informed him that they were going to serve it,
and he commu.nded them to tell rl'uscnlnca, who had always eaten
with him, that he awaited him in orcler to dine.
Ortis, who
harl received this order, went to the lodge of the cacique to invite
him to dinner, bi1t was refused admittance, nnd they told him that
'l'uscaluca was going to leave. He returned a second time and bad
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the same answer, and the thir(1 time he said that Tnscalnca might
come if he pleased, that the dinner was upon the table. Then an
Indian who had the appearance of an officer, replied that he was
nstonished that brigands dared to utter the name of his lord with so
little respect, and to call him Tuscalnca without giving h.im the
titles which were dne to him. He swore by the Snn that the iiFolence of these scounclrels should cost them their lives, and that it
was necessary to begin from that day to chastise them. Hardly
had this Indian spoken, when there came another who gave him a
bow and arrows to begin the battle. 'l'he barbarian immediately
threw back the borders of his mantle over his shoulders, made reacly
his bow, and put himself in position to shoot upon a troop of Spaniards in the street. Gallego, who by chance met him at the side of
the door throngh which he had gone ont, seeing this treachery,
struck the barbarian witll the edge of his sword, such a blow upon
his shoulder, covered only with bis mantle, tllat he clove him even
to the entrails, and he fell dead upon the spot, as be was going to
discharge the arrow. This captain j nst slain, had, on going ont,
commanded the Indians to charge the Spaniards. Therefore the
· IndianR rushecl from all sides upon our men, and attacked with so
much fury that they dl'ove them more tlian a hundred paces out of
town. Nevertheless, not a Spaniard tnrnecl his bade; all fought
and retired like brave soldiers.
Among the barbarians who attacked the first, was a young man of
distinction, eighteen years of age, who casting his eyes upon Gallego, discharged six or seven arrows at him, 'lmt in vain; so that
through rage at having neither wounded nor killed him he closed
with him, and discharged with his bow, three or four blows with so
much force upon his head that the blood flowed from it. Gallego,
who anticipated the second attack, pierced him with two thrusts of
his sworcl, and laid him deacl at his feet.
'rhey were convinced that the person killed was the son of tlie
Indian captain who hacl lost his life; and thRt the strong desire to
avenge the death of bis father had inesistibly impelled him to
Gallego. Bnt it was not only this young man who fought courageously, the others attacked with the same ardor, for the sole aim of
them all was to exterminate tbe Spaniards.
The cavaliers who had sent their horses out of Mau:vila, ran immediately to recover them. 'l'he swiftest mounted, the others had
not time, and cut their halters that they might escape the fury of
the bRrbarians ; but the last, who conld neither mount nor set them
at liberty, saw them severely wounded with arrows, for the Indians
wn.o had formed two battalions, attacked vigorously: one battalion,
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the Spaninrcls, the other the horses and baggage that was there .
.Afterwards they carried the booty into their houses, and the Spaniards had only thefr lives left, which they defended like brave men.
1'hey in fact did on this occasion, all that brave soldiers could do.

CHAPTER VIII.
CONTINUATION OF THE BATTLE OF MAUVILA,

THE cavaliers, who had mounted their horses, being joined by
those who had arrived in file, opposed themselves to the fury of the
barbarians, and advanced to succor the infantry, which was hard
pressed. 1'he enemy gradually giving way, . our men assembled
and formed two bodies, one of infantry, the other of cavalry. rl'hen·
they fell upon the Indians with so much order and courage, that
they drove them back even into their fortifications, where they
would have entered pell-mell, if those who were within had not·
showered upon them, from all sides, arrows and stones. ~rherefore
our men retired, and the Indians sallied so quickly that many leaped
down from the walls and approached the Spaniards so near, that
some of them seized the lances of the cavaliers. However, they did
not gain any advantage. Our soldiers, who fought in good order,
having adroitly drawn them more than two hundred paces from the
town, redoubled their efforts, and briskly drove them back. But
as the barbarians incommoded our men from the tops of the terraces, the Spaniards had recourse to ruses to 'induce them to sally,
and give the cavaliers an opportunity to pierce them. They therefore made many feints to draw them out, and as they succeeded,
~hey repulsed them many times, but not without loss on both. sides ;
for they vigorously opposed and attacked our men.
Captain Gallego, in the skirmishes, was followed by a Dominican,
his brother, well mounted, who begged him to accept his horse; but
the captain, who was foremost in the :fight, and who was passionately fond of fame, would never quit his rank. Meanwhile his
brother, who was spurring on with another after him, was shot by
an Indian, who wounded him slightly in the shoulder, because he
had on two hoods, with a large felt hat that :flapped above.
In these attacks there were a number killed and wounded.
Among others, died Don Carlos Henriq\1ez, who had espoused the
niece of the general, and was loved l>y all the army. This cavalier,
among many excellent qualities, was generous toward everybocly,
a1~cl personally very llrave. Nothing toJ10hed the Spaniards more
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than his death, which happened in this manner. His horse, in the
last attack, had an arrow-shot in his breast, and immediately Henriquez stooped to draw it out; but as he turned his head a little to
his left shoulder, he exposed his throat, and received in that place
an arrow armed with flint. He fell to the ground, and died the
next day.
'l'hns the Spaniards and Indians fought; but there perished more
on the side of the barbarians, because they had no defensive armor.
Therefore, after they discovered that the horses prevented them
from conquering, they retired into the town, of which they shut the
gates, all resolved to die upon the ramparts with arms in their
hands. The general at the same time commanded the cavaliers to
dismount, because they were better armed than the foot soldiers,
and ordered them to take bucklers and axes, and rush heacllong to
crush in the gates of Mauvila, which they bravely did, hut not
witb.out suffering. . '!'hen they entered this town, and in the mean
time the foot soldiers, who were in the environs, ran there in a great
crowd. But as they all could not pass through the gates because they
were narrow, and moreover, as they would not lose the opportunity of
distinguishing themselves in the battle, they struck down, with the
sturdy strokes of their axes, a part of the palisades, and, sworcl in
lu1.11cl, entered the town to the assistance of their comrades. 1'hen
the Indians, who saw their enemies masters of the town, fought
with desperation in the middle of the streets and from the ramparts, whence they incommoded our men very much; so that, to
prevent the barbarians from taking them in the rear, and from regaining the houses which we had seized, we set fire to them, and
as they were only straw, there was in a moment seen nothing but
flame and smoke, which served to increase still more the number of
the dead and wounded.
As soon as tlle Indians had retired into the town, many of them
ran to pillage the lodge of the general; but they found there persons who repulsed them-three crossbow-men, a well armed Indian
friend of the Spaniards, two priests, as many slaves, and five of Soto's
guards. Whilst the priests prayed, the others fought courageously,
so that the enemy, not being able to gain the door of the house,
endeavored to enter by the roof, and made openings there in t.hree
or four places; but the crossbow-men shot all who presented themselves. In the mean time the general and his men arrived. They
fell upon the barbarians who were besieging the house, put them to
flight, and delivered those who were within.
Then the general, who had already fought four hours on foot,
left the town and mounted his horse, in order to increase tlle fright
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of the Indians and the courage of the sokliers. 'l hen he re-enterecl
Mauvila accompanied by Tovar, and crying "San Iago," they cut
through the enemy, put them in clisorder, and pierced them with
many thrusts of their lances.
In-the melee, as Soto raised himself in his stirrups to pierce an
Indian he was shot behind. The arrow broke his coat of mail ai1d
entered' quite deep into his buttock. Neyertheless, for fear that the
wound might abate the courage of his men, and elevate that of
the barbarians, he concealed the wound that he had received and
did not extract the arrow, so that he could not sit down. But he
did not cease to fight yaliantly until the encl of the combat, which
lasted five hours. Certainly this action alone marks sufficiently llis
courage and his horsemanship.
.
rrovar, a~so, had an arrow-shot which pierced through his lance
above the handle. But because the woorl was good, the arrow made
only its hole, so that the cavalier made use of his lance as usual,
after the arrow was cut. 'l'his shot is of little importance; however,
I related it because the like of it seldom happens.
In the mean time, the fire which they bad set to the houses jncrensed more and more, and incommoded the barbarians even upon
the ramparts, whence the greater part fought; therefore they were
constrained to abandon them. The fire, which they set to the doors
of tile lodge, each of which had ·but one, also did great mischief.
Those who were within, not bP.in'g able to get out, were mi:;;erably
burned up. Many Indian women who were shut up in the houses
where the fire was at the doors, all perished there in this manner.
rrhe fire excited not less clisorcler in the streets than in otber places.
Sometimes the wind drove the flame with the smoke upon the Indians, and favored the Spaniards; and sometimes the contrary, so
that the enemy regained what they had lost, and there were many
persons slain on both sides.
The battle so disastrous and so stubbornly contested dnring seven
hours lasted until four iii the afternoon. Then, when the barbarians
saw the number of people they had lost by :fire and sword, and that
their forces began to grow weaker and those of the enemy to increase, they implored the assistance of the w~men, and induced
them to avenge the death of many brave Indians or all noLly perish.
When they called the women to assist, some of them were already
fighting by the sides of their husbands, but as soon as they were
commanded they ran in a crowd, some with hows and arrows, others
with swords, halberts, and lances, which the Spaniards had droiJperl
in the street, which they skilfully used. They all pn t themselves
at the head of the Indians, and full of anger ancl hate, braved the
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peril and showed a courage above their sex. But when the Span:
iards saw that they were no longer fighting except merely against
women, and that these brave Indian women meant rathe1· to clie
than to conquer, they spared them to such a degree that they did•
not wound one of them.
In the mean while the rear gnard, which was advancing and
amusing itself on the mii,rch, beard the noise of the c1rums and
the sound of -the trumpets~ and, conjecturing what har1 happened,
marched rapidly and in good order; so that they arrivec1 even ii1 time
to give assistance. But no sooner had they arrive<1 and Diego de Soto,
nephew of the general, leamed the death of Don Carlos, his cousin,
whom he clearly loved, than he wished to avenge him. He leaped
from his horse, took a shield, drew his sword, and entered the town
in the height of the melee. He was there immediately struck by
an anow which passed thrnngh his eye to the baek of his head. He
fell to the ground, and languished till the next clay, when he died
without they being able to extract the arrow. '11 his misforl;nne was
distressing to the whole arBJ.y, and above all to the general; Diego
de Soto was a cavalier truly worthy of being his nephew.
The battle was not less sanguinary in the country than in the
town. As soon as the Indians discovered that their numbel's
hnpec1ec1 them in such a small place as Mauvila because their
skill was almost useless, many of them glided down the ramparts
and gained the conn try, where they fought like brave men. N eve1·theless, they had not more good fortune there than in the town.
The advantage which they gained over the foot-soldiers the cavaliers
had over them, and pierced them easily with the thmsts of their.
lances because the barbarians had no pikes. 'l1 hey also broke them
many times; and then when the rear gnard joined Soto, they finally
put them to rout, and very few escaped.
At the time the sun was about to set and the cries and noise of
those who f'ouglit in l\fanvila increased, the1·e entered there a party
of cavaliers. Until then no person except Soto and 'fovar had
entered there on horseback to fight, for they could not there conveniently manage their horses. '11 hei·efore, as soon u,s these cavaliers
were there, they divided into many small squads and raced through
all the streets, where they slew many Indians. Twelve of these cavaliers spurred through tile main street where there was a battalion
of men and women whom despair had forced to fight. These cavaliers took them in the rea1·, and when they had broken them they
briskly drove them, at the same time overthrowing, pell-mell, some of
our men who were fighting on foot, and killing these brave Indians,
nearly all of wliom died with nrms in their hands, preferring death
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to servitude. It was by this last battle; which took place the day
of St. Luke in the year one thousand five hundred and forty,* that
the Spaniards, after having fought nine entire hours, without ceasing, succeeded in completely conquering their enemies.

CHAPTER IX.
SOME PARTICULARS CONCERNING THE BATTLE,
vVIIEN the Indians attacked our men so courageously that they
drdve them from l\fauvila, a Spaniard, of very little importance,
took to :flight; and when he had escaped from danger, he fell on the
ground and arose immediately. However, because he did not believe that he was entirely safe, he began again to flee, and · fell.
1iiVhat appeared surprising, they found him dead without the vestige
of' a bruise or .wound; they believed he was frightened to death.
rrirnt is one of the events which happe11ecl during the battle, and
this is what lrnppe~ied immediately after: Men-Rodriguez, a Portuguese cavalier, who had served well in Africa and on the frontiers
of Portugal, fought nearly all the day and did very 11oble deeds;
but after the battle, when he bad dismounted, he remained immovable, without the power to speak or to eat, and died in this condition at the end of three days, although he had received neithci;
wonncl nol' brnise. 'l'hey believed that the extraordinary efforts
which he bad made against the barbarians had caused this accident to
him, and they said that he dierl of excess of courage. Finally, after
the battle, there was found in Mauvila an Indian, who had charged
the Spaniards with so much fnry that, during .the heat of the battle,
he had not perceived the carnage they had made of his companions;
but when the rage with which he fought had passed, and he discovered the peril in which he was and the misfortune of his party,
he gairn:~d in haste the ramparts to endea.vor to escape to the
country. However, seeing the Spanish cavalry and infantry spread
here and there, he lost all hope of escape. He took the cord from
his bow, attached one encl of it to a branch of a tree which· they had
left l>etween the pieces of wood of the rampart, the other to his
neck, dropped from the top of the rampart, and strangled himself.
Some soldiers ran to his assistance, bnt when they arrived he was
dead. 'rhis netion shows the comnge and desperation of the Indians,
since tb.e only one who had snrvived the battle preferred destroying
himself to falling into the hands of his enemies.

* Monclay, the 18th of

October, 1540, is the date the Elvas Narrative gives.
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OH.APTER X •
. THE CONDITION OF THE SPANIARDS AFTER THE BATTLE.
THE clay of the battle, the general rendered the last duties to the
dead, and the next day he took care to have all the wounded at.,
tended to, but there died many of them beforehand ; for they found
seventeen hundred and seventy dangerous wounds, some in the
breast, others in the head, without speaking of the slight wounds,
the number of which they could not tell. 1'here was scarcely any
soldier who was not wounded, and sometimes with ten or twelve
hits. Therefore, many surgeons were needed ; nevertheless, there
was but one, very slow and very unskilful. Besides, everything was
wanting-oil, bandages, lint, clothes-because the Ii1clians had carried off the baggage and the fire had consumed everything; also,
there were neither -huts to cover them during the night nor provisions to refresh them. The soldiers themselves could not go in
search of them because of the darkness and theh· wounds ; so tlia.t,
not hoping any solace from men, they implored the aid of Heaven,
and discovered that by prayers thefr strength and courage gradually
increased. Thus they gloriously extricated themselves from the deplorable condition to which the fortunes of war had reduced them.
The least wounded first took care of those whose wounds were mortal.
Some brought straw; others, boughs of tlrn h1.1ts which the Indians
had made oi1tside of the town, and made lodges of them, which they
rested against the ramparts, and under which they placed the sick.
Several opened the bodies of the dead barbarians, from which they
drew the fat and made of it an unguent for the wounds. Some
took the shirts of their dead companions, and even stripped themselves of their own, to make of tb.em bandages and lint, and kept
those of flax for the dangerous wounds; for the slight wounds were
dressed with coarse linen and the linings of pantaloons. Others
skinned the horses which bad been killed, and gave their flesh to
the most feeble; and the rest were under arms to oppose tile enemy
in case he should appear. Thus the Spaniards rendered every
service to one another during the four days that they attended the
mortally wounded, and yet they lost twenty-two of tlleir comrades
for want of theil' being well trettted; so that, with. thirteen who
expired immediately after the battle and forty-seven who were
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slain ( of whom eighteen died of arrow-shots in the head), there diec1
eighty-two of them, without counting forty-fiye horses, which they
regretted as the principal force of the army.

CHAPTER XI.
INDIANS KILLED IN THE BATTLE.

Tmi Indians lost nearly eleven thousand persons in the battle.
There were slain, in the environs of Mauvila, more than two thousand five hundred, among whom was the son of the cacique; and in
the town more than three thousand, besides a like number who were
burnt ; for in a single house there were a thousand women stifled
by the fire, which drew the compassion of everybody. At four
leagues around the town, among the woods, in the streams, and other
like phtces, the soldiers, who went out in parties, found more than
two thousand barbarinns, some dead and others wounded, who made
every place echo with their cries.* But they could not lenrn w:hat
harl become of the caciqne. Some asserted that he had cowardly
fled, and others that he had burnt himself, as he well deserved the
fire because he had caused all the misfortunes that had happened on
both sides. In fact, as soon as lJe learned that the S paniarcls were
to pass over his lands, he determined to exterminate them there.
Therefore, before they entered them, he sent his son, accompanied
by some of his subjects, to the general, in order that, under pretext
of peace, they might observe the practice of the Spaniards.in war,
and that, upon their report, he might take measures to accomplish
his designs. They learned also that one day, when the inhabitants
of rralisse complained to him that their cacique compelled them to
give to the Spaniards men and women for slaves, he told them that
they might obey him without reluctance, for that very soon he
would send their people back: to them, and even the Spaniards themselves, of whom they might make use to cultivate the land. The
Indians whom our men captured in battle confirmed the same
things: that, by the· persuasion of Tuscalnca, ·the inhabitants had
assemuled with the view of killing the Christians. As for them,
the greater part, under great promises only, had been drawn from
the 11eighboring provinces; that to some they were to make presents
of scarlet capes, and of satin and velvet aprons, in order to appear
at the public dances and feasts; and to others they had agreed to
give the horses to ride before the Spaniards. Some said that they

* Inclians killed, in the town, were about 2500; Christians, 18 died, 150
wounded; horses, 12 killod, 70 woumled.-ELVAS,
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had promised them severnl soldiers for slaves, and all declared the
number they were to have; that, as many of them hacl their h usbands, they had come by their orders, and others at the solicitations
of their parimts, who cansecl them to hope that they would have
great rejoicings, in order to Tender thanks to the Sun fo1· the defeat
of their enemies. Finally, some avowed that they were at the
battle at the request of theit· lovers, who ardently wished that they
should he witnesses of thefr valor, which sufficiently showed that
Tusealuca had a long time meditated his treachery. But it was
fatal to him, as well as to the Spaniards, who, without counting the
things I haYe mentioned, lost many chalices, many altar decorations,
chasubles, and other ornaments, the wine, and some measures of
flonr which they kept for mass ; so that, not being able to hear
it, the clergy and the monks who seTVed the army assembled to
learn if they could consecrate it with corn-bread. But all agreed
that bread of pure wheat, and real wine were necessary. As, therefore, they could no longer consecrate it, they erected, every Sunday
and every festival, an altar; and then a priest dressed in a kind of
chasuble of bnekskin said the Introite, with other prayers of the
mass, without consecration, and the Spaniards called tbat a dry
mass. He who celebrated it, or else some other clergyman, ex~
plained the gospel, and accompanied it with a short exhortation.
rrlrns our men consoled themselves a little for not being able to
adore Jesus Christ under the sacramental elements of bread and
wine. But that which grieved them was, that they remained in this
state more thnn three years, until, leaving Florida, they entered
into Christian lands.

CHAP'l'ER XII.
THE CONDUCT OF THE TROOPS AFTER THE BATTLE, AND THE MUTINY
OF SOME SOLDIERS,

'l'HE Spaniards were eight days at the lodges which they had nrncle
around the ramparts of Mauvila, and fifteen more in healing themselves in the huts which the Indians had prepared for them. In the
mean time, those who were the healthiest went four leagues roundabout in search of provisions in the villages, where they found much
corn and many wounded Indians, without meeting with any one who
· took care of them. They only learned that, by night,• persons came
to attend them, who, by day, retired into the forest. Our soldiers,
touched with compassion, shared their provisions with these poor
barbarians. Bnt, as the other Indians were concealed, and as tliey
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wished to know what was passing in the country, the cavaliers
linuted here and there to make some prisoners, and took eighteen
or twenty Indians. They demanded of them, at first, if they were
assembling to attack the troops. 'l1hey replied that the bravest of
their men having been slain in battle, there was no longer any one
who could bear arms. They pelieved this without any difficulty;
for while the Spaniards sojourned in the environs of Mauvila, they
had this good fortune in their misery; that their enemies gave them
no alarm, which would have very much incommoded them in the
condition in which they were.
During these events, Soto learned that Maldonado and Arias had
brought over the ships, and that they had safely reached the coast.
He 'knew, also, from. prisoners, tluit the sea, and the province of
Achussi, where he wished to go, were not thirty leagues from
Mauvila. This news-rejoiced him in the hope of putting an end to
bis journey, and of establishing himself in Achussi; for he had re~
•solYecl to build a town at the port which bears the name of this
province, where he could receive all the ships; to make another,
twenty leagues in the country, to compel the inhabitants to em·brace the Catholic faith, and to reduce them by degrees to the
domination of Spain.
In consideration of such good news, ancl that they _could easily
go from the camp to Achussi, the general rel~ased the eacique of
that province~ whom, for some time, he hacl retained very civilly
about his person. He begged him to preserve the honor of his
friendship; and, ~fter telling him that he hacl not sent him back
sooner for fear that, being so far from his country, some misfortune
might happen to him upon the road, he assured him that it would
not be long before the Spaniards would repair to his lands. The
cacique showed much joy at tllis, and after some compliments
which he made to Soto on the manner in which he had treated him,
he promised that he would endeavor to respond, by his services, to
the obligations under which he had placed him; and, thereupon, he
set out for Achussi. In the mean time, discord, that pest of nations
and of armies, destroyed all the designs which the general had
formed of peopling this province. For, as there were among the
troops soldiers who had aided in the conquest of Pern, and who recalled to mind the riches which they had gained there, and considered that they had nothing of the like to hope for in Florida, it
was .impossible for them to resolve to settle there. Besides, discour~gecl by th~ fatigues, and frighten eel at the last battle, they said
they ought to despair of eyer conquering a people so fierce and so
warlike as the inlrnlJitants of the vast regions tbey were every
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day discovering; that these barbarians too ardently loved their
liberty, and would rather lose their lives than submit to the yoke
of the Spaniards; that aftee all, the most fe1·tile of theie countries
were not worth the suffering which unfortunately was consuming
them; and that, since neither gold nor silver was found there, they
shonlcl, when they arrfved at the coast, take the route to Pern and
Mexico, where it wonld be easy for everybody to make a consider. able fortune. These discussions were repeated to tile general; but,
being unwilling to believe them, unless he should hear them himself, he, all alone, began to rove around at night, in disguise. He
hearcl that a treasurer of the troops, and some others, were declaring
that if', on their arrival at the port of Achussi, they found vessels,
they would sail for New Spain; that they were tired of sacrificing
themselves for the conquest of a miserable country. These words
troubled Soto with the belief that, at the first opportnnity, the army
would disperse; that he· would have the same misfortune in his
plans ·that Pizarro had in the conquest of Peru, who remained with
only. thirteen soldiers upon the island of Go1·gonne; that afte1·warcl
it would be impossible for him to raise new troops, because he would
have lost his labor, his authority, his honor, an<l, finally, his fortune.
All these considerations compelled the general, who was jealous of
his reputation, to take resolutions precipitate and foll of desperntion. 1.'herefore, for f'enr that the soldiers should execute what he
had heard them say, he gave his 01·ders, with dispatch and address,
to advance into the country; desiring to put himself at a distance
from the coast, and to take from the malcontents the means of depl'iving him of his glory, and making the rest of the army mutiny.
But this conduct was the cause and commencement of his destruction, and afterwal'ds he alwnys had misfortune. Fo1·, sorry to see
all his plans fruitless, his hopes disappointed, he wandered, as
through spite, here and there, until he lost by his death, all the
fruits of his labor, his fortune, and the glory of having founded a
ki11gclom for the enlargement of the faith and the crown of Spain.·
Nevertheless, if, instead of wandering from the coast, he had, at
first, taken the counsel of his wise friends, and chastised the principal authors of the mntiny, lie wonld have, without difficulty, re-·
tained the others in their duty, and successfully terminated his
ente1·prise; but as he followed only his passion, he failed in an
undertaking which, to him, was of the greatest importance. T'hus,
he who neglects to consult his friends when he should do so, often
fails in his affairs.
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CH.APTER XIII.
CONCERNING INDIAN ADULTERESSES.

BEFORE leaving the province of Tuscaluca, it is proper to relate
the manner in which the laws of this country and of that of Coya,
pui1ish adnlteresses. There is, in this last ,province, a law which
decrees, upon penalty of death, that if any one has sufficient indications to !Jelieve that a woman is an adulteress, be has to inquire
into it and impeach her before the cacique, or, in his absence, before
the local judges. 'These judges upon the report that is made to them,
sec:retly hold an inquest against the person accused, and arrest her
if they find he1· guilty. Afterwards, at the first festival, they order
to be published that the inhabitants, on going out from their clinne1·,
repair to a certain place outside of the village, and that there they
all arrange themselves in a row. 'l,heu come the judges, of whom
two place themselves at one end of this file, ancl two at the other.
They first decree that they bring to them the adulteress, and then
they say to her husband who is present, that she is convicted of a
lewd life, and that he must deal with her according to the rigor of
the law. The husband strips her entirely naked, and shaves her
with a kind of razor of flint; a disgraceful punishment and common
among the Indians of the new world. rrl1en to show that he repudiates her, he leaves with the clothes of his wife! and abandons her to
the power of the judges. 'l,wo immediately command the criminal
to pass in front of the persons who are in a row, and to go and declare her crime to the other two officers. She obeys, and as soon as
she draws near to them she tells them that she is convicted of adultery and condemned to the penalty with which the law punishes that
crime; that she is sent to them in order that they may do with he1·
what it shall please them for the welfare of the province. 'l,he
·judges immediately send her back with this answer: that it is just
that the laws that are made with a view to the preservation of pub•
lie virtue should be inviolably observed; that therefore they confirm
the sentence which they have rendered against her, and order her
in the future not to relapse again into her crime. Thereupon she
returns back to the first judges, and the people who are in a, row
hiss her, and endeaYor by means of insults, to inci-ease her shame.
In the mean time the people who come in a crowd and see her naked,
yell at her. Some cnst clocls of earth at her, and others straw, and
others old rags and pieces of mats ancl othe1· like things, the law
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ordering it so, and they regard this poor woman only as the disgrace of her sex. After all these inflictions, the judge banishes her.
from the country and places her in the hands of her parents, with
orders, upon pain of exemplary punishment, not to permit her to
enter into any place of' the province. rrhe parents receive her, and
as soon as they cqver her with a mantle thejr lead her away into a
place where she is neYer seen by any Indian of the country; 1111d at
the same time the judges permit the husband to take another wife.
Thus they punish, in Coca, the Indian women who violate the faitl1
which they o-yve to those whom they marry. But in the province of
'ruscaluca they punish them with still greater rigor. The law of
this country decrees that if, at an unseasonable hour, they see any
one enter and leave three or four times a house, ancl that they
suspect the mistress of the lodge of adultery, they are obliged, by
the religion of the country, to inform the husbarnl of the conduct of
his wife, and to prove, by three or four witnesses, that they assert
nothing Lut the truth. The husband, at the same time, assembles
the witnesses, and interrogates them one after another, with horl'ible
imprecations against him who lies, and great benedictions in favor
of him who discloses the truth.
Afterwards, if' he finds his wife sufficiently convicted of having
violated her foith, he leads her out of the village, ties her to a tree
or to a post which he fixes in the ground, and shoots her to death
with arrows. ~rben he goes to the cncique, or, in his absence, to the
justice of the place. He tells them that, in such a place outside of
the village, he has just killed his wife, upon information that she
bad committed adultery; that he petitions them to summon the
accusers, in order that, if the crime of which they charged her is
true, he might be formally acquitted, and, if the contrary, he might
receive the punishment decreed by the law of the province. In the
latter case, the law commanr1s that the parents of the wife shoot the
husband to death with anows; that he be the prny of dogs and
birds, ancl that his wife, as a mark of her innocence, be honorably
interred; that if the witnesses persisted in their evidence and did
not contradict themselves, in.a word, if they verified by good proofs
the crime in question, they acquitted the husband, with the liberty
to take a wife, and forbid, upon pain of rleath, the parents of the
criminal from drawing a single arrow fi·om her body, or even interring it, because it was necessary that she should serve as an
example and be devoured by beasts. We see by this that, in all
Florida, they punished very rigorously adulteresses. But we· do
not know in what manner they punished the men who debauched
the wives of others. 'rlie laws perhaps favored them there, as among
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other nations. I remember what a lady of my acqnaintance one
, day said upon this subject: that only the men were regarded when
they macle laws against adultery, and that the fear whic!J, without
foundation, they had of the infidelity of woman had made them
treat her cruelly; but tl1at, if the persons of her sex had decreed
the penalties against this crime, they wonlcl haYe been governed in
it without passion, and with so much prudence that they would
not lrnve had, on either side, any reason to complain.

CHAPTER XIV.
TIIE ENTRANCE OF THE SPANIARDS INTO THE PROVINCE OF CHICACA.

To retnm to Soto; after the Spaniards had remained twenty-four
daJs about Mauvila, and recovered enough strength to continue on,
they left 'l\1scaluca, nnd arrived, at the end of three clays, in the
province of Ohiea9a, through places unpopulated but yery pleasant
The first town which they found in the direction in which they were
advancing, was on a river, large, deep, and with high banks. rr11e
general immediately sent into the town to ask an alliance, but they
hanghtily·replied bbat they wished war. In fact, when our men
were approaching this place, a battalion of about sixteen hundred men
came to attack them. However, after some skirmishes, the enemy
yielded, and retired with their most valuable things towards the
riv<~r, with the design of defending the passage of it. Our men
drnve them briskly, so that some leaped into the water, and others
passed it in small boats, and many by swimming, and joined their
trnops, which amounted to nearly eight thousand men. They bordered about two leagues of the other side of the river, and strove
courageously to prevent us from crossing it; for in the night they
crossed it in boats, and came and fell upon the Spaniards, who,
tired of being harassed with impunity, secretly made some ditches
opposite the places where the enemy landecl. 'r11en they concealed
in these places crossbow-men and fusileers, with orders not to fire
until the IntHans should be at a distance from their boats, but then
. to chal'ge them vigorously, and, sword in hand, to rnsh headlong
upon them, which was executed with success. rl'l1ree times they
drove them back as far as their vessels; so that, without putting
themselves to the hazard of crossing the river, they defended only
the passage. But while they were acquitting themselves very well,
and Soto was despairing of' crossing this river, he commanded a
hundred of those most expert in carpentry to go into the woods at
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a leagne from the camp and make there two large boats, capable of
holding many persons. They executed these orders, and in twelve
days tbe boats were made, and two carriages, on which they placed
them, and which they caused to be drawn by mules and horses.
The Spaniards themselves aided them dming the journey, and fortunately reached before day a part of the river where they found
a very convenient crossing. In the mean time, the rest of the
troops joined them. And then, after the general had had the boats
launched, he commanded ten caYaliers and. foTty foot-soldiers to
enter into one, ancl as many into the other, and to cross quickly,
for fear of the enemy, and commanded the footmen to row while
their companions should remain on horseback, in order to be ready
to fight on leaving the river. In the mean time five hundred Indians, who were scouting, heard the noise of those who were cross•
ing the river, they ran to the passage, showered upon them arrows,
sent for assistance, and gave the alarm everywhere. Nevertheless,
without losing conrage, the Spaniards arrived at the other border,
the greater part wounded; for the Indians shot them at their ease.
The second boat deviated a little from the way, and cou1cl not gain it
but by dint of oars. But those of the first, which.was already·landed,
leaped ashore; Silvestre and Garcia, bolr1 and valiant cavaliers,
left the first, and vigorously charged the enemy·. They drove them
four times, more than two hundred paces from the river, and when
they returned to the charge they were seconded by the other cavaliers, which began to lessen the fnry of the barbarians and favor the
foot-soldiers, who, hors de combat on account of their wounds·, retired into a village on the borders of the river. In the mean time
the second boat made the passage, the soldiers leaped ashore, and
joined thoee who were fighting in the field. Nearly at the same
time the general, who, at the entreaty of his troops, had not embarked on account of the danger, crossed with eighty Spaniards,
and · redoubled, by this reinforcement, the courage of the others.
The Indians, who saw the nnmber of their enemies incr~ase, and
who feared to be cnt in pieces, gave way, and gainec1 a forest quite
near, and from there their main body, which was advancing to their
assistance. But upon the assurance that the Spaniards had nearly
all crossed the river, they together returned to· the quarters, where,
on their arrival, they fortified themselves with palisades. 0 ur men
followed them in the rear, and persistently harassed them, in order
to llincler their work. However, they. did not cease to continue it,
and the boldest even sallied out to skirmish; but the cavaliers,
swifter than they, gave them many thrusts with the~t· lances. They
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employed the day in these· sorts of combats, and at night they remained qniet, because the enemy no longer appeared. In the mean
time the rest of the troops safely crossed.

CHAPTER XV.
THE BATTLE OF CHICACA.

AFTER the passage of the river the troops broke up the boats and
preserved the iron works to make use of. them in case of necessity.
Then they continued thefr nrnrch, and after four days ot' travel
throngh a level count1·y, strewed with villages, they arrived at the
capital of Chica9a This town, situated upon a bill which extencls
from north to south, has two hundred houses, is watered by many
small streams clothed with walnut, chestnut, and like trees. Our
men entered into this place at the beginning of December of the
year 1540; and as they found it abandoned, they went into winter
quarters there. They also built there, to lodge themselves more
comfortably, houses, with wood and straw which they brought from
the neighboring villages. 'l'hen they scoured th~ country and made
many prisoners. But with the view to make peace, the general sent
back some of them with pl'esents for the cacique, who, amusing him
with hopes and excuses, dispatched, in his turn, to him, nnd sent
him fruits, fish, and game. However, every night Incliam; came to
. harnss oul' men, but as soon as they saw them they retired, manifesting fear and weakness to render the Spaniards more negligent to
fight them, through tbe contempt which they bore them, and to conquer them with more facility when they should attack them in
earnest. Finally, ashamed of all these feints and of having so long
concealed their courage, they resolved to give evidences of it by the
defeat of our troops. ~'herefore, one night, about the end of Jannary of the year 1541, when the north wind favored them, they
advanced three battalions abreast to within one hundred yards of
the Spanish sentinels The cacique; at the head of the middle one,
commanded the attack on the town, nnd there were henrd, at the
same time, fifes, ho't·ns, and clrums. Everything echoed with the
yells of the barbarians, who, fl.ambeau in hand, charged upon our
men. These torches, which seemed to be of wax because they illuminated well, were made of a certain herb which grows in that country, which, when it is twisted and lighted, preserves the fire like a
wick, and shaken emits a very brilliant flame. Besides these torches
which were very usefnl to them in the fight, they kindled, at the
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encl of their arrows, this herl) of which 'I have just spokenf~Ti~b
they discharged them upon the town, and set fire to it withot;C,-0.iffi~
cnlty because the houses were of straw and the ·wind was very {.i"\:"o~~
able. 'l'herefore, an attack so extraordinary and so. uuexped.ied,.....surprised our men; but it did not shake their conrage; they maj:e
resistance everywhere. Soto gave what orders he could in thts:
horrible confusion, mounted his horse, his helmet on his head, his- .lance in hand, and with his coat-of-arms, and boldly sallied from the
town to oppose the barbarians. But in a little while he is seconded
by ten or twelve brave cavaliers and then by many foot-soldiers, who,
in spite of the flames and smoke which the wind drove upon them,
showed their courage. Some, on all fours crawled under a torrent
of flame which rolled in the place where they were, and safely
joined the general. Others ran to the sick and made their escape to
the country with a part of them, while the rest were burnt before
they could be succored.
rrhe cavaliers, on their part, endeavored to extricat~ themselves
from this danger. Some, in the fear of not being able to save themselves, abandoned their horses. Others mounterl them without saddles and went· to the general, who, the first had had the honor to
slay a barbarian with his own hand. In the mean time, the Indians,
except the battalion of the cacique, entered into the place by the
favor of the fire, and cruelly slew men and horses. Forty. or fifty
foot-soldiers, frightened at this fury, cowardly took to flight, a
shameful thing which had not yet been seen since the troops had
entered Florida. Tovar, who perce'i.ved them, ran, swo1·d in hand,
after them, and cried out to them with all his strength to retnrn
immediately against the enemy ; that there was no retreat for them,
and that only their courage could save them. In the mean time
Gusman, at the head of thirty soldiers, sallied from another quarter
of the town, intercepted these fngitives, blamed their cowardice, and
urged them so strongly to recover their honor that compunction
seized them. They retumed to their duty, going round the town
with him and rrovar, and courageously driving all the barbarians
whom they encountered. Vasconcelos at the same time also
sallied with twenty-four Portuguese cavaliers, and from his side, fell
upon the Indians. Finally, both attacked them and pressed them
with so much vigor that they forced them back even into the battalion of the cacique, where was the height of the melee, anc1 where
those who seconded Soto fonght like trne soldiers. However, on
the arrival of assistance, they made a new effort. The general
attacked an Indian who was distinguished among all in the fight.
He closed with him, wounded him, and redoubled his blows, for he
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ha:cl l_~)b taken his life. But as he raised himself in his stirrups to
f:om.rifctely finish him, the weight of his body joined to the violence
~:Witli-'.~hfoh he bore himself, turned the saddle of his horse, whieh
;.:;:thiy had forgotten to girt, and he fell in the midst of the enemy .
.;':::· 'l~Ue Spaniards,· who saw him in danger, rushed headlong to the
~- t}scue and fought with so much courage that they savecl him. They
iinmediate1y placed him upon his horse and he ·recommenced to
fight. In the. mean time, the Indians, noticing our men charging
upon them from all quarters, began to yield; and, except occasionally, no longer obstinately contended. But finally, in view that
they were going to succumb, they called out with loud cries to one
another to retire, and took to flight. The general closely pu1·sued
them with his cavalry, and followecl them as far as the :fire could
light them. Then he had the retreat sounded, and re-entered the
place to see the disorder that the barbarians had made during more
than two hours of fight. He found forty soldiers cleatl with. many
horses wounded and fifty slain, of which some that they had not
had leisure to untie, had been bnrnt at the mnngers to which they
had been fastened wit];i the iron chain of their halters. Besides the
hogs, except some which escaped from the. pen which inclosecl them,
were consumed by the :fire, which was felt so· much the more, as, in
the need in. which they were of meat, tlley were reserved for the sick.
Carmona, who relates this particular, adds that each Indian brought
three co1;ds, one to tie a hog, another a horse, and the third ~ soldier.
'l'hat which also grieved, very sensibly,_ our men, was the death of
Francisca Henestrosa, the only Spanish woman ·who followed the
army. She was tlrn wife of Fernando Bautista, and ready to accouch when the enemy gave the alarm. Her husband, who was bra,~e,
then thought of repulsing them, and on his return from the fight, he
saw that his wife, not having been able to protect herself from the
fire, had perished in ,it. Francisco Henriquez, a poor foot-soldier, was
much more fortunate in his affliction. All wasting away as he was)
among the sick, he saved himself from the conflagration. But as he
was fleeing, an Indian shot him with an arrow near the groin, and
extended him on the ground, where he remained more thau two
hours. However, he was fortunately cured of his sickness and his
wound, which was believed mortal. Strange thing that a wretched
man should escape from all his ills whilst so many brave men should
perish I
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0HAP'l'ER XV.I.
WHAT THE SPANIARDS DID AFTER THE BATTLE.
WHEN they bad rendered the last duties to the dead, ancl given
orders for the wounded, they went upon the field of battle where they
saw a large horse with an arrow that passed tluough his shoulder
ancl four inches 011 the other sicle. 'rliey also fonncl many other
horses with thefr entrails pierced with arrows, and fifteen pierced in
the middle of their hearts; of whkh four had each two arrows
tllrough them. And three days after, in fear of a new attack, because the enemy had lost but a hundred men, the general ordered
an advance of a league, and commanded the solcliern to go in search
of wood and straw, and to build a town which they cnllec1 0hieacill::t.
'l111ey there quickly fitted up a forge with bear-skins and musket-barrels, and made lances, shields, and other arms of which they had
need. It was in this place that the general gave the· office of Moscoso to Gallego; for when he bad investigated the conduct of the
field officers he knew that Moscoso had badly discharged his duty,
and that he was partly the cause why the Indians had surprised and
almost conquered the S1~niards. In fact, but for a monk and some
privates, who compelled the fugitives to return .to the melee, the
barbarians, who fought for the honor and for the liberty of the
country, had gained the victory. 'l'heref'ore, the Indians, ashamed
of having run away, ~·eturned three days after their flight, to attack
us; determined to conquer or gloriously die. But at two musket
shots from the camp, there fell so heavy a rain that it wet the cords
of their bows and compelled them to retrace their steps. Our men,
informed of this design by an Indian whom they took the next morning, again dreaded the fire, and placed themselves in battle array
outside of the burgh, with sentinels here and there. N otwithstanding, the barbarians did not cease to come eve1•y night, by divers
places, to fall upon them with loud cries. Tlley constantly killed
some soldier or wounded some horse. The Spaniards, who stoutly
repulsed them, also dicl not fail to pierce many of them ; but for all
that the Indians clid not lose courage. Soto, who wished to secure
. himself from their assaults, sent eYery morning into the country
parties of cavalry and infantry who slew all the Indians they met,
and returned at sunset with the assurance that four leagues around
the camp there would not be found any inhabitants of the country
alive. But what was astonishing, the enemy's battalion, some hours
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after, returned to harass us, with loss on both sides. N ernrtheless,
dming these skirmishes, nothing of more importance lrnppened
than that one night the quarter of Gusman was attacked by a battalion of Indians. rrhis captain, with five ca,v:.iliers, immediately
went out to oppose them; he commanded his infantry to follow him,
and at the same instant that the enemies lighted theil', torches, our
men charged them. Gusman attacked the standard bearer, made a
violent thrnst n,t him witl1 his lance; the Indian avoided it, seized
the htnce, wrested it from the hands of Gusman, and without abandoning his standard, with his left hand pulled him down from bis
horse. Onr soldiers ran to his assistance, rescued him, and put the
enemy's battalion to rout; but not without loss. 1.'hey had two
horses wonnded and as many slain, which moderated the joy which
they had of extricating their captain from peril.

CHAPTER XV II.
A.N INVENTION AGAINST COLD.

NOTWITHSTANDING the continual attacks of the Indians, the
Spaniards remained until the end of March at their post. They
suffered much from cold, because they jassed the nights under
arms, and the greatm· part were without shoes, with wretched doublets only, ancl miserable buckskin pantaloons. Therefore, to all
appearnnces, they would have died of cold, but for Juan Vego, of
whom I shall here say something before corning to the good services
which he rendered them. Vego passed for' a rough soldier, but,
nevertheless, sometimes agreeable. Therefore they amused themselves with making meny with him, and playing him soine petty
tricks. Porcnllo de Fjgueroa, especially, loved to ridicule him, for
he had pbyed him such a joke at Havana that, to satisfy hirn for
it, he gave him a hoi·se, for which they offered him in Florida seven
thousand crowns, to be paid upon the first smelting of gold that
they should make there. But VBgo refused this condition, and no
smelting was ever made. 'l'his is what he invented for himself and
his companions. .A.s he perceived that they all were going to suffer
from cold, and that the1;e was a great deal of very good straw at
the quarters, he set himself to making a mat fonr inches thick,
and long and wide in proportion; so that one-half served him for
a mattress and the other for a covering. He knew that this invention would prntect him from the cold, and he speedily made many
other mats on acconnt of the soldiers who assisted him to work,
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each one priding himself upon putting bis hand to the work; so
that by means of these mats, which they carried to the guard-house
and to the parade, the Spaniards easily resisted tlrn cold. Also,
with the exception of' the mischief lVhich the barbarians clicl them,
they passed the winter without inconvenience; for they had fruits
and corn in abundance, and needed none of the necessaries of life.

BOOK SECOND.
THE ATTACK ON FORT ALIBAMO; THE DEATH OF MANY SPANIARDS;
THE ARRIVAL OF THE TROOPS AT CHISCA; PROCE~SION IN WHICH
THEY ADORE THE CROSS; 'l'HE WAR BETWEEN 'rHE TWO CACIQUES;
AN INVEN'l'ION TO MAKE SALT; THE INHABI'l'ANTS OP TULA; AND
THE 'l'ROOPS WINTERING IN UTIANGUE.

CHAPTER I.
THE ATTACK UPON FORT ALIBAMO.
THE general and his captains, after four months' sojotun in the
province of Ohicaca, left it with joy at the beginning of April,
of the year 1541, and made, the first clay of their march, four
leagues throngµ a country with many villages. of fifteen to twenty
houses each. They camped at a quartee of a league from these
habitations, in the expectation of finally taking a litt.le repose,
but it happened otherwise; for, after the scouts whom they hacl
sent out to explore had reported that qnite near the camp tlJ.ere
was a fort where there appeared about four thousand men, the
general, with fifty horse, went immediately to reconnoitre them,
and at his return he told his captains that it was necessary to drive
away these barbarians befol'e night. That it was provoking lJe.
yoncl measure that they should pursue and brave them with so much
presumption; that, therefore, they were in honor bound to chastise
them, and teach them at the cost of their lives, the valor of the
Spaniards; that, in one word, they onght to bear themselves with so
much the more courage to cut off' their. retreat, as they would harass
the troops all the night with continual skirmishes. All the officers
approved the opinion of their general, who left a part of the army
to guard the camp, and marched with the others against the fort,
which was called Alibamo.( 24) ~J.lhis fort formed a square with
four lines of palisades, each four hundred paces long, ancl two others

26
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within. The first of all had three gates, so low that a cavalier could
not enter; one in the middle, and the others at the angles; and
only opposite to these entrances they had, in each line of palisades,
three others, so that if the first were won, they defended th ems elves
in the next. '11 he gates of the last palisades faced a small river, with
wretched bridges, which in certain places was very deep, with borders so high that one could hardly cross on horseback. The Indians thus had built the fort h1. this ph1ce in this manner, in order
to secure themselves against the horses, and oblige the Spaniards
to fight on foot; for they clid not fear our infantry.* When they ·
approached this place, the general ordered a hundred of the best
armed cavaliers to dismount; ancl, after having formed three battalions of them, he comm·andecl the attack, and ordered the infantry
to support them. Gusman marched straight to the first gate, Cardeniosa to the second, and Silvestre to the thircl, each at the head
of his men. rrhe besieged immediately made through each gate a
sortie of a hundred men, with great plumes upon theii· heads, and,
in order to give more fright, their faces and their arms painted
with streaks of divers colors. 'J'hey vigorously attacked the Spaniards, an<l wouucled first Diego de Castro and Pedro de Torres,
who were at the side of Silvestre, whom Peinoso seconded yery
promptly. Louis de Bravo, at the head of another battalion with
Gusman, was also struck with an arrow in the lower part of the
thigh. Cardenioso saw fall 11ear him Francisco de Figueroa
wounded in the same place as Bravo. '!1he Indians generally aimed
from the thigh downward, because elsewhere the Spaniards had
wherewith to protect themselves from their shots. Nevertheless,
because they fired upon our men with arrows armed with flint, and
as these arrows did much more injury than the others, Cardenioso ·
and his companions pursued them so closely that they ptevented
them from making use of their arrows, and drove them before
them as far as the gates. Thereupon the general attacked with
fifty cavalry, and received upon tlrn front of his helmet so violent a
blow that the arrow bounded at least to the height of a pike. However, without being disconcerted, he drove the Indians so briskly
that he compelled them to quickly throw themselves into the fort.
But, as the gates were so narrow that but two at a time could
pass, they made great slaughter of them, and they also entered
pell-mell with them. 'l'he Spaniatds then, reanimated by the remembrance of tlle injury they had done them, charged them with

* In equal numbers on foot, the Indians had the advantage of them by water
and by land.-E1v.As.
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ardor, and put a great number to death. The enemy, in disorder,
abandoned the fort. S.ome leaped from the top of the palisades,
and fell into the power of the cavaliers who had not dismounted,
and who pierced them with their lances; others passed upon the
bridges, lrnt they crowded each other to such a degree that they
fell into the water. Many who cot1ld not gain the bridge because
they pushed them so closely, leaped into the river, crossed it by
swimming, and ranged themselves in order of hattle upon the
bank. .And immediately one of these Indians came out of the
battalion and challenged the bravest of the Spanish crossbow-men
to fight with him. J nan de Salinas boldly accepted the challenge,
left the main body that was behind trees, nncler shelter from the
arrows, and went and. posted himself upon the edge of the river
opposite his enemy, who, as lie, was unprotected by any shield.
They made ready for the bn.ttle, and fired. The Spaniard struck
the Indian in the breast, and the Indian, the Spaniard a little lower
than the ear, and pierced his neck in ~uch a manner that the arrow
projected as much from one side as from the other. rrhe Indians,
who saw that their man staggered, ran to him, and carl'ied him off.
· In the mean time, the general, annoyed by their resistance, crossed
the river at a ford above the fort, assembled the cavalry, rushed
upon them, and pursued them until night. So that counting those
who perished in the fort, there were slain on the side of the enemy
more than two thousand .men, but on that of the Spaniards only
three soldiers, Castro, Torres, aucl Figueroa, for whom they bad
much sorrow, and mo1·eover there died of their wounds a few after
the battle. But there were so many wounded, that at the return
from the pursuit of the barbarians they were oliliged to remain four
days in the fort to treat them.

CHAPTER II.
THE DEATH OF MANY SPANIARDS FOR WANT OF SALT.
BEFORE going further it is proper to relate that at the time that
the Spaniards entered Tuscaluca, they lost many of their companions for want of salt. .At first a malignant fever seized those
who had most neerl of it, and pntrefied their entrails, so that at
the end of ~hree or four days they were so offensive, that at fifty
p::wes one could not endure the stench; thus, after langnishing some
time, this disease got the better of them beyond remedy. The
greater part of the others, astonished at so strange an occurrence,
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fortunately had recourse to the preservatives of the Indians which
saved them from this putrefaction by means of a certain herb which
they burnt, and mingled the ·ashes of it among the things which
•served to nourish them. But as for the other Spaniards who contemned this receipt, and who fancied that it was a disgrace to them
to employ for their preservation the same remedies as the barbarians, they unfortunately died, for although during their illness
they gave them this preservative, it was of no benefit to them
because it was only fit to prevent tlle corruption and not to expel
it; and in the course of a year that they lacked salt, there perished
more than sixty of these vain persons.
It also seems necessary to say here that they spoke a language
entirely different from -all the other countries of Florida, and that
Soto had, besides Ortis, thirteen or fourteen interpreters in order to
communicate with the caciques. ':I.1hese interpreters, when there was
business with these lords, placed themselves in a row according as
they understood one another, and the word went from one to the
other to Ortis, who was at the encl and who reported everything to
the general.* Thus our men had much tronble to inquire about
the particulars of these provinces through which they passed. 'l'he
Indians, on the contrary, had not any to understand the language of
the troops, for after two months of frequent visiting they conceived
what was said to them, anclpartlyexplained themselves upon subjects
the most ordinary, but when tlley had remained five or six months
along with the army, they served as interpreters. They understood
the Spanish and expressed themselves in it with facility, which
greatly aided the general to inquire abont everything, and that
showed that the inhabitants of Florida had a reasonable amount of
understanding. ·

CHAPTER III.
THE TROOPS ARRIVE AT CHISCA AND MAKE PEACE WITH THE CAOIQUE.

I RETURN to where I was in my history. The Spaniards, on leaving A..libamo, marched through a wilderness al wnys towards the
north, in order to go away, more and more from the sea, and at the
encl of tllree days they saw the capital of Chisca, which bears the
name of its province and of its chief. This town is situated near a
river which the Indians call Ohucagua ; the largest of all those
which our men had seen in Florida. The inhabitants of Ohisca, who

* This was in Tula, west of t11e Arkansas.
between the Yallobusha and the Mississippi.

The Alibamos were somewhere
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were not informed of the coming of the troops because of the war
wllich they had with their neighbors, were surprised. rrhe Spaniards pillaged them and made many of them prisoners. The rest
fled; some into the woods between the town and the river, ancl
others to the house of the cacique 0 built upon an eminence whence
it commanded all the place. Tllis chief was old and then sick in
b~d, almost without strength, of so small a size, and so· poor an appearance, that they had not yet seen any such in the country.
Nevertheless, at the noise of the alarm and upon the report that
they pillaged and seized his sn1Jjects, he arose, left the room with a
battle-axe in his hand, and threatened to slay all those who had entered npon his lands without his orders. But as he was going to
leave his house to oppose himself to the Spaniards, his wives, aided
by some of his subjects who had fled to him, retained him. '.}:hey
represented to him, with tears in their eyes, that he was weak,
without troops, his vassals in disorder and not in a condition to
fight; and those wiLh whom they had to do, vigorous, in good order,
in great numbers, and the greater part mounted upon animals so
swift that they conld never escape them. That it was therefore
necessary for him to await a favorable opportunity to avenge himself, and in the mean time to deceive his enemies by fair appearances
of friendship in order to prevent his ruin and that of his subjects.
rrhese considerations arrested Ohisca, but he was so much irritated
at the injury the Spaniards had done hirn, that without deigning
to listen to the envoys of the general who demanded peace of him,
be declared war upon them, adding that he hoped in a short time
to kill their captain and all those who accompanied him. Soto,
nevertheless, without being surprised at this, dispatched other persons to him, who apologized for the disorder they had made at first and
continued to demand peace of him, for he saw that the troops were
disheartenBd by continual fighting, and embarrassed with sick men
and horses; that in less than three hours there had joined the caciq ne
about four thousand men very well armed; that probably he would
assemble a still greater number of them; besides, that the situation
of the place wn.s very favorable for the Indians and very inconvenient for the Spaniards, because of the woods which was around the
town, .and which prevented them from making use of their horses;
tbat fi·nally, instead of progressing by war, they were daily mining
themselves. Such were the considerations which led the general
to make peace. But.the greater part of the Indians who had assembled to deliberate upon this subject had views q nite to the contrary.
Some desired war~ in the belief that they had no other means to recover their goods, ancl to deliver theil' companions from the power
of the Spaniards; that such people were not to be feared; that the
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peace which they demanded with so much eagei·ness was a sure
mark of their lack of courage ; that it was therefore necessary to
.teach them by a battle, the courage of those whom they came to
attack, in order that no foreigner should, for the .future, have the
boldness to enter upon their lands. But the others n~aintained that
peace was the only means to repossess their goods aud to recover the
prisoners; that if they came to blows, tliey would have to apprehend
a greater misfortune than the first; fire, the loss of their com which
was still standing, the entire ruin of the province, and the death of
many of their people.; that since these enemies had come so far to
them, through so many difficult perils and brave people, they could
not reasonably doubt their valor; that therefore, witliont having
other proofs of it, it was necessary to declare for peace ; and that if
it was not beneficial, they could then break it much more advantageously than they could now make war. This opinion was the
strongest, and the cacique, concealing his resentment, demanded of
the envoys of the general what they expected in consideration of
the peace for which they had manifested so much desire. They replied, their lodgings in the town and provisions to proceed. Chisca
consented to everything on condition that they should set at liberty
those of his snbjects whom they hHd taken; that they should restore
all the plunder, and should not enter into his house ; that otherwise
they would have bnt to prepare to fight to the last extremity. The
Spaniards accepted the peace upon these conditions. They released
the subjects of 0hisca because they did not lack Indian servants;
and restored all the booty, which was poor buckskin and some mantles of very little value. rrhen the inhabitants abandoned the town
and what provisions they had, and the Spaniards remained there
six days to treat their sick. The last day Sot~ obtained permission
of 01..tisca to vi'sit him in his house, where, after having thanked him·
for the favors which he had done to the troops, he retired and con~
tinued, the next clay, his discovery.

CHAPTER

rv.

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE SPANIARDS FROM CHISCA TO CASQUIN.

up

ON leaving the province of 0hisca the troops again marched
the river;* They made, in four days, only twelve leagues on account
of the sick,. and arriv~cl at a place where they could cross the river,
because it was easy to approach it; and elsewhere, on both sides,

* The Chucagna, now the Mississippi.
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the river was bordered. with a very thick forest, and the banks so
steep that they could nei the~· ascend nor descend them. 'l.ilrny remain eel to make boats at this place, where, at their arrival, there
appeared on the other side of the river about six thousand Indians,
well armed, and with many boats, to dispute the passage of it. But
the next day, fonr of the most eminent of the troop came on the
part of the cacique to visit the general; and after the customary
ceremonies they complimented ~1im upon his arrival, and demanded
of him peace and his friendship. Soto received them with joy, and
sent them ba.ck well satisfied. Therefore, during twenty days that
the Spaniards were upon the borders of the river, these four Indians
served them with all the forces that were with the cacique. Never"
theless, it was impossible to induce him to come to the camp, and he
alw!],ys excused himself in one way or another. So the.Y believed
that he had sent to the general only thrnngh fear, anr1 to prevent
the devastation of his province; for as the time of the harvest, wl)ich
looked remarkably fine, was near at hand, that caused him much
uneasiness.
The Spaniards finished two large boats in fifteen days, because
everybody worked at them. And they gnardecl them night and day
for fear lest the Indians should burn them, for they came from all
quarters, in boats, to range themselves against our men; then they advanced against them with loud cries and showered n pon them arrows.
But they were repulsed with musket shots from the entrenchments
which were upon the bank of the river. So that, in spite of all
their efforts, the Spaniards launched four boats, .which could hold
one hundred and fifty soldiers an.cl thirty cavaliers, and rowed in the
presence of the enemy, who, despafring of hindel'ing tllem, retired
each into his burgh; so that our men safely crossed the river in
these boats and in the pirogues which they had taken from the
enemy. Then, after having detached the iron works from their boats,
because it was indispensable to them, they continued their ronte, and
at the encl of four days of travel through unpeopled places, they
discovered, on the fifth, from the top of an eminence, a town of
about four hundred hottses, upon the banks of a river larger than
the Guadalquivir which passes by Cordova.* "I1hey also saw that
the lands about it were covered with corn and a number of fruit
trees. . The inhabitants of this place, who were informed of their
coming, went out to meet them, and offered to the general their
property and their persons, ancl put themselves under his protection.
Some time after, there came to him on the part of the cacique, two

* St. Frai1cis River, about eighty miles below Memphis. The hills border the
old bed of the Mississippi from Helena, and then continue up the St. Francis.
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of the principal persons of the country, who confirmed what the
others had said. Soto received them with all the tokens of great
kindness, and sent them back to him well pleased.
The capital, the provinee, and the cacique were called Casqnin.
'J.lhe Spaniards stopped six days in the town, because of the provisions which they found there. And after two days of marching
they arrived at some smnll villages where the lord of the country
held his court, and which were distant four leagues from tbe capital
in ascending the river. ~rhe caciqne left these_ villages, accompanied
by his principal subjects, and came to receive Soto, to whom he
offered his friendship and his house; for at one side of his dwelling
he had still ten or twelve lodges where dwelt his family with many
women and servants. The general received with joy the friendship
of the caciqne. Nevertheless, for fear of incommoding him, he
thanked him politely for his house, and lodged in a garden, where
the Indians promptly made huts with the 1Jranches of trees, because
of the heat of May, in which month they then were. So that the
troops commodiously camped, one part in the village and the other
in the neighboring gardens.

CHAPTER V.
A PROCESSION IN WHICH THEY ADORE THE CROSS.

THE army had been at Casquin three days when the cacique, who
was about fifty years of age, accompanied by the most important of
his subjects, came to the general. When he had made a very profound reverence he said to him that since the Spaniards always
vnnquished the Indians he was compelled to believe that they were
the favorites of a greater God than theirs. ~rhat therefore he had
come with the most distinguished of his vassals to beg the general
to ask rain of his God; because the fruits of the earth had need of
it. Soto replied that although he and those of his suite had been
very great sinners, nevertheless they would pray to God, who was
the Ifather of Mercy, to send rain; and at the same time he charged
the ship carpenter to make a cross of the highest pine tree that
conld be found in the province. In fact, they chose one so large
and so high that even after having made it round, a hundred men
could hardly raise it. In two days they made of it a cross, without
taking anything from its height; and they placed it upon a very
high.knoll* on the borders of the river. Afterwards, Soto ordered

* Artiii-ci.al, .according to Biedma, and on the east side of

the St. Francis.
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a procession for the next day; and for fear of a surprise, he commanded that the rest of the army shonlcl be under arms. The cacique
anr1 the general marched in the procession by the side of each other,
followed by many Spaniards and many Indians. They amounted to
about a thousand persons. 'rl.1e priests and the monks went be.fore
chanting the litanies, and the soldiers responded. They advanced in
this order towards the cross, where, as soon as they arrived, they
fell upon their knees, and after some prayers, they went with much
zeal and humility to adore it, the clergy first, then Soto and the
cacique and the rest of the troops.
On the,other side of the river there wel'e about fifteen or twenty
thousand persons of all ages and sexes; they raised their hands
and eyes to heaven, and showed, by their posture, that tliey prnyed
God to grant to the Christians the favor which they desired. There
w0re also hearc1 among them cries as of people who wept, to obtain
from heaven, as soon as possihle,their demand. So that the Span-.,.
ian1s bad much joy to see their Creator acknowledged, and the cross
adore<1 in a country where Christianity was unknown. Afterwards,
the clergy sang the" Te Deum," and the Spaniards and the Incli~ns
returned to the village in the same order that they had come. This
laste<.l, in all, more than four hours. In the mean time our Lord
was pleased to show the st1bjects of the cacique Oasquin that he
heard the prayers of his servants; for, towards the middle of the
following night, it began to rain. Some say that it rained dul'ing
three entire days, and others six; so that the inhabitants of the
province, rejoicing at the favor which Goel granted them through
the means of the Christians, came with the ca<:ique to render thanks
to. the general for it. rl1liey assured him of their service, ancl declared to him that they held it an honor to depend, absolutely, on
him. Soto replied to them, that he was very gla.d to see evidences
·of their kind sentiments; but that they were under obligations only
to God, the Ore.ator of heaven and earth, and that it was He whom
they ot1ght to thank. After that, when the troops had already sojourned nine or ten days in the villages, they left them to continue
their discovery. Casquin begged the general to permit him to go .
with him, and to bring soldiers and porters; the one to escort· the
army and the other to carry the provisions; because he would have
to pass through places where they would find no habitations. The
general consented to what Oasquin desired; who immediately com~
manded the bravest of his subjects to hold themselves ready to accompany the Ohristia:ns as far as the province of Capaha, of which
the caciqne and the capital bear the same name.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE MARCH OF THE TROOPS TO CAPAHA.

THE lords of 0asquin and 0apaha had, at all times, been at war
with one another. Tl.ierefore, tbe caciques who governed these provinces, at the arrival of the Spaniards, were embroiled. As that of
0apaha was the most powerful, he had al ways had the advantage
of the other, who was shut up within the boun'c1s of his country
without daring to leave it for fear of exasperating the cacique Capaba. But when he saw an opportunity to free. himself from restraint and to avenge himself on his enemy, by the help of the troops,
he levied five thonsnncl men, very active, and in good order, without
counting three thousand Indians, loaded with provisions, and very
well armed. Then they w.en t forward, in order of battle, towards
Capaha, under pretext of discovering some ambuscade, and to take
care to choose 11 good post to lodge the two armies. · The Spaniards
followed at the distance of a quaeter of a league, and continued
their route all the day. Then, on both sides, they camped in very
good order, and in such a mannee that. the cavalier scouts passect
lietween the Indian sentinels and the Spaniards. Tliey marchecl
three days in this manner; and early on the fonrth, they arrived at
a swamp lvhich separated the provinces of Oasquin and Capaha, and
of which the bottom was so bad at the borders, and the water so deep
in the middle, that they had to swim more than twenty paces. rl'he
men on foot passed it upon wretched wooden bridges, and the horses
by swimming. But because of the mud of the shores, they had so
much trouble that they remained the rest of the day to cross it; so that
the Spaniards and the Indians went bnt half n. league from there,
where they camped in very pleasant pastures, and arrived, at the end
of three days, upon an eminence from which they saw the capital of
0apaha, very well fortified, because it was the key of the province.
This town is upon a small eminence, and has some five hundred good
houses, and a ditch of ten or twelve fathoms, fifty paces wide in
most places, and forty at others. Besides, it was filled with water
by means of a canal which they had extended from the place to the
Chucagua. rrhis canal was three leagues long, at least as deep as a
pike-staff, and so wide that two large boats abreast co11lcl very easily
ascend and descend it. The ditch, which is filled by the canal, surrounds the town, except in a place which is closed by a palisade of
large posts fixed in the ground, fastened bv other cross-pieces of wood,
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and plastered with loam and straw. There were, besides, in this
ditch, and in this canal, such a quantity of fish that all the Spaniards and Indians, who followec1 the general, fished from it without
it appearing that they had taken a single fish from it.
The cacique Capaha was in the town when the Indians, who· accompanied the troops, discovered it. But as he lacked people to
defend it, he retired into an island which the Chucagna makes.
Those of the inhabitants who were able to have boats followed him;
a part of the others gained the woods, and the rest remained in the
place. Nevertheless, there yet escaped some of them, because the
vassals of Casquin apprehended that those of Capaha had laid ambushes for them; and remembering. that they had been many times
vanquished by them, they feared them, and did not enter at first
but cautiously into the town. Bnt upon the certainty ttiat there
was no danger, they· ran in crowds into the place; slew more than
a hundred and fifty in habitants; took off their heads as a mai·k of
their victory, and pillaged the town-particularly the houses of the
cacique. They took, besides many young men, two of his wives,
who were very beautiful, ancl who had not been able to escape with
the others, on account of the confusion in which the arrival of the
enemy had placed them.

CHAPTER VII.
THE EXCESSES WHIOH THE CASQUINS COMMITTED IN THE TEMPLE OF
CAPAHA, AND THE PURSUIT OF THE CACIQ.UE •
.AFTER the vassals of Casquin had pillaged the town, they called
one another, and, with the design of barbarously offending Capaha,
who was high-spirited and proud, they entered the temple where was
the sepulchre of his ancestors, and carried off all its riches. They
overthrew the trophies which had been erected of their spoils, broke
the coffins, and scattered on all sides the bones of the dead. Then,
thrcrngh rage·, they trampled them under their feet, took away the
heads of their people that were upon the ends of lances at the doors
of the temple, and put in their places those which they had cut from
tlie inhabitants of Capaha. Finally, they omitted nothing that
could mortally offend their enemies. 'l'hey even deliberated al!)Out
burning the temple and the houses of the eacique, and were prevented only because they feared to offend Soto, who arrived after this
disorder. When he learned the retreat of the cacique, he dispatched
to him some of his subjects, whom they had taken, to solicit peace
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ancl his friendship. But the barbarian showed that he breathed bnt
vengeance for the wrong which they had done him, ancl that he
assembled troops to have redress for it. Wherefore, the general
commandecl the Spaniards and the Indians to hold themselves ready
to march towards the island; and thereupon Casquin begged him
to wait three or fonr days, whilst he should bring boats up the
Chucagua, which also passed by his lands. Soto consented to this ;,
and immediately Casqnin ordered his subjects to come and join him
with sixty boats, in order to completely avenge themselves of their
enemies. In the mean time, Soto sent each day to Oapaha, with
the view of making peace; but as he <lespaired of succeeding, and
as be knew that the boats were advancing, he went with his troops
to receive them and repair to the island where Oapaha had retired,
after having remained five clays in the town of the cacique.
The Oasqnins immediately followed the general, and the better to
devastate the lands of their enemy they extended themselves, on the
march, about hn.lf a league. They found many slaves of theii; province, the tend011s of whose insteps were cut in order to prevent them
from escaping; and they sent them back to their country, more to
show their victory than to derive any service from them. Then
they arrived, with' the Spaniards, at the island which the Ohucagua
forms, where the cacique had fortified himself with good palisades,
and whe.re it was difficult to take him because of the woods which
were there, and of the brave men who accompanied him, all well
armed and ~esolvecl to defend themselves courageously. N evertheless, in spite of all these obstacles, the general made two hundred
Spaniards embark in twenty boats, and three thousand Indians in
the others, and ordered the attack on the island. Bnt at the
moment when they were going to debark, there was drowned a
Spaniard named Francisco Sebastien, who had served a long time.
in Italy. This soldier, wishing to have the honor of being the first
to leave the vessel, placect the large encl of bis lance in the ground
and tried to reach the shore. In the mean time, the vessel recoiled;
he fell into the water, and went to the bottom because of a coat-ofmail which he wore. Sebastien had never appeared more joyful
than the clay he lost his life; for, some hours before his misfortune,
he agreeably entertained his companions. He told them that his
bad lnck had led him to America; that he hacl much more lrnppines_s in Italy, where he was treatecl with great respect, and where
he was in need of nothing; that if by c\1ance, in tlrnt count1·y, he
slew some enemy, he had his spoils, and often a good horse, in
place of which, in Florida, he gained by the death of an Inc:Han only
a bow, some arrows, and worthless feathers. He added that nothing
grieved him more than the prijdiction of a famous Italian astrologer,
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who had assured him that water would be fatal to him. It was
therefore, he said, that his destiny had driven him into damnable
1·egions, where he was always engaged in the midst of waters. In
this manner, before his death, Sebastien entertained fils companions,
who were greatly concerned at his loss. Ne-vertheless, they landed
and fought like true men of courage. They forced the first palisades,
driving the enemy as far as the second, which frightened to such a
degree the women and servants who were on the island that they
ran, with loud cries, to embark, and rowed with all speed along the
river. But those who guarded the second palisades defended themselves like lions; for, encouraged by the presence of the cacique,
the remembrance of their noble deeds, and the glory of their ancestors, they fought with desperation, and wounded so many Spaniards and Oasquins that they prevented them from advancing
further.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE CASQUINS FLEE, AND SOTO MAKES PEACE WITH CAP A.HA.
WHEN tbe people of Oapaha had sustained the attack of their
enemies, they recovered comage, and cried to them tlw,t they were
cowards; that they ought to bmvely prosecute their design and
lead them prisoners, since they bad had the insolence to sack their
village and insult their cacique; but that they should remember the
injnrythey were doing them, and should know that some day they
would have redress for it. These words frightened the Oasquins,
who remembered that they had many times been vanquished by
those whom they attacked; so that they abandoned the fight and
fled to their boats. Neither the entreaties of the general, nor the
threats of their caciq ue, could retain them. 'I.1hey all, therefore,
embarked in disorder, and even wished t9 cany off the vessels of
the Spaniards, that their enemies might not find any to pmsue
them; but they were prevented by some soldiers who guarded them.
After a flight so shameful, the Spaniards knew that they could
not resist the multitude of enemies, because they lacked horses.*
'l'hey began to make their retreat i.n very good order; and as soon
as the Indians of the island saw them in small numbers, they came,
all in a rage, to attack them. But Oapnha, who was wise, and who
wished to gain the goocl-wi.11 of the general, in orde1· to liinder, by
his means, the Oasquins from making more devastations, and to
oblige him afterwards to pardon the contempt which he had shown

* See note, page 402~
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for bis friendship, ran, with loucl cries, to his subject_s and forbicl
them to rlo anything to the Spaniards; so that our men safely
retired, satisfied with the conclnct of Oapaha; for, without him, they
would all have been cut in pieces.· And the next day there came
to the general four of the principal Indians, who, after having clemanclecl peace, offoTed to him their services and their friendship,
and entreated him not to suffer their enemies to make more disorder
in their country. They also begged him to return to the town of
Oapaha, and that immediately their cacique himself would come
to assure him of ·his obedience. Such are, in a few words, the
speeches of the envoys, who made a bow to the sun, another to the
moon, and the third to Soto; but they did not render any civility
to Oasquin, who was present. The general replied to the Indians,
that Oapaha might come when he pleased; he should be well re~
cei vecl; that he accepted with much joy his frienrlship, and that he
would prevent them in the future from ravaging his lands; that
their cacique was the sole cause of all the disorder, because he had
always refused peace; but as, for his part, he had generously forgotten all tlrn,t had passed, he would beg him to <lo the same. The
envoys, c..:ontented with this reply, returned to their lord. In the
mean time, Oasquin was in despair at all this, for he wished that
his enemy might be obstinate, in order to have the means of destroying him hy the assistance of the foreign troops.
After the departure of the envoys of Oapaha, ~he general resumed
his ronte to the town, and had published that not an Indian nor n,
Spaniard should, cluring .the march, take anything that shoulil
prove prejudicial to the inhabitants of the province; and, when he
had arrived at Oapaha, he commanded the subjects of Oasquin to
return to their country, and that there should remain but those
whose services were necessary to the cacique, who would not leave
the army.
A bout the middle of the clay on which the troops marched, Indians
on the part·· of Oapaha came to learn how the general was, and
assured him that their cacique would very soon pay his respects to
him. .At sunset, as Soto was at the village, Capaha dispatched
other'persons who congratulated him upon his virtues. .All these
env9ys made the accustomed reverences and said wllat th~y were
ornered to. Soto answered them with civility, and took care that
they shoulcl be treated very politely, in order that they might know
the esteem which he bad for them. The next day, at eight o'clock
in the morning, they saw Oapaha accompanied by a .hundred of his
p1focip.al subjects very spruce in their way. .As_ soon as he had
entered the town he went to the temple, where, concealing his dis-
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pleasure, he himself collected the bones of his ancestors, which the
Casqnins had cast upon the ground, and after having kissed them,
he replaced them iu the coffins. 'I1lien he went to the lodge of the
general, who left his room to receive him, and embraced him with
much affection. The cacique assured him that he came to place
himself and his province under his authority. Soto rejoiced at that,
kindly thanked him for it, an<l then he inquired about the nature of
the country and the neighboring lands. Capaha replied with intelligence, and showed wisdom in all his remarks.. This cacique was
then twenty-five or twenty-six years of age, ·and very hand_some.
When the general had ceased to inquire concerning his province,
Capaha broke out against Oasquin who was present, and told him
he ought to be henceforth satisfied to see what he had not imagined
and what he had not dared to hope from his own forces; that he was
finally avenged of his enemy, and had effn.ced the disgrace which he
had had in the war; that in truth he was indebted for it to the valor
of the Spaniards, who would very soon leave his province, and that
then he should suffer for all the outrages received.

CHAPTER IX.
PEACE BETWEEN CASQUIN AND CAPAHA.

UPON the knowledge which the genernl had of the hate of the
caciques, and that after bis departure tlie war would rekindle witl1
intensity between them, he showed them tllat it was sad that they
should destroy one another, and that he was firmly determined that
they should agree. He therefore tried at first to calm Oapaha, and
said that if they had ravaged his lands, he ought to impnte t.he fault
to himself; that if he had sent persons to meet the Spaniards, they
would have prevented bis enemies from making ai1y disorder, and
they should not have entered his province; that therefore, be ought
not, on his part, refuse to make peace with Casquin; that he entreated them, for his sake, to stifle their resentment; that even
should it be necessary, he should command them to obey him upon
this occasion, and would regard as an enemy him of the two who
should insist upon war. Capaha replied to Soto that the greatest
mark he could give of his obedience, was to do what he requested of.
him, and that he was ready to willingly unite in friendship with
Casquin ·; and thereupon the two caciques embraced each other, but
apparently their caresses were constrained. Nevertheless, they did
not omit to converse ingeniously with the general concerning Spain
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ancl the provinces of Florida. Their conversation lasted until they
cnme to inform him that it was time to dine, and immediately they
passed into another room, where the table was set for three. 'l1he
general placed himself' at the upper end, and Casqu~n at his right,
but Oapaha civilly remonstrated with Oasqnin, that as tlle most
distinguished, most powerful, and of a more illustrious nobility,
that place belonged to him. Soto, who saw this contest, wished to
know the cause of it, and when he had learned it, he s.aid that
without having regard to the advantages which the one had over
the other, Oapaha ought to have respect for the white hairs of Oasquin, and accord to him the place the most honorable; that it was
becoming a. young lord, well-bred, to have considei·ation for the aged.
Oapaha replied that if Oasqniu was his guest he would willingly
.concede the first place to him without even having regard to his age,
but that eating at the table of a third person, he ought not to lose
his rank; and that if he were not jealous of this honor, all his snbjects would complain of it; that for these considerations, if the
general wished that he should eat with him, he should not suffer
him to derogate from his rank nor from the glory of bis ancestors ;
that otherwise it wonld be better for him to go and dine with his
soldiers, who, knowing his conduct, would loYe him· the more for it.
Casquin, who wished to appease Oapaha, and who knew that this
lord was right, arose and said to Soto that Oapaha demanded nothing but what was very just, and that he begged him to invite him
to take his place; that as for him, he esteemed himself so honored
to be at his table, that it was of no importance on which side .
he sat. As he thus spoke, he passed to the left of the general
and calmed Oapaha, who, during all the time of dining, did not
show any resentment. These circumstances show that even among
barbarians, the rank which gives title is something of importance.
The Spaniards were astonished at the proceedings of these two
chiefs, for they never would have believed that the Indians would
have been so sensitive upon the point of honor.
As soon as the general ancl the caciqnes had dined, there were
brought in the two wives of Oapaha, who, the precedir1g day, had been
set at liberty with the other prisoners. This caeiq ue received these
two ladies -very civilly, and then begged the general to accept of them
for himself, or at least to give them to some of his officers, because
they must no longer live in his house nor upon his lands. The
general, who did not wish to refuse Oapaha for fear of offending
him, repliec:l. that he willingly accepted the agreeable present which
he made him. 'rliese women were indeed very beautiful, an'cl because
of that they were so much the more surprised at the conduct of the
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cacique, who was in the bloom of life. But they believed that he
had an aversion to these ladies because he suspected that they hacl
been defiled by his enemies, whose prisoners they had been.

THE SPANIARDS SEND TO SEEK SALT, AND GO TO THE PROVINCE OF
QUIGUATE.
THE general inquired of the caciques ancl of their subjects where
they could find salt, because many soldiers died for want of it,, and
by good luck lie met with eight. Indian merchants who traded it
through the provinces, and who asserted. that. there was some in the
mountains at forty leagues from Capaha. They also said that there
was found there that yellow metal of which they ha<l spoken to
them. Our people rejoiced at this news. Moreno and Silvera, who
were careful and wise, offered to go with the merchants and find ont
the truth of all these things. The general immediately dispatched
them with orders to notice the quality of the lanrl through which
they should pass; and Capaha ha<l them escorted by Indians, and
gave them pea1·Is, deer-skins, and. beans to purchase gold and salt.
Then they left, and at the end of eleven days they returned with
six loads of fossil salt, clear as crystal, which gave great joy to
the Spaniards. 'l'hey also brought back some copper, very :yellow,
and said that the country whence they came was sterile and very
poorly populated. Upon this report Soto resumed the route to the
town of Casquin, in order, from there, to direct his course towards
the west and to explore its lands, for from Mauvila he had always
marched directly to the north, in order to place himself at a distance
from the sea. He refreshed himself five days at Casquin, and then
marched four days down the river through a country fertile and
populated, and arrived at the province of Quiguate. 'l'he cacique
and his subjects came to meet him, and received-him courteously.
But the next day they begged him to advanc~ as far as the capital,
with the assurance that he would be rn uch better served there. The
general believed what they t~ld him, and continued five days his
journey, descending along the river through places auonnding in
provisions, and on the fifth arrived at the capital named Quignate,
which gives the name to the province. ~I.1he town was divided into
three quarters. The Spaniards lodged in two, and the Indians in
the third, where was the house of tlie cacique. Two clays after the
arrival of the troops, these barbarians ran away wiihout the cause
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of it being known, and returned at the encl of a conple of clays to
ask pardon for their fault. '],he cacique excused himself in regard
to it, that he expected to retnrn the same day. But they believed
that he had returned only through fear that the S paniartls, on their
departure, would set fire to the town and to the corn; for evidently
he had left with a bad. intention, since his subjects, during tliefr
flight, caused all the mischief they could. 'They placed themselves
in ambush and wounded two or three Spaniards. However, the
general, who did not wish to break with the Indians, did not manifest to them any concern about it.
·
One of the nights while the Spaniards remained at Qniguate, an
aide.qf the sergeant-major went out at midnight to seek the general,.
and told him Juan Gaitan, whom _he had commanded to patrnl
a part of the second w~tch, had refused to obey, under pretext that
be was the treasurer of the emperor. Tllis disobedience piqued
Soto , _so much tlie more as Gui tan was one of those who, at
'Mauvila, had formed the plan to abandon J?lorida. 'l'hen Soto,
quite <:mraged, went to the middle of the court of his lodge, which
was elevated, and whence he could easily be heard by the soldiers
who were .in the neighborhood. 'rhere he said that it was a shame
that they should mutiny every clay, and that they would not clo
their duty under pretext that they were treasurers of his majesty ;
that besides he could not comprehend these people who desired to
return to Spain or to Mexico, never being able to appear there. but ·
as cowards; that they knew that, on the point of rendering
themselves masters of a vast and fertile country, they had basely
abandoned him; that, as he could not endure that th~y should make
them a reproach so injurious, because it would recoil, in part, upon
himself, they therefore must not think of leaving Florida whilst
he lived, because he had resolved either to die there gloriously or
to conquer it completely; that no one must any lqnger, under pretext of his office, ima,gine himself exempt from doing thap which
should be ordered him, that otherwise he would cut off the head of.
the first who should disobey. These words, pronounced in an
imperious tone full of resentment, made the mutineers and disaffected
return to their duty, for they knew that the general was strict and
severe, and that aftei· having publicly expressed himself, his menaces
were to be feared.
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CHAPTER XI.
THE TROOPS ARRIVE AT COLIMA; THEY MAKE SALT, AND GO ON TO
TULA,

THE Spaniards sojourned six days at Quignate ;(25) they left the
seventh, and after marching five days clown along the river, which
passes by Casquin, they arrived at the capital of the province of
Colima. 'l'he cacique receivetl Soto with the greatest manifestations of affection; and this reception. rejoiced our men, who were
extremely concerned about what had been told them-that the inhabitants of Coli ma poisoned their arrows. They despaired of being
able to resist them; for without using poisoned arrows these barbarians were already too strong in battle. But they ·learned, with.
joy, that they did not shoot poisoned arrows, and they esteemed the
more their friendship, whieh, however, did not last but a very short
time. For, two clays after the arrival of the troops, they mutinied
without cause, and retired i'nto the woods with their cacique. After
this retreat, the Spaniards remained another clay in the town of
Coli ma; whence, when they had collected provisions, they con tinned
their jonl'ney through fertile fields, pleasant forests, easy to pass,
an(l at the end of four clays arrived at the borders of a river, where
the army camped. Afterwards, some soldiers, who went to walk upon
the borders of the river, perceived there some sand of au azure color.
One of them took some of it, tasted it, and perceived that it was
salty. He informed his companions of it, and said that he believed
that they could make saltpetre of it; of which there could be made
very good powder. They, therefore, collected this sand with tllis
intention, and endeavored .to select only that which appeared azure.
When.they had enough of it they threw it into the water; where, after
having washed it, they pressed it betw·een their bands in order to
strain it. They then cooked it with a great fire, and converted it
into a pale yellow salt, but very suitable for salting. 'rI1e Spaniards, rejoiced at this new discovery, refreshed tllemselves eight
days at Colima, and made a supply of salt. But there were some
of them who, notwithstanding the entreaties that were made them,
eat so much of it that nine or ten of them died of dropsy. Thus
some lost their lives from having an· abundance of salt, and otllers
for want of it.
After our men had furnished themselves with salt, they left Colima
and mp,rchecl two clays in order to leave the country which they
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called the Province de Sel. From there they passed into that
of Tula. They made three days' travel throngh an unpeopled
country; and about noon on the fourth they camped in a very
pleasai1t plain at half a league from the capital, where the general
would not go, because the troops were tired; but the next clay be
took sixty foot soldiers, and a hundred horse, and went to Teconnoitre this town, which was situated in a fl.at country between two
streams. The inhabitants, who knew notlling of his coming, armed
themselves when they saw him; came out against him, and were
assisted by many women, who fought very valiantly. Our men immediately broke the enemy, and drove them even into the town,
where they entered pell-mell. ~I.1110 fight then grew warm, for the Indians and their women fought to desperation, and all showed that
they preferred death to servitude.
Reinoso, during the melee, entered a house and mounted to an
upper room. There were, in a corner of it, five Indian women, to
whom he made known that he would not do them any injury; but
these women, who saw him alone, sprang with fury upon him; some
took him by the arms and the legs, some by the neck, and some even
by the privy parts. Reinoso, in order to disembarrass himself,
struggled and shoot himself with violence, and kicked so forcibly
that the floor, which was hut of cane, gave way; and as one of his
feet passed through the hole, he fell upon the floor, where the Indian women treated him cruelly. However, he would not cry for
assistance, in the belief that it would be disgraceful for him when
it should be seen that women had caused him so much trouble.
While the Indian women were thus outraging Reinoso, another
Spaniard entered the room below, and because he heard a noise
above, he looked and saw a leg projecting through a hole in the
floor. He took it at first for that of an Indian, because it was
naked, and raised his sword to cut it; but in the doubt that it
might be some disaster, he called two soldiers·. They mounted to
the room, where, seeing their comrade in a pitiable condition, they
attacked the Indian women, and slew all five of them, because not
one of them would ever stop biting and striking Reinoso. Thus
they saved his life, which he wonld have very soon lost if he had
not been rescued.
·
1'his year, 1591, as I finish the History of Florida, I learn that
Reinoso still lives, and that he is in the kingdom of Leon, where
he was born.
It happened, towards the end of the fight, that Paez, captain of a
company of crossbow-men, a ve1·y poor horseman, attacked an Indian, who fled. He first thrnst at him with his lance. 'l'he Indian
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parried it with a large stick, with which he gave Paez so sev-ere a
blow upon the face that he broke all his teeth, and, leaving llim
completely stunned upon the field, retired with honor.
Then, as it was already growing late, Soto had the retreat
sounded, and returned to camp, much surprised at the courage of
the Indians, and especially of the Indittn women, who fought with
more obstinacy than the men. There remained upon the field many
barbarians; but on the side of our men there were 011ly the
wounded, whom they took to the quarters, and for whom Soto was
very sorry.

OHAP'rER XII.
THE INHABITANTS OF TULA.
THE clay after tlle battle the Spaniards entered the capital of
'1\1la. As they found it abandoned, they loclged there, and towards
evening the general sent out, in different directions, some cavaliers
to scout. 'lhey took some Indians who were on watch, but they
were unable to draw any answers from them concerning the things
which they demanded, nor to make them walk, because they threw
themselves upon the ground and let tlrnmselves be dragged. Despairing, therefore, of leading them to the camp, they killed
them all.
The Spaniards found in the town of Tula many cowhides dressed
with the hair on, and made use of them in the place of bed covers.
'l,hey also found there hides undressed and the flesh of beef', without having seen any cattle or discovered whence· the barbarians had
brought so many hides.*
The men as well as the women of Tula are very deformed. They
have the head extraordinarily long and pointed, and they shape
theirs in this manner from their earliest infancy to the age of nine
or ten years. They also have very ugly faces, because they disfigure them with the points of pebbles, and particularly the lips,
which they blacken after having punctured them. Thus they render themselves so frightful that one can hardly look upon them
without dread. In addition to this, their minds are even worse
formed than their bodies.
The fourth night that our men were at Tula, the Indians in great
numbers approached it before the break of day, and so silently that
the sentinels did not perceive them until they fell upon them. r:rhey
immediately attacked tlle camp in three places, and entered with so

* Of course these were the rugs, hides, and meat of the buffalo.
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much fury and speed the quarters of the crossbow-men, that, without giving them time to prepare their crossbows, they compelled
them to retire in disorder to the post of Gusman. This captain
immediately rushed out and charged the barbarians, who fought
with so nrnch the more ardor, as they thought that the resistance
which Gusman made might deprive them of the victory.
rrhe Indians and Spaniards fought courageously· at the other
. places, and nothing but shouts were heard everywhere. Besides,
the confusion was so great on account of the darkness, that they
hit as often upon those of their own party as upon those of the
other. Our men, in order to recognize and not wound one another,
gave quickly for watchword Santiago, and the Indians Tula.
The most of these barbarians in place of arrows had sticks from
five to six feet in length, becaus.e the Indian who pre-viously had
broken the teeth of Paez had told them what he had done with a
stick; so that many of his comrades, hoping a like good luck,
armed themselves with sticks, and severely beat with them some
Spaniards. Juan Baeca, one of the halberdiers of the general's
gmirds, was especially abused; for two Indians having seized him,
one broke his shield with the first blow of bis stick, and the other
clischarged such a blow upon his back that he stretched him at his
feet, and they would have beaten him to death but for some soldiers who hastened t.o him. 'rhere happened many other accidents
of the same sort, at which the soldiers afterwards laughed, because
they were only the blows of sticks.
•
The cavalry, whom the enemy feared, broke their battalions, but
they did not cease to stubbornly contend; for although the cavaliers pierced them with many thrusts of their lances aml put them
many times in disorder, they courageously resisted until daylight.
But then they retired in.to a wood adjacent a stream which passed
near the town. The Spaniards were. very glad of this retreat, for
the Indians fought to desperation, and ardently desired the defeat
of their enemies·. The combat ended with the rising of the sun.
'l'hen our men re-entered the camp to cure the wounded, which were
in Yery great numbers; and nevertheless they lost but four men.

CHAPTER XIII.
THE CO1IBA.T OF AN INDIAN WITH FOUR SPANIARDS.
AFTER the battle some Spaniards went, according to their custom,
to see the dead and wounded; and in the mean time Gaspard Caro,
who in the melee had lost a horse, mounted that of one of his friends
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to go and hunt his own, which had fled away into the country. Caro
found his horse, and driving him before him, arrived at the battlefield where he met four foot-soldiers, one of whom, namecl Salazar,
wished to show his skill in riding, and mounted the horse which
Caro drove. In the meanwhile Jmm de Oarranea, one of the four
foot-soldiers, called out that he had seen an Indian in the bushes
11ear them. The cavaliers immediately advanced, the one on one side
and the other on the other, to prevent the barbariat1 from escaping..
Carranca ran to the place where he bad seen him, and was followed
by his companions, of whom one went with haste after him and the
other slowly. 'l'hc Indian, who saw himself intercepted on all sides,
left the bushes and ran at Oarranca with a battle-axe which he had
won in the attack on the arbalisters. 'rl1is axe was very well sharpened, and bad a hnndle more than half a fathom long. The Indian
took it with both hands and struck so furious a blow up<?n the shield
of Oarrnnca, that he cut half of it away and wounded his arm to such
a degree that he put him hors de combat: He then rushed upon
another soldier and treated him in the same manner.
Salazar, who was on Caro's horse and who had seen his two comracle.s maltreated, attacked with fury the Indian, who, for fear of the
horse, gained an oak that was there. Salazar pursued him, approached as near to him as he could, and, with his sword, strnck at
him several blows in vnin. But as the barbarian saw that he could
not make use of his bow because of the brancl1es, he left the tree,
placed himself to t.he left of the cavalier, ancl with his axe discharged
such a blow upon the shoulder of the ·horse that he cleaved it in
two. In the mean time, Gongalo Silvestre anivecl, who followed
at a slow gait in the belief that his companions would easily vanquish the Indian. When he was near, the barbarian advanced boldly,
directly at him, and discharged at him a blow with all his force ;
but Silvestre avoided it with so much skill that the axe only glanced
upon bis shield, and immediatelj,· he gave the Indian a stroke with
his sword, the· blow of which wounded his bi·east, face, and forehead and cut off his left wrist. 'rhen the bnrbarian, enraged at
having only one hand, threw himself upon his enemy. Silvestre
parried with his shielcl, and with his sword gave him so powerful a
stroke at the waist that, enconntering neither arms nor clothing, it
cut him in two so that he fell dead at his feet.
At the same time Caro anived, who, sorry tq see his horse in the
condition in which he was, lecl him to the general, and, quite in a
passion, told him that an Indian, with three blows of an axe, lrnd
put hors de combat three Spaniards who prided themselves upon
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their skill anc1 comage, and that he would have even taken their
lives but for Silvestre who had gallantly slain their enemy.
The general, and those who accompanied him, n,dmired the hardihood of the Jndhm and the valor of Silvestre. But as Caro was too
much transported with rage against the three Spaniards, So~o, who
knew their merit, told him that thefr misfortune was the. effect of
chance, which, in war, favored sometimes one and sometimes
another; that he ought not to be so much enraged at the wound of
his horse, for that was trifling; that, besides, b,e wished to see him
whom Silvestre had killed; and thereupon he went, with many of'
his officers, to the place where was the body of the Indian, wllose
valor surprised them anew after having heard, from tile woundecl,
t~e particulars of the fight.

CH.APT ER XIV.
THE DEPARTURE FROM TULA, AND THE WINTERING OF THE TROOPS IN
UTIANGUE.

WHILST tbe Spaniards sojourned at 'l'ula they made divers excur~
sions through the province and found it very populous. They cap•
tured many Indian women and many Indians of every age. l3ut
they could neither by force or gentleness lead them away, for when
they wished to compel them to follow they threw themselves upon
the ground and only made known that they should leave them or
kill them. Our men, who were provoked at their brutal obstinacy,
slew the men who were capable of fighting and released the women
and children. However, Juan Serrano, through artifice, brought
away an Indian woman; but she was so savage that if he cautioned
her of her duty she threw at his head the pot, the fire-brands, or
whatever she met with. She would have them either leave her alone
or kill her, and said that she was not born to obey. Wherefore her
master suffered lier to do everything according to her fancy. N evei'theless, she ran away, whereat Serrn.no was very glad.
.At the very name of Tula they quiet the children that cry, and
the brutnl clisposition of the inhabitants of this province causes
them to be feared by their neighbors. When the Spaniards left tllis
proYince they carried away a young boy of nine or ten years of
age; and when, in the towns which they afterwards discoverer1, and
where they were well received, the children made small companies
to fight one against the ·other, our men O!'dered the young Inf1ian of
'l'nla to choose one or the other of the parties. rrhose of his tl'Oop
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immediately took him for their captain, and at the same time lie
arranged them in order of battle, ancl with loud cries attacked the
opposite i,>arty, which he made fly when he happened to cry rl'ula I
The Spaniards who were present then commanded him to go over
to ·the side of the vanq nished and to charge the conquerors. He
obeyed, and as soon as he began to cry Tula I his enemies fled, so
that on whichever side he placed himself, he always gained the
victory.
After the Spaniards had remained twenty days at Tula, on account of their wounded, they left it, and at the encl of two days'
travel they entered the country of Utiangue, with the resolution of
passing there the winter, whic.h was approaching. They marched
fonr days through this province, and found the lands of it very
good, but poorly populated, and the inhabitants bold; for upon the
route they contimrnlly harassed the Spaniur<ls by attacks and
alarms every half league. At first, they fired at them, from quite a
distance, a quantity of arrows, and then fl.eel. But, as they fought
in the open field, the cavaliers pul'sued them and easily pierced them
with their lances. However, without losing courage, as soon as they
could rally only twenty or twenty-ti ve men, they retnmed with loud
cries to fall upon our men, who charged them vigorously. They
also sometimes concealed themselves among the tall grass, the
better to surprise the Spaniards. Nevertheless, nothing f\.Vailed
them; they were always beaten. The .troops arrived at the capital,
which bears the name of the prnvince, and lodged there, for it was
al>andoned. ThP; general dispatched Indians of the country to the
inhabitants of this plaee, but they would haYe neither peace nor
alliance with the Spaniards. The people of the province of Utiangne
are bold, proud, daring, and much better· made than those of 'l'nla,
for they have neither the disfigured visage nor the monstrous head.
When Soto and his officers s:1.w that there were provisions in the
town of Utiangue, that it was situated in a fertile plain watered on
both sides by a stream, with pastures arouncl it, and inclosed with
palisades, they resolved to take up their winter-quarters there; for,
besides that it was already the middle of the month of October, of
the year 1541, they did not know whether they should meet elsewhere with so much conYenience as in this place.. Therefore, they
fortified it, and laid in a supply of wood, corn, dried grapes, plums,
ancl otller fruits, whi.ch they founrl in abundance. They also kHlecl,
hunting, many rabbits, stags, and roebucks, with which they regaled themselves; and they would not have been better off in
Spain, nor more comfortable, than i.n Utinngue. It is trne that the
winter was severe tllere, and that it snowed so much that they
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remained a month and a half without being able to go out; but the
crooc1 fires which thev made easily protected them from the cold.
0
Indeed, ·when· I come to consider all these conveniences and the
excellence of the land of Florida, I cannot approve the conduct of
the Spaniards, who would not settle there because they found neither
gold nor silver there. But they did not reflect that they dicl not
meet with any of these metals because the inhabitants of tbe country did not give themselves the trouble to search for them, and <lid
not make any account of them. In fact, they assert that ships
having perished upon the coast, and the Ill(linns having found
purses full of gold, they carried off the purses, with the view that
they might be serviceable to them, and left that which was within
them because they did not know tlle use of it.
~

CHAPTER XV.
THE STRATAGEM OF THE CACIQUE OF UTUNGUE, AND THE DISCOVERY
OF THE PROVINCE OF NAGUATEX.

TrrE cacique, who knew that. the Spaniards were making their
winter-quarters at Utiangue, took the resolution to drive them
away. For this purpose, he tried to divert the general with some.
men whom he dispatched to him by night, and who assured him
that the cacique would very soon come to the town. But, under
this pretext, they had orders to reconnoitre the troops, in orcler
that, upon the report which they should make of it, they might
deliberate upon the means of attacking them with safety. The
Spaniards, who did not suspect these Indians, showed them the
horses, the arms, and the guard which they kept in the place. In
the meanwhile, Soto, informed of' the design of the barbai·ians, told
their envoys that they must not enter any more, except by day,
into Utiangue. But, as they persisted in coming there by night,
they believed that they ought to teach them by force to obey, since,
in regard to them, gentleness appeared useless. Therefore, Barthelemy d'Argote, who had the order of the general, being one
nigllt on guard at the gate of the town, slew one of their envoys
who wished to enter to speak to the officers. 'l,his action was
approved by everybody, and particularly by Soto, for he gave great
praise to Argote, who afterwards passed for a brave soldier; and
the Indians, who knew that their design was discovered, returned
no more to our people.
During the wintering of the troops at Utiangue, some guarded
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the place, and others, when the snows had melted, set out to capture
Indians, because they needed servants. But because, after seven or
eight clays of travelling, they returned with but few prisoners, the
general chose two hundred and fifty men, as many of cavalry as of
infantry, and advanced twenty leagues into the country as far as
Nagu.atex, a fertile and populous province. In this country he
surprised, before day, a town where the cacique lived. He took
there a sufficiently large number of men and women, and returned
afterwards to Utiangue, where the rest of the nrmy awaited him,
nnd began to fear for him. because it was fourteen days since he
had left. But his return dissipated their fear, and they thought
only of rejoicing and sharing the prisoners.

BOOK THIRD.
THE DISCOVERY OF MANY PROVINCES, WITH THE ADVENTURES OF
THE SPANIARDS IN THESE COUNTRIES, AND THEIR PREPARATIONS
FOR MEXICO.
.

CHAPTER I.
THE ENTRY OF THE TROOPS INTO NAGUATEX,

AFTER five months' sojoun1 at Utiangue, the general left it at the
beginning of April of the year 1542, and marched towards the capital of N aguatex, which bears the name of the province. He made in
seven days twenty-two or twenty-three leagues in orde1· to go to
this town, and passed through very good and very populous lands.
Nothing happened to him on the route except that the barbarians
attacked him at the passes of the woods and streams, but they tlecl
the moment they opposed them. Our men, therefore, safely arrived
at Naguatex, which they found abandoned, and where they remained
fifteen days, during whi.ch time they traversed the whole p1·ovince
nnd seized the pwdsions which they neec1ec1 with but feeble opposition from the inhabitants.
·
The Spaniards had been six days in N aguatex when the cacique
sent to Soto to apologize for not liaving awaited him at the town in
order to receive him with honor. He also .sent him word that he
was so ashamed of his conduct that he dared not visit him at present,
but that as soon as he should recover from so mnch confnsion, he
wou~d not fail of his duty; that nevertheless, he would command
his vassals to strictly obey his orders, because he recognized him
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as his sovereign. The general replied that he was obliged to the
caciqne for the favor which he did him; that they might assure
him that he should be very well received, and that he would be
rejoiced to see him. Thereupon the envoys retumed, weUsatisfiecl
with Soto, and the next clay, very early in the morning, there came
others of them who brought with them four of the principal Indians
with more than five lrnndrecl servants. They told the general that
they presented to him the most important persons of the province
to serve him, and to be kept as hostages until the arrival of the
caciqne. Soto thanked them for this favor, and commanded that
no more Indians should be made prisoners. Nevertheless the caciqne
did not come to see him, and they believed that he had sent these
men to the Spaniards only to prevent them from ravaging his lands
and seizing his subjects. In the mean time the principal Indians and
all the others served the troops with ardor, and only aimed im•
plicitly to please them. 'rhe general, who knew their zeal, and also
the soldiers who were about to leave, inquired of them concerning
the country of N aguatex, and marched as far as another province
accompanied by many other Indians whom the cacique sent to him
with provisions.

CHAPTER II.
THE FLIGHT OF GUSMAN.

AT the end of two leagues, the Spaniards missed Diego Gusman,
a brave cavalier, but a great gamester, who had come to Florida
well equipped with everything. The general immediately ordered
a halt, and the principal Indians* to be arrested until they should
hear frnm Gusman. 'l,here were then made, among the Spaniards,
inquiries where this cavalier could be, and it was discovered that
the clay before that in which they searched for him, they bad seen
him at the quarters; that four days before, he had gambled away
at cards his arms and baggage ; that being excited at playing, he
had lost a very charming Indian girl about eighteen years of age,
who had fallen to his lot when they divided the prisoners of the
province of Naguatex; that he paid all the rest of what he had lost,
but that in regard to this beauty, he had said to him who had won
her, that in four or five days he would send her to him; that nevertheless he had broken his promise, and that neither he nor the Indian woman appeared any more; so that they suspected that he
had retired among the barbarians because of the shame which he

* There were four,

according to what follows.
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had for having played for his- eqnipage, and lost this young woman
whom he loved; in fact, th~y no longer doubted it, when they knew
that the Indian woman wa~ the daughter of the cacique. Therefore,
Soto, who esteemed Gusman, ordered the chief Indians to send for
him in haste; that otherwise they should believe that they had had
.him assassinated; and that he, in order to punish so black a crime,
should put to death them and all their people. These poor Indians,
for fear of losing their lives, seu.t promptly where they thought they
might learn some news of Gusman; and their messenger, who went
and returned in a clay, reported that he was with the cacique, and
that he had sworn to them that he would never return to the
Spaniards. '!'hereupon the general replied that he could not give
faith to that, and that assuredly the leading Indians had killed
him. One of them then gravely replied, and said., in a tone qnite
unlike that of a prisoner, that he had too much honor to lie; that in
order to be more certain of that which they had reported to him,·
they begged him to set at liberty one of their companions who might
go to the Indians. That they would promise him that his cavalier
should retum to the camp with their com1·ade, or that he shoulrl
tleclare his final resolution. That he might take only the trouble to
order him, by letter, to return or teply by a 11ote; and that he might
judge by that whether the cavalier was living. Tlley added, that,
if their companion did not i-etum in the manner in which they as~
sured him, the three others would submit to iose their lives; but that
they had so high an opinion of the prudence of the general, that
they were conviliced that he would not carry his resentment against
tlle others, but upon them; and that even he would never consent
that three persons of' rank should die for a soldier who had cowardly
deserted without being compelled by any inhabitant of the province.
Soto and his captains agreed· to all. that the Indian had proposed,
and ordered him to go to Gusman; and Gallego, who was loved by
this cavalier, to write to him 'his sentiments concerning the imprude1ice he had committed, and to induce him to return;· that they
would restore to, him all Ms equipage; and that, in one word, he
should -never want for anytliing.
·
1,he Indian, at the same tim:e, left with the letter of Gallego, and
the order of the general, who requested the cacique to return to
him his soldier, or that he would vow to destroy everything, and
to kill all the Indians who were in his power. When Gusman had
seen what was commandecl him, he wrote his name with charcoal to
make known that he was living; and desired the envoy to assure
tlle Spaniards that he would never returu to them. And immediately the cacique replied, that as Gusman was free to remain upon
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his lands, he, therefore, would not force him to leave them; that in
consideration of the favor which he had done him in having brought
back to him his daughter, he would ah".'ays treat him very kindly,
and would conduct himself in the same manner towards the Spaniards, who should settle in his province; that, after all, Soto would
never be praised for pntting to death the subjects of a person who
,received his people with friendship; that, nevertheless, he should
speak. to him no more on the subject, and that he might do with them
as he pleased. 'l'he general, who knew the obstinacy of Gusman,
and that the cacique spoke like a man of honor, determined to continue on, and to release the principal Indians aml the porters when
they all had accompanied him as far as th~ other province.* However, it must be agreerl that love and gambling blind men greatly,
since they oblige them to abandon themselves to their own enemies.

CHAPTER III.
CONCERNING THE PROVINCE OF GUACANE.

OuR men marched five clays through the country of N aguatex,
and arrived at the province of Guacane, of which the people were
very different from their neighbors. Tllose of N aguatex were gentle,
civil, anc1 friends of th(j Spaniards; aud the inhabitants of Guacane,
barbarous, ancl their sworn enemies. In fact, instead of making an
alliance with them, they showed, on every oc0asio11, that they hated
them, and many times offered them battle. But our men al wa;ys
declined it, because they had lost more than half their horses, and
bccanse they'did not wish to expose the others to the fury of the
enemy. r:rherefore, in order not to have any occasion for coming to
an engagement with them, they doubled their mareh, and traversed,
in eight clays, the province of G'uacane. They saw, in this province,
wooden crosses upon ruost of the houses; because those of this province had heard of the great things which Nugnez and his companions had done in the name of Jesus Christ in the regions of Florida,.
where they had been whilst they were in the power of the Indians. ·
Nevertheless, neither Nugnez nor his companions ever penetrate<l
as far as Gnacane, or into many other countries where their 1:eputation was k:no:wu. But fame had published, from ~me province to
another, the miracles wllich they had worked b;y the power of God

* The Elvas Narrative mentions this as having happe11ed 011 l\foscoso's expedition westwarclt. after the death of Soto.
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in favor of the sick whom they cured with the signs of the cross.
Thus the inhabitants of Guacane, astonished at these marvels, imagined that by putting crosses upon their houses they would guarantee themselves from every danger; and by that we may leal'n
what facility there is to convert to the faith the people of Florida;
and that example is more powerful than fol'ce and violence to lead
them to virtue.

OH.APTER IV.
THE MARCH OF THE TROOPS TO THE PROVINCE OF ANILCO.

THE gener~,l left Guacane with the intention of returning to the
Ohucagua by a different route from that which he had taken, and to
make a longer tour, in order to discover other provinces. The
object which he ha~ was, to establish himself' in Florida before
diseases and battles should entirely ruin his army. He was, be,.
sides, vexed not to lrnve reaped any fruits from the trouble which
he had taken, and was still taking every clay, to make new discoveries. Therefore, he ardently desired that Florida, which is vast
and fertile, should be inhabited by the Spaniards, and especially by
tl10se who accompanied him. He was of opinion that if he should
die without commencing his settlement, there could not be assembl<:1d
in many years as brave troops as his own. He, therefore, repented
of not having settled himself in the country of .A.clmssi, and wislled
to repair the fault which he had made. But as he was far from tlle
sea, and would lose time in seeking a·port, he resolved that upon
his arl'ival at the Obucagua he would build a town upon the banks
of that river; that he would build two bdgantines, the charge of
which be would give to faithful persons, who would descend the
river as far as the sea, in order to go and inform the inhabitants of
Mexico, Cuba, and other countries, that in Florida they had discovered vast regions abounding in everything. He hoped that, by
this means, the Spaniards would flock there from all parts, and
,vould bring what was necessary for a colony; which could easily have
.been executed if death had not interrrnpted snch. glorious designs .
. 'l'he general, on leaving Guacane, traversed seven other countries to arrive at the Oh ucagua, and to begin in the spring to settle
himself. But, because they progressed by long journeys, the Spaniards did not inquire the names of the provinces, of whicl1 four
abounded in provisions and were very agreeable, because of the
orctiarcls and streams which they met with there. As for the three
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others, they were neither fertile nor pleasant, and it was believed,
also, that the Indian guides had led the troops through the worst
and least attractive places. The general was very well received
through all this extent of country, so that our men passed very
successfully through these provinces, which were probably at least
one hundred ai1cl twenty leagues across. Finally, they arrived at
the frontier of the country of Anilco, and accomplished thirty
leacrues as far as to the ca1)ital, which beaTs the name of the provo
'
,,
.
iuce and of the cacique. It is upon tlie borders of a river wicler
than the Guadalquivir, and has about four hundred good houses,
witl1 a beautiful square in the middle. The dwelling of the cacique
is upon an eminenc.e which commands the town. This lord was, at
the arrival of the troops, in front of this place at the head of a
battalion of' fifteen hundred men, the elite of his subjects. The
Spaniards, who observed the deportment of the Indians, made a
halt to await the soldiers, who followed in the rear, and promptly
arranged themselves in order of battle. In tlle mean while, Anilco
ordered that the women should retire, and that each one should
save the most valuable things he· had, ancl at the same time our
army advanced to attack, but the barbarians fled without shooting
an arrow. Some entered the town, and the greater part crossed
the rivet; in little boats and upon rafts, and a few by swimming,
for they had no intention to fight, but only to arrest the enemy, to
favor those who carded off their goods. Our men, wheil they saw
that tlie foclians fled, charged upon them and captured a few upon
the banks of the river, and took in the town many women and
children who had not been able to escape. '!'he general afterwards
sent to offer peace and his friendship to Anilco, and to request of
him the honor of his good offices. But he would not reply, and
only made with his hand~ sign to the envoy that he might retire.
The Spaniards lodged in the town, where they remained four days.
In the mean time, they fumished themselves with little boats and
rafts, and crossed the river without having heen interrupted by the
Indians. Then they marched four days through unpeopled lands,
and entered the country of Guachoia.

CHAPTER V.
CONCERNING GUACHOIA, ITS CACIQUE, AND THE WAR OF THE INDIANS,
.AFTER the crossing of this wilderness, the first habitation which
the Spaniards found was the cnpital of Guachoia. lt bears the
name of its province, und is upon the banks of the Chucagua [Mis-
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sissippiJ, situated upon two eminences separated by only a level
platform, which serves for the public square of the town, consisting
of three hundred houses, half upon one of these hills and half upon
the other.* The house of the cacique is upon the highest of these
two eminences. Our men surprised Guaclrnia, because tb.ose of
Anilco, who were at war with the inhabitants of this tow~1, did not
inform them of the march of the troops. The cacique and his subjects, astonished at the sight of the army, and seeing that they could
not resist, took to flight and retired to the Chucagua, which they
crossed in boats, with their women, children, and the best of what
they had. The Spaniards took possession of the town, where they
took lodgh1gs, because there was there a quantity of fruit and corn.
.As I have already said that the greater part of the provinces
through which they passed were the enemies of one another, I am
going to relate here in what manner the inhabitants of these divers
countries ·make war. The Indians of one province do not fight
those of another through an unruly ambition to seize upon their
country, nor raise an army to deliver battle. They only lay ambuscacles for one another, and pluilder while fishing and hunting; in
a word, ever_ywhere where they meet with an advantage. They also
sometimes kill and sometimes take prisoners; but of those who are
taken, some are exchanged for others, and the rest remain slaves,
the tendons of the instep of one of whose feet they cut, in order to
prevent them from escaping. And if, by chance, war suddenly
breaks out, they lay waste the lands of their enemies, set fire to the
towns, and retire. Such is the way .in which the inlrn,bitants of
Florida fight, province against province, and become valiant and
bold, because they are perpetually at war, and always under arms
or in practice. But because divisions prevail among them, and
ordinarily the cacique of one country is embroiled with all his
neighbors, it is certain that the conquest of the whole country will
be on account of it the more easy, and that the discord which they
entertain will some clay cause their ruin.
To return to our men. After they hacl refreshed themselves·
three days in the town of Gnachoia, the cacique, whom they call
from the name of his country, having learned that Anilco bad i·e..
fused to make· peace with the Spaniards, wished to profit by the
opportunity which fortune pre_sented to him of avenging himself of
his enemies. He therefore dispatched to the general four of the
principal men of his province, with many porters loaded with fruit

* These eminences, on the west· bank of the Mississip1)i 1 below the Arkansa.,
might now mark the site of Guachoia.
28
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and fish. They entreated Soto to pardon their caciqne the error
he had made in not having awaited at Guachoia to receive him
·with honor; that now he acknowledged him for his lord; and that if he
obtained permission to come in person to assure him of it, he would
repair in four days to the quarters. Soto, rejoiced at tu.is news,
charged the envoys to say to their master that he was o bligecl to
him; and that, as he particularly esteemed his friendship, he might
give himself the trouble to come and see him when it pleased him,
and that he would be welcomed. The Indians, satisfied with this
answer, returned with it to the cacique. During three days that he
deferred repairing to t'l1e camp, he sent, each day, seven or eight
persons to pay bis compliments to the general; that through tbem
be might artfully discover whether the Spaniards change their disposition, and whether it would be prudent for him to visit them.
But when he knew that they would treat him well, he came about
noon to the quarters, accompanied by bis principal sulljec:ts, all
decked with plumes, and very gayly dressed, after the fasllion of
the country.

CHAPTER VI.
THE VENGEANCE OF GUAOHOIA.
WHEN the general learned that Gnachoia had ardved in the town,
and that he was coming to visit him, he left his room to meet him
at the door of the lodge. There he paid his respects to him and nll
those who accompanied him ; then he passed with them into a hall,
where he and the caciqne, by means of an interpreter, conversed
regarding the neighboring provinces, and all that which might retard or advance the conquest of the country. During which time
the cacique sneezed, and immediately the Indians of his suite, who
were ranged against the walls of this hall, bowed and extended
their... arms; they also showed their respect to the cacique in several
other ways, and all said politely: "May the sun be with yon, enlighten, defend, and preserve :you." 'l'he Spaniards were surprised
that they had as much politeness among barbarians as among the
most polished people, and believed that there were certain customs
which were generally observed by all the world.
Then when they had conversed enough, dinner was served, ancl
the cacique dined with Soto, the Indians standing around them until
the end of the repast. These Indians then went to tline in anotller
room which they had prepared for them; and towards evening they
gave an apartment to the cacique, with some men to serve him. The
others retired to the other side of the river, and returned to pay their
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court to their lord, and never failed to do it whilst the Spaniards
sojourned at Guachoia.
During these aff:tirs the caciq ne, who was artful, told the general
that he ought to return to the province of ..A.nilco, abounding in
every convenience. That he offered himself to accompany him there
with the greater part of his subjects. Tha.t to facilitate the passage
of the river, which bears the name of this country, he promised to
send for more than eighty boats which wonld descend [ascend] seven
leagues by the Ohucagua to the mouth of the Anilco [ Arkansa] which
empties into this river. That then they would ascend by the Anilco
as far as the town- of the same name.* That in all there would not
be morn than twenty leagues; and that while tlle vessels descended
and ascended, the rest of the troops might go by land and that they
all would arrive together at their destination. The general suffered
himself to be persuaded, because he wished to know if the province
of' Anilco would be convenient for the design which he had. He
wished, besides, to establish himself' peaceably between this country
and that of Guachoia, in the belief that this place woul<l be fa Yorable to him to wait for the news from Mexico, whither he had resol vecl to send. But Guacboia had very particular views which were
not known. He intended, by the assistance of the Spaniards, to
avenge himself of the cacique Anilco, who, in all of the engagements,
had gained the advantage of him. So that when he had engaged
the general to return to the province of Anilco, he caused to be
brought all the boats which he had promised, and then Soto orderecl
Gusman and his company to embark with fom· thousand Indians
and many rowers armed with bows and arrows. 'l'his captain therefore entered into these boats with all these troops, and descended
tlle rive1·. Immediately the general, with all the other Spaniards,
and Guachoia, with two thousan_cl of his subjects, marched by land
accompanied by a great pum ber of Indian porters, and all arri vecl
at the same time, in view of the town of ..Anilco where the caciqne
was not at that time. Nevertheless, the inhabitants bravely disputed the passage of the river, but when they saw that it was impossible for them to resist longer, tlley took to flight and abandoned
the place. ri'he subjects of Guachoia entered with fury, pillaged
and ransacked the temple where was the sepulc.hre of the lordA of
the province, with the wealth of ..Anilco. In this temple were the
arms and the ensigns which the subjects of Anilco had won fl'Om
their neighbors; aucl' at the doors were seen, upon lances, the heads
of the most important vassals of Guachoia. But the people of this

* Here it is seen that Garcilasso places the Guachoia above the mouth of the
Arkansa; but it was below, as is plainly seen in the Elvas Narrative.
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cacique took off these heads and quickly put in their places those of
some of the subjects of Anilco. They recovered the ensigns, overtumed the coffins, trod upon the dead in revenge of the outrages which
they had formerly receiveclfrom them, and slew ail without sparing
age or sex. But they principally exercised their cruelty upon the
suckling infants and upon the old men; they first tore from the
latter their clothes, and shot them to death with arrows which they
generally aimed at the parts which show the difference of the sex .
.As for the infants they threw them by the legs into the air, and shot
them to death with their arrows before they fell to the ground.

CHAPTER VII.
THE RE"rURN OF THE GENERAL TO THE TOWN OF GUACHOIA, AND HIS
PREPARATIONS FOR MEXICO,

SoTo, informed of the cruelties which the people of Gnachoia did,
was extremely offended at it, for the design whicll he had of ret11rning to the province of Anilco was very contrary to this barbarity.
In order, therefore, to arrest the clevas_tation, he had the retreat immediately sounded, cursed the cacique for all the misfortune, and
comrilandec1 the interpreters to publish that, under penalty of death,
none should make a conflagration or maltreat any inore the subjects
of the cacique of Anilco, N e?ertheless, because the general feared
that the vassals of Guachoia might secretly execute all that rage
inspired them to, he left the town of .Anilco and took his route to
the river, and ordered the Spfiniards to make the .people of Guachoia
advance in haste, for fear lest they should loiter behind and put to
death their enemies. When be reached the river he embarked with
all the troops for the tow11 of Guachoia. But hardly had L.e J)ro~
ceeded a quarter of a·league when he perceived the town of .Anilco
on fire, for the har1Jarians, wlw had not dared to burn it after tL.e
prohibition of the general, had maliciously put burning coals to the
corners of' the houses, which were only of strnw, so that at the
least gi1st of wind the fire took there, and in a moment all was in
flames. The general would have returned to prevent the town from
being entirely consumed, but when he saw that the Indians of the
neighborhood ran there, he continued his route and went to
Gnachoia, where he discharged all the care of the troops upon his
captains, in order to apply himself wholly to his designs. He then
commanded to be cut timber fit for vessels; and to be collected
cordage, gnm, and iron works, in order to construct the brigantines.
But as he hoped Goel would do him the favor to preserve him until
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he had accomplished what he desired, he had already :fixed upon the
officers and soldiers in whom he confided the most, for the management of the vessels which he should send to Mexico. He had also
resolved that after the departure of the brigantines he would pass
with the boats of the caciq ue of Guachoia to the other side of the
river, into the country of Quigunltanqui. He knew. through the
means of his couriers that this country was fertile and populous,
and that the capital, which consisted of some five hundred houses,
was not very far f1·om the camp. He had already sent to the cacique
who held his court in this town which bears the name of the province and of its lord. Bnt this cacique had insolently rnplied to the
envoys who rei1_uested peace of him, that very soon he would exterminate all the Spaniards; that they were robbers and vagabonds;
that he would have them hung to the highest trees to be a prey to
the birds; and that he had sworn by the sun and by the moon, his
divinities, never to contract an alliance with a nn.tion so detestable.
Soto, who was wise, had this barbarian spoken to with amity, so
that he obliged hhn to change his language and sentiments. However, Soto, being informed that n.11 the appearances of the friendship
of this cacique were deceitful, and that he, with the lords of the
neighboring provinces, conspired against the Spaniards, helcl himself upon his guard in the hope of some day chastising this perfidy.
For he still commanded more than six hundred men, cavalry and
infant1·y. He had resolved to lead them into the town of Quigualtanqui, arid to live there the iemainder of the summer and the next
winter until he had received the assistance which he expected from
Mexico, and which they could easily send by ascending the Ohucagua, capable of bearing all the vessels that might have come.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE DEATH OF SOTO.

AT the time when Soto thought only of the means of settling himself and drawing some fruits from his labors, he was attacked the
20th of June, 1542, by a fever which at first appeared a small affair,
but which increased so very much that he himself judged it mortal.
He therefore began, the third llay of his sickness, to resign 'himself
entirely to the will of Goel. He made his will, and confessed himself with much devotion and sorrow for his sins. Then he to_ok the
precaution to have summoned his officers, and when he hacl appointed in their presence Louis de Moscoso cl'Alvaraclo as general,
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be comma11clec1 them, in the name of the emperor, to obey him whom
he had chosen in orde1· to command them until his majesty should
send them orders to the contrary. '11 hereupon he took their oaths
according to the forms, and added that Moscoso possessed the qualities of a great captain. Afterwards he com!nanded them to bring
to him by threes, the soldiers whom he esteemed the most, and the
others by th.irties. He commanded them to labor as much as they
coul~l for the conversion of the infidels, and to sustain the honor of
tbe crown of Spain, and above all to preserve peace among themselves. As soon as he finished these words he embraced them and
bade them adieu with much emotion on his part and tears on theirs.
He passed five clays thus conversing with one and another, and on
the seventh, when he rendered up his spirit, he began to invoke the
Virgin and to pray to her to intercede for him with her Son. Soto
died, aged forty-two years, after having expended in the conquest
of Florida, moi·e than a hundred thousand clncn,ts. He was born at
.Villa Nueva de Barca-Rotta, and was of a very noble family. He
was a little above the meclinm height, had a cheerful countenance,
though somewhat swarthy, and was an excellent horseman; fortunate in his enterprises, if death had not interrnpted the course of his
designs; vigilant, skilful, ambitious ; patient under difficulties;
severe to chastise offences against discipline, but ready to pardon
others; charitable and liberal towards the soldiers; brave and
daring, as much so as any captain who had entered the new world.
So many rare qualities caused him to be regrettecl by all the troops.

CHAPTER IX.
THE FUNERAL OF SOTO.

':l11-rn Spaniards, who ardently loved Soto, very much regretted
not being able to give him an honorable funeral. 'L1hey co11siclerecl
that if they should inter him with pomp, the Indians who would
learn the place of his burial, would come to disinter him and would
commit upon his body all the barbarities which hate would inspire.
':I.1hey had ind.eecl thus acted towa.rd many soldiers and committed
npon them all sorts of indignities. They had hung some and put
others, quartered, upon the highest trees, and very probably they
apprehended that they would be transportecl with more cruelty
against the general than against the others, in order to highly
insult the trnops in his person. '11 berefore the .Spaniards, in order
to prevent them from knowing the place where he should be in~
terred, resolved to bury him by night. They chose, 11ea1: Guachoia,
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a place in a field where there were many ditches which the inhabitants of this town had made in getting dirt; an<l they put in one of
these trenches the body of Soto, over which they again shed many
tears. The next day in order to thoroughly conceal the place of
his sepulchre, and to disguise their sorrow, they spread a report
that the general was b etter. rl'11ey mounted their horses as through
joy that he had recoverecl. his health, and, a.s in public festivals,
they caracolecl a long time over the trench, in orcler to conceal it
from the barbarians, and hide from them, in some mnnner, the body
of their commander. In order the better to succeed in their design,
they even directed that before the races, they should, after having
filled all the trenches to the same level as that of the general's, cast
a quantity of water there upon pretence of preventing the horses
from raising a dust in running. Nevertheless, notwithstanding all
these precautions arnl feints, the Indians suspected the death of.
Soto and the place where he was, for when they passed oYer these
trenches, they suddenly stopped and fixed their eyes upon the place
of his burial. 0 ur men began again to fear for the general, and
agreed to take him from the trench and give him, for a grave, the
Chucagua, of which beforehand they wished to know the depth;
therefore, one evening, Aniasco, Oardenioso, and others, in ordei· to
sound the river, pretended to go a-fishing, and reported that there
were nine fathoms of water in the middle. '!'hey immediately resolved to put there the body of Soto, hut as there wern no stones in
the province to sink it to the bottom, they cut a very large oak
which they sawed, and hollowed on one side to tlle height of a man;
and the night following, Aniasco and his companions disinterred
the general without noise and pnt him in the hollow of this oak
over which they nailed a covel'ing. They then carried it on the
river to the place where they had sounded, and it went immediately
to the bottom. Carmona and Coles, who relate this circumstance,
add that when the barbarians no longer saw Soto, they inquired for
him, and that in order to deceive them, they answered that Goel had
sent for him in order to give him orders for important affairs, and
that at his return, which would be in a short time, he would bravely
execute them.(26)
0

CHAPTER X.
THE DECISION OF THE TROOPS AFTER THE DEATH OF THEIR GENERAL.
AFTER the death of Soto not one of his officers h'.l,d the courage
to prosecute the design which he had of settling in Florida. Therefore they resolved to abandon the country where the love and
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respect which they bore their general hail. retained them all. B nt
the most blamable are those who .ought to have opposed so
cowardly a resolution, and who, nevertheless, were -the first to
support it. In fact, Aniasco, who had fortunately contributed to
the discovery of many provinces, and who was bound in honor
to achieve a conquest so illustrious and· so useful to all Spain,
offered himself. to lead all the troops to Mexico. As he prided
himself upon being an excellent geographer, he flattered himself
that he would easily conduct them into that kingdom, and dreamed
not of the forests and deserts which it would be necessary to cross
before reaC'hing there. For the desire which he had of leaving
Florida rendered all things easy to him. The other Spaniarrls,
whom he had offered to lead to Mexico, also believed that nothing
would arrest them on their journey; because the eager desire which
they had to abandon their conquest blinded them; and because they
hated Florida on aceount of not having found there either gold or
silver. '!'hey.were likevvise led to quit their enterprise because of
a report which the Indians had circulated, that not far from where
the army was, there were other Spnniards who were subjugating tbe
provinces which ,vere to the west.* Our men, who too easily gave
faith to these reports, snid that these strangers, of whom the barbarians spoke, were troops from Mexico., and that they ought to go
and join them to assist them in their design. Thereupon they left
Gnachoia, the. fourth or fifth of J nly [1542], and took their course
towards the west; determined not to go out of their way neither to
the one side nor to the other. They imagined that following this line
they·woulcl come straight to Mexico; not considering that they were
in different latitudes. They made, by long journeys, more than a.
hundred leagues through new provinces; and dicl not inquire the
names nor the quality of the land of theseregions. But it is certain
that they were not fertile nor populous as the other countries of
Florida which they had before discoverecl.(27)

OHAP'fER XI.
THE SUPERSTITION OF THE INDIANS~

I SHALL here qnit for a moment the course of my history in order
to report a thing very remarkable concerning the supersti~ion of the
barbarians. When the Spuniarcls left Guachoia they were followed
by an Indian from sixteen· to seventeen years of age, handsome as

* Coronado's expedition.
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a_re ordinarily the inhabitants of this prnvince. The valets of
General Moscoso, whom ·he had joined, for some time, determined
to hinder him from continuing on, and even prepared to drive him
from their company. But when they saw that they could not get
rid of him, they apprehended that he was a spy and informed their
master of it. He therefore sent this Indian to the presence of Ortis,
who demanded of him,by command of the general, what inqncecl
him to leave his parents to follow strangers. He replied that they
saw a poor young man, who bad been abandoned from his infancy,
aud to whom neither father nor mother had left ai1ything; so that
one of the principal lords of the province, moved with -pity, had
received him into his house and had raised him with his children.
But that, when this generous benefactor had taken sick and died,
they chose him to be buried alive with him ; because they said tb.at
he was loved by him so much that he ought to accompany him to
tlie other worl<l, in order to serve him there in his wants.· 'I.1lmt as
for him, he acknowledged that he was truly obliged to this lord, bnt
not to such a degree as to suffer that they shonlcl put him alive with
him in his tomb. That, therefore, in order to escape so cruel a
death, he had followed the troops; preferring to be a slave to dying
so cruelly. The general, and those who were present at this narration, leamed that the cnstom of rendering the last duties to persons
of rank was observed in Florida as in the other countries which they
had discovered in tb.e new world. In fact, under the reign of the
incas of Peru, they ordinarily intenecl with the sovereign and the
great lords the wife and the servant whom they had loved the most.
All these people believe in the immortality of the soul and another world, where virtuous people are crowned with glory and
rewarded for their gooc1 deeds, and the wickerl punished for their
crimes. They call the heaven Hamampascha, from a word which
signifies the upper world; and hell, U cupacha, from a word which
means the Jower world. As for the devil, they call him Cupai, to
whom, they said, went the wicked.

CHAPTER XII.
THE ARRIVAL OF THE SPANIARDS AT AUCHE, AN_D THE DEATH OF
THEIR GUIDE.

I RETURN to where I left off my history. The Spaniards, after a
journey of more than a hundred leagues, arrived at the province
of A.uche. The cacique of this country gave them quarters, auc~
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1·eceiYed them apparently with great manifestations of friernlship.
rl'hey recruited themselves two dn,ys in the cnpitu1, which benrs the
name of the province; where, when they were informetl of the ronte
that they should take, they learned that at t,vo days' jnurney from
this town, there was a desert of four days' passage. 'l'he cacique,
therefore, gave them porters loaded with corn for six clays, with a
gnhle whom he commanded to lend the trnops hy the shortest
route to the in ha hi tea lands. 'rhey left A uche with these Indians,
aml fortunately arrivecl at the wilrlerness; through ·which they
marched by a highway which gradually diminished until it was
entirely lost. X eyertheless, they did not cease to ad Yance six
days without keeping any roacl; for the Indian who guided them
mtHle them believe that he led them in this manner in order to shorten
the route. llnt when they saw that they were not getting out of the
woods, nml that for three days they had eaten uothing bnt herbs
and roots, they noticed more closely their guide, and discoYered that
he maliciously conducted them sometimes to the north, sometimes
to the west, then to the east, ancl sometimes to the south. The
general immediately comnrnn<led this Indian to be called, and to be
asked what had caused him to m isleacl the Spaniards eight clays ;
he who at .A.uche hnd promised to pnt them, in fonr clays, out of tl1e
wilckrncss. To that, at first, he replied so unreasonably, that Moscoso, angry to see his troops in so pitiable a condition, had him bound
to a tree, and ordered the greyhounds to be let loose npon him.
,Yhen he saw that he was about to be tleYoured, he begged that they
would tnke off the dogs, and that he would disclose all that he harl
kept concealed. They granted his reqnest, ancl he declared that
he had done nothing but by the comm::mcl of llis cacique, who had
tol1l him, that not having sufficient forces to fight openly the Spaniards, he hud determined to make way with them by artifice; that
to stH.•ceed in this undertaking he had chosen and ordered him to
mislead them in such a manner that they might perish with hunger
in the forest; that if he succeetlecl in his object, he had promisecl
him grent rewards; if not, he might rely npon being unmercifully
put to death; that he was, therefore, thus forced to obey his
caciqne, and to do that which they themselves would haYe clone in
like circumstances; that, therefore, his crime was excusable; but
that it woul<l be much more worthy of pardon if they would conshler the little trouble they hnd taken to inform tllcmsel ves of their
ronte; that if they had Rt fi1·st spoken Lo him of it as they hnd no"~
cl01u~, he wonld hnve declared everything to them, and would have
pln<'l!d them in the right road. Nevertheless, if tlwy would spare his
life, he would in a short time extricate them from the wilderness; and
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thnt if he failed in it he would submit to any punishment. 'rhe general and his officers, indignant at this treachery, would not receive
his excuses, and an ·believed that they should no longer trust him.
So they let loose tlle clogs, which tore him in pieces and ate him.
· But immediately Moscoso and his captains were sorry for it, and
saw themselves more in trouble than they had yet been, because they
did not know where to find another guide, having then sent back
the Indian porters to .A.uche. However, as they knew that they
must perish, or get out of the woods, tlley took their course towards
the west, and marched three days without any provisions, after having been three more with nothing but roots to eat. · Afterwards,
from the top of a small mountain, they discovered land, inhabited
but very ste1:ile. The inhabitants had taken to flight, and nbandoned the wretched cabins, scattered four and four through the
country; for the villages of this country were not like those which,
until then, they had seen in Floridu. 'The troops, on their arrival
in the province, found the fresh meat of beef, with which they appeased their hnngel'. They called this country the province of
Herdsmen, because of the quantity of cow-hides which they met
with there, without, however, having been able to discover this sort
of cattle living, or where the Indians of the country caught them.

CHAPTER XIII.
WHAT HAPPENED IN THE PROVINCE OF HERDSMEN.
WHILE the Spaniards were in a plain of the province of Herdsmen, there came out of' a. forest, near the camp, au Indian, with tall
plumes upon his head, how in his hand, and quiver on his shoul<ler,
who advanced directly towards them. Our men, who saw him in
this state, allowed him to approach in the belief that he was an
envoy of the caciqne ~o the general. But at eome fifty yards from
them he put an arrow to his bow and fired upon a company of soldiers who were looking at him. However, no one was wounded by
it, some having gotten out of the way, and others lain down upon
the ground, the arrow passed and struck among five or six Indians
who were pl'eparing dinner for their masters. It hit one of them in
the middle of the back, and after having pierced him through, continued on, wounding in the breast another who was opposite that
man, and stopped in his body. This poor Indian fell dead, as well
as his companion. At the same time the barbarian fled, with all his
might, to the forest. 'l'he Spaniards cried To arms! Gallego, who
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by chance was on horseback, perceived the Indian who fled. He
understood that they said kill. He spurred after him, reached him
near the wood, and gallantly put bim to death.
Thrne days afterwards, when the troops were taking refreshments,
two Indians, superbly dressed in the fashion of the country, came
in the morning within about two hundred steps of the camp, and
there they walked near a walnut tree, one on one side, and the
other on the other side, for fear of a surprise.
Moscoso, infqrmecl of that, forbid them to molest them, because
they were fools and rash fellows who ought to be ridiculed. They
therefore let them walk near the walnut tree until towards evening.
The idea of these Indians was that two Spaniards ~ould take a
notion to come and attack them. In the mean time, the cavaliers
who had set out in ·the morning returned to the camp a little before
night; and as they perceived these Indians near their quarters,
they inquired why it was, and learned the order of the general.
They all obeyed except Paez, who, wishing to show his conrage,
said, since these barbarians were fools and rash fellows, it was
necessary that one more .foolish than they should punish their
folly; and thereupon he spnrrecl towards the walnut tree. The
Indian who was walking 011 the side on which the cavalier was
advancing marched straight at him, whilst his companion 1·etirecl
under the tree, in order to make known that they desired to fight
man to man. Paez rushed against his enemy, who shot so vigorously that, beside his coat of mail which he broke, he pierced his
left arm through and through, so that the reins of the bridle of bis
horse fell from his hands. His companions, who saw this accident,
and who ha,1 not yet dismounted, ran at full speed upon these two
barbar1ans, who fled when they saw so many men charge upon them.
Howev.er, they were taken before they could gain the woods. But
on this occasion the Spaniards disregarded the fo.ws of war; since
the Indians wo11ld not pnt themselves two against one, it was reasonable that they should have treated them in the same manner.
After these things the troops marched more than thirty lc~gues
through this province of Herdsmei1, ancl when they had succeeded
in crossing it; they discovered, to the west, high mountains and
dense forests which were solitndes.* But the general and his officers, whom fatigue and hunger had made wise, resolved not to proceed until they should have first found a sure route to con cl net
them into an inhabited country. Therefore he commanded four
companies of cavalry of twenty-four men each to go by three passes

* This was in Texas.
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towards the west, in order to explore the country, and ordered
them to enter it as far as possible, to go at a distance from each
other, and endeavor to learn the character of tlle land an<l the
disposition of the inhabitants. For that purpose be gave them the
most capable interpreters that they could find among those who
served the Spaniards. Then they left, and, at the end of fifteeri clays,
when they returned, they all said that they had enterecl more than
thirty leagues into .the country, and that they had met with lands
very sterile and poorly populated ; that the more they advanced
the more wretched they were; that the inhabitants of these parts
cultiv-ated nothing, and lived only on fruits~ herbs, and what :they
caught by hunting and :fishing; finally, that they marched by
companies, and wandered from one country to another. Carmona
adds that the Indians asserted that on the other side of their province there was a vast extent of level country where fed the cattle
whose skins the troops had seen; and that there was, in these quar•
ters, a great multitude of catt.le.

CHAPTER XIV.
THE RETURN OF TI-IE SPANIARDS TO THE CHUCAGUA, AND THEIR
ADVENTURES,

ON the report of the cavaliers who had been on this exploration,
the Spaniards lost all },lopes of going to Mexico by the route which
they had taken. Therefore, for fear of getting too far into the
wilderness where they all wonld have died of hunger, they were of
opinion to return to the Chucagua, in the belief that the shortest
and safest route to get out of Florida was to descend this river
and to reach the gulf of Mexico. Therefore they inquired their
route to reach the Clrncagua. They knew that the shortest was to
turn to the right of the route which they had taken in coming; put
they would have to traverse many great solitudes ; and that, on the
contrary, if they turned to the left, jt was longest, but they would
march through fertile and populous lands.* 'l'hey therefore took the
former route, and turned towards the south, taking care not to involve
themselves in difficult places and not to commit any ravages on
tlleir route, for fear of irritating the Indians. , Nevertheless tllese
barbarians harassed them night and day; for they placed them.
selves in ambush in the woods near the road, and when there were

* .Accordiug to this, it appears tliat they had made a circuit nortltward, and
to turn to the right would be to turn to the south, the direction they went.
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no woods they laid llpon their bellies in the grass, and when the
Spanifirds were passing they su<ldenly rose and fired so many arrows
that they al ways wounded some of them. But as soon as they
went at them they took to flight, and immediately there came others
to the charge, who took the troops on all sides, always with the
loss of men and horses; so thn,t, without coming to au engagement,
our men were worse treated in this province of Herdsmen than in
all those through which they had passed, apd especially the last
day, because they crossed streams and places which were real cntthroats, where the barbarians sallied out in fnry upon them, and
where they retreated without the possibility of being injured. 'rbe
Spaniards lost in this day's journey several of their men, Indian
porters, and horses, and had a great number of soldiers dangerously
wounded. One of the most important of these was Saint George,
of whom I am going to speak. As this cavalier was crossing a
stream where the troops were attacked, an Indian, concealed behind
a bush, discharged at him an arrow so violently that after having
broken his coat of mail, it pierced his riglit thigh, passed through
the s!.tddle-bow, and entered into the body of the horse, which,
quite fnrious, rushed out of the stream, bounded over the plaiu, and
tried, by kicking, to disengage the arrow, and throw his rider. rrhe
Spaniards who were then engaged near this soldier ran to his
assistance, when they perceived that the arrow had pinned him to
the saddle, and as the troops were camped quite near the stream,
they led him to the quarters. Immediately they adroitly raised
him, and cut the arrow between the saddle and his thigh. They
also unsaddled the horse, and the Spaniards were surprised that a
cane arrow, armed only with a cane point, had penetrated so far.
Afterwards they laid Saint George upon the ground, and left him to
dress his wound himself. Besides the many qnaiities which he possessed, he had that of curing wounds with oil, raw wool, and words
which his companions called charms. He had actually treated
some wounds with so much success, that it seemed that God especially favored him in the cnres which he made. But when the oil
ancl the raw wool were consumed by the fire at Mauvila, he would
no longer cure any one, and even pe1·sisted a long time in not taking
care of his wounds; for though afterwards he had received a stroke
from an arrow, which entered under the foot and came out at the
heel, and though by another blow he had been so dangerously struck
in the knee that the point of the arrow had remained there, nevertheless he never undertook to attend to himself but at the last moment, i~agining that for the want of oil and raw wool he could not
cure himself. I return to the wound whicl1 be had received iu llis
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thigh. As he knew that he was on ill terms with the surgeon, who
had done him much injnry in extracting the arrow from his knee,
and as he remembered that he had told him that another time he
would sooner die than call him, to which the surgeon had replied
that althongh he should be certain of preserving his life, he should
not clo it until he had first sent for him; I say, as he remembered
that, and as he did not expect any assistance from 1;1,ny one, he
took, instead of oil ancl wool, hog's fat with the lint of an old Indian cloak, anr1 used it very fortunately for his wounds; for during
four days that our men recruited themselves near the stream, he
was entirely cured, monnted his horse the fifth, when they continued
their march ; and in order that they might not doubt of his cu re,
be began to spur from one side to th~ other about the troops, crying ont that he deserved to lose his life, because, for not having
consented to treat the wounded in the belief that he would labor in
v~in, there had dierl more than one hundred and fifty soldiers.
Finally, the Spaniards left the province of Herdsmen, after having
suffered there many misfortunes. They marched twenty days, by
long journeys, through other countries, the names of ·which they did
not inquire, and went inclining toward the south. But because they
believed they descended more than they ought, to reach G nacho in.,
where they wished to return, they took to the east, taking care to
ascend always a little to tlle north, and happened to cross a road
through which they had passed in going. However, they did not
· recognize it. They were then in the middle of September, and they
had nlready travelled nearly tllree months, from the time of their
leaving Guachoia, without having failed a single night or clay of
being attacked. 'rhe barbarians clmiug ~he <lay placed themselves
in ambush and fell upon· those who strayed; and during the niglit
they came and alarmed the camp.
It happened also that one time, by favor of the darkness, they
drngg·ed themselves upon all fours as far as the camp, where they
fired upon the horses and slew two sentinels. A few clays afterwards, twelve cavaliers and as many Spanish infantry, who bad
neecl of porters, put themselves in ambush to capture some Indians
of those who, at the instant the troops decamped, came to carry off
what was left. 'l'hey posted themselves ·behind large trees, and
upon the highest a sentinel, with orders to giYe them notice as soon
as he discovered anything, which he successfnlly did; for they took
fourteen Indians, whom they divided among themselves. But afterwards, when they desired to rejoin the army, one of the company,
who was not satisfied with having only two Indians, besought his
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comrades not to return until they should have taken one more of.
them for him. His companions, who v'vere not of tllis sentiment;
told him he must defer that to another time, and they erwh offered
him the Indian they had in the division. Nevertheless, seeing
that they could 11ot prevail upon him, they stopped again. In
the mean while, the sentinel gave notice that he saw an Indian,
and Paez, whom misfortune ought to have made wise, immediately
spurred clirectly toward the barbarian, who, seeing himself discovered, fled under a tree .. Paez approached m1d gave a vigorous
thrust at him with his lance, but did not strike him .. The Indian,
who held his arrow reacly, fired, and wounded in the flank the horse
of this cavalier; so that, after having staggererl about twenty paces,
he fell dead. Bolanios, who followed Paez, at the same time charged
upon the barbarian, and was as unfortnnate as his companion.
Juan de Vega; who came •next at a slow pace, s,urprised to see his
comrades dismounted, spurred towards the Indhtn; his companions,
lance in hand, also ran at the barbarian, who boldly advanced
straight at Vega 'to slay his horse and escape at the same time.
But the cavalier, who was wise, had beforcha,ud taken precautions
that there shonld not happen to him a misfortune · like that of
Paez. He had put npon the breast of' his horse a cowhide in three
folcls; and it was thus that most of the. cavaliers who. took care of
their horses made nse of it. Some cove;recl the breast of theirs in
this manner with deer- 01· bearskins. When the Indian was within
arrow-range, he fired upon the horse of Vega and pierced the cowsk:iu, so that the arrow entered about three inches into the breast.
Immediately, Vega rushecl with fury upon the ba1·barian and slew
him. rl'hen the party turned back again, cursing him who had
obliged them to remain, ancl admiring the comage of the Indian,
whose appearance cl1d not correspond with the deed he llacl done.
As soon as they had arrived, the general mareherl to the province
of Guachoia, and onr men had during their route quite favorable
weather, nntil the end of October. Bnt tllen, because of the rains
it became so wretched tllat most times they camped soaking wet;
and without provisions to su·ch a degree that tuey were compelled
to hazard themselves to seek them. In addition, their labors increased in proportion as the winter ndvancecl. 'l,he snows and rains
which fell raised the rivers extraordinarily, and caused the streams
to increase to such a degree that they: could not cross without rafts.
Moreover, it was necessa1·y to stop seven or eight clays to cross
some of them; for, besides not :finding wood proper for rafts, they
always had their enemies on their hands, and suffered extreme
hardships, because the country being nearly inunci.atecl, they often
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saw themselves forced to camp in the water, covered only with a
wretched buckskin dress, always wet, which served them fo1· shirt
and cape; for which reason many Spaniards, overcome with cold
and sleep, fell sick; and there passed not a day that there dicl not
die two or three of them. They also lost every day horses and
Indian porters. However, without allowing themselves to be dejected by misfortunes, our men continued their journey. But they
were fatigued to such a degree tµat they lacked even strength to
bury those who died upon the road; so that they were pitiable.
Besides, the most of their horses were sick, the Ct1.valiers dismounted,
the infantry so feeble· that they could scarcely stand up. Nevertheless, all being resolved either to die or return to the Ohucagua,
the most vigorous mounted the horses t,hat were yet serviceable,
and resisted the enemies who harassed the troops upon their march.
Afterwards, when they were camped, they posted guards and sentinels, and the next clay they advanced in the same order, which
lasted from the month of September until the last clay of November,
of the year 1542, when they arrived upon the banks of the Ohucagua. Then, as the Spaniards believed that their misfortunes
were ended, they all gave to each other little presents to testify
their joy. Their journey, counting the route which they made in
returning, was more than three hundred and fifty leagues. When
they were returning they met with a sow which they had lost in
going, ancl° which had brought forth thirteen pigs, all differently
marked in the ears. Hence, we may believe that the Indians had
di Yidec1 these animals among themselves, and that they are now
reared in Florida.

CHAPTER XV.
THE TROOPS TAKE POSSESSION OF AMINOIA..

THE Spaniards, on their 1·eturn from their journe;y, arrived within
sixteen leagues of the town of Gnachoia, and met with two villages,
one near the other, which were called Aminoia from the name of
their· province. 'l'hese villages consisted of two hundred houses,
and were each snrronndecl with a ditch, the water of which came
from the Ohneagua, which made an island of each of these two
villages.
Moscoso, who had still, besides seventy horse, about
three hundred footmen, resolved to take possession of it, ancf to
pass all the rest of the winter thern. He therefore put his troops
in order of battle, and attacked so courageously the two towns, one
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after the other, that the Indians, astonished at the valor of our men,
abandoned them without resistance, so tha.t tlle Spaniards made
themselves masters of them; and in- order not to be separated in
case of alarm, they some time after destroyed one of them, and
carried into tlle other the provisions and things they requirerl.
.Afterwards they fortified this post and were twenty days in putting
it in a state of defence; because being greatly harassed, they could
not work but with great difficulty.
Whi1st the Spaniards were in this town, an old Indian woman,
who had not peen able to escape, asked them where they were going;
and being answered ." into winter quarters," she told them that
every fourteen years the river overflowed so much that the inhabitants were compelled to take to the tops of their houses, and that
the current year was the fourteenth, in which the town ought to be
inundated. Our men, who knew the design of the old woman,
laughed iit her reveries. Carmona, who relates this circumstance,
adds that the Spaniards found in the town of .A.minoia, eighteen
thousand measures of corn, witli a great quantity of nuts, dried
plums, and some other fruit unknown in Spain. Tllei·efore they
restored themselves by degrees, for besides these provisions they
were very conveniently lodged, and even the barbarians did not
come either by clay or night to trouble them, which contributed
greatly to restoring them to health. When Moscoso saw that his
men had nearly recovered their strength and that the month of
January, of the year 1543, had passed, he ordered wood to be cut to
make the brigantines, and cordage, sails, and other things necessary
for his design, to be collected. .Finally, while the Spaniards remained in Amirioia, there died about sixty of them. Of this number
were Ortis, rrouar, and Vasconcello. B nt during the whole journey
there perished more than one hundred and fifty of them, which was
found so much tb.e more grievous as tb.e death of so many brave
soldiers bad happened through the imprudence of the captains who
had enlisted the troops in the joumey.

CH.A.PTER XVI.
THE CONDUCT OF TWO. CACIQUES TO THE SPANIARDS .

.As SOON as the report was spread that the Spaniards had returnecl
from their journey and that they were passing the winter at Aminoia,
.A.nilco, fearing lest by their assistance the subjects of Guachoia
might come again to invade his lands and commit there their cruelties,
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sent an envoy to Moscoco with orde1:s to offer him peace and his
friendship, and to assure him of his obedience; that there was no
kind of service which he might not expect from the people of his
country; and that for proofs of it he had but to order it. He
whom Anilco had charged to say this was his lieutenant-general.
He had, in his suite, beside two hundred Indians in service, twenty
of the most active and important of the province, followed by twenty
others with fruits and venison. This captain acquitted himself very
well of his duty, and neglected nothing to gain the favor of Moscoso,
who received, very obligingly, him and all the principal persons of
his suite, and requested him to assure A.nilco that he thanked him
for the honor of his friendship, and that he would hold it in particular esteem during the remainder of his life. They immediately com-.
municated this reply to the cacique, and in the mean time, the envoy
and thos~ who accompaniecl him remaiped with the Spaniards, to
whom they showed their frienclshi1:1 by the fidelity of their services.
The subjects of Anilco had been two days at the quarters when
Gnachoia, followed by many of his vassals loaded with fruit and
fish, arrived there to confirm his alliance with the troops. The
general received him very well. B nt the presence of the captain of
Anilco, his enemy, and the honor whicll they paid him, gave him a
mortal offence. Nevertheless, he concealed his displeasure, resol vecl
to show it only upon an opportunity.
During the wintering of the Spaniards at Aminoin, the two caciq ues rendered them all sorts of good ·services, and made them,
every eight days; new presents. In the mean while, Moscoso and
his officers, who thought only of lea'ving Florida, ordered the
superintendent of the vessels to see how many brigantines were
necessary for the embarking of the troops, and when he replied
seven, he couimanded that everything neeessary for that number
should be prepared. They first made fom sheds under which they
worked for fear of being incommoded by the rains. Some sawed
planks, others planed them; several made nails and iron works;
some, charcoal ; and others, oars and cordage. Thus they all applied
themselves bravely to the things they did the best, and were em.
ployed three months at that.
During this time the captain of Anilco showed his zeal for our
men, who on their part also esteemed him much; who besides having
a noble aspect and being capable of winning affection, possessed rare
qualities. He was correct, faithful, obliging, gracefully anticipating
all wants, and even giving more than they would have dared demand of him; for without mentioning many cables and other cord•
age proper for the brigantines, he furnished the Spaniards more old
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ancl new cloaks than they could have reasonably expected, because
they found.scarcely any of them in the province. The new cloaks
served to ma1rn snils, and the old to calk the vessels. These mantles
are rnacle of a certain herb resembling mallow. This plant has as
small fib1·es as the fl.ax, so that the Indians make thread of it, and
they give to these cloaks whatever color they please, but generally
a gay and brilliant one ..
0

CHAPTER XYII.
THE LEAGUE OF SOME CACIQUES.

WHILST the Spaniards labored at these brigantines, Qnigaltanqui
l1elieved that they prepared for their retum only to go and relate
in their country, the excellence of the regions which they had discovered, and afterwards.to return in greater numbers and conquel'it.
rr'hat then they would drive away the true 1orcls of the province,
and establish themselves there independently, so that, in this belief
Quigaltanqui resolved to anticipate such a misfortune, and to exterminate all the Spanfords who were in Florida. Re therefore assembled the chiefs of the country, to whom he expressed himself upon
that subject, ancl all assmed him that bis design was glorious, and
that they wonld die to serve him in so noble fl.ll enterprise. Heimmediately dispatched messengers on both sides of the Chucagua, to
ten of his neighboring caciqnes, and sent them word to engage them
in his favor, that they must stifle the animosity that existed between them, and all unite for the destruction of their common enemy;
that if they neglected the opportunity for it which fortune presentecl
them, they would deplore the misery with which they would be oYerwhelmed; that the Spaniards were going home only to return to the
country with greater forces, and that after having cruelly seized
u1Jon it, they would bold them all in a wretched slavery. 'l'lle
caciqnes received witll joy, the envoys of Quigaltanqui. 1.'hey approved his design because they found it worthy of a great captain,
and praised his courage, the extent of which was already known to
them. '!'here.fore they agreed that each lord should raise troops in
his province, and prepare boats to attack their enemies by water as
well as by land ; that in the mean time, the better to surprise them
and deprive them of every suspicion, each one in particular should
feign to seek their friendship, and should send to them deputies with
presents. Quigaltanqui, as chief of the conspiracy, sent the first to
Moscoso, and all the others followed his example. Moscoso re-
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ceived them with all the more pleasure and kindness as the few
troops that remained to him desired only peace. In the mean time,
Anilco, who had refused to enter into the league because of the
fidelity which he had sworn to the Spaniards, believed that he was
bound by his honor to inform them of the conspiracy of the caciqnes.
Therefore he ordered his lieutenant to disclose the treachery to the
general, and to assure him that nothing should happen of which he
would not inform him. Moscoso took care to thank the cacique for
his good advice and ti.le continuation of his friendship, and afterward he had an especial esteem for him and his lieutenant; nevertheless Anilco would never come to the camp, and al ways excused
himself on the plea of indisposition, hut really it was because he
would not trust himself to the Spaniards.
It is not positively known whether Guachoia, who manifested·
friendship for our men, entered into the league, but they suspected.
,t
that he was in correspondence with it; pifl_ued solely by the esteem
which they showed the lieutenant of Anilco. In fact he was offended
because the Spaniards rendered more honor to this captain who
served them promptly, than to him who worked very slowly for them
and also endeavored to discredit him in the opinion of Moscoso.
But they believed that Guachoia, knowing that .Anilco had not consented to league himself with the othe.rs, acted in this manner in
order that if, by chance, this lieutenant should happen to discover
the conspiracy, they woulcl not give faith to what he should say.

OH.A.P'l.1ER XVIII.
THE QUARREL OF GUACI-IOIA WITH THE LIEUTENANT OF ANILCO.

W:U:EN Guachoia knew that he labored in vain to ruin his enemy
in the opinion of the Spaniards, he flew quite into a passion, and
told Moscoso, in the presence of several officers, that for a long time
he had suffered with pain the honor which he and his troops paid to
the lieutenant of .A.nilco; that he had always thought that honor
was due to those who had the most credit and distinction of birth,
that nevertheless, the Spaniards acted quite contrary to that, since
they esteemed only the lieutenant of Anilco, who had neither wealth,
power, nor nobility, and who deserved to be considered only in his
condition of vassal; that as for him he had subjects who excelled in
every respect him to whom they gave so many marks of esteem;
that therefore he begged them to reflect upon their conduct, and to
be convinced that the actions of tlle lieutenant of Anilco were artful
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and tended only to deceive them. The lieutenant of Anilco, who
had patiently listened to what was said against him, replied, withont nppearing enraged, that they wrongfully reproached him with
his birth; that l1is ancestors having been caciqnes, he yielded to no
one in nobility; that be confessed that his father had not left him
great wealth, but that he had supplied that defect by his courage,
since, in the war which he hacl made against Guachoia and other
lords, he had gained a support according to his condition; that
therefore he could now place himself among the number ·of the rich
whom his enemy wished that they should esteem so much, and that a
vassal like li irnse.lfwoulcl al ways greatly excel a caciq ue like Gnaclloia;
that after all he was not properly a vassal, because .A.nilco rlid not
consider him so, bnt as one of his nearest relatives, and that with
this consideration, he had made him lieutenant-general of the province ; that afterwards he had gained many battles, defeated tlie father
of Guachoia, and occasionally his captains; that ever since Gnauhoia.
had succeeded to his father, he had cut in pi~ces all his forces and
made prisoners him, his two brothers, and the most distinguished
persons of his state; that then he had been able to despoil him of
i'1is province and to take. possession of it without difficulty, there
being no one to resist him, but that very far from undertaking anything, he had taken very particular care of him while·he was a prisoner; that he was even his security to·set at liberty him, his.brothers,
and his vassals. Nevertheless, as Guachoia had not kept his word,
he awaited only the departure of the troops in order to recapture
him; that the boldness which he now had to endeavor to mn.ke him
pass for a hypocrite would then cost him dearly, and he would
teach him not to again rashly attack his reputation; that even not
to defer it longer, it remained only with Guachoia whether they
should terminate their differences now; that they both had but to
enter a boat to fight upon the river; that if Guachoia slew him, he
would satisfy his hate and would be avenged of the inj nry which
the Spaniards l1ad done him in rendering honor to his enemy; that
as for him, if he .had the a(lvantage in the fight, he would show that
the merit of men did not consist in the splendor of riches, nor in
the possession of many vassals, but in virtue ancl the distinction of
courage. Guachoia replied nothing to all that, and showed his con. fusion in his countenance. Moscoso and the Spaniards were confirmed in the confidence which they bad in the lieutenant of Auilco,
and every day rendered him more honor.
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CHAPTER XIX.
CONCERNING AN INDIAN SPY.

Moscoso, consideTing that, if the hate of Guachoia and the cap~
tain of Anilco should lead them to make war upon each other, they
would not furnish him anything for his brigantines, told them that,
as they were equally beloved by the Spaniards, they could 110 longer
see them embroiled; that, therefore, he entreated them to smother
their resentment, and to live for the future in perfect harmony.
The two Indians replied to Moscoso that they were ready to do
what he wished, and that, for his sake, they would generously forget
everything. Four days after, the quarrel was settlerl, and upon the
departure of the lientenant of .A.nilco to return home to his province,·
the general, who did not trust the word of Gnachoia, and who
feared that, in order to avenge himself on his enemy, he might lay
some ambuscade in the route, ordered thirty cavaliers to accompany
him until he should be out of· danger. The captain at first politely
declined the offer of Moscoso, and informed him that Guachoia was
not much to be feared. Nevertheless, for fear of offending the
general, he took the escort which he offered him. But, afterwa1·ds,
he many times came from and returned to his country with only ten
or twelve Innians. In the mean while, Quigaltanqui and the other
caciqnes of his party dispatched, night and day, persons with
presents to Moscoso, and with orders to their envoys to observe
the conduct of the Spaniards, their guards, their skill in handling their
arms and managing their horses, in order to see in what they were
defective, and to make use of it against them at the proper time and
place. The general, who was informed of that, forbid the deputies
of the hostile caciques to come to the camp at night; hut these
prohibitions were useless. Therefore, Silvestre, who knew the
orde1· of the general and the disobedience of the barbarians, being
one night on guard at the gate of Aminoia, and seeing by the light
of the moon two Indians very spruce, who were crossing the ditch
upon a tree which served for a bridge, let them acl vance to him; and
as he was on dnty, he struck in the face with his sword the first
who crossed the wicket of the· gate without asking his permission.
From the blow, the barbarian fell to the ground; but he immediately
arose, seized his bow, and took to flight with all his might. Silvestre did not wish to finish him, because he believed that that was
sufficient to make the Indians cautious. The companion of the
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wounded man, wbo had heard the blow, also took to flight, repassed
the bridge, regained his boat, crossed the river, and grwe the alarm
everywhere. In the mean while, the wounded man, his face foll of
blood, leaped into the river, crossed it by swimming, and called to
his comrades. The barbarin,ns, who were on the other side of the
river, and who hearcl him, rnn to him and took him out. The next
day, at sunrise, four of the principal Indians came, on the part of
the leagued caciques, to complain to the general that his men were
lJreaking the peace; that they had grossly abused one of the most
distinguished Indians of the country; ancl that they begged him
that he would do justice for this insolence, because the person was
mortally wounded. About noon, four others repaired to the camp,
where, after having made their complaints, tliey said that the
wounded man was dying ; and at sunset there came four more, who
said that their companion was dead, and demanded that they should
pnt to death the Spaniard who .had caused it. The general each
time replied to the envoys that, desiring peace, he had not commanded what had been clone; but that the soldier who had wounded
their man had not acted ·contrn.ry to his duty; so that if, to please
them, he should wish to punish him, his captains would never consent to it, because the Indian ought not to have entered without
speaking to the sentinel, nor the caciques to have sent him, contrary
to the prohibition, at an umeasonable hour; that, therefore, since
in that it was their fault, it was necess~ry to forget all that hacl
passed, and to do business hereafter in the proper order, so as to
deprive both sides of every pretext for a rupture.
The envoys returned home very much dissatisfied with this answer,
and endeavored, but in -vain, to induce the caciques to avenge instantly the insolence of the Spaniards; for the caciques agreed to
still dissemble fol' some time, and to carefully seek the means to
execute their design. Yet among the troops there were captains
wlio supported the complaints ·of the Indians; that it was necessary
to punish Sil \"estre ; that he had acted indiscreetly ; and that his
conduct would give occasion to the caciques to mutiny and to take
arms against the Spaniards. If these remarks, which jealousy inspired in some of the officers, had not been stopped by the more
wise, they would, without doubt, have produced mischievous effects.
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CHAPTER XX.
THE PREPARATIONS OF THE LEAGUED CACIQUES, AND AN OVERFLOW
OF THE CHUC.A.GU.A..
DURING these things, the Spaniards worked vigorously at the
brigantines, and were assisted by the captain"genei•al of ·.A.nilco,
without whom they would never have been able to accomplish their
design. Those who were not employed on the vessels sought provisions for their companions; and, as they were then in Lent, they
went fishing in the Ohucagua. '11hey made for that purpose hooks,
which, after having baited, they attached to long cords, and threw
them at dusk into the river. In the morning they drew them out,
and ordinarily found on them such large fishes that there were
some of them whose heads alone weighed forty pounds, from fifteen
to sixteen ounces; so that our men had at Aminoia. everything in
abundance.· In the mean time, Quigaltanqui and the allied caciques
each raised troops upon his lands, and they prepared to put thirty
or forty thousand men in the field, with the idea of sjaying all the
8paniards, or of burning the timber which they hact. collected for
the caravels. rl'hey believed that, in preventing them from leaving
the country, they would make perpetual war upon them, and would
so much the more easily exterminate them, as our men were few,
bad but few horses, and had lost a very brave and experienced
captain. The barbarians, animated by these considerations, impatiently expected the day which they bad appointed for the attack,
and which, in fact, was very near, as they learned tb1~ough the
envoys, who, finding themselves alone witli the Indian women who
served the Spanish officers, told them that they might be patient,
and that very soon they would deliver them from the servitude in
which the Spanish thieves held them; that they were going to cut
their throats and put their heads upon lances at the entrances of
the temples, and hang their bodies on the highest trees to be a prey
for birds. No sooner had the Indian women learned that than they
went and disclosed it to their masters. The troops we1·e immediately informed of it ; and they were so much the more easily convinced that the baruarians we1·e ready to attack them as, during the
night, they heard some noise on the other side of the river, and saw
fires here and there in the vicinity. They, therefore, prepared to
brnvely defend themselves; but, by good luck, in the mean time the
Chucagua happened to overflow. It began about the tenth ofMareh,
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of the year 1543. It gradually filled all its bed, and immediately
after it impetuously spread itself over its border, then through the
country; which was i!"Dmediately inundated, because there were
neither mountains nor hills. Ancl the day of Palm Sunday, which
was tbat year the 18th of March, that the Spaniards celebrated the
triumph of Jesus Christ at Jerusalem, the waters violently enterecl
through the gates of Aminoia, so that, two days after that, they
could not go through the streets except in boats. 'This overflow
did not appear in all its extent until the twentieth of .April.
They then harl the pleasure to see that that which but lately ·was a
vast country, had become, nearly all at once, a vast sea; for the
water covered more than twenty leagues of the adjacent lands,
where were seen only a few of the highest trees; and that made our
men remember the prediction of the old Indian woman at their
entrance into A.minoi~.

CHAPTER XXI.
THEY SEND TO ANILCO.
BECAUSE of the inundations of the Ohucagua, the Indians who inhabit both sides of this river, place themselves, as much as possible,
upon eminences, and build their houses in this manner. They erect,
in the form of a square, enough large posts in the shape of pillars,
upon which they place many beams which take place of :fl.001·s. Then
they make the house which they surround with galleries, where they
lay up their provisions and furniture. Thus they protect themselves
from the inundations, which probably occur on account of the rains
and snows of the preceding year.
During the overflow they embarked for the town of .Anilco, which
is twenty leagues from Aminoia, twenty soldiers and some Indian
rowers in four boats tied two and two, for fear lest they might upset
them in passing over the trees which were in the water. They had
orders to 1·equest the cacique to send to the general cordage, pitch,
and old mantles for the brigantines ; and were commanded by Silvestre, to whom, as will be seen directly, the cacique had a short
time since been obliged, and it was, therefore, on this account that
they dispatched him. When the subjects of Guachoia, with the
assistance of the Spaniards, ravaged the town of .Anilco, Silvestre
took an Indian of twelve or thirteen years of age, who was the son
of the cacique, led him with him through the province of Herdsmen,
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and brought him back into the province of .A.minoia. So that the
caciqne .Anilco learned that his son, whom he sought so long, was
with the troops. He, therefore, ·immediately sent to demand him ;
and Silvestre, through kindness, restored him to him, in consideration of what he bad done for the Spaniards.
Silvestre and his compnnions safely arrived at the town of Anilco-,
and found that the Ohucagua had over:flowe~l much farthe_r, and that
it hac1 inundated, on that side, more than twenty-five leagues of land.
Otu men being arrived, they gave notice of it to the cacique, who
called his lieutenant-general, and commanded him to show by his
reception the affec'tion whicll they bore the Spaniards, and to furnish
then:i what they demanded on account of Silvestre, who had generously restored to him his son. .Afterwards l.J.e commanded them to
send for Silvestre only, and he went out of his house to receive him.
There, after having embraced him and thanked him for the obligations under which he had placed him, he conducted him into his apartment, and was not willing that he should leave it until bis companions should be ready to return home. For Anilco, to whom his son
served as interpreter, inquired of the Spanish captain the adventures
of the troops since their entrance into th~ country. But when he
had learned the details of it, he made known to SilYestre the affliction he suffered from the cruelties of Guachoia to his ancestors who
were in the grave; that very soon this coward would not be assisted
by any one, and that th~n they would see to resenting the inclignities which he had committed. .A.nilco, by that,- showed that the
affection which he manifested for our men was founded only in the
fear that, should they remain longer in the country, they might again
assist Guachoia, and prevent him from avenging the injuries he llad
received. For this reason, and with the view of hastening their departure, .A.nilco commanded to be given tllem, promptly, everything;
and to fnrnish them a boat, with several Indians, who should conduct them saf~ly to where they should wish to go. When every- ·
thing was ready, he embraced SilYestre, and requested him to assure
the general of his friendship, and that nothing· should happen of
which he would not inform him. Silvestre immediately resumed the
route to Aminoia; where, as soon as he hu.d arrived, he rendered an
account of his journey to Moscoso.
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CHAPTER XXII.
OONDUCT O.F THE SPANIARDS DURING THE OVERFLOW, AND THE NEWS
OF THE CONTINUATION OF THE LEAGUE,
THE overflow lasted forty days; during which time the Spaniards
retired upon certain elevated places, where they worked on theiL·
vessels. But as they lacked charcoal to forge the iron works, they
made some by cutting off the tops of the trees which appeared out
of the water. Francisco and Garcia Ozorio, distinguished cavaliers,
signalized themselves on this occasion, as well by their skill as the
pains they took to forge and to calk; for they applied themselves
to it with resolution, and their example alone excited the othe~·s to
imitate them.
Whilst the water covered the country, the people of the leagued
caciq11es did not appear; for as soon as they saw the overflow they
returned in haste to their homes to save what they had left there.
However, Quigaltanqui, and the other lords, the better to concenl
theil· evil designs, did not cease to send always to the general; who,
without showing that he suspected tllem, took care to keep upon his
guard.
About the end of April the water diminished by degrees, and was
as long in falling as iL had been in rising. Fo1· on the twentieth of
May they could not yet go through Aminob except bare-footed, because of the water and mud that were in the streets. Bnt at the
end of the month the river retired within its bed; and the leagnecl
caciques recommenced the campaign, resolved to e.xecnte promptly
their design.' In the mean time, the captain of Anilco, who had
notice of it, came to the general and disclosed everything to him.
'l'hat on a certain day, which was near, all the caciques in <letail
would send persons to him; that each envoy would speak to him in
such a way and make him such a present; that some.would arrive
in the morning, others about noon, and the last towards the evening; tlrnt this would last four entire clays; that they ,woqlc1 :finisli
b.Y assembling their troops, and that at the same time they would
attack; that their design was to exterminate all the Spaniards, or
at least to burn their vessels, in order that they might not be able
to leave the country, and that they might put them wretchedly to
death by degrees. He added that, in order to avoid that, he, on the
part of his caciqne, offered to them himself and eight thousand
choice men, by the ass"istance of which they might easily resist their
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enemies ; that even should they desire to retire upon his land, he
would receive them there with pleasure; that they would he there
perfectly safe; and, moreover, that they would not dare to come
there to attack them; that they might take their measures deliberately for to think maturely on the course they ought to pursue.
Moscoso replied to the Indian captain, that he was obliged to his
cacique for the offers wf1ich he made him ; but that, for fear that
in the future he might be hated by his neighbors for having openly
assisted him, he declined the assistance which he wished to give him;
thati besides, as he was upon the point of leaving for Mexico, he
thanked him, with all his heart, for the retreat which he offered him;
that for this reason also he did not wish to engage in a ba:tle,
although he might expect everything from the Indians who would
aid him, and especially from their commander whose valor was
known to him; that, moreover, neither he nor the other Spaniards
would forget the obligations they owed to the caciq ue; and that
even the King of Spain, the first of Christian princes, to whom
they would relate the good s_ervices which he had rendered them,
wonld11ever forget it, an<l wonld recompense him for so many favors
if some day the Spaniards should return to his country. 1'hen the
Indian captain took leave of ·Moscoso, who bravely prepared for
everything that might happen.

/

CHA P'fER XXIII.
CONCERNING THE ENVOYS OF THE LEAGUE, AND THE PREPARATIONS OF
THE SPANIARDS TO EMBARK,

AT the beginning of June of the year 1543, the envoys of the
hostile caciques came to the quarters at the same time, in the same
order, and with the same presents as the captain of Anilco had in~
· dicated. Therefore they were anested by tlle order of the general,
who commanded them to be separated and to be interrogated upon
tlle subject of the conspiracy. They frankly avowed what was taking plaee and the measures they were to take in order to accomplish
their design. The general, upon their confession and without waiting
until they all should have arrived, immediately caused to be cut off
the right hn.nd of tllirty whom they held. These poor people endured
their pains witll so m nch patience that no sooner had one of them
had his hand cnt off than another presented his upon the block, which
drew the compassion of everybody. '!'bis punishment broke the
league. The enemy believed that the Spaniards, being ·informed of
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the enterprise, would holcl themselves upon their guard. Therefore,
each caciqne retufaed to his province, very sorry not to have executed their design. But as they were all resolved to endeavor to
succeed by some other means, and as they found themselves stronge1·
by water than by land, they agreed to assemble troops and boats in
order to attack the Spaniards when they should descend the river.
In the mean while, Moscoso and his offlce1;s, seeing that they were
going to be continually harassed, hastened more ancl more their
work, finished seY.en brigantines; but becai1Se they had not nails tofasten together the deck, they covered them only at the two ends,
and put planks in the middle without fastening them, from where
they had but to raise one of them in order to bail the brigantines.
Then ,they collected provisions, and requested of Guacltoia and
Anilco corn, fruits, and other things of that sort. ri'hey killed some
hogs of those which they })reserved for food, and reserved only a
dozen and a llalf of them in case they should settle at some place
near the sea. They gave to each of the caciques, their friends, two
of these animals, a male and a female. They salted those wliich
they had killed for themselves, and. made use of their fat, in the
place of oil, to soften tl1e rosin with which they calkecl their vessels.
Besides that, they furnished themselves with small boats to carry
thirty horses that remained. They had them tied two and two, in
order that tlle horses might have their fore feet in one and their
hind feet in the other. Each brigantine had also, at the stern, one
of these boats which served for ~ tender. Carmona relates llere,
that of fifty llorses which remained to the Spaniards, they tied to
stakes about twenty of them that could no longer be of any service;
that tlley opened their veins and let them bleed to death; that to
preserve their flesh they dried it in the sun; that the day of Saint
J olm the · Baptist, they launched the brigantines, embarked the
· horses and equipage, and furnished their vessels with planks and
skins to protect themselves from arrows ; that then they appointed
the captains :who were to command the vessels, a~d concemecl
themselves no further except to ·embark after having taken leave of
Guachoia and recommended him to live in peace with Anilco.
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BOOK FOURTH.
CAPTAINS OF THE CARAVELS ; RAFTS OF THE INDIANS ; THEIR
FIGHT UPON THE WATER; DEATH OF SEVERAL SPANIARDS; THEIR
ARRIVAL AT THE .SEA; '£HEIR ADVENTURES AS FAR AS PANUCO
AND THE RECEPTION WHICH WAS GIVEN THEM IN THE CITY OF
MEXICO.

CHAPTER I.
THE CAPTAINS' OF THE ~ARA VELS, AND THE EMBARKATION OF THE
TROOPS.

Moscoso embarked in the first caravel; Alvarado ancl Mosquera ·
in the second; A niasco anc1 Vied ma in the third ; Gusman and
Gaitan commanded the fonrth; Tinoco and Carcleniosa the :fifth;
Calderon and Francisco Ozorio the sixth; and Vega and Garcia the
seventh. Each caravel hac1 seven oars to the bench, and there were in
each, two captains, in order that if one was obliged to land to oppose
the enemy the other might remain in the vessel to give the necessary
orders There embarked under the directions of these famous captains about three hundred and fifty men of more than a thousand
who had entered Florida, and some thirty Indians, men and women,
of eight hundred whom they had led from the different countries,
into the province of Herdsmen. As these poor people were far from
their country, and as they had a singular attachment for the Spaniards, they would never quit them; showing that they would rather
die with them than live away from the place of their birth. The
Spaniards, therefore, took them with them in the belief that, after
having derived very good service from them it would be ungrateful
to abandon them. And thE?Y started with all their ·sails and oars
the evening of the festival of Saint Peter and Saint Paul. But it
was an unfortunate clay for them, for, leaving Florida, they lost the
frnits of all their labors. All rowed except the captains who took
care to relieve them hourly, and coasted during a night and a clay,
all the province of Guachoia without the enemy having come to
harass them; so that they imagined that, in consideration of the
cacique of this country who. loved them, they had not attacked
them; or that the barbarians, judging of the success of their enter. prise by the course of the moon, had observed that then they should
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not fight. But the second day their fleet appeared in the morning.
It consisted of more than a thousand boats, the largest and the b~st
that had been seen in Florirla. Therefore I shall say something of it
after I have spoken of the boats and rafts which the Indians make
use of to cross rivers.
·

CHAPTER II.
THE BOATS AND RAFTS OF THE INDIANS,

Tr-rn people of the New World, who live on islands or in place/!&
near the sea, make their boats large or small according to the convenience of the wood they have. They seek the largest trees that
they can find; th.ey hollow them in the form of a trough, and make
their boats all of one piece; for they have not yet the faculty to
fasten planks together with nails, nor to make sails. They also do
not know how to forge, nor to calk; so that, in places where they
clo not find trees fit for boats, as on all the coast of Peru, the
Indians make rafts of a very light wood which is found in the
neighboring provinces of Quito, and which they bring from there on
the most navigable rivers of the country. These rafts are composed
of five beams, tied to each other, the longest of which is in the
middle; the others gradually diminish, in order the better to cut
the water. I remember to have passed, in the times of the incas,
upon these· kinds of rafts, which were then in nse. '11 he Indians
make, also, others of them in this manner: They take a quantity of
reeds, whicll they very firmly tie together, and which they raise in
front in the form of a prow, the better to cut the water. 'l'ben they
enlarge it by degrees, and in such a manner that they easily place
in it a man or any other burden; and when they cross any rapid
river they lay down in the raft the person whom they cross, and
advise him to hold fast to the cords, and, above all things, not to
open his eyes. I was yet very young when one day I passed, in
this manner, an extremely rapid river; but when the Indian who
managed the raft advised me to close my eyes, such a fright seized
me that, had the heavens fallen or the earth opened, I could 110t
have been more frightened. Howeve1·, when I had a little recovered,
and felt that we were very near the middle of the ·river, I could not
resist the temptation to look. I therefore raised myself ever so
little and looked at the water; but it seemed to me that I was
falling from the cloucls, because the rapidity of the water and the
swiftness with which the raft cleaved the river had made my head
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dizzy to such a degree that I closed my eyes and acknowlec1gec1
tlrnt not withont reason they had· advised passengers not to open
them. A single Indian governed the raft. He placed himself fiat
upon bis belly at the end of the stern, wit!J. a leg on each side, and
rowed with his hancls and feet, and let himself go with the current
even to the otheL· side. The inhabitants of Peru, moreover, make
rarts of a different construction from these. They tie together
several gourds in a square from fonr to fiye feet long, more or less,
according as they have 'business for them; and put in front of this
assemblage a kind of poitrel, where, as soon as the boatman has
put his head, he leaps into the water ancl swims with his charge to
the other bank of the river or gulf which he crosses; also, if it is
necessary, he has men who push behind. But when the rivers are
full of rocks, when they have neither entry nor exit, ancl are so rapid
that they cannot cross them with rafts, the Indians pass from one
side of the rtver to the other a large cable, which they attach to
rocks or to trees. This cable passes through a great basket, to
which there is a wooclen handle. 'l'his basket glides along the calile,
and can easily hold three or four persons. 1t has a cord to each
side, with which they draw it to either side.· But because the cable
is long and swags in the middle, they let the basket go gently as far
as that; then, as the cable ascends gradually, tl1ey quickly clnrw it
with all their strength. There are persons at the crossings of rivers
who have orders for that; and the trnvellers themselves who get
into the basket often take the cable with their own hands and assist
themselves to cross. I remember, at the age of ten years, to have
crossed a river two or three 'times in these sorts of baskets ; and
that they carrie<l · me along the road upon their shoulders. They
cross in these l>askets on1y persons anrl small animals; the large
. are too heavy. Besides, the places where these baskets are are not
the passages of the highways ; and, moreover, they do not cross
rivers in this manner except in Pern; for in Florida, where are
foulHl very large trees; the inhaLitants make very fine boats and
easily cross the ri'rnrs.

OHAP'J.1.ER III.
THE VESSELS OF THE FLEET OF THE ALLIED CACIQUES.

I RETURN to the fie.et of the enemy. 'fhe size of some of these
v~ssels surprised the Spaniards; ·for they saw some of them wiLh
twenty-five oars to the bench, which harl each about thirty soldiers,
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without counting many rowers, armed with arrows; so that, in some
of the boats, there might be as many as seventy-five or eighty
warriors; but in the others there were not so many people, because
they al ways diminish in ·size. The least had fourteen oars to the
bench, and all, whether great or small, wei·e of a single piece. Theil,
oars appeared very suitably made; they were about a fathom long,
the most of which entered the water, and when one of' these vessel.s
went with all its force, a horse urged at full speed would hardly
have oYertaken it. But that which is somewhat remarkable, the
ellemy sang divers songs, which, according to the nature of the air,
sad or gay, made th.em row together in very good order, slowly
or swiftly, as at the time it wn.s necessary. rrhese songs contained
the heroic actions of their ancestors; so that, animated by the
rernem brance of these things, they bore themselves courageous_ly to
battle, and thought only of winning the victoTy. .A.nd that vd1icb
also t1eserves to be considered, the boats of the fleet were paintecl
within and without, yellow, l1lue, whi.te, green, red, or some other color,
according to the fancy of him to whom the vessel belonged. EYen
the oars, and the plumes which the soldiers wore upon their heads,
their caps, as well as their bows and arrows, were of the color or
the vessel·; so that, the river being very wide, the enemy conlcl
easily extend themselves, and there was nothing more beautiful to
see than this fleet, because of the diversity of the colors of the
boats Dncl the order in which the Indians rowed. On the seconcl
day,. about 110011, they appeared in this state in the_ rear of the
-Spanian1s, to show the power and the beauty of their army; and
with their songs they encouraged themselves to battle. It was
known, by the means of interpreters, that in these songs they cnlled
our men cowards, telling them that they fled in vain; that, since on
land they had not been the prey of dogs, on water they should
not fail to be devomed by sea monsters; that, finally, the p<!ople of
the country would. very so911 be delivered from a troop of brigands,
and such things; nnd at the end of the song they gave loud yells
that made the whole neighborhood re-eclio.

CH.APTER IV.
THE BATTLE WITH THE INDIANS UPON THE RIVER.
WHEN the enemy had been some time following us in oi•der to
reconnoitre, they separated their fleet into three divisions. rrhe
troops of' Qnigaltanq_ui pt1t themselves at the head, but they coulcl
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110t realJy learn whether he commandecl them himself, although they
often heard him mentioned in the songs of the barbarians. Afterwards, all the vessels of the fleet advanced tq the right towal'(ls tile
bank of the river, and got the lead. '!'hose of the first division immediately attacked our caravels, in crossing to the other. side of the
river, and covered them with arrows, so that there were severnl
Spaniards wounded.. The first division was no sooner on the left
than it recrossed and came and recovered its place ; nevel'theless,
always advancing beyond the brigantines. rrhe second division,
whfoh crossed after having attacked with fnry, returned to the right
and. placed itself at the head of the first. The third passed in the
same manner, aod having showered a quantity of tUTo.ws npon the
soldiers, they rejoined those of their party and came and posted
themselves ii~ front of the second division. In the mean time, as
our caravels did not cease rowing, they arrived at the position of
the barbarians who had first attacked them, and who began to atbck
them in the same manner as before. The others also attacked, each
in their order and their accustomed manner, and harassed the Spanhwds all the day. Even during the night they tormented them, but
'not with so much persistency, fol' they made bnt two attacks, the
Ot1l'
first a little before sunset., and t1ie other before daybreak.
men, on thefr part, clefen cled themselves very well on this occasion.
They first placed soldier~ in the hoats where the horses were, in
order that if the barbarians approached them, they might be al>le
to repulse them and prevent tbe horses from being killed. But as
the Indians fired from a distance, and as the Spaniards who were in
these boats ~ound themselves incommoded, they regained the caravels and abandoned the horses, which were under a shelte:r of
wretched hides and some shields. Therefore, during ten da_ys and
ten nights of fighting, all these horses perished, except eight. .A.nd
our men were all wounded, notwithstanding their shields and all the
resistance they could make. They had then for arms to fight at a
distance only crossbows; for of their muskets they hacl made nails.
Besides they had not even the ability to make use of them, and
since the battle of Mauvila, they lacked. powder.

CHAPTER V.
ADVENTURES OF THE SPANIARDS.
AFTER ten days of fighting the enemy fell awa,y from the caravels
a little more than half a league. In the mean while the Spaniards
continued to row, and discovered, at some three hundred paces from
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tlle river, a village of about eighty houses. As then they believed
tlrnt they had made two hundred leagues, and because the river
turned to neither side, that therefore they were near the sea, they
resolYe<l that it was necessary to land· and senrl to the village for
provisions. 1'he general therefore made a hnnclrecl men land under
the conduct of Silvestre; and ordered tllem to go and fetch corn
from the village, and to lead there the horses to rec:ruit them in
order to fight in case of necessity. 'rhese soldiers immediately
landed, but no sooner did the ,inhabitants perceive them thau they
took to flight, scattered through the country, and, making everything echo with their cries, demanded assistance on all sides. In the
meun time the party arrived at the village where they found a quantity of corn, dried frbits, many deer-skins diversely painted, cloaks
of different skins very well ,prepared, and one piece of marten's skin
abont eight ells long by thrne wide. This piece was double, alike
on both sides, an<1 decorated in places with clusters of see'cl penrls.
'l.'hey believed that it was used as a standard by the Indians in their
festivals; for according to appearances it conkl not he destined to
any other use. Silvestre, who admired it, took it for himself, and
bis compnnions all loaded themselves, some with corn and frnits,
ancl others with deer-skins. 'l'hen they returned speedily to the
ci:rnwels, where the tr11mpets were calling them, because a part of
the Indians of the fleet, attracted b,r the cries of the inhabitants of
the village, had landed, joined them, and were all advancing with
fnr.r, together, to give battle. Bnt whatever haste our men could
make to regain the brigantines, they were obliged to ahandon their
horses, for the peril in which they saw themselves prevented them
from embarking them. And without doubt, not a soldier of the
party would have been able to save himself if the Indians had been
advanced only a hundred paces farther. rrlierefore, all furious to
see onr men <.>scape, they turned their rage against the horses.
'l'hey pnllecl off' their halters, unsaddled them, made them I'llll
through the field, and fired upon them until they had slain them all.
'fhus perished the remnant of three hundred and fifty horses which
had entered Florida. 'l'he Spai~iarcls were so much the more grieved
at it as they saw them miserably perish. But considering that they
conld not protect them from the fury of the barbarians, and that
Silyestre and his companions had fortunately escaped, they continued
their voyage with all saiL
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CHAPTER VI.
A STRATAGEM OF THE INDIANS, AND THE RASHNESS OF A SPANIARD.

1,HE Indians, despnfring of succeeding in their design, because
the Spaniards rowed in good orclei-, had recourse to stratagem.
'l'h<~y, therefore, stopped and pretended to abandon the pursuit of
the caravels. · 'rhey believed that when our men no longer saw them
in their rear, the vessels would fall away from one another; anrl
that then they would fall upon them and put them to· flight. 'l'he
event happened in part as they had imagined. One 0f the caravels left
the 1·a11ks, and remained some time behind the others. rl1lie Indians
immediately advanced with fury, attacked this caravel, and endeavoreq to capture it. r:l'he other vessels which discovered the clanger
in which it was, ascended by rowing against the current to succor
it. 'l1hey found their people hard pressed, defending themselves
with their swords, and that they had not been able to prevent some
barbarians from leaping into the caravel. 1\1:any of the enemy were
even already seizing it; but upon the arrival of help they retired,
after losing thirty of their men, and carried off a boat in which were
five hogs, which were reserved to breed from in· case a settlement
was made. ·The Spaniards thanked Goel that they had lost but this
boat, which was at the stern of the brigantine; and afterwards they
took care to go in very good order. In the mean time the Indians
did not cease to follow them, always hoping that there woulcl be some
of them who would abandon their ranks. They were not disappointed in their expectations. Esteban Agi1ez, who had the appearance and strength of a coarse peasant, and who had fought in
all the battles without having, through good luck for him, been
wounded, wisllecl, as he was r~sh, to undertake sometlling that might
make him conspicuous; for until then he had executed nothing of
importance. He, therefore, descended from his caravel into a boat,
which was at the stern, under pretext of going to speak to the generaJ, who was proceeding at the head·. Agnez was aceompanied by
five young Spaniards, whom lie had won by the hope of acquiring
glory by. some bold deed. The natnral son of Don Carlos Henriquez was of this number. He was about twenty years of age, very
. handsome, and very well formed; besides, so brave nncl so virtuous
that one might easily have judged. from whom he was sprnng.
When this cavalie1· and his companions were in the boat, they fell
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away from their caravel, and rowed directly at the Inclians, attacked
them, calling out "let us fight, they fly." The general, who saw
this rashness, made haste to sonncl the retreat, and to recall them
with. loud cries. Ent Agnez· bet:ame more and mol'e headstrong,
nncl made signs that they might go on. Mosco~o, irritated. at this
c1isobeclience, commanded forty Spaniards to take boats and bring
to him this foolhardy fellow. He had determined to lrnng him as
soon as he should have him; but it had been much better not to
have sent any person after· him, and to have left him miserably to
perish. As soon as the general had given these orders, forty Spanfords leaped into three boats, under the direction of Gusman, who
was followed by J nan de Vega, brother of another of the same name,
who commr11H1ed a 'caravel. 'fhese boats immediately rowed with
all their might after that of Agnez. In the mean time, the Indians;
who saw them advancing towards them in tile rear of that of Agnez,
retired slowly in order to draw them away from the caravels. ·
Agnez, who saw tile enemy recede, was encouraged, approached,
am1 cried louder than before, "Let us attack, they flee." 'rhe other
boats which beard hi.m, hastened more and more to reach him, and
to hinder him from destroying himself, or to succor him in case of
necessity. When the Indians snw them near them they opened in
the fol'm of a crescent, and retired gradually to induce them to advance farther. Ancl when tiley knew that these boats were sufficiently involved, they attacked them with fnry, taking them in the
flank and upsetti11g them all in the water; so that of the fifty-two
Spaniards who were in them, there escaped· but Moron, Nieto, Coles,
and Terron; all the others were either drownell or knocked in the
head with oars. Moron, who was a great swimmer, and very adroit
in ma11uging a vessel, fortunately regained bis boat. Nearly at the
same time he clrew h1to it Nieto, who alone bravely defended it
against the barbarians whilst Moron enlleavored to direct it. Btit.
these brave soldiers, notwithstanding the_ir valor and their skill,
would have finally succumbed to the efforts of the enemy if the
caravel of Gusman, whieh had advancecl at the head of the others
whkh came with assistance, had not snatched them from the rage
of the barbarians. This same caravel saved Terron; but be was no
sooner out of peril than he expired in the arms of those who had
clrn"·n him into the vessel. He had in his ];lead, face, neck, and
shoulders more than fifty arrows. Coles, from whom I have taken
a vart of this account, says that he escaped after having received
two anows; and that the Spaniards who perished on this occasion
were, for the most part, gentlemen, and the most valiant of the
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troops. Moscoso was also very sensibly grieve<l at it. N evertheless, without desponding, he quickly reassembled his caravels and
continued his voyage in very good order.

CHA. PTER VIL
THE RETURN OF THE INDIANS TO THEIR COUNTRY, ~ND THE ARRIVAL
OF THE SPANIARDS AT THE SEA,
THE Indians, after this defeat, harassed the Spaniards the rest of
the day and all the following night, and at sunrise, after having
uttered lond cries and made everything echo with the noise of their
instruments to thank the sun for the victory they had won, they
a ban cloned the pursuit of the caravels and retired, foll of joy, to
their own country, for they were very far from it, and had followed
onr men four hum1red leagues without giving them, clay or night, a
single moment of repose. During this long journey they always
named Qnigaltanqui in their songs, and di<l not speak of any other,
their design being to make known to our men that it was this prince
who maclc war upon them. Therefore when the Sinu1iarcls had
mTived at Mexico, and Mendo9a, who was viceroy of it, had letwnecl
the evils that Qnigaltanqni had done them, he derided them for it.,
and praised this caeique with an air that showed that it was to joke
them.
"'\Vhen our men observed that the Indians were no longer in their
rear, they the more readily believed that they were approaching the
sea as the Ohuca.gn::1 began to be about fifteen leagues wide~ so that
they could not discover lt~nd on either side. "The:y saw, towards the
hol'ders of' this river, only a number of reeds so high that it seemed
that they might have been trees; and perhaps their vision did not
deceh•e them. But they would no fat'ther enlighten themselves on
the subject for fear lest, quitting the cnrrent, they might strike upon
some sand-lmnk; and besides, no one yet knew whether they were
at sea~ or really upon the Olrncagna. In this uncertainty our men
rowed three clays, very suecessfully; ancl the fourth, in the moming, they plainly descried the sea, ancl saw to their left a multit~1de
of trees heaped np one upon the other, ·which the river, at high
water, bore to the sea. And this mass of wood appearecl a great
island. A half a league from there, there was a de!tert island like
those which great rivers make at theit· mouth. rrberefore the Spnniards no longer doubted they were upon the sea. Bnt because they
did· not know how far they might be from Mexico, they resolved,
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before going fai·tlier, to inspect tbeir brigantines. ,v1ien they saw
tliat they lrnrl no need of calking nor of repairing, they killed ten
hogs which they harl remaining, and were three chy~ recrniting themselves, for they were overcome by fatigue and loss of sleep on account
of the continual alarms which the barbarians had given them every
night. For this same reason also they did not know exactly the
nmn ber of leagues the Spaniards had mar1e in nineteen entire days
and nights of navigation on the Ohucagua until their arrival at the
sea. In faet, when they co11ve1·sed about it at Mexico, with persons
eapnble of judging of it, some said that the Christians had made,
in one day and night, twenty leagues; others, thirty, and several,
forty, and some, more. But finally they agreed upon twenty-five
leagues, both day and night ; for the brigantines had had fa vol'able
windB, and went with sails and, oars. Upon this lmsis they found
tllat from their embarkment to the sea there were about five lrnnclrecl
]eagt1es. Coles counts some seven hundred of tliem, but his opinion
is single.

CHAPTER

vnr.

THE NU:\1BER OF LEAGUES ,WHICH THE SPANIARDS TRA YELLED IN
FLORIDA, AND A FIGI-I'r WITH THE INDIANS OF THE COAST.

TI-IE Spaniards penetrated into FkHicla as far as to tlie fountains
where the Chncagua talrns its SOUl'Ce.* ']'his river, to ttscend from
Aminoia, where was made the first emharkrneut, as far as tllese
fountains, is three hundred leagues; and from this province: to the
sea five hundred. So that there extends altogether tile distance of
eight hundred leagues which our men trav~llecl.(28)
During the three ~fays that the Spaniards recrnited, themselves,
they saw on the last day about noon, coming from a place full of
reeds, seven boats whieh advanced towards them. There was, in
the first, a very large and very •black Indian of an aspect very
diffeTent from those who inhabit the interior of the country. rr1ie
harbarinns of the ('Qast nre black in this manner, because the sun is
there warmer than elsewhere, and because they are continually in the
water, whicb iR salt. For tho land being c1r.f and sterile they are
ohligetl to iisli in order to subsist. When the Indian had approached
the caravel near enongh, he placed himself on the prow of his vessel,
and in a voice full of haughtiness told the Spaniards, according to

* The Clrneagua is the Mississippi River;· the Spaniarcls crossed it about one
hunclrecl miles, by the river, below Memphis.
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what the interpreter asserted, that they were rohbers; what did
they come to seek upon the coast; and that they should ]eave it in
haste, by one of the mouth's of the ChuC'agua; otbervi'ise he vvonld
bnrn their brigantines and put them all to a miserable death. This
barbarian, without waiting for an answer, returned to whence he had
come. In the mean while, the Spaniards, reflecting upon the threats
of this Indian, and why they sent every little while boats to reconnoitre them, resolved to attack him, for fear tu.at, by favor of the
11ight, he might come to attacfr them and set fire to the caravels, in
which he ,vould more easily have succeeded than by day, because
of the advantage which lie hatl of heing'better acqun,inted with the
. sea than our men. 1'heret'ore a hnudred men enterec1 into fhe
boats, under the c.:onduct of Nieto and Silvestre, and ,vent to seek
the uarbarians. 1.'hey found a great nnrnber of them posted behind
reeds, with good boats equipped with everything. Nevertheless, without being smpri•sed, they su1TomH1efl them, fell upon them, wounded
many, slew ten or twelve, and put the rest to flight; But the most
of the Sp.aniards were mnltreate<l, especially Nieto and Silvestrn.
'l'here was also a soldier who had his thigh pierced throngh and
through by a dart about one fathom long, which the Indians tllrew
·with so much force that they pierced. tbrongh a man armed witll a
coat of mail. The Spanish soldier died of' the stroke which he had
rec:eivecl, because they made too gretLt an incision to draw out the
point of the dart, and he bad nearly as much to complain of onr
men who dressed his wound as of the bnrbarians who had wounded
him.

CHAPTER IX.
THE VOYAGE OF THE SPANIARDS AND THEIR ADVENTURES.
BEFORE coming to the details of the voyage of the Spaniards, it
is necessary to tell the manner in which the Indians right their
boats when they are capsized either in fishing or in battle. \Vhen
these barbarians, who are very robust an<l very excellent swimmers,
see-011c of theil' vessels upside down, they put ten or twelve, more
or less, about righting it. But because it is full of water, they all
together give it three or four jerks so adroitly, that at tlw last they
entirely empty it and re-enter it. ':I.1he Spaniarcls admired this
promptitu•cle of the Indians in getting the water out of tb.eir boats,
and endeavored in vain to imitate them.
When onr men who had heen to attack the enemy had rejoined
the caravels, they embarked for fear of some misfortune, and went
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with all speed to the desert island· which they had seen in the
vicinity of the month of t,he Clrncagua. When they reached it they
lancle<.1 1 walked everywhere, and found nothing remarkable. Afterwards they retired to their caravel::1, where they passed the night,
and the next day at daybreak they raised anchor. A cable broke,
ancl the anchor was lost because it had no buoy; but in the necessity they had for this anchor, their best swimmers leaped into the
water, where, notwithstanding whatever trouble they took, they did
not•fincl it nntil about three o'clock in the afternoon. Then the-y
set sail, withont daring to go into the open sea, for they knew
neither the place where they were, nor even thefr course. Oonvineed, however, that if they kept along the l!Oast towards the west
they would safely nrrive at Mexico, they sailed the remainde1· of the
day, the following night, and the next clay until about evening, and
found clnring this. journey the water fresh, being astonished that
the Ohncagna should go so far into the sea. rrhen .A.ninsco took
the latitude; but because he had neither compass nor marine
charts, he made a compass of a ruler and a marine chart of parehmei:it, and they governed themselves by these as ,vell as they could.
rnie sailors, who knew that Aniasco had no great knowledge of sea
nffairs, ridiculed him, and through spite lie threw the chart and
compass into the sea. rrhe brigantine which followed recoverecl
them; they sailed still seven or eight <lays, until a storm forced
them to gain a little rove. Afterwards, when the weather changed,
our men sailed fifteen clays, and supplied themselves with water
five or six times, inasmuch as they had but small pitchers to put
the water in.* On account of that also, a11Cl beuause tlwy had
not the things necessary for the navigntion, they dared not cut
2crnss to the islands, nor go far from land. Besides, every three
days they had to refresh themselves; ancl, as very of'Len they
found neither fountain nor river, the.y dug two feet into the earth,
at ten or twelve steps from the sen, and found plenty of' fresh water.
Finally, nt the end of these fifteen days, they anh:ecl at ti. rn or six
small islan<ls, nearly fllled vv'ith innumerable sea-birc1s, which made
their nests on land. 'l'bey loa,ded themselves with these birds and
with their eggs, ancl returned to the earavels. But these binls were
so fat, ancl tasted
of the sea, that they could not ea~ them. The
next day they anchored at a· strand, which was ,..:ery pleasant on
account of the great number of large trees at a distauce from one

so

* The Elvas Narrative relates that a cooper

"made for eve1·y brigantine two

l1alf hogsheai!s, which the mariners call quarterets, because four of them hold

a pipe of water."
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another, which made ~ very beautiful forest. At the same time
some soldiers landed to go a fishing along the shore, and founcl°
many lumps of pitch which the sea had c1ri ven ashore,* and which
weighed, some eight, others ten, and some from thirteen to fourteen
potincls. 'l'lle Spaniards rejoiced to find this pitch, because their
carayels leaked; they repaired them all. Each clay, by main -force,
they drew one ·of them on land, calkecl it, and replaced it in tlie
sea in the evening. But in order that the pitch might flow more
freely, they mixed it with hog's grease, preferring to employ it in
this use to eating it, because their lives depended upon their
vessels.
During eight clays that the Spanin,1·cls recrnited themselves on
this shore, they were three times visited by Indians armerl with
bows and arrows, and each time they received from them com. 'Po
requite them for this favor, om· men made them a present of deer
skins, and then left this shore without even inqniririg the name of
the country, so 'greatly were they engrossed with the design of
reaching Mexico. 'l'hey coasted during their voyage, for fear lest
the north wind, which prevails on all this coast, shonlcl drive them
into the open sea. However, some stopped sometimes two or three
clays to fish, because tl1ere remained nothing to subsist upon but
corn, and othel's landed from their caravels and went to seek prov1s10ns. · They rnanagell in this way thirteen clays, and made many
leagues without being able to say positively the number; for they
had not reflected on it, and had t_hought only of reaching the river
of Palms, which they believed they were not rnry far from. 'This
tlluught of itself encouraged them to endure their hardships.

CH.APTER X~
THE ADVENTURE OF TWO CARAVELS,
THE Spaniards had been thirty days at sea when about evening
there arose a north ·wind, which forced five caravels to apprntteh
nearer to shore. In the mean while, the sky became overcast, the
wind increased, and there arose a furious storm. 'l'he carM·el of
Gaitan and that of Alvarado and Mosquera, which had kept too far
to sea, were drearlfully battered by the tempest, and like to have
perished, especially the brigantine of Gaitan came nearer being

* Clavigero in his History of Mexico says that the gulf thiows up bitumen on
the Mexican coast; and that the Indians in parts of Mexico l)aid a tribute in
bitumen.
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wrec:kecl hy a fl.aw which sprnng the mast; so that these two vessels were in n deplorable condition dming the whole night, and
also nenr1y the whole of the following day; for about noon they
came near being submerged; and then, perceiving the fl ve caravels,
which had gained the mouth of f!, river, which they ascended, tliey
endeavored three whole hours to reach them; but their efforts wern
in vain, the wind was too impetnons, and the danger increased
every mom~nt. 'l'herefore, without persisting further, they went
close to the wind aloug the coast towards the west, in the hope of
extricating themselves from the clanger whieh threatened them. As
they were nearly all naked, and the waves entei·ed the hrig·antines, ·
they were in g-reat peril of losing their lives. rrhey, therefore,
labored with energy to save themselves. Some· folded the sails,
others baile.d and managed the caravels, and all that without eaLing
or resting, so eminent the fear of death n.ppoored to them. Finally,
after having been twenty-six hours agitated in this way, they discovered, yet a little before night, two eoasts: the oirn white, to theie
right; the other very dark,
their left. Then a young man of the
brigantine of Alvarado said that he had sailed .to that black coast,
bnt that be di(l not know the name of it; that it was covered with
flint, and extended as far as the vicinity of Vera Cruz; that, if they
turned their vessel towards this coast, they '\-voulcl all inevitably
perish; that the white coa8t was of sand, soft and level, and that
before rlark they must land there, for if the wind cast them upon
the black coast, they must expect nothing less than death. Alvarado, at the same time, commanded them to warn the caraYel of
Gaitan not to Tun upon the black coast. But the waves rose so
high that the brignntines could scarcely see one another, and tlH~Y
had difficulty to execute this order. However, as at times the
vessels saw one another, the cara,·el of Alvarado made so many
signs and so many shouts that Gaitan conceived what they wished
to make known, and the soldiers upon both sides agreed to land
upon the white coast. Gaitan opposed this design in his caravel,
but those who accompanied h\m stoutly opposed liim, some even
with abuse, ancl told him that they would never suffer that fifty men
shoulcl perish through his obstinacy. '!'hereupon, some laid their
bands upon their swol'c1s, and others upon the helm, and bore the
prow of the vessel to\vards the white coast, where, after much labor,
they struck before sunset. A..s soon as Gaitan knew that the vessel
had touehed ground, he leaped from the stern into the water, believing that on occasions of this kind it was the safest; but when he
rose to the surface of the water he bacUy hnrt his shonlders against
th.e rudder. His soldiers did not leave the caravel when the first
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shock of the wave c1rove it to la.ncl. Afterwards, the wave retiring,
left the vessel aground, and at its retum it stmck it in such a way
that it placed it upon its side. '!'hen the soldiers leaped into the
water, one party lightened the vessel, some took hold of one side,
and others of the other, and they all did their duty so well that, by
the assistance of the waves, they drew it upon the beach. Alvarado
and Mosquera, wllo had stranded theirs at tlie distance of two
mnsket-shots further off, also labored with energy to draw their
brigantine ashore, and· they fortunately sncceeclecl. The two caravels each immediately sent to seek the other; but as their men met
half way, they told to each other their adventurns, retnrned and
informed their comrades of them, who, after having thanked Goel
for having delivered them from peril, cfo,patchecl in haste to get
· intelligence of Moscoso, concerning ,vhom they were in very great
trouble.

CHAPTER 4L
THEY SEND TO SEEK THE GENERAL, AND TO EXPLORE THE COUNTRY,

. 'l'I-IE Spaniards of the two caravels, being assembled a little before
night, ngreecl to se11d to Moscoso to inform him of their adventures, and also to get intelligence of him, ancl learn the condition
of the five brigantines that accompanied him. Ent when they
l'eflected that for twenty-six hours they had not rested, and that in
order to go to the general, thirteen or f'om·teen leagues mnst he
. trayelled that night through a country unknown, and perhaps full
of enemies, they became doubtful about senc1ing any of their comrades there. Quaclrndo Oharamilla, full of courage and zea1, seeing
this irresolution offered himself to go there, l>ecause he was devotedly attached to Moscoso, and promised that he would either be
with him the next day or die; that if any one would accompany
him well and good, if not, he would go alone. Francisco M ngnos,
animated by this example, said that he was ready to follow Quadrado, and that he would sooner lose his life than alJandon him. The
captains of the caravels, rejoiced to see the comage of these soldiers,
immediately supplied them with provisions; a,nd these two brave
Spaniards, taking each his sword and shield, left at one o'clock at
night. But as they did not know the road which they ought to .
take, they followed, at all hazards, the borders of the sea, in the be~
lief that it was the surest route. In the mean time their companions returned each to his brigantine, where, after having posted sentinels, and rested all the.,night, they assembled the next morning,
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anc1 chose for captains of companies Silvestre, Antonio de Porras,
and Alonzo Oaluete. 'J.1hey sent them each with twenty men, one
towards the south, tlle other towards the west, and the third towards the north, witli orders to try to discover in what country they
were, and not to go too fa1·, in order that they might be able to
succor them in case of necessity. 'rhe captains who took the routes
to the north and the south returned to the caravels after having
marched about a league and a half; one with the half of a dish
n_:iade of the· white clay of 'l\tlnvera, the other with an earthen po1·ringer, painted as they pait1t them at Malassa. Therefore, they
were certain that the places of the country which they had discovered, were inhabited by Spaniards, ancl that the porringer and dish
which they had brought were sure signs of it. The party of Silvestre, which strnck towards the west, on its return completely confiI·1ned this news, as shall now be seen. Silvestre and his company,
being about half a league distant from the sea, aud aclYancecl beyond a small eminence, discovered a pond of fresh watc1· more than
a league long. As they saw on this pond fotir boats of Indians who
were fishing, they crept along the water a quarter of a league under
the coyer of some trees; and in the progress, glancing here and
there, they savi·, at about three hundred steps, two Indians who were
collecting fruit under a tree "vhicll they c~ll guujae [gnava]. Immediately they cast themselves upon the ground, some on one side
and others on the other, and dragged themselves so adrnitly upon
their bellies that they smTotmdecl the two barbarians without being
discovered. 'l'he1i they arose and ran at them. Bnt notwithstanding all their speed one of them escaped, who leaped into the water.
rl'lle Spaniards, rejoiced to have the other, returned in haste to the
quarters, for fear lest the inhabitants of the country should assemble and make them release the booty tliey had taken. For besides
the Indian prisoner, they brought away two baskets of the fruit of
the guajac, corn, a Mexican· turkey-cock, two Spanish hens, and a
little of the juice of the stalk of the mngney. rl1his tree puts forth
stems nearly like carclo_ons, and which al'C very good to eat when
they h·ave been exposed to the sun. 1-'he maguey serves the Indians
of New Spain to make hemp, wine, hone,y, vinegar; they also make
jelly of it by means of a liq nor, very sweet, which the leaves throw
out at a certain ~eason of the year, and when they foll from the
tree. 'l'hey employ the trunk of the· rnaguey to bnild, )Jut only in
extreme neeessity, and when.they find no other tree.
1
'1 0 return to om· men. When they heard that their prisoner spoke
but the word "Bi·ecos/' anc1 as they cli<l not nnderstand this word,
they asked him by signs and otherwise the name of the <:ountry
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where they were. The Indian, who understood them hy the means
· of theii· gestures, but who couM not answel' them, repeated in vain
"Brecos," in hope of making them understand that f1e belonged ton
Spaniard, whose name was Ohristobal de Brecos. rrhe poo1· Indian
troubled himself in vain, since omitting the word Cllrist9bal he
was intelligible neither to Silvestre nor to his companions;. so that
through vexation, being some time· provoked even to abusing him,
. they hastei;ed their march in order to rejoin the caravels, where they
deferred to interrogate him quite at their leisure, and where tliey
safely returned.

CHAPTER XII.
THE SPANIARDS KNOW THAT THEY ARE IN :i.\IEXICO.
SILVESTRE and his men foui1c1, at their return, their companions
in ecstacy on account of the things which the t,vo otller parties Imel
brought back from their exploration. But the joy increased at the
sight of the booty of Silvestre's ~olcliers. ':I.1here were in the caravels nothing but caperings and songs. Each was transported with
joy: especially when the surgeon of the troops, who understood the
Mexican language and eYen spoke it a little, showing a p::tir of
stissors to the Indian prisoner and asking him to tell him what they
were; the barbarian replied," tiselas" for" tixeras." Our men, who
heard how this Indian tl'iecl to speak Spanish, no longer doubted that
they had reachecLMexico. So that they all began again to rejoice.
Senne em braced the prisoner, am1 others, Silvestre and his comrades.
rrhey bugged and kissed them, raised them in theit' arms, and macle
everything echo with their applaus·e. But after the first transports,
they asked the barharian, through the surgeon, the name of the
country where they were; and what they called the river which the
general, with the five hrigantinesl' had ascended? He replied that
tlle country appertained to Panuco, to which it was ten leagues by
land; that the general had entered the river which beurs the name
of this town, situated twelve leagues from its month; and that
twelve from the pl~ce where they were, this river entered the sea;
that; as for himself, he belonged to Ohristobal de Brecos, living at
Panuco; that at a little more than a league from the quarters there
was a cacique who knew how to read and write, having been raised
by a clergyman, who taught the Indians the principles of the
Christian dot'trine ;. that· if they desii'e<1 it he would go for this
cacique, who would speedily come and inform them of everything-.
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The Spani~rc1s, rejoiced at this, increased their attentions to the
Indinn; aml, after llaving made him some presents, sent him for
the cacique, with orclei's to pay their compliments to him, and to
bring back paper and ink. The barbarian 1 pleased with the Spanfar(ls, hastened so mucli that he retnmecl to the caravels in less than
four honrs. The cacique, informed of what had happened upon the
co(lst of his province, came himself to see our men, followed by eight
of his subjects loaded with Spanish chickens, corn brea"d, fruit, and
fish. He took care also to fetch ink and paper; for he prided himself principally upon k11owing how to read and write, ::mcl he lie1ievecl
that a great aclyantage. As soon as he reached the Spaniards he
presented them the things which his eight vassals had, ancl offered
them his hospitality and his services. Our men, to show him their
gratitude, gave him some deer skins. 'I1hen they dispatched an
Indian to the general, with letters in which they related their
adventures, and requested him to send them his orders. In the
mean time the cacique remained witll the111 to inq nire the particulars
of their <lisco\'ery. He took especial pleasnre in· .learning them.
He was renlly nstonished to see our men emaciated, hideous, and
wearie(l in a pitiab1e manner; which showed that during the voyage
they had snfferod terril>ly. 'l'hen, when night approachecl, he very
politely took leave, and retnrnecl home. Ent the next day he
returned; allCl clmi11g five more clays that they refreshec-1 themselyes upon bis lands, he repaired each dny to the quarters; and
brought, every time, wherewitll to sufil.c.:iently feast the Spaniards ..

CHAPTER XIII.
THE ARRIVAL OF THE SPANIARDS AT PANUCO AND THEIR
DISSENSIONS,
WHILE these things were passing, Qnadr:ulo and Mngnos travelled
all night and arrived, late in the morning, at the mouth of tlie
Pannco, ~hern they learned that the general and the brigantines
were ascending this river. 'l'bey were so rejoiced at this news that
withont resting they continued theil· journey, and speedily 1·epaired
to the general, who apprehended that the two carn.vels had been
wrecked. Bnt the arrirnl of Quadrado clispellecl his fear; and the
next day the Indian, whom they had dispatched to him, delivered
to him the letters with whicli lie was charged. They gnve him
· much pleasure, and he replied to what; they wrote to him. He sent
orders to the two brigantines to meet him nt Panuco, where they
went in haste to join liim, and where tht>y, as well ns theie com-
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panions, were received with great demonstrations of friendship.

rn1ey amounted in all to some three bundl'ed men; but they were
in a deplorable condition, overcome with fatigue, sun-burnt, emaci. ated, hideous, ~nd covered only with the skins of cows, lions, or
hears, so that they might have almost as soon been taken for beasts
as for men. When tlley bad arrived, the governor of Panuco informed the Viceroy Antonio de :Mendoga, who held his court in the
city of Mexico, sixty leagues from Pannco. Mendo9a immediately
ordered them to be furnished with provisions, and to be com1ncted
to liim when they should be· recruited. In the men:n time he sent
them, through the Mexican Society of Charity, shirts and shoes ;
and medicines and comfits, in case there should be sick among them.
rrl1e Spaniards, praising God for this blessing, remained ten or
twelYe days at Panuco. Bnt when the greatei· part had learned
that the inhabitants subsisted upon only the things which the land
1n·oduced; that many were e·mployed only in planting Spanish mnlberry trees in the expectation of making silk; that the bes_t off raised
but a few horses to sell to merchants from abroad; that they were
all pool', badly lodged, and the country wretched, they began to
regret having abandoned Florida; of ·which the land was very
fertile, produced very fine• trees, and where they had seen a very
great qnantity of furs of martens and many other animals. Their
discontent still incrensed when they remembered the multitude of
pearls which they had seen, and the hope with which they all had
flattered themselves that ench· one of them wonld gain a great province in Flori(la. Thereupon they detested their conduct,-that
they were cmvards not to have settled in that country, and to have
come to basely beg their bread of wretches; that it would luwe
been more profitable and more glorious to have died 111 Florida
than to ~ive like scoundrels h1 Mexico. Tile Spaniards who made
these reflections had advised not to abandon Florida, when they
delibel'ated abont leaYing it. Thernfore, seeing themselves reclucecl
to poverty by the faults of their captains who had induced the
troops to come to Mexico, they were excited with rage against
them, and against the others who had supported their sentiments.
They pursued them with thcfr swords, wounding some and killing
n few; so that these offieers and their companions dared not show
themselves. The inhabitants of the town, grieved a.t so grnat a
disorder, endeavorecl to appease it, but they could not succeed, and
the discord increasing more and more, the governor informed Menclo9a of it. He immediately orclered the Spaniards to be sent to
Mexico by tens and twenties; ai1cl those to marcll together who
wel'e of the same party; which was strictly executed.
31
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CHAPTER XIV.
THE ARRIVAL AND RECEPTION O]i' THE SPANIARDS AT MEXICO.

Trrn report being spread that the Spaniards who came from
Florida were going to Mexico, the inhabitants of the country, from
every quarter, assembled upon their route. When they saw them
in a deplorable condition, they kinclly lodged and ente1·tai11erl them,
even to Mexico. rrhis city, which is one of the largest and best in
the world, received them very well, and there wn,s scarcely a gentleman who did not show them mnrks of kindness. Oharan1illo
especially showed them much attention. He lodged in his house
twenty of them, one of whom he found to be a relation of liis. He
even clothed the whole twenty, and furnished them with linen and
othe1· necessary things. The viceroy also gave them proofs of his
kindness, for he would have them, imlifferently, soldiers and oflicers,
eat at his table; based on this, th ut all having equally shared the
hardships of the expec1ition, it ·was but proper that they all should
have a share in the favors which he did them. This prince did not
content himself with feasting them. He took care to lodge them in
one of his houses, and he had clothes distributed to those ,vho had
need of them; and, as a provost of Mexico had put two of them in
prison becnuse they had fought each other, he had it published,
tlrn.t henceforth no jndge should have cognizance of their differences. He wished himself to terminate them, because be loved these
poor soldiers. It displeased. him that they shonld haYe recommenced their old quarrels. Neyertheless, notwithstanding his conduct, the qnal'rel broke ont again, and there were some of tllem
killed; for the greater part, e;raged to see the' value which they
put upon the pearls and fors which they had brought from Florida,
and that they had unfortunately left these things, pmsu0d with
their swords those who had persuaded them to abandon a country
so rich. · These furs, in fact, were very beautiful, and some of the
inhabitantR of Mexico, with pleasure, decked themselves with them,
and lined their garments with them, after having taken ont the pitch
with which they were soiled in the vessels. Finally, as the mntineers became from clay to clay more and more insolent, the viceroy
appeased them by the promise that he would undertake with them
a voyage to Florida, since they were so much dissatisfied at having
left it. Mendo9a had, in reality,'a design of going to these countries, on acconnt of the description they had given him of the excel-
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lent qualities of the soil. ~rherefore, in order to support a part of
the officers and soldiers who hacl returnetl from Florida, he offered
to some money, to others employment, whilst he should make his
preparations to conquer it. Some accepted the offers of this prince,
and others rejected them, resolved to leave speedily for Pern. One
of the latter going one day through the city of Mexico dressed in
very wretched skins, a citizen had pity on him, and told him that if
he wished to serve him he would. give him very good wages, and
put him in one of his ho.uses near Mexico, where be would pass an
easy life. The Spaniard proudly replied to him that he marle him
the same offer; that he possessed many fine estates in Peru; that
if he would accompany him there, he woulrl give him one of them
to superintend, when assuredly he would live happy. I relate this
little circumstnnce to show that a part of the Spaniards thouglJ.t
only of going to Peru.

CHAPTER XV.
CONCERNING SOME PARTIOULARS OF THE JOURNEY.

ON his return from Florida, Silvestre lodged in Mexico with
Salazar. ,vhen he was relating to him the particulars of the expedition, the conversation fell upon the misfortune that like to have
happened the first night that they had i:::et sail. Salazar, who knew
by the account of this adventure, that it was Silvestre who had
ordered to fire upon his vessel, esteemed him very much for it; for
he said that he had acted like a man proficient in war. Salazar
really had so favorable an opinion of Sih,estre that he wisliecl to
know what he had done during the journey; ·and he informed him with pleasure. 'l'he viceroy and his son Francisco de Mendoga also
learned with much satisfaction the fertility of the soil of Florida,
the customs of its inhabitants, their laws against adultery, the generosity of Mucogo, and the deeds of fortitude and courage of the
Indians. They were astonished to hear of the riches of the temple ·
of ':ralomeco and the quantity of pearls that was there. The conduct of the lady of Oofaciqui and the courtesy of the cacique Oogn.
delighted them. They were surprised at the account of the battle
of Mauvila, of' the fidelity of the lieutenant-general of Anilco, and
of the league of the ten caciques who had so bravely pursued our
men. They heard, with much admiration, the great deeds which
Hernando de Soto had achieved. But his death, at the time when
he expected to accomplish his enterprise, sensibly moved them.
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An c1 when they learned that he had determined to send to ask
assistance of them, tlley blamed Moscoso and his captains for not
hnving continued his designs. They declared that they would have
speedily assisted them, and that they wonld have led troops even
to the mouth of the Ohncagua; that also, if they would return to
Florida, they were ready to go there with an army ; but, as will be
see'n, those who had returned did not wish to accompany them
there.

CHAPTER XVI.
THE SPANIARDS DISBAND.
AFTER our men had recuperated in Mexico, they acted in this
way: Aniasco, Gaitan, Gallego, Gardenioso, Tinoco, Calderon, and
some others returned to Spain. They preferred leading a poor and
peaceful life in their own country to lieing wealthy in America,
where t.hey saw themselves hatecl by many, where they had endured great hardships, and unfortunately lost their fortunes. Figncroa returned home to his father; many entered the monastic orcler,
after the example of Quadrado Oharnmillo, who chose the order of
St. Francis, whern he clied, illustrious by his actions of piety. Some
settled in New Spain with Moscoso, who married iii Mexico a lady
of rank and of g1·eat wealth, who was his relation. Others returned
to Peru, where they served Spnin as brave soldiers in the war
which she waged against Giron and Pizarro, and acqnired there
riches and reputation. But they conld never obtain any district
nor (listribution of Indians, which they could easily ha.Ye had in
Florida.

OHAP1.'ER, XVII.
WHAT MALDONADO AND ARIAS DID TO G-ET INFORMATION CONCERNING
DE SOTO.

To :finish the History of Florida there remains only to speak of
Maldonado, who, about the ei1cl of February of the year 1540, was
sent to Havana. to Bovadilla. Soto, on (lispatching him there, ordered him to repair the next year to the port of Achnssi with Arias;
and to bring \Vith him vessels loaded with provisions, munitions, and
cattle; that he would be there at the time appointed. Maklonado
punctually executed the orders of the general. He joined Arias at
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Havana, where they· together purchased three ships, and loadecl
them, as also a caravel and two brigantines, with everything n~cessa1·y for a colony. Afterwards they set sail, and safely came to
anchor in the 'port of' Achussi; but because they did not meet the
general there, the one sailed along the coast to.wards the west, nncl
the other towarc1s the east, to learn some news of him; always le::wing, where they landed, letters in the hollows of trees, in which they
expressed that they were seeking Soto. They did so until the bad
weather approached, which caused them to return to Havana without having learned anything. Nevertheless they did not despair
on account of that; they again put to sea in the spring. One sailed
close along tlie coast of Mexico, and the other went as far as the
lands of Bacallos. But as they could discove1· nothing, they returned to Havana, whence they departed about the spring of the year
1543, resolved to perish or to learn what had become of the general.
With this design they, after much fatigue, arrived about the michlle
of October at 'Vera Cruz. '!'here they learned the death of Soto,
and tha.t of the greater part of his companions; ancl immediately
they returned to Havana, where they related to Isabe1la de BoYaclilla the misfortune of her husband. She was so sensibly moved
by it that she could not restrain her grief, and died a few clays after
this sorrowful news.

CHAPTER XVIII.
THE CHRISTIANS WHO HA VE DIED IN FLORIDA.
PONCE DE LEON equipped three large vessels in the year 1513, and
landed with about a hundred men, upon the coast of Florida, where
the Indians made way with them all. Aillon, followed by more than
two hundred, had there tlie same misfortune as Ponce. N arhnez
perished there with four hundred. Hernando de Soto also died
there, and more than seven hunclred of those who accompanied him.
So that, <::ounting from the beginning of the discovery to the arrival
of Moscoso at Mexico, there died in Florida more than fourteen
hundred Oluistians, without mentioning some clergymen and many
monks; all men illustrious by their virtue. 'rhe names of those
whom I have been able to learn, are Dion_ysio de Paris, Diego de
Vagnuelos, Francisco de Rocha, Rodrigo de Gallego, Francisco
Delposo, Junn de rrorres, Juan Gallego, Louis cle Soto, and Cancel
Balbastro.
About sixteen years after the death of Balbastro, three Jesuits
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went to Florida; ancl, as at their arrival there wt:ts one of them slain,
his companions hastily retired to Havana. 'l'wo years from that
time eight other monks of the Society of Jesus undertook the same
voyage, and took with them a caciqne. But before saying anything
of their adventnrns, I think it necessary to relate how this caciqne
had come to Spain. Pedro Melendez, from 1563 to 1568, went three
times to the coast of Florida to drive from it the French corsairs,
who hoped to get possession of it. The second time he brought
with him from these countries seven Indians of their own accord,
who were armed with bows and arrows. As soon as they hacl
arrived in Spain, Melendez sent them on their way to Madrid, with
the view of presenting them to Philippe II. In the mean time, he
who gave me this account, living then in Castile, was informed that
some Indians from Florida were on their way to the court, and he
went in haste to meet them. At first, to show him that he had been
in their country, he asked them, through their interpreter, if they
were from Vitachuco, Apalache, or Mauvila; and that he would like
very much to have the news from these provinces. 'The barbarians,
knowing that this Spaniard was one of those who had followed
Soto, began to look fiercely at him, and replied that he mocked
them by inq niring of those places which he and his companions had
miserably. desolated. They replie<l 110thing more, and only said
among themselves that they would much rather pierce him witli
their arrows than inform him of that which he desired. And thereupon two of these Indians fired into the air, and signified by that,
that they would much rather have killed the Spaniard than htwe
uselessly lost their shots. These Indians were baptized in Spain;
where, some time after, they all died except this cacique, who, sad
for tile death of his companions, asked to return home, promising
to work for the conversion of the inhabitants of the country. The
Jesuits, who wished to go to Florida, hearing him speak in this way,
believed that be would serve powerfully to ~he design which they
had. Therefore, they took him with them, and with much hardship
arrived upon his territory. When he had been some time there,
he left them under pretext of going to a neighboring town, which
he narnecl to them, to dispose the people there to hear the word of
God; promising them that, at the latest he would return in eight
days. ':rhey awaited him fifteen days, then they dispatched two of
their companions to him, whom he caused to be massacred. And
the following day he himself came at the head of a tl'oop of Indians, and fell npon the others. rrhe good fathers, who saw them
come all emaged with arms in theil' hands, threw themselves upon
their knees, and were all killed.
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The barbarians immediately began some to dance about, and
others to break a box in which was the crucifix and some ornaments
to say mass, and they insolently scoffed them. The names of the
,Tesnits who were killed by these Indians are, Bautista Segnra, Louis
de Quiros, Bautista Mendez, Grauiel de Solis, Antonio Cavallos,
Cl'istoval Redondo, Graniel Gomes, Pedro de Linare·s. 'rhese
,monks, as well as the others of whom I have spoken, lost their lives
'in Florida at tlie very time that they prepared to preach the Gospel
there. Therefore their deaths demand vengeance of Goel, or rather
mercy, in order that the people of these countries, who are in darkness, may be some clay enlightened with the light of the Faith; and
that their lands, sprinkled with the blood of Christians, may bear
fruit worthy of the sanctity of blood so sacred.( 29)

HERN.ANDO DE SOTO AND FLORIDA.
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HERNANDO DE SOTO AND FLORIDA.

CHAPTER I.
EVENTS FROM THE TERMINATION OF THE EXPEDITION OF DE SOTO
TO THE SETTLEMENT OF THE FRENCH IN FLORIDA.

1543-1562.
Gurno DE LAS BAZAREs, ·with a large bark, galley, ancl shallop,
manned with sixty seamen and soldiers, sailed from the port of San
Juan de Ulna [Yera Cruz], New Spain, on the 3d of September,
1558, to explore the coast of Florida. On the 10th he arrived at
Panuco, and from thence he departed, and arrived on the coast of
Florida, in 27 ° 30' north latitude. Continuing along the coast he
discovered a bay in 28° 30' north latitude, which be named St.
Francisco, and from thence to the Alacranes; the coast of which
extends from not'thwest to southeast; but contrary winds having
prevented him from approaching the coast where he desired, he
landed in 29° 30' north latitude, and discovered 'an islaml which
was, perhaps, fom leagues from the mainland; he passed within this
islai1d and the mainland and other islands, and, after having ex"
plorefl n.11 the coast, be observed that it was borclered by marshy
gronncls, and was not in a favorable situation to l1egin a colony, as
it was liable to be submerged in many places; be gave it the name
of Bay of Bas-Fonde. From thence he sailed ten leagues further
to the east, where he discovered a bay which he named Filipina,* it
being the largest and most commodious bay on the coast. 'rhe entrance is in 30° 30' north latitude; and on entering the bay he passed
the point of an island seven leagues long, and steered east-southeast
[E. N.E. ?]. On the other sicfo of the bay lies the mainland, which is,
perhaps, half a league wide from point to point. Of all the discoveries made from east to west, there is no bay so accessible and
so· commodious as this. The bottom is of mud, and the harbor is

*

The bay of Pensacola.
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from .foue to fl ,·e fathoms deep at low tide. The channel is f1·om
three to four fathoms deep, and at high water nearly one fathom
more. The climate is very healthy and similar to that of Spain.
It abounds in all kinds of fisll and oysters.· The pine forests are
extensive. rrl1ere are besides live-oak, cyp1·ess, ash, palmetto, lanrel,
cedar, and other trees, one of which yields a fruit resembling the
chestnut.* A 11 these trees commence to grow near the shore, and
extend for many leagues into the interior of the country. Some
rivulets of water fall into the bay, where there is a large opening,
which appears to
the mouth of u gl'eat river.
While in thi.s bay .he went to examine the water on the north
side, where the trees are not so dense, and where cavaliers might
hold their tournaments and find grass for their horses. In the rear
of' this l)ay, in an easterly direction, are hills of a i-erlclish clay, from
which earthenware can be manufaeturecl. Here at all times ean be
seen n, great variety of wild game. On the shores of' this bn.y he
observed a large number of canoes, as well as huts surrounded with
com, hea.ns, and pumpkins. This country is distant ahont two
hund1·ed and sixty leagues from San Juan de Lua (Vera Cruz).
Contrary winds now prevented him from advancing any farther,
althongh he returned twice to the bay of Filipina, which he afterWa!'cls ·named Velasco. As the winter was now apprnaching, the
pilots and sailo1·s we.re of opinion the weather .w~nld not he favorable for further explorations of· the coast. He accordingly left
the coast on the 3d of December, and arrived at San Juan de Lua
on the 14th.

be

The viceroy of New Spain fitted out nn expedition which sailed
from Vera 0rnz in 1559, under the command of Don rl'ristan de
Luna y Avellano, with fifteen hundred soldiers and a large number
of friars [Frnnciscans], bt1rning with zeal to convert the natives;
and on the 14t.h of Augnst they re.ached the bay of Santa :Maria
Filipina; and six days after he arrived a terrific gale wrecker1 a
part of his fleet. He, however, dispatched four companies with two
friars to penetrate the country as far a.s the province of Ooc;a, nnd
with the remainder of the expedition he established himself at the
port [Filipina]. i'he expedition reached a town on the river which
they 11amecl Santa Cruz Napicnoca, where it was afterwards joined
by Don rl'ristan cle Luna, anclfrom thence they proceeded on their
march to other Indian towns on the banks of a river called Olibaka,
where they procured a supply of provisions, and some days al'ter they
reached the famous province of Co9a. There they remained some

* Chinquepin.
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weeks, bnt the obstacles they encountered with the natives and the
sual'uity of provisions so diseonraged tliem that they abanclonerl the
expedition and returned to the bay of Santa Maria Filipina, and
afterwards to Vera Cruz.
·
On the 27th of May, 1561, Don Angel cle Villa Fane, governor
and captain-general of the province of Florida, with two frigates
nncl a caravel arrired at St. Helena and sailed up the rive1· fou1· or
five leagues; but not discovering a convenient port, or land suitable
fo1· a colony, he returned to sea, and followed the coast in search of
a port; ·and, having doubled Cape San Rom.Rn in 34° north latitude,
he lnnr1ed on the 2d of J nne, and ordered a ship to make soundings,
and found the bottom good; and from thence he went into the
foterior nntil he eame to a lnTge river which diseharged its waters
near the cape, and called it ,Jordan, and proceeded to sea. On the
8th of J 11ne he returned and re-entered the .J orclan with two frigates,
but not finding a suitable harbor he again returned to sea, and was
nnnoyet1 with the discovery that the frigate San Juan had fonlecl
her anchor and lost it near Cape San Roman. He continued bis
exploration along the coast with two frigates, nnd sent the treasurer,
Don Alonzo Velasquez, with one of them to the river of Canoes in
34° 30' north latitude, which he ascertained to be one and a ha1f
fathoms deep at one and a half leagues from its mouth. He afterwards l'ejoined. the governor who continued to examine the coast
until tile 14th of June, when he reaehecl Cape rrrafalga in 35 ° north
latitude. .A.t ten o'clock at night a tempest arose, and the caravel
was near being lost as well as both the frigates. rl'hey were surrountlecl with shoals and a submerged coast, and being fa1· away
from any port, the governor and pilots decided to proceed on their
voyage until they reached the port of Monte Christo, in the island
of Rispauio1a, where the governo1· landed on the 9th of July 1561.
Don Gonzalo Perez, secretnry of the Council of the Indies, at the
same time he presented the above account of Don Angel's voyage,
to the president, laid before him a memornnclum from the king requesting the council to give him their definition of' the rights of the
king to Florida, and whether the Prench can take possession of that
country and build forts there. 'l'he comicil informed the king that
his title to the county of Florida is dear and indis1)utable, and
founded on the gift of Pope Alqxunde'r VI., and the taking possession of that country by Governor-general Don Angel de Villafane,
is the same country which tlie French have recently taken possession of and J.,uilt a fort there called Carolin, and the same country
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wbich Guido de las Bazares took formal possession of in 1558, and
which the fleets and ships of the king of Spaiu have at c.1ifferent
times explored and taken possession of. Juan Ponce de Leon was
the first to discover nnd take possessiou, and after him Lucas Vasquez de Ayllon, and after him Pamfilo de Narvaez, and after Narvaez, Hernando de Soto, all of whom, and many others, were commissioned by your majesty to explore and take possession of Florida,
and therefore the French have no Tight to interfere, as they might
hereafter build forts, interrupt commerce, and capture the ships ·or
your majesty coming from the Indies.* .

* From the "Historical Collections of Louisiana ancl Floricla," by B. F. Frenoh.
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CH.APTER II.
THE FIRST VOYAGE OF JEAN RIBAULT TO FLORIDA.

1562.
WHEREAS, in the year of our Lord 1562, it pleased Go<.1 to move
your lordship to choose and appoint me to discover and view a certain long coast of the West Indies, from the head of the lnncl called
Florida unto the head of Bretons, distant from the said heacl of
Florida nine hundred leagues, or thereabouts, to the end that we
might certify and make yon a trne report of the climate, fertility,
ports, havens, rivers, and generally all the commodities that we
have seen and found in that land, and also to learn what people were
cl welling there.
When we had fulfilled your orders and macle preparation, we departed on the 18th of February, 1562, with our two vessels out of
the harbor of Havre de Grace, into the road of Canx, and the next
dny hoisted sn.il.
rrlrnrsday, the last of A.pril, 1562, we discovered and approached
a fair coast stretching a great length, covered with an infinite
number of high and large trees, we being seven or ~ight leagues
from the shore. The country seemed to us a plain without :my
appearance of hills; and arriving within four or five leagues of the
land, we cast anchor in ten fathoms of water, the bottom of the sea
being covered with osiers and fast hold on the south side, as far as
a certain cape situated under latitude of nine and twenty degrees
and a half, which we have named Cape Francois [in honor of France].
We could see neither river nor bay, wherefore we sent our boats,
manned with men of experience, to sound the coast near the shore,
who, returning to us about one o'clock in the afternoon, declared
that they had found, al-Dong other things, eight fathoms of_watel' at
the hard bank of the sea, whereupon having weighed anchor, with
a fair wind we sailed along the coast with unspeakable pleasure of
the odorous perfume and beauty of the scene.
All(l becnnse there appeared unto us no appearance of any port,
about the setting of the sun we cast anchor again. Then per<.!eiving
towards the north a leaping and breaking of the water, as a stream
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flowing into the sea, we hoisted sails again to double the sa.me,
while it was yet clay, anc1 as we passed beyond it, there appeared a,
wide entry of a fair river, which caused us to <'ast anchor ngain
near to lan<l, that the next. day we might see ·what it was, and though
the wind blew for a time boisterously to the shoreward, yet the hold
and a.nthorage was so good, that one cable nncl one anchor helcl us
fast without clanger or sliding.
'i'hc next day in the morning, beiug the first of May, 1562, we
set out wit11 tvrn barges and a boat well trimmed, to enter the river,
where ,ve entered a magnificent and great river, with thirty-six
fathoms of water, wbieh increase<l in deptll and width. Having
pnssetl its month, we began to see a great many of the natives, who
approaclled us without fear.
One of the Indians enterecl the river, approaelled onr boats, a.ncl
showed us the best place to land. Seeing this
landed [ on the
north side], and rewarded him, and afterwards he ran to his chief
who forthwith sent me bis girdle made of red lenther, in token of
friendship,* and I began to go toward him, when he eame towal'd
me with all his men, and received me kindly am1 modestly.
And after we bad congratulated him, we fell to onr knees a short
distnnce from them and gave thanks to God, beseeehing him to
continue his goodness townrds
and bring to the knowledge of
our Saviour Christ this poor people.
While we were thus pra:ring, they sitting upon the ground, wllich
was strewed with bay branches, they beheld and hearkened to us
attentively without speaking or moving, and as I made a sign lifting
up my arm and pointing with one finge1· to mnke tllem look heaveuwarc1, he likewi~e lifted up bis arm towards heaven, pntting forth
hvo fingers, wherel>y it seemed that he wished to. tell us that he
worshipped the sun and moon for their gods, a.s afterwards ·we understood it to Le so.
In the mean time their number increased, and being assembled
they cnt a great many bay boughs, and there·with dressed a phwe
for us, distant two fathoms from theirs, for it is their manner to
talk and bargain sitting, and their chief or king to be separated from
the common people.
After we had tarried for the most part of the dny on the north
side of the riYer (which we called l\lay because we discovered it
the 1st of :May), we rnacle alliance ancl entered into amity ,vith them.
And tlH\Y seemed sorl'y when we took our departme. But desiring
to spend the rest of the day on the other side of the rin:r, to be-

we
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* Probably a wampum bdt.
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come acqnainted with those Indians we saw, we went there without
difficulty and landed among them, who received us kinclly and g~ve
us of' their fruits. Soon after this came the king with his brethren
and others. After we had entertained and presented them with
like gifts, and clothed the king and his brethren with like robes, as
we had given them on the other side, we entered and explored their
country thereabouts, which is the fairest, frnitfnlest, and pleasantest
of all the world, al>ouncling· in honey, venison, wild game, forests,
woods of all sorts, and vines with grapes. A.nd the sight of the
fair meadows is a pleasure inexpressible. 'l'he night approaching,
it was necessary for us to return on shipboard; we accordingly took
leave of them.
Very early the next morning we returned to land, accompanied by
the captains, gentlemen, soldiers, and other persons, carrying witll us
a pillar or column of hard [:;tone, witll the king's arms engra ven thereon, to. plant and set the same at the entry of the po!'t on some high
place where it might easily be seen; and being come thithc1· before
the Indians had ass em bled, we discovered in the south side of the
river, not fat· from its mouth, a place very suitable for the purpose
upon a little sanely hill covered with cypress, bays, palms, and other
trees, :with sweet-smelling ancl pleasant shrubs, in the middle whereof
we planted the first boundary or limit of his majesty.
When the Indians perceived our long stay on this side they ran
to see what we had done in that place where we had set our limit.
They viewed it a long time without touching it, or even speaking to
us about it at any time afterwards. Howbeit we could scarcely part
from them without great gi'ief, and they continued to follow us along
the river from all parts, presenting us with harts' skins painted and
unpainted, meat; little cakes, fresh water, etc; also lead, turquoises,
and great abundance of pearls, which they told us they took out of
oysters along the river-side; and as fair pearls as are found in any
country of the world ; for we saw on one of their men as we entered
our boats, a pearl hanging to a collar of gold about his neck, as large
as an a('orn. He was one of the best-looking of the whole company.
The day being well gone, and desiring to employ the rest of the
day with ~he Indians on the north side, whom we talked with the
clay before, we crossed the river to their shore, where we found
them patiently waiting for us, with new paintings upo·n their faces,
and feathers upon their heads. One of them had hanging about his
neck a round plate of reel copper, well polished, with a small one of
silver hung in the middle of it; and in his ears a small plate of
copper.
32

·
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The night now approaching, we returned to our ships, for we
durst not hazard our ship because of the bar of sand that was at
the month of the river, notwithstanding, at .full tide, there were at
least two fathoms and a half of' water, and it is but a leap over
a surge to pass this bar, not exceeding two cables in length, and
then afterwards there are six or seven fathoms of water everywhere; so that it made a very fail' haven, and a ship from four to
six hundred tons may enter therein at all tides, yea of a far greater
burden if there were pilots. The situation is in thirty degrees
north latitude, a good climate, healthful, good temperature, delightful, pleasant.
The next day, being the 3d of :May, being desirous to find out
harbors to anchor in, we sailed again, and after we had ranged the
coast as near shore as we could, there appeared to us, about seven
leagues on this side (north) of the river .May, a great opening or
bay of some river, whither we sent one of our boats, and tuere
found an entry almost like the river May, and, within the same, of
as great depth and as large; and dividing itself into great streams
stretching towards the high lands, with many others of less
size, which divide the country into beautiful and great lands, and
small and fair meadows. Raving entered about three leagues, we
found a place commodious, strong, and pleasant of situation, and
ceitain indians who received us friendly. Nevertheless, as we approached so near their houses it seemed to offend them. We afterwards went to their houses, but none of the natives would accompany us.
It is a place of wonderful fertility, and similar and like unto the
land we found upon the river May. Without coming into the sea
this arm cloth divide and make many other Isles of May, as also
many great islands, hy which we travelled from one island to another
between land ·and land; and it seemed that Ulen might sail without
danger through all the country and neYer enter the great ocean.
'I1he people there live long, in great health and strength. We departed from them very friendly ; but the night overtaking us, we
were compelled to lie in our ship (boat?) all that night till it was
day, floating upon this river, which we have called· the Seine,
beeause the entry of it is as broad as from Havre de Grace to Ilonfieur.
At break of day we espied out of the south side, one of the most
pleasant meadow grounds that might be seen, into which we went,
finding at the very entry a long, fair, and great lake, and an iiurnmerable number of footsteps of' great harts and hinds, their steps
being fresh and new, and it seemeth that th·e people nourish them
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like cattle, in great herds; for we saw the steps of Indians who followed them.*
The channel and depth of the river Seine. is on that side of the
meadow which is in the Isle of May.
After returning to our ships we con tinned to sail along the coast,
as near the shore as we could, to know more aucl more of the coast.
.A.nd, afte1· we had sailed six or seven leagues more, thern appeared
unto us another bay, where we cast anchor and stopped all night;
in the morning we went thither, and finding, by our sounding, at
the entry, many hanks, we dnrst not enter there with our great
ship, having named the river Somme, which is eight, nine, ten,
eleven fathoms deep, dividing itself into many great islands and
small meadow grounds and pastnres; and on the northwest side
there is a great river that cometh from the country of great extent,
and another on the east side which retnrneth into the sea, so that it
is a country full of h[!,vens, rivers, and islands of the greatest fer.:.
tility.
•
'II
From thence we sailed abont six leagues, and discovered another
river which, after we had viewed, was named by us Loire; and subseqnently we discovered five others, whereof the first was named
Oharente; the second, Garonne; the third, Gironde; the fourth,
Belle; the fifth, Grande; which being well discovered, with such
things as were in them; by this time, in less than sixty leagues, we
had found out many singularities along nine rivers.t _Nevertheless,
not fully satisfied, we sailed yet further to.wards the north, following
the course that might bring us to the river Jordan, one .of the fairest rivers of the north, and holding our wonted course, great fogs
and tempests came upon us, which compelled us to leave the coast
to bear toward the main sea, whicli was the cause that we lost
sight of our pinnace a whole clay and night, until the next day in
the morning, which time the weather being fair, and the sea calm,

t

* When Virginia was first visited, the Indians raised ancl kept tame de.ers
near their dwellings.
t Ribault's Narrative in "Historical Collections of Louisiana and Florida,''
by B. F. French. ·what follows is from Laudonniere.
:j: The following, from a note to Ribault's Narrative, will give probably a cor.rect idea of the rivers that now correspond with those discovered by Ribault,
viz: '' JJ,Jay, •to the St. John's; Seine, the St. Mary's; Somme, the Santilla;
Loire, the Altamaha; Charante, the Newport; Garonne, the Ogechee; Gironde,
the Savannah; Bellevoir, the May in South Carolina; Grande, the Broad; Port
Royal, the Port Royal." The Broad river is supposecl by some to be the Jordan.
Ribault was of that belief. · But see Jacobo Le Moyne's map of Florida, opposite
page 495.
·
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we· discovered a river, which we called Bellevoir. .After we hacl
s~ilecl three or four leagues, we began to espy onr pinnaces which
came straight toward us, and at their arrival they reported to the
captain, that while the foul weather and fogs endured, they harbored
themselves in a mighty river, which in bigness and beauty exceeded
the former; wherewith the captain was exceedingly joyfti.l, for his
chief clesire was to find a haven to harbor his ships, and there to
Tefresh onrselves awhile. Thus making thitherward, we arrived
athwart the same river (which, because of the fairness and the big~
ncss thereof, we named Port Royal), struck our sails, and cast
anchor in ten fathoms of water; for the depth is such that ·when
the tide rises, the largest ships of France may enter there.
Having cast anchor, the captain with his soldiers went on shore.
It was all covered over with mighty high oaks and infinite store of
cedars, and with lentiskes growing underneath them, smelling so
sweetly that the very fragrant odor only made the place to seem
exceedingly pleasant.
The river, at the mouth thereof, from cape to cape. is not less
than three French leagues broad; it is divided into two great arms,
whereof one runnetb toward the west, and the other toward. the
11ortb, nnc1 I believe that the arm which stretcheth toward the north
rmrneth np into the country as far as the river Jordan; the
other arm nmneth into the sea, as it was known by those of our
company which were left behind to dwell in this place. These two
arms are two great leagues broad, and in tlie midst of them there is
an isle which is pointed towards the opening of the great river.
Seeing the evening approach, and that the captain cleterminecl to retnm unto the sbips,.we prayed him to suffer us to pass the night in
this place. In our absence the pilots and mnriners advised the captain
that it was needful to bring the ships further up within the river,
to avoid the dangers of the winds which might annoy us by reason
of our beii1g so near the mouth of the river, and for this cause the
captain sent for. us. Being come to our ships, we sailed three
leagues further up within the river, and there we cast anchor. A
little while after, John Ribanlt, accompanied by a good number of
soldie1·s, e111 barked himself, desirous to sail further up in the arm
which runneth toward the west, and to search the commodities of
the place. Having sailed at least twelve leagues, we perceived a
troop of Indians, who, as soon as they espied the pinnaces, fled into
the wood, leaving behind them a young lnceme which they were
turning on a spit, for which cause the place was called Cape Lucerne. Proceeding on our way, we found another arm of the rive1
which ran towards the east, by ·which the captain determined to
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sail and to leave the great current. A little while after, they liegnn
to espy divers other Indians. At our coming on shore rlivers of
them came to salute our general; some of them gave him deerskins; some ,presented him with pearls, but no great number.
Afterwards they went about to make an arbor to clefend us from
the parching heat of the sun. But we would not stay then; wherefore the captain thanked tllem, and gave them presents. rl'liey
wished him to stay a little longer, showing him by signs that they
desired to advise a great lord whicl1 bad pearls in great abundance.
Notwithstanding, we returned to our ships, where, after we had
been but one night, th~ captain in the morning commanded to be
put into the pinnace a pillar of bard stone fashioned like a column,
whe1·eon the arms of the king of France were engra Yen, to plant the
same in the fairest pl::tce that we could find. 'rhis done, we embarked ourselves, and sailed three leagues towards .the west, where
we discoyerecl a lit~le river, up which we sa.iled so long that in the
encl we found that it returned into the g1·eat current, anrl, in its
return, to make a little island, separated from the firm land, where
we went ashore; and there, "011 the 30th of Mny, on the south side,
at the entrance of a great river, which we called Lil>om·110, where
there is a lake of fresh water, very good, and on the same sille, a
little lower clown towards tlle entrnnce of the harbor, one of the
fairest fountains that men may drink of; which rnsbes down to the
river from a high bank out of a reel sandy soil,"* we planted the
pillar npon a hillock open round about to the view; on which island
we saw two stags of exceeding bigness. Beforn onr departure we
named the little river that environed this isle the River of Libourne.
Afterwarch; we embarked to search another isle not far distant from
the former, wherein, after we had gone 011 land, we found nothing
but tall cedars, the fairest that wel'e seen in this country. For this
cause we named it the Isle of Cedars; so we returned into our pinnace to go towards our ships .
.A few clays afterwards John Ribault determined to return once
again towards the Indians who inhaliited the arm of ·the 1iver that
runneth towards the west, and to take with him a good number of
soldiers; for his design was to take two Indians of tllis place to
carry them to France, as the q neen had commanded him. ·with this
intention we again took om former course so far north that at last
we came to the selfsame pla.ce where at the first we found the In<1ians; from. thence we took two Indians, hy the permission of the
king. _As soon as we ·were come to onr ships, every one thought to

* Ribault.
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gratify these two Indians, that they might perceive the good desire
and affection we bad to remain their friends. Then we offered them
meat to eat, but they refused. A few clays after, they began to
bear so good will towards me that, as I tu.ink, they would rather
have perished with hunger and thirst than have taken their food
at any man's hand hut mine. Seeing this, I sought to learn some
Indian words, and hegan to ask them questions, showing them the
thing whereof I desired to know the name, how they called it.
'l,hey were very glad to tell me ; and knowing the desire I had to
learn their language, they enconraged me, afterward, to ask them
anything; so that putting clown in writing the words and phrases
of the Indian speech, I was able to understand the greatest part of
their discomses. Every day they did nothing but speak to me of
the desire they had to use me well, if ·we would return unto their
houses, and cause me to receive all the pleasures they could devise,
as well in hunting, as in seeing their very strange and snpertitions
ceremonies at a certnin feast whieh they called. Toya-which feast
they observe as strictly as we observe the Sunday. r:J.'hey gave
me to understand they woulcl take me to see the greatest lord of
this country whom they called Chigoula.* I began then to show
them all parts of the heaven, to learn in which quarter be cl welt; and
straightway one of them stretched out his hand towal'cl the north,
which makes me think that it was the river Jordan, and now I remember that in the reign of the ernpero~· Chal'les V. certain Spaniards, inhabitants of St. Domingo, who made a voyage to get certain slaves, to work in their mines, stole away by subtlety the in-·
habitants of this river to the number of forty, thinking to carry
them into their New Spain ; but they lost their labor, for they all
die,l, save one that was brnught to the emperor, whom a little while
after he caused to be baptized, and gave him his own name, ancl
called him Charles of Chigoula, because he spoke so much of this
lord of Chigoula, whose subject he was; also he continually reported
that Ohigoula made his abode within a very great inclosed city.
Besides this proof, those who were left in the first voyage have certified to me that the Indians showed them by evident signs that
fnrther on within the land, towards the north, there was a great in•
closure, or city, where Ohigoula dwelt. After they had stayed awhile
in our ships they began to be sorry, and still demanded of me when
they should return. I made them understand that the captain's.will

* 'J'his word resembles some words further west, as Bayagoula and Mongou.lacha, on the Mississippi River (below Plaquemin), and Pascagoula, which may
have been originally Chigoula (Indian) and Pass (English), making Pasohigoula: for there are Pass Christian, Pass Maushac, and other passes.
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was t9 send them home again. But seeing he would not give them
· license to leave, they resolved with themselves to steal away at
night, and to get a little boat we had, and by the help of the tide to
sail home, which they failed not to do. 'l.1he captain camel not
greatly for their departure, considering that they had not been used
otherwise than well, and that, therefore, they would not estrange
themselves from the Frenchmen.
Captain Ribault, knowing the singular fairness of this river, desired by all means to encourage some of bis men to dwell there,
well foreseeing tp.at this thing might be of great importance to
France. Therefore, with this intent he caused the anchors to be
weighecl, and to set things in order to return unto the opening of the
river, to the end that, if the wind came fair, he might pass out to
accomplish the rest of his intention. vVhen, therefo1·e, we were come
to the mouth of the river, he made them cast anchor, whereupon we
stayed all the rest of the clay. The next day he commanded that
all the men of his ship should come up on deck. 'rliey all came up,
and immediately the captain began to speak unto them.
He had scarcely ended his oration hut the gl'eatest part of our
soldiers replied: That a greater pleasure could never betide them.
':L1herefore, they besought the captain, that before he departed out
of the place, to begin to build them a fort, which they hoped afterwards to finish, and to leave them· munitions necessary for their
defence. Wllereupon John Ribanlt determined, the next clay, to
search the most fit and convenient place to be inhabited. Where. fore he embarked himself yeryearlyin the morning, and commanded
to follow him them that were desirous to inhabit there.
Having sailed up the great river, on the north side, in coasting
an isle, which encleth with a sharp point towards the month of the
river, having sailed awhile, he rliscovered a. small river which entered
into the island, which he would not fail to search out, which being
done, ancl finding the same deep enough to harbor the1·ein galleys and
· galiots in good number; proceeding further he found r1. very open
IJlace joining upon the brink thereof, where he went on land; and
seeing the place fit to build a fortress on, and commodious for them
that were willing to plant there, he resolved immediately to cause
the bigness of the fortification to be measured out. .A.nd considering that there stayed but twenty-six* there, he cansed the fort to

* We left there thirty gentlemen, soldiers, and marines; and having left
Captain Albert. de la Pierria, an officer of experience, the first that offered to
establish a r:,ettlement • . . on the north side of an island, upon a place of'
strong situation, upon a river which we named Ohenonceau, and namecl the fort
Char lesfort.-Rrn.A. ULT.
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be made, in length, hnt sixteen fathoms, and thirteen in breadth,
with flnnks according to the proportions thereof. 'l'he measure being taken by me and Captain Salles, we sent unto the ships for
men, and to bring shovels, pick-nxes, and other instruments necessary to make the fortification. w·e labored so diligently that in a
sh0t't spaee the fort was made in some sort defensible; in which,
meantime, John Ribault caused victuals and wal'like munitions
to be brougllt for the defence of the place. After he had furnished
them with all such things as they had need of, he determined to
take bis leave of them; but before .his departure ½e addressed Captain Albert, wliom he left in this place.
Having ended his exhortation we took our leave of each .of them,
and sailed towards our ships, calling the fort Charles Fort, and the
river we named Chenonceau.(30)
rrl1e next clay [£1th of June, 1562], we determined to depart from
this place to discover perfectly the rfrer Jordan. For this pnrpose
we hoisted our sails about ten o'clock in the morning. After we
were ready to depart Captain Ribanlt commanclecl to shoot off our
ordnance to give a farewell to our Frenchmen, who failed not to do
the same on their part. This being clone, we sailed toward the
nol'th, and then we named this river Port Royal, lJecanse of the
largeness and excellent fairness of the same. After we lrnd sailed
about fifteen leagues from thence we espied a river, whereupon we
sent our pinnace thither to discover it. At their retnrn they
hrouglit us word that they found not more than half a fathom of
water in the mouth thereof, which when we nncierstoocl, we continued on our way and called it Bas [Shallow] River. As vrn still
went on sounding we found not more than five or six fathoms of
water, although we were six good leagues from the shore. At length
·we found not more than three fathoms, wllieh gave ns occasion
greatly to mnsP, a11d without making any furthe1; way, we struck our
sails, partly because we wanted water, ·and partly because night
appronchec1. r.I.'he morning being come, Captain Ribanlt proposed
to all the company that every man should deliver his opinion what
was best to be clone, which thing being well ancl at large debated, we
resolved to leave the coast, forsaking the north to take our wny
toward the east, ·which is the right way and conrse to our France,
where we liappily arrived the 20th of July, 1562.
WHAT HAPPENED AFTER THE DEPARTURE OF RIBAULT.

Our men after our departure neverrestecl, bt1t night and day c1itl
fo1·tify themselves, being in good hope that after Charles Fort was
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finishecl, they would begin to discover further up the river. It hnppened one clay, as certain of them were cutting roots in the groves,
that they espied an Indian, who followed them to the fort. Captain
Albert asked him of his cl welling. The Indian replied that it was
further up within the river, and that he was a vassal of king Andusta.
Certain clays after, the captain determined to sail towards Andusta,
where being arrived, he was so well received that the king told him
he should have the amity of four other kings,.Wayon, Hoya, rrouppa,
and Sta1ame, and prayed him to· vouchsafe to visit them. The captairi willhigly consented. · rrherefore they departed the next morning very early, and first arrived at the house of Touppa, and afterwards at the other kings' houses, except that of Stalame: After he
had remained certain days with these strange kings, he determined
to return to the house of .Auclusta, and having arrived there, he
commanded all his men to go aboard their pimrnce,s, for he wns a
rninc1 to go to,vnrcls the country of king Stalame, who dwelt toward
the north, the distance of fifteen leagues from Charles Fort. Therefore as they sailed up the river they entered a great current which
they followed so far till they came at last to the house of Sta.lame.
He immediately presented Captain Albert his bows and arrows,
which is a. sign and confirmation of alliance between them. ~rhe
captain seeing the hest part of the day past, took his leave and returned to Chnrles Fort, where he anivecl the day following.
·when the time drew near for celebrating the feast of rroya, Audusta sent ambassadors to our men to request them to be present;
whereupon they consented most willingly. They embarked therefore and sailed towa1·ds the king's house, where he sought to entertain them the best he could. When the feast was finished, our men
returned unto Charles Fort, where lrn.ving remained a while, their
victuals began to wax short, which forced them to have recourse to
their neighbors, who gave t1~em part of all the victuals which they
had, and kept no more than would serve to sow their fields. rrhey
gave them counsel to go to the countries of king Conexis, but before
tliey came to his territories, they were to repair to O ude, the brother
of Conexis. Our men, perceiving the good relation which the Indians made of these two kings, resolved to go thithe1·; whe1·efore,
they put to sea, and sailed so far that they came into the conn try
of Ou<le, which they found to be on the river Belle. Being tlrnre
arrived, they perceived a company ·of Indians. As soon as they
were come near them, their guides showed them by signs that O nde
was in this company, wherefore our men went forward to salute
him. He led them to his home, where he sought to treat them
very courteously. His hotise was hung round with tapestry of
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feathe1·s of divers colors, the height of a pike; moreover, the place
where the king took his rest was covered with white coverlets embroidered with devices of very witty and fine workmanship, and
fringed round abmit with a fringe dyed in the color of scarlet.
This good Indian commmided his subjects to fill our pinnaces with
corn and beans. .Afterwards he caused them to bring him six pieces
of his tapestry, made like little coverlets, and gaYe them to our
men. This being done, our men took leave of the king, and sailed
towards Charles Fort, which from this place might be some twentyfive leagues distant. Bnt as soon as our men thought themselves
at their ease, and free from the clangers whereunto they had exposed
themselves night and day in gathering together victuals here and
there; lo ! even as they were asleep, the fire caught in their lodgings
with such fmy, being increased by the wind, that the room was consumed in an in.stant, without them being able to save anything except a little of their victuals.. The next day by times in the morning,
Auclnsta and Maccon came thither, accomp:.rnied with a very good
company of Indians, who, knowing the misfortune, were very sorry
for it, and every man began to exert himself in such sort, that in
less than twelve hours they had begun and finishecl a house ver:5r
near as great as the former, which being ended, they returned home,
fully contented with a few cutting-hooks and hatchets which they
received from our men.
Witbin a short time after this mischance, their victuals began to
wax short ; and after our men had taken good deliberation, they
fonnd there was 110 better way for them, than to retum to the king
0 ude, and Conexis his brother. Wherefore they resol vecl to send
thither some of their company the next clay following, who, with an
Indian canoe, sailed up into the country about ten leagues. :A,.fterwards they found a very fair ancl great rhrer of fresh water, which
they failed not to search out. rrhey found therein a great number
of crocodiles which in greatness surpass those of the river Nilus.
Moreover all along the banks thereof, there grew mighty high cypresses. After they had staid a short while in this place, they followed their journey, helping themselves so well with the tides that
witliont putting themselves in clanger of the continual perils of the
sea, they came to the country of Oucle, by whom they were most
courteonsly received. When they had related to him the occasion
of their corning, and the misfortunes they had sufferec1, he sent messengers unto his brother Conexis, to request him to sencl him some
of his corn and beans, which he did, and the nc.xt morning they were
come again with victuals, which the king cansecl to be borne unto
their canoe. Our men would now have taken their leave of him,
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fincling themselves more than satisfied with his liberality, but for
that clay he would not suffer them, and made them the best cheer
he could devise. The next clay, very early in the morning, he took
them with him to show them the place where bis corn grew, and
said unto them the.y should not want as long as all that corn did
last. After that lrn gnve them a number of exceeding fair pearls
and two stones of fine crystals, and certain silver ore. Onr men
forgot 110t to give him certain trifles in recompense for these presents, and inquired of him the place whence the sil ,·er ore and the
crystal came. He answered it came ten days' joumey from his
habitation up within the country, and that the inhabitants of the
country did dig the same nt the foot of certai\l high mountains,
where they found it in very good quantity. Being joyful to leam
this good news, they took leave of the king and returner1 by the
way they had come.
Bnt misfortune would have it that those who could not be overcome hy fire nor water should be undone by themselves. rrhey
entered into partialities and dissensions, wh.ich began about a soldier,
who, as I was told, was very cruelly banged hy his ow~1 captain,
and for a small fault; which captain, also, accustomed to threaten
the rest of his soldiers which staid behind under his command was
the cause why they fell into a mutiny, because that many times he
put his threats into execution, whereupon they put h.im to death.
And the principal occasion that movecl them thereunto was because
he degraded another soldier named Le Chere (whom he bad banished) and because be had not performed his promise; for he had
promised to send him. victuals every eighth day, which he did not,
lrnt said, on the contrary, that he would be glad to hear of his death.
He said, moreover, he would chastise others also. The soldiers,
se~ing his tyranny iucrease daily, and fearing to fall into the
dangers of the other, resolved to .kill him. Having executed their
purpose they went to seek the soldier that was banished, who was
on n. small island, distant from Charles Fort .about three leagues,
where they f'ou11cl him almost half dead from hunger. When they
came home again, they assembled themselves together and chose
Nicholas Barre to be governor over them.
During this time they began to build a pinnace, with the hope
of returning to France, if no succors came to them. After it was
finished, they thought of nothing else, save how to fnrnish it with
all things necessary to undertake the voyage. As they were in these
perplexities, King Audnsta and Maccou came to.them, accompanied
witll at least two hundred Indians, to whom they showed in what
ueed of cordage they stood, who promised them to return within two
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dnys and bl'ing as much as shonlcl suffice to fnrnish the pinnace
with tackling.
Onr men, being pleased with these good news and promises, he'."
stowed upon them certain cutting hooks and shirts. After their
departure, om men sought all. means to get rosin in the woods,
wherein they cut the pine trees round about, and out of which they
drew a sufficient quantity to pitch their vessel. Also they gathernd
a kind of moss which groweth on the trees of this country, to serve
to calk: the same withal. They now wanted nothing but sails,
which they made of their own shirts ancl of their sheets. Within a
few days after, the Indian king returned to Charles Fort with so
good store of cordage that there was found sufficient for the tack.ling
of the s1i1all pinnace. They, thet;efore, went forward to finish the
brigantine, and a short time afterward they made it ready, fnrnished
with all things. In the mean time the winrl came so fit for their
pnrpose, that they put to sea after they had put all things in order.
But before they departed they embarked all their artillery and othee
munitions of war. 'l'hey put themselves to sea wit.h so slender
victuals that the enc1 of· their enterprise became unfortunate.
For, after they had sailed a third part of the way, ,they were
surprised 'by calms, which did so mnch hinder them, that in three
weeks they sailed not over twenty-five leagues. Their victnals
failed them altogether at once, and they had nothing fur their more
. assured refuge but their shoes and leather jerkins, which they did
eat. 'l'ouching theit· bevernge, some of them clri.nk the sea-wate1·,
others did drink their own urine, and they remained in snch
desperate necessity a very long space, (1uring which. a part of them
died of hunge1'. Besides this extreme famine the_y·fell every minute
out of all hope ?fever seeing. France ngaiu. And every clay they
fai·ed worse and worse; for, after they had eaten up their boot;S aml
their leather jerkins, there arnse so boisterous a wincl, and so contrary to their course, that in the turning of a hand, the waves filled
their vessel half full of water, and injnred it upon one side.
One of them having a little stronger heart than the others declared
unto them how little way they had to snil, assuring them that if the
wind held they should see land within three days. rr his man did so
enuonragethem that, after Lbey had thrown the water out of the pinnace, they remained three clays without eating or drinking, except it
were the sea-water. When the time of his promise was expired, they
were more troubled than ever, seeing that they conlcl not descry any
land; wherefore, in this extreme despair, some among them made
this motion: that it was better that one man should die than that
so many men should perish. rrliey thereforn agreed that one should
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die to sustain the otbe1·s; which thing was executed in the person
of Le Chere, of whom we have spoken heretofore, whose flesh was
divided eqirnlly among his fellows.
After so long a time and ter1ious travel, Goel of his goodness,
using his accustomed favor, changed their sorrows into joy and
showed unto them the sight of land, whereof they were so exceeding
glad that. the pleasure caused them to remain a long time as men
without sense, whereby they let the pinnace float this and that way
without holding any right way or course. But a small English
bark boarded the vessel, in which there was a Frenchman who had
been in the first voyage into Florida,* who easily knew them, and
spake unto them, and afterwards gave them meat and drink. Immediately they recovered their natnral comage, and declared unto
him, at large, all their navigation. 'rhe Englishmen consulted a
long time what were best, to be done; and finally they resolved to
put on land those who were most feeble, and to carry the rest unto
the queen of England [Blizabeth], who proposed at that time to
send into Florida. r_J_'hus, in brier,' yon see what hnppened unto
them whom Captain John Ribanlt had left in Florida.

*

That is, hacl returned to France with Ribault.
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CHAPTER III.
THE VOYAGE OF RENE LAUDONNIERE TO FLORIDA.

1564.
AFTER our arrivnl at Dieppe from our first voyage, we found that
civil war had begun, which was in part the cause why our men were
1iot succored as Captain Ribault had promised them. After peace
was made in France, my Lord .Admiral de Chastillon [Coligny J
showed unto the kh1g that he had beard no news at all of the men
whom Captain J ohu Ribault had left iu Florida, and that it were a
pity to suffer them to perish. The king was content that he should
cause three ships to be furnished,· the one of one hundred and
twenty tons, and the other of one hundred, and the third of sixty,
to seek them out and to succor them ..
My lord admiral, therefore, being well informed of the faithful services which I had done, as well unto his majesty as to his predecessors, kings of France, advised the king how able I was to do him
service in this voyage, which was the cause that he made me [Rene
Landonniere] chief captain over these three ships, and charged me
to depart with diligence to perform his commands.
I embarked at New Haven the 22d of .April, 1564, arrived on
the coast of Florida Thursday the 22d of June, about three o'clock
in the afternoon, and landed at a little river which is in 30° north
latitude, and tllirty leagues north of Cape Fran9ois, and about ten
leagues south of the river of May.
After we had cast anchor athwart the river I determined to go on
shore to discover the same. I embarked abont three or four o'clock
in the afternoon. .Anrl havin~ arrived at the mouth of the riYer I
caused the channel to be sounclecl, which was found to be very
shallow, although further within the same the water was 1:easonahly deep, which separated itself into two great arms, whereof one
runneth toward the south anc1 the other toward the north. Having
thus searched the river I went on land to speak to the Indians who
waited for us on shore. .After they had made much of us, they
showed us their paracoussy (king or governor) to whom I presented
certain toys. Though they endeavored to make us tarry with them,
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I would not stay on shore all night, but embarked and returned to
my ships. Before my depflrture ·I named this river the river of
Dolphins, because at my arrival I saw there a great number of dolphins, which were playing in the mouth thereof.*
The next day, the 23d of this month, because that toward the
south I had not found any commodious place for us to inhabit and
to build a fort, I weighed anchor and sailed towards the river May
where we arrived two days after, and anchored. Afterwards going
on shore with some gentlemen and soldiers, we espied the paracoussy
of the country (the same that we saw in the voyage of Captain
Ribault), who, having espied us, came to meet us. 1:I.1he paracoussy
prayed me to go and see the pillar which we had erected in the voyage of Captain Ribault. Having consented, and having come to
the place where it was set up, we found the same crowned with
wreaths of bay, and at the foot thereof many little baskets full of'
corn. Then, when they came thither, they kissed the same with
great reverence, and besought us to do the like, which we would not
deny tl}em, that we might draw; them to be more in friendship with
us. After we bad sojourned a certain space with them, we took onr
leave of them, because the night approached, and I then returned to
lodge in onr ships.
I failed not the next day to embark again, to return to the paracoussy of the river May, ·who waited for us in the same place where
the clay before we conferred with him. We found him under the
shadow of un arbor, accompanied with eighty Indians. 'l'hen I
informed the· paracoussy Satourioua that my desire was to discover
further up the river, but that I would come again to him very
speedily.
Departing from thence, I had not sailed three leagues up the
river, still being followed by the Indians who coasted me along the
river; but I discovered a hill of mean height near which I went on
land. I rested myself in this place for some hours. Now as I
determined to search out the qualities of this hill, I went right to
the top thereof, where we found nothing else but cedar, p9lm, and
hay trees. 'l'he trees were environed round about with vines,
bearing grapes. 'l,ouching the pleasures of this place, the sea may
be seen plain and open from it; and 1nore than six great leagues
off near the river Belle, a man may behold the meadows divided
asunde1,: into isles and islets interlacing one another.

* In Ribanlt's Voyage the latitude of Cape Franc;ois is "about 300," and here
this "little river" is also 300, "It had two gi-ecit arms. It was vei-y shallow at
the entrance, but reasonably deep within." It was the harbor of St. Augustine.
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After I had staid there a while, I embarked again to sail toward
the month of the river, where we found the paracoussy, who, according to his promise, waited for us. We went on shot'e. Then he
gave me a skin richly painted, and I recompensed him with some
of our merchandise. I took my leave of him to return to onr ships,
where, after we had rested all the night following, we hoisted sail
the next day very early in the morning, and sailed toward the 'river
Seine, distant froni the r{ver JJ:fay about four leagues, and there continning our course towards the north, we arrived at the mouth of
the Somme which 1'.s not more than six leagues distant from the
Seine, where we cast anchor, and went on shore to discover that
place, as we had done the rest. There we were courteously recei~red
by the paracoussy of the country. After that the paracoussy had
received us, he commanded his wife to present us with a certain
number of silver bullets. ]for his own part, he presented me with
his bow and arrows, as he had clone to Captain Ribault. on our first
voyage, which is a sign of perpetual amity and alliance with those
whom they honor with such a present.
rl'hen the paracoussy caused a corselet to be set up, and prayed me
to make proof of' our harquebuses and their bows. So soon as he
knew that our harqnehuses did easily pierce that which all the force
of their bows could not hurt, he seomed to be sony, mnsing with himself how this thing could be done. He prayed us very earnestly to
stay with him that night in his house. Nevertheless, we could not
consent, but took our leave to return to our ships, where soon after I
caused all my company to be assembled together to consult together
of the place whereof' we should make choice to plant our habitation.
I let them understand that the part which was towards Cape Florida
was altogether a marshy country, and therefore unprofitable for our
inhabitation. On the other side, if we passed further towards the
north to seek out Port Royal, it would be neither profitable nor
convenient, at least if we gave credit to the report of those who
remained there. a long time, although the ha Yen was one of the
· fairest in the West Indies, but that in this case the question was
not so mnuh of the beauty of tlie place, as of things to sustain
life, and that for our habitation, it wns much more needful for us
to settle in places plentiful in provisions, than in goodly havens.
In consideration whereof, that I \YUS of opinion, if it seemed good
unto them, to seat ourselves about the river May, seeing also that
in our first voyage we found only the same among all the rest to
abound in corn. .After I had proposed these things, every one gnve
his opinion thereof, anil finally all resolved, namely, those who had
been with me in the first voytige, that it was expedient to seat them-
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selves rather on the river May, than on any other until they might
hear news from France.
'This point being thus agreed upon, ·we sailed toward that rivm·,
and used such diligence tliat with the favor of the winds we arrived.
there the morrow after, abont the break of day, which was on Thursday, 29th of June. Having cast anchor I embarked all my stuff,
and the soldiers of my company, to sail right toward the mouth of
this river, wherein we entered a good way itp ancl found a creekJ of
a reasonable bigness, which invited us to refresh omsel ves a little
while we reposed the1.·e. Afterward we went on shore to ~eek out a
place, plain without trees, which we perceived froni the creek, but
because we found it not very commoclions for us to inhabit there,
we determined to retnm unto the place which we had discovered
before when we had sailed up the river.
This place is joining to a mount, and it seemed to us more fit
and commodious to bmld a fortress than that where we were last.
'I.1herefore we took our w~ty towards the forest, being guided by the
young paracoussy. Afterwards we found a large plain covered with
high pine trees; then we discovered a little hill adjoining a great
vale, very green and flat, whereon were the fairest meadows. Moreover it is environed with a greitt number of brooks of fresh water,
and high woods. After I had taken the view t}iereof at my ease, I
named it the Vale of Lanclonniere. Tlrns we went forward; anon
having gone a little forwarcl we met an Indian woman of tall
stature, who also was a hermaphrodite, who came before us with a.
great vessel of water, wherewith she greatly refreshed us. Being
therefore refreshed by this means, and marching, we came to theplace where we had chosen to. make 0111· habitation, whereupon, at.
that instant, Iiear the river's brink we strewed a number of boughs.
and leaves to take our rest on them the night following.
On the morrow, about daybreak, I commanc1ecl a trumpet to. b.esounded, that being assembled, we might give thanks to Goel fo1L
our favorable and happy arrival. Then we sang a 13salm of th.anksgiving to God, beseeching him that it would please him of his.gl'ace
to continue his accustomed goodness towards us his poor servants,
and aid us in our enterpl'ise that all might turn to His g1o,ry.
Afterward having measured out a piece of· ground in the form of
a triangle, we all ex:ertecl ourselves, some to bring earth,. some to
cut fagots, and others to raise a,nd make the r:1mpart, for there
was not ~ man that had not either a shovel, cutting hook,. or hatchet,
as well to clear the ground by cutting clown the trees, as. for building of the fort, which we did hasten in such cheerfulness that within
a few days the effect of our diligence was nppri.re-nt.. In the meau
33
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time the paracoussy Satonrioua, our nearest neighbor, and on whose
ground we built om fort, came usually accompanied by his two sons
and a great number of Indians, to offer to do us all courtesy.
After that our fort was brought into form, I began to build a
grange to retire my munitions and things necessary for the defence
of our fort, praying the paracoussy to command his subjects to make
us a covel'ing of palm leaves, in order that I might unfreight my
ships, and put under· cover those things that were in them. The
n~xt day morning they dresserl so great a number of palm leaves
that the grange was covered in less ~han two clays, so that business
was finis heel, for in the space of these two clays the Indians never
ceased, some in fetching palm leaves, others in interlacing them.
Our fort was built in the form of a triangle; the side towards the
west, which was toward the land, was inclosed with a little trench,
and made with turns [towers?] made in the form of battlements, of
nine feet high ; the other side, which was toward the river, was inclosed with a palisade of planks of timber after the manner that
gabions are made. On the south side there was a kind of bastion,
in which I caused a house for the munitions to be built; it was all
built of fagots and sand, save about two or three feet high of turf,
whereof the battlements were made. In the midst I caused a great
court to be made, of eighteen paces long and broad, in the midst
whereof, on the side toward the south, I built a guard-house, and a
house on the other side toward the north, which I caused to be raised
somewhat too high; for within a short while after the wind ueat it
down; and experience taught me that we may not build with high
stages in this country, because of the winds whereunto it is subject.
One of the sides that foclosecl my conrt, which I made very fair ancl
large, reached unto the range of my munitions, and on the other side
towards the river was my own lodging, roundabout which were galleries all coYerecl. One principal door of my lodging was in the
midst of the great place, and the other was toward the river. A
good distan·ce from the fort I built an oven to avoid the danger of
fire, because the houses are of palm leaves. I named om· fortress
Caroline in honor of king Charles IX. After we had furnished it with
that whicll was most necessary, I charged De Ottigni, a man worthy
of all 11·011or for his honesty and virtue, to search up within the river
what this Thimogoa might be, whereof Satourioua had spoken to
us .so often on our coming on shore. For the execution thereof the
pi1,rneonssy gave him two Indians for his guides.
Being embarked, and having sailed .about twenty leagues, the
Indians discovered three canoes, and immediately begn,n to cry 'l'himogoa I rThimogoa I and spoke nothing else, but hastened forward
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to fight with them. N evert~1eless Ottigni would not let them do it,
for while he deferred to board them, he gave them time to tnrn their
prows towards the shore, anrl so to escape into the woods. Ottigni
caused the bark to retire wherein were the two Indians, ancl went
with his men toward the canoes, which were on the river side. Having come to them, he put certain trifles into them, and then retired
a good way from them, which caused the Indians, who had fled away,
to return to their boats. Whe·refoTe being thus assured of us, they
called to our men to come near unto them, which they did immecli.ately, and landed, and spake freely unto them. Ottigni demanded
of them by signs if they had any gold and silver among them; but
they told him that if he would send one of his men with them they
would bring him to a place where they might haye some. Ottigni,
seeing them so willing, delivered to them one of his men to n ndertake this journey; this fellow stayed with them until ten ·o'clock the
next morning. The captain sailed ten great leagues further np the
river; he went so far up that he espied the bout wherein llis solclier
was, who reported to him that the Indians would have carried him
three great clays' journey further, and told him that a king named
Mayara, rich in gold and silver, dwelt in those quarters. Our men
then returned towards our fort, after they had left the soldier with
the Indians to inform himself more aucl more of such things as he
might discover.
Fifteen .days after this voyage to Thimogoa, I dispatched Capt.
Vasseur, and J?;vY sergeant also, to return to this country to seek .
out the soldier that remained there. Having embarked, they sailed
two whole days, and, before they came to the dwelling of the Indians, they found two of them on the river-side, who showed him
by signs that the soldier was at that time in the house of king Molloua, wllo was vassal to another great king, named by them Olata
0 uae Utina, anci if the captain would sail thither he would reach
there very quickly; .whereupon he caused bis men to row thither,
and arrived at the lodging of Molloua after he had rowed not more
than half a league.
While the king was entertaining Captain Vasseur and his men,
the soldier came in with five or six pounds of silver. 'l'he good
cheer being ended, my men embarked again, with the intention of
returning to ]fort Caroline; but, after they had sailed a vel'y long
while down the river, and had come within three len,gues of us, the
tide was so strong against them that they were compelled to go on
land, and retire for the night to the dwelling of paraconssa Molona,
who showed himself very glad at their aTrival, ancl so satisfied that
he coulc1 not devise how to gratify our men, whom he caused to come
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into his house to feast there more honorably. 'J.lhey thanked the
paracoussy for the good entertainment which they had received~ and
so setting sail they came to the fort.
On the 28th of July our ships departed to return to France.
Within about two mouths after our arri\'al in Florida, Satourioua
sent certain Indians to me t.o know whether I would stand to my
promise which I had made him at my :first arrival in that country;
which was, that I would show myself a friend to his• friends, and
enemy to llis enemies; and also to accompany him with a good
number of arquebuses, when he should find a fit oocasion to go to
war. I made him answer that it behooved me at the present time
to make provisions for tho flefence of my fort; that my barks were
not re:1dy, and that this enterprise would require time; moreover,
that he might holrl himself ready to depart within two months, and
that then I would think of fulfilling my promise to him.
':rhe Indians cnrriecl this answer to their paracoussy, who was
little pleased with it; but, because he could not defer the execntion
of his expedition, he embarked and used such diligence with his
boats, that, the next cl:1y, two hours before sunset, he arrived on
the territories of his enemies, about eight or ten leagues from their
villages. ·Afterward, causing them all to go ·on land, he asseml)led
his c0nncil, wherein it was agreed that five of tlie paracoussies
should sail up the river with half of the troops, and by the break
of clay approach unto the dwellings of their enemies. For his own
part, that he would take his journey through the woods as secretly
as possible; and that when they came thither, as well they that went
up by water as he who went by laud, they should not fail by the
break of day to enter into the village and cut them all in pieces,
except the women and children, whfrh was executed with as great
fury as possible; and, whei1 they had done, they took the heads of
their enemies, which they had slnin, and cut off their hair ronnd
abont with a piece of their skulls; they took also twenty-four
prisoners, which they led away, and retired immediately into their
boats which waited for them. Having come thither they began to
sing praises to the sun, to whom they attributed their victory. And
afterwards they put the skins of these heads on the ends of theie
javelins, and went altogether towards the territories of Omoloa,
who was in the company. Having come thither they divided their
prisoners equally to eauh of the parucoussies, and left thirteen of
them to Satourioua, who straightway dispatched an Indian to carry
in advance the news of the victo1·y to them that staid at home.
rriie next clay Satoul'iona came home, who, before he entered into
his lodgings, .caused all the hair-skulls of his enemies to be set up
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before his door. Straightway began lamentations and mourning,
which, as soon as the night began, were turned into pleasures ancl
dances.
After I was advised of these things, I sent a soldier to Satouriona
praying him to send me two of his prisoners, which he denied me,
saying he was nothing behokling ttnto me, and that I had broke my
promise; which, when I understood, I commanded my sergeant to
provide me twenty soldiers, and go with me to the house of Satouriona; where, after I had come and entered into the hall without
any manner of salutation, I went and sat clown by him, and staid
a long while without speaking a word to him or showing him any
sign of friendship, which thing put him deeply in his clumps;
besides certain soldiers remained at the gate, to whom I bacl given
express orders to suffer no Indian to go ont. Having remained still
abont half an hour with this countenance, at length I demanded
where the prisoners were, and cornrnanclecl them immecliate1y to be
brought nnto me; whereupon th~ paraconssy 1 angry at heart., and
astonisllecl wo1H1erfn1ly, remained a long while without rnnking any
answer; but at last he answered me very stoutly, that, being afraid
to see us come thither in such warlike manner, they had fled ihto the
woods, and, not knowing which way they wern gone, they were not
able by any means to bring them. 'l'ben I mn,de as thongh I did
not unc1erst,and what he had said, and asked foe his prisoners again,
and for some of his principal allies. 'l'hen Sntonrioun. commanded
his alt-iore to seek ont the prisoners ancl cnuse them to be brought
into that place, which he did within an hour afte1·.
I resolved to send back these prisoners to Olata Ouae Utina, whose
subjects they were; but before I embnrked them I gave them little
knives or tablets of glass wherein the image of Clrnrles IX. was
drawn very lively, for which they gave me many thanks. After this
they embarked with Captain Vasseur and with D' Arlac, my ensign,
whom I sent on purpose to remain a certain time with Utina, hoping
that the favor of this great parncoussy would serve my turn greatly
to make any discoveries in time to come. I sent with him, also, one
of my sergeants and six soldiers.
Captain Vasseur, having embarked, about the 10th of September,
to carry back the prisoners to Utina, sailed so far up the river that
they discovered a place called 111aquarqua, distant from. ou1~ fort
about eighty leagiles, where the Indians gave him a good entertainment. From this place they rowed to the dwelling of Utina, who,
after he had feasted them, prayed Arlac and his soldiers to aid him
in battle agninst Patanou, wherennto Arlac consented; Utina resolved to attack at clay break:. To do this, he made his meu, about
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two hundred, travel all the night. ':rhey prayed our French arqnebnsiers to go in front, that the noise of their pieces might astonish
their enemies; notwithstanding they could not march so secretly hut
that those of the village of Patanou, distant twenty-five leagues from
that of Utina, became aware of it; bnt_finding themselves charged
with shot, a thing wherewith they had never been· acquainted, also
beholding the captain of the band fall down dead, in the beginning
of the skirmish, with the shot of an arqnebuse which struck him in
the forehead, they left the place; and the _Indians of Utina got into
the place, taking men, women, and children prisoners.
Eight or ten clays after, I sent Captain Vasseur back with a hark
to fetch home Arlac and his soldiers.
While I thus labored to purchase friends, certain soldiers of
my company were secretly suborned by one Roqnette, who put it
into their heads that he was a great magician, and that by. art-magic
he had discovered a mine of gold and silver far up within the river
whereby every soldier should receive in rearly bullion the value of
ten thousand crowns, besicles :fifteen hundred thousand which should
be reserved for the king; wherefore they allied themselYes with
Roqnette and another of his confederates, whose name was Le
Genre, in whom I llacl great confidence. About the 20th of Sep~
tember, as I came home from the woods to finish the building of
my fort, I chafed myself into such a grievous sickness_ that I
thought I would have died, during which sickness I called Le Gem·e
often unto me as one I trnsted above all others. In the mean while,
assemhli11g his accomplices, he spoke unto them to choose another
captain besides me, to the intent to put me to death; but, not being
able by open force to execute his intention, he got in with my
apotheeary, praying him to mingle in my medicine, whieh I was to
recei\'e, some drug that should destroy me; or at lenst be would
give me a little arsenic or quicksilver, which. he himself would put
into my drink. I3ut the apothecary refused him, as did likewise the
master of the :fireworks. He, with certain others, ,resolved to hide
a keg of gunpowrler under my bed, and by a train to set it on fire:
Upon these practices, a gentleman whom I dispatched to France,
being abont to take leave of me, informed me that Le Geure had given
him a hook full of all kinds of lewd invectives and slanders againet
me, De Ottigni, and the principal of my company; upon which occasion I assembled all my soldiers, and Capt. Bourdet with his,
which had nnived in the road. on the 4th of September, and had
come up the river. In their presence I caused the contents of the
book to be read aloud, that they might bear record of the untrnths
that were therein written. Le Genre, who had fled into the woods
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he

for fear of being taken (where
lived for a while after with the
savages, with my permission), wrote to me often, and in several of
his letters confessed to me that he had deserved death, condemning
himself so far that he referrecl all to my mercy and pity.
On the 7th or 8th of November I sent La Roche Ferriere ancl
another toward King Utina, to discover every day more and more
of the country, where he was the space of six months, during which
time be discovered many small villages, and, among others, one
named Hostaque.
After these things, about the 10th of' November, 0 aptain Bourdet
determined to leave me and return to France. Then I reqnested
him to carry home with him some six or seven solcliers whom I
could not trnst, which he did. rrhree days after his departure
thirteen mariners which I had brought out of France, suborned by
certain other mariners which Captn.in Bonrrlet had left with me,
put it into the lrnads of n;iine that if they had such bnrks as mine
they might gain very much in the Antilles, and make an exceedingly profitable voyage. Thereupon they devised that when I
should send them to the village of Sarauahi, distant about a league
and· a half from our fort, and situated upon an a1·1n of the 'river;
whither I sent them cfaily to seek clay to make briek and mortar
for onr houses, they would retum no more, lrnt would fumish
themselves with victuals, and. then embark a11 in one vessel, which
they did. And. that which was worse, two Flemish carpenters,
whom Captain Bourdet had left me, stole away the other bark,
and before their departure, cut the cables of a bark and of the
ship's boat, that they might go away with the tide, that I might not
pursue them, so that I remained without either bark or boat, which
fell out very unluckily for us, for I was ready to embark myself
with all speed, to discover as far up the river as I could by any
means.
,
Now these mariners, as I afterwards leamed, took, near the Isle
of Cuba, a bark that was a patache of the Spaniards, wherein they
found a certain quantity of golcl ancl silver. And having this
booty they lay awhile at sea, until their victuals began to fail them,
wbich was the cause that they came into Havana, the principal
town of the Isle of Ouhn; whereupon. proceeded that mischief
which hereafte1· I will disclose nwi·e at large.* When I saw my

* Laudonniere allndes to the capture of his fort ancl the hanging of his men
l1y Peclro de Menendez de Aviles, who, for the piratical acts of these mutineers,
· treated all the French colonists in Florida as pirates, though France at that
time was at peace with Spain; but besides, they were Lutherans, which in the
faith of Menendez was deserving of outlawry.
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barks returned not at their wonted hour, ancl suspecting that which
fell out, I commanded my carpenters, with all diligence, to make a
little boat with a :flat bottom, to search those rivers for some news
of these mariners. 'rhe boat :finished, I sent men to seek them, hut
all in vain. Therefore I determined to cause two great barks to be
built, each of which might be thirty-five or thirty-six feet long in
the keel. A.nd now when the work was very well forward, ambition
and avarice took root in the hearts of four or five soldiers, who
thenceforward began to tamper with the best of my troops, showing them that they had the best occasion in the world offered them
to make themselves all rich, which was to arm the two barks which
were in building, and to furnish them with good men, and then to
sail to Pern and the isles of the Antilles, where every soldier might
ea:9ily enrich himself.
'l'his word riches sonnclecl so well in the ears of my soldiers that
finally, after they had ofttimes consulted of their affufrs, they grew
to the number of sixt,y-six. 'l'hey cnnsecl a request to be presented
to me, containing in sum a declaration of the small store of provisions that was left to sustain us until the time that ships might
return from France; for remedy thereof they thought it necessary
to send to New Spain, Peru, and all the adjoining isles, which they
besought me to grant. But I made answer, that when the barks
were finished, we wonld get victuals of the inhabitants of the country, seeing also that we hacl enough to serve us fo1· four months to
come; for I foared grenLly that un(for pretence of searching for
victuals, they wonlcl nm1ertake something against the subjects of the
king of Spain which in the future might justly be bid to my charge,
considering that at our clepa1·ture out of France the queen had
charged me very expressly to rlo no kind of wrong to the king of
Spain's subjects, nor anything whereof he might conceive any
jealonsy. ':I1hey mad~ as though they were content with this answer; but eight days after, as I con tin uecl working upon our fo1·t
and on my barks, I fell sick. Then my seditious companions openly
avowed that they would seize the fort, and force me also uhto their
wicked desire. My lientenant came and tohl me that he suspected
some evil practice, and the next morning I was sainted at my gate
by men in complete harness. 'l'he five cllief authors of the sedition
pressed into my room, saying that they woultl go to New Spain to
seek their ad ventnre. I warned them, but they replied that I must
grant their request; that I should deliver them the armor which
I liacl in my custody. I would not yield it, but they took all by
force, and carried it out of my house; ihey laid bands on me, and
carried me, sick as I was, prisoner into a ship which rode at ancl10r
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in the midst of the river, wherein I was the space of :fifteen days, attended upon by one man only, without permission of any of my
servants to visit me, from every one of whom, as also from the rest
that took my part, they took away their armor; and they sent me
a passport to sign, telling me plainly, after I had denied them, that
if I made any difficulty they would all come and cut my thrnat on
the ship. 'l'hus I was compelled to sign the passport, and to grnnt
them certain mariners, with Trenchant, au honest and skilful pilot.
When the barks were finished, they armed them with as much as
they needed. 'l'hey compelled Captain Vasseur to deliver to them
the flag of his ship. rrliey sailed on tlie 8th of December; but because the greater part of them by this time repented them of their
enterprise, and that they began to mutiny among themselves, when
they came forth fro111 the ri\'er the two barks separated; the one
kept along the coast unto Cuba, to double the cape mo1·e easily, and
the other went right forth to pass athwnrt the Lacaya Isles; wherefore they met uot until five weeks after their departure. The bark
which went along the coast, whereof rrrenchant was pilot, near a
place called Archalrn took a brigantine laden with cassava and
some little wine, which wa.s not effected without some loss of their
men; fol' in one assault that the inhabitants of .A.rchaha mnde upon
them two of theii· men were taken and two were slain. Yet they
took the brigantine, whe1·ein they put all their stuff that was in
their own bark, because it was of greater bur<i.en and a better sailer
than their own. Afterward they sailed right unto Cape S:.mta
}Inria, near to Leanguane, where they went on land to calk and
pitch their ship, which had a great leak. Then they resolved to
sail to Baracou, which is a village in the island of ,Jamaica, where,
at their arrival, they found a caravel of fifty or sixty tons, which
they took, without any body in it; and after they had made goocl
cheer in the village dnring five or six days, they embarked in it,
leaying their second ship. Tlien they returned to Cape Tiburnn,
where they met with a patache [a tender], which they took after a
long conflict. In this patache the gove1·1101· of J arnaica was taken,
with great store of riches, as well of gold and silver as of merchandise and wine, and many other things, wherein our seditions companions, not contented, determined to seek more in their caravel.
.After they were come to Jamaica they missed another carftvel, which
saved itself in the harbor. ~l'he governor, seeing himself brought
unto the place which he desired, obtained so much by fair words
that they let him put two little boys, who were taken with him, into a
cock.boat, and send them into the village to his wife, to inform her that
she should make provision of victuals to send to him. But instead
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of writing to his wife, he told the boys secretly that with all sp_eed
she should send the vessels that were in the havens near that place
to rescue him; which she did so cunningly, tlrnt on a morning about
· daybreak, as our mutineers were at the haven's mouth, which reached
more than two leagues into the land, there came out of the haven
a nialgualire, which makes sail both forward and backward, and
then two greut ships, which might be of eighty. or a hundred tons
apiece, well armed and well manned; at whose coming the mutineers
were surprised, not being ahle to see them w\ien they came, as· well
becanse of the darkness of the weather, as also of' the length of the
haven, considering also they mistrusted nothing. 'rrue it is, twentyfive or twenty-six that were in the brigantine discovered these
ships when they were near them, who, seeing themselves pressed for
leisure to weigl1 anchor, cut their cable, and the trumpeter, who
was in it, warned the rest; whereupon the Spaniards, seeing themselves descried, discharged a volley of cannon-shot ag.ainst the
Frenchmen, whom they followed the distance of three leagues, and
l'ecoverecl their own ships. The brigantine, which escaped, passed
in sight of Cape des Aigrettes and Cape St. Anthony, in the island
of Cuba, and thencepassed within sight of HaYana. Bnt Trenchant,
thefr pilot, and t,he trnmpeter, and certain other mariners of this
brigantine, who were led away by fo1·ce in this voyage, desired
nothing mol'e than to return to me; wherefore these men agreed
that if the wind served them well they would cross the channel of
Bahama while the others were asleep, which they accomplished with
snch success that about the 25th of Mnrch, 1565, toward the break
of day, they arrived upon the coast of Florida. 'rheir sail was no
sooner descried upon our coast, than the king of the place called
Patica, dwelling eight leagues distance froni our fort, sent an Indian to inform me that he had descried a ship upon the coast. The
brigantine, oppressed with famine, came to an anchor at the mouth
of the river May. At first we thought they were ships come from
France, which occasioned us great joy; but after I had caused her
to be better viewed, I was informed that they were the mutineers
that had returned. 'l'herefore I sent them word by Captain Vasseur and my sergeant that they should bring up theit· bl'igantine
before the fortress, which they promised to do. Now they wern not
more than two leagues distance from the mouth of the 1·iuer, where
they cast anchor, to the fortress. 'rhe next day I sent the same
captain and sergeant with thirty soldiers, because I saw they delayed much their.coming. Then they brought them. I waited for
them at the river's mouth, where I caused my barks to be built,
and commanded the sergeant to bring the four chief authors of the
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mutiny on shore, whom I hacl immediately pnt in fette~·s. My
council, expressly assembled for this pnrpos!=l, lrncl concluded that
only these four should die, to serve as an example to the rest. I
commanded that they should be hangecl. 'rhe soldiers besought
me not to hang them, _bnt rather to let them he shot, and then
afterward, if I thought proper, their bodies might be hanged upon
certain gibbets along the haven's mouth, which I caused presently
to be put in execution. So here was the end of my mi1tinous soldiers. I will now return to the matters from -which I digressed, to
declare that which fell out aftei· their departure.
My lieutenant, Ottigni, and the sergeant of my band, came to
seek me in the ship, where I was prisoner, anct carried me thence in
a bark as soon as our rebels were departed. A.fter I had come into
the fort, I caused all my company that remained to be assembled;
aucl declared unto them the faults, wl~ich they who had forsaken us,
had committed. Forthwith I ordered new captains to command the
troops. 'rhey all promised with one accord to obey me, so that,
after the departure of my mutinous companions, I was as well
obeyed as ever was captain in the place where he commanded.
The next clay after my return to the fort, I assembled my men
together again;·to declare unto them that our fort was not yet :finis heel,
and that it mts needful that all of us should put thereunto our helping lrnncls, to secnre ourselves against the Indians; whereupon
having willingly agreed with me, they raised it n.11 with turf from
the gate unto the river, which is on the west side. This done, I set
my carpenters to work to make another boat of the same size that
the others were, which was finished in eighteen days. Afterwards
I made anothel' less than the first; the better to discover up the
river. Two Indians came unto me one clay to salute me in behalf of
their king, whose name was llfarracou., dwelling J1·um our fort about
some f O'rty leagues towards the south, and told me that there was one
in the house of king Onathaqua, who was called Barbu, or the bearded
man; and in the house of king Ma,thiaca another man whose name
they knew not, who was not of their nation; whereupon I conceivecl
these might lie some Christians. Wherefore I sent to all the kings,
my neighbors, to pray them, if there were any Christian dwelling iu
their countries, that he might be brought unto me, and that I would
make them double recompense. They took so much. pains that the
two men whereof we have spoken w~re brought unto me to the fort.
They were naked, wearing their hair long nnto their hams, and were
born Spaniards. After I had questioned them, I had them apparelled,
and their hair cut, which they lapped t1p in a linen cloth, saying they
would carry it to their country to show the miseries they had endured
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in the Indies. In the hair of one of them was found a little gold
hiclc1en to the value of twenty-five crowns, which he gave unto me.
They told me that fifteen years past, three ships, in one of which
they were, were cast away over against a place named Oalos, upon
the flats [shoals] which are called The Martyrs, and that the king
of Oalos* recovered the greater part of the riches which were in
said ships; that the greatest part of tlle people were saved, and many
women, among which number there were three or four married
women, remaining there yet, and their chi1<1ren also, with this king
Calos.
·
One of these two declared to me that be had served him a long
time as a messenger, and that ofttimes by his command he had
visited a king named Onathaqua, distant frnm Oalos four or five
cln.ys' jonrney, who always remained his faithful friend; that midway there was an island in a great lnke of fresh water, named Sarrope, about five leagues in bigness, abounding with many sorts of
fruits, whereof they made a wonderful traffic, yet not so great as of
a kind of root, whereof they made a kind of meal, so goo<l to make
bl'ead of that none can be better; and that fo1· fifteen leagues about
all the conntry is fed therewith.
rrhe Spaniar<1 that made this relation told me that he bad been
with Onn.thaqua full eight years, even until the time that he was sent
to me. 'l'lte place of Oalos is sitnated upon a rive1· which is beyond
the Cape of Florida, forty or ti fty leagues towards the southwest;
and the dwelling of Onathaqua is on this side of the cape toward
the north, ii~ a place which we call in the chart Canaveral, which is
in the twenty-eighth clegree.
As soon as our two barks were finished, I sent Capt. Vasseur to
discover along the coast lying toward the north, and commanded
him to sail unto a river, the king whereof was called Anclnsta,
where those of the year 1562 inhabited. And the better to win him,
I sent in the bark a soldier called Aimon, who was one of those who
retumed home in the first voyage, hoping that Audnsta might remember him. But before they were embarked, I commanded them
to make inquiry what was become of another called Rouffi, who remained alone in those parts when Nicholas Mason and those of the
first voyage embarked to retnm to France.
They leamecl., at their anival there, that a bark passing that way
had carried away the same soldier; and afterwards I knew for a

*

1

'l he Bay of Carlos, corrupted by the English to Charlotte Harbor; The Calos
or Callas are antluopophagi and very cruel ; they dwell in a bay which bears
alike their name ancl that of Ponce cle Leon.-From a note by B. F. FRENCH,
quoting Bi·inton and Charlevoix.
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certainty that they were Spaniards who had carried him to Havana.
King Auclusta sent my hark back full of corn, with a certain quantity of beans, two stags, some skins dressed, and certain pearls of
small value, because they were bnrnt.
After Oa1it. "Vasseur had returned, I caused the two barks to be
furnished again with soldiers and marines, and sent them to carry
a present to the widow of Hiocaia, whose dwelling was distant froni
o,ur fort about twelve leagues northward. She courteously received
our men, and sent me back my bark full of corn and acoms, with
certain baskets full of the leaves of cassine wherewith they make
tlleir drink.
Now while I thought I was furnished with victuals until the time
that onr ships might come out of Frnnce, for fear of keeping my
people idle, I sent my two barks to discover along the river and up
toward the head thereof, which went so far up that they were thirty
leagnes good beyond a place named Mathiaqua, and there they discovered the entrance of a lake, npon the one side whereof no land
could be seen. According to the report of the Indians, who had
ofttimes climbed on the highest tree in the conntry to see land, and
notwithstanding could not, which was the cause that my men went
no further, but rctiunecl back, and in coming home went to see the
· island of Edelano, sitnatecl in the midst of the river, as fair a place
as any that may be seen thl'ough the world, for, in the space of
some three leagues (tllat it may contain in length and brenclth), a
man may see an exceedingly rich country, and marvellously peopled.
At the coming out of the village of Edelano to go unto the riverside, a man may pass through an alley about three hundred paces
long and fifty paces broad, 011 both sides whereof grnat trees are
})la11ted, the boughs whereof are tied together like an arch, and meet
together so artificially, that a man would think it were an arbor
made on purpose, as fair I say, as any in all Christendom, although
it be all natural.
Our men, departing from this place, rowed to Eneguape, then to
Ohilily, from thence to Patica, and lastly they came unto Ooya,
where, leaving their boats in a little creek of the river with men to
guard them, tliey went to visit Utina, who receivecl them very colll'-:teously, and when they departed from
house he entreated them,
so earnestly, that six of my men remained with hiln, of which munber was a gentlemen namecl Groutald, who, after he bad abode there
about ·two months and taken gTeat pains to discover the country
with another whom I had left a great while there for that purpose,
came to me at the fort, and told me that he never sawn. fairer coun~
try. Among other things he reported to me that he had seen a

his
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place named Hostaqua, and that the king thereof knew the passages
to the mountains of .A.palatci, where the enemy of·Hostaqna abode.
The king sent me a plate of metal that came out of this mountain, out
of the foot whereof there runneth a stream of gold or coppel' (as the
savages think), out of which they dig up the sand witli a hollow and
dry cane u~1til the cane is full. 'rhen they shake it, and find there
are many small grains of copper and silver among this sand, which
gives them to understand that some rich mine must needs be in the
mountain, and because the mountain was not more than five or six
days' journey from our fort, lying toward the northwest, I determined
as soon as our supply should come from France, to remove our
habitation nnto some river more toward the north, that I might be
nearer thereunto.*
Utina sent, certain days afterward, to pray me to lend him a
dozen or fifteen of my arquelJusiers to invade his enemy Potanou.
I doubted lest the small number which he demanded might incur
some danger, wherefore I sent him thirty under the charge of Lieutenant Ottigni, who staid not more than two days with Utina while
he prepared victuals for bis voyage, which orcliuarily and according
to the custom of the conntry are carried by women and yonng boys
and by hermaphrodites. Utina, setting forward with three hundred warriors, caused the thirty arqucbnsiers to be placed in front,
and made them march all day until, the night approiching and having got not more than half way, they were forced to lie all night in
the woods near a great lalce. .As soon as clay came, they marchecl
within three leagues of the village of Potrmou.. There Utina asked
the lieutenant for four or five of his men to go and discover the
country,_ who departecl, and bad not gone far when they perceiYecl,
upon a lake distant about three leagues from, the village of Potanou,
three Indians who fished in a canoe. 'Now the custom is that when
they fish in this lake, they have always a company of watchmen
armed with bows and. arrows to guard the fishers. Our men, being
informed thereof, durst not pass any further for fear of falling into
some ambush, wherefore they returned to Utina, who suddenly sent
them back with a great company to surprise the fishers before they
could give notice to their king of the coming of bis enemies, which
they could not execute so promptly but that two of them escaped.
Utina, fearing lest Potanon, w~rnecl by the fishers which were escaped, should put himself in arms to oppose him, asked counsel ·of
bis lawa (magician) whether it were best to go any further. 1'hen

* These gold mines were :probably the same as tl10se of which Soto was in~
formed. Both this account ancl that of Soto indfoate this gold region to be in
the north of Georgia, where now are the gold fields of Georgia •.
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this magician made ce1·tai11 signs hideous and fearful to behold, ancl
used certain wor<.is, which being ended, he said unto bis king that it
was not best to pass any fnrtber, and that Potanou accompanied by
four thousand Indians staid in such a place for him, to bide him
battle.
'l'his relation caused Utina to be nn willing to pass any further,
whereupon my lieutenant said unto him, that he would never think
well of him, nor of his people, if he would not hazard himself; and
that if he would not do it, at least that he would give him a guide
to conduct him and hi_s small company to the place where the enemy
were, '11hereupon Utina was ashamed, and determined to go forward, aird he failed not to find his enemy in the v~ry place which
the magician had named, where the skirmish began, which lasted
three long hours, wherein without doubt Utina had been defeated,
unless our arquebusiers had borne the brunt of the battle and slain
a great number of the soldiers of Potanou, upon which occasion they
were put to flight, .whereupon Utina caused his people to return
home. · After he was come home to his house he sent messengers to
eighteen or twenty villages of other kings, his vassals, anc\ summoned
them to be present at the feast and dances which he proposed to
ce_lebrate because of his victory. In the mean time M. de Ottigni
refreshed himself fol' two clays, and then, leaving Utina twelve of his
men, set out to come unto me, nnto our fort, where he told me how
ever_ything had passed.
1'he Indians are wont to leave their houses and to retire into the
woods the space of three months, to wit: January, February, and
March, during which ti1ne by no means can· a man see an Indian;
for when they ·go a hnniing they make little cottages in the woods,
whereunto they retire, living upon that which they take ii~ hunting.
This was the cause that during this time we could get no victuals
by their means. 'rl1e month of' May approaching and no succor
coming from France, we fell into extreme want of victuals; constrai·ned to eat roots and certain sorrel, with nothing but certain
fish, without which assuredly we had perished with famine. 'l'his
famine held l1S from the beginning of May to the michlle of June,
during which time the men became as feeble as might be, and, not
being able to work, did nothing but go one after anotller unto the
cUff of a hill, situated very near unto the fort, to see if they might
discover any :French ship. In fine, .frustra.ted of tbeil' hope, they
assembled and came to beseech me to take some measures that they
might return to ;France. Thereupo1r it was eousultecl and resolved
by all the company that the bark Breton should be fitted up. But
beeause it was not large enough to receive us all, some thought
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good to huilc1 the l)l'igantine, which our mutineers had brought
back, two decks higher, and that twenty-five men should hazard
themselves to pass therein to France; the rest, being better advised,
said that it would be far better to build a fair ship upon the keel of
the galiot which I had causell to he made. 1'hen_ I inquired of my
shipwl'ights in what time they could make this ship ready. 'l'bey
asstuecl the whole company that, being fornished with all things
necessary, they wonld make it ready by the 8th of August. I immediately disposed of the time to work upon it, and charged my
lieutenant to cause timber necessary for the finishing of both the
vessels to be brought. 1'here remained now but to collect victuals
to sustain us while our work endured. 'l'o this end I cinbn.rked,
making up the tbirtieth, in my great baTk to make a voyage of forty
or fifty leagues. During our voyage we lived on nothing but a
certain round grain, little and l.llack, and the roots of palmettos,
which we got by the river-sides; wherein after we hacl sailed a long
time in vain, I was compelled to return unto the fort where the
soldiers, weary of working, because of the extreme famine, assembled
and declared unto me, it was expedient, for the saving of their lives,
to seize one of the kings of the county, assuring themselves that one
being taken, lris subjects would not suffer our men to want victuals.
1'herefore, after I had resolved with them to seize Utina, who was
most able to help us to collect victuals, I departerl with fifty of my
best soldiers in two barks, and arrived in the dominions of Uthrn,
di;:;tant from our f orl about forty or fifty leagues, and going ashore
we drew near his village situated six great leagues from the river,
where we took him. prisoner. rrhey, therefore, brought me fish in
their little boats, and their meal of mast; they, also, made their
drink, which they call cassine, which they sent to Utina and me.
Now, although I held their king. prisoner, yet I could not get any
g1·eat quantity of victuals for the present. In the mean time I was
11ot able, with the same store of victuals which I bad, so well to
proportion out the work upon the ships which we built to retu·rn to
France, but that in the encl we were constrained to endure extreme
famine, which continued among us all the month of May.
vVe had almost passed through the month of May when two subjects of Utina came to me, who showed me that by this time the corn
was ripe in the greatest part of their quarters. "'\?\Therefore I caused
the two barks to be forthwith made ready, wherein I s.ailecl to Patica,
ci place distant from his village eight or nine leagues, where I fonnd
nobody. His father-in-law and his wife came presently towards our
barks, and brought bread, which they.gave my soldiers. rrliey held
me there three clays, and in the mean while did all they could to
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take me, which I discovered and stood upon my gnard. Wherefore
they sent to inform me, that as yet they could 11ot help me to
victuals, and that the corn was not yet ripe. 'l,hus .I was constrained
to return and carry back Utina to the fort, where I had mucll ado
to save him from the rage of my soldiers.
I went to divers places and continued so doing fifteen days, when
Utina again besoug-ht me to send him to bis village, assming me that
his subjects would give me victuals. I undertook this voyage with
the two barks fnrnished as before. At our coming unto the little
river we found his subjects there with some quantity of bread, beans,
and fish to give my soldiers. Bnt, returning to their former practice, they sought all means to entrap me; but after they saw the
little means they had to annoy me they retnrned to entreaties, and
offered that, if I would give them their king with certain ofmy soldiers, they would conduct them nnto the village, and that the subjects
seeing him would be more willing to give us victuals; wllicll, however, I wonld not do-until they had first given me two men in pledge,
with charge that. hy the next day they should bring me victuals.
Four days were spent in these conferences. My lieutenant then
departed with his troop and came to the small rioer whereinto we
we·re accustonied to enter, to approach as near as we could unto the
village of Utina, being sfa; leagues f1·01n thence. 'rhere he went on
shore, and drew towards the great house that was the king's, where
the chief men of the country were assembled, who caused very great
store of victuals to be brought; in doing whereof they spent three
or four dnys, in which time they gathered men together to attack
us in our retreat Anrl 'tlrnt which much more-increased the suspicion of war was that, as my messengers departed from Utina, tlley
heard the voice of one of my men, wlio clnring the voyage bad always
been among the Indiai)s. This poor fellow cried out amain, because
two Indians would have carried him into the woods to ·cut his
throat, whereupon he was rescued.
These admonitions being well understood, after mature deliberation, M. de O ttigni resolved to retire the 27th of July, wherefore
he set bis men in order and delivered to each of them a sack full of
corn, and then march~d towards his boats. 'l'here is at tpe coming forth of the village a great alley, a.bout three or four hundred
paces long, which is covered on both sides with great trees; my
lieutenant disposed his men in this alley, and set them in such
order as they desired to march; for he was well assnred that if
there were any ambush it would be at the coming out of the trees.
Therefore he caused M. de .A.rlar, my ensign, to march in advance
with eight arquebusiers, to discover if there were any danger; be~
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sides he commanded one of my sergeants and corporals to march
on the outside of the alley with four arquebusiers, while he conducted the Test of his company throngh it. Now as he suspected,
so it fell out; for Arlac met with two or three hundred Indians at
the encl of the alley, who salnted us with an infinite number of
arrows. Howbeit they were so we11 sustained in the first assault
which my ensign gave them, that those who fe11 down dead did
somewhat abate the choler of those who remained alive. This done
my lieutenant hastened to gain ground.
After he had marched about four hundred paces he was charged
afresh by a new troop of savages, who were in number about three
hundred, whi.ch assailed him before, while the rest of the former
set upon him behind. This second assault was so valiantly sustained, that I may justly say that :M:. Ottigni discharged his duty
as well as it was possible for a good captain to do; for he had
to deal with such kincl of men as knew well how to fight. 1.'heir
manner in this fight was, that when two hnndred had shot, they
retired and gave place to the rest that were behind. This conflict
lasted from nine o'clock in the morning until night. And if Ottigni
hri.cl not bethought himself to cause his men to break the arrows
which· they found in the way, and so deprive the Indians of the
means to begin again, without all rloubt be would have had very
much more to do; for by this means, deprived of arrows, they
·were obliged to retire, My lieutenant having come unto his boats,
reviewed his company and fonncl two men missing, who were
killed. He moreover found twenty-two of them wounded, whom
with much ado he caused to be brought into the boats. All the
corn that he found among his company amounted to but two men's
b_urclen; for as soon as the conflict began every man was obliged to
leave his sack to use his weapons.
Afterward I thonght npon new means to obtain victuals, as well
for our return to France as for the time until our em barking. I
was informed by certain men of our company who usually went out
hunting into the woocls, that in the village of Saraurahi, sitaated
on the other side of the river and two leagues distant from the fort,
and in the village of Emola there were :fields wherein the corn was
very forward, and in great abundance. Wherefore I caused my
bouts to be made ready, and sent my sergeant thither with certain
solrliers, who used such diligence that (soon) we had good ·store of
corn. I. sent also to the river which the Indians call Iracana,
named by Captain Ribault Somme, where Captain Vasseur and my
sergeant arri \'eel with two boats, and found a great assembly of the
lorcls of the country, who were there assembled to make merry; be-
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cause that in this place are the fairest maids and women of the villages. vVherenpon, after they had made our men good cheer, tlle
boats were forthwith faden with corn.
Now finding ourselves by this means sufficiently fnrnished with
victuals, we each, in his place, began to work with such diligence a,s
the desire to see our native country might move us, but becanse
two of' our carpenters were killed by t.he Indians, the master carpenter, John de Hais, a very worthy man in his vocation, came and
told me that on account of the want of men be was not able to
finish the ship in the time he promised me, which declaration made
stwh a m utiuy timong my soldiers, that he hardly ~scaped being
killed. Howbeit, I appeased them as well as I could, and de•
terminecl to work no more upon the ship, but to content myself with
1·epairing the brigantine which I had. So we began to beat down
all the houses that were without the fort, and caused coal to be
made of the timber thereof; likewise tb.e soldiers beat down the
palisade which was toward the river-side, nor was I ever able to
keep them from doing it. In the mean while there was none of' us
to whom it was not an extreme grief to leaYe a country where we
had endured such great travn,ils to discover that which we were
obliged to forsake through the default of our own counti·ymen.
As each of us was much tormented in mind with these anct such
like reflections, the third of August as I walked upon a little hill I
descried four sails at sea. I immediately sent one of the men that
were with me, to inform those of the fort thereof, who were so glad
at this news that one would have tllought them out of their wits, to
see them laugh and leap for joy.
After these sb.ips had anchored, we descried that they sent one of
their boats to land, whereupon I caused one of mine to be armed,
with diligence, to send to meet them, and to asce1·tain who they
were. In the mean time, fearing lest they were Spaniards, I pnt
my soldiers in order, awaiting the return of Captain Vasseur and
my lieutenant, who were gone to meet them. Tb.ey brought me
word that they were Englishmen; and they had in their company
a man whose name was Martinez An tin as, of Dieppe, who at that
time was in their service, and who on behalf of their general,
John Hawkins, came to 1·eqnest me that I would suffer them
to take fresh water, whereof they stood in need, signifying unto
me that they had been more than fifteen days on the coast to
get some. He brought unto me from the .general two flagons
of wine and bread made of wheat ; for seven months I had never
tasted wine; nevertheless, it was all divided among the greatest
part of my soldiers. ~his Antinas had guided the Englishmen
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unto om coast wherewith he was acquainted; for in the year 1562
he came thither with me, and therefore the general sent him to me.
After I had granted his request, the general the next day caused
one of his small ships to enter the river, and came to see me in a
great ship-boat, accompanied by gentlemen honorably apparalled,
yet unarmed. He sent for great stores of bread and wine to distribute thereof to every one. On my part I made him the best
cheer l conld, and caused certain sheep and poultry to be killed,
which until this time I had c:.n:efully preserved, hoping to store the
country withal; for notwithstanding all the necessities ancl sickness
that happened unto me, I would not suffer so much as one chicken
to be killed, lJy which means in a short time I had gathered together about a hundred pullets. Near three clays passed while the
English general .remained. with me, during which time the Indians
came in to me from all parts, ancl asked me whether he wern my
brother. I told them he was, and signified to them that he had
come to see me, and aicl me with so great store of victuals that
thenceforth I should have no need to take anything of them.
The general immediately understood the desire and nrgent occasion I had to return to France, whereupon he offered to transport
me ancl all my company home, whereunto, notwithstanding I woulcl
not agr-e~, lieing in doubt upon what occasion he made so ·Ii:irge an
offer, for l knew not how the case stood between the :French and the
English, and .although he promised me on his faith to put me on
land in France before he wonld touch England, yet I stood in cloubt,
lest he would attempt something in Florida in the name of u'is
queen, whernfore I flatly refused his offer; whereupon there arose a
great mutiny among my soldiers, who said that I sought to destroy
them all, and that the brigantine, whereof I spoke before, was not
sufficient to transport them. The bruit and mutiny increased more
and m~n·e, for after that the general had returned to his ships, he
tol~1 certain gentlemen and soldiers who went to see him, pai:tly to
make good cheer with him, that he. greatly doubted that we should
be able to pass sn.fely in those vessels which he had, and that in. case
we should undertake the same, we should, no doubt, be in great
jeopardy; notwithstanding, if I were so contented, he would transport part of my men hi his ships, and that he would leave me a
small ship to transport the rest.* The solcliel's were no sooner
come home but they made ·kno.wn the o:ffe1· to their companions, who

. * Laudonniere had his brigantine nearly ready, but this was not sufficient to
transport them all, though, with the vessel to l>e left by the admiral, it might
be sufficient to 'transport those that did not leave om1 the English fleet.
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agreed that in case I would 1iot accept the same., they would embark
with him, and forsake me. They therefore came to my chamber
and signified the it· in.ten tiou, whe·rennto I promised to answer within
an hour after. Meanwhile I assemlJled the principal members of
my company, who, aft.er I had clisclosec1 the business to them, rmswered with one voice that I ought not to refuse this offer. After
sundry debatings I gave my advice that we oqght to deliver him the
price of the ship which he was to leave us, and that for my part I
was content to give him the silver which I had gathered in the
country. Whereupon it was determined that I should keep tile
silver for fear lest the queen of England (Elizabeth), seeing the
same, should the rather be encouraged to set footing there, as before
she had desired, and that seeing we were resolYed to depart, it was
far better to give him our artillery. This point ·being thns concluded, I went tq the English general, accompanied by my lieuten~
ant, Capt. Verdier, 'rrenchant the pilot, and my sergeant, all men
of experience in such affairs, and knowing sufficiently how to make
such a bargain. We therefore took a view of the ship which tlle
general would sell, who was content to abide by my own men's
jnclgment, who esteemed it worth seven hnnclred crowns, whereof
'We agreed very friendly. vVherefore I deliverecl him in earnest of
the sum, two bastal'cls, two minions, one thousand of iron, a·nd one
thousand of powder. rn1is bargain thus made, he considered the
need wherein we were, having for all our sustenance but corn and
w.ater, ancl being moved witll pity, be offered to relieve me with
twenty barrels of meal, six pipes of beans, one hogshead of salt, and
a hundred of wax to make candles. Moreover, fol'asmuch as he
saw my soldiers go lJarefoot, he offered me, besides fifty pairs of
shoes whiuh I acceptecl, and agreed on the price with him, and gave
a bill of mine hand for the same, for which until this present I am
indeht.ed to him. He did more tllan this; for particularly,. he bestowed upon myself a great jar of oil, a jar of vinegal', a barrel of
olives, and a great quantity of -rice, and .a barrel of white biscuit;
besides he gave dive_rs presents to the principal officel's of my company according to their qualities, so that I may say \Ve received as
many courtesies of tbe general as it was possible to receive of any
man living, wherein doubtless he hath won the reputation of a go~d
and charitable man, deserving to be esteemed a.s m ueh of us all as
if lie had saved all our lives. Immediately after his departure, I
spared no pains to ·hasten my men to make biscuits of the flour
which lie had left me, and to hoop my casks to take in water nee.dful for our voyage. ~rile 15th of August, 1565, the bisonit, the
greatest part of the water, and all the soldiers' stuff were brought
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aboarcl, so that from tlrnt day forward we did nothing but stay foL·
a good wind to drive us nnto France.
On the 28th of August tile tide and wind served well to start, at
which time Captain Vasseur, who commande<l one of the ships, and
Captain Verdier, who was chief of the other, now ready to go
forth, began to descry certain sails at sea, whereof they informed
me with diligence; whereupon I commanded a boat to be armed,
to go forth in good orr1el', to descry and learn what they were. I
sent also to the sentinels whom I caused to be lcept on a small knoll,
to cause certain men to climb up to the top of the highest trees, the
better to discover them. 'J.1l!ey descried the great boat of the ships,
which as yet they could not perfectly discern, which, as fa.r as they
could judge, seemed to ch~se my boat, which by this time hacl
passed the bar of the river, so that we could not possibly judge
whether they were enemies who would have carried her away with
. them; for it was too great a view to j nrlge the truth thereof.
My boat come unto its ship about two o'clock in the afternoon, ancl
sent me no 11ews all that day. 'l'he next morning about eight or
nine o'c.:lock I saw seven boats, among which my own was one, full
of soldiers, enter the riYer, every man having his arquebuse in ltis
hand, and a morion on his head,. who moved in order of battle
along the clfffs where niy sentinels we1·e,. to whom they would make
no kind of answer notwithstanding nll the demands that were made
them, insomuch that one of my soldiers was constrninec1 to shoot at
them, without, however, doing them any hurt by reason of the distance. 'l'he report thereof. being made to nm, I placed each of my
men in his quarter, with full deliberatio1i to defend ourselves if they
had been enemies, likewise I cansed two small field-pieces which I
l1acl left me to be trimmed in such sort that, if npprnaching the
fort, they had not cl'ied out that it was Captain Ribault, I had not
failed to cl ischai'ge the same n pon them.
Afterward I unclerstoocl that the cause why they entered in this
manner proceeclec1 from the false reports that had Leen made to my
lord admiral by those who had returnecl to Frnnce in the first ships;
for they had put it into his head that I had played the lord ancl
the king, and that I woulcl hardly suffer that any other should enter
there to govem.
Being therefore hlfol'mcd that it was Captain Ribault, I went
forth to meet him. I c:1.nsed him to be welcomecl with the artilleey
and musketry, whereunto he answered with his. Afterward, having
come ashore, I took him to my lodging, rejoicing not a little, because in his company I knew a good unmber of my friends, whom
I entertained in tlie best manner that I was alJle. Howbeit I mar-
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vellec1 not a little when they began to utter unto me: "My captain,
we praise G-od that we have found yon alive, and chiefly because
we know that the reports which have been macle of you are false."
These speeches moved me so that I would needs know more ;
wherefore having accosted Captain Ribault, and both of us going
aside out of the fort, he signified to me the charge which he hac1,
praying me not to return to France, but stay with him, myself
and my company. vVhereupon I replied I conld not 1101· ought to
accept his offe1·; that I could not receive a greater comfort than
the news which he b1•onght me to return to France. I p1·ayed lri.m
very heartily to deliver me the letters which my lol'd admiral* had
written to me, which he performed. The contents of these letters
were these:" Captain Laudonniere, because some of those who ha-ve retumed
from Florida speak indifferenLly of' the country, the king desireth
your presence, to the encl thn.t according to your tdu.l he may resolve to bestow great cost thereon or wholly to leu.ve it; nncl thernfore I send Capt::lin John Ribanlt to be governor there, -t;o whom
yon shnll deliver wlrntsoevor yon l1:1ve in charge, and inform him of
all things yon have discovered."
And in a postscript of the lettel' was this: "Think not that whereas
I send fol' yon it is for any evil opinion or mistrust that I have of
you, hnt that it is for yonr good ancl. fol' your credit; and asslll'e
yourself that during my life you shall find me yolll' good master."
Now, afte1· I had a long discourse with Captain Ribault, Captn.in
La Grange accosted me, and told me of an infinite number of false
reports which had been made of me to my great hindrance.
~:he next clay the Indians came in from all parts to know what
people these were; t·o whom I signified that this was he wl10 in the
year 1562 arrived in this country and erected the pillar which stood
at the entry of the river. Some of them knew him; for in truth he
was easy to be known by reason of the great beard which he wore.
He received many presents of those who were of the villages near
acljoining, among whom there were some whom he lrnd not yet forgotten. I advised them that he was sent thither by the king of
France to remain in my place, and that I was sent for.
About the time of these conferences, eomings, and goings, of the
kings of the country, being weakened by my former travel, and
fallen into melancholy upon the false reports that hacl been made of
me, I fell into a great continual fever, which held me eight or nine

* Gaspard de Coligny, of Chastillon, Admiral of Fra11ce, assassinated on the
day of St. Bartholomew, August 24, 1572.
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days, clnring which time Capt. Ribanlt caused his victuals to be
brought on shore, and stowed the most part thereof in the house
which my lieutenant had built about two hundred paces without tlie
fort; which he did that they might be the better defended from the
weather, and likewise that the flour might be nearer the bake-house,
which I had built in that plaue tho better to avoid the clanger of fire.
After Capt. Ribanlt had brought up three of his small ships into
the river, which was the 4th of September (1565 ), six great Spanish ships arrived in the road, where four of our great ships relll!l:ined, which cnst anchor, assuring our men of good amity. 'l'hey
askerl how the chief captains of the enterpd~e did, and called them
all by their names and surnames. It could not be otherwise than
that these men, before they left Spain, must have been informed of
the expedition, ancl of those who were to execute the same. About
the break of clay they began to move toward our men; but om men,
who trusted them never a bit, had hoisted their sails by night, cut
their cables, left their anchors, and set sail. The Spaniard~ seeing
themselves discovered sent them certain volleys of their great ordnance, made sail after them, and chased them all day long, bnt our
men got away from them towurd the sea. And the ·Spania~·ds, seeing they conlcl not reach them, because the French ships were better
sailers than theirs, and also because they would not leave the coast,
turned back and went on shore in the ri\·er Seloy, which we call the

river of DolphinB, * eight or ten leagues distant from, the place where
ive were. Onr men, therefore, finding themselves better of sail than
they were, followed them to see what they did, which, nfter they had
done, they returned to the river May, where Capt. Ribault, having
c1escriecl them, embarked' himself in a great boat to learn ·what news
they had. Being at the entrnnce of the river he met witl1 the boat
of Capt. Oonsel's ship, vd1erein was n good number of men, who
related to him all the Spaniard's doings; and how the great ship,
the 'l'rinity, had kept the sea, and that she had not returned 1vith
them. 'l'hey told him, moreover, that they had seen three Spanish
ships ente1· into therh·er of Dolphins, and the other three remained
in the r9ad; further, that they had put their soldiers, vietuals, and
munitions on land .
.After he learned this news, he returned to the fortress, and came·
to my room, where I was sick, and there in the prnsence of Captains
La Grange, St. Marie, Ottigni, Yisty, Yonouille, and other gentlemen, he propounded to me that it was necessary for the king's service to embark himself with all his force, and with the three ships
that were in the road to seek the Spanish fleet; wllereupon he asked

* The harbor of St. Augustine.
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our advice. I first replied, and among other things informing him
of the perilous :flaws of wind that rise on this coast; and that if it
chanced that he were driven from the shore, it wonld be very hard
for him to. recover it again, and that in the mean while they who
should stay in the fort would be in fear and danger. The Captains
St. Marie and La Grange clec1arecl unto him further, that they
thought it not good to put any such enterprise into execution; that
it was far better to keep the land, and do their best encle:wors to
fortify themselves;* and that, after the Trinity (which was the
principal ship) returned, t.here would be much more ·likelillood to
undertake this voyage. N otwithstandil1g, Capt. Ribault resolved
to undertake it, and much more so when he understood from King
Emola, one of our neighbors who arrived during this discussion,
that the Spaniards in great numbers had gone on shore and taken
possession of the houses of Seloy,· in the most of which they. had
placed their negroes, which they had brought to labor, and also
lodged themselves, and had cast divers trenches about them. 'l'hns
doubting not that the Spaniards wonld encamp there to molest us,
and in the end to drive us out of the country, he caused 11, proclamation to he ma.de, that all the soldiers that were under his charge
should immediately, with their weapons, embark, and that his two
ensigns should go, which was put in execution.
He came into my chamber and prayed me to lend him my lieutenant, ensign, and sergeant, and to let all the good soldiers that I had
go with him, which I denied him; 1,)ecause, myself being sick, there
was no man to stay in the fort. 'l'hernupon he answered that I need
not doubt at all, that he won.Id return the next morrow; that in the
mean while M. D(;) Lys should remain behind to see to all things.
'l'hen I showed to him that he was chief in this conntry, and tllat I,
for my part, had no furtlJ.er authority; that, therefore, he should
take good counsel what he clicl, lest some inconvenience might ensue.
Then he told me he could do no less than continue the enterprise;
and that in the letter which he had received from my lord admira1
there was a postscript, which be showed me, written in these words:" Captain ,John Ribanlt, as I was inclosing this letter, I received
a certain advice that Don Pedro Melendez departeth from Spain
to go to the coast of New France. See you that you suffer him not

* It must be remembered that the fort had been dismantled, and a }lt:trt of it
demolishecl when Lauclonniere prepared to leave, and purchasecl a vessel of
Admiral Hawkins for that purpose. Lauclonniere is particular in giving the
names of the members of the council, and his opinion on the subject of the
enterprise. So it was no after-thought, based on known results, but the juclgment of a brave, cliscreet, and able officer.
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to encroach upon you, no more than he woulcl that you should
encroach upon him."
You see, said he, the charge that .I have; and I leave it unto
yonrself to juclge if I could do any less in this case, considering- the
cert.ain information that we have that they are already on land
and will invade us.
~rhis silenced me. Tlrns, therefore, confirmed, or rather obstinate
in his enterprise, and having regn.rd rather unto his pa1:ticular
opinion than unto the counsel which I had given him, and the
inconveniences of the time whereof I harl forewarned him, he
embarked the 8th of September [1565], and took my ensign and
thirty-eight of my men away with him. I refer to those who know
what wars mean, if, when an ensign marcheth, any soldier that hath
any courage in him will stay behind to forsake his ensign. 'l'hus
no men of any command remained behind. with me, for each one
followed him as cltief, in whose name straight after bis arrival all
cries and proclamations were made. Captain La Grange, who liked
not this enteq)l'ise, was with me unto the 10th of the month, and
would not baye gone abroad if it had not been for the instant
requests of Captain Ribault, who staid two days in the road awniting until La Grange had come to him, when they sailed together,
and from that time forward I never saw them any more.
'l'he ve1·y clay that he departed, which was the 10th of September,
there arose so gl'eat a tempest, accompanied with such storms, that
the Inclin,ns themselves assured me it wus the worst weather that
ever was seen on tlrnt coast; wherefore, two or three days after,
fearh1g lest our ships might be 'in some distress, I sent for De Lys,
to assemble the rest of our people, to declare unto them what need
we had to,fortify ourselYes, which was done accordingly; and theu
I gave them to nnderstancl the necessities and inconveniences whereinto we were like to fall, as well by the absence of onr ships, as by
the neamess of the Spaniarcls, from whom we could look for nothing
less than an open and sufficient proclaimed war, seeing that they
had landed and fortified themselves so near to us; and if any misfortune had befallen om men who were at sea, we ought to make a
full account with ourselves, tlrnt we were to endure many miseries, ·
being in so small number, and so many ways affiicted as we were.
We began therefore to fortify ourselves, and to repair that which
was broken down, principally toward the river-side, where I caused
sixty feet of trees to be planted, to repair the palisade with planks,
which I cansecl to he taJ{en off the ship which I had built. Nevertheless, notwithstanding all onr diligence and labor, we were never
able fully to repair it, because of the storms, whicll did so grenLly
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annoy us that we could not finish our inclosure. Perceiving ourselves in such extremity I took muste1· of the men which Captain
Ribault had left me, to see if there were any that wantecl weapons;
I found nine or ten of them, whereof not more than two or three had
ever drawn sword out of scabbard, as I think. Of the nine, there
were four young striplings who served Captain Ribault and kept
his dogs, the fifth was a cook; among those tlrnt were withont the
fort, and which were of the aforesaid company of Captain Ribault,
there ,were a carpenter of threescore years old, one beer hrewe1\ one
old crossbow-maker, two shoemakers, and four oi- five men that had
their wives, a player on the virginals, four servants, and about
eighty-five or eigllty-six in all, including lackeys, women, and
children.
Those that were left me of my own company were about sixteen
or seventeen that could bear arms, and all of them poor and lean;
the rest were sick and maimed in the conflict which my lieutenant
had with Utina. This view· being th us taken we set our sentinels,
whereof we made two watches, that the soldiers might have one
night free. rrhen we bethought ourselves of those who might be
most snfiicient, among whom we chose two, St. Oler and De la.
-Vigne, to whom we delivered candles and lanterns, to go round
about the fort to view the watch, because of the foul and foggy
weather. I delivererl them also a sand-glass, that the sentinels
might not be troubled more one than another. In the mean while I
ceased not, for all the foul weather nor my sickness, to ove1·see the
guard-house. rnrn night between the 19th ancl 20th of September,
La Vigne kept watch with his company, wherein he used all energy,
although it rained withont ceasing. When, therefore, the clay had
come, and he saw that 'it still rained worse than it did before, he
pitied the sentinels so moiled and wet, and thinking that the Spauinrds would not come in such a straugo time, he let them depart,
and, to say the trutli, he went himself unto his lodging. Ju the
mean while, one who had something to rlo without the fort, and my
tmmpeter, who went up unto the rampart, perceived a troop of Spaniards that eame clown from a little knol1, whereupon immediately
they began to cry alarm, which as soon as ever I understood, forthwith I is~ued out, with my target and sword in hand, and got into
the middle of the court, where I began to cry unto my soldiers.
Some of them, who were of the forward sort, went toward the breach
which was on tlle south side, and where the munitions of the artillery
lay, where they were repulsed and slain. By the selfsame place two
ensigns entered, which were immediately planted on tlle ·walls. rl'wo
other ensigns also entered on the other side towards the west where
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there was another breach, and those who lodged in this- quarter a.nd
who showed themselves wel'e likewise defeated. As I went to succor
those who were defending the breach on the south west side, I encountered, by chance, a great company of Spaniards who had already
repulsed our men, and had now entered, who drove me back into
the court of the fort. Being there, I espied with them one Francis
Jean, who was one of the mariners who stole away my barks, and
had gnidecl and conducted the Spaniards thither. As soon as he
saw me, he said: "That is the Captain." 'rhis troop was led by a
captain whose name, as I think, was Don Pedro Melendes. These
made some pushes at me with tlleir pikes, which lighted on my
target. But, perceiving that I could not withstand so great a company, and that the court was already won and their ensigns planted
on the ramparts, and that I had not a man about me, except one
whose name was Bartholomew, I entered into the yard of my lodging, into which they followed me, "and had it not been for n tent
that was set np, I had been tn.ken; but the Spaniarcls who followed
me were occupied in cutting off the cords of the tent; and in tb.o ·
mean while I saved myself by the b1·each which ,vas on the west side,
near to my lieutenant's lodging and the gateway, into the woods,
where I found some of my men who had escaped, of which number
there were three or four who were badly hurt. 1'hen I spake unto
them thus: '"Sirs, we must needs take the pains to get over the
marshes into the ships, which are at the month of the river."
Some would needs go to a little village which was in the woods,
the others followed me through the cane into the water, where not
being able to go further on acconnt of my sickness, I sent two of
my men that were with me, who could swim well, unto the ships, to
inform them of that which had happened, and to send them word
to come and help me. They were not able tllat day to get to the
ships, therefore I was constrained to stand in the wnter up to my
shoulders all that night along with one of my men who would never
forsake me. 'rhe next morning beiug scarcely able to c1raw my
breath any more, I betook me to my prayers with the soldier that
was with me, whose name was John du Oliemin, for I felt myself
so feeble that I was afraid I should die suddenly ; and in truth if
he had not embraced me in both his arms, and so held me up, it
had not been possible to save me.
After ·we had made an end of our prayers, I heard a voice which
in my judgment vrns that of 011e of those whom I had sent, who
were over against the ships and called for the ship's boat, which
was so in need; and because those on the ships had been informed
of the taking of the fort, by one John de Hais, master carpenter,
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who fled to them in a sliallop, they had set sail to run along the
coast to see if they might save any. rl'hey went straight to the
place where the two men were whom I had sent and who called
them. A.s soon as the_y had received them and understood where
I was, they came and found me in a pitiful condition. Ffre or six
of them took me and carried me into the shallop; some of the
mariners took. their clothes from their backs to lend them to me,
and would have carried me immediately to their ships to give lI).e a
little aqua vitre. Howbeit I would not go thithet· until I had first
gone along the reeds to seek out the pooe souls that were scattered
abroad, where we gathered up eighteen or twenty of them. 'The
last that I took in was the nephew of the treasurer, Le Beau.
A.fter we all had come to the ships, I comforted them as well as I
could· and sent back the bout again with speed to see if they could
yet find any more.
Upon her return the mariners told me how that Captain .Tames
Ribanlt,* who was in his ship aboi1t two mnsket-shots from the fort,
had parliecl with the Spaniards, and thut Francis Jean came unto
his ship where he staid a long time, whereat they gl'eatly marvelled,
considering that he (Jean) was the cause of this enterprise, how
he shoulcl let him escape. After I had come into the ship called
the Greyhound, Captains Rihault and Valnst came to see me, and
·there we concluded to return to France.
Now, forasmuch as I found the ship unfurnished of captain, pilot,
master, and master's mate, I gave advice to choose out one of the
most able men among all the mariners (for captain), and that by
their own votes. I took also five men out of another small ship
which we had sunk because it needed ballast, and could not be
saved. Thus I increased the furniture of the ship wherein I myself
was embarked, and made one who had been master's mate in the
said small ship master of mine. Auel because I lacked a pilot I
prayed ,James Ribuult that he would give me one of the four men
that he liad in his ship, which I should name to him, to serve me
for a pilot. He promised to do so, ·but did not. I was constrained
to leave behind me the ship wllich I had bought of the English
captain, because I needed men to bring her away; for Captain
James Ribault had taken away her furniture; I took away her ordnance only, which was all dismounted, whereof I gave nine pieces
to James Ribault to take to France; the other five I put into my
ship.
The 25th of ~eptember (1565), we set sail to return to France,

* Captain Jean Ribault was the commander-in-chief. James may have been
his brother.
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-and Captain James Ribault and I kept company all tbat clay an<l
the next until three or four o'clock in the afternoon, but because his
ship was better at bowline than mine, he kept to the wind, and left
ns the same clay. The 28th of October, in the morning at day:brcak, we descried the Island of Flores, one of the Azores. A\Jont
the 10th or lltl1 of November, after we ltud sailed a long time, ancl
supposing we were not very far from land, I caused my men to
sound, when they found about seventy-five fathoms of water. We
tb.en continued on our way; but, as we had borne too mueh
to the northeast, we entered into St. George's Channel. We
sailed all the night supposing we were in the narrow sea between
England and France, and by the next day to reach Dieppe, lint,
about two or three o'clock after midnight, as I walked upon
deck, I descried land round about me,. whereat we were astonished. I hnmediately caused them to strike sail and to sound ;
we found we had not under us more than eight fathoms of water,
whereupon I commanded them to stay till daybreak, which having
come, and seeing my mariners told me that they knew not this
lancl, I commanded them to approach it. Being near thereunto I
cast anchor and sent the boat ashore to learn in what conn try we·
were. ,vorcl was brought that we ,vere in
ales. I ·went immediately on land. In the mean while I caused the ship to be brought
into the bay of Swansea, where I found a merchant of' St. Malo,
who lent me money wherewith I made some apparel for myself, aml
part for my company that was with me. I bonght two wren
(oxen?) and salted them, and a tun of beer, which I delivered unto
him who had charge of the ship, praying him to carry it to France,
whicll. he promised to do. For my own part I proposed, with my
men to pass by land, and after I bad taken leave of my mariners I
departed from Swansea, and came that nigll.t with my company to
a place called Morgan, where the lord of the place, umlerstnnding
who I was, detained me with him for the space of six: or seven clays, ·
and at my departure moved with pity to see me go on foot, especially being so weak as I was, he gave ine a litt1e hackney.
r.rlrns I passed on my joumey, first to Bristol and then to London; from thence I passed to Calais, afterwards to Paris.
For my own part, I will not accuse nor excuse any; it snfficeth
me to have followed the truth of the history whereof many ,vho
were there present are abl'e to bear witness. I will plainly say one
thing: that the long delay that Captain J olm Ribanlt used in bis
embnrking, and the fif'teen clays that he spent in roYing along the
coast of Florida before he came to our fort, ·were the cause of the
loss we sustaine<'l; for he discovered the coast on tlle 14th of Au-
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gnst, and spent the time in going from river to riYer, which had
been sufficient for him to have discharged his ships in, and for me
to have embarked to return to France. I note well, that all that
he did was upon a good intent; yet, in my opinion, he should have
had more regard unto his charge than to the devices of his own
brain, which sometimes he printed in his head so deeply that it was
very hard to put them out, which also turned to his utter undoing;
for he was no sooner departed 'from us but a tempest took him,
which in fine wrecked him upon the coast, where all his ships were
cast away, and he, with much ado, escaped drowning to fall into·
thefr hands, who cruelly massacred him and all his company.
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CHAPTER IV.
THE VOYAGE OF PEDRO MENENDEZ DE AVILES.

1565.
ON Wednesday, Jnly 5th, 1565, we reached the Canary Islands,
which are two hun~lrecl and fif'ty leagues from Cadiz, where we .
stopped three days to lay in woorl and water. The following Sun- ·
clay, ,July the 8th, our fleet, consisting of eight ships, left the Canary
Islancls, and proceeded to the island of Dominica. Unfortunately
the very evening we set sail om first galley and a patache* became
separnted from us. For t,vo clays we coasted up and down, lloping
to rejoin them, but without success; and our admiral then gave
orders for us to sail direeLly to Dominica, where we were to await
them in case they had not arrived before us~ Dnring this voyage a·
shallop sprung a leak; the captain and a soldier had recourse to
thefr swords to ol11ige the pilot to retum to port, being fearful lest
they should all he drowned. The pilot dedarecl himself unable to do
this, on account of the rough weathe1· ; so they decided to make
for the cape on the southwest, in order to reach the land as soon
as possible. 'l'hus it happenecl that we were obliged to leave
them. 'l'lle fiye vessels which remained of our fleet continued their
voyage the rest of the way. Up to Friday, the 20th, we had very
fine weather ; but by ten o'clock that c~ay a violent wind arose,
which by two in the afternoon had become tlle most frightful hurricane one can imagine. Onr suspense during Saturday was no less
than that of the preceding night; light itself was a consolation, but
when night found us again in the same dangerous situation, we
thought we must surely perish. Sunday morning came, nnc1 your
lordshipt can fancy how we rejoiced to see daylight once more,.
although the storm continued unabated all clay and until noon of
the following Mouday.
When the tempest arose, our five vessels were sailing in com-·
pany; but during the night the hurricane was so violent that they

* A tencler or dispatch boat.
t In the n,cconnt from which
was aclclressecl.

this was taken, it does not appear to whom it
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were driven in different directions, and we lost sight of one another
for three clays. Finally one mon1ing we saw a ship approaching,
which we recognized as one of our fleet.
,~re were all so tire cl, and our minds so confused, by what we had
suffered, that the pilots lost all calcultttions of recko!1ing as to what
was our prnper course; but they directed the men to steer westsouthwest, and we came in sight of the island of Desirade.
On Sunday, August 5th, just as we were approaching the island,
we were assailed by a heavy swell and a westerly gale, which drnve
us back to the island of Dominica, where we entered the harbor
about nine o'clock in the evening. 011 rruesday morning the admiral fitted out the boat in whieh the sailors were to go in search
of wood and water, a_ncl told me if I wished I might accompany
them. I had about a hundred Pern jars filled up with fresl1 water,
and a large quantity of wood gathered, and about fonr o'clock we
returned to the ship. Just then so fresh a breeze sprung up that
at daylight on Wednesday we found ourselves at the island of
Montserrat, thirty-five leagues from there. Further on are a great
many other islands, which bear the names of clifferent saints, Guadaloupe, ancl the Virgin Islands. This group appears to be about two
hundred leagues in circumference, but the ground is very stony and
uninhabitable. It is said that from the 0a1iary Islands to pominica
there are apou_t eight hundred leagues sailing.
On 'l.1lrnrsday, August 9th, about noon, we came in sight of Porto
Ric-0, but at nightfall the pilot, being fearful lest we stoultl run
agl'Ouncl on the sand-banks which surround the island and its harbor,
ordered all the sails to be brailed up. Next morning, however, the
l1l'eeze having stiffened a little, we again set sail, and entered the
port on Friday about three in the aftemoon. On entering tbe port
we discovered our first galley anchored there, with the San Pel::tyo
which had become separated froni us in the storm.
On vVednesday, tlle 15th, about ten o'clock, morn than thirty men
deserted, and concealed themselves around the harbor. A rnong
them were three of the seven priests wl10 accompanied the expedition. It was impossible to find them dead or alive, wllich distressed
the gene ml very much.
In the port of St. Johns, of Porto Rico, the general purchased
twenty.four horses, and a sllip to transport fifty men whom the king
had commanded to be taken from this island. 'rlie very day we set
sail, this ship sprung a leak, and the danger of foundering was so
imminent that, in order to save the men, it became necessary to
lighten her by throwing overboard a large quantity of merchandise.
Seeing that this produced but little effect, it bernme neeessu.ry n.lso
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to throw over the horses. rrwenty-three were either lost in this way
or died during the voyage, so that but one arrived in Florida. The
same day the general sent a large ship to St. Domingo with orders
to take on board the four hundred men who bacl been assembled
there and have them jnin us in all haste.
Before onr fleet left Spain, three caravels had been sent out by
his majesty's (lirections, as clispt:i.tch boats, each at a different time,
to transmit to St. Domingo, and to Havana, his majesty's orders in
regard to what should be clone on our arrival at these places. 'l'he
second of these caravels took with her a grent many sealed dispakhes conceming arrangements to he made, and a great many
valuable objects. When she arrived off Mona Island, which forms
already a part St. Domingo, she was attacked and compellecl to surrender to a French vessel, one of those which were in our neighborhood.* Tbe enemy boarded Iler, possessed themselves of all her
papers, read the plans for the conquest of Florida, took off all other
tllings they saw fit to take, and then told the ·ship's company to go
as fast as they could to St. Domingo to notify their countrymen, but
that they hoped to be there as soon as the caravel, and with this
they left them.
On Friday, August 17th, about four in the afternoon, we arrived
in sight of St. Domingo. 0 m general instantly ordered the admiral's
ship to proceed northward and pass through a very dangerous channel, which no navigator had as yet explo1·cd.t
Your lordship will 1·emember that when the fleet was in preparation, in Spain, I went to see the captain-general at the harbor of
St. Mary, and, as I told yon, he showed me a letter from his royal
highness Philip II., - signed with his name. In this letter his
majesty told him _that on May ~0th some ships had left France, carrying seven hnndrecl men and two hundred women. As I have
stated, we learnecl at St. ,Tohns, of Pol'to Rico, that our dispatch
boat had been captured. This fact joined to the reflection that our
fleet was much inj nred by tlle storm, and that of the ten vessels
which left Cadiz, only four re1:nained, besides the one bought at the
last port to transport the horses and troops,-all ibis made it evident to our cnptam-general, that the French would likely be waiting
for him near the harbo1·s a little further on; that is, off Monte Christi,

* Captured by the vessel that the mutineers took from Laudonniere. It is
proliable they made no use of the dispatches, and that they neve1; communicated
them to Lauclonniere when they returnecl to Fort Caroline.
t The J.)ilot Aliminos, with Ponce de Leon, was the first that ever passed
through this Bahama Channel.
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Havana, nnd the Cape of Las. Canas,* which lie on the same side,
and precisely in our route to Florida. rl'his was all the more to be
expected, since the French had come in possession of our plan to
unite our forces at Havana. Not wishing to enconnter the French,.
the general decided to take a northerly course and pursue a new
route through the Btihama Channel, leaving the enemy to the windwnrcl.
On Snnr1ay the 20th of A ngust, we saw two islands, called the
Bahama Islands. 'l'he· shoals that lie between them are so extensive that the billows are felt fai· out at sea. The ship pmchased at
Porto Rico got agrnund that day in two and a half fathoms of
water, bnt she soon got off. 0 m galley, one of the best ships
afloat, found herself all day in the same position, when suddenly her
keel struck three times violently against the bottom. rrhe sailors
gave themselves up for lost, and the wate1· commence<l to pour into
her hold. But as we had a mission to fulfil for Jesus Christ and
hi.s blessed nwther, two heavy waves which struck her abaft set her
afloat again, and soon after we found her in deep water, and at midnight we entered the Bahama Channel.
On Monday, August 27, [1565] while we were near the entrance of
the Bahama Channel, God showed us a miracle f1·orn, heauen. About
nine o'clock in the evening a comett appeared, which showed itself
directly above us, a little eastwa,rd, giving so much light that it
might have been taken for the sun. It went toward the west, that
is, towards Florida, and its brightness lasted long enough to repeat
two credos. According to the sailors, this was a good omen.
On Tuesday the 28th we had a calm more dead thnn anything we
had yet experienced while at sea. One thing happened which I regard as miractllous. While we were becalmed none of the pilots knew
where we were; some pretending we were as much as a lnrnclrecl
leagues from Florida. Howevei·, thanks to God, and the prayers of
the Blessed Virgin, we ·soon had the pleasure of seeing land. We
steered in that direction, anchored near a point of land, and founcl
ourselves actually in Florida, and not very far distant from. the
enemy. 'l'hat very evening our general assembled the pilots on the
ga11ey to discuss what was to be done.
Next day, the 29th (August), at daylight. the fleet weighed an-

* Ribault at this time was examining the liarbors on the coast of South Carolina and Georgia, while Laudonniere was preparing to leave Fort Caroline for
France.
t It was a meteor, ancl a better token, for this good priest, for being special;
a comet would have been a good or a bacl omen (just as people might take it), in
too many places.
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chor, and coasted along in search of the enemy, or a harbor favoTable for embarking. On Monday, August 30th, we were assailed
by bad weather, and obligec1 to anchor. For fonr days contrary
winds continued to blow, or else it was so calm we could not move;
dnring all of which time we renrninec1 at anchor abont n. league and
a half from shore. rr11e captain-general, seeing that neither the pilot
nor the two Frenchmen we had taken prisoners, and who belonged
to the French colony,* could give us any information in regard to the
port, and Lhe coast being so flat that we conlcl recognize only a few
objects, decided to send ashore fifty arquebusiers with some captains.
'l'hev built fires in order to exeite the cul'iosity of the natives, ancl
uttr~ct them, but none eame to see us. Our people than clecidecl to
penetrate the interior, ancl after having gone fonr leagnes they
a1Tivecl at a Yillage of Indians, who kindly received them. The
Frenchmen whom we had with us told us they had been in communication with the.rn for a long time. As soon as the general
had learnec1 the news, he resolYecl to disern bark on Snturc1ay morning·, September 1st, anci go among these Indians to get some information ns to where the Frenl'h were. One "of the Frenchmen of
whom I hnYe spoken understood their langnage. They told us we
bad left the French abont fiye leagues behind us-precisely at the
same spot to which God haJ condncted us when we arrived in sight
of lnnd ; but could not then finc1 them because we had not sent any
01ie ashore.
On rruesclft.y, the 4th, the fleet left the place of which I have been
speaking,and took a northerly course, keeping all the time close to the
coast. On 1iiV eclnesr1ny, the 5th, two homs before sunset, we saw fonr
French ships at the month of n. river. ·when we we1;e two leagues
from them, the first gt:iJley (Spanish) joined the rest of the fleet, which
was composecl of fonl' other vessels. The genernl concerted a pla,n
with the captains ancl pilots, and ordered the flngship, the San
Pelayo, and a shallop to attack the French flagship, the Trinity,
while the first galley ancl another shallop woulfl_ attack the French
galley, both of which vessels were very large and powerful. All
the ships of our fleet put themselves in good position. They followed the galley, but our general did not fire nor seek to make any
attack on the enemy. He went straight to the French go.Hey and
cast anchor about eight paces from her. rnie other vessels went to
.tlie windward, and very near the enemy. During the mancenvres,

* 'Where the two Frenchmen, who belonged to the colony, were captured,
this account does not state, but they were some of the cleserters from Fo1·t Caroline, who had stolen the boats.
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which lasted until about two hours after sunset, not a word was sn.id
on either side. Never in my Ufo have I known such stillness. O nr
general inquired of the French galley, which was the vessel nearest
to him, "Whence does this fleet come?" rl'hey m1swernc1, "From
France." "What are you doing here?" asked the general. "'rbis is
the territory of King Philip II. I order you to leave directly; for
I neither know who you are nor what you want here." The French
comman(ler then replied, "I am bringing solcliers a11(1 supplies to
the fort of the King of France." He tlien asked the name of the
general of our fleet, and was told " Pedro Menendez de Aviles,
Captain-General of' the King of Spain, who hnve come to hang all
Lutherans I find he.re." Our general-then asked him the name of his
commander, and he replied, " Lord Gasto." ·while this was going
on, a long boat was sent from the galley to the flngsh ip. 'l'he person
charged with this errand managed to do it so secretly that we could
not hear what was s:1icl; bnt we understood the reply of the l?rench
to be, "I am the admiral;"* which made us think he wished to snrl'ender, as they wern in such small force. Scarcely had the French
made this reply, when they slipped their cables, spread. their sails,
and passed through our mfrlst.t Our admiral, seeing this, followed
the French commander, and called upon hiii1 to lower his sails in the
name of King Philip; to which he received an impertinent answer.
Immediately our general ordered to be discharged a small cul verin,
the ball from which struck the vessel amidsbip, and I thought she
was going to founder. ,V" e gave chase, and some time after he again
called on them to lower their sails. '' I would sooner die first than
surrender," replied the French communder.t The order wns given
to fire a second shot, which carried off five or six men; but as these
'n-1.iserable devils are very gpod snilors, they mn.nrenvrecl so well that .
we could not take one of them; and notwithstanding nll the guns
we fired at them we did not. sink one of their ships. VVe only got
possession o"r one of .their large boats, which was of great service
to us afterwards. During the whole night our flagship and the
galley chased the French flagship and galley.
Wednesclay morning, September 5th, at sunrise, so great a storm
arose that we feared we should be shipwreckecl, and as our vessels

* This account cloes not conform with that of Lauclonniere, nor appear consistent with the conduct ancl preparation of the Spanish general.
t This took place at clawn: the French had prepa=red during the night to do
this.
:j: Both Lauclonniere and Ribault, who hacl just succeecled. him, were, at this
time, in Fort Caroline, so it was some brave French officer who macle this reply,
if it was made at all.
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were small "':'78 did not c1are to remain on the open sea, so we regaine<l
the shore; that is three of our vessels anchored about a league and
a half from it. We had donble moorings, bnt the wind was so strong
that one of' them· broke loose. .A.s our galley was a large vessel,
and busy following up the enemy, she could not come to our assistance; so we felt onrsel Yes in danger of being nttackecl. 'l'he same
evening about sunset, we perceived a sail afar off, which we supposed was one of our galleys; bnt as the ship nppl'Oached we discovered it was the French flngship which we had fired at the night
before. At first we thong ht she was going to attack us, but she anchored between us and the shore, about a league from t1s. 1'hat
11ight the pilots of our other ships came on board to consult with the
achniral as to wh-at was to be done. The next morning, fully persnac1et1 that the storm had made a wreck, of our galley, or at least
that she had been driven a hun<lred leagues out -to sea, \Ye decided
that so soon as daylight came we would weigh anchor and withdraw
in good order to a river which was below the French colony, ancl
there clisembark and construct a fort, wliich we would defend until
assistance en.me to us.
On 'l'hursclay, jnst as clay appeared, we sailed townrd the vessel
at anchor, and passerl very close to her, when we saw another yessel
appear in the open sea. vYe perceived it was the French galley
of which we had been in pursuit. Finding ourselves between
· these two Yessels, we cleeiclecl to direct ourselves toward the galley,
for the sake of deceiving them, and preventing them from at·tacking ns. 'l'liis bold manner haYing succeeded, we sough.t the
1·iver Seloy (river of Dolphins) and port, where we hn.cl the good
fortune to find onr galley and another vessel. Two companies of
infantry 110w r1isembarkec1; they were well received by the Indians,
who gave them a large house belonging to a chief, and situated near
the shore of the river. Immediately, Captain Patino and Captain
San Vincente, both men of talent and energy, ordered an entrenchment to be built around this house, with a slope of earth and fascines,
these being the only means of defence possible in that country where
stones are nowhere to be fonnd.
Up to to-day we haYe disembarked twenty-four pieces of bronze
guns, of different calibres, of whiuh the least weighed fifteen hnn-'
clred weight. Onr fort is at a dist::mce of about fifteen leugnes from
that of the enemy. When the general disembarked he was quite
snrprisecl at what had been clone.
On ~aturdny, the 8th, the general landed with many banners
spread, to the sound of trumpets and salntes of nrtillery. 'l1lrn same
clay the general took formal possession of the country, and all the
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captains took the oath of allegience to him as thefr general and
governor of the country. When this ceremony was ended he offered
to do everything in his power for them, especin1ly to Otiptain Patino
for his talents ancl assiduity in constructing a fol't in which to
defend ourselves until the arrirnl of help from St. Domingo and
Havana.
ri.,he day after our ge1~eral came unto the fort, he was very mnch
annoyed that his galley and another vessel were anchored about a
league out at sea, and were not able to enter the harbor on account
of the sancl-bnuks. Re felt uneasy and feared the Fl'ench would
capture or ill-treat them. As soon as this iciea took possession of
him, he left to go on board another galley. He gave the order for
three of the boats of the ships, whieh were anchored in the river, to
go and get the food and troops from on board the galley.
'rhe next day illr ship went to sea, loaded with provisions and
one hundred men besides, and when about hnif a league from the
bar it became so calm that it could not advance at all, so they cast
anchor and passed the night in that place. The next morning, as
the ticle rose, they weighed anchor, and as daylight advanced they
found themselves astern of two French vessels that had been watching them. 'rhe enemy prepared immediately to attack us; they were
already quite close upon us, ·when the wind freshened, blowing
directly towards the channel, so that our galley could take refuge.
The French soon followed us, but as the water is very shallow on
the bar, their fa1·ge ships could not pass over, and onl' provisions
and people got safely into port.
On the same evening, after we had landed our troops and provisions, the two vessels sailed away at midnight, without being seen
by the enemy. One went to Spain and the other to Havana. The
next clay a grnat hurricane came up, and was so severe that I think
almost all the French vessels must have heen losti for they were
assailed on the most dangerous part of the coast. Our general, wllo
was very bolcl in all military matters, and a great enemy of the
French, immediately assembled bis captains and planned an expedition to attack the French settlement and fort on the ri-ver. Accordingly, on Monday, September the l '7th, he set out with five hundred
men, well provided with firearms and pikes, each soldie1· carrying
with him a sack of bread and a supply of wine for t.he journey.
They also took with them, to serve as guides, two Inc1inn chiefs,
who were the implacable enemies of the French.
Since the departure of the troops we have suffered the worst
weather and the most honible tempests that I ever saw. Y csterclay
evening, Wednesday 19th, we sent from the fort twenty men laden
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with provjsions-bread, wine, and cheese-but the rain has fallen
in such abundance that I am not sure they hnve been able to join
the general and his army. I hope Goel, however, will do all he can
for us, which will enable us to propagate his religion and destroy
the here tics.
In a letter received from the general to-clay, the 19th, he wrote:
tha~ the very shallowest of the streams that they forded reached ~p
to the knees, and that he has passed through very dense forrests, and
to-morrow, the 20th, he hoped to attack the enemy's fort at daybreak.
On Saturday morning, the 22d, the admiral, at our r~quest, sent
some soldiers to fish, that we priests might ha Ye something to eat,
it being a fast day. Just as they anived at the place for fishing
and were going to throw out their nets, they perceived a man
advancing. toward them. He unfurled a white fla,g, which is a sign
of peace, wben our men su1Tolmde.d and captured him. He proved
to be a Frenchman, one of our enemies, so they brought him to our
aclmirnl * The man, thinking we were going to hang him, shed
tears n,nd appenrec1 to be in great rlistress. I asked him if he were
a Catholic, and he told me be was, ancl recited some prayers; so I
consoled him and told him not to fear anything, but to answer with
frankness all questions pnt to him, which he promised to do. He,
said there were about seven hundred men iii the fort, of which onethird-wcre Lutherans, and two priests who preached the Lutheran
doctrines; and in camp eight or ten Spaniards, three of whom
were fonnd among the Indians, quite naked and painted like the
natives, who harl been wrecked on the coast, and as no vessel had
come into the country for a long time, they had remained with the
Inclians, some of whom had joined the French wl1ose fleet had
arrived twenty clays before.
On Mondny, September 24th, about nine o'clo('k in the morning,
the admiral came into port with his frigate. An hour aftel' hearrived we saw a man approaching with loncl cries: "-Victory l victo1·y I the French fort is ours." As· the enterprise we are engaged
in is for the cause of Jesus Christ and His blessed mother, the
Holy $pirit has enlightened the understanding of our chief, so that
everything has tnmecl to our advantage and. resulted in a great
victory. As previously stated, the general set out on Monday, the
17th of September. 1.,hey ma.rahed until rrnesday evening, when
they arrived within ,a quarter of a league of the enemy's fort, where

* Menendez was the general ancl chief in commallCl ; then there wns also an
ac1miral. Menendez llacl gone to attack Fort Caroline, aud the admiral remained probably with the fleet at Seloy.
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they remained all night, up to their waists in water. When daylight came, Captains Lopez, Patino, and Martin Ochoa had nlreac1y
been to examine· the .fort, but when they went to attack the fort a
greater part of the soldiers were so confused they scarcely knew
what they were about.*
On Thmsday morning the general went to inspect the fort.
It appears the enemy did not perceive their approach until the
very moment of the attack, as it was very early in the morning and
bad rained in torrents. 1'he greater part of the soldiers ·were still
in bed. Some arose in their shirts, and others, qnite naked,. begged
for qnarter; but in spite of that, more than one brindred and forty
were killed. A great Lutheran cosmographer and magician was
found among the deacl.t 'rhe rest, numbering about three hundred,
scaled the walls, and took refuge either hi the forest or on tllei1·
ships floating on the river, laclen with treasnres; so thn,t in an
holll''s time the fort was in our possession, without our having lost
a single man or even had one wounded. 'l,here were six. vessels on
the riyer at tlle time. They took one brig and an nnfiuished
galley, and another v.essel, which had just been discharged of a
load of rich merchandise and sunk. 1,hese vessels were placed at
the entrance to the bar, to blockade the harbor, as they expected
we would come Ly sea. Another laden with wine and 1nerehanclise was near the port. She refused to surrender and spread her
sails, when they fired on he1· from the fort and sunk her in a place
where neither the vessel nor the cargo will be lost. 'The taking of
this fort gained us many valuable ohjects, viz.: two hundred pikes,
a hundred and \wenty helmets, a quantity of arqnelrnses and.
shields, a qnai1tity of clothing, linen, :fine cloths, two hundred tons
of flour, a good many barrels of biscuit, two hundred bushels of
wheat, three horses, four asses and two she-asses, hogs, tallow,
books, furnace, flonr-rnill, and many other thing·s of little value.
But the greatest advantage is· certainly the triuniph which ow· Lord
has granted us which will be the means of the holy Gospel being
introduced into this country, a thing necessary to prevent the loss
of many souls.
On l\fonday, the 24th of. September, 1565, at Yesper hour, onr
general arrived with fifty foot soldiers. He was very tired as well
as those who accompanied him. Our general's zeal for Christianity

* This confusion may have been occasioned by fog, obscurity, or ignorance of
the way, through woods and marshes, but it is left to conjecture.
t This was La Roguette, who by his art had produced defection among La.t1donniere's soldiers.
·
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is so great that all his troubles are but repose for his mind. I am
sure that no merely human strength could have supported all that
he bns suffered, but the ardent desire which he has to serue our
Lord in destroying the Lutheran heretics, the enemies of our holy
Catholic religion, causes him to be less sensible to the ills he endured.
0 n the 28th, after the arrival of the adelantado at Seloy, some
Indians came to him to inform him that towards the south there
was a French vessel wrecked, and that there were a great many
Ohristinns four leagues distant, who could not pass the river or
arm of the sea. Immediately our general directed the admiral to
arm a bont, take fifty men, and go down the river to the sea to find
out what was the matter. About two o'clock the general sent for
me, and told me in a very decided tone that he wished to set out,
and that he commanclecl me and the captains who remained at the
fort to accompany him. He said there should be in all twelve men
to go in the boat, and two of them Inc1i~ns who would serve as
guides. We set off immediately and descended the river to the sea
in search of the enemy; and to get there \Ve bad to march more
than t·wo leagues through plains covered with brush, often up to
our knees in water, our brave general always leading the march.
When we reached the sea we went about three leagues along the
coast in search of our comrades. It was about ten o'clock at night
when we met them. Not far off we saw the camp fires of onr enemies, and our general ordered two of our soldiers to go and reconnoitre them, concealing themselves in the bushes, and to observe
well the ground where they were encamped, s~. as to know what
could be clone. About two o'clock the men returned, saying the
enemy was on the other side of the river, and that we could not get
at them. Immediately the general ordered two sok1iers and four
sailors to return to ·where we had left the boats and bririg them
down the river so that we might pass over to where the enemy was;
then he marched his troops forward to the river, and we anivecl before cla0rligl1t. We concealed ourselves in a hollow between the
sand hills with the Indians who were with us, and after hiding bis
soldiers among the bushes and trees and when it became light [he
surveyed the country from the top of a tree and saw many people on
the opposite side of the river, with banners flying; ancl thinking how
he shonlc.1 prevent them from crossing over he drew so near them
that he could connt them] go clown to the river to get shell-fisl1 for
food, and soon after we saw a flag hoisted. 0 ur geneeal, who was
observing all that, said to us: '' I intend to change these clothes
for those of a sailor, and take a Freiicl.unan witll me ( one of those
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whom we had brought with ns from Spain) ·and we will go and talk
with tllese Frenchmen. Perhaps they are without supplies and
would be glad to surrender without fighting." He had scarcely
finished speaking before he put bis plan into execution. As soon
as he had called to them one of them swam towards and spoke to
bim; told him of their having been shipwrecked (in a hurricane)
and the distress they were in, that they had not eaten bread for
eight or ten days.* The general askecl him how many men were on
the opposite side. He replied, "About two hnndred followers of
Captain Ribault, viceroy and captain-general of Florida for the
king of France [Charles IX.]."
He again asked him," Are they Roman Catholics or Lutherans?"
He replied: "They are all Lutherans," of which the general had been
previously informed l1_y the ·women an cl children whom he bad· recently captured at Fort Caroline, together witb six cases of Lutheran
books which were afterwards burned. The general then asked him if
he wished to return to his people. He answered, "Yes." "You may
then go back and report to Capt. Ribault that I am captain-general
for Philip II., king of Spain, and came to find out what your people
are doing here." The Frenchman went back the same day with the
message to Captain Ribault,t who sent him back asking an interview
for.himself and four officers, and requesting that a boat might be sent
for them, which the general granted, and guaranteed on his honoe that
they should not be molested going or coming, and at the same time
ordered a boat to be sent for them. On the boat returning they
were cordially received by the general and his men, who afterwards
were ordered to retire at some distance to the rear and scatter themselves among the bushes so as not to be seen by the French. One of
the Frenchmen said that he was a captain, and that four galleons had
been lost in the recent storm, together with several smaller vessels
belonging to the king of Franee ; and some of the people who had
escaped wished to be assisted with boats to take them to a fort
twenty leagues distant. The general then asked him, "Are they
Catholics or Lutherans?" He replied," We are all Lutherans." He
then said, " Gentlemen, your fort has been taken, ancl all the people

* Grajales, except the three lines in braokets, whioh is from Solis de las
Meras.
t In this accot1nt of Solis de las Meras, he mentions two pa1•ties: the first of
208 men, all of whom surrendered; the seconcl of 350, of whom only 150 woulcl
surrender, of which latter number Ca1)tain Ribault is mentioned as one. 'l'he
chaplain, Grajales, mentions only the first surrender, in which were the ten or
twelve Catholics that he saved, but he does pot give the number that surrenclered.
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in it put to death except the.women and children under fif'teen years
of nge; and if you wish to be certain of it, there are some soldiers
here who can tell yon all about the capture. I have two French
soldiel'S Roman Catholics who were captured at the fol't, and ·will
send for them if you will take a seat here, and you can question
them~' 'l'hey replied, "vVe are satisfied witl1 your statement," aucl
begged as a favor that he would give them some ships to take them
back to Frf).nce. 'l'he general said that he had no ships to spare,
hut he woulcl do so willing1y if he had some to spare if they ,vere
Cntholics; that he had recently sent one to Fort St. Matteo (Fort
Caroline) ~o bring the artillery, one to St. Domingo with the women
and children he had captured, and one with dispatches to Spain.
The Frenchman then begged the general to let his people remain
with him until he could furnish them with ships and provisions to
take them back to France, as there was then no war between the
· two nations, and the kings of France and Spain were friends and
brothers. 1'he general replied that this was true, hut that as they
were Lutherans he looked upon them as enern ies, and would wage
war against them "with fire nnd sword, 1vhethel' on sea or land, for
the king, as I have come here to establish the Holy Roman Catholic
faith in Florida. But if you will snrrenclet· yourselves and arms
ancl trnst to my mercy, you may do so, and I will act towards you
as God may prnmpt me; otherwise do as you please, for I will not
make any terms or treaties with you." One of the Frenchmen then
said he would go back and consult with his people what was best to
be done, and that within twb hours he would return with an answer.
rr11e general then said, '·You can do as you p1ease, ancl I will remain
here until you return." In two hours be retmnecl and said there
were many noblemen among them who would gh'e him fifty thousand ducats if he would spare their lives. He repliecl," I am u poor
man, but I would not be guilty of such weakness, nor do I wish to
be thought avaricious, and when I wish to be liberal and merciful, it
must be without rewan1, nor will I offer any other terms." Thereupon the Frenchman retnrned to his people, and in less than an hour
after, he came baek and said to the general, that all the Frenchmen
would trust to his mercy and sm1·encler on his terms, and brought
back in. his bout all their flags, arq uebuses, pistols, swords, bucklers,
helmets, and breastplates.*

* There was but a page left of the cliaplain's account, where I terminaterl it,
ancl as the remainder of it gives a somewhat different account of this surrender,
I here insel·t it. "Immediately the general sent him back to his countrymen,
to say they must surrender, anU give up their arms, or. he woulcl pnt them all
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rrhe general then ordered twenty soldiers into tlie boats to bring
over the river ten at a time, and not to treat them ill; he then withdrew from the banks of the river, to some bushes behind the sandhills, where he eould not be seen from the boat that was to bring
them over, and when they landed he said to the French captain and
the other Frenchmen with him: '' Gentlemen, I have but few men,
and they are not well known to me, and as yon are many and are
at liberty, it will be easy for you to revenge yourselves upon me fo1·
the people I have put to death when we took your fort; it is, ~here- ·
fore, neeessary that you should march with your hands tied behind
your backs, four leagues, where I have my camp;" to which they
consented, and as they crossed over the Spaniards tied their hands
behind their backs, and marched them off in squads of ten until they
amounted to two hnndrerl and ·eight Frenchmen; when the general
asked if there were any Roman Oatho1ics among them. Eight of
them sa,i,cl they were Roman Catholic:::1, and he had them pnt into a
hoat and sent to St. .Augustine, but the remainder, who were
Lutherans, he ordered, af'te1· giving them something to eat, to be
marched to St . .Augustine to be pnt to death .
.A few dnys after the general returned to St. Augustine, the same
Indians came to inform him tlrnt more Clll'istians had anived on
the same side of the river where they found the ·others. He then
lJegan to surmise that they mnst be Captain Ribanlt's party whom
tliey called the French king's viceroy of Florida; n,nd Menendez ~et
out with one hundred and fifty solrliers well eq nipped, and halt.eel at
the same place as before. He scattered his sokliers along tlie river
· bank and behind the sand-hills and bushes; an<1 as day dawned he
saw a crowd of me11 with a lighter for the purpose of carrying over
to death. A French gentleman, who was a sergeant, brought back the re1)ly
that they would surrender on conclition their lives s110uld be sparecl. After
lrnving parleyed a long time, onr brave captai.n-general answered that he would
make no promises; that they must smrencler unconditionally, ancl lay down
their arms ; because if he spared their lives, he wantecl theni to be grateful for
it, and if Im put them to death that there should be no cause for complaint.
Seeing that there was nothing else left for them to do, the sergeant returned to
the camp, and soon after he brought all their arms and flags, and gave them up
to the general, and surre11dered unconc1itional1y. Fil1ding they were all Lutherans, he ordered them all to be put to death, but as I was a priest; ancl had
bowels of mercy,(!) I begged him to grant me the favor of sparing those whom we
might find to be CI1ristians. He granted it, a11d I made investigations, and
founcl ten or twelve of the men Roman Catholics, whom we l11'onght back. All
the others we executed because they were Lutherans ancl enemies of our Holy
Catholic faith. All this took place on Saturday (St. Michael's Day), Sept. 29th,
1565." Thus ends the chrq)lain's story.
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the men to the other side of the river. But on seeing the Spaniards
they sounded .their drums and trumpets and unfurled the royal
standard together with two campaign flags, and upon playing their
fifes and drums showed battle to the Spaniards. 'l'he genernl
orclel'ed his men to sit clown and take their breakfasts, whilst he
walked up and clown the shore with his admiral and two other
cnptains, taking 110 notice of the French. Afterwards the French
hoisted a white flag, to which the general ~·eplicd, and sounded his
lmgle, which he always ettrrfod with him, and taking a wlli.te handkerchief he waved it in sign of peace. A Frenchman then entered
a canoe and called ont to the Spaniards to cross ov~r, but he was
answerecl that he mnst come where the general was. He replied
th11t it was difficult to cross over the river, as the current was
strong. A French sailor then swam across the river and spoke to
the general, who ordered him back to inform Captain Ribault that
if he wished anything he must ~vrite to him. 'l'he sailor returned
ancl shortly after brought back with him an officer with fl. message
from Captain Ribault, viceroy of the king of France;that his fleet
hacl been wrecked in a storm at sea, ancl that he had with him about
three hundred and fifty men who were marching to the French fort,
about twenty leagues distant, with a recinest to fnrnish him with
two boats to cross the river. The genernl sent him back a message
that he had captured the Jhench fort on the river May ancl put all
the garrison to death. The officer, making no demonstration of
sorrow at what he said, asked the privilege of sending l~ack one of
. the gentlemen with him to Captain Ribault, so as to. treat for a
smrender, with a guarantee of safe return. The Freneh gentlemen
clepnrted immediately with this message, and returned within an
hour with the message of Captain Ribault to the general accepting
his guarantee of safety. He tben crossed over with 'eight gentlemen,
whom the general reeeived cordially, for they were all distinguished
persons, and he offered them refreshments with wine and preserves.
Captain Ribault said that he was grateful for so kincl a reception,
but their hearts were so sorrowful, on account of hearing of the
death of their companions, that they could not partake of thefr
hospitality, except to take some wine and preserves. He then said
to the general he might some dny find himself in the same situation
· that he was in, and hoped that he would treat with llim in a friendly
and magnanimous spirit, and furnish him with ships and provisions
to return to France; and urged upon the general the reasonableness
of his request. He replie<l that he would not change his mind.
Captain Ribault then passed to the other side of the river to consult
with his people, among whom were many noblemen. After several
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hours had elapsed, he returned aml said to the genern1, that his
people were of different opinions about the terms of snrrendei-, but
that one-half would surrencler, on the terms of his being merciful,
and pay a ransom of a hundred thousand ducats; and the other
half would pay still more. The general replied: that, as much as
it grieved him that such a large ransom was offered, which he stood
in rieed of to effect a settlement in Florida and establish the Holy
Catholic religion there, which ha.cl been intrusted to hiin by the
king of Spain, still he must refuse their offer. Captain Ribanlt
then, as night was advancing, returned once more to consult with
his people, and in the morning he returned among the Spaniards,
and delivered to tlie general two royal standards of the king of
France, and the banners of the companies, also a sword, dagger,
pistol, gilt helmet, and a seal, which the aclmiral Coligny, of Franr.e,
had given him to seal dispatches and writs which might be passed.
At the same time he said, that out of three lrnndred and fifLy pel'sons
only one ln111clrecl and fift,v were willing to smrender on the terms
of being mercifully treated, and the remainder clepurtecl tlrnt uight
in anothe1· direction. 'rbereupon the general ordered Captain Diego
Flores de Valdez, admiral of the fleet, to bring them over in boats,
ten at a time, and distributed them among the bushes behind the
sand-hills, with their hands tied behind their backs, and afterwnrcl
marched them four leagues by land at nigllt, taking with them
Captain Ribanlt and his officers, with tlleir hands tied behind their
backs. Before they set out for St. Augustine the general asked
Captain Ribault if they were Lutherans or Roman Catholics, and
he replied they were Lutherans, and commenced to sing a p'salm:
"Domine memente mei," and after they finislrncl i.t, he remarked
that "they were made of' earth and to earth they must return', and
that twenty years, more or less, were of 110 consequence." Then the
general ordered all of them to be put to death, except the fifers,
clrnmmers, trnmpeters, and four others, who we1·e Catholics, making
in a.11 sixteen persons; and the same night the general returned to
St . .Augustine, where some taunted him with being crnel, and others
that he had done right, as they would hnve died of starvation, by
reason of the scnrcity of provisions at the fort, or the French, being
more numerous, would have pid the Spa1iiards to death for their
cruelty.*

* Solis de las Meras, brother-in-law of Menenc1ez. Pope Pius V. addressed
a complimentary letter to Pedro Menendez de Aviles, on this occasion, in which
the Holy Father says: "vVe greatly rejoice that our much beloved clear son in
Christ, Philip II., the most Catholic king, hacl appointec1 and honored you by
the government of Florida, making you adelantado of the country ; for we had
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Menendez ch1}nged the narhe of Fort Caroline to San Mat~o, ancl
the name of the river May to San Mateo. Subsequently he undertook a voyage to the north, along the coast of Georgia and South
Carolina, and is supposed to have sailed as far north as Chesapeake
Bay. At St. Helena he hnilt a fort, and afterwards set out on an
expedition to South Florida, and visited the Indian tribes of the
southern provinces.
In 15G7' he sent two missionaries, Rogel and Villareal, to the
Caloosas, and in the following year ten other missionaries arrived.
'!'he m:.ijority worke<l to little profit in the southern provinces, but
Sedeno settled in the island of Guale, sometimes called St. Mary's,
now .Amelia. At this period the Spanish setLlements consisted of
three colonies: St. Augustine, built south of where it now stands
on .St. Nicholas Creek; San Mateo, on the St. John's River; and
San Felipe, in the province of O rista or St. Helena, now South
Carolina.
In addition to these there were two missionary stations at Carlos
and rrocobago, on the western coast; one at its southern extremity,
'l'egesta; one in the provil'1ce of A.is or St. Lucia; and a fif~h
founded by Pardo one hnnrlred and fifty leagues inland at Aixacan,
at the foot of the mountains [Georgia].*
In 1592 twelve Franciscahs wer<, sent to Florida, and in less
than two years ·twenty missionary houses were established. In addition, in 1612 thirty-two Jfranciseans were sent out under Geronimo de Ore by Philip II.
received such accounts of your person, and the excellence of your virtues, your
worth, ancl dignity were so satisfactorily spoken of, that we believed, without
doubt., that you would not only fulfil faithfully, and with care ancl diligence, the
orders and instructions which had been delivered to you by so Catholic a king,
but we also fully trusted that you would, with discretion, do all that was
requiflite, and see carried forwarcl the extension of our Holy Catholic faith, and
the gaining of souls to God. . . . vVell understand, most noble man; that I
declare to you that a great opportunity is offered to you in the carrying out of
these matters, which shall redound, on the one hand, to the service of God, and
on the other, to the increase of the dignity of your king, esteemed of men as
well as loved ancl rewarded by God. Wherefore we give you om paternal and
Apostolic benecliction." This letter is daterl August 1, 1569.
On the 22t1 of August, 1572, was the massacre of St. Bartholomew, in which
70,000 Protestants perisl1ecl; so that the mass?,cre of the Huguenots or Lutherans
in Florida 011 the 29th of September, 15(35, was but a prelude to that "scheine,
the most bloody and the most destructive to the r,~pose of mankind tµat had
ever been suggested by superstition to the lnmmn heart."
* From a note to Grajales's Memoir in '' Historical Collections of Louisiana
and l•'loricla.," }:,y n. l!'. l!'Nnch.
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The colony of Pensacola or Santa Maria de Galve on the west,
and St. Augustine, San Mateo, Santa Cruce, and San Marco were

described as scrupulous in their observance of the rites of the
Catholic religion. The Franciscans built school-houses and gave
instruction to the children of the natives; but at the close of the
seventeenth eentury the Indian tribes and the English of the north
drove out the colonies, broke up and demolished the work of two
centuries, which accounts for the 'rnmains of edifices now to be seen
along the old Spanish highways from St. Augustine to Pensacola.
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CHAPTER V.
THE EXPEDITION OF DOMINIQUE DE GOURGUE TO FLORIDA.

1567.
THE news of this cruel massacre* having reached France, the
French were exceedingly exasperated at such base treachery and
such horrible cruelty, and especially when they learned that tb.ese
traitors and murderers, instead of being censured and punished in
Spain, were there praisecl and honored with the greatest estates
and dignities. All the French expected that such an insult to the
king and to the whole French nation would be :very soon avenged
by the public authority; but this expectation having been disappointed for the space of three years, they hoped that there might
be found some private person who would undertake this enterprise,
so necessnry for the honor and reputation of France. There were
not wa11ting those who would have greatly desired to have the
prai~e of achieving such an exploit; but there were so many and
such great difficulties, that the severity of these disappointed each
one of the pleasure of this glory ; the deed could not be done without a great expense, both for the construction and equipment of the
ships and for the arms, proyisions, and payment of the soldiers and
sailors that would be necessary for it; few conld, ancl still less
would, make so great an expense; moreover, the result of it, for
many considerations, was very uncertain, hazardous, ancl perilous;
and what is worse, they saw that this enterprise, though even conducted and executed wisely and successfully, could not be exempt
of some calumny. So it was very difficult to find one who would
risk this calumny with the loss of his property and with innumerable other inconveniences and dangers. However, Captain
Gourgue, a Gascon gentleman, incited by the zeal which he always
had for the service of his king, in which he had been continually
employed from his youth, as well in France as in Scotland, Piedmont, and Italy, according as affairs presented themselves, whether
on sea or on land, disregarding n,11 these difficulties, which he
plainly foresaw, undertook to execute this just vengeance, or die in
the attempt.

* The massacre of the French in Ploritla by Menendez.
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Captain Gonrgne then, at the beginning of the yenr 1567, seeing
that his serviees were not required on this side, the kingdom being
at peace within and without, and there not being even any appearance of the civil wars which were renewed nine months later, resolved to go to Florida, and try if he could ayenge the insult done
to the king and to all France. And, although he. began to make
his preparations at the beginning of the year, nevertheless he was
not ready to leave until the month of A.ugust. It was an execution
which required not only courage and experience, but, as we have
said, also great expense, for which the income of a plain gentleman
was not sufficient, and least of fLll of him who all his life had studied
more to acquire honor and fame than. to amass the riches of fortune.
Wherefore, finding himself short of this expense, he sold his property and borrowed of his friends enough to build, arm, ancl equip
two small vessels in the shape of a roberge, and a tender in the
fashion of a Levant frigate, whieh, on lack of wind, might be naYigated with oars, and would be suitable to enter the mouths of great
rivers, as also to pu1·ohase the supply of provisions for one year,
and other things necessary for the soldiers and sailors whom he
intended to take with him. .And having done all these things and
well provided for everything, he embarked at Bordeaux ..A.ugnst 2d,
156'7, with the permission of M. de Montluc, lieutenant for the king
in Guyenne [however his passport makes 110 mention of going to
Florida, but of going to the coast of Benin in ..A.frica, to make war
upon the negroes], and descended the river to Royan, twenty leagues
from Bordeaux, where he made his armament both of soldiers ancl of
sailors. There were a hundred arquebnsiers, all having arqnebnses,
and morionson their heacls,ofwhom many were geutlemen,and eighty
mariners, who at need knew how to perform the duty of soldiers; Ile
also had arms fit for them, as crossbows, pikes, and all sorts of spears .
..A.fLer the armament was made, Captain Gourgue appointed tbe
rendezvous customary in such expeditions. But as soon as he was
ready to leave, there arose such a contrary wind that he was compelled to remain eight days at Roy!\n. This wind having abated a
little, he put to sea, but very soon afterwards he was driven back
to Rochelle, and could not eyen enter the road of Rocllelle on account of tlle violence of the weathe1·; he was compelled ·to retirn to
the mouth of the Charente, and to remain thern eight days, which
he greatly regretted on account of the consumption of prnvisions,
and because he feared that his men might take this delay for a bu.cl
omen, and lose the cheerfulness which they had at the beginning.
The 22d of A.ugust [1567] the wind having ceased, and tl1e
heavens giving signs of milder weather for the future, he put to sea
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and sailed; the weather was scarcely more propitious for him, and
with great difficulty he arrived at Cape Finis 'rerre, where suddenly
·he was assailed by a west wind, which hlew for eight days, during
which time he was in great danger of shipwreck, and in the greatest
trouble on account of his people who begged him immediately to
return. The sh~) in which was his lieutenant went astray, and for
:fifteen days they knew not whether it was lost or not. Finally it
reached the place of rendezvous, which was at the river of Lor, in
Barbary, where Capt. Gourgue was waiting for him, who made his
men rest and refresh themselves here; they were so worked and so
tired out that tlrny could do nothing more; 110 consoled and comforted them in every way that he could conceive, and when he had
well restored and encouraged them, he weighed anchor, and coasting
a part of Africa, he observed the country in passing that he might
be bettee _able to clo service for his king if an opportunity should
present itself. And as he sojoumed some time at Cape Blanco to
accustom his men to the climate, and by that means preserve their
henlth, three negro kings (instigated by the Portuguese, who bad a
fort ten leagues from there, and who dared not come themselves)
cnme to attack him. These 11egroes were twice so well received that
they won.Id not return a third time, and abandoned the port to Capt.
Gonrgue, who, however, very soon aftel'ward left there, and still
coasting Africa came and landed at Cape Verd; thence taking the
route to the Indies he sailed on the high sea, and having crnssed the
North Sea, the first place where he landed was at the island called
Dominica, inhabited by savages only, where he remained eight days
on account of the, fresh water that is found there.
After which time, pursuing his wanderings, he came to anothee
island called St. Germain de Porto Rico, which the Spaniards hold.
Leaving there they came to Mona, an island inhabited only by
sarnges, very fertile and fruitful, where, among other fruits, they
found the finest and best oranges, citrons, and melons, that they
ever 1:1-tr,. The in ha bi tan ts are very plain, good people ; theii.· king
ca.me to see the ship~ of Capt. Gourgue, and passed two nights there;
then he took him on shore to see bis gardens, and his houses made
in the foi:m of a cavern, and his fountain, which he called paradise,
in the very deep hollow of a rock, where they descender1 by steps,
arnl he said that the water of this spring cured fevers. On leaving
this island the king gave to Capt. Gourgue a great quantity of fruit
in exclrnnge for some linen to make shi1·ts, which Capt. Gourgue
had given him, and of which he had no further use.
On leaving there, he went to coast the main land towards Cape
Belle to clisco,~er the country~ but the contrary winds drove him
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back, .and cast them upon the island of Hispaniola, otherwise called·
St. Domingo, which is at present inhabited only by Spaniards, after
they have put to death all the Indian natives whom they found there,
who were more than a million. rrlrnt is how they have converted
the Indians to the Christian faith, of which they boast so much. In
this island, which is also held by the Spanhirds, Capt. Gourgne was
11.ot permitted to take even water; but he took it by force. He
found himself there in very great danger, the sea being agitated Ly
a terrible storm, and the land being to him a still greater enemy;
for the Spaniards are enraged as soon as they see a Frenchman in
the Indies, although a hundred Spains could not fumish snfficient
men to hold the hundredth part of a land so extensive and spae;ions;
nevertheless the Spaniards conceive that this new world was created
solely for them, and that it becomes no man living to tread, or eYen
to breathe there except themselves alone; however, Capt. Gourgue
was forced to remain there until the storm had abated, being confident that he could more easily defend himself against the Spaniards than the wincis and tempests.
The sea having become calm, Capt. Gourgue left there and went
to land at Cape St. Nicolas, wb.ere lie calked liis ship, which had
sprung a leak in the storm, by which there happened the loss of all
the bread within, because it was wet, and the rest that was in this
ship, with the ship itself, like to have been lost. But it arrivetl in
season at Cape St. Nicolas, where it was so well repairecl that no
defect ever afterward happened to it. 'rhis loss of bread was to
Capt. Gourgue and his company an inestimable injury, for it was
necessary to retren,ch the provisions one-lialf, and he who befol'e ate
two biscuits per day now took but one. rl'he isles by vYhich they
were obliged to pass afterwards were held by the. Spaniards; as
the island of Cuba, which they found the first after having left St.
Nicolas, in which __the Spaniards would never give provisions fol'
the linens of Roueu, nor for anything else, which Capt. _Gourgue
had brought for this purpose in case his provisions should fail him.
rl'hey would not eyen permit him to take in water, but he took it in
spite of them. About this island there arose the most violent and
impetuous wind that they had yet experienced, but it lasted only
six hours. But had it lasted longer all would have been over with
him, for it would have cast them upon the coast, where their ships
would have perished together with themselves.
'l111e cape St. Anthony, at the encl of the island of Cub~i, where
they landed very soon after the tempest had passed, is abont two
hundred leagues from Florida. Here Capt. Gourgue, having assembled all his men, declared to them wllat till then he had kept ~o him-
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· self', how he had undertaken this voyage to go to Florida to avenge
upon the Spaniards the insult which they had given to the king and
to all France; he excused himself that he had not communicated
his enterprise to them sooner; he disclosed to them the means by
which he hoped to succeed in his designs; he exhorted ancl begged
them to follow them with as good courage as he had hoped of them
when he chose them from among mnny as the most fit for such an
execution. He put before them the treachery and cruelty of those
who had massacred the French, ancl the disgrace that such a wicked
and base cleed should have remained so long unpunished. He suggested to them the honor and happiness that would redound to them
from so brilliant a deed; in brief, he animated them so well that,
although at the commencement they might have found the thing
almost impossible, on account of the few men that he had, and this
coast being the most dangerous of all the Indies; nevertheless they
promised 11ot to nbandon him, and to die with him; the soldiers became so ardent that they could not even wait for the full moon to
cross the Bahama Channel, which is very dangerous; and the pilots
and sailors, who were cool at the commencement, were very soon
inspired with this ardor of the soldiers. The moon then being full,
they entered the Bahama Channel, and very soon after discovered
Florida.*
When the Spaniards who were in the forts [at tbe month of the
river St. John] saw the ships of Captain Gourgue, they sa1nted
them with the discharge of two cannons, thinking they were Spaniards. Captain Gourgue, to keep them in their error, returned the
salute, and pretending to go elsewhere passed beyond them until
night came, and he had lost sight of Florida. When night had
come he changed his course, and came and landed at fifteen leagues
from the fort, where the Spaniards could discover nothing, in front
of a river which the savages call Tacatacourou, which is also the
name of the king of the country; the French had given it the name
of Seine, because it resembled out· Seine.
As soon as day came, Captain Gourgue behelcl the beach covered
with savages, armed with their bows and arrows to hinder him
from landing, thinking that he was a Spaniard. Captain Gourgue,
who had easily anticipated this, had also bethought himself to act
in such a way that he should be assisted by them, and tlierefore he
made every sign of friendship, and sent to tliem his trumpeter,

* The achievement of Gourgne coulcl not be duly appreciated without a
knowleclge of the obstacles he had to overcome to llccomplish it, while the
whole discloses the chivalric ancl heroic chllracter of the man.
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who was well known to them, and knew how to speak their language well, having conversed with them when the French were
there when they built the fort there. As soon as they recognized
the trumpeter they began to dance, wllieh is the ordinary sign of
joy among them, and asked him wherefore he hacl delayed so long
to return to them. He replied that he had not had time to return
sooner; "but I have now arrived in sa'fety ," he said, " and there
are the French, who have come here to renew their friendship with
you, and have brought you the things from France that yon most
need, and which you like the best." They then began to dance
more than before, and their greatest_ king, named Satorioua, sent
with the trumpeter one of his people to Captain Gourgne to
present him a buck and to inquire further into the ca use of his
coming. Captain Gonrgue replied to the messenger ~hat he thanked
King Satorioua, and assured him that what the trumpeter had told
him was true, that he had come there hut to associate with him and
the othel' kings, and to give them some beautiful things that were
made in France, of which moreover they had need. He wonlcl say
nothing more of his expedition, until he had seen whether there
were any Spaniards among them,aucl ascertained the disposition of
the savnges and learn how all would turn out. The savages, after
having heard this reply, took to dancing more than before, and
soon after sent to Captain Gourgue to say to him that they were
going away to inform all the kings of it, the relations and allies ot'
Satori on a; that they would he witll them the next day at that place
to associate with the French, in which they would not fail; so
they went away for that day. Now, during all this coming and go~
ing, Captain. Gourgue sent his pilot to sound the entrance of the
river, and learned that it was easy, wherefore he entered the river
to treat more conveniently with the Indians.
'l.1he next day he saw at the same place the great King Satorioua,
the kings T·acatacourou, Halimacani, Ato1·e, Harpaha, Helmacape,
Helicopile, Monloua, and others; all relations and allies of Satoriona.
When they had arrived they sent to Teqnest Captain Gourgue to
land, which he did, accompanied by his soldiers bearing their arquebnses. When the kings saw the 'French coming armed, they were
somewhat frightened, and sent to Captain Gourgue to inquire why
he came to them armed, seeing that they wished to associate with
him. He replied that he saw them with their arms, and that he
brought his. Immediately they commanded their subjects to lay
asicle their bows and arrows, to make them into large bundles and
take them home; and Captain Gourgue made his men lay aside
their arquebuses and retain their swords, and thus he went to
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visit Satorioua, who came to meet him and made him sit at his right
hand, upon a wooden seat covered with moss, which he had made
for him like to his own. When they both were seated, two of the
most ancient among them came and pulled up the brambles and
mrery herb that was before them; and after having well cleaned the
place, they all sat upon the ground round about. And when Captain Gonrgue wished to speak, the_ king Satorioua (who is not fashioned to the civility on this side) preceded him, saying to him that,
since the Spaniards had taken the fort built by the French, Florida
had never had one happy day; and that the Spaniards had made
war upon them continnally, had chasecl them from their houses, cut
their corn, violated their women, ravished their daughters, slain
their children; and yet he and the other kings ?,ad sufferecl these
evils 1Jecause of the frienclship they had contracted for the French,
by whom the land had first been inhabited; however, they had
never ceased to love the French for the good treatment they had
received from them when they commanded here. 'l'hat after the
massacre which the Spaniards had made of the French, they had
found a boy that had fled away into woods, whieh he had evet•
since nourished as his own child; that the Spaniards had done
everything possible to slay him, bnt that he had always kept him
to restore him some clay to the French when they should return to
Florida, "and since you are here (he said to Captain Gourgue ), take
him. I give hiin to you."
Captain Gourgue, rejoieed to find the Indians so well disposed to
execute his design, ancl also that Satorioua himself was the first to
enter into the affair of the Spaniards, thanked him very kindly for
the great affection he had for the French, and particularly for having preserved the young man, begged him al ways to persevere in
this kind regard, suggesting to him the greatness and goodness of
the king of France. .As to the Spaniards, that the time was approaching when they would be punished for the injuries they had
committed, as well against the Indians as against the French, and
if the kings and their subjects had been maltreated through bate
of the French, that they also would be avenged by the French
themselves. "How!" said Satorioua, starting with joy," would yon
really make war upon the Spaniai·ds ?" "And what do you think
of it?" said Captain Gourgue, concealing his feelings and his enterprise, in order to elicit Saforioua's in regard to himself. '' It
is time now to avenge the inj nries they have done to our nation ;
but I had proposed for the present only to renew our friendship
with you, and to see what is passing on this side, in order to return
immediately afterwards against them with such forces as I should
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find necessary; however, when I learn the great evils they have
done you and do you every day, I have compassion on you, and the
inclination moves me to attack them without waiting longer, in
order to deliver you from their oppression rather now than hereafter." "Ohl" said Satorioua, "the great blessing yon would do
us I how happy we should be!" All the others cried out the same.
" I think," said Captain Gourgue, "you would· willingly be of the
party, and would not wish that the French should have all the
honor of delivering you from the tyranny of the Spaniards." "Yes,"
said Satorioua, "we and all our subjects will go with you, and will
die together with you if it is necessary." The other kings also
made a similar reply.
Captain Gourgue, who had found what he was see1~ing, praised
and thanked them greatly, and to strike while the iron was hot* he
said: "Bnt consider, if we would make war upon them, it should be
done immediately. In what time could you have your people assembled ready to march?" "In three days," sai.d Sn.toriona, "we and om
people can come here to leave with yon." "In the mean time," saitl
Captain Gourgne, "you will give orders that all shall be kept secret,
so that""the Spaniards may not get wind of it." "Do not concern yomself about th at," said the king, "we owe them a greater grudge than
you." Captain Gonrgue, seeing that the founc1a~ion of his entei-prise
was sufficiently. well and fortunately laid,. thought that he ought
not longer to withhold from these kind people that which he wished
to give them; and began to divide among them what he had brought
expressly for this purpose, as knives, daggers, hatchets, scissors,
pins, needles, purses, mirrors, little bells, and beads, ancl other like
things. And, after he had distributed them to all, according as he
jnclged of the rank and merit of each one, he said to Satorioua and
the other kings, "Tell me if there is anything else that you wish, do.
not withhold it." 'l'hey, although more than content with what
they already had, however, seeing the good intentions of Captain
Gourgne, replied that they would each Hke to have one of his shirts,
which they reqnestecl, not to dress themselves with, except sometimes through great oddity, but to have them interred with them at
their death, M they do all the fine things they have been able to collect cluring their lives. Captain Gonrgue immediately gave one to
. en.ch of the kings, and added also, all that he happened to have
which he thought might be agreeable to them. King Satorioua, who
had two strings of grains of gold about his neck, gave one of them
to Captain Gourgne. r.I.'he other kings gave him· deer-skins dressed
in the manner of the country.

* So this phrase was in use in France in 1568.
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While the savages amused themselves with these presents, Captain
Gomgue, who thought of nothing else than accomplishing his enterprise, and was not willing to lose a minute of time, interrogated the
young Frenchman that ~atorioua had given ·him, and learned from
him that the Spaniards might be about four hundred in number and
that they had built two small forts at the entrance of the river 1J1ay,
besides the great fort which the French had built on the sanie rive1·
a league above. This young man was a native of Havre-de-Grace,
sixteen years of age, and named Pierre Debre, who, by his intelligence, and his familiarity with the two languages, was very useful
to Captain Goul'gue on this voyage, on the return from which he
.
was restored to his parents.
Captain Gonrgue, .deliberating about sending to reconnoitre the
forts, said to Satoriona;" In three days, as you tell me,you will have
returr;ied here with your subjects. In the same time can also return
those whom I shR.11 send to reconnoit_re the enemy, but to guide
them some one of your faithful and reliable men is needed." Satorioua immediately gave him his nephew named Olotoraca, a strong,
valiant, and· 1oyal man, under the g~1idance of whom a gentleman
named Estampes, with two others, left to reconnoitre the forts. After
that, Captain Gourgne asked hostages of Satorioua for those whom
he was about to send away, which were delivered to him as soon
a,s demanded. "I will let you have my only son," said Satorioua,
"and of my wives the one I love the most, in order that you may
know that we are neither liars nor traitors, as are those Spaniards,
who always deceive us, and never do what they promise us. 1' Captain Gonrgue was very glad that his affairs prngressecl so well, and
to send away the savages so that they might return the sooner, he
said to them, '' These miscreants have done much evil to you, but we
will call them to an account this time, and in order that we may be
the better able to capture them, I beg you not to delay more than
three clays, as you have told me, and carefully to keep the affair
secret;" which Satorioua and all the others promised to do, and upon
that they went away to their honies, dancing and leaping with joy,
and Captain Gourgne retired to his ships with his hostages. 'l'lle
son of the king was entirely naked, as all the other men are. ':l1lie
wife of the king was dressed with moss, and about eighteen years of
age. They were three days on the vessels of Captain Gourgue,
awaiting until the men should return from reconnoitring the forts;
and, in three days from that time, 11early at the sam_e hour, the1;e
were on the one side M. Estampes, who made his report of what he
had seen, an<l on the other thr; kings ·with a great number of their
subjects well armed with Lows and arrows, all ready to march.
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Before leaving there the savages made a beverage called by them
cassive, whi~h they are accustomed to take at all times, and when
they go to fight in places where tllere is danger. This beverage,
made of a certain plant, and drank quite h_ot, keeps them frnm being
hungry and thirsty for twenty-four hours. They presented it first
to Captain Gonrgue, who pretended to drink it and swallowed none
of it; then Satoriona partook of it, and after him all the others, each
one according to his rank. That done with many ceremonies, they
all, raising their hands, swore they would do their duty and fight
bravely, and would never abandon Captain Gourgne.
Before tllis was finished the greater part of the day had passed,
nevertheless they did not fail to leave the same day; and the
savages said that they would travel all nigllt, asking Captain
Gourgue to have them put on the other side of the river 'I.1acatacourou, with his vessels: for the place where the Spaniards were
was on that side of the river.*
Captain Gourgne, seeing them thus resolved, appointed a place,
according to what he could judge from the report they had made him,
for all to meet together; which was at the mouth of a river named
by them Halimacani, ~nd by the French, who had inhabited the
country, Somme; then he had them all put on the other side of the
river, except Olotoraca, the nephew of the king, whom he retained
with him for a guide, and who never afterwards abandoned him .
.And, because his bow had never been brought back to him af~er it
was carried to the village with the others, he asked for arms, when
he was given a pike, which he well knew how to make use of against
the Spaniards. When the savages had crossed the river, Captain
Gourgue began to exhort his men, represe11ting to them the good
disposition of the savages, and the ardor with which they marched
against the Spaniards, assuring himself that they would do so much
the better, as their training and education and their government and
religion were better than those of these poor savages; and when he
wished to proceed they began to cry out: "Let us go I let us go I"
as those who would have wished to be there already, and who were
all determined to die there. 'l1hen Cnptain Gonrgue, with all llis
soldiers and sixty sailors, departed by sea in two boats, which he
had besides the three ships, the keeping of which, with the rest of
the ships, he left with Fra119ois Lagne Bourdelois, the owner and
master of his ship, a man as fully experienced in marine affairs as
any of this time, recommending him to have them well calkecl, and to
have the whole ready for them to return in as soon as God should

* But :fifteen leagues away on the river May: nine leagues from Tacatacourou
or Seine to Halimacani or Somme; four from Somme to Sarabay, ancl two from
·
Sarabay to the river May.
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give them success; "and, if God wills (said he) that I should die in
so righteous a pursuit, I leave yon all that I have here, and bese~ch
you to conduct and take back my soldiers to France, as I confide in
you," and, saying that, he delive:·ecl to him the keys of his trunks
and all that he had there. This affected very much the hearts of
all, and especiall_y of the sailors who remained to guard the ves-sels,
who could not restrain their tears; and this departure was full of
tendemess to hear so many adieus on both sides, and so many
charges and recommendations, on the part of those who were going
away, to their parents and friends, and to their wives and relations,
in case they should not ret~m1. On leaving their country they did
not think of going to Florida, as has been said, and yet in the midst
of all that, you would have admired the joy of these men; who,
although they expe(:ted to go to au almost certain death, neverthe. less httc1 no fear, except that they might not arrive there in sufficient
time for the honor which they hoped to have as the only reward for
so glbrious a deed.
When they reached the mouth of the river Halimacani, where
the savages awaited them, which was ·about the break of day, the
wind from the northeast began to blow so strong, that they came
near being lost; and that caused such a delay that the savages
could not cross the river that day; however, about eight o'clock
in the morning, Captain Gourgne crossed it, with great difficulty,
and, leaving one of his boats to assist them in crossing, took his
route by land to go and await them at the river Sarabay, which was
four leagues from there. But the route was found so bad, there
was so much water, and so many marshes to cross, as well as forests
to trav~rse, that they were from eight o'clock in the morning to five
o'clock in the afternoon in making these four leagues: Captain
Go~ll'gne having always his main armor upon his back, and they
fouml nothing. to eat all clay, except some roots of the wild palm
tree, by which means ·they were so tired and hungry that tlley coulcl
do nothing more.
When they arrived at the river Sarabay they found there waiting
for them three Indian chiefs, who eaeh led a hunched men. _Now
from this rive1· Sa.rabay to the place where the first two forts were
might be about two leagues. Captain Gourgue, who saw that the
success of hi~ plan depended upon diligence and celerity, although
he had nothing to eat the whole clay, for the sailors had not yet
brought the boat in which they had put the provisions on lea,,ing
the river rracatncourou, nevertheless be left with ten of his arqnebusiers and his guide to go and reconnoitre the first fort, in order to
.attack it the next morning; the route was found as bad and as
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difficult as the other, the night was cloudy and dark; a little river
tlrn.t was adjoining the fort, swollen, because the tide hegan to rise,
cot1lcl not be crossed, so that Captain Gourgue was obliged to return
to the river Sarabay to his people, tired with travelling, and more
sad for not having accomplished anything. One of the kings, named
Hilicopile, se~ing them return all pensive, asked the interpreter:
'·What is the matter with yonr king?" The interpreter replied that
he was grieve~ that he had not been able to reconnoitre the fort .
. Hilicopile said to him: "I will lead him along the sea where he will
find neither rrrnd nor marsh, but the route is longer." Captain
Gonrgne, learning this_, resolved that 'be wonld go there immediately
by this way, accompanied by Hilicopile; he left with all his men,
and sent the two other chiefs through- the woods to be in the morning at tlle crossing·of the little river adjoining the first fort, which
he had not been able to cross; he hastened his men, and marched with
great speed, in order to be there at the break of day, before they
should be discovered. And thus, as the day began to break, he
arrived at this river, which was enlarged and high, because the tide_
had risen ; nevertheless he ·had the ford sounded by some of his
sailors, who found that it 'coulcl not be forded; at which he was very
much grieved, for the time had already arrived to surprise the
Spaniards, who were still sleeping; however, he determined to
retire into the woods close adjoining the rivel\ and there await until
the tide should fall, and then all go immediately to attack them.
Scarcely were they yet in the woods when it began to rain so hard
that they were thoronghly wet, ::tnd the soldiers had great difficnlty
to keep their fire. Day having broke, Captain Gourgue examined
the fort at his leisure from where he was, and having looked well at
both sides he understood the whole; he noticed that there was only
the commence·ment of a ditch; however he was confirmed in the
resolution he had made on entering the woods, to assault it as soon
as he coulc1 cross the river. In the mean time he saw the Spaniards
who were working in the fort, which made him doubt so.mewhaj;
whether his arrival had been discovered, but the event showed that
they suspeeted nothing; for, after the taking of the fort, they saw
that it was n well on which they were working.
About ten o'elock, the tide being low, he went to cross the river
a little higher up, where he saw a little woods between the river itnd
the fort, which served to screen him from being seen, as well while
crossing the river as while putting his men in order, and becai.1se
the water reached higher than the waist, he commanded the soldiers
to fasten their powder-flasks to their rnorions, to take their arquebuse and match in one hand, and their sword in the other.
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In crossing the river there was so great a quantity of oysters that
the shoes of the soldiers were cut, and the most of them wounded
in the feet ; for the oysters were the larg~st, and their shells the
sharpest, considering those we ordinarily see on this side. However, they were no sooner on the other side of the ri vee than they
resumed their arms, and of themselves prepared for battle. Cap.:
tain Gonrgue gave twenty soldiers _to his lieutenant, and ten sailors
bearing •fire-pots and lances a feu, to set fire to the gate, and behind the little wood where they could not he seen he ranged his
men in order of battle; and, seeing them well disposed and confic1ent,
he conceived there was no need of great exhortation, as the position
in which he was required rather a q nick execution than a long harangue; however he made a short one. "My friends," said he, " I
clearly see that your courage increases with the ocuasion, inasmnch
as I have chosen you for such; your resolute countenances predict
to rue that you will avenge to-day the insult to our country and our.
king;" and showing them the fort, which they could barely distinguish through the tl'ees, "'l'here," said he, "are the robbers who have
stolen this land frnm our king; there are the murderers who have
massacred our Frenchmen. Forward I forward 1 let us avenge our · ·
king; let us avenge France; let us prove ourselves Frenchmen;"
and immediately he commanded his lieutenant to attack the gate
with his troop, and he with his went against an embankment in the
shape of a platform, very low, which was at the side of the fort
where there was but a small commencement of a ditch. The Spaniards bad but just dined when our men, rushing forward at a rapid
pace, were discovered at two hundred paces from the fort by the
cannonier, who had jnst mountecl upon this terrace, who immediately began to cry out in.Spanish, "Arm I arm I here are the French,
here are the French," and at the same time discharged at them a
large cnlverin that was upon the terrace, and fired it twice; but as
be was about to load it for the third time, Olotoraca, swifter than
any other, and who was not taught to keep his rank, rushed forward, m~rnnted the terrace, which was not high, and pierced him
through with his pike. The Spaniards, having armed tl1emselYes
at the cry of the cannonier, rushed out of the fort, either to fight
or to retire to their companions, according to what they should
discover when they should he on the outside. Captain Gourgue, at
their going out, hacl arrived in the nick of time at the foot o·r the
platform, and his lieutenant near the gate, and as he mounted the
platform, his lieutenant cried out that the Spaniards fled; arid then
Captain Gourgue returning quickly to the gate, inclosed them between himself and his lieutenant, so that of sixty that they were,
not one escaped, they were either cn,ptured or put to death; they
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took alive as many as they could, by command of Captain Gonrgne,
for to treat them as they had treated the French.
The first fort was no sooner captured than they went to attack:
the second, which was on the other side of the river May, opposite
the fint, to assist each other, as it did not cease to fire its cannon
at us while we were taking the first, and greatiy incommoded our
m'.en, who directed against them three pieces of cannon wllich they
ha·c1 found in the :first fort and the culvedn which they had found
on.the platform, which was conspicuously marked with the coat of
arms of the late King Henry, by which they knew that it had been
.captured from the French at the time of the massacre, which still more
enraged our Frenchmen; and with these four pieces they did not
cease to fire against them, whilst Captain Gon 1·gue, with eighty
arquebusiers, was quickly passing the river in his boat, which they
had just brought tliere in the nick of time; with which they went
and lnnded between the fort and a wood which was close to it;
suspecting, what happened, that the Spaniards would flee into the
woods, that they might be able afterwards to retire to the large fort
which was a league froni there.
Scnrcely was Captain Gonrgne on the other side of the river,
when tbe savages, not being able to wait till they should bring
back to them the boat to cross, leaped into the water, aucl, swimming with one arm and holding their bow with the other, covered the
river from one bank to the other. 'The Spaniards, who were sixty
in number, seeing so great and so determined a multitude, and~
through the astonishment with which they were seized, not distinguishing between the French and the savages, thinking to escape
in the woods, went and precipitated themselves among the
French, who fired so severely npon them .that tile greater part of
them were extended upon the ground; the rest, seeking to flee, •
found themselves intercepted by the savages. Thus, not being able
eithel' to fight or to flee, they laid clown their arms and implored thefr
life, which was taken while they begged it-.
With great difficulty Ca.pt. Gourgue could have but fifteen of them
preserved alive, in order to clo unto tllem as they had done unto the
French. After this slaughter, Capt. Gourgue entered the second
fort, from which he cansed immediately to be transported all that
he found there, and repassing the river with his prisonel's, returned
to the first fort to fortify himself there, not knowing what courage
the others might have, nor in what time he might succeed against
the great fort whiah was a league from there upon the same rfoer,
on the side where was the second fort. Among the prisoners that
he had, there was an old sergeant from whom he learned the height
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of the ramparts of the great fort, and the place where it would be
easiest :or him to take it.
'l'hese two forts were captured on the eve of Sunday after Easter,
1568. Capt. Gourgue rested Sunday and Monday; and in the mean
ti me ca.used to be made eight ladders, of the height thnt had been
indicated to him, and a sketch of the whole fort, with which this
old soldier was well acquainted. Besides he had so well provided
for the occasion that all the country was up in arms against the
Spaniards, so that those of the grnat fort had no means to go out
to discover anything; however, they disguised a Spaniard as an
Indian, and sent him away, Monday, to discover what people they
were, and how many. Capt. Gonrgue being about the said fort
with Oiotoraca, who always accompanied him, this Spaniard was
recognized by Olotoraca, and at .the same time seized; he sought
to carry out his design by saying he was one of the soldiers who
guarded the first fort, and not being able to retire 'to the great
one on account of the multitude of savages, had ·thus disgnisecl
himself for fear of being slain by them, and preferred to come and
surrender to the mercy of the French, to putting himself in danger
of being killed by the savages; but when the sergeant, whom they
had sent for immediately, maintained that he was of the guard
of the great fort, and a spy, he confessed that he was sent by the
commander of' the great fort to learn who thE)se new-comers were,
and what number of men they had. Capt. Gourgue asked him what
they thought of him at the great fort; he replied that they had informed the. governor that he had two thousand French, at which
the g,ovemor and bis people were so astonished that they knew not
what to do~
Capt. Gourgne was very glad of this news, and. determined to go
, and attack them the next day while in this affright; and in fact this
same clay he made all his preparntious, appointing those whom be
was to leave to guard the mouth of the river and the fort; the charge
of which he gave to Capt. Mesmes, his ensign, with fifteen arquebusiers. On the night following he sent the savages to go in ambush in ·the wood; part on this side of the river and part 011 the
other. .And the next rnoming he left with bis men, taking with him
the sergeant and the spy tied together, to show llim ocularly what
they hacl told him, and showed him in drawing. On the way Olotoraca, nephew of king Satorioua, an exceedingly courageous and
heroic man, who had slain the cannonier at tbe first fort, said to
Capt. Gourgne, from whom he never separated, that. he had served
him well, and had done all that he had promised him; that he
well knew that he would die in the taking of the great fort, but
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that for his life he would not fail to be there ; " and I beg you," said
he, '' to give to my wife that wllich you would give to me if I snrviYecl, in order that she may inter it with me, and that I may be
better welcomed for it when I shall arrive in the land of spirits."
Capt. Gomgue told him that he woul<l rather recompense and honor
bim living than dead, and that he hoped to take him back alive and
victorious.
In the mean time they discovered the fort, and as soon as the
Spaniards saw them they commenced firing upon them with two
double culverins that were upon a 1:mstion which commanded all
along the river. Capt. Gourgue quickly gained a ridge covered with
wood,· at the foot of which was the fort, and which extended from
where he had been seen even to very.far beyond the fort. And by
means .of the trees, which covered it, be approached as near the fort
as he wished, ·without the possibility of being seen or hurt. He
stopped at a place from which he could look at bis ·leisure into the
fort; be had no intention of assaulting it that day, but to scale it
the next morning on the same side of the ridge where the ditch was
not defended, where a part of his men would mount while the others
were fighting those who should defend the ramparts. Bnt it happened that the Spaniards made a sortie of sixty arquebusiers to
reconnoitre his· forces, he saw them even as they were coming out,
and going stooping along the ditch, and immediately commanded
his lieutenant·, with twenty arquebnsiers, to go the other side, and
place himself between them and the fort; and when he saw his
lieutenant in the place where he could prevent them from re-entering,
he went straight at them, and commanded his men not to fire until
they should be very near them, and then immediately after having
fl.reel, to draw their swords. When the Spaniards were out of the
ditch ready to ascend the ridge, Capt. Gourgue, with his arquebusiers, was at the foot; he fell upon tliem so close that not a shot
was lost; many of them were brought to the ground; then drawing
their swords they engaged those who remained standing, and when
they fled to retire to the fort, there was the lieutenant, who chargeci
them from the other side, so that there was not one among tliem that
found means of re-entering the fort, and all wei-e there slain. Tllose
from within the fort, seeing that in an instant they had lost their
best and bravest men, and believing that those who had mad~ this
defeat were but a small part of a much greater number, despaired
of being able to resist; and, besides, not being able to hope for any
compromise with those whom they bacl injured so outrageously,
they abandoned the fort, and went out to escape into the woods,
which was on the other side of the fort, where Capt. Gourgue had
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caused to be placed a great number of savages, who immediately
discharged their arrows upon them, and among others there was one
shot that pierced through the shield of a Spanish captain, and the
arrow entered deep into his body through the left nipple, and
struck him down dead upon the ground. Capt. Gourgue, who had
seen them go out, and had hastened after them, arrested between the
wood and the fort those who were :fleeing from the arrows of the
savages, and there they were all slain and cut in pieces, except those
whom with great difficulty he was able to reserve in order to put to
death as robbers.
In this great fort were found five double culverins,four medium and
other small pieces made of iron and of brass, with eighteen large casks
of powder. Tuey found also many arms, as arquebuses, corselets,
shields, pikes, and otilers. The n.ext day Captain Gourgue having
loaded two vessels with the arti.llery, a savage cooking a fish set
fire to a train of powder which the Spaniards had made, and which
no one bad yet perceived. 'l'he powder took fire, completely blew
up the magazine, and burnt entirely the houses which were of pine
wood. The men were not burnt, because they were all outside here
and there, but all that was within was burnt and lost, so that Captain Gourgue brought away nothing but the artillery which he had
already put on board.
The Spaniards who had been taken alive in this last fort were led
to the place where they had hung the French. After that Captain
Gourgue had represented to them the injury they had done the king
massacring his subjects and robbing his majesty of the land which
he had conquered, and the fort which he had bnilt there, and that
they should have reflected that so cowardly a treachery, and so detestable a cruelty, exercised against so powerfnl a king and so generous a people, woulcl not remain unpunished; that he, who was
one of the least gentlemen that the king had in his kingdom, had
undertaken to avenge it at his own cost and expense. Though the
µiost Christian king and the most Catholic king had been enemies at
mortal war, still such extreme treachery and cruelty could not be
excused; but when, on the contrary, their majesties were friends
and so closely allied, there could not be found a name sufficiently
abominable for their crime, and less still a punishment .that could
correspond with that crime. But yet, as you cannot end nre the
punishment you have merited, it is proper that you should endure
that which an enemy can fairly give you, in order that by your example others may learn to keep the peace and alliance which you
have so cruelly and wickedly violated. That said, they were hung
to the same trees where they had hung the French, and in place of
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the writing which Pedro Menendez had caused to be put there consisting of these words in the Spanish language: "1 do this not to
Frenchm,an, but to Lutherans," Captain Gourgue caused to be
graven on a pine board with a hot iron, "I do this not to Spaniards
nor to sailors,* but to traitors, robbers, and murderers."
Captain Gourgue, having thus :finished this execution for which he
had undertaken the voyage, deliberated about retnrniug, and not
having sufficient men to leave some in Florida to hold the forts, he
determined to ruin them, lest the Spaniards, who had other lands
quite close to these, should happen to take possession of them, and
also that they might not be an occasion to draw them there, or that
the savages themselves might not fortify themselves there, and that
· by this means the access and entry might be less difficult to the
king, when it should please his majesty to send some of his subjects
there to people it, to whom it would. be more easy to build anew
than to take the fortresses which they might find already built, well
secured and well provided against them; but in order that the
savages might not be offended at the forts being destroyed, but,
011 the contrary, be so well pleased with it that they might themselves destroy them, he assembled the kings, and having shown
to them how from the commencement he had kept bis promises, and
had avenged them on those who had so cruelly tyrannized over them,
he then fell upon the subject of destroying the forts, employing all
that he could make use of to convince them that all he wished to
do was for their benefit, and in bate of the many cruelties and
crimes that the Spaniards had committed there, at which they lent
so willing an ear, that Captain Gourgue had no sooner finished speaking than they ran directly to the fort, shouting and calling their
subjects after them, where they made such dispatch, that in less
than a day they left not one stone upon anothel'.
.After that, they left to return to the two first forts, which we·re
razed with the same ardor as the first, and they hung there thirty
Spanish prisoners that they had left there, one of whom confessed
having lnmg five Frenchmen with his own hands, and greatly
blamed himself, saying in his language that Goel was right and just,
who had finally brought him to the punishment with which he
threatens the cruel and inhuman.
So there remaining nothing more to do, and Captain Gourgue
wishing to return to his vessels which he liad left at the mouth of
the river 'J.1acatacourou, otherwise called the Seine, at fifteen leagues
from there, he sent by sea, with the artillery, his lieutenant Captain

*

"N'y comme a Marannes."
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Casenauve, ancl he, with eighty al'quebusiers and forty sailors bearing
pikes, went back by land, marching his men always in order of battle at all hazards, on account of the savages whom he would never
trust too much. Wherever they paused they found the road thronged
with the kind people of the country, who came from a11 parts to meet
him as their liberator, bearing cooked fish and other provisions for
the soldiers, and among others an old woman, who said that now she
was willing to die .since she had seen once more the French in
Florida.
When Captain Gourgue had arrived at the river Tacatacourou,
where were his vessels, he found that the chief pilot had recalked
his ships, taken in water, and made 1·eacly every thing; so that there
was nothiug to do but embark. Therefore, here he took leave of
the kings, and advised them to cQntinue in the devotion which
they had always had for the king of France, who would defend
them against the Spaniards and against all others; and that, until
Iris majesty sent there a sufficient number of men for their protection and defence, they should hold themselves well upon their guard,
and take care not to be surprised. rrhese good people were the
most grieved in the world, when they saw that Captain Gourgue
would leave them, and began to weep, and even Olotoraca, who had
fought better t_han they had anticipated. But wllen he told them
that he would return in twelve moons from that time (for it is thus
that they count) and would bring them many mirrors, hatchets, and
lrniyes, which are the things they like the best, they were immediately relieved, and said that they would go away to make their
women dance, which, with them, is the greatest sign of rejoicing.
After Captain Gourgue had taken leave of the kings, he assembled his people to render thanks to God for the victoi·y which he
had gken them, and to beseech Him to be their guide _and conductor on their return to France. When they were assembled he
said to them: "My friend'3, let us return thanks to God for the ·
good success which He has given to our enterprise; it is He who
preserved us from the dangers of the storm at Cape Finis Terre,
at the island of Hispaniola, at, the island of Cuba, and at the
river Halimacani; it was He who inclined the hearts of the savages
to associate with us; ,it was He who blinded the understanding of
the Spaniards so that they were never able to discover our forces,
nor to know how to employ their own. They were four to one, in
strong places, well entrenched, and well provided with artillery,
munitions, arms, and provisions. We had nothing but a just cause,
and yet we have conquered them in an instant. rrherefore, it is
not to our forces, but .to Goel only that. we owe the victory. Let
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us therefore, my friends, thank him, and acknowledge all our lives
the great blessing that He has clone us, and beseech Him to continue always his favor unto us, guiding us on our return, and preserving us from all dangers. Let us beseech Him also that it may
please Him to so dispose the hearts of men that the maiJy dangers
in which we have been placed, and the many labors we have endured
may :find grace and favor before our king and before all France, as
we have designed nothing else than the service of our king and the
honor of our country."
After having thanked and prayed to God; on Monday, the third
clay of May (1568), the rendezvous th~t they are accustomed to
make upon the sea was given, the anchors weighed, and sails set,
and they had the winds so favorable, that in seventeen days they
made a hundred leagues of sea, and afterwards continuing their
voyage ar_rived at Rochelle Monday the 6th of June. 1'hus they
took to return only thirty-four days: however, so long a voyage was
not without some accidents; for the patache with eight men in it
was lost; as also at the taking of the forts, and at the defeat of the
Spaniards in lnorida, had pedshed some gifted gentlemen of good
families, most daring and valiant, as Lautome de Limosin, Biere,
Carran, and Gaschie, Gaseous; Pons de Xaintonge, and some soldiers, all of whom died valiantly, after having performed many
brilliant exploits and deeds of prowess, such as might be expected
from iioble and generous souls dedicated to the service of their
prince, and the honor of their country.
On the return, besides the patache being lost, the roberge, in
which was a captain rntmed Deux, lost its way off ~n island called
La Vermude, and did not come until a month after Captain
Gourgue had arrived. Those who wern in this ship liked to have
perislled; in the first place from a tempest, and afterwards of famine. For even when Captain Gourgue left, all they had to eat for
twenty clays was at the rate of one biscuit a day for every four
men. But God decreed it that Captaii1 Gourgue, at fl ve hundred
leagues from France, should meet a ship of a Biscayan, his friend,
wllo gave him ten quintals of' biscuit, which was an inestimable
benefit and pleasure to them, and this so much the more so, as it
took them nearly as long to make these five hundred leagues as it
had taken them to make nearly all the rest.
After Oaptafo Gourgue ha.cl remained some days at Rochelle,
where he received all honor, courtesy, and good treatment from the
citizens, he sailed for Bordeaux, where he to9k the post to go to
M. de Montluc to render to him an account of his voyage. He
learned afterwards that the Spaniards, informed, by some one of
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those who ba~l seen him arrive at Rochelle, of what had been done
in Florida, had sent eighteen pataches with a roberge of two
hundred tons to intercept him, and had arrived at the road of
Rochelle the same day that he had left, and, learning that he hacl
left, had followed him as far as Blaye. Had he been inform eel of it
in time, he woukl not, for anything in the world, have refused to
entertain them, and according to their demand, would he have made
them such a reply that they would have had great cause to be contented with it.*
'fhe Catholic king, being afterwards informed th~t Gourgue could
not easily be taken, offered a great sum of money to him that should
bring him his head; prayil1g, moreover, King Charles to do justice
on him, as the author of so bloody an act contrary to their alliance
and good league of friendship. Insomuch as (Gonrgue) coming to
Paris, to present himself unto the king, to signify unto him the
success of l1is voyage, and the means which he had to subdue this
whole country unto his obedience (wherein he offered to employ his
life and all his goods), he found his entertainment and answer so
contrary to his expectation, that, in fine, he was constrained to hide
himself a long space in the court of Roanne, about the year 1570;
and, without the assistance of President Marigny, in whose house
be remained certain days, and of the 1·eceiver of Vacquieulx, who
always was his faithful friend, he had been in great danger; which
grieyed not a little Dominique de Gourgue, considering the services
which he had clone, as well unto him as to his predecessors, kings
of France.
Dominique de Gourgne was born at Mount Marsan in Guyenne,
and for twenty-five or thirty years served in the armies of France.
Being a captain in charge of a place near Seine, with thirty soldiers
be sustained the brunt of a part of the Spanish army; by which,
being taken in the assault and having all his men cut to pieces, he
was put into a galley; but, as the galley was going toward Sicily,
being taken by the Turks, he was led away to Rhodes, and thence
to Constantinople, and shortly afterward recovered by Ro.meguas
commander of the army of Malta. By this means, returning home,

* "La Reprinse cle la Floricle par le Cappitaine Gourgue.," in the " Historical
Collections of Louisiana and Florida," by B. F. French, member of the historical
societies of Louisiana, Georgia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, ancl
Massachusetts; to which account of Gourgue is the following note: "There
are two MS. narratives entitled 'La Reprinse de )a Floricle,' preserved in the
Bil.Jliotheqne Imperial, Paris. ·with trifling variations, the above narrative is
identical with the De Gourgue MS. in the possession of Vic01nte De Gourguc's
family.''
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he made a voyage to the coast of Africa, whence he took his course
to the coast of Brazil, and to the south sea. .A.t length, being
desirous to repair the hono'r of France, he went to Florida. So
that, having become by his continual warlike actions, both by lancl
and by sea, a no less skilfnl mariner than a valiant captain, he
made himself feared by the Spaniards, and acceptable unto the
queen of England for his excellent virtues. He died in the year
1582.*

* "Dominique de Gonrgue. Queen Elizabeth invited him to commancl an
English fleet against the Spaniards, but he died at Tours on his way to England."
-Encyclo1;rec1ia, Philada., 1798.
'' He was tendered by Don .Antonio a command of his fleet to defend his right
to the crown of Portugal against Philip the Second, which he promptly acceptecl;
lJnt, on his way to join the Po1·tugnese prince, he died at 'rours, of a suclclen
illness." - Introduction to "La Reprinse de la Floride par le Cappitaine
Gourgne.''
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CHAPTER VI.
THE COUNTRY AND ANCIENT INDIAN TRIBES OF FLORIDA.
BY

HERNANDO D'ESCALANTE FONTANEDO,

HERNANDO D'EscALANTE FoNTANEDO was born at Carthagena, in South
America, in 1538. When thirteen years of age, on his way to Spain to be
educated there, he was shipwrecked on the co~~,t6f Florida; captured by the
Indians, and detained a prisoner there for seventeen years. He spoke four of
the Indian languages, and, after his return to Spain, accompanied, as an interpreter, the expedition of Don Pedro Menendez to Florida in 1565. The following from his Memoirs-among the "Historical Collections of Louisiana and
Florida," by B. F. French-is a proper sequel to what has already been said
of Florida, and especially of the peninsula.

Florida and the Lucayan Islands are situated on one side of the
Bahama Channel, which passes between Havana and Florida. But
nearer the mainland, ancl extending from east to west, Jie other
islands, called the Martyrs, on n,ccount of the great number of men
who have been put to death there; and on the ro9ks of the coast where
a great many have been shipwrecked. Thei·e are two Indian villages
on these islands, one of which is called Guaragunve, or the Village
of rrears, and the other, smaller, Onchiyaga. These islands extend
from west to east, and the mninlancl of Florida lies at no great
distance to the eastward. Westward of these islands lies a great
channel through which no pilot dares to pass with a large vessel,
because toward the west exist a number of treelpss islands. Formerly they probably were covered with earth, which the tides have
carried off, leaving only barren shores of sand about seven miles in
circumference. '11 hey are called the '11 ortugas, because of the great
nnm ber of' tor~oises that collect there to rest during the nigllt.
Going northward, between Havana and Florida and toward the
islands, the Tortugas are the first met. The Martyr Islands are
forty leagues. from ·Havana, twenty from the Tortugas, and twenty
leagues more to Florida.* In going from Havana to the opposite

* That is, to arrive at the Inc1ian province of Carlos, of which the name
signifies "crnel village." It is thns named because the in~1ahitants are barbarous, and very adroit in the handling of arms. They are masters of, a part of
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shore, the chain of tbe Martyr Islands commences near the coast of
Florida. Here one finds himself about sixty leagues from the islands
of the other extremity of the group. '!'here are several channels, of
which the principal one is very wide and of variable depths. '1.1he
greatest width, as nearly as I can remember, from the report of the
Indians, is toward the .Bahama Islands.
Th~ group of the Martyr Islands, lying toward the northward
from Havana, terminate near a village ca11ed Tegesta, built on the
l1orders of a river which takes its rise in the 'interior. It runs
through fifteen leagues of country, and :flows from a fresh-water
lake, which the Indians visit and pretend it forms a part of Lake
Mayaimi. This. lake is situated ·in the midst of the country, and is
surrounded by a great number of villages of from thirty to forty
inhabitants each, who live on bread made from roots, dming most
of the year. They, however, cannot procure it when the waters of
the lake rise very high. They live in a country covered with
swamps, and cut up by high bluffs. They pay tribute to Carlos.
I think, from what I was told by some ln<lians from the i.slands
of Feaga, at the beginning of the Bahamas, that the auditor Lucas
Vasquez c1'Ayllon, of St. Domingo, accompanied by six of his
planters, came in vessels to visit this country and the river Helena,
situated seven leagues to the northward, on the banks of which is
a village named Orista, bnt which, by mistake, they called Chicora.
They saw another village named Quate, but called by them Gnaldape; these are all they visited, as they did not explore the interior. The truth is, there is neither gold nor silver within sixty
leagues of this place, although I am informed there are both gold
and copper mines in the interior toward the north. On the banks
of a river and of some of the lakes am the Indian villages of Otopali,'Olgatano, and many others. The people are not of the Ohichirneque race, nor are they of the same race as the inhabitants of the
river Jordan. Their principal king is called, in the language of the
Carlos Indians, Zertepe, anrl is ·superior to all the other chiefs.
Juan Ponce·de Leon, believing the reports of the Indians of Cuba
and San Domingo to be true, made ~n expedition into Flol'ida to
discover the river Jordan. This he did, either because he wished
to acquire renown, or, perhaps, because he hoped to become yonng
again by bathing in its waters. Many years ago a number of
Cuban Indians went in s~arch of this river, and entered the province
of Carlos; but Sequene, the father of Carlos, took them prisouers,
the country extending as far as the village of Guasaca, near the Lake Mayaimi, .
thus named on account of its great size.
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ancl settled them in a village, where their descendants are· still
living. The news that these people had left their own conntry to
bathe in the river Jordan spread among all the kings and chiefs of
Florida, and, as they were an ignorant people, they all set out in
search of this river, which was supposed to possess the powers of
rejuvenating old men and women. So eager were they in their
search, that they did not pass a river, a brook, a lake, or even a
swamp, without bathing in it; ancl even to this clay they have not
ceased to look for it, but always withont success. The natives of
Cuba, braving the clangers of the sea, became the victims of their
faith, and thus it happened that they came to Carlos, where they
built a village. They' came in such great numbers that, although
man·y have died, there are still many living there, both old and
young. WhUe I was a prisoner in those parts I bathed in a great
many rivers, but I never found the right one.
Between .A.bolachi and Olagale is a river which the Indians call
Guasaca-Esqui, which_ means Reed River. It is on the sea-coast,
and at the mouth of this river the pearls a;e found in oysters and
other shells; from thence they are carried into all the provinces and
villages of Florida; especially to Tocobajo, which is the nearest
place,and where the greatest cacique or king of this country resides.
'l'his village is situated on the right coming from Hayana. Tlle
name of the chief is Toco-Baja-Chile.
Let us now leave Tocobajo, .A.bolachi, Olagale, and Mogoso,
which are distinct kingdoms, ancl speak of the villages and markettowns. of King Carlos, who was afterwards put to death by Captain Reynqso for some hostile demonst~·ation. 'J.1he most important of tliese villages are Tampa, 'l'omo, Tuchi, Togo, No, Sinapa,
Sinacsta, Metamapo, Sacaspada, Calaobe, Estame, Yagua, Guaya,
Gue,~n, Muspa, Casitoa, Talesta, Coyovea, Futun, 'J.1eguemapo, Co.machica, Luiseyove, besides two other villages whose names I do
not recollect, as it is now t~n years since I was there. In the interior, on Lake Mayaimi, there are Ontespa, Tavagueme, Tonsobe,
Enernpa, and others whose names I have forgotten. Inthe Lucayan
Islands there are two Indian villages, subjects of King Carlos, oue
of which is called Guaragunve, and the other Ouchiaga. Carlos
was sovereign of fifty villages, as his father had been up to his
death. The power is now in the hands of his son Sebastian, who
bears this name, because Don Pedro Menendez de .A. viles conferred
it upon him when he took him to Havana to be educated. Notwitllstanding the good treat,ment the Indians received from Menendez, they revolted a second time, which was more serious thnn the
first. Most of onr strategy was known to them. No one knows
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that country as well as I do ; for I was a prisoner there from the
age of thirteen to thirty, and I speak four of the languages of its
people. There is only the language of the ;A.is and Feaga which I am
not acquainted with, because I have never lived among them.
The Abolachi* are a powerful nation, rich in pearls, but they
have no golr1, except what is brought from the mines of Onagatano, ·
situated in the Snow mountains of Onagatano, the furthest of the
Abolachi possessions, and still further from the nations of Olacatano, Olagale, Mogoso, and 0anogacole. The last are said to be a
numerous and warlike people. ':rlrny are artists, and can paint
everything they see. 0anogacole means " wiclced people." 11hey
only speak their native language, are an honorable and fa~thfnl
people, and not like the Biscayan, who wanted to sell lVIenencle.z to
the Indians, and had not a mulatto ancl I 'prevented him by exposing
his treachery, we all should have been put to death; and Menendez,
instead of dying at Santander, would h~ve perished in Florida.
I have elsewhere said that this chief was sovereign of the river of
Reeds, where the pearls and the mines oflapis lazuli are found; but
further on the village of Olagale is subject to him, where also gold
is found.
A Biscayan named Don Pedro was a prisoner in this country,
and had he shown a courage proportionate to the favors which he
had received from his majesty, the Indians Qf .A is, Gnacata, and
Feaga, would long ngo have submitted. He spoke perfectly the
language of Ais and all those I have mentioned above; and also
that which is spoken at M ayaca and Mayaj uaca, on the other side
towards the north.
rrhe country of the kings of Ais and of Feaga is very poor. It
contains neither gold nor silver mines; it is only the sea which enriches it, since many vessels laden with precious me~als u,re shipwrecked there, such as the Farfan and the Howker. On board of
the latter was Anton Granado, and Captain Juan Ohristobal, whom
the natives made slaves; and killed Don Martin de Guzman, Captain
Hernando de Andino, and Juan Orvis. On board of this ship were
the two sons of Alonzo de Mesa, and their uncle. They were all
rich, and I the poorest among them,t yet· I had twenty-five pesos of
fine gold. My father, who was a commander, and my mother had
hoth served his majesty in Peru, and subsequently in Carthagena,

* Apalache.

t From this it appears that Ais and Feaga are somewhei·e about the extremity
of tl10 peninsula of Florida. There was an Ais west of the Reel River in Texns,
which Moscoso passed through wheu he sought to reach Mexico by land.
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where they established a colony. I, as well as one of my brothers,
.was born there. They were sending us to. Spain to be educated,
when we were· shipwrecked on the Florida coast;* as well as the
fleet from New Spain commanded by the son of Don Pedro Menendez.
I afterwards talked with a Spaniard whom the Indians had kept
in a starving condition. He told me that he came from Nicaragua
in one of the Mexican vessels bound for Spain, which was commanded by an Asturian, a son of Don Pedro Menendez. That he
was only a sailor on one of the shipwrecked vessels of the fleet, and
ignorant of the fate of the rest until after he had talked with the
Indians who went armed to the coast of .A.is and returned with very
considerable riches in the form of ingots of gold, sacks of Spanisl~
coins, ancl quantities of merchandise, As this man had been a prisoner there only a short· time, and knew nothing of th·e Indian languages, and as Juan Rodriguez knew them well, we served as interpreters for him and others.
Of the wealth whieh the Indians found in bars of gold and Mexican jewelry, belonging to the shipwrecked passengers, amounting to
more than a million, the chief retained the best part for himself, and
divided the remainder among the Indians of .A.is, Feaga, Guacata,
Mayajuaca, and Mayaca. Most of the vessels which had been shipwrecked were from Cuba and Honduras, and going in search of
the river Jordan, which explains how the Indians of .A.is, Feaga,
and the Guaragunve Islands became so enriched· by sea, and not by
land.
From 'rocobajo to St. Helena there are about six hundred leagues
of coast. 'l1his country produces neither gold i10r silver, nor are
any metals found, except those which accident brings to Florida
from over the sea. We know that the Indians that live there raise
flocks and herds of animals, and cultivate the land. I cannot say
positively that sugar can be made there; I know they planted cane,
and that it grew, but I did not remain long enough to see the result.
'l'he inhabitants of all the provinces which I have named, from Tocobajo to St. Helena, are much given to fishing. They are very
adrnit at drawing the bow and also very treacherous, and I am convinced they can never become Christians. 'rhey should all be taken,
placed\on ships, and scattered through the various islands, and even
on the Spanish· main, where they u1iglit be sold. By such clever

* The route to sail from Carthagena to Cadiz, in Spain, was at that time by
the western and by the eastern extremity of the Island of Cuba, ancl by the
.Azores Islands.
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means they might become civilized, and Spaniards established here.
rrhese latter could then form settlements, raise cattle, and give
assistance to numbers of vessels which are lost on the coast of the
province of Satoriva, at or near St. ..Augustine, San Matheo, where
the French Lutherans established a fort for the purpose of plundering all vessels that arrive from the mainland, whether from Mexico,
Peru, or any other country. They have already done this thing,
and taken refuge on the San Matheo River [St. Johns], where dwell
in villages the perfidious chiefs Satoriva and Alimacany.
On the banks of the San Matheo, sixty leagues further inland,
rnside other independent chiefs:· Cardecha, Encappe, Utina, Saranay, and Moloa, who govern other villages reaching as far as Mayajuaca in the A.is country, near the district planted with reeds, which
our guides said was the place where Don Pedro de Menendez made
terms of peace with them. In ascending the river San Matheo, one
can go as far as Tocobaga on the west side of Florida, but I do not
advise any one to go as far as this river. After having passed the
bar of the ;iver (St.Johns), one might go as far as Agacay, which
is fifty or sixty leagues from the coast, or even as far as Utina
where he could disembark and proceed from village to village until
arrived at Oanogacola, the inhabitants of which are subjects of rl'ocoBaja.- Thence he could go on to the very furthest known point
situated on another great river, whither De Soto went and where he
died.
The conquest of this country would be advantageous to his
majesty for the security of his fleets going to Peru, New Spain, and
ports of the West India Islands. These fleets must necessarily
pass through the Bahama Channel and close to this coast.
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APPENDIX.
NOTE (I), page 22.

THE SPANISH GOVERNMENT IN AMERICA.

T1rn fundamental maxim of Spanish jurisprudence in Americ3: is, that all
conquered domains belonged to the Crown, and not to the State, nor to the
nation. The bull of Alexander VI., which is, as it were, the great charter
upon which Spain founded her rights; gave to Isabella and Ferdinand all the
countries which had been or should be cliscovered. These princes and their
successors have constantly regarded themselves as the absolute proprietors of
all the lands conquered, by their subjects, in the new world. Every possession is but a concession on their part, and returns to them. The chiefs of the
different expeditions, the governors of the different colonies, the officers of
justice, and the ministers of religion were all appointed by the sovereign, and
removable at his will. The people had no privilege independent of the crown,
and which could serve as a barrier to despotism. It is true that when the towns
were built, and formed into corporations, the people of them had the right to elect
their magistrates, and to be governed by the laws of the community. In states,
even the most despotic, this feeble spark of liberty is not entirely extinguished ;
but in the towns of America the legislation is purely municipal, and limited to
objects i?f police and interior commerce. In all that regards the general aclministration and the public interest, the will of the sovereign is law. There is
n·o political power derived from the people ; all authority is concentrated in
the crown and the officers appointed by the king.
"When the conquests of Spain in America were terminated, the kings of
Spain, forming a plan of administration for their new dominions, divided them
into two immense governments, the vicer.oyalty of New Spain and that of
Peru : the first extending over all the provinces of North America belonging
to Spain; the second over all its possessions in South America. This disposition, which from the commencement had great inconveniences, induced still
more important ones, when the population and industry of the distant provinces
of each viceroyalty had progressed. The people of these provinces, too far
from the residence of the viceroys, complained of not being able to communicate with them at so great a distance. On the other hand, the aut11ority of
the viceroys must necessarily have been feeble and uncertain in its operation
over countries so remote from th.eir observation. They believed they lmd
found a remedy for this evil in establishing in this century (18th), at Santa Fe de
Bogota, capital of the new kingdom of Grenada, a third viceroyalty, whose
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jurisdiction extends over all the kingdom of Tierra Firme and the province of
Quito. Each of these viceroys, within the limits pf his government, not only
represented the person of the sovereign, but even enjoyed the prerogatives of
the crown in all their extent. As the king they exercised supreme authority
in the civil, military, and criminal cases. They could preside at all the tribunals ; they alone had the right to appoint to many important employments, and
the privilege to fill during the interim those which are at the nomination of the
sovereign until the arrival of the successor appointed by the king. The exterior pomp, which accompanied the~, was proportioned to their dignity and the
extent of their power. Their court was formed upon the model of that of
Madrid. Foot and horse guards, a numerous household, and the greatest magnificence gave them the air rather of sovereigns than of governors exercising
a delegated authority.
But as the viceroy could not exercise in person the functions of supreme
magistrate in all parts of a jurisdiction so extensive, he is aided in his administration by oflicers and tribunals like those of Spain. The conduct of affairs
in the provinces is confided to magistrates of different orders and different denominations, some of which are appointed by the king, and others by the viceroy; but all receive orders from the viceroy, and are subject to his jurisdiction.
The administration of justice appertained to tribunals, known under the name
of amliencias, formed upon the model of the Spanish chancery. The number
of judges is in proportion to the extent and importai1ce of their jurisdictions.
The place of judge in a court of audiencia is as honorable as luc17ative, and
generally filled by persons of merit and talents who make the tribunal respected. They have cognizance of civil and criminal causes ; but the two
kinds of cases are divided between the judges. The Spanish viceroys have
often attempted to preside over the tribunals of justice; and their distance
from the metropolis giving them boldness, they have sometimes aspired to a
power that their master dared not take to himself. To arrest an undertaking
whose success would have banished .safety and justice from the Spanish colonies, in submitting the life and property of the citizens to the will of a single
man, the kings of Spain have made a great number of laws which forbid, in
the most express terms, the viceroys from meddling in the business pertaining
to audiencias, or giving their opinion or vote upon any point contested before
these tribunals. Private cases which depended on some general question of
civil law, and even the rules enacted by tl;e viceroy, must be submitted to the
revision of the audiencia, which may be regarded, in this respect, as an intermediate power placed between the viceroy and. the people. Bht as all opposition, even legal, to the authority of a magistrate who represents the sovereign,. and w~10 holds his power of him, is little in accord with the spirit of
Spamsh policy, tlie reserves under which this power is granted to the audi:ncia are remarkab:e· . They could make re1~onstrances to the viceroy, but
m ca~e where there 1s direct opposition between their opinion and the will of
the viceroy, the latter must be put in execution, and there remained to the
audiencia only the right to lay the matter before the kino- and the Council of
·the Indies. This single privilege of remonstrance, and of giving counsel to a
n~an. to whom all tl:e r?st of th~ nation owed implicit obedience, gave a great
d1gmty to the auchencrns, as did also another right which they enjoyed. At
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the death of the viceroy, when no provision had been macle by the king for a
successor, the sovereign power passed to the audiencia resident in the capitnl of
the viceroyalty, and the oldest magistrate, assisted by his colleagues, exercised
all the functions of the viceroy, so long as the vacancy lasted. In matters submitted to the cognizance of audiencias as courts of orMnary jurisdiction, tlieir
sentence is definite in all disputes concerning property of a value less than
six thousand pesos. But when the object of the suit exceeded this sum, their
decision was subject to a revision, and carried by appeal to the Council of the
Indies. (Richer's Histoire Moderne, vol. 18, p. 275.)
It must, indeed, be agreed that possessions, situated from two to five
thousand leagues from the fountain of authority, five times the extent of the
mother country, and containing a larger population, could not, for upwards of
three centuries, have been maintained in constant and peaceable subjection,
without giving full employment to the genius and reflection of the legislator.
I ascribe all the merit to the Council of the Indies, that supreme tribunal,
where all violations of the laws, and all itbuses of authority in Spanish America,
are judged, and from which all the regulations, all the decrees relating to the
government of the colonies, proceed. Burope does not furnish an example of
another tribunal whose decisions have been, during three centuries, so luminous
and wise as those which have resulted, and still continue to result from the
deliberations of this. (" Travels in South America," from 1801 to 1804, by
F. Depons, who resided twenty-two years in South America.)
To this council, one of the most important of the monarchy, for its dignity
and power, is granted' the supreme administrution of all the Spanish domains
in America. It was established by Ferdinand, in 1511, and received a more
perfect form under Charles V. in 1524. Its jurisdiction embraces ecclesiastical,
civil, military, and commercial affairs. It is thence emanate all the laws
relative to the government and policy of the colonies, whi<!h' must be approved
by two-thirds of the members before being published in the name of the king.
It confers all the offices whose nomination is reserYe4 to the crown. Every
person employed in America, from the viceroy to the least officer, is subject to
its authority. It examines the conduct, recompenses the services, and punishes
the misdemeanors. They lay before it all the propositions, and all the public
and ~ecret memoirs sent from America, as well as all the plans of administration, police, and commerce proposed for the colonies. Prom the first establishment of this council the constant object of the Catholic kings has been to maintain its authority, and to give to it, from time to time, new prerogatives that
might render it formidable to all their subjects in the new world. To the wise
regulations and vigilance of this honorable tribunal, may be attributed, in a
great measure, what remains of public virtue and order in a country where so
many circmnstances conspire to disorder and corruption.
As the king is supposed to preside at the Council of the Inclies, this tribunal
is always held at the place where the court has its residence. There was
another tribunal required to regulate the affairs of commerce, which demanded
the immediate inspection of superiors. They established it, the year 1501, at
Seville, whose port was the only one that had intercourse with the new world.
It was called Casa de la Oontratacion. It is a,t the same time an office of com~
merce and court of justice. In the first of these qualities it takes cognizance
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of all that relates to the commerce of Spain with An1erica ; and determines the
merc1iandise that must be imported into the colonies, and has the inspection of
that which Spain receives in rettirn. It decides the departure of the fleets,
the freight, and the size of the vessels, their equipment, and their destination.
As a court of judicature it judges all affairs, civil, commercial,. and criminal,
which take place in consequence of the commercial interests between Spain
and America. In either kind they cannot appeal from its decisions, except to
the Council of the Indies.
Such is a sketch of the system of government adopted by Spain for its colonies in America. (Richer.)
NoTE (2), page 97.
INDIAN BOWS.

The following extracts, taken from an article by General J as. S. Brisbin,
U. S. A., entitled "Indian Bows and Arrows," published in a periodical, will
give an idea of the Indian bow, and of the force with which it sends an arrow.
'' The Sioux and Crows make the best bows of all the Indians of the y\T est.
The Sioux bow is about four feet long, one and a half inches wide, and an inch
thick at the middle. It tapers from the centre or grasp towards each end, and
is but half an inch wide and half an inch thick at the ends. "When unstrung a
good bow is perfectly straight, and, if properly seasoned and made, will always
retain its elasticity and straightness.
"All bows differ in length and· strength, being gauged for the arms of those
who are to use them. A white man would, until he learned the sleight of it,
find himself unable to bend even the weakest war-bow. A white man can
send an arrow as far and as deep as an Indian. I once had an officer, named
Belden, who had lived twelve years with the Indians, and he could shoot an
arrow into a buffalo while running, so that the point would come out on the
opposite side. He would also plunge an arrow into a beast so that it disappeared. The power of an Indian bow can be better understood when it is
known that the most powerful revolver will not send a ball through a buffalo.
Belden said he had seen a bow thl'ow an al'row five hundred yards, and I,
myself, have seen one discharged entirely through a board an inch thick ..
'' The Sioux and Cheyenne bows are made strong on the back by a layer of
sinew glued to the wood. This sinew, as well as the bow-string, is taken from
the back of the buffalo. It starts at the hump, and runs along the spinal
column to the tail, and is about six feet in length. The surface of the bow is
made flat, and then roughened with a file ·or stone, the sinew being dipped in
hot glue and laid on the wood. The sinew is then lapped at the ends and on
the middle or grasp of the bow. The string is attached while fresh, twisted,
and left to dry on the bow. The whole outside of the wood and sinew is ne;xt
c.overed with a thick solution of glue, and the bow is clone.
'' The Crow Indians make bows out of elk-horn. To do so, they take a lal'ge
horn or prong, and saw slices off each side of it ; these slices are th(jn filed or
rubbed down until the flat sides fit nicely together, when they are glued and
wrapped at the ends. Four slices make a bow, it being jointed in the middle.
To make it secure, another slice is laid on the bow at the grasp, where it is
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glued fast. The ~hole is then filed clown until it is smooth and perfectly proportioned, when the white bone is ornamented, carved, and painted. Nothing
ean exceed the beauty of these bows, and it takes an Indian about three months
to make one. Tliey are very rare and expensive, and Indians do not sell
them. Mr. Belden had a very fine elk-horn bow, which he Imel paid an Indian
thirty-two dollars to make. The elk-horn bow is so stiff that it is almost impossible to bend it ; but after some practice it can be bent with apparent ease,
and made to send an arrow four hundred yards.
·
'' In travelling, the Indians carry the bow in a sheath attached to the arrowquiver, and the whole is slung to the back by a belt of elk or buckskin, which
crosses the breast diagonally, and is fastened to the ends of the quiver. The
quiver and bow-sheath are generally made of the skin of an ox or some wild
animal, and is tanned with the hair on. The quiver is ornamented with tassels, fringe, or buckskin, and the belt across the breast is painted or worked
with beads. Each Indian has hii'l sign or name on his belt, bow, or sheath."
In connection with this account of modern Indian bows, it may not be out of
place to say something of the most ancient Greek bows. It appears, from the
account of Ulysses's bow, in the twe·nty-first book of Homer's Odyssey, that
the best and most elegant bows were made of horn, and that the test of skill
and strength was to send an arrow through a number of rings placed at intervals in a straight and horizontal line.
Penelope goes to the armory to get the bow.
There from the co1umn, where 1110ft it hung,
Reached, in its splendid case, the bow unstrung.

·*

*

*

*

•

*

*

*

She then proceeds, attended by her train, to the banq net hall.
Behind, her train the polished coffer brings,
Which held the alternate brass and silver rings.

She then tells the suitors:Who first Ulysses's wondrous bow shall bend,
And through twelve ringlets the :fleet arrow send,
Him will I follow and forsake my home.

Telemachus then arranges the rings.
A trench he opened; in a line he placed
The level axes, and the points made fast.

Then Telemachus, having failed to bend the bow, Leiodes, the priest, tries.
With tender hands the stubborn liorn he strains,
The stub born liorn resisted all his pains.

Finally Ulysses takes the bow and essays it, and then shoots.
One hand aloft diapla.yed
The bencling horns, and .one the string essayed,
From his essaying hand the string let fly,
Twanged short and sharp like the shrill swn.llow's cry.

*

*

*

*

* sitting ns he w11s, the cord he drew, ii<
Now
Through every ringlet levelling his view,

*
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Then notched the shaft, rele11sed, 11nd g11ve H wing;
The whizzing arrow v11nished from the string,
S.ung on direct, and threaded every ring.
The solid gate its fury scarcely bounds;
Pierced through and through the solid gate resounds.

In Book IV. of the Iliad, Pallas counsels the warlike Pandarus, for strength
renowned, to shoot Menelaus.
He heard, and madly at the motion pleased,
His polished bow with hasty rashness seized.
'Twas formed of lwrn, and smoothed with artful toil,
A mountain goat resigned the shining spoil,
Who, pierced long since, beneath his arrow bled;
The stately quarry on the cliffs lay dead,
And sixteen palms his brow's large honors spread;
The workmen joined and shaped the bended horns,
And beaten gold e11ch taper point adorns.

The bow which the king of the Macrobian Ethiopians sent to Cambyses was
so strong that, of all the Persians, only Smerdis, the brother of Cam.byses,
could bend it, and then only the breadth of two fingers. The message of the
Ethiopian to the Persian was : The king of Ethiopia sends this c~unsel to the
king of Persia-When his subjects shall be able to bend this bow with the
same ease that I do, then, with a superiority of numbers, he may venture to
attack the Macrobian Ethiopians.* When he had finished, he unbent the
bow, and placed it in the hands of the Ichthofagi, emissaries of Cambyses.
(Herodotus, Thalia, xxi.)

NoTE (3), page 113.
INDIAN" LANGUAGE OF SIGNS.

Captain Howard Hansbury, U. S. A., in the report of his expedition to
Salt Lake, gives the following in regard to an interview he had with a band of
Sioux Indians on the main fork of the Laramie River.
'' There was one circumstance, however, that attracted my attention in this
interview with these untutored sons of the forest, more than any other, and
that was the perfection and precision to ~hich they appear to have reduced a
system of purely arbitrary and conventional signs, by which, all over this vast
region, intercourse, though of a limited character, may be held between tribes
who are perfeet strangers to each other's tongue. Major Bridger, who was personally known to many of our visitors, and to all of them by the repute of his
numerous exploits, was seated among us. Although intimately acquainted with
the languages of the Crows, Blackfeet, and most of the tribes west and northwest of the Rocky Mountain chain, he was unable to speak to either the Sioux

*

"The Macrobian [long-lived] Ethiopians, who inhabit that part of Libya which
lies to the Southern Ocean." (Herodotus.)
Ethiopian is a name that anciently was given to dark-colored people. The Arabs
were called Ethiopians. Zippora, daughter of the Midian priest Jethro, and wife of
Moses, was an Ethiopian.
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or Cheyennes in their own language or that of any tribe which they coulcl understand. N otwithstancling this, he held the whole circle for more than an
hour, perfectly enchained, and evidently roost deeply interested in a t'!onversation and narrative, the whole of which was carried on without the utterance of
a single word. The simultaneous exclamations of surprise or interest, ancl the
occasional bursts of hearty laughter, showed that the whole party perfectly understood not only the theme, but the minutire of the pantomime exhibited before them. I looked on with close attention, but the signs to me were for the
most part altogether unintelligible. Upon after inquiry, I found that this language of signs is universally understood by all the tribes."

NOTE

(4), page 123.

THE DESERTS OF SONORA.

'' The country around Gnyamas for a semicircle of one hundred miles is a
blasted, barren desert, entirely destitute of wood, water, or grass, producing
only cacti, and a stunted growth of mesquit. The water at Guyamas is all
procured from wells, and has a brackish, unpleasa~t taste, and generally causes
temporary diseases with those unaccustomed to its use. From Guyamas we
passed over this hard, barren country to Hermosillo, the principal town of Sonora, and one of the most beautiful cities in the northern part of Mexico, if not
on the whole continent of America. The distance is a fraction over one hundred miles, through a plain bounded by wild, desolate, and rugged mountains,
destitute of woocl, grass, or running water.
The city of Hermosillo is situated "on the Sonora River, in the valley of Horcasitas, about sixty miles from the Gulf of California. This valley is about four
miles wide at this place, and continues a southwestern course to the Gulf. The
soil is very productive .
. I learned at this time, June, 1854, t1mt Colonel Gray, the surveyor of the
Texas Railroad Company, 11ad come down as low as Altar in Sonora. I immediately made up a company of Mexicans and Americans for the purpose of exploring the Gulf of California above the line of 31 north latitude, where it was
then proposed our purchase should strike the Gulf of California. I started from
Hermosillo with a company of fifteen men and twenty-two animals, ,vell armed
and provisioned for t11e j'ourney. On arriving at Altar, latitude so 0 45', we
learned that Gray had been there and made observations.
. Coloner
Gray had gone to Sonoita, about a hundred and fifty miles above Altar, to,
w11ich place we continued, where we learned he had made an exploration of
the coast and gone on to California.
We followed Gray's trail down to the coast, a distance of about fifty miles
over the Pinaceta Mountains, and then through about fifteen or twenty miles of'
sand-hills to the beach. There is neither fresh water, wood, grass, nor vegeta-.
tion of any kind here, nothing but a desert of sand-hills as far as the eye can
reach up and down the Gulf. The desert extencls at least two hundred and
fifty miles along the coast, by about twenty-five or thirty miles wide. There
is no vestige of a port. The channel of the Gulf is on the Lower California
side. "\Ve travelled along this miserable shore, over these interminable sand-
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hills (1rnving no gmss for our animals and nothing but the brackish salty water
obtained by cligging wells in the saud aloug the sea-shore), for a w~ek, :vhen we
reached the mouth of the Colorado River: The mouth of the river 1s worse
than the shore of the Gulf, if such a thing could be possible, as the land is subject to overflow for many miles around, and is all cut up with sloughs and backwater. This character of country prevails until within four or five miles of the
junction of the Gila and Colorado rivers, frequently overflowed, and consequently sandy and barren." (Charles D. Posten' s narrative in J. Ross Browne's
" Tour through Arizona and Sonora.")

NOTE

(5), page 180.

OLANCHO ANTIQUO.
Old Olancho was on or near the river Olancho, a lower confluent of the Rio
Guayape, which is the same as the Patook, that empties into the Caribbean
Sea, about midway between Cape Honduras and Cape Gracias a Dias. ·wm.
V. Wells, who visited Honduras in 1854, and is the author of "Explorations
and Adventures in Honduras," gives an interesting account of Honduras, from
which I extract the following in regard to Olancho Antiquo : " vVe arrived at dark at the estate of La Hcrradura or Horseshoe. Among
the legends of Olancho is that from which this hacienda received its name. Don
Ignacio related tha_t in the days of his ancestors, gold must have been plentier
than iron, and in proof of its abundance, that a golden horseshoe was found on
the estate.
Early on the following ~orning our little cavalcade swept rapidly away
from the hacienda. At a distance of ten or twelve miles out of our path stood
a range of mountains, the loftiest peak of which, known as the Boqueron or
Great Mouth, had, according to tradition, opened, and destroyed the ancient
city [Olancho A,ntiquo]. A huge rent resembling the place of a land-slide was
visible, and where an opening in the dense forest permitted, could be seen immense rocks tumbled about in dire confusion as by some great convulsion of
nature.
The great wealth of Olancho in olden time had centred at the ancient town,
which was once a sort of local emporium of fashion and luxury. J uarros names
Diego de Alvarado as the founder of San J orje de Olancho in 1630.
Comparing all statements, traclitionary and others, T was doubtful whether
Olancho Viego ( old) had beeri overwhelmed by a volcano or a land-slide. But
though there are no evidences of volcanic eruptions on the Atlantic side of
Honduras, I was inclined to the former, having from the hills near Jutecalpa
observed the mountain ridge immediately overlooking its site, and on clear days
distinctly seen the chasm, possibly an ancient crater, whence had issued the
eruption.
Within a mile of the ruins we came to a jungle, broken with deep pits, fallen
trees, and climbing parasites, passing laboriously through which we at length
reached the object of our search. The· town could never have been a large
one, probably not containing more than three or four thousand inhabitants. A
more desolate spot could not well be imagined. I could discern only occasion-
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ally traces of adobe houses, once clustering in neig11bor1y fraternity; but the
winds had scattered far and wide the very dust to which they crumbled. A
few square stones, resembling hellrth-stones, suggested yet sadder thoughts. A
scanty vegetation had.overgrown the desolate waste.
We fastened the animals to a tree, and penetrated into what appeared to have
been the plaza, and a heap of crumbled adobe denoted the site of the church.
vVe proceeded cautiously towards the foot of the mountain. The scene increased in strangeness as we advanced. Here and there grew still the jocoral,
proffering in vain the domestic gourd, or drinking-cup, and the tall guacal depending its giant calabash, or washing tub, where the voice of the lavaclera
had long been hushed in silence. One lofty ceiba upon which entwined
the white and red bell-ilowers of the creeping liananes stood like a queen,
proud and sorrowful on the field where her raue had fallen. The few other
trees; stunted and ugly, seemed to stare desolately at each other; and upon
one protruding leafless branc11 sat an old monkey, a wandering native of the
jungle.
There were no evidences of scoria or volcanic substances, or if any existed,
. they had become covered with the loam formed by accumulation of leaves and
the annual washings from above. The steep mountain side before us, up which
there appeared no path among the matted thicket, forbade our attempting an
ascent to the stm1m1t; but from below there seemed to have been either a sudden and awful land-slide (a conjecture favored by tJ1e surface of bare rock
down the chasm) or an ancient crater existed at the top. The ashes mentioned
in the commonly received narration consisted probably of the dust raised by
the crushing to pieces of dried mud houses-adobes.
How Olancho Antiquo was destroyed is a matter of conjectur!3 ; but that a
thriving and well-located to,vn once existed there, is beyond dispute. It is
generally believed much gold lies buried beneath the ruins, but no one is valorous enough to seek it. Oblivion has thrown her mantle over the place, and
only exaggerated monkish legends remain to tell of its former existence.
The sun was in the west when we r(~mounted, and left the forbidding precincts
of Olancho Viego. The nearest hacienda was that of Penuare, to reach which
we were obliged to cross the Rio de Olancho, and to traverse some ten miles
of dark woods with an uncertain path. The rwer of Olancho, w11ich winds
rather romantically around tlrn base of El Boqueron, takes its rise towards
Manto, and empties into the Guayape l1alf way between Catacamas and Jutecalpa."
NoTE (6), page 182.

TIERRA-FIRME AND THE TOWN OF PANAMA.

"I preserve the Spanish designation in order t1mt the reader may not confound this country with the continent in general, which they often call Terreferme," firm land or continent.
The kingdom of Tierra-Firme commences on t1ie north at the river of Darien, continues by N ombre de Dios, Bocas del Toro, Bahia de l' Amirante. It
is bounded on the west by the river de los Dorandos and the North Sea. Towards the South Sea it extends from Punta Garda in the province of Costa Rica,
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and continues by Punta de Mariatos and Morto de Puescas as far as the Gulf
of Darien from whence it stretches along the southem coast, and by Puerto de
Pinas and Morro Quemado as far as the Bay of St. Boneventure. Its length,
from east to west, is one hundred and eighty leagues, although in following the
north coast it is more than two hundred and thirty on the north side. Its
width, from north to south, is that of the Isthmus of Panama, which embraces
the province of Panama and a part of that of Darien. The isthmus is generally twenty leagues in width; there are places where it is but fourteen; but
it widens towards Choco and towards Sitaron, as well as on the side of the
western part of the province of Veragua, where it is probably twenty leagues
in width from one sea. to the other. This kingdom contains two provinces,
Panama and Darien. Some geographers give to it that of Veragua ; but it
belongs now [J 775] to the Audiencia of Guatimala.
PANAMA.-The towns, burghs, villages, and dwellings of the province of
Panama are situated on the plains which are along the sea-shore. The rest of
its territory is cut up with mountains which the inclemency of the air and
sterility render uninhabitable.
The towns are Panama, which is the capital of the province and the metropolis of the kingdom, Porto Bello, San Iago de Nata de los Cavalleros, and
Los Santos.
Panama is situated on the isthmus of the same name, near a beach bathed
by the waves of the South .Sea. It is in 30 57' north latitude. The name
which they have given it is taken from the language of the ancient inhabitants,
and means place abou11ding in fish, because. there was tliere much fish, and
tl1e Indians had built there a multitude of fishermen's huts. The Spaniards
settled a colony there in 1518. In 1520 it obtained the name of town, and in
a short time became very flourisl1ing, but in 1670 it was pillaged and burned by
English pirates. The Spaniards rebuilt it in the place which it now occupies;
it is distant a league and a half from its ancient site. Quite near its walls on
the north side is a hill which they call Ancon. It rises more than a hundred
toises [GOO feet] above the plain.
The port of Panama is formed in the road itself, and· is " covered with" a
number of islands, the principal of which are Havo, Puerco and Flamencos;
the anchorage is at the middle one, whence it takes its name. It is three
leagues from the town, and the vessels have nothin~ to fear there.
It is in this town that the flotilla of Peru lands its treasure; it serves also as
the entrepot for the merchandise which ascends the river Chagres. At nearly
all times of the year strangers arrive at Panama. Some come from Spain to
pass to the ports of the South Sea; others return from the same ports to return
to Europe. Besides these advantages there is another at Panama, which is the
pearl fishery. It is carried on chiefly at the islands in its gulf, principally at
those of Roi and Tubago. Nearly all the inhabitants employ negroes in this
valuable fishery. The method is the same as that wl1ich they follow in the
Gulf of Persia and at Cape Comorin. The pearls of the Gulf of Panama are
generally of a very fine water, and a very considerable size. The greatest
quantity passes to Lima and the rest of Peru; they send a few to Europe.
They formerly got gold from the mines of Tierra Firme, which much
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increased the wealth of Panama, but they have nearly entirely abandoned
them.
Porto-Bello owes it origin to its good port. This town is situated upon the
slope of a mountain which environs the port; it is in the form of a crescent.
The name of the port makes known all its advantages. The entry is wide,
and very well defended by a fort situated on the north point. They reckon
about six hundred toises from one point to the other. (Richer's "Histoire
Moderne. ")
N ombre de Dios was the principal port on the north side of the isthmus of
Panama before the business was removed from it to Porto~Bello, which is in
the same degree of longitude as Panama.

NoTE (7), page 188.
THE DESERT OF MOTUPE.

- went from Guayaquil to
In 1740, Don Antonio Ulloa and Don George Juan
Motupe by tlie route which Pizarro had travelled. The following is Ulloa's
account of his journey:Sechura is the last burgh of the jurisdiction of Piura, on this side.
On leaving the town there are but two roads, that of the desert and another
called Rodeo. It is necessary to choose between these two routes. If we
take that of the desert, besides the horses ·it is necessary to take mules at
Sechura to carry the water with which, at lrnlf way on the route, they water
the beasts of burden. They .fill with water oittres or great gourds ; for four
beasts of burden, there is one mule loaded with water, and another for the
two mules that carry the provender. w·hen they travel in a w_heeled vehicle
they load it with water in outres made expressly for it. "\Vhether they travel
in litters, chaise, or on horseback, it is necessary that each traveller make his
own provision of water to drink, without which he incurs the risk of perishing
of thirst; for in all this route there is seen but sand and whirlwinds which the
wind forms of sand ; some scattered lumps of rock salt are seen here and
there, but neither tree, grass, nor any green thing.
The 24th (of November, 1740), we left Sechura, and entering the desert
we travelled without stopping, except to rest and water our mules, and the day
following about five o'clock in the afte.rnoon, we arrived at the burgh of
Morrope, having made twenty-eight to thirty leagues, which is the distance
from this burgh to that of Sechura ; ~nd if the people of the country make it
more they must not be believed. The land is so uniform, so level, and of so
vast an extent that it is easy to lose the way, besides the sand is so continually
moved by the wind that the most expert travellers lose the trace, and are in a
moment out of the road. The skill of the guides consists in retracing their
way and discovering the road on these painful occasions. For tl1is purpose
they make use of two means ; the first is to observe if they have the wind
against them when they go towards Lima, and on their back when they return
from it; with this rule they are sure not to go astray, for the south winds con.;.
stantly prevail in this country. The second method of discovering the way,
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practised by the Indians, is to take in their hands, in different places, handfuls
of sand and smell it; they distinguish by the odor whether the mules have
passed that way, perhaps because the ordure of these animals leaves ~ome scent
upon the sand. Those who have not a sufficient knowledge of tlns country,
and who stop to rest or to sleep, expose themselves to a great danger, for they
run the risk on waking of not knowing what route to take, or become bewildered • now when one is once at a loss in the desert, he inevitably perishes
of wretcl~edness or fatigue, as has happened to many persons.

NoTE (8), page 192.

VIRACOCI-IA AND I-IUANA CAPAC.

Yahuar ·Huacac (7th inca), successor and eldest son of the Inca Roca,
received this name, which signifies weep blo?d, on an occasion of a most strange
phenomenon: he actually shed tears of blood in his infancy. This prodigy gave
occasion for predictions so gloomy, thitt, being raised in the fear of some disaster, he resolved to renounce military operations and restrict himself to the eare
of the government. Nevertheless the necessity of contenting his people made
him raise an army; but he confided the command of it to his brother, who subdued all the country of Collasuyo, between Arequ'ipa and Tacama. His reign
was marked by singular adventures.
The eldest of his sons having, by his pride and haughty manners, caused
divers mortifications to him, the inca, to humble him, sent him to tend the
flocks of the sun in pastures a short distance from the court. According to
t11e traditi9n of the Indians he saw, in ·a dream, a bearded man in a foreign
habit~ who told him that he also was the son of the Sun, and brother of l\Ianco
Capac;* that his mtme was Viracocha Inca; and that he came to inform him
that the greatest part of the provinces of Chincasuya had revolted. He commanded him to inform his father of it, and he particularly advised the son to
fear nothing, whatever misfortune might happen, for he would assist him on
all occasions. The prince informed his father, who ridiculed the apparition.
N evcrthcless, very soon the report spread, that the people of Chincasuya had
revolted, that they were leagued with several other nations, and that they were
advancing on Cuzco to the number of forty thousand. The i·nca, frightened,
abandoned the town, and all the inhabitants prepared to follow him. The
young prince, to whom the name of Viracocha attached because of his dream,
and who had continued to guard the flocks, went to his father, blamed those
who had counselled him to Hee, assembled the bravest, put himself at their head,
entered Cuzco, and prepared to make a vigorous resistance. His example reanimitted all the courageous : in a few days he found himself at the head of an
mmy of thirty thousaiid men, and marched·to meet the rebels. 'rhe battle was
obstinate and bloody; but Viracocha remained conqueror; he pardoned the
vanquished, and his clemency caused him to be admired by them. He labored
to pacify the empire, and afterwards repaired to Muyna where his father had
retired, ha_d a conference with him, and, discontented with his projects, he

* Founder of the Peruvian empire.
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returned to Cuzco, where he assumed the royal authority. He built a magnificent palace in the place which his father had chosen for his retreat. The
dethroned monarch there tranquilly ended his life.
Viracocha began his reign by the construction of a superb temple in a place
called Cachoc, sixteen leagues to the south of' Cuzco. He dedicated this temple
to the protector, whose name he had taken, and to whom he owed all his prosperity. He caused to be represented there the fac-simile of all the history of
his dream; but his subjects were convinced that the temple was for himself.
and adored him as a divinity. (Richer.)
"In the interior of this edifice was a species of chapel, paved with black
·stones, in which was a niche, the interior of which contained an immense
pedestal, on which reposeu the deity, as he appeared to the inca. According
to the description given by Garcilasso: 'he was a man of good stature, with a
large beard, more than an inch (foot?) in length, garments long and wide, like
a tunic or cassock, reaching to th.e feet. He held the image of an unknown
animal, having lion's claws, and tied by the neck wit11 a clutin, one end of
wllich was in the hand of the statue. All this was made of stone; and because
the workmen not having seen the original, nor a copy of it, knew not how to
sculpture it (as they told the inca), he placed himself in the dress and position
in which he said he had seen it. . . • The statue was similar to the images
of our blessed apostles, and more particularly resembled that of St. Bartholomew." ("Peruvian Antiquities," p. 164, by Rivero and Tschudi. Translated
by the late Dr. Francis L. Hawks, LL.D.)
The inca sustained the opinion which they had formed of him by brilliant
deeds, which greatly extended the limits of his empire. In order to attach the
curacas to himself, he granted them the honors of the Llaulu, * that is, a kin cl
of diadem, but without the fringe; and the right to wear earrings, with the hair
cut short, in the manner of' the incas. To his great qualities, Viracocha joined
the talent of prophesying. According to Peruvian tradition, he predicted that
in the course of time there would arrive in Peru an unknown nation who would
invade the empire, and change the religion of the country. He did all that he
could that this prediction might not be known, except to the incas, and decreed
that they should always make a mystery of it to the people, for fear lest their
respect for the sovereigns might be diminished; but it was spread abroad notwithstanding all these precautions which they had taken to keep it concealed,
and it served not a little to the success of the Spanish armies. He had for his
legitimate wife Mama Rauta, his sister. She was whiter than the lndian
women ordinarily are; it is what her name signifies.
Huana Capac (12th inca) succeeded to the throne after his father, Tupac
Yupanqui. Bis name signifies rich in virtues. The Peruvian accounts boast
of a golden chain, the size of the wrist, which he made at the beginning of his
reign, to celebrate the day on which they were to give a name to and cut the
hair of his eldest son. Garcilasso asserts that it was three hundred and fifty
paces in length, and was used in the solemn f€Hes .at the dance of the incas.
Huana subdued many nations, among which there were some barbarians that

* A ben,d-bnnd, with fringe of scarlet color nttnched, was worn only by the incas,
and was with the Peruvians what the crown is to the monarchs of Europe.
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his father chm·ged him to punish. He· decimated them, and all those upon
whom the lot fell were put to death ; he pardoned not one of them. In the
course of his conquest he found some nations so barbarous that he renounced
the design of conquering them, and in his contempt for them he said to his
officers: "Let us go home; men'of this species do not deserve to have us for
their masters."* Huana Capac had several wives and many children. He
was in his palace, at Tumipampa, when they announced to him that they had
seen on the coast a vessel of a singular construction, conducted by men of an
entirely foreign appearance. He was so much the more disturbed at this, as
many prodigies seemed to announce extraordinary events, and all the people
were convinced that the ancient prediction was about to be accomplished.
Feeling his end approaching, he declared that the predictions of which the
people had but vague ideas, portended that after twelve reigns of incas there
would arrive an unknown nation which would conquer the empire. He added
that the twelfth reign being accomplished in his person, he doubted not that
these strangers might be the nation announced by Viracocha, and that in order
to obey the Sun, his father, he commanded that they should receive them with
as much submission as respect.
.
Huascar, or Intieusi Hualpa, was the son of Huana Capac. They gave him
at first the latter name, which signifies the Snn of Joy; but he took the former, in meinory of the famous golden chain which his father had had made on
liis account. His father gave, in violation of the law, the kingdom of Quito to
his second son, Atahualpa,t wliom he had by a concubine, who was a princess of
Quito, and whom he much loved. Huascar took arms to subdue this kingdom
to his dominion, or at least to force his brother to hold it as his vassal; but he was
vanquished, and made prisoner in a bloody battle. Atahualpa wished to profit
of his good fortune to mount the throne of Peru; but the laws of the empire
bestowed the crown only on legitimate princes of the royal blood. He undertook to remove the obstacles to his birth by putting to death all the prii1ces of
royal blood. He assembled a great number of them, under divers pretexts,
and had them all massacred, without distinction of age. or sex.. He pursued
the others in all parts of the empire, and this persecution still continued when
the Spaniards arrived. (Richer.)

NOTE

(9), page 196.

PRESCOTT'S OPINION OF GARCILASSO.
'When Pizarro, with his followers, butehered the unresisting Peruvians at
~axamalca! a Spaniard named Estete snatched the borla, a head-dress peculiar to the meas, from the head of Atahualpa. In the " Conquest of Peru,"
by Wm. Prescott1 in vol. i. page 422,. is the followinrr note : ': Miguel ~stete, who long retained the silken diad~m as a trophy of the exploit, accordmg to Garcilasso de la Vega ( Com. Real. part ii. lib. 1, chap.

*

The debnsement of some of the Indians on the waters of the Ma(l'dalenn
was almost
0
beyond b~li.ef, so disgusting and horrible was their depravity.
t l\fontmnos deduces this name from atahu, virtue, strength• and ullapa good,

~fu.
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27), an indfff'erent autltority for aiiything in this part of his history. This
popular writer, whose work, from his superior knowledge of the institutions of
the country, has obtained greater eredit, even in what relates to the conquest,
than the reports of the conquerors themselves, has il).dulged in the romantic vein
to an unpardonable extent, in his account of the capture of Atahualpa. According to him, the Peruvian monarch treated the invaders from the first with supreme deference, as descendants of Viracocha, predicted by •his oracles as to
come and rule over the land. But if this flattering homage had been paid by the
inca, it never would have escaped the notice of the conquerors. Garcilasso
had read the Commentaries of Cortes, as he somewhere tells us; and it is
probable that that general's account, well founded it appears, of a similar superstition among the Aztecs, suggested to the historian the idea of a corresponding
sentiment in the Peruvians, which, while it flattered the vanity of the Spaniards, in some degree vindicated his own countrymen from the charge of cowardice incurred by their too ready submission; for, however they might be
called on to resist men, it would have been madness to resist the decrees of
heaven. Yet Garcilasso's romantic version has something in it so pleasing,
that it has ever found favor with the majority of readers. The English student might have met with a sufficient corrective in the criticism of 'the sagacious and skeptical Robertson.''
Europeans, in .their first intercourse with the natives of Cuba, Hispaniola,
Puerto Rico, Hondm~as, Mexico, and Peru, were considered by them as beings
descended from heaven. Cortes marched to the city of Mexico without armed
opposition from the Mexicans. He seized Montezuma in his palace, rmd carried him a prisoner to his quarters without armed opposition. The .Mexicans
afterwards armed and expelled the Spaniards from the city of :Mexico ; and so
did the Peruvians rise against the Spaniards and exterminate many of them,
and put Pizarro in such apprehension that he appealed to Cortes for assistance i
the principal cities were besieged. "It wns early in :February, 1536, when
the siege of Cuzco commenced, a siege memorable as calling out the most heroie
displays of Indian and European valor, and bringing the two races in deadlier conflict with each other than had yet occurred in the corn1uest of Peru."
(Conquest of Peru, vol. ii. page 51.) In the wars between the Spaniards and
the Indians of America, on one side were iron armor, sharp steel swords, pikes,
arbalists, arquebuses, and artillery, war-horses the terror of the Indian, savage
dogs, the hardiest, bravest of Europeans ·well disciplined for war, and moreover superstitious fanatics, believing themselves the special instruments of
heaven to conquer and convert the heathen; on the other side, bows, arrows,
spears, slings, and clubs, a naked and undisciplined multitude : such were the
combatants in these Mexican and Peruvian wars. Had Greeks Gr Romans,
under similar circumstances, been opposed to the followers of Cortes and Pizarro, they might have conceived them the deities of Olympus armed with the
thunderbolts of Jove, and have fled at the discharge of artillery and fire-arms
with as much terror and precipitation as the wretched Indians; and had the
· Indians met the Romans in battle, they would, in all probability, have been
handed down in history as have been the Scythians or Parthians of antiquity.
But what Arthur Helps says in his "Spanish Conquest in America" is appropriate here. '' In the wars between the Spaniards and the Indians, the
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horse did not play a subordinate part; the horse made the essential difference
between the armies, and if in the great square of Madrid there had been raised
some huge emblem in stone to commemorate the Spanish conquest in the New
"'\iV orld: an equine, not an equestrian figure, would appropriately have crowned
the work. The arms and armor might have remained the same on both sides.
The ineffectual clubs and darts and lances might still have been arrayed against
the sharp Biscayan sword and deadly arquebuse ; the cotton doublet of Cuzco
against the steel corselet of Milan; but without the horse, the victory would
ultimately have bee~ on the side of overpowering numbers. {" Spanish Conquest in America," vol. iii. p. 501.)
The reception which Atahualpa gave De Soto was not inconsistent with the
wealth, splendor, and luxury of the Peruvia1i incas. The apartment that .Atahualpa "undertook to fill with vessels of gold and silve1·, as high as one could
reach," was twenty-two feet in length, and sixteen feet in breadth; and yet
Huascar offered to fill this same room, not only to that height, but even to the
ceiling, which was a third.more. .Atahualpa was the monarch of a vast empire
rich in mines of gold, and he lived in all the state of a Peruvian inca.
The Peruvians were superior t<:> the Mexicans in several respects; in policy
a.nd religion, agriculture and commerce; they were their equals in arts and
manufactures. The magnificence of. Montezuma is recorded by Diaz ; the
grandeur and glory of the Peruvian incas are in their highways, aqueducts, monuments, and temples. There is nothing in all this inconsistent with Garcilasso's
account of the Peruvians and their incas.
In regard to Viracocha, the story briefly is this. The eldest son of YahuarHuacac saw in a dream a bearded man, in a foreign garb, who s~id to him that
he was also the son of the Sun, and the brother of Manco Capac;* that his
name was Viracocha-Inca. [See note 8.J This son of Yahuar-Huacac succeeded
his father, and took the name of Viracocha. To his great qualities, Viracocha
joined the talent of prophesying. .According to the tradition of the Peruvians,
he predicted that in the course of time, there would arrive in Peru an unknown
nation, which would invade the empire, and change the religion of the country.
There is nothing so remarkable in all this but that something similar to it, in
some respects, may be found in the mythology of almost any nation; then why
should Garcilasso be discredited in regard to the existence of this fable, and
this "tradition of the Peruvians"?
'' This popular writer, whose work, from his superior knowledge of the institutions of this count1·y, has obtained greater credit, even in what relates to
the conquest, than tl1e reports of the conquerors themselves." These lines of
Prescott certainly convey an idea of the superior abilities of Garcilasso, for it
was in a great measure by these abilities he was enabled to acquire that '' sup(;). rior knowled$e" and "greater credit." If he could thus acquire this superior
knowledge in regard to the institutions of the country, could not the same abilities acquire a like knowledge of the events of the conquest, especially when ·his
father was a participator in the wars of Peru, a distinguished civil officer of
Cuzco, a man of superior moral and intellectual worth, a member of one of the
most illustrious families of Spain; and his house the resort of the most distin-

* The founder of the Peruvio,n Empire.
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guished of Pizarro's soldiers, with whom the young Garcilasso associated, and
by whom he heard recounted the events of the conquest. Were not all these
advantages of which his abilities could profit in acquiring a superior knowledge
of the conquest, as they had profited of the advantages he possessed through
his mother and his uncle to acquire a "superior knowledge of the institutions
of the country''?
But though in the preceding note is the following: '' Garcilasso, an indifferent authority for anything in this part of his history;" and also this: "But if
this flatteriug homage had been paid by the inca, it never would have. escaped
the notice of the conquerors;" yet on page 481 of vol. i. of the "Conquest of
Peru,'.' is the following note by the same author: "The specification, of the
charges 'against the inca is given by Garcilasso de la Vega; One would have
wished to find them specified by some actor in the tragedy, but Garcilasso had
access to the best sources of information, and when there was no motive to
falsehood, as in the present case, Ms word may, probably, be taken."
Now see, page 221, the opinion of Clement Markham, who probably was
better versed in the history of Peru than a:ny American or any other European.
The brutality of the conquerors of Peru was a disgrace to humanity ; their
cruelty has scarcely a parallel among modern civilized nations. Their chiefs
were as base and ignorant as they were brutal. Could a sense of truth, justice,
or decency prevail among such a class of men ? Of tLll the followers of Almagro and Pizarro at Caxarnalca, there appear to have been only twelve that had
a sense of honor and humanity, a respect for the opinion of posterity, and a
regard for the fame and glory of their nation.
According to Francisco de Xeres, the secretary of Francisco Pizarro : " The
few men of honor and respectability then at Cassamarca protested against the
murder [of Atahualpa]. They -were besides Hernando de Soto: Francisco de
Chaves and Diego de Chaves, brothers, natives of Truxillo, :Francisco de
J?uentes, Pedro de Ayala, Diego de Mora, l<"'runcisco Moscoso, Hernando de
Haro, Pedro de Mendoza, Juan de Herrada, Alonzo de Avila, and Blas de
Atienza.''
NoTE (10), page 209.

ENORMOUS CANES.
Don Antonio de Ulloa, in his "Voyage Historique. de l' Amerique Meridionale,·,, thus describes the canes which he met with on his journey from Guaya-.
quil to the town of Quito, in the year 1736.
'' Among the many plants which these mountains produce there are three
which by their singularity appear to me deserving that I should give some
description of them. They are the Cannes {canes), the Vijalwa, and the
Bejuques, materials of which they build their houses in the jurisdiction of
Guayaquil, and which also serve for many other uses.
"The canes are remarkable as much for their excessive length and size, ns
for the water which they inclose in their tubes. Their length is ordinarily
from six to eight toises (thi1·ty-nine to fifty-two feet), and although their size
varies, the thickest have but six inches, pied de Roi, of diameter, which makes .
very nearly a quarter of a Castilian ell. The firm and massive part of each
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tube is six lines in thickness; if we pay attention to their thickness, it is easy
to comprehend that being opened they form a plank a foot and a half wide,
and we will not be astonished at the use that is made of them, whether in
building houses, or in many other things. From the time they put forth they
let them grow to the last stage, and then they cut them, or let them dry erect.
The most of the tubes arc filled with water, with this difference, that during
the full moon they are either entirely. full, or almost so, and that in proportion
as the moon deereases their water diminishes, until in the conjunction they arc
entirely empty of it; or retain so little of it that it can scarcely be recognized
that they had had any of it. I have cut them at all times, and my experience
has every time assured me of this fact. I have also observed that when the
water diminishes it is turbid, and that ori the contrary, when the moon is full,
or about that time, it is as clear as crystal. The Indians add other peculiarities; they say that all the tubes are not filled with water at the same time,
but that between two that become filled there is one which remains empty.
What is certain is that when they open a tube that is empty there are found
two others in succession that arc full. It is what is ordinarily observed of all
these canes. They attribute to this water a virtue to preserve from all
apostemes which might be caused by a fall. Therefore all travellers who descend the mountains scarcely ever fail to drink it, for to prevent the conse- ·
quences of the blows and bruises which they can hardly avoid on this route.
After th8y have C!,lt these canes they let them dry of themselves, or cure, as
they say ; being dry they are extremely strong, and they make use of them
for joists and rafters; they also make tables of the planks, and masts for the
Balzas ; they make of them the store-rooms of the vessel double, when they
load them with cacao, to prevent the great heat of this fruit from consuming
the wood. They make of them poles or arms of litters, and divers other like
works.''
NoTE (n), page 240.

LUCAS VASQUEZ DE AYLLON.
"In the year 1520, Lucas Vasquez de Ayllon, a licentiate, being in want of
hands to work in the mines, entered into a resolution, with some associates, to
try if he could steal off a number of savages from the neighboring islands, to
be employed in· this business. J?or this. purpose they equipped two ships, and
sailed out of the harbor of Plata, situated on the north side of Hispaniola,
and steered a northwestern course, until they came to the most distant of the
Lucayos Islands,* and thence to what was then a part of Florida, in 320 N.
latitude, now called St. Helena. At the sight of these ships making towards
the shore with expanded sails, the amazed natives ran in crowds to view them,

*

Lucayos is sometimes written Luccas. It is from the Spanish word Cayo, a rock,
shoal, or islet in the sea. Key is but a corruption of Cayo, 1is Key West, the Floridn.
Keys. The Lucnyos or Luccns are the Bahn.ma Islands and shoals. The Spaniards,
nfter depopulating Hispaniola of its aborigines, resorted to the Lucayos to kidnap
their inhabitants to make slaves of them to work in the gold mines. They depopulated the whol~ coast of Cumnn11 for the s~me purpose,
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conceivmg that they must be some monstrous :fishes driven upon the coast ;
but as soon as they saw men with beards ana covered with clothing land out of
these floating mansions, they fled in a panic. The Spaniards, having stopped
two of them, carried them off into their sll,ips, where, after having entertained
them with meat and drink, they sent them back again, clothed in the Spanish
habit. The king of the country, admiring the dre1,s, sent fifty of his people
to the ships, with a present of various fruits and provisions ; and, not contented
with doing this, he made a party of his subjects attend the Spaniards in the
many excursions into the neighboring provinces, with which, at their request,
he gratified their inclinntions ; where they were presented with gold, plates of
silver, pearls, etc., and received in the most hospitable manner. The Spaniards, having made their own observations, as they passed, upon the customs
and manners of the inhabitants, the soil and climate, invited a large number of
the natives (after they had watered their ships and were prepared for departure)
to an entertainment on board their vessels, where, having plied their guests
well with liquor, they took that wicked opportunity to weigh anchor and sail
away with these unhappy, deluded people towards Hispaniola. Many of the
poor wretches pined to death with vexation and from an obstinate refusal of
food; the greater part of what remained perished in one of the vessels that
foundered at sea, nnd some of them, in vain appealing to the violated rights of
hospitality, were hurried into a cruel and hopeless slavery. Vasquez, instead
of the punis11ment due to so inhuman and horrible a proceeding, expected and
obtained of the king the reward appointed for such as discover new lands, together with the usual immunities they were entitled to."
"In the year 1524 he sent more ships to Florida, and was so elated with the
accounts he had from them, of the fertility of the soil, and the great plenty of
gold, silver, and pearls to be found there, that h~ hastened thither himself the
next year with three ships; but having lost one of them when near the cape
of St. Helen, and two hundred of his 1Jeople whom he had landed there being
entirely destroyed by the natives, more through their own negligence and
supine security than the bravery of the inhabitants; disappointed ofhis wishes,
and broken-hearted, he returned back again to Hispaniola."* ("An Account
of the First Discovery and Natural History of Florida," by ,v-illiam Roberts,
1763; taken froµi Robinson's Early Voyages to America.)

NoTE (I2), page 243.
NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS-FROM THE EARLIEST AND MOST
AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS OF VIRGINIA.

The earliest accounts of the Indians inhabiting the country where the English first made their settlements in Virginia, state that "the.y were in general·
dressed in the skins of deer or other wild animals, which hung before the mid-

*·" Of the fifteen men who survived the expedition of Vasquez de .Ayllon to Florida,
and joined our army [ Cortes], not n, single man i,i now [1568] remaining." (Bernn.l
Diaz de! Castillo's History of the Conquest of Mexico, vol. ii. p. 395; translated by
Jno. Ingram Lockhart, F.R.A.S.)
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dle; but all the rest of the body was naked.'; Besides bows and arrows they
wielded bludgeons, each about three feet long ; and for defence bore shields
made of the bark of trees, a,nd a kind of wicker armor which they make use
of in time of war. They of Secot11,,, one of their provinces, had among them,
besides their king, a degree of nobility who were more elegant in their dresses,
particularly their hair, which they formed in various shapes, and adorned with
the finest feathers they could procure. ·From their ears hung either large
pearls, the feet of birds, or such other ornaments as the wearers fancied; and
they painted both their faces and their bodies. Round their necks and upon
their arms. they wore chains and bracelets of pearls; to which, after their acquaintance with the English, they preferred bits of brass. And their skins
were so neatly fitted around their middle that the tail of the creature always
hung behind. Such was the dress in which they appeared on solemn occasions; but when they went to war they painted themselves in a horrible man.
ner in order to intimidate their enemies.
Their women were naturally well shaped ; their skin coverings were more
elegant than those of the men, and concealed the whole of their bodies. They
cut the forepart of theh· hair snort, and wore a kind of a chaplet around their
temples ; but they took care to disfigure their faces, legs, and arms with punctures ancl paintings. The better sort wore pearl bracelets, and others of bone
exquisitely polished. The}; took great delight in walking by the sides of
rivers, and in hunting and fishing. Their priests were generally men advanc.ed in age; they suffered the fore-hair of their heads to grow, and kept all
the rest closely cut; and each wore a cloak that reached from the neck almost
to the knees of the very finest skins their country afforded. In some provinces the ladies wore long strings of triple or quadruple rows of pearls wound
round their necks, in which they slung their left arm. Their old men were
more comfortably clothed t.ha:i their youth, for they wore cloaks of skins which
reached from their shoulders almost to their feet, leaving the right arm naked
and at liberty. But the most extraordinary circumstance attending the ancient
Virginians was their having characters. These characters are various, and far
from being inelegant; but were impressed upon the bare backs of the natives
as so many signatures to denote the province, tribe, or prince, to which they
belonged. The stamp .of four arrows denoted sovereignty ; the figure of one
betokened consanguinity to the prince.
Though the native Virginians knew not the use of iron,· yet they hacl a wonderful art of felling the bodies of large trees and of excavating them by the
force of fire, which they managed with the most surprising skill by means of
small fans, rendering. it fierce or gentle according to the emerg~ncy of their
design. They polished the excavation with shells, which they sharpened and
made use of for that purpose till a perfect canoe was n~ade. The chief use to
which they put these canoes when fabricated was to go a fishing. The fish
were dressed upon wooden gridirons. Sometimes they boiled their fisl~ in clay
pots, which were made by their women with so much dexterity as to equal the
art of any European potter ; the round part being as exact as if it had been
turned .upon a wheel. . . .· They were very moderate in their repasts ; and
to this tempera.nee Ifariot ascribes the longevity they enjoyed when the English
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first discovered their country. Their ordinary food was maize: which they ate
from a mat, sitting on the ground, the. men on one side, the women on the other.
Upon solemn occasions, such as finishing a war, or escaping from great
danger, they express t1rnir thanksgi~ing by seating themselves around a large
fire and beginning a rude concert of· vocal and instrumental music, performed
with a hollowed, dried gourd, which they filled with small pebbles, and rattled
with great vehemence. Besides these temporary rejoicings, they have their
anniversary jubilees celebrated by virgin's, the particulars of which are so extraordinary that we should not have ventured to transcribe them did they not
rest upon the most unquestionable authority. They marked out a circle in the
midst of a plain; round which, at a certain distance, they drove posts, each
about a man's height, resembling Roman termini, ending in the head of a
woman carved with a vail hanging from her brow down the sides of lrnr face.
The time for this anniversary celebration being arrived, the inhabitants of all
the neighboring country assembled, eacp. having his rank and quality, ·and the
name of his country, tribe, and villnge marked upon his back. The young
ladies, who were the only actors in this exhibition, next ranged foemselves at
proper distances round the circle in the most fantastic dresses, and began a
dance with the most extravagant gestures._ To qualify the absurdity of these
gambols, tbree virgins of the most exquisite form and beauty, selected from the
rest, were placed in the middle of the circle, in the very attitudes in which the
ancients represent the three gra.ces, gently embracing one another, and in that
form bea:ting time with their feet to the rude music which was composed of the
excavated shells and pebbles we have already mentioned.
In all these particulars there was a great resemblance between the manners
of the Virginians and tl1e Floridians. The like was observed in the construction of their villages. The spot on which tliey were built was sometimes a
circle, the circumference of which consists of strong palisades; but not so strong
as those of the Floridians. Of the few buildings this circle contained, one was
always a temple covered with fine mats on thr top,. and admitting of no.light
but by the door; opposite to that stood the dwelling of the head man of the
village. All their houses were built of slender poles driven into the t--)'round,
and covered with mats so as to admit, according to the season of the yeRr, just
as much air and light as the inhabitants chose to enjoy. Near their village
they always took care to dig a pond which si1pplied it with water. But some
of their towns, that of Secota jn particular, were not inc1osed within these
palisades. In them the houses were laid out so as to form a main street; and
they had, behind them, gardens, fields, and paddocks, in which they raised
tobacco, Indian corn, and other vegetables; besides feeding deer and game of
all kinds. Of these improvements they were so careful tlrnt they 1iad watchhouses for their fields, where a m~m was placed to deter tl10 birds from devouring the corn. In the same township they had the places of devotion as well as
feasting. The idol they worshipped, called Kiwasa, was carved out of wood,
about four feet high, and seemed to be copied from the Floridian irloJs. The
head was of a fiesh-color, the- breast white, and all the rest of the body black.
It was placed at Secota in the sepulchre of the deceased princes, but we do not
find that the natives were originally impressed with any great degree of devotion towards it; for it remained in the tomb as an _object of terror rather than
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of worship. In other repositories, two, and sometimes four or more, of these
idols were placed for the same purpose, but all of them in the darkest part of
the building, to give them the more tremendous appearance. As to the temple
or sepulchre, it was no other than a scaffolding raised upon .poles some ten feet
from the ground ; covered with mattings upon which they laid the bodies after
they had been carefully (:mbowelled, and the skin and flesh scraped from the
bones. The flesh, with the bowels, they wrapped up in mats, and placed at
the feet of the skeletons: but they had an art of covering the skeletons with
ski,ns so artfully stuffed that it retained the appear'ancc of the complete body.
Below the scaffolding the priests had their habitations upon the skins of wild
beasts, and they were employed in mumbling pra:rers and in guarding the
sepulchre. The above are all the particulars which we have thought fit to
insert, from the oldest and most authentio accounts of this mother colony."
(An abridged note of the "Universal History," vol. xxxv. Hariot apucl de
Bry.)
.
NOTE

(13), page 244,

'rHE ELVAS ACCOUNT OF DE SOTO FROM THE BEGINNING OF HIS ENTERPRISE ·ro HIS ARRIVAL AND ENCAMPMENT IN FLORIDA.

"Captain Soto was tlrn son of a squire of Xeres of Baclajos. He went into
the Spanish Indies when Pedro Arias de Avila was governor of the '\Vest Indies. And there he was without anything else of his own save l1is sword and
target; and for his good qualities and valor Pedro Arias made him captain of
a troop of horsemen, and by his command he went with :Fernando Pizarro to
the conquest of Peru,* where (as many personEt of credit reported which were
there present), as well at the taking of Atabalipa, Lord of Peru, as at the
assault of the city of Cuzco, and in all other places where they found resistance, wheresoever he was present he excelled all other captains and principal
pel'sqns. For which cause, besides his part of the treasure of Atabalipa, he
had a good share; whereby, in time, he gathered a hundred and eighty thousand ducats, toget11er with that which fell to his share, which he brought to
Spain; whereof the emperor borrowed a certain part, which he paid again
with sixty thousand reals of plate, in the rent of the silks of Grenada, and all
the rest was delivered him in the contratacion-house of Seville. He took servants, to wit, a steward, a gentleman usher, pages, a gentleman of the horse,
a chamberlain, lackeys, and all other officers that the house of a noble may
require. From Seville lie went to the court, and in the court there aecompanied him Juan Danusco of Seville, Luis Moseoso de Alvarado, Nuno de
Touar, and Juan Rodriguez Lobillo. Except Juan Danusco, all the rest came
with him from Peru, and each brought fourteen or fifteen thousand ducats; all
of them went well and costly apparalled. And, although Soto of his own
nature was not liberal, yet, because that was the first time that he was to show
himself at the court, he spent frankly. He married with Donna Isabella de
* Fernando Pizarro was second in runk to Francisco Pizarro, De Soto was third.
Fernando commanded the· cavalry, nnd Soto belonged to that body, but did not accompany Fernnndo Pizarro to Peru. He went from Nicarugua to Peru, and joined the
Pizarros nt the island of Puna.
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Bobadilla, daughter of Pedro Arias de Avila, Earl of Punno in Rostro. The
emperm:: made him the governor of the isle of Cuba, and adelantado of Florida,
with a title of marquis of certain part of the land that he should conquer.
vVhen Soto had obtained the government, there came a gentleman from the
Indies to the court, named Cabeqa de Vaca, who had been with the governor
Pamfilo de Narvaez, who had died in Florida, who reported that Narvaez was
cast away at sea with all the company that went with him; and how he, with
four (three) more, escaped and arrived in New Spain. ·Also he brought an
account in writing of that which he had seen in Florida, which said, in some
places: In such a place I have seen this, and the rest which I here saw I leave
to confer of between his majesty and myself. Generally he reported the misery
of the country, and the troubles whieh he passed; and he told some of his kinsfolk, who were desirous to go into the Indies, and urged him very much to tell
them whether he had seen any rich country in Florida, that he might not tell
them, because he and another, whose name was Orantes-who remained in
New Spain,* with purpose to return to Florida, for which intent he came to
Spain to beg the government thereof of the emperor-had sworn not to discover
some of these things which they had seen, bectrnse no man should prevent them
in begging the same. And he informed them that it was the richest country qf
the world. Soto was very desirous to have him with him, and made him 1~
favorable offor; and after they had agreed, becam1e Soto gave him not a sum of
money which he demanded to buy a ship, they broke off again. Baltasar de
Gallegos and Christopher de Spindola, the kinsmen of CabeGa de Vaca, told
him, that for that which he had imparted to them they were resolved to pass
with Soto into Florida, and therefore they prayed him to advise them what
they had best to do. CabeGa told them the cause why he went not with Soto
was because he hoped to beg another government, and he :was loath to go under
the command of another; and that he came to beg the conquest of Florida, but
seeing that Soto had gotten it already, for his oath's sake he might tell them
nothing of that which they would know ; but he counselled them to sell their
goods and go with him, and that in so doing they should do well. As soon as
he had opportunity to speak with the emperor, he related to him whatsoever he had passed through, and seen, and learned. Of this relation, made
orally to the emperor, the lvfarquis of Astorga had notice, and forthwith determined to send with Soto his brother, Don Antonio Osorio: ancl with him two
kinsmen of his prepared themselves, to wit, Franeisco Osorio and Garcia Osorio. Don Antonio dispossessed himself of sixty thousand reals of rent which
he held by the church; and Francisco Osorio, of a town of vassals which he
lrnd in the country of Campos. And they made their rendezvous, with the
adelantado, at Seville. The like did N ui'iez de Touar, and Luis de Moscoso,
and J nan Rodriguez Lobmo. Luis de Moscoso carried with him two bretlwen;
there went ·also Don Carlos, who had married the governor's niece, and took
her with him. From Badajos there went Pedro Calderon, and three kinsmen
of the adelanlado,t to wit, Arias Tinoco, Alfonso Romo, and Diego Tinoco.

* He sailed for Old Spain or for Cuba at the same time that Alvaro left Vera Cruz.
t

The titles of De Soto, in the accounts of his expedition to Florida, were general,
adelnntado, and governor.
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And as Luis de Moscoso passed through Elvas, Andrew de Vasconcelos spake
with him, and requested him, to speak to Soto concerning him, and delivered
to him certain warrants which he had received from the Marquis of Villa Real,
wherein he gave him the captainship of Ceuta in Barbary, that he might show
them to him. And the adelantado saw them, and was informed who he was,
and wrote to him that he would favor him in all things and by all means, and
would give him a charge of men in Florida. And from Elvas went Andrew
Vasconcelos, Fernan Pegado, Antonio Martinez Segurado, Men Roiz Pereira,
,Juan Cordero, Stephen Pegado, Benedict Fernandez, and Alvaro Fernandez.
And out of Salamanca, J aen, Valencia, Albuquerque, and other parts of Spain
many people of noble birth assembled at Se.ville; insomuch that in San Lucar
many men of good account, who had sold their goods, remained behind for want
of shipping; whereas, for other known and rich countries they are wont to
need men; and this fell out by occasion of that which Cabe<;,a de Vaca told the
emperor, and informed such persons besides as he had conference with touching the state of that country. Soto made him great offors, but he went for governor to the river of Plate. His kinsmen, Christopher de Spindola and Baltasar de Gallegos, went with Soto. Gallegos sold houses, vineyards, rent-corn, and
ninety ranks of olivc~-trees in the Xarafe of Seville.* He had the offi.ce of
alcaltle mayor, and took his wife with him .. And there went also many other
pPrsons of account with the adelantado, and had the following offices by great
friendship, becau~e they were offices desired by many, to wit, Antonio de
Biedma was factor,t Juan Danusco was a;nditor, and Juan Gaytan, nephew of
the cardinal of Ciguenza, had the office of treasurer.
The Portuguese departed from Elvas the 15th of January (1538), and came
to Seville the 19th of the same month, and went to the lodging of the governor,
and entered into a court over which were certain galleries where he was, who
came down and received them at the stairs whereby they went up to the galleries. When he had ascended he commanded chairs to be given them to sit
on. And Andrew de Vasconcelos told him who he and the other Portuguese
were, and how they all had come to accompany him, and serve him in his
voyage. Soto thanked him, and manifested great pleasure for his coming and
offer. And the h1ble being already laid, he invited them to dinner. And
being at dinner he commitntled his steward to seek a lodging for them near
unto his own, where they might be lodged. The adelantado departed from

* Alvaro Nunez Cabe~a de Vnca must hn.ve been a man of education and hi~h
position in society to have held the office he hn,d in the expedition of Narvaez, and to
h:tv,e obtained the government be did after his return to Spain. Doubtless he discovered and appreciated the immense mineral wealth, in gold and silver, of the countries through which he pas~ed in his wanderings during seven or eight years through
New Mexico, Arizona, and Northern Mexico. The list of distinguished persons who
enlisted in the enterprise of De Soto is evidence of the high estimation in which he wns
held, and of his qualification for the distinguished position in which he was plnced. The
trials through which 11e passed, nnd the command and control which he held over such
a body of men during three years of privation and suffering, sufficiently prove that he
was endowed with extraordinary abilities. And his achievement, though fruitless,
entitles him to rank with the most distinguished commanders of his time.
t He is mistaken in the name ; it wns not Antonio, but Luis Fernandez de Biedma.
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Seville for San Lucar ·with all the people who were to go with him, and
cmnmanded a muster to be made, at which the. Portuguese appeared armed in
very bright armor, and the Castilians very gallant with silk: upon silk, with
many pinkings and cuts. The ade.lantadci, because these braveries in such an
action did not please him, commanded tlrnt they should muster another day,
and every one should come forth with his armor; at the which the Portuguese came as at the first, armed with very good armor. The governor placed
them in orde,r near unto the standard which the ensign bearer carried. The
Castilians for the most part did wear very bad armor, and rusty shirts of mail,
and a.11 of them had head-pieces and steel c·aps, and very bad lances. Some
of them sought to come among the Portuguese. So those passed and were
counted and enrolled whom Soto liked and accepted, and they accompanied
him to Florida; they were in all six hundred men. He lrnd already bought
seven ships, and had all necessary provisions aboard them. _He appoint.eel
captains, and delivered to each his ship, and gave him a list of the men lrn
should carry with him.
In the year of our Lord 1538, in the month of April, the adehtntn.do delivered his ships to the captains which were to_ go in them, and took for himself a new ship, and good of sail, and gave another to Vasconcelos, in which
the Portuguese went. He went over the bar of San Lucar on Sunday morning, being St. Lazarus's day, in the month and year aforesaid, with great joy,
·commanding the trumpets to be sounded, and many shots of the ordnance to
be discharged. He sailed four days, with a prosperous wind, and suddenly it
calmed, the calms continued eight days with swelling seas, in such wise that
we made no way. The fifteenth day after his departure from s;m Lucar he
came to Gomera, one of the Canaries, in the morning of Easter day. The earl
of that island was apparelled all in white, cloak, jerkin, hose, shoes, and cap,
so that he seemed a lord of the gypsies. He received the governor with much
joy; he was well lodged, and all tlrn rest had their lodgings gratis, and got
great store of victuals for their money, as bread, wine, and flesh; and they
took what was needful for their sl1ips ; and the Sunday following, eight chtys
after their arrival, they departed from the isle of Gomera. The earl gave to
Donn11 Isabella, the adelantado' s wife, a bastard daughter that he hnd, to be
her waiting maid.* They arrived at the Antilles at the port of the city of
St. Iago, in the island of Cuba, on Whitsunday. As soon as they came thither
a gentleman of the city sent to the seaside a very fair roan horse, and well
furnished for the governor, and a mule for Donna Isabella, and all the horsemen and footmen that were in the town came to receive him at the seaside.
The governor w~s well lodged, visited, and served of all the inhabitants of the
city, and all his company had their lodgings freely; those who desired to go
into the country were divided by four and four, and six and six, in the forms
or granges, according to the ability of the ownm·s of the farms, and were furnished by tl10m with all things necessary.
The city of St. Iago has eighty houses, which are great and well contrived.

*

Though n bn,stard nnd a waiting maid, she was not then regarded as s110 woulil be
now. Times have changed, and we have cba.nged with them. Touar, after seducing
her, mu.rried her to please Soto, who was so greatly offended at him tbnt he deprived
him of the office of captain-general, nnd giwe it to Porcallo de Figueroa.
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The most part have their walls made of boards, and i1re covered with thatch ;
it has some houses built of lime and stones, and covered with tiles. The isle
of Cuba is three hundred leagues long from east to west, and is in some places
thirty, and in others forty leagues from north to south. It has six towns of
Christians, to wit, St. Iago, Baracoa, Bnyamo, Puerto de Principes, St.
Espirito, and Havana. Every one has between thirty and forty households,
except St. Iago and Havana, which have about sixty or eighty houses. They
have churches in each of them, and a chaplain who confesses them, and says
mass. In St. Iago is a monastery of Franciscan frinrs ; it has but few friars,
and is well provided with alms, because the country is rich. The church of St.
Iago has a respectable revenue, and there are a curate and prebends, and many
priests, as the church of that city which is the chief of all the islands. There
is in this country much gold, but there are few slaves to get it.
The govemor sent from St. Iago his nephew, Don Carlos, with ships in
company of Donna Isabella to tarry for him at Havana, which is a haven in
the west pRrt towards the head of the island, one hundred and eighty leagues
from the city of St. Iago. The governor, and those who stayed with him,
bought horses and proceeded on their journey. The first town that they came
to was Bayamo; they were lodged four and four and six and six as they went
in company, and where they lodged they took nothing for their food, for nothing cost them aught save the corn for their horses, because the governor went
to visit them from town to town, and seized them in the tribute and service of
the Indians. Bayamo is twenty-five foagues from the city of St. Iago. Near
unto the town passes a great river which is called Tanto; it is greater than the
Guadiana, and in it are very great crocodiles which sometimes hurt the Indians
or the cattle which cross the river. In all the country is neither wolf, fox,
bear, lion, nor tiger. There are wild dogs which go from the houses into the
woods and feed upon swine. There are certain snakes as big as a man's thigh
or bigger; they are very slow, they do no kind of hurt.*
From Bayu,mo to Puerto de los Principes are fifty leagues. I1~ all the island
from town to town, the way is made by stubbing up the underwood ; and if it be
left but one year undone, the wood grows so much that the way cannot be seen,
and the paths of the oxen are so many that none can travel without an Indian
of the country for a guide, for all the rest is very high thick woods.
From Puerto de los Principes, the governor went by sea in a boat to the
house of Vasquez Porcallo (for it was near the sea), to learn there some news of
Donna Isabella, who at that instant, as was afterwards known, was in great distress, insomuch that the ships lost one another, and two of them were driven
on the coast of Florida, and all of them endured great want of water and victuals. vVhen the storm was over, they met together without knowing where
they were; in the end they descried Cape St. Anton, an uninhabited country
of the island of Cuba ; there they watered, and at the encl of forty days, w:hich
were passed since their departure from the city of St. Iago, they arrived at

*

A similar thing is mentioned by Ulloa in speaking of Peru, but there the snlLke is
represented of lLn enormous size, though of the same character as that of Cuba. By
some it is considered as fabulous.
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Havana.* The governor was presently informed thereof, and went to Donna
Isabella. And those who went by land, which were one hundred and fifty
horsemen, being divided into two parts because they would not oppress the
inhabitants, travelled by St. Espirito, which is sixty leagues from Puerto de los
Principes. The food which they carried with them was ca<;abe [cassava] bread,
which is of such a quality tllat if it be w.et, it breaks presently, whereby it happened to some to eat ilesh without bread for many days. They carried dogs
with them, and a man of the country to hunt for them, and by the way, or
where they were to lodge that night, they killed as many hogs as they needed.
In this journey they were well provided with beef and pork,t c.tnd they were
greatly troubled with mosquitos, especially in a lake wl1ich is called the lake
of Pia, which they had much ado to cross from noon till night. The water
might be some half league over, and to be swam about a crossbow-shot [four
hundred yards], the rest came to the waist, and they waded up to their knees
in the mire, and in the bottom were cockle-shells which cut their feet very sore,
in such sort that there was neither boot no1· shoe-sole that was whole at half
way. Their clothes and saddles were crossed in palm baskets. Crossing
this lake, stripped of their clothes, there came many mosquitos, upon whose
biting there arose a wheal that smarted very much, they struck them with their
hands, and with the blow which they gave they killed so many that the blood
did rnn down the arms and bodies of the men. That night they rested very
little on account of them, and other nights also in like places and times. They
came to St. Espirito, which is a town of thirty houses. There passes by it a
little river; it is very pleasant and fruitful, having great store of oranges and
citrons, and fruits of the country. One half of the company were lodged here,
and the rest passed on twenty-five leagues to another town called Trinidad, of
fifteen or twenty houses. Here is a hospital for the poor, and there is no other
in all the island, and they say this town was the greatest in all the island, and
that before the Christians came into this land, as a ship passed along the coast,
there came in it a very sick man who desired the captitin to set him on shore,
and the captain did so, and the ship went her way. The sick man remained
in that country, which until that time had not been frequented by Christians ;
whereupon the Indians found him, carried him home, and took care of him
until he was well, itnd the chief of that town married him unto a daughter of
his, and had war with all the inhabitants around about, and by the energy and
valor of the Christian he subdued and brought under his comnrnn<l all the people of that island. A great wl1ile after, the Governor Diego Velasquez went
to conquer it, and from thence discovered New Spain. And this Christian who
.was with the Indians, <lid pacify them, and brought them to the obedience and
subjection to the governor. From this town, Trinidad to Havana, are eighty
leagues without any habitation, which they travelled. They came to Havana
in the end of March, where they found the governor, and the rest of the people
which came with him from Spain. The govern qr sent from Havana J nan Danusco, with a caravel and two brigantines with fifty men, to discover the haven

*

From the time consumed in the voynge, nnd the vessels, after being driven on the
oonst of Florid11, arriving 11t Cape St Anthony, the western extremity of Cuba, it is
probable they were driven to the const of Texas, which then was but 11, part of Florida.
The hogs and oat tie ran wild in the woo!;ls, so the horsemen fared well.

t
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of Florida, and from thence he brought two Indians which he took upon the
coast, wherewith (as well because they might be necessary for guides and for
interpreters, as because they said by signs that there was much gol<l in Florida)
the governor and all the company received mueh satisfaction, and longed for
the hour of their departure, thinking in himself that this was the richest country
that unto that day had been discovered.
The governor left Donna Isabella in Havana, and with her remained the wife
of Don Carlos, and the wives of Baltasar de Gallegos and Nuno de Touar.
And he left for his lieutenant, for the government of the island, gentleman
of Ha.vana, named Juan de Roias.
On Sunday, the 18th of May, in the year 1539, the adelantado departed
from Hava11a with his :fleet, which consisted of nine vessels, five great ships,
two caravels, and two brigantines. They sailed seven days with a prosperous
wind. The 25th of May, the day of Pasca de Spirito Santo, they saw the
land of Florida, imd because of the shoals they came to an anchor a league
frorn the shore.* On Friday, the 30th of May, they landed in Florida, two
lear1ues froni a town of an Indian chief named Ucita. They landed the two
hundred and thirteen horses which they brought with them, to unburden the
ships that they might draw less water. He landed all his men, and only
the seamen remained in the vessels, which in e.i_qht days, going itp witlt the tide
every day a little, 7n·ought thern up to the town. As soon as the people came
on shore he pitched his camp on the seaside, close by the bay which went itp·
unto the town. And presently the captain-general, Porcallo, with seven horsemen, foraged the country half a league round about, and found six Indians, who
resisted him with their bows. The horsemen killed two of them and the others
escaped, because the country is full of woods and bogs where the horses stuck
fast and fell with their riders, because they were weak with travelling upon
the sea. The night following, the governor w-ith a hundred men in the brigantines lighted upon a town which he found without people, because; as soon
as the Christians had sight of -land, they were descried, and they saw along
the coast many smokes, which the Indians had made, to give notice the one to
the·other. The next day Luis de Moscoso, master of the camp, set the men
in order, the horsemen in three squadrons, the vanguard, the battalion, and the
rearguard; and so they marched that day and the following, compassing the
great inlets that made out from the bay. They came to the town of Ucita,
where the governor arrived on 'l'rfoity Sunday, being the first of June. The
town was of seven or eight houses. 'The chief's house stood near the shore,
1,pon a very high mound, made by hand for strength. At another end of the
town stood the church, and on the top of it stood a fowl mad.e of wood, with
gilded eyes. Here were founcl some pearls of small value, spoiled by the fire,•
which the Indians pierce and string like beads, and wear around their necks
and wrists, and esteem very much. The houses were made of timber, and
covered with palm leaves. The governor lodged in the chief's house, and with
hi~ Porcallo and Moscoso; and in others that were in the midst of the town
lodged the chief alcalde, Gallegos;· and in the same house was s~t in a place
itself all the provisions that came in the ships; the other houses and the chureh
were broken down, and every three or four soldiers made a cabin wherein they

a
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* At Tumpa Bay, which he nnmed Spirito Santo.
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lodged. The country round about was very fenny, and encumbered with great
and high trees. The governor commanded to be felled tlie woods a crossbow
shot round about the town, that the horses might run, and the Christians have
advantage of the Indians, if they should happen to fall upon them by night.''
It appears, from the above, that Soto first landed two leagues from an Indian
village, on the 30th of May; that, after landing his soldiers and horses, he,
with the brigantines, sailed up the bay and discovered the town of Ucita, the
1st of June; that then Moscoso marched his forces from the place where they
had landed to the town of Ucita were De Soto was. Moscosco marched two
days, and the large vessels were eight days in going up with the tide. There
were five large ships in De Soto's fleet; they would necessarily have had to
keep in deep water, and follow the channel.

NoTE (14), page 284.
THE INHABITANTS. OF ]'LORIDA, THEIR TOWNS AND HOUSES.

The M1~scogulges came from the .west, and took possession of Florida :ifter
having exterminated the Yamases, its first inhabitants, who fought like heroes
to save their country from the invasion of the Mnscogulges; but fortune betrayed them. Very soon afterwards the Seminoles, arriving from the east,
made an alliance with the Muscogulges, who, being the strongest, forced the
Seminoles to send deputies to their great village. Thus the Seminoles were
governed in part by the mico or king of the l\1usc.ogulges. The two nations
united were called by Europeans the Creek nation, and divided by them into
the upper, the Muscogulges, and the lower Creeks, the Seminoles. The ambition of the Muscogulges was not satisfied; they waged war against tlie Cheroquois (Cherokees) and the Chicassais (Chicasas), a.nd compelled them .to enter
into the common alliance ; a confederation as celebrated in the south of North
America as that of the Iroquois in the north.
The villages of the Muscogulges are built in a peculiar manner, each family
has nearly always four -houses alike, which form a hollow square, about half an
acre; they enter this square by the four angles. The cabins, constructed of
boarcj.s, are plastered within and without with a red mortar which resembles
brick-dust; pieces of cypr~ss bark, deposited as the scales of a turtle, serve
for the roof of these buildings.
In the centre of the principal.village, in the highest place, is a public square
surrounded with four long galleries. One of thesc.~ galleries is the council hall,
where councils are held every day to expedite business. This hall is divided
into two chambers by a longitudinal partition ; the rear apartment is thus deprived of light ; they can enter only through a very low opening formed in the
base of the partition. In this sanctuary are deposited the treasures of reHgion
and policy-the crown of stag's horns, the medicine cup, the chichikoues, the calumet of peace, and the national standard, made of an eagle's tail. None but the
mico [king], the chief warrior, and the high-priest can enter this dreadful place.
The exterior chamber is divided into three parts by three [two?] small
transverse partitions about four feet high. In these three balconies are raised
1
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t1iree mnges of benches resting against the walls of the sanctuary. It is upon
these benches, covered with mats, that sit the sachems and warriors.
The three other galleries which, with the council gallery, form the inclosure
of the public square, are likewise divided each into three parts; but tlrey have
not the longitudinal partition. These galleries are called the banqueting galleries; here are always found a noisy crowd engaged in divers sports.
The walls, the partitions, and the wooden columns of these galleries are covered
with hieroglyphic ornaments, which contain the sacerdotal and political secrets
of the nation. These pain'tings represent men in divers attitudes, birds and
quadrupeds with the heads of men, and men with the heads of animals. The
design of these monuments is traced with boldness, and in the natural proportions ; the colors are vivid, but applied without art. The order of the architecture of the columns varies in the villages according to the tribe which inhabits the village ; among the Otasses the columns are spiral, because the
lVluscogulges of Otasse are of the tribe of the serpent.*
There are among this nation a town of peace and a town of blood. The town
of peace is the capital itself of the Creek confederation, and is named Apalachucla. In this town they never shed blood, and when it concerns a general
peace, the deputies of Creeks. are assembled here.
The town of blood is called Coweta; it is situated twelve miles -from A palachucla; it is there ·that they deliberate on war.
There are noticed in the Creek confederation the savages who inhabit the
beautiful town of Uche, consisting of two thousand inhabitants, who can arm
five hundred warriors. These savages speak the .rnvenna or savantica language, radically different from the Muscogulge language. The allies of the
U che town are generally of a different opinion, in the council, from the other
allies, who look upon them with jealousy; but they are sufficiently wise on both
sides to not come to a rupture. The SemiU:oles, less numerous than the Muscogulges, have not more than nine villages, all situated on Flint River.t
The town of Cuscowilla, which is the capital of the Alachua tribe,t contains
about t11irty habitations, each of which consists of two houses nearly of the same
size, about thirty feet in length, twelve feet wide, and about the same in height.
The door is placed midway on one side, or in front. This house is divided equally
across into two apartments, one of which is the cook-room and common hall, ancl
the other the lodging-room. The other house is nearly of the same dimensions,
standing about twenty yards from the dwelling-house, its end fronting the door.
This building is two stories high, and constructed in a different manner. It is
divided transversely, as the other, but the end next the dwelling-house is open
on three sides, supported by posts or pillars. Jt has an open loft or platform,
the ascent to which is by a portable stair or ladder; this is a pleasm1t, cool,
· airy situation, and here the master or chief of the family retires to repose in
the hot season, and receives his guests or visitors. The other lialf of this
building is closed on all sides by notched logs ; the lowest or ground part is a

*

The similarity of the Indian hieroglyphics to those of the Egyptians is worthy of
notice, ns is also that of their tribal deities to the Jocnl deities of Egypt.
t Voyage en Amerique, par Chateaubriand, in 1791.
:j: Of the- Seminoles or Lower Creeks, Muscogulges.
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potato house, and the upper story over it a granary for corn and othm· provisions. Their houses are constructed of a kin<i' of frame. In the first place
strong corner pillars are fixed in the ground, with others, somewhat less, ranging on a line between; these are strengthened by cross-pieces of timber, and
the whole, with thn roof, is covered close with the bark of the cypress tree.
The dwelling stands near the middle of a square yard, encompassed by a low
qank, formed with the earth taken out of the yard, which is always carefully
swept. Their towns are clean, the inhabitants being particular in laying their
filth at a proper distance from their dwellings. (Bartram.)
Toalli was a town between the Oakmulge and the Occ:me rivers. The Elvas
Narrative thus speaks of the houses there, and of those before the Spaniards
reached Toalli: "On ·Wednesday, 21st of M~rch (1540), he came to u town
called Toalli; and from thence forward there was a difference in the houses.
For those which were behind us were thatched with straw, and those of Toalli
were covered with cane, in the manner of tiles. These houses are very
cleanly. Some of them had walls daubed with clay, which showed like a
mud wall, In all the cold country the Indians have every one u house fOl' the
winter daubed with day within imd without, and the door is very little ; they
. shut it by night and make a fire within; so that they arc in it as warm us in a
stove, and so it continucth all night tlrnt they need no clothes ; and besides
these they have other~ for summer, and their kitchens near them ; and they
have cribs wherein they keep their corn ; which ·is a house set up in the
air upon four stakes, boarded about like a chamber, and the floor of it is of
cane hurdles. The difference which lords' or principal men's houses have.
from the rest, besides being greater, is that they have gre:Lt galleries in their
fronts, and under them seats made of canes in manner of benc11es ; and
they have many lofts, wherein they lay up that which the Indians give them
for tribute, which is corn, deer-skins, and mantles of the country, which are
like blankets ; they make them of the inner rind of the bai·k of trees, and
some of a kind of grass like unto nettles, which being beaten is like unto flax."
GRAYES OF THI<.: YA:MAS EES .-It was quite dark before I came up to a blufl~
which I had in view, a long time, over a very extensive point of meadows.
I landed however at last. This was a high perpendicular bluff, fronting more
than one hundred yards on the river [St. John], the earth blaek, loose, and
fertile i it is composed of river-shells, sand, et~. At the back of it from the
river were open pine forests and savannas. When l lancled it was quite dark,
and in collecting wood for my fire, strolling in the dark about the. groves
I found the surface of the ground very uneven, by means of little mounds and
ridges. In the morning I found I had taken up my lodging on the borders of
an ancicmt burying ground, containing sepulehres or tumuli of the Yamasees,
who were here slain by the Creeks in the last decisive battle, the Creeks having
driven them into this point between the doubling of the river, where few of
them escaped the fury of the conquerors. These graves occupied the whole
grove, consisting of two or three acres of ground; there were near thirty of
these cemeteries of the dead, nearly of an eqmtl size and form, being oblong,
twenty feet in length, and ten or twelve feet in width, and three or four feet
high, now overgrown with orange trees, live oaks, laurel magnolias, red bays,
and other trees and shrubs, composing dark and solemn shades. (Bartram.)
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NoTE

(rs), page 351.

BUFFALO RS.

Penicaut, in his Annals of Louisiana, in speaking of the expediti.on of St.
Denis, in 1713, to explore the country between the Red River and the Rio
Grande, says: '' vVe ascended the Mississippi to Pass-Manchac, where we
killed fifteen buffaloes. The next day we landed again and killed eight more
buffaloes, and as many deer." On his return from exploring Lake Pontchartrain he stopped at the Bay of St. Louis. He says : " '\Ve hunted dur.ing
sever.al. days upon the coast of this bay, and filled our boats with the meat of
the deer and buffaloes ancl other wild game which we had killed." He says of
his·visit to the Pascagoulas, on, the river of that name and twenty leagues
from its mouth: "They gave us something to eat and drink,-among other
things bear; deer, and buffalo meat.
"\Ve slept at the house of the
grand cl1ief, upon beds of canes, covered with buffitlo-skins." There were
iminen~e herds of buffaloes in the neighborhood of Matagorda Bay, w11en
La Salle' b~ilt a fort there in 1686. They also ranged through 'the lowlands
of the· Mississippi River, through its cane-brakes and its forests. ,¥hat is
remarkable is that the Spaniards of De Soto's expedition, in 1539 to 1543,
should have travelled from the Savannah River of Georgia to the Red River of
Louisiarni without having met with any of these animals living, though they
liacl, on several, occasions, seen their hides, horns, and even their flesh. Beyond the ·Red River they saw them alive.

NOTE

(r6), page 361.

THE DISPOSAL OF THE INDIAN DEAD.

The Spaniards were struck with the magnificence of Comagre's palace, which
greatly exceeded itnj'thing they haq beheld in America. It was a hundred
and fifty paces in Jength, eighty in breadth, raised on wooden pillars, and indosed by a stone wall, with rails at the top so beautifully carved that the
Spaniards were· astonished at the workmanship. It contained n1imy apartments, several of which indicated a rude genius for architecture and the fine
arts i but wlrnt was :particularly· pleasing to the soldiers was the great abundance of dried venison and pork, which they found in the storehouse, together
with a variety of red and wh~t~ liquors, made from corn, roots, and the palm.
There was a great hall, in a retirerl and secret part of the building, wherein
Comagre pr.eserved the bodies ·of his ancestors and relatives. These had been
dried by fire, so as to free them from corruption, and afterwards wrapped in
mantles of cotton, richly ,vrou.ght and interwoven with pearls and jewels of
gold, a.nd certain stones held ii1 high estimation by the Indians. They were
then lrnng fLbout the walls, with cotton ·cords, and regarded with great reverence. (" Universal History," vol. xxxiv., Helps, etc.)
'' Near this valley* there was a village the chief of which was the most

,

* The valley of Lile near the head-waters of the.Maglalene, and near the town of
On.Ii.
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powerful and respected of all the .chiefs of the neighborhood. In the centre of
his village there was a great and lofty round wooden house, with a door in the
centre. The light was admitted by four windows on tl1e upper part, and the
roof was of straw. As one entered through the door, there was a long board,
stretching from one end of the house to the other, on which many human
bodies were placed in rows, being those of men who had been defeated an<l
taken in war. They were all cut open, and this is done with stone knives,
after which they eat the flesh, stuff the skins with ashes, ancl place them on
the board in such sort as to appear like living men. In the hands of some they
place lances, and in those of others darts and clubs." (Ciezar de Leon.)
The Choctaws pay their last duties and respect to the deceased as foliows : '' As soon as a person is dead, they erect a scitffold, eighteen or twenty feet
high, in a grove adjacent to the town, where they hty the corpse lightly covered
with a mantle i here it is suffered to remain, visited and protected by the
friends and relations, until the flesh becomes putrid, so as easily to part from
the bones ; then undertakers, who make it· their business, carefully strip tl.H3
flesh from the bones, wash and cleanse them, and when dry and purified by
the air, having provided a curiously wrought chest or coffin fabricated of ·bones
and splints, they place 1ill the bones therein ; it is then deposited in the bonehouse, a building erected for that purpose in every town. And when this
house is full, a general solemn funeral takes place ; the nearest kindred· or
friends of the deceased on a day appointed repair to the bone-ho11se, take up
the respective coffins, and following one another in or<lei of seniority, the
nearest relations and connections attending their respective corpse, and the
multitude following after them, all as one family, with united voice of alternate
allelujah and lamentation, slowly procel':d to the place of general interment,
where they place the coffins in order, forming a pyramid; and. ln.stly, cover all
over with earth, which rises a conical hill or mount. Then they return to town
in order of solemn procession, concluding the clay with a festival, which is
called the feast of the dead." (Bartram.)
·
How the Indians of the provinces of Tata.be and Guaca, near Antioquia, on
the western branch of the river Magdalena, buried their dead : '' "\Vhen one of the chiefs dies the people mourn for li1tmy da.ys, cut off the
hair of his wives, kill those who were most beloved, and raise a tomb the size
of a small hill, with an opening towards the rising sun. · Within this gre1tt
tomb they make a large vault, and here they put the. body, wrapped in cloths,
and the gold and arms the dead man had used:when alive. They then take
the most beautiful of his wives, and some servant lads, make them drunk with
wine made of maize, ancl bury them alive in the va.ult, in order that the chief
may go down to hell with companions."
.
'' In ancient times there was a large population in these valleys, as we judge
from the edifices and burial places, of which there are many well worth
seeing, being so large as to appear like small hills." (Ciezar de Leon.)
The Province and Indians of Quinbaya on the upper waters of the river
Magdalena:'~ In ancient times these Ind.ians were not natives of Quinbaya, but they invaded the country many times, killing the in\iabitants, who could not have been
few judging from the remains ·of their works i for
the dense canebreaks seem
40
.

all
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once to have been peopled and tilled, as well as the mountainous parts where
there are trees as big round as two bullocks. From these facts I conjecture
that a very long period of time has elapsed since the Indians first peopled the
Indies.'' ( Ciezar de Leon.)
NoTE (17), page 365.
INDIAN TEMPLES AND FUNERALS.

Iberville ascended the Mississippi River, in 1699, as high as the Oumas,
about twenty leagues above New Orleans. '' When he arrived at the village
of the Quinipissas, the same as Bayagoulas, he went ashore ; and the chief of
the savages there conducted him to a temple of a most curious construction.
The roof was adorned with the figures of many animals, and among others of
a re.cl cock. The entrance was by a kind of portico, which was eight feet
broad and eleven long, supported by two large pillars fastened to a beam running across the roof of the portico. Both sides of the portico were adorned
with the figures of bears, wolves, and several birds ; and at the head of them
all was a chouchouacha, a creature whose head is like that of a sucking pig;
its fur is gray and white ; its tail resembles that of a rat ; its feet those of a
monkey, and the female has under its belly a bag where it preserves, occasionally, and feeds its young. The door of this temple was but three feet high and
two broad; and the savage chief ordered it to be opened, and introduced Iberville. The inside was formed like other cabins, in the manner of a cupola,
about thirty feet in diameter. In the middle of it stood two fagots of dried
wood, which were placed on end, and were burning, and filled the temple with
smoke. A scaffold was raised from the ifoor, heaped with a great many bundles
of the skins of kids, bears, and bullocks, which had been sacrificed to the
c110uc110uacha, whose figure was represented on s·everal parts of the temple in
black and red, and was the deity of Bayagoula." (Modern Universal His·
tory, vol. xxxvi. pp. 57, 58.)
The 11th of March, 1700, Iberville and Bienville arrived at the Natchez, a
nation of twelve hundred men; they found there M. de Saint Cosme, a missionary, arrived a short time before from Canada. The grand chief or sun of
the nation came to meet the French, borne upon a sedan, accompanied·by more
than six hundred men. They discovered in this chief much more politeness
than in those of the other nations of the continent. He had a despotic authority over his men. When there died any of the suns, or woman chiefs, many
of the nation devoted themselves to death, and were strangled to go and serve
him in the other world. There were then in this village seventeen of these
suns; these are chiefs springing from the women who are of the race of the
suns, who are the only heirs, the male children of the suns in this nation cannot attain to be but war chiefs. According to their account, they had numbered formerly nineteen hundred suns in their nation, and more than two hundred thousand persons. They preserved in a temple a perpetual fire maintained
by a kind of sexton, and there are presented to this fire the :first of their fruits
and of their chase.
Although all the people of Louisiana have nearly the same usages and cus-
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toms, yet as any nation is more or less populous, it has proportionately more
or fewer ceremonies. Thus, when the French first arrived in the colony, several nations kept up the eternal fire, and observed other religious ceremonies,
w11ich they have now [1720] disused since their numbers have greatly been
diminished. Many of them still continue to have temples, but the common
people never enter these, nor strangers, unless peculiarly favored by the nation.
As I was an intimate friend of the sovereign of the Natchez, he showed me
their temple, which was about thirty feet square, and stands upon an artificial
mound about eight feet high by the side of a small river [St. Catharine]. The
mound slopes insensibly from the main front, which is northwards, but on the
other sides it is somewhat steeper. The four corners of the temple consist of
four posts, about a foot and a half in diameter, and ten feet high, each made
of the heart of the cypress tree, which is incorruptible. The side posts are of
the same wood, but only about a foot square ; and the walls are of mud, about
nine inches thick, so that in the inside there is a hollow between every post; the
inner space is divided from east to west into two apartments, one of whtch is
twice as large as the other.* In the largest apartment t1ie eternal fire is kept,
and there is likewise a table or altar in it, about four feet high, six. long, and·
two broad. Upon this table lie the bones of the late Great Sun in a coffin of
canes very neatly made. In the inner· apartment, which jg very dark, as it receives no light but from the door of communication, I could meet with nothing but two boards, on which were placed some things like small toys, which
I had no light to pemse. The roof is in the form of a pavilion, and very· neat
both within and without, and on the top of it are placed three wooden birds,
twice as large as a goose, with their heads turned towards the east. The corner
and side posts, as has been mentioned, rise above the earth ten feet high, and
it is said they are as much sunk under ground; it, therefore, cannot but appear
surprising how the natives could transport such large beams, fashion them, and
raise them upright, when we know of no machines they had for that pnrpose,t
Besides the eight guardians of the temple, two of whom are always on watch,
and the chief of those guardians, there also belongs to the service of the temple a master of the ceremonies, who is also master of the mysteries i since,
according to them, he converses very familiarly with the Spirit. Above all
these persons is the Gre·at Sun, who is at the same time chief priest and sovereign of' the nation. The temples of some of the nations of Louisiana are very
mean, and one would often be apt to mistake them for the huts of private persons ; but to those who are acquainted with their manners, they are easily distinguishable, as they have always before the door two posts formed like the
ancient terrnini, that is, having the upper part cut in the shape of a man's
head. The door of the temple, which is pretty weighty, is placed between the
wall and those two posts, so that cl1ildren may not be able to remove it, to go
and play in the temple. The private huts have also posts before their doors,
but these are never formecl like termini. (Du Pratz.)

*

That is one is twenty by ·thirty feet, n.nd the other ten by thirty feet.
The hen rt of the cypress tree, a foot and a half in diameter,· indie1ttes a very large
tree. To cut down such n tree, and cut off the upper end, would require grea.t ln.bor,
and then to dress eighty feet of it, would be equivalent to the labor on the four corner
poRts of the temple; but nearly all this may ha,ve been done with fire.

t
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The above description of the temple is by Du Pratz. The following is
Penicaut' s description of '' the temple in the village of the Great Sun,'' which
appears to be the same temple described by Du Pratz. Penicaut was there in
170•1 with Iberville; Du Pratz in 1722. '' The temple in the village of the
Great Sun is about thirty feet high, and forty-eight in circumference, with the
walls eight feet [inches J tltid:, and covered with matting of canes, in which they
keep up a perpetual fire. The wood used is of oak or hickory, stripped of its
bark, and eight feet in length. Guards are appointed alternately to watch the
temple, and keep up the sacred fire ; and if by accident the fire should go out,
they break the heads of the guards with the wooden clubs they keep in the
temple. At each new moon an offering of bread and flour is made, which is
for the use of those who guard it. Eve1:y morning and evening the Great Sun
and his wife enter it, to worship their idols of wood and stone." These two
accounts can correct each other-they are translations.
Charlevoix, who visited the Natchez in December, 1721, thus speaks of the
temple : '' There was not a soul in the vi1!age; everybody had gone to a
neighboring village, where there was a festival, and all the doors were opened,
but there was nothing to fear from robbers, for there remained only the four
walls. These cabins have no issue for the smoke, nevertheless all those where
I entered were quite white. The temple is at the side of that of the great
chief, faces the east, and is at the extremity of the square. It is composed of'
the same material (torchi) as the cabins,* but its shape is different; it is an
oblong, about forty feet by twenty wide, with a roof quite plain of the form of
ours. There were at the two extremities, as it were, two wooden weathercocks, which very rudely represented two eagles.
The door is in the middle of the length of the building, which has no other
opening; on the two sides there are stone benches. The inside conforms per~
fectly with the rustic outside. Three pieces of wood with their ends joined,
and placed in the form of a triangle, or rather equally separated from one
another, occuphid nearly all the centre of the temple, and burned slowly. A
savage whom they call the guardian of the temple, is obliged to dress them,
and prevent them from becoming extinguished. If it is cold, he can have his
fire apart, but he is not permitted to warm at that which burns in honor of the
Snn. 'l'his guartlian was at the festival, at least I did not see him, and his
fagots emitted a smoke that blinded us. Of ornaments I saw not any, abs0lutely nothing which ought to have made known to me that I was in a temple.
I saw only three Or four boxes ranged without order, where there were some
dried bones, and on the ground some wooden heads a little less badly executed
than the two eagles of the roof. :Finally, if I had not found fire there, I
would have believed that this temple hacl been abandoned a long time, or that
it had been pillaged."
The house of the Great Chief is of great extent, and can hold as many as
four thousand persons.t The houses of the suns are built upon mounds, and
are distinguished from each other by t1rnir size. The mound upon which the
house of the Great Chief or Sun is built is laro·er than the rest and the sides
0
'
of..1t steeper. (Penicaut.)

* Mud or morta,r mixed with straw.
t

In this cnse probably with moss.
This must be a mistake; probably four hundred was the number.
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His lmt, which is about thirty feet square and twenty feet higl1, and like the
temple, is built upon a mound of earth about eight feet high, and sixty feet
over on the surface. (Du Pratz.)
None of the nations of Louisiana were acquainted with the custom of burning their dead, nor with that of the Egyptians, who studied to preserve them
to perpetuity. The different American nations have a most religious attention
to their dead, and each has some peculiar custom in respect to them; but
all of them either inter them, or place them in tombs, and carefully carry victuals to them for some time. These tombs are either within their temples or
close adjoining to them, or in their neighborhood. Tlrny are raised about three
feet above the earth, and rest upon four pillars, which are forked stakes fixed
fast in the ground. The tomb, or rather bier, is about eight feet long, and
a foot and a half broad ; anrl after the hotly is placed upon it, a kind of basket
work of twigs is woven round it n,nd covered with mud, an opening being left
at the head for placing the victuals that are presented to the tlead person.
"When the body is all rotted but the bones, these are taken out of the tomb,
and placed in a box of canes, which is deposited in the temple.
Among the Natchez the death of any of their suns is a most fatal event ;
for it is. sure to be attended with the destruction of a great ni:tmber of people
of both sexes. (Du Pratz.)
It happened during our [Penicaut's] visit [1704], that the great female Sun
died, and we were witnesses of her funeral obsequies. She was the Great Sun
in her own right, and, being dead, her husband, who was not of the noble
family, was strangled by her eldest son, so that he might bear her company to
the great village whither she had gone. On the outside of the cabin where
she died they placed all her effects on a sort of bier or triumphal car, upon
which was placed her body as well as that of her husband. Afterwards they
brought and placed twelve small children on it whom they had stmngled.
These children were brought by their fathers and mothers, by the order of the
eldest son of the great female Sun, who had the right as her successor, and
as Great Chief, to put .to death as many persons as he pleased to honor the
funeral of his mother. Fourteen other scaffolds were afterwards erected and
decorated-with branches of trees, and painting upon pieces of linen. On each
scaffold they placed one of those they had strangled to accompany the deceased
to the other world, and these were surrounded by their rE)latives dressed in
fine white robes. They then formed a procession and marched to the great
square in front of the great temple, and commenced to dance. At the end of
four days they began the ceremony of the march of death, the fat1rnrs and
mothers of the strangled children holding them up in their arms. The eldest of
these unfortunate children did not appear to be over three years of age. The
fourteen other victims destined to be strangled were also marc110d in front of
the Great Temple.
The chiefs and relatives of those who were strangletl, with their hair cut off
began their frightful howlings, while those who were destined to <lie kept on
dancing and marching around the cabin of the deceased, two by two, until it
was set on fire. The fathers, who carried their strangled children in their
arms, marched four paces apart from each other, and, at the distance of about
ten paces, threw them upon the ground before the Great Temvle, and com-
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menced dancing around them. When they deposited the body of the great
female Sun in the temple, the fotirteen victims, who stood within the door of
the temple, were undi·essed, and, while seated on the ground, a cord, with a
noose, was passed around the neck of each, and a deerskin thrown over their
heads. The relatives of the deceased then stood to the right and left of each
victim, taking hold of the ends of the cord around their necks, and, at a given
signal, they pulled it until their victim was dead. The bones of the victims
who had been strangled were afterwards deprived of their flesh, and, when
dried, were put into baskets, and placed fo the temple, considering it an honor
and special privilege to have .been sacrificed and placed there with the great
female Sun. (Penicaut.)
Early in the spring of 1725 the Stung Serpent, who was the brother of the
Great Sun, and. my (Du Pratz) intimate friend, was seized with a mortal distemper, which filled the whole nation of the Natchez with the greatest consternation and terror; for the two brothers had mutually engaged to follow each
other to the land of spirits, and if the Great Sun should kill himself for the sake
of his brother very many people would likewise be put to death. ..When the
Stung Serpent was despaired of, the cl1ief of the guardians of the temple came
to me in the greatest confusion, and acquainted me with the mutual engagements of the two brothers, begged me to interest myself in preserving the Great
Snn. He made the same request to the commander of the fort. Accordingly
we were no sooner informed of the death of the Stung Serpent than the commander, some of the principal Frenchmen, and I, went in a body to the hut of
the Great. Sun. '\¥' e found him in despair, but after some time he seemed to
be influenced by the argumen:ts I used to dissuade him from putting himself to
death. The death of the Stung Serpent was published by the firing of two
muskets, which were answered by the other villages, and immediately cries and
lamcn~ations were heard on all sides. The Great Sun, in the mean time, remained inconsolable, and sat bent forward, with his eyes toivards the ground.
In the evening, while we were still in his hut, he made a sign to his favorite
wife, who, in consequence of that, threw a pailful of water on the :fire and extinguished it. This was a signal for extinguishing all the :fires of the nation,
and filled every one with terrible alarms, as it denoted.that the Great Sun was still
resolved to put himself to death. I gently chided him for altering his former
resolution, hut he assured me that he had not, and desired us to go and sleep
securely. We accordingly left him. . . . ·
Before we went to our lodgings we entered the hut of the deceased, and
found him ·on ·his bed of state dressed in his finest clothes, his face painted with
vermilion, shod wWi magnificently embroidered moccasins, with his feather
crown on his head. To his bed were fastened his arms, which consisted of a
double-barrel gun, a pistol, a bow, a quiver full of arrows, and a tomahawk.
l~ou~d his bed were placed all the Cftlumets of peace he had received during
h_1s life,. and on ~ pole, planted in the ground near it, hung a chain of forty-six
rmgs of cane, pamted red, to express the number of enemies he had slain. All
his domestics were around him, and they presented victuals to him at the usual
hours as if he were alive. .The company in his hut were composed of his
favorite_ wife, o~ a second_ wife-:-whom l:e kept in another village, and visited
when Ins favorite was with clnld-of his chancellor, his physician, his chief
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domestic, his pipe-bearer, and some old women, who were all to be strangled at
his interment. To these victims a noble woman voluntarily joined herself,
r~solving, from her friendship to the Stung Serpent, to go and live with him in
the land of spirits., .
After we had satisfied our curiosity in the hut of
the deceased, we retired to our hut, where we spent the night. But at daybreak: we were suddenly awakecl, ancl told that it was with difficulty the Great
Sun was kept from killing himself. We hastened to his hut, and upon entering it I remarked dismay and terror painted upon the countenances of all
who were present. The Great Sun held his gun by the but end, and seemed
enraged that the other suns had seized upon it to prevent him from executing
his purpose. I .addressed myself to him, and, after opening the pan of the lock,
to let the priming fall out, I chided him gently for his not acting according to
l1is former resolution. He pretended at first not to see me, but after some time
lie let go his hold on the musket, and shook hands with me, without speaking
a worcl. .
The Great Sun at length consented to order his fire to be
again lighted, which was the signal for lighting the other fires of the nation,
and dispelled all their apprehensions.
Soon after the natives begun the da1i.ce of death, and prepared for tlie funeral of the St~rng Serpent. Orders were given to put none to death on that
·occasion but those who were in the hut of the deceased. A child, however,
liad already been strangled by its f:tther and mother, which ransomed their
lives upon the death of the f-¾reat Sun, and raised them from the rank of stinkards to that of nobles. Those who were appointed to die were conducted twice
a day and, placed in two rows before the_ temple, where they acted over the
scenes of their death, each accompanied by eight of their own relations, who
were to be their executioners, and by t11at office exempted themselves from
dying upon the death of any of the suns, and likewise raised themselves to the
dignity of men of rank.
Meanwhile thirty warriors brought in a prisoner who had formedy been married to a female sun, but upon her death, instead of submitting to die with her
had fled to New Orleans. .
.. Finding himself thus unexpectedly trapped,
lrn began to cry bitterly, but three very old women, who were ·his relations,
offering to die in his stead, he was not only again exempted from death, but
raised to the dignity of a man of rank.
On the day of the interment, the wife of the deceased made a very moving
speech to the French who were p1·esent, recommending her children-to whom
she also addressed herself-to their friendship, and aclvising a perpetual union
betweeµ the two nations. Soon after the master of ceremonies appeared, in a
1·ed-featherecl crown, which half encircled his head, having a red staff in his
1rn.nd, in the form of a cross, at the end of which hung a garland of black
feathers. All the upper part of his body was painted red,'6xcepting his arms,
and from his girdle to his knees hung a fringe of feathers, the rows of which
were alternately w11ite and red. vVhen he came before the hut of the deceased,
he saluted him with a great '' ho-o !'' and then began the cry of death in which
he ivas followed by all the people. Immediately after, the Stung Serpent was
brought out on his bed of state, and was 11laced on a litter, which six of t1rn
guardians of the temple bore on their shoulders. The procession then began,
the master of ceremonies walking first, and after him the oldest warrior, hold-
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ing in one hand the pole with the rings of canes, and in the other tl10 pipe of war,
a mark of the dignity of the deceased. Next followed the corpse, after which
came those who were to die at the interment, each of them accompanied by
eight of his nearest relatives, who were to perform the office of executioner;
one carried a tomahawk,. and threatened every instant to strike the victim ;
another carried the mat on which the sentence was to be executed; a third the
cord which was to serve for the execution; a fourth bore the deer-skin which
was to be placed on the head l\ntl shoulders of the condemned ; the fifth carried
'a wooden bowl containing the pills of tobacco which the patients swallowed before dying; the sixth an earthen bottle of water to facilitate the passage of the
pills. The office of the last two was to render the strangulation as speedy as
possible, by drawing the cord to the right and left of the patient, The whole
procession went three times round the hut of the deceased, and then those who
c nrrietl the corpse proceeded in a circular kind of a march, every turn intersecting the former, until they came to the temple. At every turn, the dead child
was thrown by its parents before the bearers of the corpse, that they 111.ight
walk over it, and when the corpse was placed in the temple, the victims were
immediately strangled. The Stung Serpent and his two wives were buried in
the same grave within the temple; the other victims were interred in different
parts, and after the ceremony, they burnt, according to custom, the hut of the
deceased. {Du Pratz.)
The Great Sun said to Du Pratz : '' Our nation was formerly very numerous
and very powerful; it extended more than twelve days' journey from east to
west, and more than fifteen from north to south. "\Ve reckoned five hundred
suns, and you may judge by that what was the number of the nobles, of the
people of rank, and the common people;" and I may add of the great number
of mounds that must have been made during the existence of this power and
prosperity. The.Natchez was not the only great Indian confederation of which
the histories of North America make mention. Besides those of the west,
there were the great confederations of the northeast and those of the southeast. Du Pratz says in regard to the Natchez : '' That formerly they extended
from the river Manchac or Iberville, which is about fifty leagues from the sea,
to the river vVabash, which is distant from the sea about five hundred and sixty
leagues.''
'l'onti, wl10 accompanied La Salle down the Illinois to the mouth of the
Mississippi, in 1G81, thus describes an Indian house at a Tensas village, on one
of the lakes in Louisiana, about forty-five miles above Natchez:'' When we arrived opposite to the village of the Taencas, M. de la Salle
desired me to go to it, and inform the chief of his arrival. I went with our
gui<leH, and we hacl to carry a bark canoe for ten arpens, and to launch it on a
small lake, on which their village wns placed. I was surprised to find their
cabins made of mud, and covered with cane mats. The cabin of the chief was
forty feet square; the wall ten feet high, a foot thick; and the roof, which was
of a dome shape, about fifteen feet high. I was not less surprised when,· on
entering, I saw the chief seated on a camp bed, with three of his wives at his
side, surrounded by more than sixty old men clothed in large white cloaks,
which are made, by women, out of the bark of the mulberry tree, and are
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tolerably well worked. The women were clothed in the same manner. No
one drinks out of the chief's cup, or eats out of his plate, and no one passes
before him; when he walks they clean the path before him. ,vhen he dies
they sacrifice his youngest wife, his house-steward, and a hundred men, to
accompany him into the other world. They have a form of worship, and adore
the sun. There is a temple opposite the house of the chief, and similar. to it,
except tlrn.t three engles are placed on this temple, which look towards the
usmg sun. The temple is surrounded with strong mud walls, in which are
fixed spikes, on which they place the heads of their enemies, whom they
sacrifice to the sun. At the door of the temple is a block of wood, on which
is a great shell plaited round with the hair of their enemies, in a plait as thick
as an arm, and about twenty fatl10111s long. Th~ inside of the temple is naked;
there is an altar in the middle, and, at the foot of the altar, tl1ree logs of wood
are placed on end, and a fire is kept up, day and night, by two old priests, who
are the directors of their worship. The old men showed me a small cabinet,
within the wall, made of mats of cane. Desiring to see wlrnt was inside, the
old men prevented me, giving me to understand that their god was there. But
I have since learned that is the place where they keep their treasure, such as
fine pearls, which they fish up in the neighborhood, and European merchandise.
At the last quarter of the moon all the cabins make an offering of a dish of the
best food they have, which is placed at the door of the temple. The old men
take care to carry it away and to make a good feast of it with their families.
"·when I was in the chief's cabin, I saw that one of his wives wore a pearl
necklace. I presented her with ten yards of blue glass beads in exchange for
it; I carried it to M. d0 la Salle, giving him an account of all I had seen, and
told him the chief intended to visit him the next day, which he did. He came
the next day, with wooden canoes, to the sound of the tambour and the music
of the women. M. de la, Salle received him with much politPness, and gave
him some presents; they ga.ve us in return plenty of provisions, and some of
tl10ir robes. The chiefs returned well satisfied.
"We stayed during the day, which was the 22d of Marc11. An observation
gave the 31 o of latitude. "\Ve left on the 22c1, and slept on an island ten
leagues off. The next day we saw a canoe, and M,. de fa Salle ordered me to
chase it, which I did, and as I was just on the point of taking it, more than a
hundred· men appeared on the banks of the river to defend their people. M.
de la Salle shouted out to me to come back, which I did. vVe went on and
encamped opposite them. Afterwards, 1\1. de la Salle expressing a wish to
meet them peaceably, I offered to carry to them the calumet, and embarking
went to them. At first they joined their hand ns a sign that they wished to be
friends; I, who had but one haml, told our men to do the same thing.
"I made the chief men among them cross over to lVl. de la Salle, who
accompanied them to their village, three leap;ues inland, and passed the night
there with sonrn of his men. The next day he returned with the chief of the
village where he had slept, who was a brother of the great chief of the Natchez;
he conducted us to his brother's village, situated on the hill-side near the river,
at six leagues' distance. ·we were well received tlwre. This nation counts
more than three hundred warriors. Here the men cultivate the grouml, hunt
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and fish as well as the Taencas, ancl their manners are the sam~. ·we departed
thence on Good Friday, and, after a voyage of twenty leagues, encamped at
the mouth of a large river, which runs from the west" [Red River]. (" Memoir
of the Sieur de Tonti," Historical Collections of Louisiana and Florida, by
B. F. French.)
Penicaut, who, in April, 1700, visited this Tensas village, says: "On t11e
12th of April we left the Natchez, and coasted along to the right, where the
river is bordered with high gravel banks for a distance of twelve leagues; at
the extremity of these bluffs is a place we called Petit Gulf, on account of a
whirlpool formed by the river, f01~ the distance of a quarter of a league. Eight
leagues higher up we came to Grand Gulf which we passed. A short distance
above, on the left-hand side, we landed to visit a village situate<l. four leagues
in the interior. ·These Indians are citlled the Tensas. vVe were well received;
but I never saw a more sad, frightful, and revolting spectacle, than that which
happened the second day (April 16th) after our arrival in this village. A
sudden storm burst upon us. The lightning struck the temple, burnt all their
idols, and reduced the whole to ashes; quickly the Indians assembled around,
making horrible cries, tearing out their hair, elevating their hands to heaven,
their tawny visages turned towards the burning temple, invoking their C:reat
Spirit, with the howling of devils possessed, to come down and extinguish tl)e
flames. They took up mud with which they besmeared their bodies and fitees.
The fathers and mothers then brought their children, and, after having strangle cl
them, threw them into the fl11mes. M. D'iberville was horrified at seeing such a
cruel spectacle, and gitve orders to stop it, by forcibly taking from them the little
innocents; but, with all our efforts, seventeen perished in this manner; and,
had we not restrained them, the number would have been over two humlred."

NOTE

(x8), page 370 •

.ANCIENT ARTIFICIAL MOUNDS, ETc.

"I have the following details, relative to the pyramids, artificial mounds, and
arenas that are seen in Georgia and in the two Floridas, from B., elected
member to congress at the birth of the new government, and afterwards four
years senator of the United States. At the risk of repeating somt~ of the reflections which have already appettred in this work, I shall change nothing of
the account of this respectable personage. His observations are so much the
more valuable as he inhabited Georgia during thirty years, and has himself
seen some of these ancient monuments.*
''We lrnm-v by the traditions of the Cherokees, that, ·at the epoch
of the arrival of their ancestors, who came from the mountains of Mexico, these
great works existed very nearly such as we see them now, and that tlie most
ancient among the conquered Savannucas were ignorant when ancl by ,vhom
they were erected. This invasion took place abou~ the end of the fifteenth
;;; The person here alluded to probably was Abraham Bnldwin, representntive from
Georgia, May 5th, 1785, and temporary President of the Senate, December 7th, 1801,
to Ju.nunry 14th, 1802, and also April 17th, 1802, to May 3d, 1802,
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century. If we suppose that among a nation of hunters three hundred years
suffice to efface the last souvenirs of tradition; then the existence of these
monuments ascends to the twelfth century.
'' Like to the pyramids of Egypt, these traces of the existence, the industry,
and the civilization of these ancient peoples, are bu~ mute and unserviceable
witnesses whose relations with the conclition and affairs of this part of ·the world
are enveloped, are lost, in the vague shadows of the past. N cvertheless,
although these entrenched camps, these. works, are but as imperceptible points,
as hillocks, compared with the grandeur of their rivals of centuries erected on
the borders of the Nile, they present to the eyes of the observer what North
America conceals of the most ancient, most extraordinary, and most worthy
to he attentively examined.·
"But since finally we cannot form conjectures more probable, we must
therefore believe that these industrious ancl pefweable nations have been exterminated by some barbarous hordes of the interior of the continent, which, in
the course of centuries,. have been destroyed by tribes not less ferocious ; these
by the Cherokees driven from the mountains of Mexico; these last, finally, by
.the men arrived from Eu;ope. Such has been the lot of nearly all nations.
All have undergone nearly the same vicissitudes, all have had to struggle, or
have been the sport and the victims of the caprices of that formidable power,
unknown, whieh we call destiny, fatality, or chance.
"Twenty-five miles to the west of vV rightsburg, not far from the borders of
Little River (in Georgia), are seen, in the middle of a fertile plain, many artificial
mounds, the bases of which are"from seven to eight 1rnndred feet in circumference, and from thirty to forty in height; a pyramid whose dimensions are
much more considerable; four terraces of a square form, having an elevation
of ten or twelve feet; and finally, an arena hollowed out, with four ranges of
banquets, which, as well as I could judge of them, might contain t11ree thousand
spectat01:s ; and further still, the evident marks of the furrows of ancient cultivation, on which have grown enormous oaks ; I measured some of t)wm which
were four feet seven inches in diameter. The pyramid alone, 1"11hose hight
might be fifty-five feet, must have required the labor of some thousands of men
during several years; thanks to its form, to the thick bushes as well as to the
roots of the trees which covered it, it exists still almost entire.
'' Further towards the west, on the borders of a great natural meadow, are
seen works entirely like to these last, but whose dimensions are smaller, or
which have been wasted by consuming time.
'' At some distance from the borders of the Oakmulge, the union of which
with tlie Oconee forms the Alatamaha, are also seen the evident traces of the
sojourn and of the long and persevering industry of an ancient people, such as
some remains of terraces, of an arena, of mounds and pyramidal elevations,
near-which are found fragments of broken pottery of a kind much more perfect
than those which the natives now make use of. (See Note 2r.)
'' The most remarkable works, ancl the most worthy to excite curiosity, are
found in the neighbor110od of Fort Dartmouth, on the borders of the Keowee
(eastern branch of the Savannah), one hundred miles ab9ve the town of
Augusta. The first object which strikes the eyes of the traveller-is a circular
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pyramid, the base of which is about a thousand feet in circumference, the height
seventy feet, as well as I could judge of it without the aid of instruments, and
the summit crowned with cedars. It is ascended by a spiral path, on which,
at different heigMs and facing the four cardinal points, arc found four niches.
From the. top of this pyramid arc seen many other elevations less important.
Some are square,. others in the form of parallelogntms ; some are two hundred
feet long, and from five to twelve feet high. But what appears still more astonishing is a causeway of more than three miles in length, which the waters
of the river never overflow, although they wash the foot of the pyramid in the
frequent inundations.
'' Six miles further we enter into another valley as beautiful and as cool,
known by the name of Cullsate, in the middle of which are seen great long
terraces, and two pyramids from thirty to thirty-five feet high. This valley is
not exposed to the inundations of the Keowee.
"Further still in the mountains, not far from the situation ·of the .ancient town
of Sticoe, is seen another pyramid, the circumference of which is eight hundred
feet, and the height forty-eight, with a very considerable terrace. The same
objects are found at Cowee, capital of the most beautiful and fertile valley of
the Tennessee, besides many conical tombs. An old Cherokee chief told me
that at the epoch of the invasion of his ancestors, these tombs and these artificial mounds existed in very nearly the same condition.
'' At a few miles from Fort Prince George of Keowee, are also seen many
conical elevations which are believed to be tombs, and four m·tificial mounds
covered with trees a11d bushes. At 1Vatogn., a very important Cherokee town,
there is a pyramid, the height of which the inhabitants have reduced to twenty
feet, upon which they have erected their rotunda, or council house. The old
Oweelrnmwee repeated to me what I had heard said at Cowee relative to the
tradition of the ancient Savannucas.
''Not far from the village of Keowee, they have l:ttely discovered some other
ancient works, the only ones which bear the impression of the hammer. They
are composed of four stones, six feet long and three broad. Two of these stones
are placed lengthwise upon their edges in a parallel direction; a third covers
them, and the fourth closes one of the extremities." (St. ,John de Crevecour.)
St. John continues his account of American antiquities, but what I have
given is sufficient for my purpose, nearly all of which are in the region of Cofaciqui, inhabited by the Uches or ancient Savannucas ' 1 who posscssecl the
Carolina side of the Savannah River for more than a hunclred and fifty miles,
commencing sixty miles from its mouth. Their language wns known as the
Savanuca. tongue from the town of that name. It was peculiar to themselves,
and radically different from the Creek tongue." (Brinton' s " Notes on the
.Floridian Peninsula.'')
John Filson, in his History of Kentucky, says : "Near Lexington are to be
seen curious sepulchres full of human skeletons, which are thus fabricate<!.
First, on the ground are laid large broad stones : on these are placed the boclies,
separated from each other by broad stones, covered with others, which serve
as a basis for tI1e next arrangement of bodies. In this order they are lmilt
without mortar, growing still narrower to the height of a man, This method
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of burying appears to be totally different from that now practised by the Indians." Though Filson does not mention that they were thus formed in a
mound, yet it is evident they were.
The following is from a Cincinnati paper" Price Current," but in giving it
1 do not imply that my 'view$ are the same; it is for the reader's consideration:
"In answer to the report of Judge vVest, of Kansas, relative to his discovery
ofrelics of antiquity of the 'extinct mound builders,' who inhabited a kingdom extending from the Rocky Mountains to the Appalachian Chain, and
from tl1e Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico to the Great Lakes.
It
was a great nation, and from incontrovertible geological proofs we have no l1esitancy in indorsing Professor "\Vest's opinion that this nation of pe~ple existed
more than two hundred thousand years ago. They were contemporary with
the rhinoceros, cave-bear, mastodon, etc., and were semi-civilized, worshipped
the sun, and cultivated the alluvial lands of this vast territory. "\Ve have
opened many of their bmial mounds and the basements of some of their temples, all of which have an escarpment on the eastern side, where sacrifices were
offered to their gods, like the Persians of Asia. In all these cemeteries we
found the mica mirror, also the margenella shell, for ornament, only found on
the north coast of the Gulf of Mexico.
'' Two miles below Cartersville in Bartow County, Georgia, on the Chntta,.
lriroc'lrce River, are the remains of a magnificent temple eighty-seven feet high,
with an escarpment on the east of nearly twenty feet high and twc1i.ty wide,
where a granite idol was plowed up by the Indians fifty-two years ngo, and
sold to an Englishman, who sold it to the Salisbury collection in England,
and in 1871 the goddess was plowed up at the same place, and is now in possession of Captain Lyon who loaned it to the S~ithsonian Institute at Washington to take casts and electrotypes from. I have the promise of developing
by tunnels through the great tern ple and through tlrn circular cemetery near
by, seventy-eight feet high. This is surrounded by a ditch, thirty feet deep,
from river to river, in a bend of fifty acres, on which are four watch-towers
[mounds], twenty feet high, on the east side, and two on the west. This is the
only place where gokl beads have been found.
·
Georgia, Ohio, Illinois, and vVest Virginia contain the most magnificent
Temains of this once great nation, but Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana are filled with their works. vV e will say to
you that the anatomy of these people is as essentially different from the Caucasian as the ass is from the horse, proving the Bible to be true when correctly
translated, as it positively confirms the record of the inspired writer in the
first chapter of Genesis, which in the Hebrew copy gives us the h~story of the
pre-Adamites, but e:xpugned by the council of King James, because he believed in the absurd doctrine of·the unity of the human race. The extinction
of this race of pre-Aclamites we know not, but we can satisfy any sane num that
they lived here at least two hundred thousand years ago, and tha.t the white
race only gives evidence of not more than ten thousand years. Bishop Usher's
chronology is false.
According to Garcilasso, Cortes, Diaz, and Biedma, some of the earliest
writers on America, and confirmed by later writers of the beginning of the
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eighteenth century, the Indian chiefs had their dwellings on artificial mounds;
i111d also their temples were. built on artificial mounds. According to Garcilasso the top of ~he mound was connected with the surface of the gro~nd by a
kind of wooden stairway fifteen or twenty feet wide, the steps of wl11ch were
seven or eight feet broad. The altars in the great work of antiquity that once
existed on the site of Marietta, in Ohio, had earthen ramps to ascend to their
summits. rrhey were of the same construction as the altars of Peru. The
similarity of the ancient religious structures of America would seem to indicate
that there once existed on this continent a great hierarchy, probably as power-·
fol and as extensive as that of the Druids of the old world.

NoTE (19), page 372.
PEARLS.

Pearls are found in many bivalves, especially in the Maleagrina Margaritiferd,
or true pearl oyster, and among fresh-water bivalves in the Unio Margaritifera.
Some of t1rn unios, both of Europe and America, produce very fine pearls.
Britain, during its occupation by the Romans, became famous for its pearls,
which were found in the fresh-water mussel of its rivers.
Very fine pearls, known on the continent as Bohemian pearls, are found in
the rivers Mold11u and "\Vottawa. There is also a fresh-water fishery in Bavaria, where the river Iltz yields, at times, very fine specimens.
In 1858 some pel!,rls were discovered at Paterson,· on the Passaic River: in
the State of New Jersey. The lurgest, which was found at the commencement
of the search, was more than an inch in diameter.
The first Spaniards who landed on Tierra J?irme found savages decked with
necklaces and bracelets of pearls ; and among the civilized people of Mexico
and Peru pearls of a beautiful form were generally sought after.
· 'l'he Indians of Virginia wore pearl pendants in their ears ; and round their
necks and upon their arms ch~~ins and bracelets of pearls.

NoTE (20), page 372.
THE INDIAN CUSTOM OF PRESENTING WOMEN TO THEIR GUESTS.

The Sempoallans, in order to make a more intimate connection with Cortes
and his party, presented him with eight women-all daughters of caciques.
All these young women were finely dressed after the fashion of their country;
they wore beautiful shifts, had golden chains about their necks, golden rings in
their ears, and had other Indian females to wait upon them. When the fat
cacique presented these to Cortes, he said: " Teele (sir), these seven women
are intended for your chief officers, and this, my niece, who herself holds dominion over a country and people, I have destined for you."
When Columbus arrived on the Mosquito Coast the Indians presented him
with two girls. Indian chiefs presented one of their wives to their guests.
But were this wife to cohabit with another man without her husband's consent, it
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was considered a great offence, and subjected lier to severe penalties. Some
Ind.ian tribes did not regard the familiarity of the two.sexes, provided the woman
had no children; but when once married clrnngeful amours ceased, and fidelity
took their place.
,vhen Ojeda had entered the Gulf of Maracaibo, tlie Indians sent, in their
canoes, sixteen young girls to the ships 1 distributing four on boal·d of each,
eithe.r as a peace-offering or as a token of amity and confidence.
It thus appears that this custom was prevalent to a great extent among the
American Indians.
NoTE (21), page 375.
AN ACCOUNT OF THE MUSCOGULGE INDIANS.*
INDIAN HOSPITALITY.-" On our arrival at the trading l10use our cllief was
visited by the head-men of the town, t when instantly the .White King• s arrival
in town was announced ; a messen~er had before been sent in to prepare a
feast, the king and his retinue having killed several bears. A fire was now
kindled in the area of the public square; the royal standard was displayed,
and the drum beat to give notiee to the town of the royal feast. The ribs and
choice pieces of the three great fat bears already 1vell barbecued or broiled,
were brought to the. banqueting house in t11e square, with hot bread, and
honeyed watt:>r for drink. vVhen the feast was over in the square (where only
the chiefs and warriors were admitted, with the white people) the chief-priest,
attended by slaves, came with baskets and carried off the remainder of tl1e
victuals, and which Wl;).S distributed among the fammes of the town. The
king then withdrew, repairing to the council house in the square, whither the
chiefs and warriors, old and young, and such of the whites as choose, repaired
also; the king, war-chief, and several ancient chiefs and warriors, were seated
on the royal cabins (benches) ; the rest of the head men and warriors, old
and young, sat on the. cabins on the right hand of the king's ; the cabins or
seats on the left, and on the same elevation, are always assigned. for the white
people, Indians of other towns, and such of their own people as choose to
attend.
Our chief, with the rest of the white people in town, took their seats according to order ; tobacco and pipes were brought; the calumet was lighted and
smoked, circulating according to the usual forms and ceremony; and afterwards
black drink concluded the feast. The king conversed, drank cassine, and associated familiarly with his people and with us.
After the public entertainment was over the young people began their music

*

Taken from the Travels of William Bartram in Florida, Georgia, Tennessee,
and Al:tbama, in the years 1773 to 1778. As De Soto travelled through n11 these
States, except Tennessee, he probably travelled among the same Indianit, or Indians
as advanced t')wards civilization as they were. So from this account the reader may
form a, correct idea of the manners and customs of the Indians; their dwellings, public squares, and council houses, and just as they probably were at the time of De Soto.
t Tnlahnsocbte in Florida.
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and dancing in the square, whither the young of both sexes repaired, as well
as the old and middle aged ; this frolic continued all night.
Early in the morning our chief invited me with him on a visit to the town,
to take a final leave of the White King. We were graciously rr.ceived and
treatGd with the utmost civility and hospitality; there was a noble entertainment and repast provided against our arrival, consisting of bears' ribs, venison,
,,arieties of fish, roasted turkeys (which they call the white man's dish), hot
corn cakes, and a very agreeable cooling sort of jelly, which they call conte;
this is made from the root of the China briar.
Soon after entering the forest~ we were met in the path by a small company
of Indians, smiling and beckoning to us long before we joined them. This
was a family of Talahasochte who had been out on a hunt, and were returning
home loaded with barbecued meat, hides, and honey. Their company consisted of the man, his wife and children, well mounted on fine horses, with a
number of pack-horses. The· man presently offered us a fawn's-skin of honey,
which we gladly accepted, and at parting I presented him with some fish. "\i\T e parted and before night rejoined
hooks, sewing, needles, etc.
our companions at the Lo~g Pond.
On our return to camp in the evening, we were saluted by a party of young
Indian warriors, who had pitched their camp on a green eminence near the
lake, and at a 'small distance from our camp, under a little grove of oaks and
palms. This company consisted of seven young Seminoles, under the conduct
of a young prince or chief of Talahasochte, a town southward in the isthmus.
They were all dressed and painted with singular elegance, and richly ornamented with silver plates and chains, etc., and, after the Seminole mode, with
waving plnmes of feathers on their crests. On our coming up fo them, they
arose and shook hands ; we alighted and sat awhile with them at their cheerful
fire.
Soon after joining our companions at camp, our neighbors, the prince and
l1is associates paid us a visit. We treated them with the best fare we had,
l1aving till this time preserved some of our spirituous liquors. They left us
with perfect cordiality and cheerfulness, wishing us a good repose, and retired
to their own camp. Having a band of music with them, consisting of a drum,
flutes, and rattle-gourd, they entertained us during the night with their music,
vocal and instrumental.
After riding about four miles, mostly through fields and plantations, the soil
incredibly fertile, arrived at the town of Echoe, * consisting of many good
houses well inhabited. I passed through and continued three miles farther to
N ucasse, and three miles more brought me to "\i\Thatoga. Riding through this
large town, the road carried me winding about through their little plantations
of corn, beans, etc., up to the council house, which was a very large dome or
rotunda, situated on the top of an ancient artificial mount, and here my road
terminated. All before me and on eve1·y side, appeared little plantations of
cor~, beans, ~tc., divided from each other by narrow strips or borders of grass,
which marked the bounds of each one's property, their habitation standin()' in
the midst. Finding no common highway to lead me through the town, ~ ~vas

*

On the head-waters of the Tennessee, in what was formerly the Cherokee country.
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at a stand how to proceed farther, wlien observing an Indian man at the door
of his habitation, three or four hundred yards distance from me, beckoning
me to come to him, I ventured to ride through their lots, being careful to dci
no injury to the young plants, the rising hopes of their labor and industry ;
crossing a little grassy vale, watered by a silver stream which gently undulated
through it; and then ascended a green hill to the house, where I was cheerfully welcomed at the door, and led in by t1rn chief, giving the care of my
horses to two handsome youths, his sons. During my continuance here_, about
half an hour, I experienced ,the most perfect and agreeable hospitality conferred on me by these happy people; I mean happy in their dispositions, in
their apprehensions of rectitude· with regard to our social and moral conduct.
0 divine simplicity and trutl1, friendship without fallacy or guile, hospitality
disinterested, native, undefiled, unmodified by artificial refinements !
My venerable host gracefuily and with an air of respect led me into an airy,
cool apartment, where, being seated on cabin '' benches or sofas,'' his women
brought in a refreshing repast consisting of boiled venison, hot corn cakes, etc.,
with a pleasant cooling liquor made of hominy well boiled, mi.xed afterwarcls
with milk ; this is served up, either before or after eating, in a large bowl, with
a very large spoon or ladle to sup it with.
After partaking of this simple but healt11y ,and liberal collation, and the
dishes cleared off; tobacco and pipes were brought, and the chief filling one of
them, whose stem, about four feet long, was sheathed in a beautiful speckled
snake-skin and adorned with feathers and strings of 1vampum, lights it and
smokes a few whiffs, puffing the 8moke first towards the sun, then to the four
cardinal points, and lastly over my breast, hands it towards me, which I cheerfully received from him and smoked.
After ordering my horse to the door, we went forth together, he on foot
and I leading my horse hy the bridle, thus walking together near two miles,
we shook hands and parted, he returning home, and I continuing my journey
for Cowc.
·vve were received and entertained frienclly by-the Indians (of Cowe) ; the
chief of the village conducted us to a grand, airy pavilion in the centre of th~
village. It was four square ; a range of pillars or posts on each side supported
a canopy composed of palmetto leaves woven or thatched together, which
shaded a level platform in the centre, that was ascended to from each side by
two steps or flights, each about twelve inches high, and seven or eight feet in
breadth, all covered with carpets or mats, curiously woven of split canes, dyed
of various colors. Here being seatecl or reclining ourselves after smoking
tobacco, baskets of choicest fruits were brought and set before us."* (Bartram.)
SETTLEMENTS AND MIGRATIONs.t-About seventy or eighty miles above
the confluence of the Oakmulge and Ocone, the trading· path from Augustit
to the Creek nation crosses these fine rivers, which are there forty miles apart.
On the east banks of the Oakmulge this trading road runs nearly two miles
through ancient Indian fields, which are called the Oakmulge :fields; they are

* This wns also in th_e
t

Cherokee country, on the head-waters of the Tennessee,
Taken from William Burtmm's Journal.
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the rich lowlands of the river. On the heights of these low grounds are yet
visible monuments, or traces of an ancient town, suc;h as.artificial mounts or
terraces, squares, and banks encircling considerable areas. Their ~ld fields
and planting land extended up and down the river fifteen or twenty miles from
this site.
If we are to give credit to the account the Creeks give of themselves, tl1is
place is remarkable for being the first town or settlement where they sat down
(as they term it), or established themselves after their emigration from the
west beyond the Mississippi, their original native country. On this long journey they suffered great and innumerable difliculties, encountering and vanquishing numerous and valiant tribes of Indians, who opposed and retarded
their march. Having crossed the river, still pushing eastward, they were
obliged to make a stand and fortify themselve_s in this place as their only remaining hope, being to the last degree persecuted and weakened by thei:r surrounding foes. Having formed for themselves this retreat, and driven off the
inhabitants, by degrees they recovered their spirits, and again faced their
enemies, when they came off victorious in a memorable and decisive battle.
They afterwards gradually subdued their surrounding enemies, and strengthened themselves by taking into confederacy the vanquished tribes.
And they say also that abopt this period the English were establishing the
colony of Carolina,* and the Creeks, understanding that they were a powerful
warlike people, sent deputies to Charleston, their capital, offering them their
friendship and alliance, which was accepted, and in consequence thereof a
treaty took place between them, which has remitined inviolable to this day
[1774]. They never cease_d war against tlrn numerous and potent bands of
Indians who then sui·rounded and cramped the English plantations, as the
Savannas, Ogeeches, vVapoos, Santees, Yamasees,. U tinas, Icosans, Paticos,
and others until they extirpated them. The Y amasees and their adherents
sheltered themselves under the power and protection of the Spaniards of East
I!'lorida; they pursued them to the very gates of St. Augustine, and the
Spaniards refusing to deliver them up, these faithful and intrepid allies had
the courage to declare war against them, and incessantly persecuted them
until they entirely broke up and ruined their settlements, driving them before
them, till at length they were obliged to retire within the walls of St. Augustine
. and a few other fortified posts on the sea-coast.
Our encampment was fixed on the site of the old Ocone town, whic11, about
sixty years ago, t was evacuated by the Indians, who, finding their situation
disagreeable from its vicinity to the white people, left it, moving upward into

* 1670. This was told to Bartrnm by a very old Indian chief; but it is worthy of notice
thnt even at the time of De Soto there were Indinn tribes living, two of which now
exist, and one but lately extinct: the Chactus, Cbicasas, nnd the Alubamas. Then
there nre a number of Indian nnmes of the time _of Soto still exii:;ting in the original
Creek country, as Tascaluca, Apalache, Casa, Tallise, Ocali, etc., and which nre probably
Muscogulge names ; but ~ome of t,he Cherokees or Creeks of the Indian Territory will
be able to decide this. I would be obliged to n.ny of them who would inform me on
this subject.
t The lMi date, preceding, he gives in his "J onrnal" is April 22 1 1776, therefore
about 1716, or 176 years after So~o passed through that country.
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the nation or Upper Creeks, and there built a town ; but that situation not suiting their roving disposition, they grew sickly and tired of it, and resolved to
seek a l1abitation more agreeable to their minds. They all arose, directing
their emigration southeastward towards the sea-coast; and, in the course of
their journey, observing the delightful appearanc~ of the extensive plains of
Alachua, and the fertile hills environing it, they sat clown and built a town
the banks of a spacious and beautiful lake, at a small distance from the plains,
naming this new town Cuscowilla ; this situation pleased them, yet troubles
and aftlictions found them out. This territory, belonging to the peninsula of
Florida, was then claimed by the TomocM, U tinas, Caloosas, Y amasees, and
other remnant tribes of the ancient Floridians, and the more northern refugees,
driven away by the Carolinians, now in alliance and under the protection of the
Spaniards, who assisting them, attacked the new settlement, and for many
years were very troublesome ; but the Alachuas or Ocones, being strengthened
by other emigrants, and fugitive bimds from tl1e Upper Creeks, with whom they
were confederated, and who gradually established other towns in this low country, stretching a line of settlements across t1rn isthmus, extending from the Altamaha to the bay of Apalache ; these uniting were at length able to face their
enemies, and even attack them in their own settlements; and in the end, with
the assistance of the Upper Creeks, vanquislied their enemies and destroyed
them, and then fell upon the Spanish settlements, which also they entirely
broke up.
The U chc town is situated in a vast plain, in the gradual ascent as we rise
from a narrow strip of low ground immediately bordering on the river '' Chata.
Uche ;" it is the largest, most compact, and best situated Indian town I ever
saw; the habitations are large and neatly built ; the walls of the houses are
constructed of a wooden frame, then lathed and plastered inside and out with a
reddish, well-tempered clay or mortar, which gives them the appearance of
red brick walls; and these houses are neatly covered or roofed with cypress
bark, or shingles of that tree. The town appeared to be populous and thriving,
full of youth and young children; I suppose the number of inhabitants, men,
women, and children, might amount to one thousancl or fifteen hundred; as it
is said they are able to muster five hundred warriors. Their own national lai1guage is altogether or radically different from the Creek or Muscogulge tongue,
and is calledthe Savhnna or Savannuca tongue. I was told by the traders it was .
the same with, or a dialect of, the Shawanese. They are in confederacy with.
the Creeks,- but do not mix with them ; and, on account of their numbers and
strength, are of importance enough to excite and draw upon them the jealousy
of the whole Muscogulge confederacy, and are usually at variance, yet are wise
enough to unite against a common enemy, fo support the interest and glory of
the general Creek confederacy.
After a little refreshment at this beautiful town, we repacked and set off
again for the Apalachucla town, where we arrived after riding over a level
plain, consisting of ancient Indian plantations, a beautiful landseape diversified
with groves and lawns.
This is esteemed the mother town or capital of the Creek or Muscogctlge con~
fecleracy, sacred to peace; no captives are put to death, or human blood spilt
here. And when a general peace is proposed, deputies from all the towns in
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the confederacy assemble at this capital, in order to deliberate upon a subject
of so high importance for the prosperity of the commonwealth.
And on the contrary, the great Cowetta town, about twelve miles higher up
this river, is called the bloody town, where the micos, chiefs, and warriors
assemble when a general war is proposed; and here captives and state malefactors are put to death.
The time of my continuance here, which was about a week:, was employed
in excursions around this settlement. One day the chief trader of Apalachucla
obliged me with his company on a walk of about a mile and a half down the
river, to view the 'l'Uins and a site of the ancient Apalachucla; it had been situated on a peninsula formed by a doubiing of the river, and indeed appears to
have been a 1'ery famous capital by the artificial mounds or terraces; and a very
populous settlement, from its extent and expansive old fields, stretching beyond
the scope of the sight, along the low grounds of the river. vVe viewed the
mound or terrace on which formerly stood their town-house or rotunda, and
a public square ; and a little behind these, on a level height or natural steep
above the low grounds, is a vast Jtrtificial terrace or four-square mound, now
seven or eight feet 11igher than the common surface of the ground ; in front of
one square or side of this mound adjoins a very extensive oblong square yard
or artificial level plain, sunk a little below the common surface, and surrounded
with a bank or narrow terrace, formed with the earth thrown out of this yard
at the time of its formation; the Creeks, or present inhabitants, have a tradition that this was the work of the ancients many ages prior to their arrival
and possessing this country.
This old town was evacuated about twenty yeai·s ago [ about 17 5G] by the
general consent of the inhabitants, on account of its unhealthy situation, owing
to the frequent inundations of the river over the low grounds ; and, moreover,
they grew timorous and dejected, apprehending themselves to be haunted and
possessed with vengeful spirits oh account of human blood that had been undeservedly spilt in this old town; having been repeatedly warned by apparitions and dreams to leiwe it.
At the time of their leaving this old town, like the ruin and dispersion of
.the ancient Babel, the inhabitants separated from each other, forming separate
bands under the conduct or auspices of the chief of each family or tribe. The
greatest number, however, chose to sit down and build the i)resent new Apalachucht town, upon a high bank of the river, above the inundations. The other
bands pursued different routes as their inclination led them, settling villages
lower down the river ; some continued their migrations towards the sea-coast,
seeking their kindred and countrymen amongst the Lower Creeks in East Florida,
where they settled themselves. My intelligent friend, the trader of Apalachucla, having from a long residence among these Indians acquired an extensive knowledge of their customs and affairs, I inquired of him what were his
sentiments with respect to their wandering, unsettled disposition, their so frequently breaking up their old towns and settling new ones, etc. His answers
and opinions were : the necessity they were under of having fresh or new strong
land for their plantations, and new, convenient, and extensive range or hunt- .
ing grounds, which unavoidably forces them into contentions and wars with
their confederates and neighboring tribes; to avoid w11ich they had rather
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move and seek a plentiful and peaceable retreat, even at a distance, than contend with friends and relatives, or embroil themselves in destructive wars with
their neighbors, when either can be avoided with so little inconvenience.
With regard to the Muscogulges, the first object in order to obtain these conveniences was the destruction of the Yamasees, who held possession of Florida,
and were in close alliance with the Spaniards, their declared and most inveterate enemy, which they at length fully accomplished; and by this conquest
they gained a vast and invaluable territory, comprehending a delightful region,
and most plentiful country for their favorite game, bear and deer. But not
yet satisfied, .having already so far conquered the powerful Cherokees as in a
manner to force them to alliance, ancl compelled the warlike Chicasaws to sue
for peace and alliance with them, they then grew arrogant and insatiable, and
turned their covetous looks towards the potent and intrepid Chactaws, the only
enemy they had to fear, meaning to break them up and possess themselves of
that extensive, fruitful, and delightful country, and make it a ptirt of their vast
empire. But the Chactaws, a powerful, lrnrdy, subtle, and intrepid race, estimated at twenty thousand warriors, are likely to afford sufficient exercise for
the proud and restless spirits of the Muscogulges, at least for some years to
come; and they appear to be so equally matched with the Chactaws, that it
seems doubtful which of these powerful nations will rise victorious.
July 13, 1776, we left the Apalachucla town, and three days' journey brought
us to Tiilisse, a town on the Talapoosa River, the northeast great branch of the
Alabama or Mobile River; having passed over a vast, level, plain country of
expansive savannas and groves, cane swamps, and open pine forests, watered
by innumerable rivulets and brooks tributary to the Apalachucla and Mobile.
vVe now altered our course, turning to the left hand, southerly, and descending near the river banks, continually in sight of Indian plantations and commons adjacent to their towns; passed by Otasse, an ancient, famous Muscogulge town. The next settlement we came to was Coolome.
Here
are very extensive, old fields, the abandoned plantations and commons of the
old town, on the east side of the river; but the settlement is removed, antl the
new town now stands on the opposite shore, in a charming, fruitful plain, under
an elevated ridge of hills.
The plain is. narrow where the town is
built ; their houses are neat, commodious buildings, a wooden frame with plastered walls, and roofed with cypl'ess bark or shingles; every habitation consists
of four oblong squate houses, of one story, of the same form and dimensions,
and so situated as to form an exact square, encompassing an area or court-yarcl
of about a quarter of an acre of ground, leaving an entrance into it at each
corner. Here is a beautiful new square in the centre of t1rn new town. . . .
The Talapoosa River is here three hundred yards over, and about fifteen or
twenty feet deep ; the water is very clear, agreeable to the taste, esteemed
salubrious, and runs with a steady, active current.*

* From Talisse to Coolome, Bartram had travelled over the same route that De
Soto, two hundrecl and thirty~six years before, had followed. The order of the towns
in ascending the Tiillapoocn, River is: M ucclusse and S11,vannuca, opposite en.ch other;
Tuccnbutcbe, Coolome, Otasse or Atnsse, and Talisse. It is thus they are found in
Bartram's Truvels; and they are written as he wrote them.
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CREEK BUILDINGS, MYSTICAL Fnrn, Punuc SQUARES, ETC,-'' At last
lrnving repacked nnd set off again, in the evening we arrived at the banks of
the great Tallapoosa River, and came to camp under shelter of some Indian
cabins, in expansive fields, close to the river bank, opposite the town of
Savannuca. * Next morning, very early, though very cold, and the surface of
the e1irth as hoary as if covered with a fall of snow, the trader standing on the
opposite shore entirely naked, except a breech-clout,t and encircled by a
company of red men in the like habit, hailed us, and presently, with canoes,
brought us all over and conducted us to the town of Mucclasse, a mile or two
distant.
n The tradei• obliged me with liis company on a visit to the Alabama ( an
Indian town at the confluence of the two fine rivers, the Tallapoosa and Coosa,
which here resign their names to the great Alabama), where are to be seen
traceR of the ancient French fortress, Thoulouse; here are yet lying. half buried
in the earth, a few pieces of ordnance, four and six pounders. Staying all
night at Alabama, where we had a grand entertainment at the public square,
with music and dancing, we returned next day to Mucclasse; where, being
informed of a company of traders about setting off -from Tuccabatche for
Augusta, I made a visit to that town to know the truth of it, but on my arrival .
there they were gone; but, being informed of another caravan which was to
start from the Ottasse town in two or three weeks' time, I returned to Mucclasse in order to prepare for my departure.
"Now, having all things prepared for my departure, early in the morning,
I set off; passed tl1rough continued plantations and Indian towns on my way
up the Tallapoo~a River, being everywhere treated by the inhabitants with
marks of friendship, even as though I had been their countryman and relation.
Called by the way at the beautiful town of Coolome, where I tarried some
time. Leaving Coolome, I recrossed the river at Tuccabatche, an ancient and
large town; thence CO\J.tinued up the river, and at evening arrived at Attasse
(Ottasse), where I continued near a week, waiting the preparations of the
traders with whom I was to join in company to Augusta.
"The next clay after my arriv?,l, I was introduced to the ancient chiefs, at
the public square;. and in the evening, in compn.~y ',Yith the traders, who are
numerous in this town, repaired to the great rotunda, where were assembled
the greatest number of ancient venerable chiefs and warriors that I had ever
beheld : we spent the evening and greater part of the night together, in drinking cassine and smoking tobacco.
B The great council house or rotunda is appropriated to much the same purposes as the public square, but more private, and seems particularly dedicated
to political affidrs; women and youth are never admitted; and I suppose it is
death for a female to presume to enter the door, or approach within its pale.
It is a vast conical building or circular clome, capable of accommodating many
hunclred people ; constructed and furnished within, exactly in the same manner
as those of the Cherokees [see page 650], but much larger than any I had

* Bnrtrnm is now returning.
t
hips.

His l'Oute is l'eversed; he nscends along the Tallapoosa.
A piece of cloth arranged like a baby's clout, but supported by a belt above the
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seen of them : there are people aJ>pointed to take care of it, to have it daily
swept clean, and to provide canes for fuel, or to give light.
'' As their vigils and manner of conducting their vespers and mystical fire in
t11is rotunda are extremely singular and altogether different from the customs
and usages of any other people, I shall proceed to describe them. In the first
place, the governor or officer who has the management of this business, with
his servants attending, orders the black drink to be brewed, which is a decoction or infusion of the leaves and tender shoots of the cassine: this is done
under an open shed or pavilion, at twenty or thirty yards' distance, directly·
opposite the door of the council house. Next he orders bundles of dry canes
to be brought in: these are previously split and broken in pieces to about the
length of two feet, and then placed obliquely crossways upon one another on
the floor, forming a spiral circle round about the great centre pillar, rising to a
foot or eighteen inches in .height from the ground ; and this circle spreading as
it proceeds round and round, often repeated from right to left, every revolution
increuses its diameter, and at length extends to the distance of ten or twelve
feet from the centre, more or less, according to the length of time the assembly
is to continue. By the time these preparations are accomplished, it is night,
and the assembly have taken their seats in order. The exterio1· extremity or
outer end of the spiral circle takes :fire and immediately rises into a bright
flame (but how this is effected I did. not plainly apprehend; I saw no person
set fire to it; tliere might have been fire left on the earth; however, I neither
saw nor smelt fire or smoke until the blaze instantly ascended upwards), which
gradually and slowly creeps round the centre pillar, with the course of the sun,
feeding on the dry canes, and affords a cl1eerful, gentle, and sufficient light
until the circle is consumed, when the council breaks up. Soon after this
illumination takes place, the ancient chiefs and warriors are seated on their
cabins or sofas on the side of the house opposite the door, in three classes or
ranks, rising a little, one above and behind the other; and the white people
and red people of confederate towns in the like order on the left h:md; a
transverse range of pillars, supporting a thin clay wall, about breast high,
separating them; the king's cabin or seat is in front ; the next to the back of
it the head warriors ; and the third or last accommodates the young warriors,
etc. The great war chief's seat or place is on the same cabin with and immediately to the left haud of the king, and next to the white people i and to the
right hand of the mico or king the most venerable head-men and warriors are
seated. The assembly being now seated in order, and the house illuminated,
two middle-aged men, who perform the offices of slaves or servants pro tempore, come in together at the door, each having very large conch-shells full of
black drink, and advance with slow, uniform, and steady steps, their eyes or
countenances lifted up, singing very low but sweetly; they come within six or
eight paces of the king's and white people's cabins, where they stop together,
and each rests his shell on a tripod or little table, but presently takes it up
again, and, bowing very low, advances obsequiously, crossing or intersecting
each other about halfway : he who rested his shell before the white people
now stands before the king, and the other who stopped before the king stands
before the white people; when each })resents his shell, one to the king, and the
other to the chief of the white people, and as soon as he raises it to his mouth,
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the slave utters or sinp;s two notes; each of w11ich continues as long as he luts
breath; and as long as these notes continue, so long must the person drink or
at least keep the shell to his mouth. ThP-se two long notes are very solemn,
and at once strike the imagination with a religious awe or homage to the
Supreme, sounding somewhat like a-lwo-of ali and a-lit-yah. Aner this. manner the whole assembly are treated, as long as the drink and light continue to
hold out; and as soon as the drinking begins, tobaceo and pipes are brought.
The skin of a wild-cat or young tiger stuffed with tobacco is brought, and laid
· at the king's feet, with the great or royal pipe beautifully adorned; the skin
is usually of the animals of the king's family or tribe, as the wild-cat, otter,
bear, rattlesnake, etc. A skin of tobacco is likewise brought and cast at the
foet of the white chief of the town, and from him it passes from one to another
to fill their pipes from, though each person has besides his own peculiar skin of
tobacco. The king or chief smokes first in the great pipe a few whiffs, blowing
it off ceremoniously, first towards the sun, or as it is generally supposed to the
Great Spirit, for it is puffed upwards, next towards the four cardinal points,
then towards the white people in the house i then the gr~at pipe is taken from
the himd of the mico by a slave, and presented to the chief white man, and
then to the great war chief, whence it circulates through the rank of head men
and warriors, then returns to the king. After this each one fills his pipe from
his own or his neighbor's skin.
The greitt or public square generally sfands alone, in the centre of the highest part of the town. It consists of four square or cubical buildings, or holises
of one story, uniform, and of the same dimensions, so situated as to form an
exact tetragon, encompassing an area of half an acre of ground, more or less,
according to the strength or largeness of the town, or will of the inhabitants :
there is a passage or avenue at each corner of equal width: each building is
constructed of a wooden frame, fixed strongly in the earth, the walls filled in,
and neatly plastered with clay mortar; close on three sides, that is the back
and two ends, exC8}Jt within about two feet of the wall-plate or eaves, whieh is
left open for the purpose of a window· and to admit a free passage of the ufr;
the front or ·side next to tlie area is quite open, like a piazza. One of these
buildings is properly the council house, where the mico, chief's, and warriors,
with the citizens who.have business, or choose to repair thither, assemble every
day in council, to hear, decide, and rectify all grievances, complaints, and
contentions, arising between the citizens i give audience to ambassadors and
strangers; hear news and talks from confederate towns, allies, or distant nations; consult about particular affairs of the town, as erecting habitations for
new citizens, or establishing young families, concerning agriculture, etc. This
building is somewhat different from the other three: it is closely shut up on
three sides, that is, the back and two ends, and besides, a partition wall longitudinally from end to end divides it into two apartments, the back part totally
dark, only three small arched apertures or holes opening into it from the front
apartment or piazza, and little larger than just to admit a man to crawl in upon
his hands and kneeR. This secluded place appears to me to be designed as a
sanctuary* dedicated to religion, or rather to priestcraft, for here are deposited

*"

Snnctorium or snored temple; nnd it is snid to be denth for n,ny person but the
mico, war chief, and high priest to enter in, n,nd none are admitted but by permission
of the priests, who guard it day and night."
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all the sacreu things, as the physic pot, rattles, chnplets of deer's hoofs, and
other apparatus of eonjuration; and likewise the calumet or great pipe of
peace, the imperiiil standard, or eagle's tail, which is made of the feathers of the white eagle's tail,* curiously formed and displayed, like an open
fan on a sceptre or staff, as white and clean as possible when displayerl for
pence, but when for war, the feathers are painted or tinged with vermilion.
The phtzza or front of this building is equally divided into three apartments,
by two transverse walls or partitions, about breast high, each Jrnving three
orders or ranges of seats, or cabins, stepping one above and behind the other,
which accommodate the senate and audience, in the like order as observed in
the rotunda. The other three buildings which compose the square, are alike
furnished with three ranges of cabins or sofas, and serve for a banqueting ]10use,
to shelter and accommodate the audience and spectators at all times, particularly at feasts or public entertainments, where all classes of citizens resort day
and night in the summer or moderate season ; the children and females, however, are seldom or never seen in the public square.
The pillars and walls of the l10uses of the square are decorated with various
paintings and sculptures; which I suppose to be hieroglyphic, and as a historic
legendary of political and sacerdotal affairs: but they are extremely picturesque nnd caricature, as men in a variety of attitudes, some ludierous enough,
others lrnving the head of some kind of animal, ns those of a duck, turkey,
bear, fox, wolf, buck, etc., and ap:ain those kinds of creatures are represented
having the human head. These designs are not ill executed; the outlines bold,
free, and well proportioned. The pillars supporting the front or piazza of the
council house of the square are ingeniously formed in the likeness of vast
speckled serpents, ascending upwards, the Ottasses being of the snake family or
tribe. At this time the town was fasting, taking medicine, and I think I may
say, praying, to avert a grievous calamity of sickness, which had lately afflicted
them, and laid in the grave abundance of their citizens. They fast seven or
eight days, during which time they eat or drink nothing but a meagre gruel,
made of a little corn flour and water, taking at the same time, by way of medicine or physic, a strong decoction of the roots of the iris versicolor, which is a
powerful cathartic: they hold this root in high estimation; every town cultivates a little plantation of it, having a large artificial pond, just without the
town, planted and almost overgrown with it, wl1ere they usually dig clay for
pottery, and mortar and plaster for their buildings, and I observed where they
had been lately digging up this root. ·
In the midst of a large oblong square adjoining this town (which was surrounded with a low bank or terrace), is standing a high pillar, round like a pin
or needle; it is about forty feet in height, and between two and tl1ree feet in
diameter at the earth, gradually tapering upwards to a point ; it is one piece of
pine wood, and arises from· the· centre of a low, cireular, artificial hill, but it ·
leans a little to one side. I inquired of the Indians and traders ,vhat it was
designed for, who answered they knew not : the Indians said their ancestors
found. it in the same situation, when they first arrived aml possessed the country, adding thnt the red men or Indians, then the possessors, whom they van-

* Vultur sacra..
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quished, were as ignorant as themselves concerning it, saying that their ancestors likewise found it standing so. This monument, simple as it is, may be
worthy of the observations of a traveller, ·since it natnrally excites at least the
following queries : for what purpose was it designed? its great antiquity and
incorruptibility-what method or machines they employed to bring it to the
spot, and how they raised it erect? There is no tree or species of the pine,
whose wood, i.
so large a porti'on of the trunk, is supposed to be incorruptible
exposed in the open air to all weathers, but the long-leaved pine (Pinus palustris ), and there is none growing within twelve or fifteen miles of this place.''

e.,

THE HOUSES AND COUNCIL HOUSE OF THiiJ 0I-IEROKEES.-The town of
Cowe consists of about a hundred dwellings, near the banks of the Tanase, *
and on both sides of the river.
The Cherokees constr~ct their habitations on a different plan from the
Creeks; that is, but one oblong, four-square building of one story higl1 ; the
materials consisting of logs or trunks of trees, stripped of their bark, notched at
the ends, fixed one upon another, and afterwards plastered well both inside and
out, with clay well tempered with dry grass, the whole covered or roofed with
the bark of the chestnut tree or long broad shingles. This building is, however,
partitioned transversely, forming three apartments, which communicate with
each other by inside doors ; each house or habitation has, besides, a little
conical house covered with dirt, which is called the winter or hot-house; .this
stands a few yards' distance from the mansion house, opposite the front door.
The council or town-house is a large rotunda, capable of accommodating
several hundred people; it stands on the top of an ancient artificial mount of
earth, of about twenty feet perpendicular, and the rotunda on the top of it
being above thirty feet more, gives the whole fabric an elevation of about sixty
feet from the common surface of the ground. But it may be proper to observe
that tliis mount on which the rotunda stands is of a much more ancient date
than the building, and perhaps was raised for another purpose. The Cherokees themselves are as ignorant as we are by what people or for what purpose
these artificial hills were raised; they have various stories concerning them, the
best of which amount to no more than mere conjectures, and leave us entirely
in the dark; but they have a tradition, common with the other nations of
Indians, that they found them in much the same condition as they now appear,
when their forefathers arrived from the we.st and possessed themselves of the
country, after vanquishing the nations of red men who then inhabited it, who
themselves found these mounts when they took possession of the country, the
former possessors delivering the same story concerning them. Perhaps they
were designed and appropriated by the people who constructed them to some
religious purpose, as great altars and temples similar to the high places and
sacred groves anciently among the Canaanites and other nations of Palestine
and Judea.t
11
' It is singulnr how map-mnkers have mngni:fied the ancient Indin.n nn,mes : how
mu.ch simpler is Tanase than Tennessee, Chata Ucbe than Chattnbooohee, Apn.Iachucla
than Apalachicola; Tuscaloosa for the name of a river is fn.r preferable to Black
Warrior, which it means, and Kuka to Crooked, which it mean8.
t Mankind have been erecting mounds from the tim/of the Scythia,n kings, who
were buried on the Borysthenes or Dneiper, nnd the Trojan heroes interred on the
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The rotunda is constructed after the following manner: They first fix in tlie
ground a circular range of posts or trunks of trees, about six feet 11igh, at equal
distances, which are notched at top to receive into them, from one to another,
a range of beams or wall-plates; within this is another circular order of very
large and strong pillars, above twelve feet high, notched in like manner at top,
to receive another range of wall-plates, and within tl1is is yet another or third
range of stronger and higher pillars, but fewer in number, and standing at a
greater distance from each otl1er; and lastly, in the centre stands a very stroug
pillar, which forms the pinnacle of t]rn building, and to which the rafters centre
at top; t]1ese rafters are strengthened and bound together by cross-beams and
laths, which sustain the roof or covering, which is a layer of bark neatly placed,
and tight enough to exclude the rain, and sometimes they cast a thin superfi.cies of earth over all. There is but one large door, which serves at the same
time to admit light, and the smoke to escape when a fire is kindled; but as
there is but a small fire kept, sufficient to give lig11t at night, and that fed with
dry, small, sound wood divested of its bark, there is but little smoke. All
around the inside of the building, between the second range of pillarB and the
wall is 11 range of cabins or sofas, consisting of two or three steps, one above
and behind the otl1er, in t]ieatrical order, where the assembly sit or lean down;
these sofas are covered with mats or carpets very curiously made of thin splints
of ash or oak, woven or plaited together; near the great pillar in the centre
the fire is kindled for light, near which the musicfans seat themselves, and
round about this the performers exhibit tlieir dances and other shows at public
festivals, which happen almost every night throughout the year.* (Bartram.)

NoTE (22), page 377.
THE PAINTED VULTURE AND MUSCOGULGE STANDARD.

"There are two species of vultures in these regions [Florida], I think not
mentioned in history. The first we shall describe is a beautiful bird, near the
size of a turkey buzzard, but his wings are mtich shorter, and consequently he
falls greatly below that admirable bird in sail. I shall call this bird the painted
vulture. The bill is long and straight almost to the point, where it is hooked
or bent suddenly dowh and sharp ; the lrnad and neck bare of feathers nearly
down to the stomach, where the feathers begin to cover the skin and soon beshores of the Hellespont, to the mound of Wnterloo nncl the mnusoleum of Kmmiusko,
A mound to Wnshington would be the cheapest and most enduring monument that
could be erected to his memory.
·li- Willitlm Bartrnm, botanist, nt the request of Dr. John Fothergill, of London, an
eminent Quaker physician and puhlic benefn.ctor, searched the Floridns nnn western
parts of Carolina n.nd Georgia for the disco\•ery of rare and useful productions of nature, chiefly in the ve,!!etable kingdom. He lefb Philadelphia on this journey April,
l 773, and returned from it to his father's house, on tbe banks of the river Schuylkill,
within four miles [then] of Philn.delphin, January, 1778. The father of the preceding
wns John Bnrtram, n, Qun.k •r of Huguenot descent, n.nd the first botanist of America.
He alRo visited Florid:t about. the yen.r 1758. Mount Hope, " i i very high shelly bluff
upon the lit.tle lake" of St. John's River, was then so named by him,
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come long and of a soft texture, forming a ruff or tippet, in which the bird, bycontracting his neck, can hide that as well as his head; the bare skin on the
neck appears loose and wrinkled, and is of a deep, bright yellow color, inter. mixed with coral-red; the hinder part of the neck is nearly covered with short,
stiff hair, and the skin of this part of the neck is of a dun-purple color, gradually becoming red as it approaches the yellow of the sides and forepart. The
crown of the head is red; there are lobed lappets of a reddish-orange color,
which he has ·on the base of the upper mandible. But what is singular, a large
portion of the stomach hangs down on the breast of the bird, in the likeness·
of a sack or half wallet, and seems to be a duplicature of the craw, which is
naked and of it reddish flesh-color; this is p·artly concealed by the feathers of
the breast, unless when it is loaded with food [ which is commonly, I believe,
roasted reptiles], ancl then it appears prominent. The plumage of the bird is
generally white or cream-color, except the quill-feathers of the wings, and two
or three rows of the coverts, which are of a beautiful dark brown; the ta.il,
which is large and white, is tipped with tl1is dark brown or black; the legs and
feet of a clear white; the eye is encircled with a gold-colored iris; the pupil
black.
These bir<ls seldom appear but when the deserts arc set on fire [ which happens almost every day throughout the year, in some part or other, by the
Indians, for the purpose of rousing the game, as also by the lightning], when
they are seen at a distance soaring on the wing, gathering from every quarter,
:md gradually approaching tl1c burnt plains, where they alight upon the ground
yet smoking with hot embers. They gather up the roasted serpents, frogs, and
lizards, filling their sacks with them; at this time a person may shoot them at
pleasure, they not being willing to quit the feast, and indeed seem to brave all
danger.
The Creeks or Mmicogulges construct their royal standard of the tail-feathers
of this bird, which is called by a. name signifying the eagle's tail; this they
carry with them when they go to battle, but then it is paiutecl with a zone of
red within the brown tips ; and in pPaceable negotiations, it is displayed new,
clean, and white. This standard is held most sacred by then~ o_n all occasions,
and is constructed and ornamented with great ingenuity." (Bartram.)

NOTE (23), page 379.
INDIAN FORTS.

Though t11roughout the region of the United States there are found ancient
fortifications or entrenched camps, yet none of this kind appear to have been
in use when this country was first explored. The forts then used appear to
lrnve been all of the same character.
De Solis, Garcilasso, Diaz, and Cartier describe Indian f~rts, which, from
the earliest described to the latest, appear to be nearly all Qf the same fashion.
When Cortes entered the river Grijalva, about the latter part of March, 1519,
lie attacked the town of Tabasco. "It was fortified with a kind of wall, of
which they make use in nearly all the Indies. This wall was composed of the
trunks of trees buried in the ground in the fashion of palisades, and joined in
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such a manner that they had openings to shoot their arrows. The inclosure
was of a round figure, without redans, or any other defence, and the extremities of the two lines, which formed the circle, were contrived in such a way
that one of th'e lines extended over the other. They left, for the entrance, a
narrow way with many windings, where they erected two or three sentry-boxes
or wooden turrets, whicli served to lodge their sentinels. This fortification
was sufficient against the efforts of the arms of the New "\V-orld, where by a
happy ignorance, they did not yet know that which is called the art of war, nor
those machines and ramparts of which malice or necessity had taught the use
to man." (De Solis' "Conquest of Mexico.")
When the Spaniards entered the town of Tabasco, they discovered that the
Indians had intersected the streets with other palisades in the same manner.
In these plac~s they resisted for some pioments, but without much effect, because they were emqarrassed by their great number, and those who retreated,
in flying from one entrenchment to another, put in disorde1' the .others who
wished to :fig11t. There was a public square in the centre of the town on which
were three temples [teocalis]. These Indians carried off their wounded and
dead from the field of battle, the same as the Indians of this section of North
America.
Diaz thus describes an Indian fort which was in Guatemala> and in the route
of the Spaniards on their expedition to Honduras : " This town had every appearance of having been recently built. It was surrounded by a double eritre1,1chment, formed of the trunks of large tre~s, encircled by other huge poles
stuck in perpendicularly. The approaches were secured by a deep fosse, and
they were protected by a double inclosute of a circular form, one of whieh
was supplied with a regular battlement, small towers, and loop-holes ; the
other was very high, and strongly built of large stones, and was likewise provided with a battlement. As the other side was covered by the morass, this
place might, in every sense of the word, be citlled a fortress."
The circular form characterizes the most of the ancient structures found in
the valleys of the Ohio and Mississippi. There were in Peru forts similar to
those here first described, and they were built of stone. The Chicasaws in their
wars with the French used the kind of fort first mentioned.
NOTE

(24), page 401.

ALABAMA INDIANS.

'' Having recommendations to the inhabitants of Baton Rouge, now (17 7 7)
called New Richmond, more than forty miles higher up the river, one of these
gentlemen, being present at Manchac, gave me a friendly and polite invitation
to accompany him on his return home. A pleasant morning, we set off after
breakfast, well accommodated in a handsome, convenient boat, rowed by three
blacks. Two miles above Manchac we put into shore at ·Alabama ; this Indian
village is delightfully situatecl on several swelling green hills, gradually ascending from the verge of the river ; the people are a remnant of the ancient Alabama nation, who inhabited the east arm of the great Mobile river, w11ich bears
their name to this day, now (1777) possessed by the Creeks or Muscogulges,
who conquered the former. My friend having purchased some baskets and
earthenware, the manufactures of the people,. we left the village." (Bartram.)
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The Alabama nation mu·st have been very powerful when Soto encountered
them between Chicaca and the Mississippi River, in the now northwestern part
of the State of Mississippi. The Jndian manufacture of earthenware here
mentioned is not th€ latest. Earthenware was almost universally manufactured
by the Indi_ans. It is found almost everywhere throughout America, and the
process of manufacture was the same in North America and So~th .America.

NoTE (25), page 419.
THE OMISSION IN G.ARCILASSO'S "CONQUEST OF FLORIDA."

The accounts of Biedma and the Elvas Narrative agree throughout in the general incidents, and in the route of De Soto's expedition to Florida. Biedma's
account is very brief; it is all contained in a dozen octavo. pages; the El vas
N armtive in a hundred and eight. pages; Garcillasso's in about two hundred
or two hundred and fifty of the same pages. · Biedma is very concise ; the
Elvas Narrative enters into the particulars; Garcilasso into minutim, and is
erratic.
Garcilasso's account of the principal events and of the main route has, up to
Quiguate, been vei-y nearly the same as the other accounts, but he~e, from Quiguate to Tulla, there is a gap or omission in Richelet' s version of the '' Conquest of Florid.a," which will now be filled from the accounts of Biedma and
the Elvas Narrative, first showing that Quiguate was on the west side of the
Mississippi River, about two hundred and thirty miles below Memphis, by the
course of the Mississippi River three hundred and forty-one years ago, when
De·Soto crossed it.
Biednu says, "\V"e remained* at (Pacaha) twenty-six or seven days, anxious
to learn if we could take the northern route, and cross to the South Sea.
e
then marched 1wrtheast. We travelled eight days, through swamps, after whid1
we met .a. troop of Indians who lived under movable tents. "\Ve next came to
the province of Caluca. Seeing there was no way to reach the South Sea, we
returned towards the north [south], and afterwardst in a southwest direction
to a province called Quiguate, where we found the largest village we llarl yet
seen in all our trai,els. It was situated on one of the branches of agrea.t river.''
The Elvas Narrative has it thus: '' The governor rested forty days in Pacaha. From thence he sent thirty horsemen and fifty footmen to the province
of Oaluca, to see if he might travel to Chisca, where the Indians said there was
work of gold and copper. They travelled seven days' journey through a desert
and returned. The governor, seeing that toward that part of the country was
poor in maize, demanded of the Indians which way it was most inhabited, and
they said they had notice of a great province, which was called Quiguate, tmd
that it was toward the south. The cacique of Casqui commanded the bridge
to be repaired, and the governor returned through his country and lodged in a
field near his town. He gave us a guide and men for carriers. The governor

,v

* This was for the return of the expedition to Caluci. He then, after mentioning
the object of the delay, goes on to tell of the march to Caluci and the return.
t After returning to Pucaha.
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lodged at atown of his, and the next day at ·another near a river [St. Francis],
whither he caused canoes to be brought for him to pass over. The governor
took his journey towards Quiguate. The 4th of August he came to the to\vn.
The town was the greatest that was seen in Florida. There came an Indian
very well aceompanied, saying he was the cacique ; as he went one day abroad
with the governor he leaped into the river, w11ich was a crossbow-shot from the
town, and as soon as he was on the other side, many Indians that were thereabout, making a great cry, began to shout. The governor presently passed
over to them with horsemen and footmen, but they dare not tarry for him.*
Going forward on his way he came to a town, and a little further to a lake
where the l1orses could not pass. The governor came to the camp. The governor came again to Quiguate. As for Quiguate, Casqui, and Pacaha they
were plain countries, flat grounds, and full of good meadows on the rivers,
where the Indians sowed large fields of maize. From Tascaluca to Rio Grande
[Mississippi], or the Great River, is about three hundred leagues; it is a very
low country, and hath many lakes. From Pacaha to Quiguate may be a hundred leagues. t The governor asked which way the country was most inhalJitec1.
They said that toward the south down the river were great towns and caciques
which commanded great countries and much people. Aml t11at toward the
northwest there was a province, near to certain mountains, called Coligoa. The
governor and all the rest thought good to go first to Coligoa. · From Quiguate
to Coligoa may be forty leagues. This town of Coligoa stood at the foot of a hill
on the bank of a mean river of the bigness of Cay as, the river that passeth by Estramadura. The governor left the cacique of Quiguate in his town, and an Indian, which was his guide, led him through great woods without any way seven
days' journey through a desert, where at every lodging they lodged in lakes and
pools of very shoal water: there was such store of fish that they killed them with
cudgels ; and the Indians, which they carried in chains, with the mud troubled
the waters, and the fish cam~ to the top of the waters, and they took as much as
they listed. We then crossed vast. plains and high mountains, when suddenly
we came to Coligoa. The Indians of Coligoa had not known of the Christians,
and, when they came so near the town that the Indians saw them, tl1ey fled
up a river which passes near the town, and some leaped into it; but the Christians went on both sides of the river and took them.
inquired here for other
villages, and they directed us to go south and .,;;outhwest, and we s110uld find them.
We travelled five days and came to the province of Palisema. He found much
people, but, by reason of the roughness of the couniry, he took none save a few
women and children. The town was little, scattering, and had very little

·we

* It is evident, from the context, that this was not the main brnnch of the Mississippi. It may have been 11 shoot tbnt formed. an isfand in the Mississippi, or it may
have been a river or bayo~ from the lake, that emptied into the Mississippi at Quigu:1te.
Gn.rcilasso says Soto marched from Capn,hu, four dnys down the river, to the province of
Quiguate, and then continuetl his journey five dnys, descending nlong the river, and
the fifth arrived at the capital of Quiguate, which wns separated into three <l?arters.
"It is a very low country, and bath many Jakes," is more applicable to the Mi!>sissippi River country than to the country from Tascaluca to the Rio Gmnde (from Montgomery to Memphis) to which it refers. There may have been something mispla.ced
in the printing, writing, or translation.

t
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maize. For which cause the governor speedily departed thence. He came to
another town called Tatalicoya [Tatel Coy a J. Here we found a large river [ ArkansaJ emptying into the Rio Grande [Mississippi]. We were told that if we
were to ascend this river [Arkansa] we should find a large province, called
Cayas. From Tatalicoya are four days' journey to Cayas. "'IV e repaired thither
tind found it a mountainous country, and composed of populous villages. This
town was called ranico [Cayas appears to be Spanish] ; he pitched his tent in
the best part of it near unto a river. The governor rested a month in the province of Cayas; in which time the horses fattened, and they drank of very hot
water and somewhat brackish. On both sides of the river the country was full
of sown fields, and there was store of maize. The Indians durst not come over
where we were; and when some of them showed themselves, the soldiers that
saw them called. to them; then the Indians crossed the river and came with
them where the governor was. He asked the [cacique] which way the country
was best inhabited.. He answered that the best country ·thereabout was a province toward the south a day and a half journey, which was called Tulla. vV e
then set out for the province of Tulla, to go into winter quarters. Buf before
reaching it we· had to cross very high mountains. Immediately the governor
departed for Tulla [to see the country], and as soon as he arrived, there [the
Indians severely used him]. The governor determined to return to Cay as before
t1ie Indians had time to gather head ; and presently that evening, going part of
the night to leave Tulla, he lodged by the way, and next day came to Uayas;
and within three days after he departed towards Tulla with all his company. He
carried the cacique along with him; and of all his men there was not one found
who understood the speech of Tulla. _He stayed three days by the way; and
the day he came thithee, he found the town abandoned. At three days' end
there eame an In~ian laden with ox [buffaloes] hide. He came weep-ing with
sobs, find cast himself down at the governor's feet. After three days the
cacique came, and eighty Indians with him i· and himself and his men came
weeping into the camp after the manner of that country.*
The governor informed himself all the country round about, and understood
that .towards the west was a scattering dwelling, and that towards the southeast were great towns, especially in a province called Autiamque, ten days'
journey from Tulla; which might be about eighty leagues, and that jt was a
plentiful country in maize. Thus he took his journey to Autiamque: he travelled five days over rough mountains,t and came to the town of Guipana,
situated. at the foot of very high mountains.:j: 'Where no Indians could be taken
for the roughness of the country, and the town being between hills, the.re was
an ambush laid wherewith they took two Indians, which told them that Autiamque was six days' journey from thence, and that there was another province, towards the south, eight days' journey oft~ callecT Guahata. But, because Autiamque was nearer, the governor made his journey that way [east].
In three clays he came to a town called Anoixi. ·within two clays after he

* See Note 27,
t

(a).

He had trnvelled from C0,yas on the .Arkans11,s River south, over high mountains ;
be now travels southeast from Tull a, recrossing these mountains to reach the .Arkansas
River, which he reaches at Ayas, or rnther 11, town in the province of Ayas.
t Extracts from Biedmn and the Elvns Narrative.
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came to aµother town called Catamaya, and lodged in the :fields of the town.
The next day they went to the town and took as much mai•ze as they needed.
That day they lodged in a wood, and the next day they came to Autiamque.
Hard by this town passed a river [Arkansas] that came out of the province of
Cayas, and, above and below, it was very well peopled. They stayed in Autiamque three monfos [wintered there].
Upon Monday, the 6th of March, 1542, the governor departed from Autiamque to seek Nilco, which the Indians said was near the great river. The
governor spent ten days in travelling from Autiamque to a province called
Ayays, and came to a town that stood near the river [Arkansas] that passeth by
Cayas and Autiamque. There he commanded a barge to be made wherewith
he crossed the river.* When he had crossed the river, he went three days'
journey through a wilderness and a country so low and so full of lakes and evil
ways that he travelled a whole day in water-sometimes knee deep, sometimes
to the stirrup, and sometimes they swam. They came to a town called Tutel}Jinco. There passed by it a lake that entered into the river, which carried a
great- stream and force of water. The governor went a whole day along the
lake seeking a passage, but could find none. They made rafts wherewith they
crossed the lake ; they travelled three days, and came to a town in the pro_vince of Nilco, called '.rianto. The governor sent a captain, with horsemen
and footmen, before to Nilco; they passed through three or four great towns.
In the town where the cacique resided, which was two leagues from the place
where the governor i·emained, _they found many Indians who, as soon as they
saw the Christians come near them, set the cacique's house on fire and f-led
over a lake that passed near the town, through which the l1orses could not pass.
The next clay, being vVednesday the 29th of March, the governor came to
Nilco; he lodged with all his men in the cacique's town, which stood in a plain
field, which was inhabited for the space of a quarter of a league, and within a
leagne and a lu~lf were othe~· very great towns. This was the best inhabited
country that was seen in Florida, and had most store of maize except CoQtt
and Apalaclie.
This river which passed by Nilco was that which passed by Cayas and Autiamque, and fell into the Rio Grande, which passed by Pacaha and Aquixo, and
near unto the province of Guachoya, the lord of which came 1.tp the river to
make war with him of Nilco. Within a few days the governor determined to
go to Guachoya. As he crossed the river Nile?, there came in canoes the
Indian8 of Gnachoya up the sh·ea.m, and when they saw him they returned
down the river. The governor (having crossed) sent a captain with fifty men
. in six canoes down the river, and went himself by land with the rest. He came·
to Guachoya upon Sunclay the 17th of April; he lodged in the town of the
cacique, whic.h was inclosed about, and seated i1 crossbow-shot from the river.

*

He now crossed from the west side to the enst side of the Arlmnsas River. His not
mentioned where he crossfcl it from east to west, but it probably was at or nenr Tatelcoyn, where he first came to it. Soto mn.de barges to cross wide and deep streams; to
cross some streams he fastened beams together for the men to cross on, and the horses
swam over; at others he made floating bridges ; and probably large trees were felled
across the narrow, deep strenms, in orc1er for the men to cross.
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That day came an Indian to the governor from the cacique of Guachoya. The
next day they saw many canoes come up the river, and on the other side of the
Great River they consulted whether they should come or not, and at length
concluded to come, and crossed the river. In them came the cacique of Guachoya. The governor asked him whether he bad any notice of the sea. He
answered no i nor of any towns down the river on that side, save that at two
leagues from thence was a town of a subject of his; and on the other side of
the river, three days' journey from thence down the river, was the province of
Quigalta." A month after this, on the 21st of May, 1542, Soto died of a fever.
Schoolcraft, in his " Adventures in the Ozark Mountains," has some interesting allusions to Soto, which make plain several facts in regard to him. He
says: "Some of the names of the Indian tribes encountered by him [Soto]
furnish conclusive evidence tliat the principal tribes of the country, although
they have changed their particular locations since 1542, still [1818] occupy
the region. Thus the Kapahas, who then lived on the Mississippi above the
St. Francis, are identical with the Quappas ; the Cayas with the Kanza§, and
the Quipana with the Pawnees."
'' It would be interesting as a point of antiquarian interest, to know where
the old Indian paths were located. 'rlrn roads in all parts of the country were
based on these. They led to the most practicable fords of rivers ; they
avoided swamps and boggy grounds, and evinced a thorough geographical
knowledge of the conformation of t1ie country.
To travel where De Soto had travelled, and where he had perforµied some
of his heroic feats, had something pleasing, at least in the association. Doubtless, had the first occupants of Upper Louisiana been as mindful of historical
reminiscences as they were set on repeating his search for gold and silver
mines, they might have been rewarded by finding some of the straggling bones
of his broken-down Andalusian cavalry. The fragments of broken arms and
trappings were yet, perhaps, concealed by the accumulated rank vegetable soil
of Arkansas and southern Missouri, whence the plow may at no distant day
reveal them.''
"The elevated lands between Black River and the St. Francis h.ad evidently been the line of march of De Soto when (1541) he set forward from
' Quiguate,' on the St. Francis, towards the ' northwest,' in search of Ooligoa.
Any other course between west and'southwest would have involved his armies
in the lagonns and the deep and wide channel of Black River, which forms a
barrier for about one lwnclred and fifty miles towards the south."
'' The first Indian village which De Soto reitehed, after crossing the Mississippi-probably at the ancient indian crossing at the lqwer Chickasaw bluffs
[Memphis]-and pushing on through the low grounds, was on reaching the
ele'vations of the St. Francis, immediately west of his point of landing. The
place was called Casquin or Casqui; a name which will be recognizecl as bearing a resemblance to one of the Illinois tribes which have long been known
under the name of Kaskaskias."
"'.
These quotations interpret some of the Indian names mentioned in the
accounts of De Soto's expedition, which but few woulcl otherwise b~ able to
understand in their present orthography; They showed that De Soto generally followed the Indian trails, though sometimes he y,-as misled by his guides.
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They give an idea of the location of tlie lagoons through which, after leaving
Quiguate, he had to trave.l for several successive days. But Quiguate was on
the Mississippi. " From Pacaha to Quiguate may be a hundred leagues"
(about 230 miles). De Soto crossed the Mississippi some fifteen miles ~r more
· below the mouth of the St. Francis, which mouth is now eighty miles below
Memphis. Le Harpe mentions that a coat of mail was found (1699), among
the Bayagoulas, which the Indians said had once belonged to De Soto. But
it is more probable that it was the armor of some one of those who were defeated and drowned in descending the Mississippi ; or even of the unfortunate
Guzman, who is saidto l1ave been taken alive in that affair. The Bayagoulas,
with whom the armor was foun_d, lived thirteen leagues below Baton Rouge.
The artificial mounds scattered over the alluvial lands of the lower Mississippi show how populous at one time these lands have been. But besides
these mounds there. are other evidences, occasionally found, of large settlements, villages, or towns, such as stone implements and pottery. These,
owing to the inundations of the Mississippi, have no doubt, in most localities,
been buried beneath the soil, or, by tlie action of the current, been buried in
the beds of the river. The late Colonel George Hancock, an honored citizen
of Kentucky, distinguished by his excellent intellectual qualities and exemplary
virtues, had an interesting cabinet of antiquities, in which were specimens of
ancient pottery, which he found seventeen feet beneath t11e surface of the
alluvial soil of the Mississippi, where the extent of the remains of broken
pottery indicated a large town. Having heard Colonel Hancock speak of this
buried ancient town, and believing that it might probably be the site of
Quiguate, I wrote to Colonel J. Stoddard Johnston, of Frankford, Kentucky,
with whom I thought Colonel Hancock had left his cabinet, to obtain information in regard to the locality of this buried city, and received a reply from
which I make the following extract:,, The place at which Colonel Hancock found the relics of which you speak,
was at the mouth of Btu·ney's Bayou, about forty miles below Helena, Arkansas, on the west bank of the Mississippi. There are similar remains found in
all that region. I do not regard tl1at the finding of this pottery, at a point
where the river caved, seventeen feet from the surface, is any proof that there
was once a city which had been sunk. The place might have been, at a recent
period geologically speaking, a creek bottom, and suddenly covered up by
deposit from the river. The making of a cut-off, or some such local cause,
will sometimes in one overflow lead to a deposit of such depth. Seventeen
miles above the point at which' Colonel Hancock found these articles, is w1uit
is k~own 1~s Ol<l-tow,n landing, and near by is Old-town lake, where I lived
from 11855 to 1859; There are evi~ences of a large town there for many
miles, with remains found there, everywhere, similar to those found by Colonel
Hancock. The location of the mounds, which are numerous, is upon ground
of a normal level, and no indication of earthquakes. The New Madrid disturbance, the only one of which we have any account or undoubted evidence,
did not extend so low by near two hundred miles.
Yon are in error in supposing I have Col. Hancock's cabinet. He left it
by will to Gen. Wm. Preston."
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NoTE

(26), page 439.

THE DEATH AND BURIAL OF DE SOTO.

Biedma merely says: Soto "fell sick and died." But the Elvas Narrative
is more particular. It says: "The 21st of May, 1542, departed out of this
life the valorous, virtuous, and valiant Captain Don Fernando de Soto, Governor of Cuba, and Adelantado of Florida. Luis de Moscoco determined to
conceal his death from the Indians, because 'Fernando de Soto had macle them
believe that the Christians were immortal. The adelantado made them believe that he knew some things that passetl in secret among themselves, without their knowledge how or in what manner he came by it; and that the figure
which appeared in a glass which he showed them, did tell him whatsoever they
practised and went itbout ; and therefore neither in word n01; deed durst they
attempt anything that might be prejudicial unto him.
As soon as he was dead, Luis de Moscoco commanded fo put him secretly
in the house, where he remained three days ; and removing him from thence,
commanded him to be buried in the night at one of the gates of the town,
within the wall. The Indians, passing by the place where he was buried, seeing the earth moved, looked and spoke one to another. Luis de Moscoco learning this, commanded him to be taken up by night, and to cast a great deal of
sand into the mantles wherein he was wound up, wherein he was carried in a
canoe, and thrown into the midst of the river."
No mention is here made of the 1 ' oak log hollowed out,'' neither is there
mention that the body of De Soto was taken from a coffin when it was disinterred; yet it is probable that it was at first buried in a coffin, and it is not
probable that the Spaniards would have l)Ut the body of De Soto merely
wrapped in mantles into the Mississippi River to be devoured by the fishes.
What is probable is this: that both Garcilasso's and the Elvas account are
correct as far as they go; and that the mantles in which t.he body was wrapped
were filled with sand (as there were no rocks in that place); that the body was
then placed in the hollowed oak, the cavity filled with sand, a plank closely
nailed over the cavity, and the whole committed to the depths of the Mississippi River. Thus the Mississippi is the appropriate monument of its
discoverer.
NOTE

(27), page 440.

THE ROUTE OF MOSCOSO. FROM THE ELVAS NARRATIVE, WITH
EXPLANATORY NOTES.

On Monday the 5th of June (1542), Moscoso departed from Guachoya.
He passed through a province called Catalte; and, having passed a wilderness
of six days' journey, the 20th he came to Chaguate. The cacique went with
him to the· town where he resided, which was a day's journey from thence.
They passed through a small town where there was a lake where the Indians
made salt; and the Christiims made some one day while they rested there, of
a brackish water which sprang near the town in ponds, like springs. · The
governor stayed six days in Chaguate. · There they told him that three days'
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journey from tlience was a province called Aguacay. He came to this
town on Wednesday the 4th of Jt1ly. · Here they had knowledge of the South
Sea.* Here (at Aguacay) was a gr·eat store of salt made of san~ which they
gathered in a vein of. ground like .pebbles, and was made as the salt in
Cayas. The same day that he departed from Aguacay, the camp was pitched
hard by a lake of salt water; and that evening they made salt there. The
fourth day after his departure from Aguacay he came to the first habitation of
a province called Amaye, a day.and a half journey from Naguatex. Having
passed the peopled country of Amaye, on Saturday the 20th of July they
pitched their camp at .noon .in the corner of a grove between Amaye and
Naguatex. That night be lodged tliere; and the next day he came to the
habitation of'Naguatex. He inquired where the cacique's chief town was.
They told him that it was on the other side of a river that passed thereby; he
travelled thitherward and came unto it. And because he knew not where it
could be waded, he determined to rest some days in the town where he was.
So he pitched his camp a quarter of a league from the river. The weather
was very hot. . ,vithin ten days after, lie sent two captains, with fifteen l1orsemen apiece, upward and down the river ; and they crossed it, and found on
the other side of it great habitation and great store of victuals. The governor
sent an Indian from N aguatex, where he lay, to command the cacique to
come and sm've him. The cacique came with many of his men; they came
all in a rank one before another on both sides, leaving in the middle a lane
where ffe came. They came where the governor was, all of them weeping
after the manner of Tulla, which was not far from thence towards the east. ( a)
"Within four days the governor departed thence, and coming to the river he
could not cross it, because it was grown very big, which seemecl to him very
wonderful, being at the time it was, and since it had not rained for a month. ·
The governor returned unto the place where he had lodged before: and learning
within eight days that the river was fordable he departed. He crossed
over the river and found the town without people; l1e lodged in the field.
Presently he departed from N aguatex, and within three days' journey came
to Nissoone. He came to another .miserable town called Lacane; an Indian
here said that the country of N ondacao had great habitation, and great store
of corn. The cacique of N ondacao came with his men weeping like those of
N aguatex and Tulia; for this is their custom in token of obedience. The
governor departed from N ondacao towards Soacatino, and in five clays' journey
came to a province called Aays. He came to Soacatino, which was a very poor
country. Here the Indians said that a little way to the south they heard there
were Christians. The governor travelled twenty days through a country
where he suffered great scarcity and trouble. At last coming to a province
ca11ed Guasco, they found corn wlrnrewith they loaded their horses and the
Indians that they had. From thence they went to another town called N aquiscoca. The Indians here said they had no notice of any other Christians. The
governor commanded them to be tortured. They then said that the Christiiins
first came to N acaeahoz, and from thence returned again to the west from

*

They probably henrd of the Gulf of Mexico, and mistook H for the South Sea
(Pacific Ocean).
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w1ience they came. The governor then came in two days to Nacacahoz.(o)
Here a woman said she had seen Christians, and had been taken by them ancl
had run away. The governor sent a captain with fifteen horsemen to the place
where she said that she had seen them. After they had gone three or four
leagues, the woman, who guiil.ed them, said that all that she had told them
was untrue. And so they held all the rest that the Indians had said of seeing
Christians in Florida.* And because the country that way was poor of corn,
and towards the west there was no notice of any habitation, they returned to
Guasco. The Indians there told them that ten days' journey from thence
towards the west was a river called Daycao (probably the Trinity), whither
they went sometimes to hunt deer; and that they had seen people on the
other side, but knew not what habitation was there. There at Guasco the
Christians took such corn as they could carry, and going ten days through a
wilderness came to that river which the Indians had told them of. Ten horsemen passed ove1· the same, and went in a way that led from the river, and lighted
upon a company of Indians that dwelt in very little cabins; who escaped,
leiwing that which t11ey had; all which was nothing but misery and poverty.
The horsemen took. two Indians an!} returned with them to the river, where
the governor stayed for them. There was none in the camp that could understand their language. The governor assembled the captains and principal persons to determine with their advice what to do. And the most part said that
they thought it best to return back to the Rio Grande (Mississippi) of Guachoia.
And they held that the country beyond the river Daycao (probably the '1\inity),
where they were, was that which CabeGa de Vaca mentioned in his relation :
that he passed; of the Indians which lived like the Alarbes, having no settled
place, and fed upon tunas and roots of the field, and wild beasts that they

killed. The governor presently (the beginning of October) returned the
same way that he came. :From Daycao, where now they were, to the
Rio Grande, was one hundred and fifty leagues.t And by the way as they
returned baek they had much ado to find corn ; for where they had passed the
country was destroyed. The towns which in N aguatex they had burned were
repaired again, and the houses full of corn. In that place are vessels made of
clay which differ very little from those of Estrem oz or Montemor. ( c) He
departed from Chaguate and crossed the river by Aays; going clown by it
he found a town called Chilano, which as yet they had not seen.
They
came to Nilco, and found so little corn that it could not suffice till they made
their ships. The Indians of Nilco told them that two days' journey from
thence, near unto the Rio Grande, were two towns whereof the Christians had
no notice, and that the province was called Minaya, and was a fruitful soil. The
governor sent a captain thither, who came to Minoya and found two great
towns seated in a plain and open soil, half a league distant, one in sight of the

*

The Spaniards travelled south from Gunsco to Nneucnhoz. These Christians probably were the Spaniards of the two vessels of Nn.rvaez's expediti(ln, that were forced
nshore on Gn.lveston Island; and it is not improbable that some of the inhabitants of
Soncatino, and of Naoncahoz mny have seen, or have heard of them. The Spn.ni~rds
hnd great difficulty in interpreting whnt the Indians s11id, and doubtless often misunderstood them.
t Legu11, five thousand varas, two 11nd one-third English miles.
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other, and great store of corn. P1·esently he sent word to the governor what
he had found, who thereupon departed from Nilco in the beginning of December. And when they arrived at Minoya, the Christians lodged in one of t11e
towns, which was fenced about and distant a quarter of a league from the Rio
Grande.

(a)

THE BISKATRONGE OR WEEPERS.

Hennepin, relating the account that Father Anastasius wrote of La Salle's
voyage, says: '' After some days' march through a pretty sort of country,
wherein, however, they were forced to cross many great brooks on caJeux
(rafts), they entered a country far more agreeable and pleasant, where they
found a numerous nation who entertained them with every demonstration of
kindness. These savages presented them with hides of wild bulls, well dressecl
and soft. This nation is called Bisk:atronge; but the Europeans call them the
Nation of Weepers, and give the same name to their river, which is very fine.
The reason of it is, that at their {the French) arrival these people fell a crying
most bitterly for a quarter of an hour. This is their ·custom whenever there
come among them any strangers from afar off, because their arrival reminds
them of their deceased relations whom they imagine to be upon a great journey,
and whose return they expect every hour."
J outel, in his " ,Journal of the Last Voyage performed by Monsieur de La
Salle,'' gives the following account of his reception among the Cenis, probably
at N aguatex, who appear to be the same people or nation referred to by Hennepin. J outel says: ''When it was day we held on our way to the -village, and
the elders came out to meet us in their formalities; all their faces were daubed
with black or red paint. There were twelve elders, who walked in the middle;
and the youth and warriors in ranks on the side of these old men. Being come
up to us in that manner, he that conducted us made a sign for us to halt, which,
when we had done, all the old men lifted up their right l1ands above their heads
crying out in a most ridiculomi manner ; but it behooved us to have a care of
laughing. That done they came and embraced us, using all sorts of endearments.''
The Cenis were an Indian nation ; besides there was a village or town called
Cenis of the same nation, which, on some maps, is placed on a western branch
of the Trinity, and on others on or near the Red River, west of the Cadodaquois, who were near and above the great bend of the Red River, near the
southwest boundary of the State of Arkansas. The inhabitants of Tulla,
Naguatex, and Nondacoa may have belonged to the Cenis nation, or been related to it, or may have had the. same religious ideas.

(b)

AN ACCOUNT OF SOME OF THE INDIAN TRIBES ON THE ROUTrn OF
DE SOTO'S EXPEDITION,

J outel, who wrote a Journal of the Last Voyage of La SRlle, set out with
him from the Bay of Metagorda to go to Montreal, and, after La Sa1e was
murdered, he, with several others, continued on, and reached Montreal. In
hifl journal this journey is included. He says in regard to the Oenis, a nation
of Indians who inhabited the country on the head-waters of the Trinity River,
aml on the Red River: '' The word nation is not to be understood among these
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Inclians to denote a people possessing a whole 1wovince or vast extent of land ;
these nations are no other than a parcel of villages dispersed for the space of
twenty or thirty leagues at the most, which compose a distinct people or nation;
and they differ from one another rather in language than in manners, wherein
they arc all much alike, or at least they vary but little."
There were, among the Cenis, two Frenchmen, who had deserted La Salle
when 11C first visited that place. Of them Jontel says: "They confirmed
what I had been told before; that the natives had talked to them of the great
river [Arkansas] that was forty leagues off towards the northea.~t, and that
there were people like us that dwelt on its banks.
From the Cenis, Hiens,· one of the murderers of La Salle, departed, with the
natives, four of our comrades, and the two half-savage Frenchmen, to attack the
Cannohatinao Indians.
From the Genis J ontel went to the Nahordikhe tlrn.t were allies to the Cenis.
Thence he went to tlie "Assonys, who were not farther ofl than about three
league$," where rains compelled him to remain until the 13th of J nne. On
"the 16th we came to a great river (probably the Reel River) which we
crossed," and on the 23d they came to a village on the river they had crossed.
During their stay in this place they "were informed that the villages belonging to our host, being four in number all allied together, were called Assony,
N athasos, N achitos, and Cadoclaquio.''
From these names it is evident that J outel was now travelling through the
lands visited by the Spaniards of De Soto's expedition. In regard to some of
these Indians here mentioned by J outel, and also mentioned in the accounts of
De Soto's expedition, Schoolcraft, in his '' American Indians," p. 244, says:
'' Adaes or Adaize, a tribe of Indians who formerly lived forty miles southwest
from N ~1tchitoches; they were located on a lake· [Caddo], which communicates
with the brunch of Red River passing Bayou Pierre. This tribe appears to
have lived at that spot from an early period. Their language is stated to be of
difficult acquisition, and different from all others in their vicinity. They were
intimate with the Cacldoes, and spoke their language. At the last dates [1812]
they were reduced to twenty men, with a disproportionate number of women.
The synonyms for this now extinct tribe are Ada yes, Adees, Aclaes, Adaize.
Besides there is the following· from a note to Penicaut's "Annals of Louisiana,'' in Historical Collections of Louisiana by B. F. French : The Cadohaclacho, in the early settlement of LouiRiana, were united to several brave
ancl warlike tribes, among whom were t1rn N atchitoc1rns and Assonis, who lived
on the south bank of Reel River, in a pleasant and fertile country several hundred miles above the present town of Natchitoches. They exercised a great
influence over the surrounding tribes-the. Yattasees, Nabadachies, Innies,
Keychies, Adaies, Nacogdoches, and N andakoes-all of whoni speak the
Ctiddo language, and look up to them as their fathers.
"On the 28th of April, 1699, M. <le Bienville set out [from the Mississippi]
for the Ouachita village situated on the river of that name which empties into
Reel River several leagues from its mouth. He was informed by this nation
that six leagues to the northeast there was a Courois village, consisting of
about a hundred men. On the 30th he crossed. Red River, and continued. his
journey on foot. On the same day, he met with six Natchitoches Indians who
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were taking salt to the Courois. On the 7th· of l\fay l1e arrived at the Ouachita village, where he procured some provisions and a guide to conduct him to
the Y atnsse nation. On the 18th, he passed two small nations called the Nadassa and Nacasse, and on the 20th he arrived at the Yatasse nation which
consisted of about two hundred men. Here he obtained some information 1·especting the distance to the N adaco · and Cadadoquiou villages. As the time
given him by M. d'Iberville had now expired, he embarked. on the 23d in four
pirogues, and descended Red River. On tl10 26th he visited one of the villages of the Adayes. On the 28th he stopped at the village of the Dulchanois
about three leagues from Natchitoches. A few days after, he entered the Mississippi, and arrived at the Bayagoula nation, where,he learned they had entirely destroyed their neighbors, the Mongoulaches.
The Duke de Lignares, viceroy of Mexico, engaged St. Denis, wl~o arrived
in the city of Mexico, 25th of June, 1715, to accompany nine missionaries who
were going to establish themselves among the Adays, Nacocloches, Yonays,
Assinays, Natchitoches, and N adacos in the province of Lastekas. On the
25th of October, St. Denis left Mexico on this expedition. On the 4th of
June, 1716, he returned to the Assinays, and on the 25th of August, he arrived at Mobile." (Bernard de la Harpe.)
Bernard de la Harpe arrived in Louisiana, August, 1718, and set out for Re<l
River with fifty men. He returned to New Orleans the follo,ving October,
and on the 10th of December, he set out again for Reel River, with a detachment of troops to establish a fort among the Cadodaquious. When he arrived
at Natchitoches [where a fort is built], he found Blontlel in command, and
Father l\fanwel at the mission of the Adayes about nine leagues distant.
At Natchitoches he was informed that Don Martin de Alarconne, commandant of the province of Lastekas, had arrived from the Rio [BravoJ del Norte,
where he had established several missions and a post at Espirito Santo Bay in
the vicinity of the rivers Gauclaloupe and St. Mark. He then went to the
country of the Assinays to establish a post among the Cadodaquious. On the
6th of February, 1719, La Harpe proceeded to the Assinays to prevent the
Spaniards from. making an establishment there. After a circuitous and very
difficult navigation, he arrived at the Nassonites on the 21st of April, 1719,
having travelled one hundred and fifty leagues in a northwest direction from.
Natchitoches. The Indians of this country, viz., the Nassonites, Natsoos,
Natcldtoches, Yatassqs, and Caclodaquious, having been informed of his arrival,
prepared a great feast for him and his officers, consisting of buffalo meat and

smoked fish. After the feast La Harpe informed the chiefs that the great
Freneh king heard of the wars of the Chicachas [Chicacas] with them, and had
sent him with warriors to live among them, and protect them from their enemies.
Upon which a venerable old Cadodaquiou chief 1·ose and replied : " It was
true that most of their nation had been killed or made slaves i that they were
now but few in number; they knew the Nadouches and other wandering
nations had been at peace with tliem since the arrival of La Salle, which was
many years ago.''
, After he had sat down, La Harpe asked them the way to the nearest of the
Spanish settlements. They told him he would find them at a d-istance of fifty
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lea,qites off' among the nations of t7w Naclaco and Amediches, but that he could
not go there on account of the low water.* That at sixty leagues on the right
of Red Rivm· ascending, there were many nations at war with the Panis
[P.awnees] where the Spai1iards had established themselves, and that at ninety
leagues to the north of tliefr villages there were powerful nations on the Rio
Grande of whom tl1ey knew but little.
On the 27th of April La Harpe went to visit some laµd ten leagues from
the N assonites on the borders of a river where the Natsoos formerly lived.
He found the situation beautiful, the land ricl1, the prairies fertile, and he
would have built a fort there, but for the desertion of the Indians who agreed
to furnish him with provisions.
'l'he Cadodaquious lioed at this time ten leag1.tes dbove the Nassordtes; and
the Natsoos and Natchitoches three leagues above them, on the right of the
river (Red). rrhese tribes are scattered over tlrn plains, and not living in
villages, which has been "the cause of their d(~struction. Ten years before they
numbered about four hundred persons, which composed some families of the
Yatassee nation who had come to live among them. The Yatassees formerly
lilied about fifty-six leagues above the Natchitoches on Red River, but this
nation has been almost destroyed by the Chicachas, excepting those who sought
refuge among the Natchitoches and Nassonites.
The land of this country is generally flat, with some hills and extensive
prames. La Harpe fixed his establishment upon the land of the N assonites in
latitude 33o 55', distant eighteen leagues in a straight line from Natchitoches.t
(c)

INDIAN POTTERY.

The Indian, before being acquainted with the European, dependent on his own
ingenuity to supply his wants, showed nwch skill in the manufacture of articles
which he ceased to fabricate after European industry introduced the necessaries
he required. Earthenware was to the Indian an article of great utility, and
of almost universal use, as the fragments of pottery found in every portion of
America testify. But it is not an evidence of any great degree of civilization,
for these relics of Indian skill and industry were found among the least, and
also among the most enlightened of the Indian tribes, from the banks of the
Mississippi to those of the Amazon. The following extracts will give some
interesting information in regard to the manufacture of pottery by the Indians.
The first extract is from Humboldt's (" Voyage au Nouveau Continent")
travels in South America. He thus speaks of the potteries of Maniquarez,
four hours' travel froni Cmnana. '' The potteries of Maniquarez, celebrated
from time imme1norial, form a branch of industry that is exclusively in the

* Tbe route then must have been by water, by some river, probably Red

River.
La Iforpe. Mnjor Amos Stoddard, in his ".Historicnl Sketches of Louisiana,"
says: this fort was "called St. Louis de Charlorette on the right bank of that river"
(the Reel). And in a note is this: "The. author has had access to the manuscript
journ:tl of this gentleman (L11 Hnrpe), which has been transmitted to this time" (1804).
Stoddard writes the name "Berno.rd de la Ifarp." Major Stoddard, in the month of
March, 1804, took possession of" upper" Louisiana, under the treaty of cession. The
records n.n<l other public documents were open to his inspection, and it was probably
among these he found the m11nuscript journal of La Harpe.

t
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hands of Indian women. The fabrication is stiil made accordin()'0 to the methocl°
employed before the conquest. It shows, at the same time, the infancy of the
art, and that unchangeable custom which characterizes all the indigenous peoples
of America. Three centuries have not sufficed to introduce the potter's lathe
upon a coast which is but thirty or forty days' sail from Spain. The quarries
whence they take the clay are half a league to the east of Maniquarez. This
chiy is due to the decomposition of a micaceous schist colored red by the oxide
of iron. The Indians prefer the parts most charged with mica. ~hey form,
with much skill, vases that are two or three feet in diameter, the curve of
which is very regular. As they do not know the use of kilns, they place the
brush of Desmanthus, Cassia, and arborescent Capparis, around the pots, and
bake them in the open air. :Farther to the east of the quarry which furnishes
the clay, is the ravine of the Mina. They assert that a short time after the
conquest, Venetian gold hunters there extracted gold from the micaceous scl1ist.
It appears that this metal is not united in the veins of quartz, but that it is
disseminated through the rock, as it is sometimes in granite and gneiss.''
In this co11nection it is proper to remark that in the same vicinity of
Cumana, were salines.
The next extraet is taken from the "Navigator, or Ohio and Mississippi
River Guide," published in 1810. It is as follows: "Up the Saline River,
twelve miles from the Ohio, are extensive snJtworks.* At and in the vicinity
of these works, are to be found fragments of ancient pottery of uncommon
large size, large enough, it is stated, to fill the bulge of a hogshead, and thick
in proportion. On Goose Creek, t and in many other parts, in the neighborhood
of salt springs particularly, similar fragments of ware are found, which would
induce a belief that its makers used it to boil their salt in. This is by no
means improbable; some pots of a similar composition, but of a smaller kind,
for cooking, are still [1812] found in use among many of the tribes of American Indians, both northern and southern. The Chocktaws and Chickasaws
about Natchez are frequently seen with pots of this composition, carrying them
about with them from camp to camp, in which 'they boil their hominy, or other
victuals. I procured a small pot of this kind from the Chocktaw Indians at
Natchez, and when I returned to Pennsylvania, in the summer of 1812, I
deposited it in Peale's Museum, in Philadelphia. • . . When in Kentucky,
in the.year 1810, I got a very ancient pot of this ware, that liad been found
buried in the sand of a saltpetre cave at the head of Licking . Ri,,er. It was,
of the same character, in composition, shape, and purpose for which it liad
been made, viz., for the fire, as that got from the Chocktaws at Natchez. It
being very old and tender, the composition was easily seen by crumbling pieces
of it between the fingers. Pounded shells, clay, and\'Band, appeared to be the
component parts of this wai·e; it clid not seem as if it had been turned on a .
lathe, though nearly as regular as if it l1ad. The manner of burning it, I was
told by a white woman in habits of intimacy with the Chocktaws, is as follows :
The pot, when formed and sun-dried, is put in the centre of a ring of :fire, at
such a distance as at first to gently warm it throughout, and,· as it gets able to

*
t

Prnbably the salt works near Shawneetown, in the st1tte of Illinois.
Probably that which empties into South Fork of the Kentucky River.
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bear more heat, the fire is moved in gradually to the centre,· and increased,
and, when the pot is thought sufficiently hot, it is then covered over with
embers, coals, and fire, and so continued baking until it is fit for use, the
length of time it takes to burn being known only by experience, and is
governed by the size and thickness of the vessel. It may be asked where
shells are got by the Indians for this manufacture. It is answered that vast
banks of oyster-shells are found in Georgia, many miles in length, and also a
bank in the Mississippi Territory, about one lmndred and fifty miles from
N atehes, and which is crossed on the road from that place to Nashville. The
length and breadth of this bank have not perhaps been ascertained, but it is
evidently very extensive. Our rivers all afford the mussel-shell.
I have heard the ware on Goose Creek spoken of through several channels.
A gentleman of Chillicothe assured me there had been one large kettle found
entire on that creek, and which was dug up from under the roots of a large tree
that had fallen by the wind, and that it was not uncommon to find them in
numbers, when digging for salt at that place."
As I l1ave seen nowhere else an account of Indian brick, I will give the
following fl'om the" Geological Survey of Mississippi" : "The alluvial plain of
the Mississippi River, in the state of Mississippi, appears to have been the
home of a tribe of Indians who, at an early period, inhabited this country, it
is especially there that their remarkable mounds surrounded with brick walls
are found.
. The bricks of the walls that surround the mounds are of
a singular and fine vermilion coior', and lmve the appearance as if they had
been burned upon cane, being fluted in that manner; they seem to contain a
great .deal of lime.'' It is to be regretted that the particular locations of these
mounds were not mentioned.
TONTI'S ROUTE TO THE NAOUADICIIES.

After. the expedition of De Soto, the Mississippi was not again visited by
Europeami till the year 1673, when Joliet and Marquette descended it from the
mouth of. the Wisconsin to near that of the Arkansas. In 1682 La Salle and
Tonti descended the Mississippi from the mouth of the Illinois to the Gulf of
Mexico .. In 1685 La Salle formed a settlement on the Bay of Metagor<la, and
thence made excursions into the interior. When La Salle was murdered in
1687, at a place three days' journey west of Naouadiches, Cavelier, his brother,
conducted seveii of his followers to the fort that Tonti had built in 1686 on
the Arkansas River. In Octobe1·, 168H, Tonti set out from Fort St. ·Louis on
the Illinois River '' to bring back M: de La Salle's men, who were on the seacoast;" and in April, 1690, arrived at Naouadiches whence he returned. In 1714
St. Denis penet1:ated beyttnd the Mississippi to the missionary establishment of
St. John the Baptist, two leagues west of the Rio Bravo del Norte. All these
expeditions were into the region visited by De Soto or his followers, and are
t1rn earliest notice of the Indian tribes inhabiting it, and it is especially from
the two last, that of Tonti and that of St. Denis, that is derived the best
account of the location of these tribes beyond the Mississippi. These two expeditions, therefore, wiJl here be briefly given.
The Memoir of the Siem· de Tonti has the following: "On the 7th of April
[1688],· Coutoure brought to me [at Fort St. Louis] two .A.rkansas who danced
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the calumet. They informed me of the death of M. de La Salle, with all the
circumstances which they had heard from M. Cavelier, who liad fortunately
discovered the house I had built at Arkansas, where the said Coutoure stayed
with three Frenchmen.
M. Cavelier told me that the Cadadoquis had proposed to accompany him if
he would go and fight against the Spaniards. He had objected on account of
their being only fourteen Frenchmen. I would not undertake anything without the consent of the Governor of Canada. I sent the said Coutoure to the
:French remaining in N aouadiche to get all the information he could. He set
off~ and a,t a hundred leagues from the fort was wrecked, and, having lost every.:.
thing, returned.
In the interval M. de Denonville informed me that war was declared against
Spain. Upon this I came to the resolution of going to Naouadiche to execute
what M. Oavelier had ventured to undertake, and to bring back M. de La Salle's
men who were on the sea-coast, not knowing of the misfortunes that lrnd befallen them. I set off on the 3d of October [1689], and joined my cousin
who was gone on before, and who was to accompany me, but as M. de la Foret
did not come to take command in my absence, I sent my cousin back to command the fort.
I bought a larger boat than my own. '\Ve embarked five :Frenchmen, one
Chaganon, and two slaves. "\Ve arrived on the 17th at an Illinois village at
the mouth of their river. vVe reached the village of the Cappas on the 16th
of January, where we were received with demonstrations of joy, and for four
days there was nothing but dancing, feasting, and masquerading after their
manner. They danced the calumet for me, which confirmed the last alliance.
On the 20th of January [1690], we came to Tongenga, and on the 22d arrived
at the Torremans. Leaving my crew I.set off the next day for Assotone, where
my eommercial house is. These savages had not yet seen me, as they ljve on
a branch of the river co~ning from the west [the Arkansas River]. They did
their best, giving me two women of the Cadacloquis nation, to whom I was
going. I returned [down the Arkansas] to Torremans on the 26th, and bought
there two boats.* "\Ve went away.on the 27th. On the 29th, finding one of
our men asleep when on duty as sentinel, I reprimanded him, and he len me.
I sent two of my people to Corona to spare myself the fatigue of dragging on
with our crew six leagues inland. The Frenchman with whom I had quarrelled
made with then1 the third. vVe slept opposite the rivers of the Taencas, which
run from Arkansas. They came there on the 2d [Feb. 1690], this being the
place of meeting.
On the 4th February the rest of the party arrived. On the 5th, being opposite Taencas, the men whom I had sent to Corona not lmving brought any

*

These villages were in the following order in descending the :Mississippi: The
first is "Kappn. or Cll,ppa.; the second, eight leagues btlow, is Torengen or Torgenga or
Tonningun.; then two leagues below is Toriman or Torremrm. All these three were on
the l\fissifsippi River; but Assotone, or Osotonoy, or Atsotochove was six lefl.gue3 up
the Arlrnne:as River, on the east bank. Toriman appears to have been 0,t or Yery near
the mouth of the Arlrnnsn.s. I have given the different ways of writing these names,
nncl it is but one of many examples of 11 similar kind, as for instance, Naoudiche,
which is written severo.l different ways.
·
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news of the two Frenchmen whom I was anxious about, I sent them to Natchez.
They found th~t this nation had killed the two men. They arrived on the 8th
of February. \Ve set off on the 12th with twelve Taencas, and after a voyage
of twelve leagues to the northwest we left our boats and made twenty leagues'
portage, and on the 17th February, 1690, can~e to Natchitoches. They made us
stay at the place, which is in the midst of the three villages called Natchitoches,
Ouasita, and Capiche. The chiefs of the three nations assembled, and before
they began to speak the thirty Taencas who were with me got up and leaving
their arms went to the temple, to show how sincerely they wished to make a
solid peace. After having taken their god to witness, they asked for friendship.
I made them some presents in tlrn name of Taencas. They remained some
days in the village to traffic with salt, which these nations got from a lake in the
neighborhood.* After their departure they gave me. guides to the Yataches;
and after ascending the river, always towards the northwest, about thirty
leagues, we found fifteen cabins of Natchez who received us pretty well.
e
arrived on the 16th of March at Y ataches about forty leagues from thence.
The tliree villages of Y ataches, N adas, and Choye are together. As they
knew of our arrival, they came three leagues to meet us with refreshments, ancl
on joining us we went together to their villages. The chief made m_any feasts
for us. I gave presents to them, and askecl for guides to the Cadadoquis.
They granted me five men, and we got to Cadadoquis on the 28th. At the
place where we were encamped we discovered the trail of men and horses.
The next dar some horsemen came to reconnoitre us, and after speaking to the
chief's widow, whom I brought back with me, carried back the news. The
next day a woman, who governed this nation, came to visit me with the principal persons of the village. She wept over me, demanding vengeance for the
death of her husband ancl of the husband of the woman I was bringing back,
both ~f whom had been killed by the Osages. T(} take advantage of everything,
I promised that their death should be avenged. vVe went together to their
temple, and after the priests had invoked their god for a quarter of an hour,
they conducted me to the cabin of their chief. Before entering they washed
my face with water, which is a ceremony among them. During the time I was
there I learned from them that eighty leagues off were the seven Frenchmen
whom M. Cavelier had left. I hoped to finish my troubles by rejoining them,
but the Frenchmen who accompanied me, tired of the journey, would go 110
further. All that I could do was to engage one of them, with a savage, to

,v

·*

Iberville, in April, 1699, going to the Ounchito. villoge, on the Ouachita River, met
six Natchitoches Indians who were taking salt to the Courois. .And Du Prntz soys:
" Up the Black River about thirty leagues we find on the left (ascending) n brook of
snlt wnter which comes from the west. In going up this brook about two leogues, we
meet with a lake of salt wn.ter, which may be two leagues in length by one in breadth;
and n league higher up to the north we meet nnother sn.lt lake almost os long, nnd as
broad as the former. The Indians cnme n, grent way off to this pince to hunt in winter and mn.ke s11lt. Before the French trucked copper with them, they mude upon
the spot pots of earth for this operation; nn.d they returne.d home loaded wit,h rnlt
and dry provisions." Some of the lnrge earthen vessels in which the Indin.ns ma.de
snit hiwe been found 11t some of the salines in Kentucky and Illinois. They ar
represented ns large as the head of a hogshead.
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accompany me to the village of N aouadiche where I hoped to find the seven
Frenchmen.
The Cadadoquis are united with two other villages, called Natchitoches and
Nasoui, situated on Red River. All the tribes of this nation speak the same
language. Their cabins are covered with straw, and they are not united in
vmages, but their huts are distant one ·from the other. Their fields are beautiful. They wage cruel wars with each other-hence their villages are but
thinly populated. I never found that they did i,1,ny work except malting very
fine bows, of which they make a traffic with distant nations. The Cadadoquis
possess about thirty horses. The men and women are.tattooed in the face and
all over the body. They call this river the Red River because, in fact, it deposits a sand which makes the water as red as blood.
I left this place on t11e 6th of April, directing our route southward, with a
Frenchman, a Chaganon, a little slave of mine, and five of their savages, whom
they gave me as guides to N aouadiche. On our road we found some N aouadiche savages hunting, who assured me that the Frenchmen were staying with
them. On the 23d, we slept half a league from the village, and the chiefs came
to visit us at night. I asked them about the Frenchmen. They told me they
had accompanied their chiefs to fight against the Spaniards seven days' journey
off; that the Spaniards had surrounded them with their cavalry; and that the
chiefs liaving spoken in their favor, the Spaniards had given them horses and
arms. Some of the others told me that the Quanouatins had killed three of
them; and that four others had gone in search of iron arrow-heads: I did not
doubt but they had murdered them. I told them that they had killed tlie
f'renchmen. Directly all the women began to cry, and thus I saw what I had
said was true. I would not, therefore, accept the calumet. I told the chief I
wanted four horses for my return, and_, having given him seven liatchets and a
string of large glass beads, I received the next day four Spanish horses. As
this nation is sometimes at peace, and sometimes at war with the neighboring
Spaniards, they take advantage of a war to carry off their horses. There is
not a cabin which has not four or five. vVe harnessed ours as well as we
could, and departed on the 29th, greatly vexed that we could not continue our
route as far as M. de La Salle's camp. We were unable to obtain guides from
this nation to take us there, thoup:h not more t11an eighty leagues off. It was
at the distance of three days' journey from hence that 1\1. de La Salle was
murdered.
We reached Cadadoquis on the 10th of May. · "\Ve stayed tliere to rest ou~·
horses, and went away on the 17th, with a guide who was to take us to the village of Coronas. After four days' journey, he left us. 'When our guide was
gone, I directed our course to the southeast, and, after about forty leagues'
march, crossing seven rivers, we found the river Coronas. vVe made a raft to
explore the other side of the river, but. found tl1ere no dry land. ,i\,~ e resolved
to abandon our horses, as it was impossible to take them on, because of the
great i11undation. In the evening, as we were preparing to depart, we saw
some savages. vVe called to them in vain-they ran away, and we were unable to come up with them. Two of their dogs came to us, which, with two of
our own, we embarked the next day on our raft, and left our horses. vVe
crossed fifty leagues of flooded country. The water, wl1ere it was least deep,
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reached half-way up the legs; anrl in all this tract we found only one little
island of dry land, where we killed a bear and dried its flesh. It wo·uld be
difficult to give an idea of the trouble we had to get out of this miserable cm~ntry, where it rained night and day. We were obliged,to sleep on the trunks of
two great trees placed together, and to make our fire on the trees, to eat our
dogs, and to carry our baggage across large tracts covered with cane; in short,.
I never suffered so much in all my life as in this journey to the Mississippi,
which we reached on the 11th of July. Finding that we were only thirty
leagues from Coronas, we resolved to go there, although we had never set foot
in that village. "\Ve arrived there on the evening of- the 11th. We had not
eaten for three days. The savages received me very well. During three days
they did not cease feasting us. I left them on the 20th, and r~ache~l the Ark-·
ansas on the 31st; where I caught a fever, which obliged me to stay there till
the 11th of August, when Ileft. The fever lasted until we got to the Illinois,
in September, 1690. (His. Col. La.; by B. :B'. :French.)
ST. DENIS'S ROUTE TO. MEXICO,

On the 23d of August r1113], St. Denis set out with thirty Canadians, to
make a reconnaissance of the Spanish mission in the province of Lastikas, near
Red River. On the 15th of November, he arrived at the Assinays, west of
Natchitoches, and not finding any Spaniards there, returned to the Natchez,
where he re-enforced himself with five Canadians. He then reascended Red
River to Natchitoches, and marched to the Assinays, where he took twenty
Indians and some horses, to conduct him to the missionary establishment of St.
John the Baptist, two leagues west of the Rio Bravo [now Rio Grande].
Capt. Raimond, the commandant of this post, informed the Duke of Lignares,
Viceroy of Mexico, of the arrival of St. Denis, and of his approaching mar1·iage with his niece. The Viceroy sent orders for St. Denis to repair immediately to the city of Mexico, where he arrived o·n the 25th of June, 1715. He
engaged St. Denis to accompany nine missionaries, who were going to establish themselves among the Adays, Nachodoches, Youays, Assinays, Natchitoches, and Nadacos, in the province of Lastikas. On.the 26th of October, he
left the city of Mexico on this expedition, and visited St. Louis de Potosi, St.
Louis de la Paz, Charcas, Saltillo, Boca de Leon, and St. John the Baptist, on
the Rio del Norte [now Grande], where h~ was married. On the 4th of June,
1716, he 1·eturned to the Assinays, and on the 25th of August, he·arrived at
Mobile.
In October St. Denis, Graveline, La Freniere, Beaulieu, Freres, Dcrbanne
[all Canadians], formed a commercial copartnership. They purchased from
the stores of Crozat sixty thousand livres of merchandise to sell to the Spaniards in the kingdom of New Leon; and on the 10th of October, 1716, they
set out from Mobile to go to Mexico. They arrived at Natchitoches on the
25th of November, where they purchased some horses, and on the 25th of December they re.ached one of the villages of the Adayes [where they found a
Spanish mission-house]. From the 29th of December to the 4th of January,
1 71 7, they travelled eighteen leagues through a country abounding in game.
On the Gth they crossed the river Adayes, and slept in the village of the
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Ayiches, where they found a Spanish mission-house established, consisting of
two priests, three soldiers, and a woman. The country was interspersed with
beautiful prairies, and watered by several streams. From the 12th to the 13th
they travc~led nineteen leagues, and slept at the mission-station of Nachodoches, where they found four priests, two soldiers, and a Spanish woman.
From the 18th to the 21st, they travelled nine leagues, to the Assinays or
·cenis, where they found two priests, one soldier, and a Spanish woman .
. At Le Presidio,* which was seventeen leagues further on, they met a captain, ensign, and twenty-five soldiers. On the 22d they crossed two rivers,
and at a distance of ten leagues further they passed the last mission-station of
the Assinays or Cenis, which- consisted of two priests and several soldiers, who
furnished them with a relay of horses: From the 23d to the 24th tl1ey travelled eight(}en leagues to Trinity River, where they rested. From the 2Gth to
the 28th they advanced twenty-four leagues, to the river des Irrupines [probably
Brazos], where they saw a great herd of wild buffaloes. On the next day they
crossed the river, which has two branclrns, and slept at. night in a village of
the same name. From the 2d to the 8th of April they travelled thirty-six
leagues, and crossed a desert to the Colorado River. Here they were attacked
by sixty Indians on horseback, who were covered with buffalo skins and armed
with bows and lances. The conflict was soon ended j but in their retreat the
Indians threw themselves upon their rear guard, and carried off twenty-three
mules, one of which was loaded with all their wearing apparel.
On the 11th they made nine leagues, and forded the river St. Madi:s. On
the next day they crossed two branches of the river Guadaloupe. From the
13th to the 14th they travelled thirteen leagues, and forded the rivers St.
Anthony and Madeline.t From the 15th to the 19th they travelled twentyseven leagues, to the river Nueces. From the 20th to the 21st they travelled
to the river Del Norte [Grande], and two leagues to the west of which they
arrived at the Presidio, where they found a captain, lieutenant, and thirty
Spanish soldiers. In this place were establisl1cd the missions of St. Bernard
and St. J olm the Baptist. Their houses were built around a square which
formed their fortress. These missionary-stations are situated about two hundred. and fourteen leagues from Natchitoches, in latitude 29° 1O'. Here
Graveline and Derbomie learned that the merchandise brought by St. Denis
had been seized by Raimond, commandant of the post, and that he had gone
to the city of Mexico to have them restored to him.
This news compelled them to intrust the gooqs they had brought with them
to the Franciscan ·fathers, who sold them by degrees to the merchants of Boca
<le Leon. On the 1st of September they heard of the imprisonment of St.
Denis, which obliged them soon after to set out for Mobile, where they arrived on the 25th of October, 1717. They visited, on their route, a Spanish
• Presidio is the Spn.nish nn.me for fort or gnrrison. Thn.t here mentioned was
Oenis probably. The Presidio St. John the Baptist was in latitude 28°. The Pre•
sidio del Pusso del Norte and Presidio del Norte are or were also on or near the Rio Bravo
del Norte or Rio Grande del Norte.
t Now Medina, probably contraction or corruption of Madeline.
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mission on the Aadayes, St. Michel-Archange de Lingares, which was founded
on the 29th of January, 171 7, by the Reverend Father Augustin, Patron de
Guzman, of the order of Franciscans.
NoTE (28), page 472.

MISSISSIPPI RIVER. ·
When, o·n the 13th of May, in the year 1673, Joliet and Marquette passed
from the Wisconsin into the great river that they were in search of, they
called it by the name which the Indians of that section called it, viz., Meschacebe, or, as Hennepin has it, Meschasipi. When they passed the mouth of
the Pekitanoni, now the Missouri, they observed the great rapidity of that
river and the turbidness of its waters, and that the character of the river they
had descended to that point, was entirely different from the river below it ;
but they had· no knowledge of the great extent of the Pekitanoni ; had they
had this knowledge, the Pekitanoni, in all probability, would have been so
known from the Rocky Mountains to the Gulf of Mexico ; but they continued
the name of Meschasipi to the river as they descended it, and thus a tributary
of the g1·eat river gave its name to a portion of that great river which should
have been called by a single name from its mouth to its source.
The name of Meschasipi was afterwards written Missisipi, and finally Miss1Ss1ppi. There is probably no river that has had so many names as this great
river. The. Indians, according to their different localities and different languages, had different names for it. Soto first knew it by the name Chucagua.
The :French several times changed its name, calling it St. Louis, Cobert, etc.
The Mississippi, as now known, migllt, according to its characteristics, be
called upper, middle, and lower. The first, all that portion above the mouth
of the Missouri ; the second, all l>etween the mouth of the Missouri and that
of the Ohio;· arid the third, all below the mouth of the Ohio, or rather from
the terminns of the limestone. cliffs on· the Mississippi, twenty-eight miles
above the mouth of the Ohio, where, two hundred and eighty-five feet above
the leveJ of the sea, begins the great fluvial deposit that extends five hundred
miles, to t1ie Gulf of Mexico, and has an art\a of forty thousand square miles:
Through this immense plain the lower Mississippi winds its way, in a southerly direction, twelve ·hundred and six miies. to the Gulf of Mexico, fiowing
first fror;u the Ohio to Memphis, along its eastern margin, near the bluffs that
bound it on that side, and at· some half dozen points present themselves on
the borders of . the river i then, from Memphis to the mouth of the St.
Francis River, it crosses this plain, rind then tlciws along its western margin
from the St. Francis to Lake Providence. From Lake Providence it again
crosses the plain, reaching the eastern side at Vicksburg, and then continuing
along the eastern side and very near the bluffs that. present themselves on the
banks of the river at five or· six points, it reaches the hills of Fort Adams,
twelve miles above the mouth of the Red River, by some considerecl the heacl
of the delta,: but the river Mississippi still continues along the eastern margin
of its plain to Baton Rouge, the highlands appearing at three or foul' points.·
At Baton Rouge the highlands diverge eastward (in regard to side) from the.
river, and terminate on Bayou Manchac, about fifte~n miles, by land, ~elo,~,-
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where the delta stretches eastward to Lake Pontchartrain i and the Mississippi
flows southeastwarclly two hundred and twenty-six miles to the Gulf.
From what has been said it will be perceived that the Mississippi crosses its
plain twice, and in each instance diagonally; firstly, from Memp11is to the
· mouth of the St. Francis, a distance of eighty miles, while the width of the
plain at Memphis, and at Helena, about eight miles, by land, below the St.
· Francis, is thirty-five miles·; secondly, from Lake Providence to Vicksburg, a
distance of seventy-six miles, while the width of the plain at Vicksburg is
thirty-five miles ; and at N·atchez, seventy miles, by the river, below, it is
thirty miles·. The plain of the Mississippi, from Manchac or from Red River
to the Ohio is thus divided into three sections; the first extending from the
Ohio to Memphis, the second from Memphis to Vicksburg, and t1rn third from
Vicksburg to the Red River, or to Manchac. The middle section is one hundred
and eighty-four miles long and sixty-eight miles wide, on the east side of the
Mississippi ; if to this be added the greatest width on the west side, the greatest width of this section of the plain would be about one hundred miles.
The computed length ,of ~he Mississippi from the mouth of the Ohio to the
Gulf of Mexico, is one thousand one hundred a,nd seventy-eight miles. The
width varies from two thousand one hundred and seventy, and two thousand
four hundred and twenty-five, to five thousand six hundred and thirteen and
five thousand nine hundred feet. The average width, from Cape Giradeau to
eleven miles below New Orleans, is three thousand two hundred and thirty-six
feet. The depth at the high wa:ter of 1850 was, below the Ohio, from
seventy-one to one hundred and thirty-five feet. From Vicksburg to New
Orleans the average depth in mid-channel, at high water, may be fairly assumed to be one hundred and fifteen feet, though there are many points where .
the depth exceeds one hundred and eighty feet, and others where the extreme
does not exceed seventy feet. Under the bluffs at Granq Gulf, the leacl
reached two hundred feet. · The average descent, at high wate~, is three and
one-fourth inches per mile. The average surface velocity in the centre of the
river, at high water, is about seven feet per second, or nearly five miles per
hour.
· Along the Mississippi and near it are found lakes in the slrnpe of a h~rse~hoe, having the ordinary width qf the Mississippi River. These lakes were
_once deep bends of the river, .and have been formed by the river washing
through the narrow necic which connected the peninsula with the mainland.
About a dozen of these lakes have been formed within the last forty years.
They vary in length from ten to thirty miles. Besides this action of the
river, the sand-bar points opposite the bends increase and encroach upon the
bed of the river, until forced out of its original channel, the river forms for
itself a new one in the opposit~ bend. Where, about twenty-five years ago, a
depth of two hundred feet was found in the Mississippi, the river no longer
flows, and for about three miles extending above that point the Mississippi has
•gradually.left its old bed, and now flows parallel to it.
· These operations of the Mississippi have been in action from the time when
· it creat~d the immense plain through which it flows, and it is probable that,
. in the lapse of ages, it has occupied every portion of its plain, and even extended its area by its encroachments on the bluff barriers that bound it on
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either side. But notwithstanding all these changes, the le11gth of the lower
Mississippi for one hundred and eighty years has varied but very little.
During the three hundred and forty years that lrnve elapsed since Soto,
in 1541, crossed the Mississippi, about the latitude of Helena, such great
changes have taken place in that river, that, in all probability, scarcely a vestige now remains of the channel through which it then flowed. It therefore is
not on the borders of the present channel of the Mississippi that must be sought
tl10 theatre of the exploits of De Soto. It is not there that must be expected
traces of his. route, if any such remain, but on the borders of the old lakes an.d
of the old beds of the Mississippi, now probably hid in the dense forests of its
fertile plain.
NOTE (29), page 487.

THE ROUTE OF DE SOTO IN FLORIDA.

A large artificial mound near the eastern shore of the eastern branch of Tampa
Bay* marks the starting-point in Florida whence De Soto set ·out to explore the
country. It was here that he encamped, after landing his horses and soldiers on
the shores of the bay near its entrance, and sending his sailors and vessels up
the bay to anchor near the great mound.
De Soto took with hini, on his expedition, a number of hogs. Hernando
Cortes did the like on his expedition to Honduras, and Gonzales Pizarro also
took swine wit11 him on his expedition to the N apo. These animals travel
from twelve to fifteen miles a clay, and this was the rate at which De Soto
travelled through populated countries, for the Elvas Narrative says they travelled five. or six leagues a day tl1rough populous countries, and as fast as they
could through countries not populated. A SJ)anish league is five thousand varas,
or two and one-third English miles, which would make five or six leagues twelve
or fourteen English miles. When they travelled as fast as they could they
made eight leagues a day, ~s when they passed through a wilderness on their
way from Patofa to Cofachique, and eight leagues would be. about eighteen
miles. But the c1rnracter of the country made a great difference in their rate
of travel; and what has been said in regard to their speed must be understood
of their travel in general, and under favorable circumstances ; through marshes,
canebreaks, and thickets, it must have been less, especially where there was no
path. But it is probable that De Soto followed the Indian trails through the
country, except where he was misled by his guides.
·
The troops first marched to Hurripaeuxi, who lived about twelve leagues
from the coast. They marcl1ed at the distance of ten or twelve leagues from the
coast to Apalache, which was a hundred and ten leagues from Tampa Bay.
The sea was nine leagues from Apalache, says Biedma-the Elvas Narrative
says ten-that would be twenty-three miles ; and that six leagues on the way
was a town named Ochete (Ante). "Apalache has a great number of habitations, many villages of fifty and sixty houses each i there are many ponds, and
they fish there all the year. To the north the land is fertile, and there are neither
woods nor marshes. To the south [that is, towards the sea] there is nothing

* It is thus I :find it on the map in the '' Conquest of Florida.,''

by Theodore Irvin.
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but forests and marshes." Such is the description given of Apalache, taken
from the different accounts of De Soto's expedition. Garcilasso makes it thirty
leagues from the sea; but the other two almost agree, one giving nine and the
other ten leagues to the sea from Apalaclie. Apala.che, probably, was somewhere in the neighborhood of Tallahassee.
De Soto, after spending at Apalache the winter that began in 1539, departed
the 3d of March, 1540, to go to Yupaha,* the country in which was Cofacique, a town on the east side of the Savannah River, not far from where Augusta now is. He marched northward five days and came to a lm·ge and fopid
river, which he crossed in boats. Elvas says almost the same. Here was a
town called Capachiqui (in this they agree). This river, probably, was the
Ocmulgee. He then came to a small river,· here was Acl{ese, a town. He
then came to Ocute, where he travelled up a river very well inhabited. He
travelled and passed two rivers, which were waded; each was two crossbowshots over (eight or ten hundred yards); the water came to the stirrups, and
had so great a current tliat it ,vas needful for the horsemen to stand one before
another tliat the footmen might pass over above t1rnm, leaning unto them. He
came to anot1ier river of great current and largeness, which was passed with
more trouble, because the horses did swim, at the coming out, about a lance's
length. Having passed this river he came to a grove of pine trees. They had
now travelled sixty-three or seventy-two leagues from Patofa, according to
Elvas. Here they were at a loss, but Danusco discovered a town downt the
river at a distance -of twelve or thirteen leagues. They went thither, and
thence, in two days' journey, came to Cofacique, which was on the east side of
a river they had to cross in boats, and in which river some of their horses were
drowned in crossing. Biednrn says from Chisi [ Achese] they went to a province
called Attapaha. '' Here they found a river which flowed towards the south, like
those we had already passed (crossed), and emptied into the sea, where Vasquez
de A.:vllon had landed'' (conjecture). He says from Cofa they travellerlin an easterly direction. He gives nearly the same distance from the hamlet, that Danusco
discovered, to Cofacique. Biedma mentions four large rivers tha.t they crossed
between Apalac110, and the river on which was Cafitacique or Cofacique. The
fir.st river appears to have been larger than the two rivers they crossed by
wading, which were wide and shallow ; the next the horses had to swim a spear's
length. But when they reach the river on which was Cofocique, so deep and
violent was the river that four of their horses were drowned, according to Garcilasso. The Savannah River is five hundred yards wide at Augusta.
Cofacique was two days' journey from the sea, according to Elvas N arrittive.
But Biedma says : " The 'Indians told us that the sea was only about tliirty
leagues distant .. , From Cofacique to Chiaha was twelve days' journey,
that is from Augusta to Rome. Soto, on leaving Apalache, trnvelled· five
days to the first river; he travelled nine days from Patofu. and two clays from
. the village that Danusco discovered to reach Cofacique ; all this, without count-

* The Elvas Narrative makes Yupaha the country of Cofacique, but he does not
mention Yupaha after Soto leaves Apalache. Biedma mentions Atta.paha-which
sounds very much like Altnmaha-where there wns a river which emptied into the .sea.
Garcilasso puts the first town of the province of Altapaha three days' journey from Apa•
!ache, and Achalaque next after Altapaha ; this name is still more like Altamaha.
t Garcilasso sn.ys itp the river, and probably is right.
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ing distances that have not been given, amounts to sixteen days' travel. The
distance from Patofa to Cofacique was equal to the distance from Cofacique to
Chiaha, according to this, but he was fifteen days travelling from Oofacique to
Chi aha. They left Cofacique the 3d of May, 15,10, to go to Chiaha, which was
twelve days' journey thence ; they marched in a northerly direction eight or ten
days through a mountainous country and reached Xualla; from Xualla to Guachoule they crossed very rough, l1igh hills. Guachoule was situated among
many streams which passed on both sides of the town, and came from the
mountains which are around it. The dwelling of the chief was upon a mound,
with a terrace around it, where six men could walk abreast.
I believe that this mound will be recognized in the following by M. F. Stephenson : '' Two miles below Cartersville, in Bartow County, Georgia, on the
Chattahoochee River, are the remains of a magnificent temple, eighty-seven feet
high, with an escarpment on t11e east of near twenty feet high and twenty feet
wide, where a granite idol was plowed up by the Indians fifty-two years ago,
and sold to an Englislmrnn, who sold it to the Salisbury collection in England;
and in 18 71 the goddess was plowed up at the same place, and is now in the
possession of Capt. Lyon, who loaned it to the Smithsonian Institute, at Washington, to take casts and electrotypes from." This temple is surrounded by a
ditch thirty feet deep from river to river, in a bend of fifty acres, on which are
four watch-towers (mounds).
De Soto departed from Guachoule, and in two days came to Canasaqua, and
thence journeyed five days through a desert to Chiaha. The Elvas Narrative
says : "The town was on an, island between two arms of a river, and was
seated nigh one of them. The river divideth itself into these two branches,
two crossbow-shots above the town, and meeteth again a league below the same.
The plain between the two branches is sometimes a crossbow-shot, sometimes
two crossbow-shots over. The branches are very broad, and both of them
may be waded over."*
Garcilasso places Guachoule and Chiaha on tlrn same river, and says : "For
to go there (to Chiaha) he descended along many streams which pass by Guachoula, unite at some distance from there, and make a river so powerful, that
in the province of foiaha (Chiaha), distant tl1irty ieagues from the other, it is
larger than the Guadalquivir at Seville."
Biedma calls Chiaba, Chisca. The description he gives of Chisca suits
Chiaha, as described by the Elvas Narrative, w11ich places Chisca in the gold
1·egion of Georgia. There· were two Christians sent from Chiaha to Chisca,
according to Elvas.
From Chiaha De Soto travelled down the river to Coste, and in seven days
arrived there, '' where the villages were likewise built on the islands of the
river" (Biedma). Garcilasso says: "The troop~ marched along the island
(river?), and at five leagues from Iciaha, where unites the river of this country with that where t1rny were entering, they came to the capital of Acoste."
The junction of the two rivers here mentioned is that of the two which form
the Ca<;a River.

* An Indian bow will send an arrow four hundred ynrds. De Soto wns at Chio.ha
in the ~onth of June, n senson when the river, probably, was very low.
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Coste was in the province of Co~a, which was the richest country in Florida.
After travelling some days, probably along down t11e Coqa River, Soto cliverged to the southeast and came to Ytaua where he was detained six days on
a.econnt of a river there that was very high at that time. This river was, in all
probability, the Tallapoosa. He there crossed the river and proceeded through
a populous country, and came, on the 18t11 of September, to Talisse, a great
town situated near unto a main river (Tallapoosa).
From Talisse De Soto proceedecl until he came to the Alabama River, probably not far from the mouth of the Talla.poosa, He crossed the Alabama River
and went to Mauvila. The Elvas Narrative says that after crossing he travelled three days, and the third day he passed all day through a peoplecl country,
and came to Mauvila, Monday, 18th October, 1540, and that "Here the governor understood .that Francisco Maldonado waited for him at the Port of
Oclrnse (or Achusse); and that it was six days (seventy-two miles) journey
thence." Biedma says: "We came to a large river which empties into the
bay called Chnse (Ochuse, or Ac1msse). The Indians informed us that
Narvaez's vessels had touched there for water, and left a Christian named.
Teodoro, who was still living among the Indians. They showed us a poniard
which had belonged to him." Garcilasso places Mauvila two leagues-about
five miles-from the river at the place where they cro3sed ; and what Elvas
says above of the three days' travel, Garcilasso makes that the distance from
Talisse to the capital of Tascaluca. "This town was very strong, because it
was in t110 midst of a peninsula formed by the river that passes by Talisse, wl1ich
is much larger and more rapid at Tascaluca than at t1rnt town." It was the
Alabama, not the Tallapoosa. Garcilasso says they learned from prisoners that
the sea at Achusse was thirty leagues (seventy miles) from Mauvila. Biedma
says the Indians told them that Mauvila was more than forty leagues from the
sea.
De Soto left Mauvila Sunday, the 18th of November, 1540, and marched
northward, and came to a town called Cabusto, near a great river, which he
crossed in a barge. He then travelled five days through a desert, and came to
another river, which he also crossed in a barge. In both these instances the
barge was built by the Spaniards. Having crossed this river, the next day,
the 17th of December, he came to Chicaca. This country was very well peopled. Biedma says that from Mauvila they marched north ten or twelve days.
"The Indians defended the rivers we crossed." Garcilasso mentions but one
river which "was great, deep, and had high banks." He describes Chicaca
thus: "This town has two hundred houses, situated upon a hill, which extends north and south, and is watered by many small streams." Thei·e are but
two rivers that answer the description here given; they are the Tuscaloosa,
now changed to Black ·warrior, and the Tombigbee, and these 1wobably are
the two rivers they crossed in boats. De Soto passed 11t Chicaca the winter
that began in 1540.
The 25th of April, 1541, De Soto departed from Chicaca, and· marched
northwest until he reached the province of Alibamo, which was probably on
the waters of the Tallahatche. From Alibamo to Quizquiz or Chisca, on the
:Mississippi River, "he travelled seven days through a desert of many marshes ,
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and thick woo els;'' that is, through the swamps of the Mississippi River
bottom.
Near Chisca De Soto crossed the Mississippi River, there called the Chucagua. After crossing, he ascended the river a league and a half, and came
to a great town of Aquixo, the name of the province. Be there learned that
three days' journey from thence was a great cacique named Casquin. He
came to a small river [St. Francis], where a bridge was made,* on which
they crossed. That day, till sunset, they travelled in water which came to
the knees, and in some places to the waist. They arrived at Casquin, and
found the country higher, drier, and more cliampaign than any part bordering
near the river, that until then they had seen. t Garcilasso says this river was
as large as the Guadalquivir at Cordova. According to him they travelled
three days up this river.
From Casquin De Soto went to Pacaha, on the Mississippi River, two days'
journey from Casqui. Pacaha, or Capaha as Garcilasso calls it, was foe highest
point on tlie Mississippi that De Soto reached. From Pacaha De Soto sent a
detachment northwest, which travelled eight days through swamps, and came
to a place called Calusi. When this detachment returned, De Soto returned
to Casqui, and thence went southwest to Quiguate, the largest village in all
Florida. It was situated on one of the b1·anches of a great river. From Pacaha
to Quiguate may be a hundred leagues. Garcilasso says he [Soto] refreshed
l1imself five days at Casqui, and then marched four down along the river through
fertile and populous places, and arrived at the province of Quiguate ; he then
continued his journey five 9-ays, descending along the river through places
abounding in p1·ovisions, and the fifth arrived tit the capital, called Quiguate,
From this and from what the Elvas Narrative says of De Soto's travel when
he left Quiguate, it is quite evident tl1at it was on the Mississippi River.
From Quiguate Soto went to Coligoa ; this place was forty leagues northwest of Quiguate, and situated among the mountains or hills of Arkansa, on a
small river.
From Coligoa Soto went southwest over mountains five days, and came
to Tatel Coya on the Arlrnnsa River. From thence he went four days up the
river to the province of Cayas; where he stopped at a town called Tanico, near
a river. In th:e province of Cayas the Spaniards made salt, and in it was a
lake of l1ot brackish water. Soto had crossed the Arkansa either at Tatel
Coya, or in going from there to Cayas.
From Tanico Soto went to Tulla, a day and a lrnlf's journey south from
there; but to reach it he had to cross high mountains.
From Tulla he went southeast "ten clays" or '·' eig11ty leagues" to Autiamque. He first went five clays over rough mountains to Quipana, at the foot
of high mountains. :From thence he turned east, and, crossing these mountains, clescenclecl into a plain where was Autiamque, on the banks of the
Arkansa. Here he went into winter quarters, and spent the winter that began
in 1541.
On Monday, the 6th of Marcl1, 1542, Soto departed from Autiamque to seek

* These bridges were fl.au.ting beams with their encls fastened together, so as to extend from one bank to the other.
t Since then earthquakes have produced great changes in that region.
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Nilco, which t1ie Indians said was near the great river. He spent ten days in
travelling from Autiamque to a province called Ayays, and came to a town
that stood near the river that passes by Cayas and Auti.amqne [ Arkansa River].
There he crossed the river, and then descending along it he came to Nilco the
29th of March. So he was nineteen days travelling from Autiamque to Nilco,
for there were four days that it snowed so that he could not travel; but his
route was through swampy inundated country much of the way, so he could
not travel far in a day; besides he was delayed a whole day at a lake in trying
to cross it.
Nilco was on the .Arkansa River near and above its mouth. He left rt the
17th of April, and went to Guachoya, which was on the west side of the Mis~issippi, and just below the mouth of the Arkansa. Guachoya was above Minoia
or Aminoia, and Minoia was nine leagues from Nilco, which was nine leagues
from the high land. Fernando de Soto died at Guachoya the 21st of May, .
1542.
A LIST OF ALL THE INDIAN NAMES MENTIONED IN THE ELVAS NARRA-

TIVE OF THE EXPEDITION OF DE SOTO IN FLORIDA.

This narrative gives nearly every name mentioned by the other accounts, aml
many more names in addition. The names are generally written differently in
the different accounts of the same place, but they are easily recognized by the
sound and orthography, and by the location; for instance, Hurripacuxi and
Paracossi are intended for the same place and person; the former has tt prefix,
the other has not. Paracuxi is intended for Paracossi. Etocale in Biedma is
Cale in the Elvas Narrative; and Biedma's Chaviti is Chaguate in tlrn Elvas
Narrative. The names are in the order the Spaniards came to them on their
journey. Where they are otherwise, it will be noticed.
The names from Ucita to Apalache, both inclusive, are from Tampa Bay
to Tallahasse; tl~ose from Apalache to Cntifachique are from Tallahasse to
Augusta, in Georgia. Those from Cutifachique to Chiaha are from .Augusta
to Rome, in Georgia. ThoRe from Chiaha to Piache are on or near the Cooca
or Tallapoosa rivers, and are from Rome to near Montgomery, Alabama.
Those from Piache to Quizquiz are from Montgomery to a point near Delta or
Friar's Point on the Mississippi River. Casqui was on the St. Francis River,
Paeaha on the Mississippi and above the St. Francis. Quiguate was on the
Mississippi, and about a hundred Spanish leagues below Pacaha. Coligoa was
forty SpaniRh leagues northwest from Quigaute. From Cayas to Ayays, both
included: are on the west side of the Arkansas River, between it and probably
the vVashita. From Guachoya on the Mississippi, just below the .Arkansas,
to Naguatex, the places are between the Arkansas and Red Rivers. .All the
remaining places as far as Dayeao are between the .Red River ancl the Trinity.
The Indian names : -

U cITA
l\focrn;o
Paracossi
Acela
Tocaste

Cale
Ytu.ra
Potano
Utinama
Cholupaha

Caliqtren
Nitpatuca
Hapaluya.
Uzachil
Axille
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Tascaluca
Tietiquaquo, chief
on the Tallapoosa
t A YAYS
PrACI-IE on the Ahtbama tTutelpinco
.ANAICA APALACI:IE
M:a vma
tTianto
Ochete and Ochus
Pafallaya
tNilco
Capachique
Taliepatava
*GuACHOYA
Toalli
Cabusto
* H uasene
Achese
C11icaGa
*Quigalta
Yupaha
Alimamu [ Alibamo J
Catalte
Altamaca
Nicalasa, chief
Chaguate
Ocute
Saquechuma, chief
.A.guacay
Qofaqui
*QUIZ-QUIZ
Pato
Patofa
*.A.quixo
.A.maye
.Aymay
Casqui on the St. Francis NAGUATEX on Red River
CUTIFACHIQUE
*Paca1ia
Hacanac, chief
Chalaque
CaluGa
Nissoone
Xualla
Lacane
Macanoche, woman
Guaxula
Nondacao
on the Ohatahoochee Mochila,
''
Aays
*Quigaute
Canasaqua
Chilano
Coligoa
:j:CmAHA
Socatino
Chisca
Palisema
Guasco
:j:Coste
tTatalicoya
Naquiscoca
:j:Tali
tCAYAS
Nacacahoz
:j:Coc}a
tTanico
DAYCAO, the Trinity Riv.
Tallimuchase
Tulla
*Minoya
Quipana
Ytaua
*Taguanate
Gualrnte
Ullibahali
Toasi
Anoixi
Tamaliseu } names
Tapatu
of the
Tallise on the Tallapoosa Catamaya
Mico and Ri Mississippi.
Casiste
''
t Autiamque

Vitachuco
Uzela

Ochete was Aute, and was between ".Apalache" and the sea, Ochus is
Achusse, the Bay of Pensacola. Chisca was north of Chiaha several days'
journey. It was in the gold region of Georgia. Biedma calls Chiaha, Chisea.
CahH}a was northwest several days' journey from Pacaha. Coligoa was forty
Spanish leagues northwest of Quiguate. Dacayo was the furthest place west
that the Spaniards under Moscoso reached, it was one hundred and fifty Spanish
leagues from Guachoya on the Mississippi, near and below the mouth of the
Arkansas. Chilano is put where it is to show its situation on the .A.ays ; it was
not seen 011 their route out, but on their return ; on which Chilano and Minaya
are the only new places mentioned. As all the others had been previously
mentioned, it was not necessary to repeat them, or rather those of them through
which they passed on theh· return.

* On or near the Mississiplll River.
t

On or near the Arkansas River .

.:j: On or near the Col,la River.
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Indian names mentioned by Garcilasso in his " Conquest of Florida" : Hirriga or Hirrihigua
*Mucoc;o
U rribaracuxi
Acuera
Ocaly
*Ochile
*Vitachuco
Ossachile
* .Apalache
Capasi
Aute
Aclrnssi
*.Altapaha
Achalaqne
Cofa

Cofaqui
Patofa
Cofaciqui
Talomeco
Chalaques
Chovala
Guachou1a
Iciaha
.Acoste
*Coqa
*Talisse
*Tascaluca
Mauvila
*Ohicaqa
*Alibamo
The upper world,
The lower world,
The devil,

Chisca
Chucagua
*Casquin
*Capaha
Quiguate
Colima
Tula
Utianque
N aguatex
Guacane
Anilco
Guac110ia
Auche
, Aminoia
Quigualtanqui.
Hamampaclia.
Ucupµcha.
Cupai.

Indian names, nearly all of the Peninsuln. of Florida, from the accounts of
Ribault, Laudonniere, Gourgue, and Fontanedo : Appalatcy
Chigoula
Chenonceau
Audusta
Wayon
Hoya
Touppa
Stalame
Toya
He Toya
Iawas
Couexis
Oude
Maccoa
.Antipola Bonassou
Paracoussy
Satourioua or Satiroua
Athore
Thimogoa

*

Mayara
Mollua
Olata Ouae Utina
Cadecha
Chilili
tGuaragunve
Cuchiyaga
Eclauou
Enacappe
Calany
Anacharaqua
Omitiaqua
Acquera
Moquoso
Potanou
Hyou (exclamation)
Malico
Omoloa
Onathaqua

Serranay
Allimacany
J\faquarqua
Hostaqua
Marracou
Mathiaca
Calos
SmTope
Hiocaia
Hiatiqui (interpreter)
Edelano
Eneguape
Patica
Mayaimi
Guasaca
Coya
Astina
Enecaque
Esquine

Names found on mnps made nt different dntes. The Casquins were the Knskaskias ;
the Capnhns were the Quappas or Cappas; the On,yns were the Kanzas; nnd the Quipanas were the Pawnees. These appear on the maps in their 1lfODERN names, which,
in nll probability, are but corruptions of the originals.
·
t The village of Tenrs on one of the Florida Keys.
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Casti
Nia Cubacani
Saraurahi
Iracana
Apalou
Tacadocorou
Homoloa
Malica
Seley
Sieroa Pira (copper)
Olotoraca or Olotacara
Salinacani
Saracary
Catacouru
CassineHelicopile
Tacatacourou
Sarabay
Tegesta
Orista or Chicora
Quate or Gualdape
Otopali
Olgatano

Teguem.apo
Chichimeque
Zertepe
Cutespa
Sequene
.Enemptt
Tuchi
Onagatano
Sinacsta
Canogacole
Calaobe
Mayajuaca
Gardgum.ve, islands
Guaya
Casitoa
Toco Baja-Chile
Mogozo
Futun
Tampa
Luiseyove
Torno
Tonsobe
Sinapa
Feaga
Mayaca
Sacaspada
Ieaga, name of an island Yagua
Abolachi
Muspa
Coyovea
Olagale
Guasaca-Es-Qui
Comachica
Tocobajo
Tavagueme
Soga No
Ais
Metamapo
Olacatano
Guacata.
Estame
Guevu
Se-le-te-ga.
Talesta

The following dates show the progress that De Soto made in his expedition:1539. May 18th.
May 25th.
May 30th.
Aug. 1st.
Aug. 2d.
Oct. 27th.
1540. March 3d.
April 12th.
April 26th.
May
3d.
July
2d.
July 9th.
July 26th.
Sept. 18th.
Oct. 18th.
Nov. 18th.
Dec. 17th.
1541. April 25th.
June 19th.
Aug. 4th.
Dec. 1st.

Left Havana.
Saw the }and of Florida.
Friday, landed in Florida.
Sets out on his expedition about this time.
Leayes Cale.
Arrives at Aniaca Apalaclie. Wintered.
Leaves Aniaca Apalache.
Leaves Ocute.
Arrives at Aym.ay, two days' journey, twenty-four ~niles
from Cofacique.
Departs from Cofacique.
At Coste.
Leaves Coste.
At CoGa.
At Tallise.
At Mavilla.
Leaves Mavilla.
At Chicaca. Wintered.
Leaves Chicaca.
At Pacaha. Rested forty days.
At Quigaute.
At Autiam.que. "Wintered.
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1542. Mar. 6th.
Mar. 29th.
April 17th.
May 21st.
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Leaves Autiamque.
At Nilco.
At Guachoya.
De Soto dies.

De Soto just before his death appointed Luis de Moscoso de Alvarado
Governor. Moscoso conducted the Spaniards one hundred and fifty leagues
westward to the Trinity River, which he reached about the Jst October, 1542,
and then returned to Minoya, where they spent the winter 1542-3. In March,
1543, was a great flood. They finished seven brigantines in June, 1543, and
July 2d, 1543, sailed from Minoya. The 18th July, 1543, they went to sea;
Sept. 10th, 1543, they came into the river Panuco. The Spaniards wintered
at Apalache, Chicaca, Autiamque, and Minoya.
25th May, 1539, was Pasca de Spirito Santo; hence Tampa Bay was formerly
called Spirito Santo Bay.

NoTE (30), page 504.
THE FIRST ATTEMPT OF PROTESTANTS TO FORM A RELIGIOUS
SETTLEMENT IN AMERICA.

In ·1555, Nicolas Durand de Villegagnon, Knight of Malta, and Vice-Admiral of Bretagne, given to the opinions of the new Sectarians, conceived the
project of forming, in America, a colony of Protestants. He was a man of
rare merit. To a superior mind, he joined all the knowledge that could be
acquired by study and reflection. He had, besides, given proof of courage on
more t1ian one occasion. He presented his design to the court under the single
idea of forming a French settlement in the New World. He obtained from
Henry II. two or three vessels well equipped, which he filled with Calvinists,
left Havre de Grace in the month of May, and arrived on the coasL of Brazil
in the month of November following. .He did not exercise his usual prudence
in choosing a port. He landed upon .a great rock, from which the tide very
soon drove him·; having advanced farther, he entered a river nearly under the
tropic of Capricorn, and took possession of a little -island, in which he built a
fort, which he named Fort Coligny. · Scarcely was the work begun, when he
sent his vessels back to France with letters, in·which he gave an account to the
court of his situation; and he sent with them others to some friends that he
had at Geneva. There were at that time in Brazil, several Normans who had
been s'4ipwrecked upon the coast, and who, mingling with the natives, had
learned their language. Villegagnon attracted them to his fort, and made use
of them to trade with the Brazilians.
The Genevese, having received his letters, seized with eagerness the opportunity that presented itself of establishing themselves in a country where they
hoped to have the free exercise of their religion. Admiral de Coligny, to
whom Villegagnon had not failed to write, became deeply interested_ in this
affair. He knew the zeal of an old gentleman, namecl Philippe de Corguilleray, but better known under the name of Dupont, who had retired to Geneva
to live peaceably in the exercise of his religion. The admiral solicited him
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to consent to put himself at the head of those who should go to Brazil. The
old man, still more stimulated by the exhortations of Calvi;, whose reputation
and authority had reached the highest degree among those who were opposed
to the Roman Church, made no difficulty to sacrifice his repose to the services
of his partisans.
With a chief of this importance, it was necessary to find men of willingness,
who would be disposed to abandon forever their country, ministers of religion,
artisans, and all the things necessary to lay the foundations of a new republic.
They found two ministers of known merit, and who, it was believed, would do
honor to the choice they had made of them. A multitude of persons of different conditions and ages went to present themselves to Dupont, in order to
leave with him ; but the old man, who was sincere, told them that in the
projected enterprise there W?uld be one hundred and fifty leagues to travel by
land, and more than two thousand by sea; and that on arriving at the end of
it, they would be obliged to do without bread; to content themse-lves with
fruits and roots ; to do without wine, because the country produced none of it ;
in a word, that they would be obliged to live in a manner entirely different
from that of Europe. This ·picture made some of them change their minds ;
there were found but fourteen of them who persisted in the resolution of crossing the sea, and going to expose themselves to the dangers and suffering that
awaited them in Brazil.
Dupont failed not to make them pass by Chatillon Sur Loing, where the
admiral had an estate worthy of his rank, in one of the most beautiful castles
of France; the admiral encouraged them all by his exhortations and promises.
They afterwards repaired to Paris, where they found quite 1i. considera~le
number of Protestants, who determined to increase their company; they aftei·wards passed to Rauen; and made some recruits there. Hoping to discover
mines in the country where they were going, they had the precaution to take
with them some men who had a knowledge of that business. They repaired to
Honfleur, where they were to embark; but the inhabitants, having learned that
they had celebrated the Lord's Supper during the night, contrary to the king's
ordinances, which did not permit Protestants to assemble except during the
day, massacred a great part of them. Those who were in a condition to work
the mines had the misfortune to perish, which caused much disappointment to
the chiefs of the enterprise, when they ari'ived in Brazil.
The commotion of the inhabitants of Honfleur caused them to hasten their
departure; they embarked upon four vessels, -yvhich the king had caused to be
equipped. They took with them five young women, and a woman to govern
them, and six youths, who were to learn the language of the country, to ,familiarize themselves with the savages. The equipage might amount to three hundred
persons. Lery, from whom we borrow the greater part of what we have to
say, was of the number.
After having experienced terrible tempests, the three vessels arrived the 16th
February, 1557, in view of America, near the country of the Margajas, who
were allies of tl1e Portuguese. They fired soine cannon, and sent the boat ashore.
A troop of savages advanced to the border of the shore; they showed to them
from a distanc() knives, mirrors, combs, in the hopes of obtaining provisions
from them. The savages comprehended what they asked, and were eager to
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bring refreshments. Six of them entered the boat, with a woman, ancl permitted themselves to be conducted to the vessels.
The next day, fearing to push too far their confidence in these barbarians
whom they knew not, they weighed anchor, in orcler to follow the land.
Scarcely had they made nine or ten leagues, when they found themselves before a Portuguese fort, named St. Esprit. The Portuguese of the garrison,
recognizing a Portuguese caravel, which the French Protestants had picked up
on their route, fired some cannon-shot at them, to which they replied with much
vigor. They continued to advance towards a place named Tapemiry, the inhabitants of which did not give any signs of hate to the French, they coasted
the habitations of many savages, they met many isles, and arrived upon the
lands of the Topinamboux, allies of Villegagnon. These savages,· recognizing
the flag of France, showed their joy by a thousand demonstrations of friendship. The French did not hesitate to anchor. Besides the refreshments which
they received from the savages, they had a good fishing. They sailed again,
and in a little while entered the river of Rio Janeiro: it was the 7th of March,
1557.

Villegagnon and his men, who had retired to a small island of the river, hastened to reply to the cannon of the vessels, and comprehended that succors had
arrived. The eagerness to meet was equal on both sides; the squadron having
advanced to the borders of the island was there received with hearty acclamations. The pleasure which they reciprocally enjoyed in seeing one an.other,
caused the one to forget a year of solitude and ennui, and the oth~r, the dangers which they had experienced in their voyage, and, to felicitate each other
for their common happiness, they returned thanks to Heaven for it.
The new-comers went afterwards to visit Villegagnon, who awaited them ju
a room. After reciprocal embraces, their chief said to him that they had come
to this country to establish in it a reformed church according to the word of God.
He replied that all his efforts would be to second their intentions ; then raising
his hands to heaven, he added : '' Lord, I thank thee for having sent what I
so long desired." Then turning to l1is new companions, he continued in these
terms: '' My children, for I would serve you as a father, this place should be
a safe asylum for the persecuted Protestants of Europe." Afterwards he gave
orders for all his people to assemble in a place designated, with those who had
just arrived, to perform divine service and to hear a sermon which was delivered by one of the clergymen who had accompanied Dupont. They had
quite a frugal repast; everybocly went to labor on the fort which was being.
built. This work was continued during a month, and was never interrupted
except to pray and t_o eat.
Villegagnon, a zealous partisan of the doctrine of Calvin, desired to ,establish
in the colony a discipline conformable to the laws of his reform, but he found
obstacles to it ; disputes arose, and became so warm, that they agreed to send
to France, in order to consult Calvin. While waiting his reply, Villegagnon
made very severe laws among his companions, and had them executed by his
example and his firmness. He married the five young women whom they had
brought with them, to the five young men, and forbid, under penalty of death,
all the Christians of the colony from cohabiting with any Indian woman or
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girl. He, however, permitted them to marry those who were instructed or
baptized.
This conduct of Villegagnon seemed to announce that he was going to be an
apostle of Calvin, but they saw him suddenly change his religious opinions.
The day of Pentecost having been appointed to celebrate the Lord's Supper,
he said that St. Cyprien and St. Cleme:p.t had written that water must be put
in the wine, and required them to conform to this practicf;) ; he undertook to
convince the assembly that consecrated bread was not less useful to the body
than to the soul. He claimed afterwards that salt and oil should be mingled
with the water of baptism, and that an ecclesiastical minister could not marry
a second time. One of the clergymen, wishing to make a display of his knowledge, undertook on his side to deliver a public discourse, which increased
the trouble and division. The disorder went so far, that Villegagnon, without awaiting the reply of Calvin, renounced suddenly the opinion which he
had of him, declared that he regarded him as a heretic devoid of the faith.
From this moment he ceased to show friendship for the . Protestants. He
limited the duration of a sermon to half an hour, although he rarely assisted at
it. They finally believed that he had been dissembling to that time. They
claimed that the cause of this so sudden change on the part of Villegagnon was
a letter which he had received from the cardinal of Lorraine by a vessel which
had arrived at Cape Frio. This prelate severely reproached him for having
abandoned the Roman religion, and fear induced this officer to hold a different
conduct. Lery, who was a zealous Calvinist, asserts that Villegagnon became
so vexed, that he swore every instant by the body of St. James ; that he .would
punish all those who dared to reply to him with firmness ; that no one dared to
approach him. Finally he ren<lered himself so intolerable, that several of the
French formed the project of casting him into the sea: This conspiracy was discovered, and the conspirators he put in irons. Having learned that one named Le
Roche was one of the chiefs, he had him laid on his back. upon the ground, and
caused so many blows with a stick to be given him upon his belly, that this
unfortunate man lost his breath by it. His cruelty not being satisfied he had
him turne~ upon his belly, and ordered that they should give him as many
blows upon his back. He forced him afterwards to go to work.
Those who composed the colony conceived so viol~nt u. hate against Villegagnon, that they would have put him to death, but for the fear of displeasing
the Admiral de Coligny. They contented themselves with not inviting him
any more to their meetings, and with celebrating the Lord's Supper without
him. This conduct in regard to }.im so enraged him, that he declared that
he would no longer su:ffer the Protestants in his fort, and he forced them to
leave it.
These unfortunate beings,· after having passed eight months in a fort which
they had helped to build, were obliged to retire to the sea-shore to await the
arrival of some vessel. They would have been exposed to all the horrors of
famine if the savages, more humane than Villegagnon, had not brought them
prov1s10ns. They passed two entire months in this condition, without having
other resource than the kindness of these Indians. It was during this time
that Lery made the observations which he has given in his voyage.
These French fugitives named the place where they bad retired, la Brique-
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terfo. They built cabh~s t1H~rt:, and formed tl1e design of establishinl? tlwm:mlves thc~re, if tlwy should receive sufficient assistanct~ from Europe, and if'
they C!ouM witlHlraw themselves from the authority of Villegagnon, who was
invc•sted with the ordcirs of the king. This officer, seeing that a part of those
who nppc•ar(Hl to remain attached to him abanclonetl Mm to join the Protestants1 feitring a totftl cfosertion, forced them to leirve, and wrote to the captain
of a vPssel that was in thesci part.q that he could take them on board. He even
sent them a discluu·gc signed with his own hand. Lery asserts that he had the
cruelty to remit to the captain a casket in which was an action against all the
Protestants, and that 110 ordered the first judge to whom he should deliver it
in Fraucc~, to m.Test them all, in order that they all might be burnt as heretics.
'I'hey all embarked, and their vessel sailed the 4th of January, 1558. Their
numbc~r might amount to forty-five men, both sailors and passengers. 'I1hey
arfr•:ed at the port of Blavet, tlic 2Gth of May, after having experienced all
the misfortunes to which they were exposed upon the sea. From thence they
repaired to Hennebon, a little town of Bretagne, which was distant but two
leagues from it. 'l'lu~re they were menaced with another danger, of which
they had no suspicion. The c~asket in which Yillegagnon inclosed his action
against tluim, was delivered to the judges of this town: hut Dupont knew some
of them, as much attached to the church of Geneva as he. They informed
l1im of what was going on, and, fur from regarding these odious accusations,
they suppressed them, and rendered acts of kindness to tl1ose whose destruc.
tion they could have occasiened.
A sl1ort time after the departure of the Protestants, the Portuguese attacked
Fort Coligny, drove Villegagnon from it, and took possession of it. Villegag~
non returned to France, where he was one of the most cruel persecutors of the
Calvinist.,. As a reward he obtained a commandery of Malta named Beauvais,
in Ga.tinois, near St. Jean de N cmours, where he died iu the month of December, 1575. (Richer.)

THE END.
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